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A'IBTHODIST EE-VIEW.'H

JULY, 1903.

Akt. l-the bible story of the fall.

It is practically the universal judgnnent of modern scliol-

ar.hip that Genesis iii is a unity ^vhich reaches us, with the

possible exception of one or t^vo phrases, from the hand of

one ^rriter, and that it belongs to the oldest ground^vork of

Hebrew literature. Xo analysis of documents, theL-elore,

or discussion of age is necessary. The meaning of the He-

brew words used is also undisputed, so that no verbal crit-

ioism seems called for.

A few preliminary remarks, however, may clear the way

to a quicker choice between the various interpretations given

of this narrative. In the first place, recent archa.^ological

discoveries either rule out of consideration or tlirow a lieavy

burden of proof upon several of the old derogatory mter-

l-rctations. It is no longer i>ossible to think of the Hebrew

autbor or compiler of this Genesis narrative as being a

priniitivo man. Ho lived at the end, not at the beginning,

of the ages. His type of thought and his view-pomt are

nr,t to l>o reached by a psychological study of such speci-

lucns of later humanity as have been so attractive to ^Ir.

Tylur and Sir John Lubbock, but rather by an examina-

tion of the views of his neighbors living in Syria, ^Nlesopo-

tamia, and Egypt at that time and by a study of his own

r:Kial and national development. I have recently described

vlsowhore the early intercourse between the Hebrews ami

-thcr ancient ix^oples, showing tliat from the earliest uis-
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torio times Palestine had been peculiarly influenced by othrr

nations, being the meeting place of the culture of the cii-

tiro ancient world. '^ There is no proof that this intercour^r-

ceased when the Hebrews entered the laud. If their r^
.

corded memories can be trusted at all, the ancestors of thi.-;

people liad been men of proj^erty, accustomed to live in

cities; men who bought graves, and homes, and who liad

such leadership that they could actually conquer a home in

Palestine for themselves from such mighty antagonists as

Ave now know the Hittites and Moabites to have been,

quickly found a monarchy there which commanded notice

and respect immediately among foreign nations, and speed-

ily originate a literature which even to this day is stirrini;:

the whole civilized world to admiration. If the Hebrews

were at any liistoric period less civilized than their neigh-

bors it becomes quite a task to explain why the best laws,

the best religious faiths, and the best literary productions

that have come doAvn to us have come from the least civil-

ized of all those ancient peoples. It is now seen by all

archaeologists that the great original works which formed

the basis of the Pentateuch and the early prophecies are

not copies, or even imitations, of the literary forms or con-

tents with which the Israelites were or had been surrounded.

There is an individuality about these as marked as in any

nation, at any era. And it is a surprising thing that the

very first scrap of prophetic literature that comes to us

comes not from the hand of a professional scribe, living ii^

the capital, but from a rustic, living in a little country

village; and yet this is written in elegant Hebrew, show-

ing a remarkable acquaintance witli the international con\-

plications, i^eligious ideas, and habits of thought among tli'^

neighboring nations, and takes for granted a well-estab-

lished conception of national history and a well-formed b<:'<iy

of religious and moral principles. That Amos was sucn

as he was proves that anterior to Amos there were religious

culture, law, centuries of training, settled customs, aii<l a

•rfte I/amiletlc Peview, August, 1901; Augiist, 1902.
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r. .I'lin'^ public. His views of God and of his moral govern-

ui, nt his ethical system, as well as his acquaintance ^vith

•);<> past history of his own and neighboring countries—with

vthioh he takes it for granted that his hearers are also ac-

r'.iaiiited—all ix)int to Amos as at the culmination of a

ti;itioiial civilization and not at its genesis. This can be

fiu'd with equal assurance of the author of this chapter

((Icii. iii). If there is a basis of ancient myth utilized in

this narrative, as Gunkel seems to have abundantly proved,

it has nevertheless been worked over and moralized upon

until it has been completely transformed from its original

purjK'se and meaning.

This narrative did not arise in the culture period of

TDvthical creations. A myth ceases to be a myth when

worked over for pedagogical purposes—oflierwise this objec-

lionable word could be applied to various chapters of Xew
Testament apocalypse as truly as to these early chapters

of the Old Testament. I object to the word, in this con-

nection, not only because in the common thought it is synon-

ymous with something false, but because it is not in ac-

cordance with the Hebrew spirit. "^^Tiile the natural and

.HijH}rnatural were* never well distinguished by the Hebrews,

\t't from everything which they have ^^Titten we can con-

f'lnde that they never personalized the elements as did other

nations. Their monotheistic faith, which ap])ears with

tiiem when we first see them, was totally antagonistic to

Mich myths. Indeed, as Gunkel well points out, man had

not only ceased to be a myth maker, but had long ceased to

!•<' a nomad and had become a tiller of the soil, and several

"f the pains of civilization had come upon the race, before

this narrative could have been originated or adopted by the

Hebrews. Even Gunkel has not drawn out this argument

f^nflioicntly. From this narrative itself it is evident that

^vlien it became a part and parcel of the accept-ed Hebrew

'raditlon that peopk must not only have been monotheistic

but monogamous, and so far advanced in civilization that

'ho man, not the woman, is thought of as the tiller of the
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soil. Anyone acquainted with primitive oriental life w'lW

perceive the signilicancc of this suggestion.

Therefore, Avhile there may have been an original myth,

now lost, in the hands of this Bible writer, yet, if so, be-

cause of his deep meditation and reflection, and his thor-

oughly Hebrew monotheistic spirit, he lias completely tran.s-

fonned it from its original purpose and used it merely as

illustrative material; just as the writer of the first chapter

makes vivid his narrative by a side look at Tiamat as chaos

and Job glorifies the almighty Jehovah by making him tlic

real and easy conqueror of the ancient dragon with wlmm

Marduk struggled so fiercely.

The second preliminary observation has to do with tliu

style of this narrative. I think it is Shailer ^lathews who

has remarked that the modern Palestinians talk in tropes.

That is no truer of them than of their more ancient rela-

tives. The most ancient speech of man was undoubtedly

a picture language. Every oriental language has an alpha-

bet or syllabary comiX)sed of pictures. When illuminated

and interpreted by the oriental imagination, the house, tlic

camel, the girdle, a row of temple columns, wings and horns

and coiling snakes all received a new and lofty meaning. As

Detzel has said, ''Man can only think of God and the highest

spiritual realities in pictures." This is true of deeply spir-

itual or poetical natures in every age. Birds and animals,

rivers and seas, appear everywhere in Dante and Gocth(\

in Carlyle and Tennyson, in this symbolic sense. So tli'"*

beasts and reptiles on the earth, and the stars and plain'ts

in the sky, all spoke to the ancients of mysterious spirit u:il

truths. Every ancient sanctuary w\as a moral picture \(^-

son to all who saw it. It is now known that these sanctri:!-

ries were so similar in Palestine, Egypt, and Babylonia as

also the symbolic colors and dress and ritual—that all orien-

tal strangers visiting Jerusalem could have l>een able ('">

read naich of the religion of Jehovah simply from tins j'i<"

ture lesson in stone. It need not surprise anyone, tlit^rt-

fore, to find that the picture story of the fall of man fi"'--
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s^.iiic sort of a counterpart the world over. Go to Persia

?.!ul wo can hear the story that the first parents of the race

last their happiness because of the fruit they ate. Open

tilt' Scandinavian Eddas and we may read of tlie apples of

itiiiuurtality which beguiled the first mother of man. Eead

the old Assyrian and Babylonian tablets and we find frc-

ijuent mention of sacred trees and symbolic serpents. The

^rnatest foe of the gods is Tiamat, represented as a seven-

ju-aded serpent, while another is called the "destroyer of the

iwelling place of life." It was a demon in the form of a

scriK-nt that seized and carried away the plant of life which

(lilgamesh, after passing over the waters of Death, had

rtri'ivod from his far-away ancestors there. Boscawen even

tliiiiks he has found a text which explicitly mentions the

tilling of ^the fruit by the first man, and certainly in the

!-t<»ry of Adapa there is a curious and unmistakable like-

ness to that of the Hebrew Adam, notwithstanding the even

priNiter difference. The Berlin Museum cylinder ought also

t<» bo mentioned on which the picture of a tree from which

two clusters of fruit are hanging may be seen, with two

iiidividiials (presumably a man and woman) sitting near,

while behind one of these a serpent uprears itself. A some-

wlmt similar picture may be found on a very ancient Pha>

nician vase from Cyprus; and on another Chaldaic seal,

lately discovered, is to he seen a fleeing serpent pursued by

n 'leity. The Babylonian words used in this account to-

!,'< thor with all these pictorial connections give sharper point

to the impression that the seri^ent, fruit, etc., possessed a

>ynilH:>lic meaning well known, probably, to all the ancient

World at the time this account was wi'itten; for it will not

^"^ forgotten that it is now proved, from the Tel-el-Amarna

tablets and elsewhere, that Babylonian myths were being

•'"I'ied in Egypt and read in Palestine centuries before this

nt^coiiTit, as we possess it, was penned. Demons in serpent

f"rinf5 appear all through the ancient literatures. IN'o doubt,

f^-' Ounkcl shows, the snake originally was a demon. The

I'X'k of the Dead, of Eg>'pt, is full of an excessive use of
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symbolic language iu wliich the serpent appears most fre-

quently (for example, chapters xxxiii, xxxix, and cviii).

The fortieth chapter recounts the repulse of the great ser-

pent ( Darkness), the eater of the ass (Sun). Chapter

Ixxxvii contains the cry of the soul which seeks deliverance

:

"I am the serpent, son of the Earth; I go to bed and am

brought forth renewed, rejuvenated, each day." This un-

doubted symbolic use of physical forms is seen clear down

to the Middle Ages, and in English cathedrals I have no-

ticed St. Mark carrying a lion in his arms, Satan repre-

sented as a dragon, the Holy Spirit as an eagle, and Cliri>t

as a pantlier. Everyone understands that the later use was

not literal, yet sometimes among moderns as among tlic

classical Greeks it is supposed that, when an Eg;^'ptian kiiif,'

of the eighteenth or nineteenth dynasty called himself a

crocodile or bull, or called his god a hawk or serpent, In.-

actually supposed he was himself related to the quadrupeds

and his god also. Instead of this every hieroglyph in

ancient Egypt and ever}' strange animal fonn was packed

with symbolic meaning—and so man is still sometimes

called "a worm, a moth, a beast, a god." So the Japanese

courtier mentions himself as "a stupid vegetable," and so

John the Baptist could be- called "a burning lamp" and

Jehovah "a smoking furnace."

Most of the "advanced school" of modern scholarship

have insisted that the serpent mentioned in the Eden story

was an ordinary snake and nothing else. But, while tlie

word is, no doubt, the genei-ic word for snake, it is the coiv

text and interpretation which must determine whether ihcvo

is any other hidden meaning beneath this common word.

and it is a notable thing to find even Professor Oheyne in

his last utterance {'EncycJopcvdla BibVica) not only acknowl-

edging that this narrative is not to bo understood literally.

but arguing that the wi-iter of the Eden story and his read-

ers did not understand it literally; as is proved by the naivo

description, the idealism of the narrative, the total di-vt-

gard of those stories in subsequent Scripture, etc. Tie Avt-ll
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:.ji>!;: "'Jlie writer lias no fear of being misunderstood. He

usmWs, and his readers know, that he is not dealing with

•h»^ everyday world, but with a vv'orld in which the natural

!(;<! supernatural are one." It ought reallj to be made quite

fuiphatic here that no Old Testament writer refers to this

sv-vx»uMt as if he supposed it to be literally history, and that

Jc.ius and the apostles, while using the narrative for didac-

I!.' mid illustrative purposes, have strangely refrained from

U(.Tting it as literal history. Even the Paulino Adam, as

IVvj^olilag has seen, is not necessarily a literal Adam, but

»\jubolic; a prototy^x? of universal humanity.

'Die fact is that those who nowadays most strenuously

ijisijt upon this being literal history are those who also in-

^i."t tliat it is not irae history, and that no high spiritual

truth was intentionally expressed here by the writer. In-

i^tiug upon the bare litcrality of the account, they freely

*Titi\'i:«e the barbaric instincts of the author of it Well-

ii«usen afiirms that this crude author was not even attempt-

ing to say that Adam and Eve lacked the knowledge of

t;i"ral good and evil, but only that they lacked the ability

to distinguish between physical good and evil, the helpful

iiid the harmful physically. The author never intended that

t'lis narrative should have a moral significance, but only

ni«ant to show that primitive man lacked that knowledge
v-!ii..-h we call experience and culture. It was an attempt

t" exalt the natural state of irresponsible childhood as

?-s^in^t the condition of civilized man. But this theory

—

•.'•velujx'd, I fear, chiefly because of the hypothesis that

»'!^'ral questions and distinctions could not have been inter-

«-iing to primitive minds so semibrutish as early mankind
••"- supposed to possess—gi'ows less and less probable the

'•^rtlicr our discoveries extend into the past. The deeper the

*l'-^<lo of the excavator goes the more astonished do our ex-

i'.'TtTs l)ecome at the revelations of mental streagth and
'-*• rv|(](^,i(.g q£ moral questionings among those early specl-

»!.( jis of the genus homo. Ono of the most popular of these

"'Hf-rs wlio nrccpt the bare literality of the account insists
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very strongly that the tree was not placed in the garden a,-;

a test of man's free will, but says, ''Evidently the tree was

called the tree of the knowledge of good and evil because it

(that is, its fruit) possessed, according to the view of tin;

Bible writer, the pro}x?rty of imparting the capacity fur

making moral distinctions;" tliat is, moral capacity and

moral consciousness were obtained, according to the Bible

writer, when he ate the fruit. ISTow, this theory I believe

to be as objectionable and unsatisfactory as any theory can

well be. 3t plainly affirms that this Bible writer guessed at

a solution of ii great problem and guessed A'iTong; he Avas

entirely mistaken in his attempted history of the origin of

man's moral nature ; it was but the crude tliinking of somo

primitive creature who could not think straight. This the-

ologian begs the question by taking for granted that the

aim of the author was to describe the origin of the moral

nature instead of a test of the moral nature. He acknowl-

edges that, according to his theory, there is no reason why

the tree of the knowledge of good and evil should have Ixh'u

introduced into the story at all. He supposes it was intro-

duced because the writer had seen it in the myths of other

nations. But to fonn a theory of what an author means wlio

makes one of the chief elements of the story meaningless I^

to build on the air. If the author supposed that God want*'il

the first pair to remain as children, without moral capacity,

what possible object could there be in placing the tree of

the knowledge of good and evil in the garden ? j^one what-

ever. According to this theory it was a meaningless, need-

less temptation. Its presence cannot be explained, wIih-'

retaining tlie high religious value of the account, unless it

were a test of moral character, placed there for their monil

development. Nor is that all. "Why is God represented n-

objecting to humanity receiving a moral nature? and wliy

is this best gift that man possesses proclaimed as a gift <"

the serpent instead of God? and why are these people pun-

ished by Jehovah for an act which, according to this thcorv'.

they committed before they were morally responsible? I"^
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\W?e theorists acknowledge that the eating of the fruit was

j>a j;in since, -iiutil they ate, they possessed no moral nature.

X\x tirst act after receiving a moral nature was an act of

;. ,ii;.nec—making themselves girdles—while the first sin,

AAi.rdiiig to such of these theologians as carry their premises

iv. l..pical results, was Adam's attempt to excuse himself and

r'^'.-ijK' punishment for doing an act for which, according

!-. the theory, he was not responsible. Such a theory as this

i-.t only robs the narrative of a worthy purpose and intro-

<!\icfs lieathen myths without a reason, but puts into this

»t.-ry a meaning derogatory to God himself; claiming, as an

.-\<-n?c for this, that the Bible writer was not sensitive on

jiioral questions, could not himself discern correctly between

pixl and evil, and therefore did not sec any harm in decej>

lloji—whether in God, or man, or the serpent—nor any

iiiju:-tice in God's im2-)osing a penalty upon a man morally

iiinoccnt.

This account, according to these critics, is neither a record

f'f facts nor a moral allegory. It does not teach man's cor-

ruption but God's injustice. It docs not teach the fall of

I'l.'ui but his elevation to the stature of a moral being. It

<if<-.s not teach a truth ; it is a poor and erring guess in the

«r<Mig direction. "\Yc hold that—whatever may liave Ix^en

5h'> questions as to the original posture of the snake, or as

to conditions of conception or manual labor which may have

filtered into the original story, legend, or myth—at the time

^vhen it became a part of Holy Scripture it was designed to

fA^wov this profound question: "AVliat was the origin of

!:unirin sin?" The answer w^hich the Genesis writer gives

*•'' this question is the profoundest ever given, the philosophy

<^'i the nineteenth and twentieth centuries being the witness

:

'i'linan sin does not come through the arbitrary will of God,

• "I i.-^ the product of man's free w^ill. Granting this, liow

)''ierilo and unworthy are the superficial criticisms of the

^'-'y the story of the first sin is told. So far as the root

'!:eaning of the narrative is concerned, it does not matter

^vheiher this is considered as a literal narrative of events
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or as a figurative narrative—a parable such as Jesus told—
or as a sjmbolic picture of the first paradise just as Si.

John's Kevclation contains a symbolic picture of the second
paradise. Xo one to-day thinks of heaven as a literal

city, with walls and gates, in which literal earthly go],]

is used for paving stones and a literal tree of lif,,

bears twelve kinds of fruit; into which city exact Iv

twelve thousand have been gathered out of each tril^'

of Israel and where the Everlasting Father sits on a

literal throne beside a Lamb with a sword in his moiuli.

The writer of that picture never thought of it as literal. lb:

sought to vividly i)resent a symbolic picture so represeutin;^

the glory, safety, beauty, and joy of heaven that all natioji.s

ignorant and wise, should be impressed by it. And this, I

think, is a picture story. These are not literal botanical

trees and fruit, this is not an ophidian reptile without feet,

but the whole is a picture story actually true; just as that

picture of the heavenly paradise will be proved gloriously

true: actual history in the husk of symbolism. We may net

be able to understand all of the one or the other. One i^

aAvay back in a past that we cannot conceive perfecth^, tlio

other an arient-al conception of a sublime destiny yet to hi

realized; but in both cases, doubtless, the pictures that are

given are far better than an abstract statement of litcralitic^

Only as a picture story can any narrative be transmittc^l

by the memoiy through many succeeding ages, or a knowl-

edge of it be grasped by the masses of the common pcopli^

after it has been committed to writing. Therefore, whctlur

this be literal history, as the Fathers thought, or a philo-

sophical or theological parable, as w^e think, it was wi.^o

pedagogy to so write it.

Again I must call attention to the fact that the condition.^-

of the times when this account arose were such that it i>

not necessary to eliminate a deep spiritual meaning fr-'Hi

the picture. Gunkel has wisely said of all these Gentrl'^

stories, ''':\rodfrn exegesis is called to the task of readin'.-,

between the lines in tlie Scrij^tiire narratives the s))Iriln;il
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, ;. v.lii.-li tlie narrator did not expressly utter;" and once

.^.r,- I would insist that, if this narrative of the serptnit

*: i \Ui' fruit is to be. called, as Gunkel calls it, a "psycliolog-

v-*| uiaslcrpiece," or if we are to say Avith llolzinger, '*Jt

i% iRTfoctly wonderful, the knowledge of the heart of man

,^n ill the psychology' of the fall," we must consider that

i ,ltvi> religious truth was being taught here. The Semites

^itv not historians, nor philosophers, they were dreamers

tu.\ eeers, very impressionable and full of imagination, who

>>!;-(antly taught the deepest facts of the religious life in

ihr form of picture. ISo one can believe now that in the

riirhth or ninth century B. C, when, according to most

jti-Hlcrn scholars, this account took its permanent form—or

t\<\\ in the fourteenth or fifteenth century, B. C, if that

AhXe is preferred—the Hebrew people were not interested

:;i d*vp religious questions. If so interested they would

::(liirally have expressed their theological views in the form

"f vivid pictures. These accounts, while not poetry, are yet

written in rhythmic style, very different from the ordinary

• '.tryday narrative, and were quite understood by the \\Titers

Slid readers to contain profound spiritual revelations. Not
»!i!y in modern poetry but in common oriental speech it is

V'-'M natural and beautiful to speak of God talking and

^•'•rking and resting and of his voice walking in the gar-

fh M—or of man listening to the sound of his tread there.

Ml this is just as figurative as the account of the talking

'••rfK-nt or the talking ass, and no more so, though in the

J'-<l<n narrative everything is so naive that no explanation

i'' '»fTf'red of the talking serpent as in the other case men-
5i'niod. The fact is, as Beyschlag has pointed out, that when
« liul repeats the story of paradise he describes it as his

('Vvn experience, saying that he was once innocent, being

i^morant of any law, but when the law came he died ; for

'!». taking occasion by the commandment, deceived him and

^'y it slew liim. The race as a whole died in Adam not bo-

«:.!Uf of Adam's deed but ]x}cause of Adam's nature. The
^•"ry of ])aradise is universally true because humanity is
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ever;^-v\-here the same. This writer is an ancient Bun van.

writing out of his own experience the wanderings of mau
(Adam) the pilgrim, and describing most picturesquely an.j

vividly the way in which sin assails human nature and con-

quers it. It was for this reason that J. G. Fichte, the nu..-i

profound philosopher of Germany, could say of this Gcuesi.s

account, ''It contains tlie profoundest and the loftiest wis-

dom and presents those results to which all philosophy must
at last return." We may not understand fully the meaning,'

of each hieroglyphic used in this picture story, but no one

can doubt that the terms used here were understood every-

where at that time as having some spiritual significance. la

all ancient traditions and myths a serpent is found repre-

senting the evil principle, enemy of God and of mankind,
tho spnbol sometimes of wisdom, sometimes of moral wick-

edness. And while the conception of Satan did not arise

clearly in the Jewish mind until the time of the captivity,

there are abundant proofs in Scripture that this principle

of evil v/as believed in by them from the beginning, and it

is suggestive that in the Zoroastrian teaching the serpent

always stands for the jx)wer of darkness and evil and for

nothing else.

As to the fruit, that also was a common symbol of sense

gratification among the ancients. Life and the production

of life always possessed a fascinating influence on the primi-

tive mind. Even phallic worship, which was so common
and seems to us so gross, was an attempt to express thi.^

respect for the divine action in creation. Lagarde may l>o

right in seeing a reference here to the sex life of the fig tree

and even in his attempt to trace a verbal connection betAVcen

"fig" and "anu" (Ego). At any rate, it is now proved that

the difi'erence in sex of the date palm was recognized in

}3abylonian texts as early as this and Deut. i, 30, closely

connects puberty and tho knowledge of good and evil ; while

tlie rabbis thought the snake represented sexual passion and

the j.hrnses "they became one flesh" and they "saw that tliey

were naked," etc., are equally suggestive. It really looks as
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;{ tJiis ancient writer took as the typical "first sin" that

tiiiuh is yet the most prevalent and enticing of all. How-

?»t r, this is not essential to the moral interpretation.

Wo nsk, then, what are the main teachings of this ac-

c-m'M, considering it as a ];)icture story ?

Mull in the beginning was man, having intellect, con-

t.-ii lice, and free will. It is a mistake to speak of this, as

Marcus J)ods and so many others have done, as the birth

. f o.Msciencc
—"they lost Eden, they gained a conscience."

\i-=-t writers fail to discriminate here between moral faculty,

tnoral consciousness, conscience, and moral function. There

i« no liint here of the birth of moral faculty, but constantly

tnzn's act is regarded as the first and typical exercise of

jtj-'ral function. !Man was an innocent creation, pure and

p«"l, and witli a bias toward the good although having a

will free to choose the evil. Free will is one of man's na-

tive endowments. But why was free will given ? ^Miy not

:;:akc man unable to sin? Because God wanted to make
ir,:ui, and to be man he must have free choice. Otherwise

i=<- cnild liave no praiseworthy goodness, no commendable
'. irUie. Only because of this ability to obey or disobey could

l>- ix-'conic personally and willingly holy. A virtuous autom-

^?';ii is-a misnomer. The elements necessaiy to any human
fii'-ral act are, first, intelligence; second, freedom of choice;

'hird, a known law. There is no doubt about the last. As
truly as the ajwstle could say, "I had not known sin but

'y the law," so truly could he have said, ''T had not known
Virtue but by the law\" Xot until a law of right is recog-

t'\7vi\ within the heart, or witliin the Bible, or revealed in

J"itnre, can a man become a resiX)nsible agent capable of sin

••r virtue. After the law was given Adam passed from the

''-^tp of unconscious goodness and innocence to the state of

o'li.-f'ious virtue and free obedience. "When was the law
t'Jv.-M ? j,i t}^^ ^]^y when God said, You must not do this,

y-n ir.ay do everything else. The tree of good and evil re]v

^'^•nts God's perfect law. It is tlie test of obedience. It
• '-"Kls in the garden to Adam and Eve as the Ten Command-
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ments in the Wilderness to the children of Israel. The fir.-t

verse of the Decalogue represents to them the whole law.

This tree of the knowledge of good and evil was the t ro-

of the knowledge of good and evil not because of its fruit bur

because of its comniandnients. The kind of tree did not mat-

ter, or the kind of fruit ; it was the command that made it a

tree of the knowledge of good and evil. Any other tri--

would have done just as well. So the Bible is to us the Ixi-ik

of the knowledge of good and evil because of the comniaii'I

it represents. That was the tree of divine commands and

prohibitions which separated and showed the distinction ])i.'-

tween good and evil. As an old writer has said, "Though

Adam had eaten seven apples, if there had been no appro

priation or assumption he would not have fallen; as Sfxin

as he appropriated the apple as his he fell, even though lu-

had never bitten it." The prohibition was given (and in

this picture the tree appears) because only through a te:^t

of integrity can man come to his best; only thus can lie

consciously and willingly obey and please God and win

praise for obedience and moral worthiness in obedience. It

was not the kind of fruit (whether an apple, as commonlv

assumed, or, as more likely figured by the original reader.-,

a fig, or date) which was the cause of calamity, but the re-

volt against the acknowledged law of an acknowledged sov-

ereign. It is plain from all this that the smaller the pro-

hibition the more shameless the sin.

Finally we ask, What are the results of this disobedience,

according to the picture story ? First, the serpent is cur?eik

This is sometimes hastily assumed to prove that the narra-

tor considered the serpent as the main enemy of man an'^

prime mover in this rebellion against God. But the wh"le

account shows that the writer had more thau a common fcr-

pent in mind. He takes it for granted that the head and

front of this temptation was a principle of evil that hat' >.

God, not a common, slimy snake who could talk irebrfv.

Never was diabolism more vividly ])ictiirod than here. ^'^

one knew l)etter tluui this eurlv Bible writer and his rea'i*!-





- . ;t u-.s not a reptile which ^va. iuterctod iu luau's ruin,

;:: if any outside agent, an evil spirit. Why, then, was

,;;..rpe,.; punished^ For tlie same reason that Jesus af-

:..] Jed the iig tree. Just as in t^ o d Icg.laUo..

,V o. who gored a mau or the ax that killed a man wa.

';;.roved so in this old picture story was the serpent cursed

;; .; l.; might become a permanent witness, a standmg memo-

\'a n living warning against sin and disobedience. Just

Ift'he rainbow and circumcision in the old covenant and as

l...,ti.m and the Lord's Supper in the new covenant were

.1 as signs to the people, so the seiTcnt's posture and its

..-le of travel were made a sign and symbol of degradation.

<> ll>at in the moral interpretation of this story the ques-

'u^n need not even be raised whether the writer supposed

the ix>sture of the serpent to have been imposed upon it for

0... first time. That question was not in his mmd. He

Htnplv used the symbol or hieroglyph of moral evil which

:^;h familiar to the surrounding nations and to himself, ^o

rv.r^. was uttered against the man and woman. They were

lunir^hod, simply. To the woman there came pain, to the

suan toil and sweat,

'He marked result was upon the sinner. There are many

^ho regard this account, if trustworthy, as recording not the

S.ll but the ascent of man, and that his disobedience, to use

thi- exact words of one of these scholars, was the most fortu-

t.sto event in human histoiy, although the writer through

U.< own ignorance did not so understand it. Such wa-iters,

5* we liave seen, insist that the Bible writer meant to say

•^a the eating of this fruit brought to Adam his first knowl-

^'U-o of morality; originating in him a moral nature, sharp-

'-5n- his wit so that for the first time he was able to tell

f •-1 from evil. But the Bible does not say this, and if

A 1.U1) had been so witless that he was not able to tell good

?.-".n evil lie would not have been guilty or deserving of pun-

»»l.nu-nt for his disobedience. Besides, it seems incredible

''J.«l one >vho was made in God's image, and was created

r^A ('and the Bible writer understands this), would be rep-
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resented by this same thoughtful writer as being placed bv
a just God under a law while yet incapable of undcrstani
ing tlie difference between right and wrong, and equal 1\'

incredible that he would represent man receiving his greatt-t
blessing from his greatest enemy and from disobedience t..

Jehovah's law. Itan does not need to sin to attain thr
highest knowledge, as Jesus proved and as such a writer
must have knowi. True, the man's eyes were "opened

;"'

that is, he received new knowledge that day—knowledge of
ill, sin, shame, and guilt such as can come to only two \k-

ings, one the eternal, all-knowing Creator, the other the bin-

iiing creature. In this sense Adam became as God when lio

sinned. He had kno^^-Il the good before, he now knew some-
thing of the heinousness and shame of evil. Perhaps he a!.-

became like God in this: that when he ate he virtually said,

"I acknowledge no master; I acknowledge allegiance to no
one;" but the expected blessing did not follow. KnowledKO
of the bad is not the best knowledge for man to have. ]f

he had not eaten of the stolen fruit he might have had bet-

ter knowledge. The knowledge of good and evil was n-t

obtained by knowijig himself as sinful, but through the

law he obtained knowledge of good and evil.

The consequence of the fall, so far as x^dam was con-

cerned, is represented by the writer as separation from G.>1,

and therefore physical and spiritual decrepitude, which d.-

crepitude is entailed upon his descendants. It is doubtful

whether the original writer meant this picture to represent

merely the sin of the first man. The word translated Adam
m our version is once used by the Jehovist chronicler seem-

ingly in a personal sense, but ordinarily it is the customary
word for "man" (or mankind). However he meant it, on.>

thing is certain: this does represent the exact genesis and

culmination of sin in man—first man, last man, any ni:Ki.

So that if it were proved that the original writer had vrry

coarse and low views of human nature, or that lie was .at-

tempting here to sot forth in bare literality the liistory

Juerely of the first couple, or that lie was simply seeking t •
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i-i'.Liin certnin phenomena connected -with the ix)sture of

dv *«.'ri)ent or the toils of life, nevertheless, even tken (es-

• c«,ially then) \ve should have a most remarkable proof of

ur .iisine guidance and protection which so completely over-

/•uJ'-^i natural ignorance that this account has come to us so

•*>..ruuglily purged from all primitive misconceptions that

d, tt>-*lay, a philosophical theologian wished to express in pic-

Mri" the profoundest truths concerning the origin of sin

ixv\ its effect on universal humanity he would give this pic-

ture without subtraction or addition. Like another Xew
r<-t;nuent character, in that case he must have spoken much

u Iter tlian he knew. It is a picture into which every man
may look and see himself and shudder at the terrible cost

ff i-in. As has been well said, "It is the gi-eatest sermon

rvrr preached to man warning him against sin." It is a

•< nnoii which millions have read and millions more will

^•ad, a sermon which shall never cease to be read so long as

tuan is man and God is God. "Is it allegory?" says Herder,

"\^ it liistory? Is it fable? And yet there it stands,

• . . the point from which all succeeding history

J-rt^:, . . . the very kernel and germ of the most hid-

'!<n liistory of the race. ^Yithout it mankind would bo

\iii:it so many other things are—a book without a title, with-

••ut the first cover and introduction." Being what it is, let

'> acknowledge it to be worthy of the place it occupies as

''«" opening leaf of the Book of books, the opening paragraph
»n tlio history of human redemption.

yV^t^<'li::CeMy
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Art. IL—the GENESIS OF '* EVANGELINE."

The season was fortunate. It was after he had taste. 1

of love and of sorrow; it was after he had passed sonic dar!.

and some golden milestones on his upward j>ath, had struir-

gled, striven, attained, in part, with foretaste of fame nii.l

forecast of a happier future; it was when he had partially

outlived the restlessness, ferment of the blood, wild longin:;

and dissatisfaction so often accompaniments of genius aii-l

of youth, that this poem was written. When it was com-

plete, and ready for the press. Long-fellow had attained lii^

fortieth year; his sun of life was in the summer solstico,

with all the heavier shadows yet far before him. lie liu'l

recently been united with a beautiful, spirited, intellectual

and affectionate woman, the bride of his choice. Ranr

felicity have wedded hearts ever enjoyed? One of the }u^-

toric mansions of his countiy had become his home and \n<

possession, while its halls and chambers were brightened

by illustrious friends, by the smiles of a sweet woman, and

made glad by the voices of fair children. He was a mem-

ber of an intellectual, virtuous family, loved and admired I'v

pupils as professor of modern languages in America's prin-

cipal university, laureled already as an accomplished poet.

traveled in many lands, applauded by his peers at home and

abroad, while intercourse with learned, gifted, and cele-

brated men had become the commonplace of his life.

One day during the year lS-15 Longfellow had angi'N

unawares at the Cragie House: Hawthorne—ever wel-

come—had come, and brought along with him the Ficv.

IsIy. Conolly. Both remained to dine; for, as the magician

of The Scarlet Letter confesses in one of his epistles, '•'i!i<'

encounter of friends after long separation is but unsub.stan-

tial and ghostlike without a dinner. Tt is roast beef tliat

gives reality to evernhing." At dinner the conversation ran

upon suitable topics or subjects for literary compo?iti>'n..

I^oems or romances. Mr. Conollv—who must have been a
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, ,M of some charm, or talent, or character, or all of these

r mIut, to have attracted one so shy and exclusively fas-

1 Uuus is Hawthorne—was at that time rector of a church

i!, South Boston. He told Longfellow he could provide him

luih a subject which Hawthorne had declined, and then

j,^K^c«lcd to relate a legend of the French Acadians which

\'..
..aid was told to him by Mrs. Haliburton, a member of

!.;, congregation. ''It was the story of a young Acadian

j<.aiacn^vho at the disix^rsion of her people by the English

in^.jKS had been separated from her betrothed lover; they

...u-ht each other for years in their exile, and at last they

t^.Tin a hospital where the lover lay dying." With what

, u.Wllishment Conolly told this story we know not, but he

1.4,1 it eiTectively—for it wont home to Longfellow's heart.

Who can tell by Avhat unerring instinct the tnie poet recog-

t.izcs and appropriates that which belongs to him; seeing,

when presented to his vision, the rude carbon that shall

cniie forth out of his alembic a glittering diamond, all cut

.Hid mounted ? The pathetic incident appealed to him, and,

in particular, the constancy of the heroine; so that he said

t'. Ins friend Hawthorne, '"If you really do not want this

incident for a tale let me have it for a poem." The Magi-

« iaii gave ready consent, and so the Poet had his theme.

Who, save the artist alone, knows the labor that attends

Ills task; the pain, the toil, the waiting, the yearning, the

<• •ntinucd, apparently ineffective effort, that go before the

lirth of a great poem? To shape in the rough may be the

fu-iiucnt accomplishment, but to bring forth the mold of

!»Tfect beauty—that is reserved for the few. The gods, not

ir.-rtals, bring to the birth with ease and laughter. I think

sIm-' greatness of Shakesi>eare has its index in that placid

fnrf^ after the stormy passions of "Lear," the crimes and

-.i|*on.al horrors of "Hamlet" and "Macbetli," and the uni-

v^ rsd glories of "The Tempest." ^^Tiere are his scars and

•vrihklos? How comes he by that complacent mask? How

^''K-ly balanced and perfectly adjusted was that celestial in-

-'niiiK'nt of his mind, microscopic or telescopic at will,
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gleimiug the cosmos, sweeping the heights of heaven! I

marvel not at Dante's awful face after his ''Divine Com-

edy." Should not the '"Inferno" have been written there i

But why comi)are the lesser with the greater, set fierce strou-

uousness beside quietness and serenity ? It might be your

fancy that Longfellow's masterpiece was given him softly,

in a dream, after tlie manner of Coleridge's "Knbla Khan."

Not so! It v/as wrought out through months of toil aii'l

bafflement, with repeated strokes, with long brooding aii'i

striving; touched and retouched again and again, moMi'i

now into tentative form and again given to the alembic.

fused anew in the warm study of his imagination. The con-

ccplive seed Avell bestowed, precious, but not yet pcrfwt

;

now comes the period of gestation, with its pangs and ra]>-

tures, distributed over the tract of two years. The accumu-

lation and absorption of historical, topographical, and lit-

erary material—tliis is the lightest part of his task. He

pores upon a few pages of Acadian lore for the first part

of the poem—the Abbe Haynal and llaliburton chiefly

—

for he must needs paint the picture of what is unseen exccj't

by the intellectual eye. His literary material for the si":'-

ond part is much more abundant, and he has the greater

task of selection. But what we must take account of i\v>='.

in our estimate of this bright jewel's cost is the attendant

discomfort of his gestative task (for often the poet mu.-t

give up ease) ; the strange intellectual hunger, the thrillii'.u'

and the sickening, the conflict of moods, the vain attempt.

at work when leisure occurs, and the thwarting of the ff

-

ative impulse by necessarv' routine duty, the frequent n-

vulslon of feeling in disappointment with forms attaine<l

;

and again, to use his own exquisite line, "The dull, dccj^

pain, the restless, iinsatisfied longing." ^Ve may best con-

ceive the poet's laV>r by tracing his task in its progrc -.

through the pages of his published Jounuil, as found in tl:-'

biography of him by his brother Samuel. The first cutr-"

we have found has for its date Xovcmber 28, 18-15 (ju-t a

few davs before this he had written his sonnet on "Autumn,
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r. i. Arrow and the Song," and wrought out the '"'Ode to

, t'i.iM" luid ''The Old Clock on the Stairs") :

ui ttbout "Gabrielle," my idyl in hexameters, in earnest. I do not

»a!i to lot a day go by without adding something to it. F. [Mrs.

U 'i.-f.'!low] and Sumner are both doubtful of the measure. To me

i« i.x-m.s the only one for such a poem. . . . December 'ith. I know

f
;-• what name to give to—not my new baby, but my new poem.

• •-,11 it be "Gabrielle," or "Celestine," or "Evangeline"?

M.:ai\vl.ile ''The Belfry of Bruges" had been published,

"MKrceding famously well" ^yith the critics and with the

J.-inisary 8th, 1S4C. Striving, but, alas, how vainly! to work upon

'K<aiu;oline." One interruption after another, till I long to fly to

U" de.sort for a season. . . . 12th. The vacation at hand. I hope

i«foro it.s close to get far on in "Evangeline." Two cantos are now

4..no. which is a good beginning. . . . May 20th. Tried to work on

!:vaii{;eline." Unsuccessful. Gave it up 'and read Legare's let-

1T,«. . . . November 12th. I long to be fairly at work on "Evan-

r^liiic-." But as surely as I hope for a free day something unex-

t-u-d Kieps in and deprives me of it. . . . 17th. I said as I dressed

t .Trt.-lf this morning. To-day at least I will work on "Elvangeline."

i:tit no sooner had I breakfasted than a note came from , etc. . . .

Ar.a now it is past eleven o'clock, and the sun shines so brightly

t-;'on my desk and papers that I can write no more. . . . December

! "ill. Laid up with a* cold. Moped and mowed the day through.

Maile an effort, however, and commenced the second part of "Evan-

frllne." I felt all day wretched enough to give it the somber tone

KiX coloring that belongs to the theme.

H.' is reading Homer, meanwhile.

'.r.th. stayed at home, working a little on "Evangeline;" planning

t-'.t iho second part, which fascinates me—if I can but give complete

Sciii. niul expression to it. . . . 17th. Finished this morning, and

'i\AfA, the first canto of the second part of "Evangeline." The por-

'i^tiB of the poem which I write in the morning I write chiefly

*t*nillnK at my desk here [by the window], so as to need no copying.

W'.at I write at other times is scrawled with a pencil on my knee

!:» ibe dark, and has to be written out afterward. This way of writ-

^'^t with a pencil and portfolio I enjoy much; as I can sit hy the

'fvHide and do not use my eyes [then weak]. I see a panorama of

'5* Mls-sis-slppi advertised. This comes very d propos. The river

'vn-.os to nio instead of my going to the river; and as it is to flow

U.rough the pages of the poem I look upon this as a special benedic-

''•'"
. . . January Itth. Finished the last canto of "Evangeline."

'^-M the poem is not finished. There are three intermediate cantos
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to be written. . . . 26th. Finished second canto of Pari II of "Evan
geline." . . . P^ebruary 23rd. "Evangeline" is nearly finished. I r^hv
complete it this week, together with my fortieth year. . . 27th
"Evangeline" is ended. I wrote the last lines this morning. ".

'

,

March 6th. A lovely spring morning. I began to revise and cornV'
"Evangeline" for the press. Went carefully over the first canto. .

31st. Got from the printer the first pages of "Evangeline."
April 3rd. The first canto of "Evangeline" in proofs. Some of \W
lines need pounding; nails are to be driven and clinched. On ih.-
whole, I am pretty well satisfied. Fields came out in the afterno<j;i
I told him of the poem, and he wants to publish it. . . . 4th. Sumn. ;

and Feltou came to tea, and we discussed "Evangeline." I thiui.
Sumner is rather afraid of it still; and wants me to let it repo.s."-

for a sixmonth. . . . 9th. Proof sheets of "Evangeline" all iaiUmrd
with Folsom's [his friend the chief proof reader at the University
Press] marks. How severe he is! But so much the better May
2Cth. Corrected proof sheets of "Evangeline." October 1\\'\.

Why does not Ticknor publish "Evangeline"? I am going to
town to ask him that very question. And his answer was that 1k'

should do so without further delay. . . . 30th. "Evangeline" pub-
lished.

. . . November 8th. "Evangeline" goes on bravely. I havo
received greater and warmer commendations than on any previou-
volume. The public takes more kindly to hexameters than I could
have imagined.

The poem, hailed at home and abroad ^Yith univer.sal a|v

plaiise, passed rapidly through successive editions. On tlit:

thirteenth of the mouth of its publication it was in the tliii'l

thousand, and it was but a brief time till an edition appcniv.l

m England. Some carping, ungenerous, sometimes anon-

ymous, criticism it received; but the more majestic voie.-.^

chanted its praise. Hawthorne wrote to him : "I have read

'Evangeline' with more pleasure than it would be decorous
to express. It cannot fail, I think, to prove the most li-i-

umphant of all your successes." Hillard wrote, from Eoiii.'.-.

'•How I rejoice to hear of the large draughts of praise wlii<h

have been poured upon 'Evangeline.' '^liat a pleasure it

nmst be to you to see that you are deepening and exte!i<li:;i'

that furrow which you long since began to trace in the heart

of our people! How happy you and F. [Frances] mu>t
be in gathering this new harvest of fame; in sending out

this voice of music and hearing the echoes." Eut no coni-

mendation could have been more grateful to the poet's iH-ari
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...n (he inodrstlv appropriate ono of Dr. Samuel G. Howe:

^I'h'nv n<. scholarship; I cannot appreciato the literary

ni- of 'Evanucliiie.' I cannot even say that I like the

Hlria character of the measure; it would perhaps have

. V.^od mc better in plain prose. But I can understand and

iJmiro the instructive story, the sublime moral, the true

..Virv which it contains. Patience, forbearance, long-

''.M.-ring, love, faith—these are the things which ^Evange^

!.rV teacher." Lons^fellow at a later time said of this most

i'.,vious of his literary offspring: ''I had the fever for a

I „.. time burning in my brain before I let my hero take

i,.

'^

•Evangeline' may be easy to read, but it was hard for

T ,o to write it."

(),.o longs, in this jaded time of harsh materialism, for

.-..v.o primeval habitude of life and thought, for a poetic

v.. rid of simpler modes and decider loves, where there is

^}.1.c for tender sorrow, and where men have leisure to bo

?l:ul and the capacitv for gladness. One would like to be

in at a :N[aydaT rejoicing where the dancers were not mas-

.-.n.radors; to stumble upon some Elysium out of sound and

.;--ht of the market plac€; to visit a modern Arcadia a tinfle

I... conscious of itself than that of iMarie Antoinette at Ver-

K,iIlos. One would be glad to stray once more througb

1 . triarchal :Mamrc in the heat of the day; or, failing this,

t . .^..hu-e himself witli a few Sicilian or Dalecarlian hours.

S.r.-lv not all of real poetic life has fled the earth! Only

t:.i. day we traced some idyllic passages from the notebook

rf a traveler in Dalccarlia who takes us with him on a suui-

inor evening ride in that delightful land. ^Vliat precious

irliniivscs are these of holiday flotillas; of fields of wavmg

r.p and flowery grass lands under the setting sun, and of

l-rl-hlly garbed peasants strolling homeward as from^ some

-•'.h.n festival; of cattle cropping the meads or lowing at

tk- bars for the milking, with flocks of sheep huddling by

ti:n waysiile; of gates thrown open by children in gracious

8<-<-.nnmodation of wayfarers—laughing children, who dive

ii.to the grass for the' small coins thiwni to them and who
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make the flowery meadows ring with their musical glee; of

opeu doors into trig cottages, where the sunset falls on clean

white-sanded floors on which fresh birch leaves have been

scattered; of the village crossroad, with its Maypole and

arches of birch trees, garlanded Avith flowers. This is Arca-

dia indeed! But it is in a far-off corner of our world. Tlii,>

is a Sicily of the Xorth. But where is our Theocritu.- :

Where is the poet who feels as poets felt and sings as poci-,

sang in the morning of the world; who saw the reapers go

forth with a carol at morning when the crested lark wn.,

awaking; when Borabyca's feet, fashioned like ivory,

were in the meado\vs, and her voice was drowsy sweet; when

she plucked the violet swart out of the fields of Enna, and

twined it with the lettered hyacinth in her rosy garland ? Is

it not a dream that ever such life was upon the earth ? Yi.^,

but somewhere the dreamer abides always upon the earlh;

and I hear him declare, The time has been; the time sli:i]l

be; the time is—and wherefore not now? Come only with

thine anointed eyes, O Poet ! and thou shalt find even in th.-

barest pasture thy Sicilia, and in the plainest peasant girl

thy Bombyca, and in the waking of thine own heart thy new

Theocritus

!

All this has but awakened school-day memories of our

later poet who imlocked for English readers the treasim"

of Swedish and generally of Scandinavian literature. T lunr

the chant as it sounded long ago within the walls of the uM

schoolhouse, and see the afternoon prolonged to evening, an'l

hear the watchman's voice singing:

God keep our town
From fire and brand,

And hostile hand!
Twelve is the clock

!

A beautiful antique has Longfellow given us of that Swcd

ish peasant life, which yet survives, in the Introduction t^^

his translation of Tegner's northern idyl, '"The Cliildroii <
:

the Lord's Supi)er." In his ^'Evangeline" as in this tnin-!:i-

tion, which it in some respects resembles, Longfellow has ii'
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li.ht degree answered that longing ^vllicb we feel for a

';..,i' .'^f i>oetic quiet and beauty, far apart, where sunlight

;*;'i jnoonlight mingle, where tears and smiles are cue, m

.,^1 radiance of the immortals,

the gleam,

The light that never was, on sea or land,

The consecration and the poet's dream.

TV,., musician and the artist have added their embellish-

.'

. nL to this beautiful legend, led by the poet in his en-

.
^ ,Ptin- .train. We are familiar with the picture of Faed,

.:... Scottish painter, illustrating the following passage of

!;:'• poem:

^•...Ki;nos .ho lingered in towns, till, urged by the fever within her.

t ;;.^d bv a restless longing, the hunger and thirst of the sp.nt,

...\vonUi commence again her endless search and endeavor;

.^..^ctimes in churchyards strayed, and gazed on the crosses and tomb-

v-u rv'"ome nameless grave, and thought that perhaps in its bosom

Jl' v^ns already at rest, and she longed to slumber beside him.

Who has not learned to identify that sweet face, with

iu far-looking, pensive eyes, as the perfect tyi>e of sorrow

.r.d resignation; the veritable ideal of the poet, the maiden

«.f his song? Longfellow refers to it as having been sent

1.. lain sometime during the summer of 1855. He charac-

Irrizcs it as "a beautiful engraving of 'Evangeline,' " and

j^.Ms: "Everyone who sees it says, 'How much it looks like

Mrs. Longfellow!'—and there is a certain resemblance."

«)(i>(T entries in the Journal refer to criticisms and elo-

piiims; to an inadequate, unsatisfactory review of the iwcm

U Tl.oodorc Parker; to a letter from some "anonymous

admirer, asking how Acadic is pronounced in the line, 'List

1' u tale of love in Acadie, home of the happy;'" al>o^it

Mr.. Cloodwin, who read "Evangeline" on her fingers to

I-^'tura Bridgman. Curiously interesting to us are such

Jumiorabilia^ with the comment of critic and biographer. A

diary of :\[ilton's daily life when he was writing "Comus"

'•r "Paradise Lost" could only be more so. To listen to

'i^'^ wise modern Grecians as they wrangle over his hexame-
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lers; to taste the sugary nepenthe—the bahu in Gilead

—

that stole away the sharpness of acrid criticisms; to licar

the chorus of praise as siuig by brother and sister poets

—

all this is to live over a past delightful day and to recall

familiar things. ^'I read it/' said one of his dearest fricml.s

"as I should have listened to some exquisit-e symphony."*

The j)artial, i)crhaps, yet not unwise, approval of his prai-^-

ers came nearest the truth ; and they are offset by his own

critical dissatisfaction as under his forming hand the ix)om

proceeded. The tear of Holmes dropped on the closing page

sanctifies the whole; for he confesses to having left thcri'

''a little mark . . . which told a great deal more than

all the ink I could waste upon the note you have ]\\>i

finished.'' Here also, in this Journal, may be found a

memorial reference to the faintest of his praisersand the

darkest of his coudemners in this couplet, after the maniior

of Schiller on the hexameter, com}X)sed during an afternoon

walk:
In Hexameter sings sereuely a Harvard professor;

In Pentameter him damns censorious Poe.

The largeness of Long-fellow's heart and the genuinencs-

of his charity may be found in his appreciative won!.-

concerning that poet, who seemed to consider him a rival,

written in a letter to John R. Thompson at the time of Poc's

death, and closing with this noble exoneration: "The harsli-

ness of his criticisms I have never attributed to anything It'.it

the irritation of a sensitive nature chafed by some indefinite

sense of wrong."

I once asked a bookish friend, who himself sometime-

writes verses, whether he had read and enjoyed "EvauL^c-

line." He declared that he had not; that such meters a-

Longfellow indulged in were by him insufi^erable. T\o d' -

sired rhyme or good honest blank verse. I was surpri-eil.

and as much abashed as if T had been told that he could n^t

endure sunshine or fi'csh air except in a room of a particnli^

fashion and dimension. Xow, I am not indifTcrcnt to li'

erary form. 1 confess to some })artiality for the octosyllah'''
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-^4'.urt'. y«>t I am alive also to the freedom and sweep,

' ,r -ijiii'ius beauty and sometimes sonorous and resounding

• .'. riiieut, of the hexameter; which, as Felton instructs us,

^ A vi^ry ancient form of verse and "runs back into the mytli-

...d limes. Its first api)ca]-ance was in the oldest temples

. ; tlic g«)ds." Longfellow, as I believe, instinctively se-

l.-i u-ri n form of verse suitable to his subject ; for in litera-

; ..-.•, as in })hysics, ''Soul is form, and doth the body make;"

s;,.i grnius gives to its conception the unique mold, to its

5i) .ii«:ht its own appropriate body. Yet again, in all things

U'.crary I must confess that substance and spirit are, in my
r'.tiiiiato, the principal desiderata. These are elemental and

j:i<lisi>cnsable; and without these I care little for any form

' f luftrical composition, no matter how elaborately orthodox.

A? the Scotch woman said of one of Dr. Norman ]\rcLeod's

•«rinuns, after it had been delivered, so I say of "Evange-

ii:ie." "Ah!" she exclaimed, as she was passing out of tJie

'ii'.irch, "that was a graun' sarmin !" '"Yes," reluctantly

. iinilted an objector, '"it might have been, but

—

he read
'''" "Hoots!" replied the right-of-way Scotchw^oman ; ''I

V -t'iiia care gin he had whustled it!"

l-<>i!gfellow records in his Jourjial aii attempt in English

rJiviiied pentameters, embodying the substance of what he

i ad Ix-furc written in hexameters, on the mocking bird.

Upon a spray that overhung the stream,

The inockinfj bird, aiiNakinf; froui his dream,

Poured such delirious music from his tliroat

That all the air seemed listening to his note.

Plaintive at first the song began, and slow

;

It breathed of sadness and of pain and woe ;'

Then, gathering all his notes, abroad he flung

The multitudinous music from his tongue

—

As, after showers, a sudden gust again

T'pon the leaves shakes down the rattling rain.

'«' exj)i.-riiaent is not entirely disappointing; neverthe-
" "% tnni to the passage as it stands in the poem of ''Evange-
'•'•' and confess to me: Do you like it better, or would any
v'-'l taster be liable to prefer it? After all, looking at tlio

i'^'wi in vuur most critical mood, and apart from all youth-
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ful and local association, are you not prepared to accept a-

-truth the tpse dix'd of Lowell, in bis 'Table for Critics
:''

Had Theocritus written in EnglisL. not Greek,

I believe tbat his exquisite sense would scarce change a line

In that rare, tender, virginlike pastoral, "Evangeline"

!

That's not ancient nor modern ; its place is apart,

NA'here time has no sway, in the realm of pure Art

;

'Tis a shrine of retreat from Earth's hubbub and strife

As Quiet and chaste as the author's own life.

Then as to its topogi-aphieal accuracy, and its fidelity to

historical truth, the poem is suificiently faithful in these de-

partments for its justification as a work of art. The func-

tions of the poet and the historian are not identical, nor arc

the same things to be expected of them. "VMio shall blame

Shakespeare that he' does not invariably correspond with

Plutarch or Holinshed ? The function of the }x>et is .an

ideal one, to build on the basis of nature a world of phantasy

in which the forms of familiar things are transfigured. Y<t

what we call ideality corresponds to something found in real

life and actual character. We have had much discussion on

the subject of the French Acadian's real character and hi-

political attitude, and the justice of the measure meted to

him by the English government of that day; yet this in

little to the purpose here, let the poem move our sympathies

as it may. His biographer justly says: "Had he been

writing a history he perhaps would have gone to Xova Sc.>-

tia to consult unpublished archives. But as he was writin;:

a poem, a tale of love and constancy for which there wa-

needed only a slight historic.al background, he took the au-

thorities which were at hand. Later investigations and ni"ic

recent publications have shown that the dejx)rtation hal

more justification than had been supposed; that some, at

least, of the Acadians, so far from being innocent sufferer-,

had been troublesome subjects of Great Britain, fomcntin-'

insubordination and giving help to the enemy. But if tlic

expatriation was necessary it was none the less cruel, and

involved in suffering many who were innocent of wrong. 1'

is very jwssible that the p3et paijitcd in too soft color.s tlic
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r;!r robustness ^vhicll may have characterized the peasants

.,i Oraud Pre; as artists are apt to soften the features and

^:vjiu the faces of the Italian j>easant boys they put on their

(TinvRA" But this is saying that the author of ''Evangeline"

t i.» «l<»ue only that which all jx)cts have been doing from the

t.'if of Homer and Theocritus to this of Tennyson, and

thill tlie greatest of them will ever do; since the glory

•ir'.wn over all forms of exterior being in all times is that

!.'rn>\vod from the poet's own soul.

Ami! when the poet describes that land of his dream—my
K.iiiut"ul country, now haunted and consecrated forever by

t!:.it vision of sorrow and loveliness—ah ! if he sometimes

rrr>, how many felicities he gives us of true topography and

l-sttliful portraiture! When the moon rises large and red

;!ir"i)f:li the mists of the marshes and we see the huge wains

.-uit' home, in the scented dusk, laden with briny hay or

jrvv<-t timothy and herd's grass from the old Grand Pre,

«!;j11 we not say that our poet wrote faithfully and well?

H--\\- often has my father—and his father before him—come

^'i.'ie from those broad sea-acres with just such high-built

5 .'^'1.-
1 And when we look away from our upland homes to

f't' -tlie Basin of ]Minas," and "Blomidon," risen from the

"•'.nc, clad in his forests, while

aloft on the mountains
S.>a-fogs pitch their tents and mists from the mighty Atlantic
Ivjuk on the happy valley,

'* * ii.s turn again to the ]X)em, with the phenomenon before

--^S and wonder that the poet was never there. How often

'n tunimer evenings have I stood at my father's door and
Hvjs the summit of Blomidon capi>ed with sea fog just as the

5"-
1 has dcscril>ed it, looking exactly like great tents with

'•••ir flaps dra^^^l down a little way over the verge of the

f'i^'iintain but not descending to the valley! Beauteously
*'-'n through the purple air shone in sunset light our moun-
••«»« fortress, our ''Blow-me-do^\^l," as the sailors liailed it,

'ir Cape of Storms.

^t'^, it is still radiantly there—that lovely land of ours,
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seen bv many admiring eyes; unseen—excejit by the iiuv;iii|

eye—of him Avho so well described it, who robed it with

undying song. Autumn scatters her purple and gold on tln^

trees that fringe her uplands, and then the apples glow in

the orchards throughout the valleys of the Cornwallis and

the Gaspereau, and the brown cattle are dotting the green

acres of the Grand Pre. Back then Ave hie to the shores of

"Acadia, home of the happy;" and next our heart, that vc

may read it again amid the scenes to which it perennially

belongs, we carry our sweet poet's idyllic story st€ei>ed in

tears.

But whoever has been permitted to con and handle, even

for five minutes, the original manuscript copy of "Evange-

line" must have thereby a better appreciation of its genesis.

The writer is taken back in his memory to a summer even-

ing, over thirty years ago, when he stood beside the poet

in the study of the Cragie House and was permitted tliis

pleasure. Here were the very sheets" sent t<;> the printer,

collected and bound and stored in this literary treasure hou^e

for the delectation of all reverently curious souls. I notnl

the wide margins of this original draught, with its linc-^

leaving wide spaces for interlineation and correction, ami

written with a quill pen, the favorite implement of our au-

thor. Here one may be persuaded of the poet's pains, lii-

art, his industry, as he handles this parent and begetter <'l

golden pages that fly, thicker than leaves in Vallombr<x-:i.

and make all corners of the Avorld sweeter and brighter

where they fall.
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Akt. III.-DR. JOHNSON AND JOHN WESLEY.

Ar tiic time wlieu Mr. Augustine Birrcll's striking article

«u Wrsley appeared in Scrihncr's Magazine I was giving a

-r.i'iuatc course in the literature of the eighteeuth century.

Alihoiigh familiar with the name of Wesley from my child-

}..«.<! and a communicant of the Methodist Church, I had

Im\ no adequate conception of his place in the development

>-( Juiglish civilization, nor of the attractiveness of his per-

•-^nality. I had in the course referred to paid due attention

v» the letters of Iloracxi Walpolc, the speeches of Burke, and

li-v-u-eH's life of Dr. Johnson, but had made only a passing

a!hi-:ion to the Wesleyan movement as one of the phases of

:!i«' reaction against the prevailing spirit of the century.

"I ii'-se words of Mr, Birrell sent me posthaste to the Journal

'•( Wesley:

It you want to get into the last century, to feel its pulses throb

•'^tu-aih your fingers, be content to leave sometimes the letters of

Horace Walpole unturned, resist the drowsy temptation to waste
jour lime over the learned triflers who sleep in the seventeen vol-

i-::ioa of Nichols—nay, even deny yourself your annual reading of

H«wel!, or your biennial retreat with Sterne, and ride up and down
!••<; country with the greatest force of the eighteenth century in

»-Klaiul. . . , No single figure influenced so many minds, no single

*oirc touched so many hearts. No other man did such a life's work
f>r Kngland.

«t is interesting to put beside these words of a distinguished

•! .ni of letters a contemporary account of Wesley by Horace
'.-iljMilo, who had been attracted to him out of idle curiosity.

^'''r describing the little chapel where the meeting was
^-' i*l he says :

««-aley is a lean, elderly man, fresh-colored, his hair smoothly
''.au)c.'d, but with a snupgon of curl at the ends; wondrous clean, but
** *"'"l'itutly an actor as Garrick. He spoke his sermon, but so fast
*"i with so little accent that I am sure he has often uttered it, for
•' *iU5 like a lesson. There were parts and eloquence in it; but to-

*»'« lh« end he exalted his voice and acted very ugly enthusiasm

—

•'-^•rlfd learning, and told stories, like Latimer, of the fool of his
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college, who said, "I thanks God for everything." Except a few fio.:,

curiosity and some honorable women, the congregation was vt ry

mean.

Other contemporaries of Wesley underrated biui in the

same way. Little did Bishop Warburton and his colleagui>

think that a great prophet of Israel was among thcni, des-

tined not only to change the Church of England but to stari

a movement that would culminate in one of the largest

Churches of Cliristendom. The members of the Literary

Club, as they gathered at Turk's Head Tavern from wctk

to week, had little idea that one of their members was writing!:

a diary which in time, by reason of its vigorous, terse style

and its dramatic incidents, might vie in public interest with

the portraits by Sir Joshua Reynolds, or the si>eeches of

Burke, or even the conversation of their leader, the grent

"Cham of Literature,"

Of all tlie celebrated men of that day Dr. Johnson seem-J

to have been the one most interested in Wesley, and to have

had a genuine admiration for him notwithstanding the f;i't

that they differed widely in their ideas and temperament.-.

!Mr. Birrell in an essay on Johnson refers to Wesley '^'

Jolmson's friend, and in tlie index to the late George Birk-

beck Hill's monumental edition of BoswelFs Johnson tlirn'

are more tlian forty references to Wesley—most of them t'»

the notes, to be sure. They evidently knew each other wib.

Johnson gave Boswell a letter of introduction when the hit-

ter wished to inquire further into the Cock Lane gh-'-:

story. He also wrote a letter of congratulation when A^ t""-

ley published his Calm Address to the English People. H"'

said to Boswell that Wesley could talk well on any snbj*''--

Mr. Hill in a footnote to this passage says: "Wesley, Hk-'

Johnson, was a wide reader. On his journey he read Ixhm.-

of great variety, such as the Odyssey, Eousseau's Eiiu<''.

Boswell's Corsica, Swift's Letters, Hoolc's Tasso, rranklin*-

letters on electricity, Upsides a host of theological work--.

Like Johnson, t^>o, he was a great dabbler in physics, an'! :i

reader of medical works. He had seen an almost intii'ii*'
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,,,v of characters.'' One objection Dr. Johnson had to

'v V'v'. conversation was that he was never at leisure. He

\ '.hv;v.s obliged to go at a certain honr. This is very dis-

'..,,...Me to a man who loves to fold his legs and have out

<''

talk as I do"—words that indicate clearly the difference

I'vvcvn the two men. Johnson, after he received his pen-

',
in nOO, had abundant leisure that enabled him to fol-

.."his course of triumph through the taverns and clubs

»m1 inrlors of London, while Wesley was always traveling

...I preaching and organizing. It is very unfortunate that

.. . Ir.vc record of only one conversation that they had. W es-

', v\ si.ter Mrs. Hall, resided in Johnson's house for several

r'.ulh. but we have no evidence tliat Wesley visited her.

In Wesley's Journal, December 18, 1783, ^ve find: "I spent

,.. hours with the great man. Dr. Johnson, who is sinking

a., the grave by a gentle decay." Tyerman, the biographer

. f Wesley, speaks of this as a pastoral visit, but is it not

{.Iter to 'think of it in a less formal way, as the meeting of

t^-o friends, both of them now in old age? Wesley although

sUu eighty years of age-six years older than Johnson—

xcA. as robust as he had ever been, having during the past

v.-..r traveled his uslial number of miles and preached his

v^ual number of sermons. Johnson, just five days before,

^ !.il.:' attending a meeting of the newly organized Essex

Strand Club, had been attacked by sporadic asthma, which

r..inbine<l with dropsy had confined him to his room. Suf-

f.ring intensely as he did, at times, he gladly welcomed his

fufiuls, the old fear of solitude and the enjoyment of coii-

v<r>ation being temix^ramental. To quote the words of Bos-

^vcll: ''He had none of that social shyness which we com-

sannly see in jx^ople afflicted with sickness. He did not hide

5.;^ l.'ead from tlie world in solitary abstraction, he did not

''' ny himself to the visits of his friends and acquaintances;

^"5t at all times, when he was not overcome by sleep, was

f« .^ly for conversation as in his best days." To those who

^•^n.f. he talked on many subjects, hut mostly about religion.

Jb- frc.iueutly had the sacrament administered to him, went

36
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fbiougli the services of tlie Clinrch, read tlio Bible, an.i

talked with his friends about their spiritual condition. \V, ,

lev in all his journeys found no man more penitent or nmr.
concerned about his souFs salvation than the great lexic^;'

rai)her. As all who liave read his Prayers and uMcdllnliutis

know, Johnson had an almost Puritanic conception of tlu-

sinfulness of his life, little of the peace that Weslej alwavs
held out to m.eu. The imagination will busy itself with this

conversation. An artist has recently tried to paint t!i>>

scene when the two remarkable men met. One wishes that

"Walter Savage Landor had written an imaginary conversa-

tion based on this meeting, or, what would have been better

still, that Boswell had been present and reported it with tho

same accuracy and charm that he did the Wilkes din-

ner or some of the meetings of the Literary Club. But
he was in Scotland at the time and somehow preferriMJ

to get hold of the E«v. Mr. Iloole's recollections of

his conversations with Johnson. While I have no doubt

that religion was the subject uppermost in the conversation.

their minds nmst have ranged over subjects and incident^

common to their lives. They were both Oxford men. WhiL^
they had no knowledge of one another while there, they IkkI

both been profoundly influenced by the same book, Law's

Serious Call to a Holy Life, and about the same year.

Although Johnson had little use for the Holy Club or the

]\[ethodists—certainly not for Whitefield, whom he know
as a servitor in Pembroke College—^lie, under the influenc
of Law's book and as a result of the increased seriousne-^

arising from a severe illness, had reached about the sain.>

ix)int of view as the Methodists had. As Boswell says, "H-^

was a Methodist in a dignified way." All his life he be-

moaned the fact that he had not methodized his life more—
the wail heard constantly in his Prayers and Meditations^

The accounts afterward given of their reading of Law hc-w

out the statement that in very different forms but with mn. 1:

the same spirit they set about their new religious life. W.-^-

ley says: "Law's lx)ok3 convinced me more than ever of tli^-
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-o-txHlin^- height and breadth and depth of the law of God.

\M iipiit ilowcd in so mightily upon my soul that everything

jMivared in a new view. I cried to God for help, and re-

...\\\-i\ not to prolong the time of ol^eying him as I had never

.'.•ir ht'forc." Johnson says: ''When at Oxford I took np

Ja\v'« Sciious Call io a Holy Life, expecting to find it a

,',!!1 U.ok, as such books generally are, and perhaps to laugh

,^ it. But I found Law quite an overmatch for me, and this

r;«s tlic first occasion of my thinking in earnest of religion

riwx 1 became capable of rational inquiry." Boswell adds,

{rnni this time forward religion was the p-edominant

. i.ji'ct of his thoughts."

After leaving Oxford their paths widely diverged. Wes-

I'V went to America and s^>ent several years of compara-

livrly futile effort. Converted in the famous meeting in

Al'loigate Street in 1738, he start<?d out upon his lifework,

h>>iding steadfastly at first to the forms of the Church of

Kiigland and trying earnestly to do his work within the pre-

vrihed limits of Church authority, but driven by very force

«f circumstances into individuality of Church worship, and

i.Jicdiisciously laying the basis for a new Church. He took

t:;c world for his parish, but found his }X)wer was greatest

in dealing with the middle and lower classes. Withst-ood

hy tlio authorities of the Church and contemned by the

J.nn of the world, he touched the masses into a new life,

•b.lnipon, too, Ix'gan his work in London alx)ut the same year

t^^ Wesley's conversion, and for twenty years led a life of

«' 'ntiimous struggle with poverty, disease, and the indiffer-

^lit'o of men. An old woman who knew him well spoke of

''iM as '-the old struggler"—a phrase that indicates well

'':if nature of his early and middle life. About 1760, how-

'•'T, he emerged from his obscurity and became tl>e lit<?rary

'''tator of his day, respected and even courted by the most

^"•ihurod and aristocratic classes of London—an acknowl-

'•ir.'l oraclo on all subjects of public concern, a most bril-

''^"'t talker, and a steadfast upholder of authority in

^-hurchj State, and literature. To all outward appearances
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no two men could be more unlike or farther removed fron.

eacli other.

Just what was Johnson's opinion of the new sect that AV( ..•

ley had organized ? One should like to know what ho .<:ii.!

to the two Methodist girls of Staffordshire who went to con-

sult the oracle of the day as to this new religion. ''Conic,"

said he, "you pretty fools, dine Avith me and Maxwell at t!i.

Mitre, and we will talk over that subject;" which they (li<i.

and after dinner he took one of them on his knee and fondk<l

her for half an hour together. What he said we have n'>

means of knowing. At another time he invited a Mcthotli~l

home with him from church, because attracted by his pious

behavior. "I found him," he says, "a kind of Methodist,

full of texts, but ill-instructed. I talked to him witli tem-

per, and offered him twice wine, whicli he refused. 1 suf-

fered him to go without the dinner whicli I had proposed

to give him. I thought this day there was something irrLg-

ular and particular in his look and gesture."

Johnson objected to the Methodists because of their d<;>c-

trine of the "inward light," showing the usual eigliteentli con-

tury attitude toward all forms of "enthusiasm"—"a princijdv

utterly incompatible with social and civil security." ^\ga!!i,

he deprecated their bitterness toward other people, whicli i-

almost as notable an objection for the prejudiced Johnson

to make as the one he made against the Scotcli—^he told B' '^

well that he liked everything about the Scotch except tluir

prejudice! But aside from his objection to their narn^v--

ness of vision, their lack of culture, their superstition, !ii^

main objection was that the Methodists were resisting tli''

established order of things. When in ITGS six Methodi.-t>

were expelled from Oxford, Johnson upheld the authorilic-,

saying: "Sir, that expulsion was extremely just and proj"-

What had they to do at a university Avho arc not willing: ''^

be taught, but will presume to teach? Where is rcligi"ii t'^

be taught but in a university? ... I believe they nii!:^*'-

be good beings; but they were not fit to be in the Vnivt-r-

sity of Oxford. A cow is a very good animal in the fic.d

;
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|,.:t we turn her out of a garden." There i3 no better illus-

•.'A'.at'U of Johnson's innate conservatism Uian these words.

J I. had groat reverence for bisliops, speaking always of them

t:..\ In ihcui with the highest reverence, as he did of all who

v.rf in teni}X)ral authority. Subordination was one of the

r.-.riiiial principles in his faith; a state had a right to pro-

iM-t itself from heresies, and Methodism was a heresy. Thus

I.- nrgiicd, and yet Johnson was not altogether blind to the

tro^i that was being done by the despised sect. Horace Wal-

s-.lo commenting on the same incident said, ^'Oxford has

(. ^rrni with these wretches, and I hope Cambridge will

u.nkc." Jolmson's attitude was more like that of Franklin's

toward Whitefield—complete disagreement as to all forms

. f faith and yet admiration for the genuine elements in their

VMjk. He believed they were doing a really valuable work

f-r the "vulgar" people, and especially for convicts. "One

'•f our regular clergy," he said, " will probably not impress

;!i«ir minds sufficiently; they should be attended by a !Metho-

•ii-t preacher or a Popish priest." He especially commended

t!;(ir plainness and directness of speech. lie obsen'cd to

il-'swell that the established clcrg}- in general did not preach

;.
lain enough ; and that "polished jK-riods and glittering sen-

t' nccs flew over the heads of the common people, without any

iiapression on their hearts." At another time, when talk-

»!'^ on the same line to Boswell, he said, "Sir, when your

S<t.tfh clerg\' give up their homely manner religion will soon

'''•^•ay in that country." Wesley, too, realized that this was
«'ic strength of the Methodist clergy; he formulated the

jI' ii when he said, "We should constantly use the most com-
!;i<.!i little easy words, so they are pure and proi>er, which
''ir hingnage affortls. I dare no more write in a fine style

5.i.'m wear a fine coat. I should purposely decline what
'•:any admire—a highly ornamented style. . . . Let who
•'•d! admire the French frippery, T am still for plain, sound

i.!iL'lish"—words that sound strikingly like the advice of

• '-vift to the young clergyman of the Church of England a

'-df century before.
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With all of Jolnisou's objections to Methodists in goner;!!,

he evidently had great respect for Wesley. "Whatever nii-:!i'

be thought of some Methodist preachers," he said, "he c-mi;.;

scarcely doubt tJie sincerity of that man who traveled nin.-

hundred miles in a month, and preached twelve tinus a

week; for no adequate reward, merely tenqwral, could U

given for such indefatigable labor," Xotwithstanding their

differences of opinion and of temperament, Johnson and

Wesley were not unlike in the elemental qualities of humau

nature—''except in opinion not disagreeing." They were

men of strong prejudices, and their prejudices were often

strikingly alike. They both had a contempt for Voltaire

and Rousseau. "Rousseau, sir, is a very bad man," said

Johnson. "I would, sooner sign a sentence for his trans-

portation than that of any felon who has gone from the Old

Bailey these many years. Yes, I should like to have him

work in the plantations." Bosivell: "Sir, do you think him

as bad a man as Voltaire?" ''Wliy, sir, it is difficult to set-

tle the proportion of iniquity between them." Wesley says

with equal sharpness, after reading Rousseau's Emilc:

"'Sure a more consummate coxcomb never saw the sun !
How

amazingly full of himself! ... He is a mere misan-

thrope, a cynic all over. So, indeed, is his brother infidel

Voltaire; and well-nigh as great a coxcomb." They had the-

same opinions of Hume and Cliesterfield. Johnson's well-

known characterization of the hitter's Letters as teachinir

the morals of a whore and the manners of a dancing mnstor

is paralleled by Wesley's words: "A man of much wit, mid-

dling sense, and some learning; but as absolutely void <it

virtue as any Jew, Turk, or heathen that ever lived. . .
•

And this is the favorite of the age I Whereas if justice an.i

truth take place, if he is rewarded according to his desert. In-

name wull stink to all generations." They had, too, soni'"-

thing of the same robust common sense—a sense of the

reality of things. Their quondam master, Law, in hi-

religious development ended by adopting the mysticism "i

Jacob Rd'hme, but his disciples did not follow him. 'li"y
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, , „. u^o for idealism in philosophy or mysticism in rc-

1',.,. J,.hjison's refutation of Berkeley's idealism by an

/ C.tic stamp of his foot on the ground was an exliibition

. N..'l;nne characteristics of mind as Wesley's saying about

. ,,:„'s Mi/sfcriiim Magnum: "Being conscious of my

,r;MM'o, 1 earnestly besought God to enlighten my undcr-

.....,'iin:;/ I seriously considered what I read, and endeav-

/
,i fo"\veigh it in the balance of the sanctuary. And what

..:. 1 .^ay concennng the part I read? I can and must say

ih'^ much, and that with as full evidence as I can say tliat

Uo and two make four, it is most sublime nonsense; inim-

iv,i.!*r U.mbast; fustian not to be paralleled!" After read-

i:,;; Madame Guyon he said: "0 that ye knew how much

iZ] is wiser than man! Then would you drop Quietists

.•r..! Mvstics together, and at all hazards keep to the plain,

i:;M-tic"al, written word of God." Johnson's opinion of

lUhino is exactly that of Wesley. Referriug to the fact

ft:at Law fell latterly into the reveries of Jacob Bochme,

•a horn Law alleged to have b-en somewhat in the same state

v.iih St. Paul, and to have seen unutterable things, Johnson

viid, -'Were it even so, Jacob would have resembled St. Paul

.•ill jiiore l>y not attempting to utter them." They were

.Owko again in their zest for men. In' vastly different ways

\Uy were "men's men," loving neither solitude nor mystical

r.-vc-rio. ^Mien Johnson was in Scotland with Boswell ho

^!^it^d one day the ruins of a monastery, and was led to talk

-f ihf retired life. "I have thought," he said, "of the re-

tired life, and have talked of it to a friend, but I find my

\-atIon is rather to active life." He had to throw himself

int.* the society of men for ho\irs every day because of an

inhcritc.l melancholia; he liad to fight solitude by Ix^loug-

li'? tn all the clubs he could. Wesley while still at Oxford

••-"lit to pco an old man in whose piety he greatly trusted,

•*Mo ^aid to liim: "'You wish to serve God and go to heaven.

n.-i!i(-i,d).'r, y..u cannot serve him alone; you must find com-

l:mlun..-, ovcrlake them; the Bible knows nothiug of soli-

t^try religion." Southey says that Wesley never forgot these
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words; the hunger for men was one of the dominating }>;\-

sions of his life. Do not the clubs of Johnson have thoir

counterpart in the class meetings of Wesley—was there ni>:

at bottom the same vital interest in men ? Johnson said thai

he looked upon every day as lost when he did not make sonu-

new acquaintance, and Wesley would have thought any dav

lost when many were not brought into the kingdom of Gwd.

They were alike also in their personal piety in an age of

social corruption. Seen against the background of the ajri^

in which they lived—an age that lives for us in the pictures

of Hogarth and in the novels of Fielding and Smollett, an

age that received its theolog}'- from Warburton and its tfo

cial ethics from Chesterfield and Walpole—Johnson and

Wesley loom up by reason of their religious fervor and

their moral integrity. The difference in the religious

life of the two is that Johnson, while "a good and :i

pious man and a great observer of days, lived without

assurance and exaltation;" he experienced none of the

rapture of the saint, he lived in the fear of God. Wes-

ley, on the other hand, held out to all his followers the j<»y

of salvation, the peace of righteousness. Just a few weeks

before Johnson's death, however, he experienced what Cow-

per called his conversion. Boswell's account I give: *'He

had shut himself up, and employed a day in particular ex-

ercises of religion—fasting, humiliation, and prayer. On a

sudden he obtained extraordinary relief, for which he lookcl

up to Heaven with grateful devotion. He made no dircet

inference from this fact; but from his manner of telling I

could perceive that it appeared as something more tlian an

incident in the common course of events." Of this incidout

Cowper wrote to John Xewton : "We rejoice in the accouui

you give of Dr. Johnson. His conversion will indeed Iv h

singular proof of the Omnipotence of Grace; and tlie more

singular, the more decided."

The most striking evidence of the coincidence of tlicir

views and of their mutual regard for one another i-^ ih'"""

attitude to the American war. Johnson's prejudice again-t
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•}ir Americans is so well known as not to need comment.

Wi'slov at first was inclined to sympathize with the colonists

in their demands, but when war actually came on he took

till' eide of the government and issued his Calm Address to

Our American Colonies, of which forty thousand copies were

di.-'tributed by the government among those who would be

uiost naturally influenced by Wesley. lie was very severely

Rt tacked by some of the members of his own flock for cliang-

ini; sides and for plagiarizing Dr. Johnson's pamphlet Tax-

adon No Tyranny. Against the first charge Wesley wrote,

pving his reasons for writing tlie pamphlet: "Least of all

(ii({ I write with a view to inflame any; just the contrary, I

o'ntributed my mite toward putting out the flame which

TA'^^ all over the land. This I have more opportunity of

clwcrving than any other man in England. . . . iSTow, there

i.^ no possible way of putting out the flame, or hindering its

rising higher and higher, but to show that the Americans

are not used either cruelly or imjustly; that they are not

injured at all." Wesley was at heart as loyal to the English

crown as was Johnson. As to the second charge, that the

J'ani]>hlet was "a bundle of Liliputian shafts, picked and

f'tclcn out of Dr. Johnson's pincushion," the answer was not

fj easy, for the pamphlets are strikingly alike. There must

liavc been some understanding between the two men, how-

ever, for Dr. Johnson wrote him a letter saying: "I have

lii.inks to return for the addition of your important suffrage

t" my argument on the American question. To have gained

'iich a mind as yours may justly confirm me in my own

"pinion; What effect my pai>er has had \\\yd\\ the public

I know not; but I have no reason to be discouraged. The

l'*cturer Avas surely In the right who, though he saw his audi-

«''icc slinking away, refused to quit the chair while Plato

stayed." Ts there a finer compliment than that In Boswell's

^•ifo of Johnson—even the compllm.ent to Burke? The evl-

'h ticc of Wesley's conservatism is not confined to the Amer-

''^an war; he offered to answer the letters of Junius, and

K'»ve other evidences of his loyalty to the government of
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George the Tliird. Viewing the matter from tlic wi.l. r

standpoint of the revolutionary spirit then at work on th-
Continent, Johnson and Wesley were, the one with the nmr,.
aristocratic and cultured classes, the other with the nia<M'.
of the people, bulwarks of conservatism. The statement .,/

Leslie Stephen with regard to Johnson's influence is ,strik

ingly Jike that of Lecky's characterization of the Wcsleyai,
movement. Says Leslie Stephen: •

'

The etubboru adlierence of Johnson, and siach men as Johnson t<.
solid facts, and their contempt for philosophy, goes far to explain hov
It came to pass that England avoided the cataclysm of a revolntion
.

_.
.It expresses the resolute detennination of the dogged Eugli-.}-mmd not to loosen its grasp on solid fact in pursnit of dreams.

Mr, Lecky says in tracing tlie revolutionary movement on
the Continent

:

Many old abuses perished, but a tone of thought and feeling wa.<<

introduced Into European life which could only lead to anarchy.
and at length to despotism, and was beyond all others fatal to that
measured and ordered freedom which can alone endure. Its chief
characteristics were, a hatred of all constituted authority, an in-

satiable appetite for change, a habit of regarding rebellion as th^
normal as well as the noblest form of self-sacrifice, a disdain for all

compromise, a contempt for all traditions, a desire to level all rank.;
and subvert all establishments, a determination to seek progress
not by the slow and cautious amelioration of existing institution?.
but by sudden, violent, and revolutionary change. Religion, prop-
erty, civil authority, and domestic life were all assailed, and do-

-

trines Incompatible with the very existence of government were cm-
braced by multitudes with the fervor of a religion. England.'on
the whole, escaped the contagion. Many causes conspired to save
her, but among them a prominent place must, I believe, be given to

the new and vehement religious enthusiasm which was at that very
time passing through the middle and lower classes of the peopl-.
which had enlisted in its service a large proportion of the wildf r

and more impetuous reformers, and which recoiled with horror fror.i

the antlchristian tenets that were associated with the Revolution
In France.

$-u^ ?Pti--^--^^
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^j,^. IV.—THE VISION OF FABER.

r.-Ki.KiacK William Fabku was a disciple of Words-

«. rih He Avas born tlie same year that Wordsworth fin-

,.|„,l'tl,e -Excursion," and in his youth he looked upon

xUi orh of song which was shining in the Lake region and

,C Westmoreland hills. Wordsworth's commanding inilu-

.'^,v attracted Faher as the sun attracts the planets, and m

U,.. poet's genial light his mind was like a bed of violets in

il... :.pring. Friends they were, too, and in after years Faber

UM d to describe the long rambles which he and Wordsworth

j..,k over the romantic and beautiful Lake country.

The voice of Faber was keyed to the music of Wordsworth,

ai..! tliut key was celestial. AVordsworth saw God in the

l.autv of a flower, he saw him in the blue sky, in the light

. f <((ting suns and in the mind of man; and his singing

Mr.l was like "a mountain river, inuring out praise to the

.M.nighty Giver." And so with Faber. He sang the hymns

-f the r^rd, and his inspiration came from woods and flow-

rr-, from mountains and seas, from running streams and

the sunshine of common skies; or, more correctly, these

vero a sort of trellis over which he spread himself, and be-

caiiio like a vine full of flowers.

•Fabcr's God is the God of harmony and beauty. Har-

it..,iy is melodious sound; beauty is melodious color. In

<l..ud and sky, in field and forest, in river and brook and

f-untain, in the curve of the wave, in the forms of the crys-

Jil and in the white-robed mountain peaks there is a won-

<U<.ns array of beauty. But when the sun drives away the

•^..ikuoss and makes the clouds sing, beauty becomes glory.

YA^-r btcK)d before that picture until he saw the King in hi3

^-.uny ; and seizing his harp he sang:

My God, how wonderful thou art,

Thy majesty how bright,

How beautiful thy niprcy seat

In depths of buniing li^ht

!

The heautv of nature is an overflow of the beauty of God^
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and it was made that the beauty of the Lord our God „,iM,tbe upon U3. So Faber U.ought and so he san^
^

But there is music. Pythagoras thought "that nature isset to musjc and Carl.vle declared that all deep things arcntusacal; .udeed, fron. U,e waving forest and the to s

b

sea up to the singing stars and the chorus of angels ^":
.3 mustc But did man make the laws of sound^ if
scale a human invention? Faber thought not. "ThouLor / he wrote, "art the Father of music; sweet sounds a ,

;•;: if'Goi™'"
''-' ^™"'^-' - "•^" - ^-^^ - "'

Where is the source of love? Love is greater than beautv

fniol
'.'""

'"""r-^-;
'' '^ 'he greatest thing in the worl.i

Klecd, in the end of the world nothing is of value e.oep
.1.0 love of God and our love for eaclf other. But wh redoes love come from? FaW saw that God is love, and tho

"ErrFalwV"" "^ ™" ''^^^ ''^^"•'^"' ''-^ - ""^

All fathers learn their craft from Thee;
All loves are sliadows oast

From the beautiful, eternal hills
Of thine unbeginniug past.

He saw God also in the trees and in the forest, and thev
.

;77
'"-"'--P-ters. That was a beautiful picture on tl,;

P a ns of Jlamre w ,ou Abraham sat in his tent door in ,1„.
eat of the day and asked his visitors to rest then,selves un-

der he tree.
_

He was a lover of the trees. So was Faber,and his favorite tree was a symbol of God. Said be:
The tliought of GcKl is like tile tree
Beneath whose shade I lie

And walcl, the fleets of snowy clouds
Sail o'er the sirent sky.

In .a bit of mossy ground he saw a modest flower, scarce
bending to the wind, though overhead the wood was thundc-ng Ike a storm. It was a picture of souls living down in
l.e thougM of God; and the flower lifted its face toward
heaven and said, "He shall be a biding place from the wind.
and a covert liom the tempest."
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God came to Faber in the niglit watches and the stars

tjilb-d to him out of the skies. In the sky he saw a world

rf bt\'iuty and in his heart he felt a world of aspiration, and

!ic wrote:
Something draws me upward there

As morning draws the lark.

It is as if a home was there

To which my soul was turning,

A home not seen, but mighty proved

By a mysterious yearning.

It was the cry of the soul; for God made the soul for him-

n If, and his hope is full of immortality.

Similar is Faber's message of the morning. He saw the

lijiht struggling with the darkness and the darkness dissolv-

iiig into light; and when the light conquered the darkness

she clouds and the mountains shouted golden shouts and

ruitiire was like a great organ touched into music by its

>(;!kor. But this was only a symbol, a symbol of some bet-

ter thing, and he wrote:

Fairer than the pearly morning
Comes the softly struggling ray :

Ah, it is the very dawning
That precedes eternal day.

•*^<-' in the Bible Jesus is called the dayspring from on high,

'I'td to know him is sunrise in the soul. Spiritual dawn is

''H^ promise of eternal day.

But it was in his interpretation of the sea that Faber
"tniok his highest notes. In the vastncss of the sea he caught

* pliinpse of the greatness of God, and he was moved to won-
••' r and admiration. When a great preacher looked for the

•'f>t time upon Xiagara he looked up into heaven and cried,

•roat God!" But when he saw the ocean rising into bil-

•''•vs and sinking into silent grandeur he said, "Once have

' lif^ard this, yea, twice, that power belongeth unto God."
-''' a noble apostrophe to God Faber said:

Unfathomable Sea

!

AH life is out of Thee,

And Thy life is Thy blissful unity.

And again:
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Shoreless Ocean I Who shall sound Thee?
Thine own eternity is round Thee,

Majesty divine.

In God the souls of men are like shijis upon a boundlc.-.-

sea; but he added:

We cannot lose- ourselves where all is home,

Nor drift away from Thee.

Beautiful faith ! It prompted David to declare that God

\vould be with him in the valley of the shadow of death, and

it enabled Jesus to say, ''1 go unto my Father."

Faber's sea was a symbol which brought God down to man

and lifted man up to God. Wlien goodness wearied him,

when love and joy were like blossoms that have died, aiul

when men seemed to diminish and invert rather than reflect

the beauty of God, he longed for communion with the sea.

lie saw Ijeauty degraded into ugliness and harmony into dis-

cord, but he knew that the evil was in himself. So he wrote:

The discord is within which jars

So sadly in life's song:

Tis we, not they, who are at fault

When others seem so wrong.

What is peevishness ? Want of the love of God. "Uliat i?

the effect of unloving thoughts? They distort the asf>ect

of things abroad. Things do not look straight unless wc

can see straight ourselves. This was Faber's view of pecvi^li-

ness, and the peevish man ; but he looked to the sea to loose

his fettered thoughts and wing them for a celestial flight.

Accordingly he wrote

:

O God, that I could be with thee

Alone by some seashore,

And hear thy soundless voice within,

And the outward waters' roar.

Where all things round should loudly tell

—

Storm, rocks, sea birds, and sea

—

Not of thy worship, but much more.

And only, I>ord, of thee.

Upon the wings of wild sea birds

My dark thouights would I lay.

And let them bear thorn out to sea

In the tempest far away.
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\hc i-iw is a suggestion of God; inrlcecl, it brings God near.

I >r, as David said, "The voice of the Lord is upon tlie

fjit'T?; the Lord is upon great waters."

hi the sea, too, he saw a symbol of the goodness of God..

Wi.lr jiiid deep id the sea. It washes every shore and flowa

vAo cvt-ry river. It is always giving and yet always fnll.

1? is caught up into the clouds, and the clouds, harnessed to

:;.« wind, distribute its wealth over the land. It furnishes

li.c tiuiterial out of which the white robes of the mountains

f-»' made; it makes the springs rejoice and the rivers glad;

;ih! it seems to hear the cry and to satisfy the need of every

living thing. The gi-eat tree and the little flowers that bloom

ujidcr its shade, the forest and the plain, the mountains and

'.!;• meadows are beneficiaries of the sea. Facts like these,

! Jhink, caused Faber to write.

:t.tl likewise,

There's a wideness in God's mercy-

Like the wideuess of the sea

;

Ocenn, wide-flowing, ocean, tbou,

Of uncreated Love.

\Vi> embark on this ocean with the Gospel for a ship, WMth

< liri^t for a pilot, and with the Holy Spirit for a breeze, and

••iK-n the voyage is over we shall enter the river of life and

T" a.^iiore in the city of God.

In the sea also Faber saw a picture of life and death and
''I the glory beyond glory. To-day the sea is troubled and
''^-morrow it is calm and peaceful ; but thongb troubled on
J"'^ surface the deep sea is nndistnrbed. Faber saw this,

-•d he wrote:

These surface troubles come and go

Like rufflings of the sea ;

The deeper depth is out of reach

To all, my God, but thee.

^''
^i.-it is death ? He called it ''loose sand," and "the mur-

-'
r (,f a sea." Before him was eternitv, eternitv; but

^'•vaid:

Lord, Is this death?—I only feel

Down In some sea with thee.
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That is beautiful, but there is a brighter picture. The sun
was coming down to earth and sinking to rest in a sea of
glass mingled with fire. Golden was the sky, and across the
water there was a golden street; indeed, he looked fur tii..

procession of angels and the harps of God. Yes, he had
seen men die as the day was dying, with a suggestion of vic-

tory and of glory. So he seized his pen and wrote

:

IIow pleasant are thy paths, O Death:
Ever from toil to rest

Where a rim of sealike splendor runs,
Whore the days bury their golden suns,

In the dear hopeful west!

In that hopeful west, beyond the rim of splendor and the
golden suns, is Faber's "land beyond the sea." In that land
the reig-n of God is like an unsetting sun, and his golden
glory never fades. It is a land of glorious colors and new
sounds, and in its sweet fragrances the soul may faint. The
people of the land are free from sorrow and free from sin

;

each has a beauty and crown of his own, and their bursts
of song are a Niagara of praise. There are the saints in

their robes of white, and beyond them are the angels in their
ranks and degrees, but above all is the throne of God and of
the Lamb. Beautiful is the land beyond the sea. Falx?r
longed to see it, and he wrote

:

Wherefore doth death delay?
Brig:ht death, that is the welcome dawn
Of our eternal day.

^(^ti^ VO-a^^-vu^
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^.^it-r. v.—THE CHRIST OF MARK'S GOSPEL.

No more significant example of the fluctuations of crit-

8- 4I theory can be found than is aft'orded by the history of

..iniiiou on the problem of the synoptic gospels. After anal-

^*is of the first three gospels equally minute and pains-

'.jliiip, upon alike patient study of their parallel passages

tiu.i phrases, with similarly scrupulous regard to divergence

feji'l diiTcrence of their contents, devoting to materials often

intractable excelling ingenuity of suggestion, students have

rra<-h('d conclusions the diametrical opjwsites of each other.

Thi- first of the fathers to speculate upon tlie subject thought

«]»»• case clear: Matthew's was the original gospel. Mark

WHS an imitator, following his predecessor afoot and, as a

"f.»<-)tinan" will, taking short cuts, which give his narrative

ihe ap}>earance of an abbreviation. The latest modern view

tiiust be stated as the exact contrary of that first hypothesis:

The gospel of Mark lies at the basis of the other synoptics

Mini '*gave rise to their entire inner economy." Between

these two extremes of opinion a range of theory as changing

Ks tiie forms in a kaleidoscope is found. Some are persuaded

that none of our first three g03|x>ls is an original, and fall

hack upon the hypothesis of vanished "chrysalis" gospels to

B'vount for peculiarities in the developed treatises found in

tiic Xew Testament to-day. Some contend for a common
"sT'Urce" from which all drew material, each evangelist free

in choice, yet each constrained by a different aim. Others

»!rp-' that the variations of order and substance are so con-

'hit-rahlo that the theory of several "sources" is necessary,

if entire independence is denied to the writers. One group

•''<->^orts, as with the ardor of supposed demonstration, that to

'h-ny such indej^endence of sources is to fly in tlie face of the

j.icts. Another group is equally confident that Matthew and

hnke each had Mark before him in addition to the sources.

Oihf-r moderns would revert to earliest opinion and hold that

^':irk had ]\[atthew'3 work under his eye when he compiled
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his own. One, at least, of recent students of the problrm,

asserts that Mark wrote with full knowledge both of ,M;ii-

thew and Luke, the sources at the same time being at han.J.

If this last-named theory be true one is inclined to wondrr

how Mark, thus weighted witli precedents, so far overcauu.'

the preponderance and constraint of his numerous authori-

ties as to produce, with running pen, a gospel swift as tLu

light, picturesque as a landscape wholly illuminated, free as

the unbound breeze. The sober conclusion from a review of

the attempts at its solution is the decision that the problem

of the interrelations of the first three gospels is beyond the

reach of satisfactory and final settlement.

The gospels constitute a revelation of the profoundest mys-

tery of personality wnth which j>sychology can be confronted

—the self-consciousness of Jesus. They make clear and

sure a shining height of moral perfection realized, which for

ordinary men is the unattainable—the character of Jesus.

They record the substance of a message which, whether rt^

gard is had to its subject-matter or to the manner of its

expression, transcends every other—the teaching of Jesus.

They describe a service in behalf of man so eternal in its

principle, so "transforming in its results, that it has become

the standard of all true service—the self-sacrifice of Jesus.

Considering the age out of which they come to us, the ante-

cedents and environment of their reputed authors, the tran-

scendent nature of much that they contain, the surpassing

simplicity, brevity, objectivity, symmetry, and unity of their

several jx)rtrayal3 of Jesus, these writings are the literary

miracle of the ages, around the origin of which a mantle of

mystery clings, never to be so stripped off b}^ any process

of historical inquiry as to leave the Gospel of Jesus Chri-it

the Son of God exix)sed and bare, commonplace and unhal-

lowed, the lowly equivalent of those literatures of life and

service which register ordinary reaches of human thought

and action, and are therefore entirely explicable by method.^

of literary composition and combination commonly in use.

But though such study fails, in the nature of the case, to
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Uyun.ac tlio problem, none the less is it true that manifold

4..i«!3tJu;f'^ accrue to biblical knowledge from its pursuit.

tW p'^-^IX'^s ^^^ known and discriminated as they never

« u'ld have been without it. The marvel they constitute

.-as ns it is scrutinized. A clearer view of the individu-

4 ;!v of each and a conviction of their underlying harmony

f^v^c. lie is a foolish man who refuses to look at the

-Mjicls from every angle of vision. Xo hypothesis concern-

••r^ tjifin, or any of them, is valueless. Each time stand is

fikfii at a new point of sight some fresh treasure of truth,

* -rnc now apprehension of Jesus Christ, reward the shift of

f««i!ioii. In this faith adopt for the time the hypothesis

that >[ark's is the earliest gospel. Suppose it to owe noth-

ing to other gospels. Eather, for the most part, have they

5ftt>.)r|K)rated it. Under constraint of some kind, whether

friv.itinii of material, or its author's preference for brevity,

s! \s much the shortest gospel. Early and brief are con-

rnKuis features., It is the gospel of action more than of

*\''<-c\\. All the longer discourses of Jesus, save one, are

"B anting. If one accepts the very ancient tradition, con-

irtncd from distinct centers of early Christianity, which

iH^ciatcs the apostle Peter Avith this gospel as the ultimate

»* ur^v of its information and the authority for its distin-

rui>!)ing touches of description, he has a satisfactory ex-

;!*;iati(»n of the peculiar effect of reality produced by the

-TV as here told. Some eager, vigilant, vigorous person-

«H?y is certainly to be associated with this narrative: it is

*" t.'ra|ihic and pictorial; so like a photograph in detail, a

< ;r<f matograph in movement. We have in it the harvest not

'^ h quiet but of a quick eye. Observation, not reflection,

'•* the process behind this writing, ^\^lere sight does not at

' fi<^^ ]>onctrate, there this gospel seldom enters. It omits

*d n fcrf'iice to the genealogy, parentage, birth, growth of

'••'iH as matters of orderly record. It introduces him as

''Tiiptly as if one should say, "Behold the man,'' and pro-

'^*<!s forthwith to the account of his ministry. With trivial

'^'X'ptional instances that is presented in detachment from
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all preceding truth. Only incidentally from this gospel (l.t- .

one infer the background of the old covenant on which, lu v

erthelcss, the whole is portrayed. In Mark that posterior i-

as nearly invisible and as much remote as are the (lim

cherubs behind the Madonna and her marvelous child in

Kaphael's Sistine picture.

It is neither necessary nor possible for present-day reader.*

to put themselves in the place of those who had only tlii..

gosj^el in their hands, if such there ever Mere. But even

the suggestion of this attempt at reversion raises at once the

interesting question, "\Miat idea of Jesus Christ, his per^op,

his mission, would he form who was in possession of this

gospel alone ? Of what sort is the Christ of the second gc-^-

pel ? Can one divest the mind of ideas of the Christ derived

from other sources, so as to judge fairly, excluding all save

impressions made by Mark ? If this is impossible, as it is,

may it not be, notwithstanding, since the intent to discrim-

inate Mark's Christ is frontal in thought, that even the con-

ception of Jesus composed of the blended impressions de-

rived from all the gospels will still help one, purposed as

aforesaid, to distinguish the miniature of Jesus Christ in

the second' gosjK?! from the full-length views of him and his

work presented by the other evangelists ? Opening his gos-

pel, the x^ossessor of Mark only would find himself cun-

fronted in its very first sentence with the declaration that

Jesus Christ was the Son of God: ''The beginning of tht'

good news of Jesus Christ, the Son of God." In the next,

paragraph, by a means rare with Mark, quotation from the

Old Testament, he would have his thought fixed upon the

fact that this Son of God was expected before he appeared,

and that some details of his advent, especially the ministry

of his forerunner, had been set forth in the prophets. In

the next section of the narrative he would find John Bapn-t

announcing Jesus Christ's near approach in terms so scw-

cffacing, and at the same time using language so eulogist u-

of Jesus, as wo\ild double the reader's sense of significance

in the phrase ''Son of God," which sets him who was thu5
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•iijtu-d njnn-t from, and above, even the saintliest of men,

..l.„ di'olareil liimself unworthy to stoop at his feet to untie

i.M bandals. This effect would be intensified when, as the

<iiiuiix of John's appreciation of the Christ, was read the

«!Ari!iiig antithesis, "I indeed have baptized you with water;

Uii lie shall baptize you with the Holy Spirit." These im-

i,fx'«>ions of the reader ought surely to be raised to the point

,.f jilitw by the perusal of ]ilark's record of the baptism of

Jt>uH, with its final testimony in a voice from heaven, "Thou

jri my l>eloved Son, in whom I am well pleased." iSTow, let

a reader of to-day, with the other gospels in his mind for

o.ntrafit, ask himself, What is the place and function in

Mark's gosjiel of such an oi>ening thereof? Here is no over-

fur*' of angels as in Luke; no visit of Magi as in Matthew;

h't prologue, impressive with the conception of eternity, as

ill John ; but here is what, in consonance with Mark's

liiOtliod throughout, serves the very same end as the other

»v;uige)ists secure in ways so diverse, namely, to set in the

.''•'rcfront of the whole the conception of Jesus Christ as the

S^'U of God. Earlier in origin, simpler in plan, more con-

<-i-<' and condensed though this gospel may be, it presents at

tlif very outset, in its own rugged impetuous fashion, what

luay be called the normal New Testament conception of

•I'^us Christ's personality, and at 07ico proceeds to tell the

Mory of his mighty acts. These follow one another in suc-

'•<>sion so swift that the imjn-ession of uttermost and inex-

l-anstihlc ])ower, evoked by the tenderost compassion, di-

f'^-tcd ever t^ the ends of deliverance from disease and sin

£!iid death, expended without thought of restraint for self's

'ake, creates a sense of the Son of God as necessarily the

"'•rvant and Saviour of man—the worker not of bare won-
''r^^, but the source of an energy" that operates only to save

Slid to restore.

•^ gospel so brief in compass and so iirgent in method
•'•ii-t contain much that is allusive only; a reference bv the

*'-iv. not nn unfolded record. Perhaps the most significant

s:'-lanco of this is the fact, conveyed by tlie true text of the
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gospel, that Jesus was actually "the carix?uter." To that

gospel which is without orderly account of the Xazarctli-liic

of Jesus we owe the knowledge which is not conveyed \^\

Luke's narrative dealing with that formative period ai

length. And does not this one phrase, "the carpenter," it-

veal the whole truth of the Lord's humanity!; Witlioui

reference in particulars to the growth of Jesus, his subjec-

tion to parents, his Xazarene residence, the second gosfx-l

hits full and forcibly the whole fact of his lowly human ex-

perience in this incidental paragraph, of which the chief niul

novel feature is this emphatic phrase. Surely if the normal

Christ of the Xew Testament as a whole is the Son of man,

with a note of universal human sympathy in all his works

and w^ords, then the gospel of Mark, set off by itself and

regarded exclusively, in its swift, flashing story of a Christ

so busy because he is the servant of all who approach hiin,

and its pathetic references to his weariness, hunger, want of

privacy through stress of work, clearly makes him known

as such. Others draw the great figure of the Master with

minute attention to fullness of detail; ]\[ark indicates the

likeness in a few rapidly drawn lines and hurries on to his

end. iSTay, more, by two short sentences peculiar to his gos-

pel he has done not a little to give to this conception of the

Son of man in his universal sympathy the special emphasis

of his crisp and incisive record. In what two expressions

of the ISTew Testament does the liberating revelation of tlie

human, in and through Jesus Christ, appear so germinantly

as in the declaration of the Lord himself, found only in tliH

gospel, "The Sabbath w^as made for man ;" and in that com-

ment of the evangelist, short yet comprehensive, at the close

of the Lord's words about the impossibility of food defiling

a man, "This he said, making all meats clean" ? The germ

of that liberty wherewith Christ has made man free is m
these words.

Passing on now to regard the life of the Lord in those

two phases of it which are matter of peculiar emphasis, the

one in the first, the other in the fourth gospel, it is clear that
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.| ,, pwjK'l of :Mark, in its more urgent, anticipative fashion,

j.-rM-nts exactly the same outline of Christ's ex^xirieuce.

Maiiiiow's gospel puts chief stress upon the fact that he was

M.AM«li, ^vith much frequency of quotation from the Scrip-

t«rt\< of the earlier covenant. The old and the new are

|, uiii! each to each in the first gospel. But the presentation

uxxxM upon the rejection of Messiah by his own nation. This

i« koi>t in the foreground throughout. The method of Mark

i, uiarly different. He quotes the Old Testament less than

stiv other evangelist. He is too eager to tell all that Jesus

.ii.i, and to record how he api^ared and what were his emo-

liuna as he acted, to allow himself to enter at length upon

jnntters of interpretation and fulfillment. But incidentally,

uith liis usual i:)recise touch, Mark from the beginning on-

nnnl i>hows the line of cleavage between the Lord and the

rrjigious authorities in Jerusalem. The line is not broad

and hlack with emphasis, as in :Nratthew, but it is there ; and

its structural office in the gospel is discernible. Though the

whole early movement of the second gospel is in Galilee, the

frowning shadow of an enraged hierarchy with headquarters

in Jerusalem is traceable by its deepening intensity, and by

its increasing effects upon the work of Jesus. On the other

liarid, it is John's gosj)el which ])rincipally emphasizes the

"I'lKisitc development so tersely described in the phrase "the

training of the twelve." Mark, true to his method, has none

"f those long discourses which fill the fourth gosi^l with the

aroma of love and fellowship as between the blaster and his

«ii:^clples. He has a much modified and briefer outline of

tlio di.'^course on the nature of the kingdom found in full in

the tliirtoenth chapter of Matthew. But so continuously is

5l"- gronp of his own who receive him represented by ^Nfark

fo surrounding their Master, and so critical a place does

'lu-ir confession of him as Messiah fill in this gospel, that

"'le of the most penetrating writers on iMark is led to say

'^'^l ills might well be called "the disciple gospel.'' Thus is

^"^ije.sted for reflection Mark's presentation of the I>ord's

''••'th. In this, also, he anticipates his fellow-evangelists.
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lu each of the first three gospels the op}X)sition of the hier-

archy and the training of the disciples are traced as contem-

poraneous movements paralleling Christ's approach to tho

cross. In Mark this is as clear and definite as in the longer

and more explicit narratives. In this least of the gospels in

size the matter receives unique attention. The baptism is

here with its suggestive demand for interpretation as tJu*

Lord's anticipative consecration to death, in the light of tin;

clew furnished by himself in the words, "Can ye be baptizrd

with the baptism that I am baptized with ?" Here, also, as

early as the second chapter of the gospel, is the prediction

of the time when the bridegroom will be taken away from \\\%

friends. Here, once more, is the reference to the fate of

John Baptist as foreshadowing his own. It must ever re-

main a striking feature of this gosjwl of the eyewitness that

in it alone has been preserved for us, with the delicate i>rc-

cision of a cameo, that incident which one has called ''tlio

Lord's transfiguration of self-sacrifice," in contrast with his

transfiguration of glory upon Hermon. Tlic record is in tlic

tenth chapter: ''And they Avere in the way going up to Jeru-

salem, and Jesus was going before them. And they wero

amazed, and as they followed they were afraid." Another

has named this "that never-to-be-forgotten incident," an<i

continues, "If anything in the gospels has the stamp of real

and live recollection upon it, it is this." We owe the kno^vl-

edge of it to the primitive, the least theological, the mnst

matter-of-fact of tlie gospels. It is here as a bit of history;

but it is a revelation, none the less, of the cross as the g'^^H

which drew our Lord from afar. It is to be read in coiuior-

tion with Christ's numerous predictions of his end containf'"'

in !Mark. Even more suggestive is it that, this gospel bcin?;

what it is, it should contain, as it does, two of the most ue-

eisive and explicit of our Lord's interpretations of his own

death. One of them is the declaration that "The Son of

man is come ... to give his life a ransom for many." I ''^

other is his word in connection Avith the passing of the cup

at the institution of the supper: "This is my blood of tl^'
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r».vcii:iii(, which is shed for many." Surely it is of no small

'irniticance that in the earliest, briefest, most condensed,

ixA least doctrinal of the gos}X?ls there should be found so

r!t;ir, iM>inted, urgent a presentation of the culminating ini-

j..rt;n!cc of tlie death of Jesus to his work. lie predicts it

tl.uj;, with iteration. lie announces it as his o^vn act though

it was to 1x3 caused bv others. He lifts it into prominence

h< the chief aim for which he came. He teaches his disciples

{!> tliink of it as a ransom price paid for many. He insti-

tuted a symbolism of a new order to represent its relations,

tvA yet did so on such occasion and in such phraseology as

oiiniH'llcd reflective reference to the significance of a pre-

a'<Jing ritual of sacrificial worship. And all this in a little

C»s|K'l least given of any to the association of Christ with

.Mi<sai?m, and less seldom inclined than others to develop

*tith fullness the matters presented. Accordingly, when

-Mark comes to t£dl tlie actual story of the death of Jesus his

ruaruicr of procedure becomes, instantly, radically different

from all his previous treatment of tlie separate events of the

l/'rd's life. He has leisure enough now. Every detail from

lifthscmane onward is of utmost importance. He who has

veined all along to be unwilling to settle upon any theme

<'r event ; who has treated everything hitherto as the bird

treats its spray, alightingly, takes two whole chapters to tell

this story. Thus by emphasis, not of style of narration, but

»'f length and sco}>e of treatment, he puts himself in the

-ront of the evangelists by his fullness on this theme, in pro-

j'Ttion to the bulk of his gospel.

llif^ one long discourse of Mark's gospel is a discourse

<""ncc'rning the last things. In it Jesus, as prophet, appears

"« a light which some erroneously suppose to be the peculiar

tvA exclusive radiance wherewith the evangelist John trans-

t'Cnres Jesus. But is it so? Here too are found in a far

•lilTorent waiting the same self-assertion, authoritativene?s

t'i tone as a teacher, and confident knoAvlodge of the future

'•'.It oharaoterize the discourses contained in John's gospel.

1 ntting this one long utterance of Jesus preserved by ^lark,
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with its outlooks iijx)!! the future and its tone of supremo

confidence in the Avords ^'Heaven and earth shall pass awav,

but my words shall not pass away," into associatinu

with Mark's narrative of the resurrection, closing as it

should witli the trembling and ast-ouishraent of the eigluli

verse of chapter sixteen, and is not one constrained to con-

clude that Mark's presentation of the Son of God is uuiqiio

in its close as in its beginning I Both are alike abrupt; both

are from that veiy manner the more impressive. In tlu

opening verse there is the energetic announcement, "The Ix^-

ginning of the good news of Jesus Christ, the Son of Go<l.''

In the closing sentences arc found an empty sepulcher; a

Christ risen from the dead ; a group of disciples, trembling,

amazed, afraid, who had not yet adjusted themselves to tlio

situation created by the resurrection of their Lord. Wliat

then? Is not the condensed Christ, so to speak, presented

by Mark the same Christ, feature for feature, as the un-

folded Christ jjortrayed by the other evangelists ? He is Son

of God and Son of man ; servant and Saviour of men ; a

worker of wonders at the prompting of pity and for the sake

of restoration ; a teacher and trainer of aix)stles to whom

Avith confident foresight and full assurance he committed

in all patience the Gospel of the kingdom of God well

knowing that as seed grows secretly while men sleep and

wake (a parable peculiar to Mark) so would be the destiny

of his truth and of himself. Surely it means everything

for the reality of the Gospel record that the event has ?'»

abundantly confirmed that confidence. Surely it nican^

something, even apart from such a vindication, that the ear-

liest, the most germinal, the simplest and shortest of the g<~'^-

pels enables its readers to discriminate satisfactorily l'"'

features of Jesus Christ. If there were INfark's gosj^cl only

the Light of the world would still shine.
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Art. VL-TIIE FRIENDS OF GOD.

Mo.T readers know that in the fourteenth century a spirit

/.uNMicism Frvaded nearly all of western Germany, from

^*, r>.NV Countries to the very borders of Italy, bringing un-

'l, ii. influence all ranks and classes of men. Persons iden-

, ^m! with this movement were sufficiently like the early

'C.Mi.lv. of whom our Lord said, '^I have called you

':;..!,'' to be called the Friends of God. The Friends of

,;..] were an unorganized brotherliood of Christian Mystics,

.n.vially numerous in Strasburg, Cologne, Basel, Con-

,.;,H'e, Nuremberg, and Xordlingen. Among their distm-

niUhcd representatives were John Tauler, Henry Suso

J.im Uuvsboek, and the famous lay preacher Nicholas of

lis^cl. Out of this movement came some of the permanently

,r.U.resting and most helpful literature of devotional and

js^clical Christianitv. The Friends of God were active.

T.uler's Sermons, Suco's Biography, the Theologia Ger^

. .iMVa, and Thomas a Kempis's Imitation of Christ are still

liviuK and enjoyable books. Their motive is vital and

v.,rtliy. Their hifluenee is fundamentally and faithfully

f.xluAk, -as distinguished from Roman or Lutheran. As

vu'h thev are definitive, expository, assuring, prophetic, and

l-roiMiial. They are for us all, at all times, intelligible and

r r.-aible. Their Snirlt is identical with the Spirit of Chris-

tianitv. The Frie icls of God may be taken to represent the

Mv.tical Spirit of Christianity. Their ruling principles

tJiil ennuent peculiarities invite consideration. They in-

«3*t<-d on self-renunciation, entire consecration to the will of

<!-], the continuous work of the Holy Spirit in believers,

«l.v itutcntial Godlikeness of every human soul, the van-

»tv of all religion based upon fear of punishment or hope

•f reward, the essential equality of the clergy and laity, and

•iio moral necessity of the Church for instruction and disci-

5 '?'"•. Their psychologv seems to have l>een Pauline: :Nran'3

»« wv r.f the spiritual is just as distinctive and trustworthy
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as liis sense of tiie physical. He can know God only as h,.
is of Hke nature with God. His knowledge of God begin'
in and increases with the experience of faith. Only the pui"
in heart really approach and appreciate Divinity. Ulie onlv
true hierophanl of Divinity is Love. The divine likcni.'s
is realized neither by might nor by magic, but gradually an.l
by application. Progress is the test of genuineness. Bless-
edness lieth not in much and many, but in One and onene.<
There is (1) purification, (2) enlightemnent, (3) union
Some would fly before they are fledged. There is gre.t
need of instruction and discipline. God is not mocked, sin
IS not condoled, ig-norance is not cajoled, and the means c.f

grace are respected. All nature properly considered is svne
bolicallj sacred and really sacramental. Every sensumi.
thing is a sig-u and vehicle of something higher, better.
Prom these statements and supporting quotations, with

what IS k-nown of subsequent history, we may derive the
creative principles of mysticism, elements combined in varv-
mg proi)ortions and carrying different weights of emphasis
according to circumstances. :^rysticism, savs a recent au-
thority, has its origin in that which is the raw material of
all rehgion, and ])erhaps of all philosophy and art as well-
that dim consciousness of the leijond M'hich is ]>art of our
nature as human beings. The sense of mvsterv is one of
the constant features of the system. Tliis feeling, says ]ilr.

\\. W. Fenn, is primordial in religion; the limits of con-
scious perception are very narrow, and it must l>e that, al.ne
the lintel and below the threshold of consciousness, efl^ccts

are produced upon us of which we are vaguely aware with-
out being actually conscious. One is rarely found wiih
whom this feeling is not sometimes tantamount to inspira-
tion. So the heavens declare the glory of God; and the
Armament showeth his handiwork. Dav unto dav uttereth
si^eech, and night unto night showeth knowledge. So heave..
IS opened to a soul while yet on earth, and earth is forced
on the soul's use while seeing heaven. The "sense sublimo"
IS always finding aids to faith in nature, alwavs haunfin-
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.,= uiih j^iifrgestioiis of Divinity. Mystery is ever with nor-

r.jliv <!t-vcl<»ping minds. We are all familiar with the po-

,s\ -uh-siinatc questionings of sense and outward things."

Oi-r uioral nature trembles before the higher instincts of

.»,.' ri>inf^ soul. We are all Friends of God to the measure

,i uur capacity and ^xirsistency of mind. With God in his

^,.rl<l we walk, and talk, and vronder, and work, and rejoice.

( hri-t within, now and ever, the pure in heart see God; and

?!..• jK-accmakers are called sons of God. But ignorance bjr-

.ji r.-' on knowledge everywhere, and revelation is intermi-

{..,14'. All is not clear, as yet. We have entered on an un-

ending way in the knowledge of God and the universe. Wo
h'.ow something, a considerable, but not all. Science has

only extended the horizon. ''Mysteries are expelled, but

nivstory remains." The testimony of Jehovah is sure, mak-

ing wi.<e the simple. But Christianity confesses the double

tnystcry of godliness and iniquity. At her best the Church

i.askonly deepened and intensified the mystical interest, de-

Siticd and directed individual experience. Most of our sur-

prising religious developments at present are essentially

.'nvbtical. The twentieth century is confusingly mystical.

Tlic second peculiarity of creative interest in mysticism

i^ kdicf in the so-called consubstantiality of the world with

(J'kI. All things have a common ground of being in the

.\Wolute, that is, in God. In him we live and move and

imvc our l)eing. What we are, that we behold. The "spark"

St the crown of man's mind is eonsubstantial, if not iden-

«! -al, -yi'ith Deity. This is about equivalent to our idea of the

'image" of God not wholly lost in this world. The soul's

J'rf'IMT'r Ul-cncss to God, however, is primarily, naturally,

•'Illy potential. The filial relation is at first rather factual

'iiiin actual, jxtssessional than appreciated. Vision, re^liza-

'i"n, wails wpon enlightenment, requires faith. Faith is

tlnis fundamentally necessary to salvation. Man's image of

^'od is, seemingly, chiefly intellectual and moral. There

'^-''.n be no conscious fellowship \vith God, no communion of

saints, no brotherhood or friendship with Jesus Christ, no
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federation of states, no good society, no Church of tlio llulv

Spirit, no "life eternal," without real Godlikeness thronpii

faith. All this is quite in keeping with the modern doctrine

of inimaneneo as distinguished from pantheism. Xeitlior

John the Evangelist nor yet Paul the Apostle is entirely froo

from mysticism in this leading. This idea of consubst^ui-

tiality is not without iiiisapprehensions and abuses, but it

is neither false nor fruitless. It may be overworked ami

misrepresented, but it cannot be refuted. Transformatidi
is neither deification, nor hypostatic union, nor an unaltor-

able conformity with God. Much less is it identical \s\\\\

conditional immortality. Development is perfective, not

destructive. Evolution is explicative, not originative. Gen-
esis, then Exodus. In the beginning, God. And final) v,

God. Between Adam and Jesus there is a long way in every

direction. Yet both were sons of the one Father. From tiie

first, all scatter ; to the second, all gather. We all, with un-

veiled face beholding as in a mirror the glory of the Lorf-d,

are transformed into the same image from glory to glory,

God and his world are like, but not the same. To say that

all things consist in Christ is but to say that all things sul>-

sist in God. Mysticism and science are not greatly at vari-

ance to-day. Mysticism, modern mysticism, and living

Christianity are in substantial accord. Modern philosophy

is responsively mystical. On the whole the Friends of God
•are pretty good company. They sing well—in time, and

tune, and voice. The hymn of the day is suggestively se-

rious, simple, assuring, and hopeful—"Nearer, ray
,
pod, t..

thee." Tennyson's sentiment is appropriate—One Go<l,

one law, one element, and one far-off divine event ! Brown-
ing's thought is accordant—Youth shows but half; tni.-t

God; see all, nor be afraid. Another remarks, God's nature

is the ground of man's nature, all nature. The Spirit of

truth is the Spirit of love. The secret of the Lord is witli

them that respect him.

The third element of creative force in mystical t^^iching

is the idea of a direct communication between God and the
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^lijiian suul. This is a very fundameutal element of the sys-

wax. It is an aftirination of experience supiX)rted by innii-

tsxxMii witnesses. ]S^o one can successfully deny the asscr-

u„\\. Theories amount to nothing in this case. The Friend

. i (Imi is at the sources, behind our definitions. lie is back

i ilic forms, at the springs of religion. Some have no

"ftiinice with him, while others incline to sympathize with

i.uti. Doubtless temperament counts for something in his

Av', Sacerdotalism and bibliolatry dislike him, denounce

Lini. Organic Christianity generally inclines to mistrust

I. tin. To some ecclesiastics he is simply shocking. A man

. f this generation face to face with God? Imix>ssible. This

I..UU of like passions with us in immediate fellowship with

the Spirit of Holy Scripture? How improbable, how irri-

SAiliig! The situation really is embarrassing, unpleasant.

M<'.st men are quite sure that Jesus died; only few people

• vcr find the living Christ. Too few know him and the

j"*.ver of his resurrection. So the discrimination between

I'lier and spirit of Scripture and Church is ominous. Very

V'-'ll, but listen. After all is not our Friend of God about

U.«' only man among us who seems to know anything of pres-

ffU importance about the living God of Hebrew history ? Ho
t^lievos in reason, tlie Bible, and Church. And he believes

i:j God, especially God, He is neither invincibly ignorant

i^'-r inevitably insane. He reasons well, and lives well. He
i^ neither an anarchist nor an atheist nor an indiiferentist.

-"^'T docs his immediate fellowship with God in any way
' Jitlanger the Bible, the Church, or reason. Quite otherwise.

It verifies and vindicates them, explains and commends
tlu-m. "Xever was there a time when what there is true in

f"y<ticisni needed emphatic appreciation more tlian it does

J^-day." The Friend reports that the Spirit in his breast

»* vlic tr\ith of Scripture, the light of his vision is the glory

'^ tbe Church, and the Gospel of our ministry is the power
'' hi:> ex};>erience. The living God of Isaiah does not deny

''>!ii<L-lf in the ;^,tes9iah. The Father of our Lord Jesus

' I'l-Kt does not discredit himself in Paul the ajwstle, Ber-
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nard of Clairvaux, Francis of Assisi, Taiiler of Strasburir,

Gersoii of Paris, Luther of Eislebeii, or Wesley of Londun.

True injstieisiii is more than an appeal from scholastiei^iu.

ecclesiasticism, bibliolatry, and materialism. It is a prin-

ciple of vital Christianity, an essential element of healthv

religion. Deny the reality of an inmiediatc and personal

communion of the soul with God, and you toll the death nf

distinctive Protestantism. ^Yhat of Methodism ? ^Yell, she

would be the first to die. One can hardly imagine a liviiii;

Church without the Mystic's ^'experience." Among the ear-

liest publications of the Book Concern was a translation of

Thomas a Kempis's Imitation of Christ, entitled by Jolni

Wesley The Christian Pattern. And who shall calculate

the influence of William Law and the Moravians upon Wes-

ley and ^lethodism?

Another interesting element of creative power in mysti-

cism is its appreciation of the essential symbolism of nature.

Every sensuous thing is a sign and vehicle of something'

higher and better. Every spiritual fact strives, 'sighs to ex-

press itself, complete itself, in a becoming physical foniu

So, in the beginning was the Word, the deed. Love in tnitli

is love in deed. Even so faith, if it have not works, is dc:i't

in itself, ^^[orality is based on the same principle. Tin-

good will implies a good work. We call this consistencv,

and expect our neighbors to live honestly.- There is a nat-

ural and necessary correspondence between the outward au*l

inward life amounting to a sacrament. By a healthy apprr-

ciation of this principle mysticism emphasizes a truth ff

neglected importance. Illustratively, recall Sidney Lanier -^

chapter on Xature-^Eetaphors. Idealism, as a sole theory

of life, is no better than materialism. Each is bad if diss<'-

ciated from the other. Spirit needs form, and finds it li'-

matter. Matter needs life, and finds it in spirit. Wliat Gi»l

has joined together let not man put asunder. Nature is :^

married harmony of thought and form. Philo says tli:i'

nature is the language in which God s])eaks. Baptism aii'i

the Lord's Supjx'r are sacraments. They used to be cull'"
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**u»v.-lerios," in the meaning of symbols. And here the poet

»iii the i)astor meet rejoicing. Here are propriety,, spirit-

ualitv, and purpose of worship—a genuine sacrament. Both

ftf.' inevitable symbols of the mystical union between the

(iirlstian and his ascended Lord. Apologetically, these

<-t>jnforting correspondences and answering affinities between

innn and liis environment, the reciprocities and requitals of

faith in nature, extend and enrich the parables of Scripture.

Nature is the language of thought. The thought is l)etter

•lum its language. But where there is thought there is a

tiiliiker. The thinker is better than the thought, the doer

tliiiii the deed. The goal is God. God is best. The cosmic

system is a rational order to higher purpose. There is a

M-ieiice of the invisible truth of faith (piite unknown to the

iiR-re physicist. The true mystic is profoundly Christian.

\{o h a man of many books but one God, over all and in all.

He is never an orphan in the world, never alone. His heart

is restless until it reposes in God. He appreciates right

rt-lations and strenuous endeavor. He is an intellectual and

a iiK.ral stimulus of the first class. His conviction of natural

"Vtiilxiiism encourages the sympathetic study of nature and

• \cites our admiration. For him there is in nature a cor-

tvlative intersignificance and fellowship of God with man.

1 !»•' stnisuous Avorld is rather more than a ritual of worship.

It is sacramcntally thoughtful and inspiring. Beauty is a

sviiilxjl and a sacrament of holiness. So between science and

r<!igioii there is no necessary conflict.

A prominent element of constructive power in mysticism

!* uiujualified self-devotion to what is sincerely believed to be

il<*' will of God. The [Mystic finds a God of intelligence and

'''V«', aiul loves and obeys the God he finds. His God is in

••vt-ry way worthy of respect. He has no will but to do God's

^^>!1. Visions, ecstasies, trances, dreams, and the rest aside,

''l* 'liciiee is great in religion. The Friends of God are es-

'"•istially the spiritual successors of the apostles John and

^':'id. The facts and forms of nature and historic Chris-

I'jiiltv require the spiritual discernment and modern exposi-

3S
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tions of i>er3onal cxporieiico. Mystical Cliristiauity in.-i-.!.

upon the translation of scriptural truths into personal v>rA\\-

zations. Practical science and speculative religion are a h.A

combination. Hold not the faith with respect of l)cr^>.:.•,

must be taken geriouslj. He that loveth not knowetli n..?

God.

These several salient elements of mysticism stand in vi-rv

hopeful relations to one another, to modern thought, ami t..

the religious interests of the new century. Mysticism cuinc.^

to tlie rescue of faith from formalism, of spirit from mate-

rialism, of life from scholasticism, of liberty from ecclcsia-

ticism, truth from indifference, love from professionalisii:,

hope from pessimism, light from criticism, and order fruin

confusion. The subjective and objective tendencies coDipk-

ment and correct each other. The Friend of God is .in

expert in adaptation. lie is something of an artist, coiisi'l-

erable of a scientist, a good deal of a poet, a suggestive phi-

losopher, an effective preacher, a kindly brother, and a con-

vincing Christian. With the revival of mystical interc:^!

we may reasonably expect a deepened experience of persona!

salvation, a profounder reverence for God, a spiritual api>rL'-

ciation of nature, a practical use of the Scriptures, a heurt

of purer joy, and a life of richer pleasure. Above all, tho

work of the Lord will be more heartily and thoroughly dnin'.

There will be less pomp, ajid more power; fewer wars, avA

greater victories; lower steeples, and fuller churches. Bee-

thoven's music and Dante's poetry, St. John's gospel ami

St. Paul's epistles, will be in appreciation. "Wordsworth ai!*i

Tennyson, Browning and Brooks, Burroughs and Goethe

will be helpful.
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AtT. VII.-WESLEY AS A STUDENT AND AUTHOR.

I r Weslej was not inclined to literarj pursuits it ^ras not

ir«.-aupc he did not receive a bent in that direction from both

t-Aii. of the house. His ancestors were clergymen and

atuversity men, and his father was no mean author. But

!:<• not only received such a bent, he responded to it with

'.>v. In one of his writings he complains of the same temp-

uii-'Mi to which Frederick W. Robertson gives expression

«hcn lie speaks of his love of books tying him to his study

sri'i the love of Christ driving him out among men. Wes-

>rs Etudent life is summed up as follows: six years at

< harterhouse School in London, five years in Christ Church

^V.llogc, Oxford, and five years resident in Oxford as a stu-

•'rnt and teacher as Fellow of Lincoln College—nearly ten

_^^ars of university life. It is not necessary to say that a

wan so utterly conscientious, with so many moral and re-

liffi'Mis scruples, was most diligent in his studies. The Ox-

f'-'rd course was not as broad and thorough as it is to-day,

' ut as far as it went Wesley mastered it. It gave him a

i::8frnificent drill in Greek and Latin, and a good outlook

r^vcr science and literature. lie seemed to be a natural lin-

i'ii?t. I do not know that he studied any modern language

:!i Oxford—it was not till Thomas Arnold introduced his

pTrat educational refomis about 1830 that the modern lan-

JT^Japes took their place by the side of the ancient in England.

V.\\\. on his way to America and later he studied German so

t-iiorouglily that he could preach in it. He also knew French
*^i'l Spanish and Italian, and was an excellent Hebrew
f^-'K.lar. Throughout hi? long life Wesley was an inde-

•stigablc reader. His intellectual acquisitiveness and curi-

'•"ity were marvelous. If a new book came out in natural

iHilosophy, or in electricity, which was just then beginning
" I"** studied, he bought and read it. He took great interest

•'» Bonjamin Franklin's experiment.-^ in electricity, and liim-

*' 'f established a station in London for the receiving of
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patients to be cured of disease by electricity—one of tlu' fir.-t

' to take up that force as a curative agent. I can imagine if

he were living to-day with what intelligence and attciui<.!j

he would study ^Marconi's almost miraculous results in wire-

less telegraphy. It may be in some favored spot in the hi.ii.-o

of many mansions he is to-day observing the wonderful i»r<.f;-

ress of science and taking in all the achievements of nutn.

He had libraries and book depots in some of the principal

cities, and was ;iot compelled to carry many books with him.

But he always had some books in his saddlebags, and xk:a\

them in the saddle.

In some articles in the Methodist Quarterly (Xew York.

April, 1S5S, October, 1859, and April and October, IStJO)

the Kev. G. Y. Playter gives the best analysis anywhere in

be found of Wesley's wonderful activity as a student an<l

author. The list of books he read—those that are noted in

the Journals—is so formidable that it is wearisome even to

read the titles. Lecky says that he preached and traveled

so much that one would suppose that he did nothing but

preach and travel, and that he read and wrote so much that

one would supi>ose he did nothing but read and write. Be-

sides tliat, he gave so much attention and time to guiding

the affairs of his societies and counseling the preachers, etc.,

that we cannot see how he could find time for anything eb<'.

We have been struck with the breadth of his intellectual in-

terests. Take music. Was there an oratorio to Ixi givm '

Wesley Avas there an admiring or critical listener. Wa:^

there a great anthem to be rendered in a cathedral? Wc-hy

was there. Was a new theory of music broached ? Wc^hy

read it and criticised it. He passed judgment on Chur-'h

music and compiled both tune and hymn books. I do n"t

agree with all his ideas. In his time fugue tunes were com-

ing into use. Wesley did not like fugue music, and for-

bade his societies to sing such tunes. He abominated repeti-

tion of words, as in anthems, and the singing different wor'l--

at the same time by different members of the choir. As wa-

said, his interest in natural science was intense. He was an
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,-v\»'»t'rate reader of scientific books. I could give a list of

;.-t ffs. Medicine was also his delight. He read the best

-..dical books of the time. But he did not believe much in

n.oiii'ine as it was then practiced, nor have much faith in

»i.«-ti)rs. He worked out a scheme of medicine for himself,

t;Ni-.l partly on medical writings, partly on his own expo-

f;,h<<' and observation, and partly on the experience of

• u'lcrs. One of the most popular books he ever wrote was

Vrlmilive Pliysic. Some of his recommendations are al>

.{jrd. Others are wise and good. He himself was often

<-a!l«Hl lo help the sick, which he generally did with excellent

triiilts. The Christian Science people would indorse Wes-

ley when he said in 1747, "For more than twenty years I

{.:«ve liad numberless proofs that regular physicians do ex-

I'.x-iliiig little good." But farther than that they could not

f'.lldw liim. He was too sane to deny the reality of sickness

••r Ujc use of the best remedies to counteract it, though he

ihoronghly believed in the ix)wer of prayer and that God
f-".iictinies heals miraculously in answer to faith. Wesley

wa-i a great lover of poetry. He read the "Iliad" and "Odys-
•^y" of Homer and.admired them intensely, and contrary to

'lit'' l>cyt critics considered the "Odyssey" the finer. He
r'V<-lfd in Virgil and quotes it frequently even in his ser-

iii'.iis. He loved the ancient classics and had no patience

^"•I'li men who were filling themselves with the chaff of mod-

' rii books, neglecting the eternal masters—Homer, Virgil,

.uA others. He wrote to Joseph Benson, "You would gain

jiiore clearness and strength of judgment by reading those

'"»lin and Greek books (compared with which most of the

^'igli->=h are whipped syllabub) than by fourscore modern
'--"Ks." He read the "Tingal" of Macpherson, ascribed to

^'--ian, three times, and his admiration increased with every

"aiding. Tasso's "Jerusalem Delivered," Ariosto's "Orlan-
''" Furioso," Milton's "Paradise Lost" and his "Paradise

i«'-i:ained," Voltaire's "Henriade," and other great poems
' • r.-ad with zeal. He prepared an edition of "Paradise
•"^t. leaving out some of the obscurer lines and explaining
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others in the notes. The English poets of his own centuiv

and the century before he read with attention, and even pre-

pared an edition of Shakespeare's plays with notes—a fac-i

not generally known—leaving it in manuscript in his dcr^k,

which was, however, consigned to the flames by his stupi.j

and narrow-minded executor, Henry Moore. Xor must wc

be surprised that Wesley occasionally relaxed by a novel-

reading, though for diversion he was generally content with

books of travel, discovery, miscellany. One of the pure-.-t

and best novels of the day he published for his people, and

speaks in his Journals of reading Sterne's Sentimeiital Jour-

ney, the exploits of Baron Trenck, Home's Tragedy of

Douglas, and even the Life of the actress Mrs. Bellamy.

Books of travel and diecovery, however, were favorites. It

is not necessary to say that Wesley was a great reader vi

history—both secular and Church history. Some of the

most interesting parts of his Journals are where he givis

his judgment of historical characters and books. He i.s

always perfectly frank in his utterances, and never seems t-D

care when he steps on English corns. Eor instance, he had

a high opinion of Mary Queen of Scots, and believed her

innocent of the charge of conspiracy against England and

Elizabeth, an opinion in which the best recent historians ii<>

not bear him out. On the other hand, he despised Elizabeth

for her tyranny and cruelty. I consider some of Wesley's

historical judgments sound, and in discernment and accu-

racy far ahead of his day, others are one-sided and unjust.

In Church history he rescued Montanus and Pelagius from

the misunderstandings of centuries, and had the courage to

confess the monstrous injustice with which his own Church

and nation had treated the Scotch Covenanters.

There is one fact in the intellectual history of Wesley, and

that is his perfect frankness and honesty. He is never afraid

to express an opinion, however it thwarts popular prejudice.

Kor—what is still better—is he ever afraid to change an

opinion by furtiier reading and study. He scathes the

British treatment of India, and excoriates with burning
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,,,r,|^ of indignation tliG desolation of Hindustan. I can

.„„j.MiiO if he were an American how he would write about

iur'tro-'^tnient of the Indians and the cnielties of our army

',n the Philippine Islands. At a time when English mer-

.-LiTit* and capital were deep in the slave trade he studied

the matter with the best books he could get and wrote on it

^'itii tremendous effect. The candor, fearlessness, and frank-

. .5 of Wesley as a writer and speaker make us admire him,

•liotlier we agree with him or not. In this he is an example

1.. ininistors, who are under specirJ temptations to servility.

Coming now to Wesley's own work as an author, that work

w.t? of three kinds: (1) books he reprinted, (2) books he

fv-mpilcd, and (3) l>ooks ho wrote. The first book he ever

^, lit forth was a Collection of Fonns of Prayer, with a

j.r.^fa«'c and questions for daily self-examination. It was

il.c product of his Oxford Catliolic period, 1733. His next

w:,s Thomas a Kempis's Imitation of Christ, 1735, a revised

trniiplation from the Latin. This classic of the devotional

life Wesley always held in the highest esteem—he published

ii again in 1741, 1748 (Latin), and later without date (per-

lia{>3 1785), and it was the first book issued by the American

bv.k room. I wonder how many Methodist ministers have

nad through this message from the fifteenth century, on

v.i.ioh Wesley fed his soul. The first book he issued after

Lis "conversion," in 1738, was Barnes's treatise on Justifica-

Jion. I have not even space to name the books by other au-

tl.'-rs he sent forth. Many were published in the Christian

I.i)*rary, 1749-55, fifty volumes, containing abridged copies

<'i tl>e works adapted to edification issued by the great writers

< f tlie Church of England and of the Puritans. He also

I'ublished Tissot's Advice with Respect to Health and Cado-

rnn's Dissertation on the Gout and All Chronic Diseases.

Wfsley was the first to employ the printing press on a large

^••ide as the means of popular education.

As to the books he compiled, their name is legion. One

^^-'.s The Complete English Dictionary, explaining most of

t!:o liard words found in the bc?t English writers (1753),
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In this the word Methodist is defined as "One who lives

according to the method laid down in the Bible." Another

was The Desideratum or Electricity Made Plain and Uscfid.

By a Lover of Manl-ind and of Common Sense (17G0). He
says he regards electricity as the "general and rarely failiii'4

remedy in nervous cases of every kind (palsies except), as

well as in many others." His Primitive Physic (1747,

twenty-third edition 1791) went through twenty-three edi-

tions in his lifetime, and was much used for a long time

after. His Compendium of Natural Philosophy (five vol-

imies, 1775, fourth edition 1784) was an effort, he says, ''to

display the amazing power, wisdom, and goodness of the

great Creator; to warm our hearts and fill our mouths with

wonder, love, and praise." As late as 1859 Playtcr could

say of "Wesley's Natural Philosophy: "Until lately it was

one of the text-books of the candidates for the Methodist

ministry in the United States and Canada ; and far it is

from certainty that a more suitable book has been provided"

(Methodist Quarterly Review, October, 1859, p. 564).

An article in the Westminster Beviciu (October, 1870,

article iv) holds Wesley's scientific views up to ridicule. Sin

is the cause of earthquakes, Wesley says. Before the fall the

earth was beautiful, no morasses, no gulches, no rugged

rocks, no precipices, no deserts, no volcanoes, etc. But we

must remember Wesley wrote before the science of geology

was founded, and he is not to be blamed for views that sci-

ence has corrected. He was really cordial to new discoveric.-',

and took a keen interest in them. Wesley knew of no gorxi

Church history in English except Maclainc's bad translati"U

of Moshcim. So he took Mosheim's Latin and 3Iaclaine's

English and made a Church History in four volumes, IT'^^-

He also compiled a shore Roman History in one volume and

a Concise History of England in four volumes (1776) from

the beginning to the death of George II. To these must be

added a series of grammars—English, French, Latin, Greek,

and Hebrew. Xone of these are original works, of C'">ur.-c,

but compilations from other books. Ho also translated fruni
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,hr Latin and abridged Aldrich's Logic. Wesley laid a great

.'.r.re by logic. For a clergyman, he said, ''Xothing in the

y.liol..' coini)ass of science is to be desired in comparison of

,!," lie wanted his preachers to be able to conduct an argu-

,.,i,-i!t, and to reason clearly and convincingly. In the same

U'l of compilations ought to be placed his I^otes on the New

i'csiamcnt, taken mostly from Bengel's Gnomon, published

in lTr)5, and his Notes on the Old Testament, taken from

Matthew Henry and Pool, published in 1765. The Xew

Testament book proved popular, ar.d is one of the standards

vi orthodoxy in Methodist Churches. The Old Testament

ticvcr went to a second edition, partly because it was too

Kiilky—three volumes. In the preface to this Old Testament

ct'iimientary there occurs a passage Avortli quoting. Speak-

ii!g of his being importuned to follow the Xew^ Testament

wiOi a similar work on the Old, he says: "This importunity

1 have withstood for many years. Over and above the deep

couviction I had of my insufficiency for such a work, of

my want of learning, of understanding, of spiritual expe-

rir-nce, for an undertaking more difficult by many degrees

than writing on the New Testament, I objected that there

were many passages in the Old which I did not understand

inyselfj and consequently could not explain to others, either

to their satisfaction or my own. Above all, I objected to the

want of time ; not only as I have a thousand other employ-

Jncnts, but as my day is near spent, as I am declining into

tlic vale of years. And to this day it apj^ears to me as a thing

ahiiost incredible that I should be entering upon a work of

tliis kind when T am entering into the sixty-third year of

niy age." Wesley lived twenty-six years after this.

Lastly, a word as to the original writings of Wesley. He
^vrote no classic, or work of vast and }>ermanent influence,

like Edwards on the Will or Calvin's Institutes. Xor did he

^\'rite any epoch-making work, or work which marked a new

t ra or which created a new era, like Augustine's City of God

<'r the three great treatises of Luther in 1550. He was not

a great thcoloirian in the sense in which Calvin or Charles
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Hodge, or our own William B. Poj^e was a gi-eat tlieolngian.

First, he had not the leisure to make a wide study of iln-

ology; second, his mind was not that of a metaphysician (-r

a thinker, but that of a keen, cool, thoughtful observer an-l

logician; and, third, he was a man of too universal intercut

~

and sympathies to bend down to continuous and profomul

meditation on theology proper. In other words, he was t")

universal a man to become a great master in any one depart-

ment. But when the writer of the article ^'Wesley" in tb'^

ninth edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica says that Ih^

^'has no claims to rank as a thinker or even a theologian, but

within certain narrow limits was a skillful controversialist,''

he certainly understates the fact. Wesley was a thinker

and a theologian, but not a great one. If we judge Wesley,

howcA'cr, from the influence of his ideas, the way they havo

been incorporated into churches and institutions, the fart

that they are more living and regnant to-day than ever l)—

fore, the fact that they have gone far beyond the societies

which trace their history back to him, that they have leav-

ened modem Christendom, I think it is not unfair to call

Wesley one of the very greatest of theologians—standini:

side by side with these four: Augustine, Thomas Aquinas,

Calvin, and Arminius. Speaking of Wesley's religious

writings, then, his sermons are by far his most important.

On them successive generations of Methodist ministers hayo

fed, and their ideas have been woven into the structure of n

large part of modern Christianity. Wesley preached extem-

poraneously, and although he advised his preachers never t"

preach above thirty or forty minutes he himself sometime-^

preached for one or even two hours. But the marrow of tli''

Gospel is in them, and it was keen insight which led hini to

make them, and not any formal creed or theological trcat.i^f'.

the standard of orthodoxy for his preachers. There are nb"

a series of writings called out by the Calvinistic controversy.

It was well that Fletcher took care of this controversy, f"'*

he was both an abler theologlnn and a more courteous df-

bater than Wcslev. But Weslev's writinfrs are strong au-l
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tr,-u, and in good temper. Perhaps the most interesting

A ail Wesley's religious writings are his defenses of his

uiuvcjucnt. These are fine in style and in spirit. They

;<4ve nothing to be desired. Wesley wrote several formal

t'AA.iogical treatises, notably his great book on original sin,

ivA tracts on sanctiiication.

Some of the most delightful of his writings are his letters.

n.fV are the wise and sagacious counsels and ideas of a man

»f ri-nuirkable prudence, insight, and spiritual discernment.

Thi'V are one of the most precious legacies of the eighteenth

oiitury. The candor and fearlessness of Wesley are well

illustrated by his political writings—those dealing with Ire-

Litid, the position of the Catholics, and contemporary Euro-

ivnii events, and especially those treating of America. He
was a Tory, but a reasonable and liberal one, and he thought

nU-llion was justified only as a last resort under extreme

j.'fovoeation. That provocation he did not believe America

iiad received. These writings were unfortunate to the in-

fant Methodism of this land, but given a man of Wesley's

ijiiense interest in affairs, his clear and cool judginent, liis

j'raiikncss of expression, and his earnest patriotism, and he

v.as l)Ound to write whatever he felt the day demanded.

Huwever mistaken in judgment, he acted and wrote under

tijf ^•tre.s3 of conscience. 'T must workthe works of him that

•-rii nie, while it is day.'' Last, but first, are the Journals

—

V. esley's diary kept from the beginning of his voyage to

(norgia to near the close of his life. How fresh, how living,

li"\v interesting! The whole life of the eighteenth century

J'* in the Journals of John Wesley. They are full of com-

Jiitnts on men and things and events—the panorama of a

i'T* at century, a great movement, a great land. Xo man can

liiiJerstand either Wesley, England, Methodism, or the his-

t'-ry of tlie last three centuries unless he has read Wesley's

J^'Wrnals. They are the most wonderful record ever penned
*'f human activity.

'1 \v<> things must be added in closing: First, Wesley's

'y!^. is always clear, concise, direct. He hated verbiage

—
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mere words, long, involved sentences, a diffuse stvle. For
him life was too short and too busy. Second, there ought ti)

be a revival of interest in Wesley's writings. On the strcngth
of the centennial of Emerson's birth this year our Unitarian
friends are advising the purchase and reading through of his
works—an Emerson revival. With more right have we to
urge a Wesley revival. Every minister ought to have his
works complete; and ought to read them through from 1)^
ginning to end, and with notebook and lead pencil in hand.
And every layman ought to have the Rev. Herbert Wel.-h's
Selections from the Wrii'ings of John Wesley (Methodist
Book Concern, 1901), or the Kev. James H. Potts's Livincj
Thoughts of John ^YcsJcy (same, 1891) ; and as to his Jour-
nals they ought to have at least the Eev. Edwin Janes's
Wesley His Own Historian (same, 1871), or the Heart of
^Vesley's Journals, edited by Percy Livingston Parker, with
an introduction by Hugh Price Hughes, and an appreciation
by Augiistine Birrell (Revell, 1903), or, better still, Wesley
His Own Biographer: selections from the Journals, with
numerous illustrations and the original account of his death
(London, Wesleyan Conference Office, 1891). And as to th.'

numerous Wesley's Lives every layman ought to read at lca<t
one brief one, say Telford's, or Rigg's, or Lelievre's, or the
latest and one of the most interesting, ^'by a Methodi.t
Preacher," John Wesley the Meth odisi "(Jxyndon, Weslevan
Conference Office; Xew York, Methodist Book Concern,
1903).
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Art. VIII.-A BIT OF BYZANTIKE.

Tu, people of the ^^ew World are acquiring a Sistiue

,-V.,,l of their own. The second part of the mural decora-

n'u of the Boston Public Library by John Singer feargent

.,'Aes that evident. The completed apses hush the visitor

,„o reverence. It Avill certainly be a holy place when these

«P~.. are joined by the glories yet to be spread upon the in-

.vails and ceiling. Xo one knows but the artist

K rvcnm:

V hat tlie themes of the remaining parts are to be. i eriiaps

it can 1)0 safelv affirmed from the nature of the spaces that

t'.,c themes will be subordinate and connective. Sides and

r,H)f of the narrow hall do not admit of subjects of first im-

{..rtauce. Eange of vision in such an instance is too short

for their proper display. But the work done on either apse

U .et in view conspicuously by the whole length of the cor-

ri.lor. So the ''Dogma of Kedemption" just uncovered is

j.atnrallv the climax of the whole scheme. In point of fac

IJvzanti'ne art ^vhich purposely dominates the place could

not without sense of discord and anachronism be earned to

.M>biects of later date than the "Dogma." The motif of the

whole-seems to be the portrayal of the evolution of religion

(.ut of the chaos of crude and confiicting faiths of antiquity

through the monotheism of the Hebrews to the atonement

in Christ. Whether it was the theology or the art ol the

ciK>ch which dominated the artist, it must be admitted he has

l^^en splendidly true to both. Subject and style m this in-

stance are no caprice of genius. Sargent's birth under Ital-

ian skies, his haunting of Byzantine cathedrals from bt.

^rark's in Venice to Cefalu in Sicily, so steeped him m the

plorious art of the Eastern Empire that he can reproduce

it at will. His scheme of color, spacing, and subject, the

wealth of elaborate puzzling detail, carries one back to the

firt of a millennium and a half ago. It is, some one has said,

«.-; if he had in mind the jeweled architecture of India, the

hK-quers of Japan, and the polychromaic temples of Lg^-pt-
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It is to be regi-etled since one gets any peep of Sargent's

decoration from the staircase that the whole is not revoaloJ

at once, as Kaiilbach's "Era of the Reformation" is \\\y)\\

the grand staircase of the ]\Iuseum in Berlin. It would ho

more effective if one could enter the room upon a level ai)-

proach. However, this is a minor matter.

The spacing in the two apses is similar, consisting as it

does of friezes and lunettes, xicross the western frieze in

most effective grouping stand the prophets of Israel—im-

posing figures already made widely familiar by popular

reproduction. Matching these, in the eastern frieze, is the

line of tall and fascinating-faced angels, two of whom sujv

port the great golden cross, the base of which overlaps from

the lunette into which the others display the frieze and

various instruments of the crucifixion. The central figure

of the western apse, Moses, is matched by Christ in the east.

The former holds the stony tables. This latter is on the

cross. As explicitly as if written stand out the words, on the

one side Law, and on the other Atonen\ent. In this antithe-

sis, however, !Moses stands in the frieze with the prophet.-^,

while Christ, on the other hand, is in the lunette above tho

angels. There is not only a theological significance here,

but an artistic effect which avoids too exact opposition.

There is all the wealth of symbolical detail characteristic

of the Byzantine school. One is always finding something

curiously new and is lured on as by the device of a puzzL^

picture. For example, the "Dogma of Bedemption" ju.-t

uncovered represents Christ on the cross, the crouching fig-

ures of Adam and Eve are directly under the outstretched

arms and the three figures are swathed in the same band,

signifying one flesh and one suffering. Adam and Eve hoM
golden chalices beneath the pierced hands to catch the sac-

ramental blood. Adam's face is ugly to signify the ugline>.>

of sin; Eve's is beautiful, to indicate humanity as boin::

woi-th saving. Behind and above the cross the Holy Trinity

is represented by three heroic figures, wrapped in the am]"ilo

folds of the same robe of incomparable color. These majes-
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,.c Umm are seated on cue tliroiie. A hand of each Ls up-

Uftcd in the Greek blessing. Each head wears a different

,.vk. of cro^^^l, suggestive S)i different attributes. Seven

!?'*ves, each ^vith cruciform nimbus, make an arch above alL

Tl.f oountcnances of all the figures in the lunettes are de-

M^nLaiy expressionless, so that attention shall not be diverted

:r..iii the Avholeness of the theme. A serpent winds his coils

,l...nt the feet of Adam and of Christ. At the foot of the

,-r..<s is a pelican feeding her young in the nest. A curious

jni^take of early ornithology, which supposed from the crim-

K "li six)t on the bill of the pelican that she fed her young

v.ith her o\\Ti blood, made her the ecclesiastical symbol of

ilio atonement. The lettering also is effective. The word

.<andus is woven repeatedly into the golden hem which en-

fMJds the persons of the Trinity. On the band between the

rrio/c and the lunette occurs the impressive sentiment

a.!aj-ted from the cathedral of Cefalu: "The sins of the

world have been remitted: Maker of man made man and his

Redeemer. Incarnate I redeem the body. God I redeem

ihe soul." It is worth remarking that this is the reproduc-

lluu of Byzantine art by twentieth century methods. For

rMiinple, it is no longer necessary for the artist to climb

-li/.7.y scaffolding and lie in painful positions in order to

|--ucil walls, ceilings, and domes. In his o^^^l country, in

ids own studio, with its quiet and convenience, upon canvas

faMJy rolled and unrolled at his pleasure by mechanical

dtvioc's, he lays on his colors without danger of intrusion of

liie curious. ^This may be less romantic, but it is certainly

t!i(' saving of the artist. Again, this saves tlie picture from

)-ing marred by climatic conditions. In case of fire it can

1<- detached from the wall and rescued. Another innova-

tl'.'U is the blending of plastic art. with painting. Whenever

tfTect can be heightened by it Sargent daringly introduces

ba.-rclief.

Sargent is such a towering figure in the art world of to-

day that some personal mention cannot well be omitted. He

»« a cosmopolitan, of American parentage but Italian birth

;
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speaks and writes the continental languages with ease. Yet

he is such a loyal American that he said if he must need-

become an English citizen in order to be admitted to the

Eoyal Academy he would decline the honor. Ho is nor

much beyond forty yeai's old, yet has enriched the wori.i

with a great variety of work in the twenty-five years siiici!

his first picture hung in the Paris Salon. He is capable

of great speed. It is said that he did the figure cf

Astarte in a single day. The presence of visitors in liis

studio, laymen or even artists, does not disturb him. lie

works without apparent exertion, and relaxes happily at tlie

piano or with the guitar. It is a coincidence that the chlft

works of Abbey and Sargent are in adjoining rooms in the

Boston Library. They are friends and worked together in

the corrugated iron studio which Sargent built in England.

It is not often that an artist gets in the same year a com-

mission to paint the coronation of a king and the portrait

of a President. Koosevelt and King Edward are laying

tribute upon the genius of Sargent at the same time. Tlie

old adage, "Xo excellence without great labor,'' has anotlior

illustration. Prom very youth Sargent had pencil and

palette in hand until the technique of his art was mastered.

He studied the masterpieces until he could reproduce from

memory and with a few bold strokes the heroic figures of

Tintoretto, Titian, and Paul Veronese. Out of this constant

study and practice came an unsurpassed technical equip-

ment. Sargent has been characterized as a draftsman of

force, style, and confident sureness, and a colorist of re-

strained strength and comprehensive breadth of scale. P<>-^"

terity will class him with Titian, Rembrandt, Velasquez,

and Van Dvke.

M-a^ /^. 6^-^:^
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AfcT. IX.—WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY IN THE SOUTH.

\V»>LKVAN University is the oldest surviving institution

i Mi-tliodism standing for the higher education in the

r!;i'v<tl States. Cokesbury, the pioneer college, after a strug-

^;!!.^' i*xi.-.lence of a few years, expired amid flames. Madi-

t» s. Colifgo, in Pennsylvania, Augusta College, in Kentucky,

ind Lu Grange College, in Alabama, after some years of

J. ;;!!ily useful and honorable service to the Church succumbed

'.. aiiverse fortunes. Dickinson College is older in name and

ll<>>r\, but it came under the auspices of the Methodist

< hurch subsequently to the organization of Wesleyan Uni-

V'Tsity. Randolph-Macon College received its charter l>e-

f<>r«' the latter institution, but went into operation one year

liUr. In a sense, therefore, Wesleyan University may be

frfjardcd as the mother of Methodist colleges.

This claim is supported by a narrow margin. The upward

'ducat ional impulse set in motion by the General Confcr-

'Urvi of 1S20 and lS2-i brought into existence a multiplicity

••f colleges and seminaries almost simultaneously. The edu-

cational conscience was not more profoundly stirred in one

K«rt of the connection than in another. The preeminence of

V>«-loyan University is due to the good fortune of its loca-

'•'jJi in a part of the country which has always represented

'diO liiuliest ideals and standards in education, to the wisdom
"» Us founders in beginning with an equipment and an en-

<.o«-jnent which as compared with other Methodist institu-

'•••I'.s seemed ample and even munificent, and to the wise

.'•u»gltt and matchless guidance of Wilbur Fisk. Though
'•'•' Southern Conferences had taken early action in found-

'-'•w colleges and the projectors of these had Libored with
'•<'r.»ic zeal, still there was not on the part of the clergy a

•'f-ilizatiou of the importance of such foundations and of the
"•• inands of a membership rapidly increasing in wealth and
^'.jinire. Their thought and eifort were employed in propa-
J^Jtiiig the distinctive doctrine of a full and free salvation,
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iu supplying tlie waste places, and in occupying tlic fr-.u.

tiers of civilization. The result was when they looked over

the field for the best material iu manning tliese instituti(jiiv

they found tliemselves compelled to send Xorth or to t:ik--

men who were not college-bred. That for the most part guo.i

and competent men were placed at the head in no wise palli-

ated the indifference or lessened the risk.

The influence of Wesleyan University on the life an^i

thought of the old South was significant in character an^l

great in results. This statement will be more readily :u>-

cepted when it is considered that Wesloyan was a leading'

source of supply, from the very outset, for presidents and

professors of ^^[ethodist colleges in the South; that its c\n--

riculum and policy were models by which to be guided; tlmt

it furnished many teachers for educational work below tin'

college rank; that many Southern youth were sent thitlur

to be educated; and that two of the present college of

bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, Bisli-

ops Keener and llendrix, are graduates. To show throua^i

what currents this influence flowed and to measure its ex-

tent present an interesting study. The leading factor w:i-

Wilbur Fisk, in his day preeminently the representative man

of his Church in wide information, scholarly attainments.

and educational work and progress. In early life and

throughout his career there were many things which con-

spired to make him and the South mutually trustful and

helpful Immediately after graduation at Bro^vn Univer-

sity he tutored in the South, near Baltimore, in a wealtliv

and highly cultivated family; in subsequent years, wlu'lf'

at Wilbraham Academy and at Wesleyan University, li''

declined attractive offers with substantial inducements at

the South. lie was offered the presidency of La Graniii''

College, and elected a professor in the University of Akv

bama with a two-thousand-dollar salary, with the further

prospect held out that he would be made president, an ofiir-c

wdiich carried a salary of three thousand dollars. In hi^^ h^t

years, when the agitation of the slavery question was grow-
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. . iiuToasingly bitter and more violent, bis conservatism

/ -ni liini to be charged with being a defender of slavery,

: ,
;.jM->logist of the institution, and a champion of oppres-

... :,—in the minds of some, charges which rest to-day like

i. Miclit upon his fair fame and honored name. When lying

.j..n \n^ deathbed he was asked to suggest his successor as

W. vK'van's president ; he replied, ''Dr. Olin." This brings

..: ill tlic investigation to the next most potent factor in esti-

:t-..'!tlng the forces at work, which is found in the career of

hr.-j.licn Olin previous to assuming the office to which he had

Ufii nominated by his distinguished predecessor.

Stephen Olin, a native of Vermont and a graduate of

Mi.Mlobury College, after graduation went South, taught in

S.uth Carolina, entered the South Carolina Conference

jiid became a traveling preacher, relinquished itinerant

work, and from 1S26 to 1833 was a professor in the Uni-

xrrsity of Georgia. From Georgia he went to Virginia, be-

o-Uiiiig the first president of Randolph-Macon College.

Always a sufferer from ill health, in 1837 he resigned and

tr:i\eled in Europe for his health. While abroad he was

r.dud to the presidency of Wesleyan University, from which

^<al uf learning he continued, with the assumption of office,

!• iiiilnonce Southern life and thought. During his resi-

«i'.iioe in the South no man impressed more his day and gen-

rr.tti'.n. Eminent Georgians have left testimony to his

••v.rtli and ability. Bishop James O. AndreAV declared him

'!"• greatest preacher of the American pulpit; Alexander

^"••plicns said that he had received a greater uplift and in-

S'lration from his instruction than from all of his other

Vachors combined; and his teaching is said to have had

iM'.roh to do with the intellectual future of George F. Pierce

^"'I in shaping the destiny of this eloquent preacher and dis-

liiiiruished bishop. Too, he was a slaveholder, who sold his

•-•avr-? and pocketed the receipts. Ill health, as has been in-

"iiiatfd, interfered with an immediate taking up of Dr.

^ i-l'.-- work, which for a brief season was committ.ed to other

5"aid-. When he did grasp the reins the wisdom of the
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choice and coiifidenco in his fitness were fully justified 1)\-

the success that attended his administration. Though \\\-

presidency may have strengthened the work -begun In- 1);.

risk, it did not surpass the infiuence exerted by the latti-r

upon the South. Even in the trying days following ti,,

division of the Church in 1844, when in that crisis Dr.

Olin's voice was heard and his vote was cast out of haniionv

with the cause of his best friend, Bishop Andrew, liis reputa-

tion and charact^^r were such as to retain his strong ImUl nn

the patronage of the South and to put AVesleyan graduat(-

into prominent positions in Southern institutions. With liis

death, in 1851, one finds an almost absolute cessation of thcs«>

interchanges of regard and confidence between the university

and the section which had profited so greatly by the gen-

erous contributions made to its teaching force and by the

enlightened instruction given to its young men. A more

loving and beautiful testimonial to the influence of these t\v.«

great educators in the South will not be found than in tlif

numerous instances where fathers gave to sons the Christian

names ''Wilbur Fisk" and "Stephen Olin."

After finding the source of Wesleyan's influence in her

larger equipment and in the characters of the men at the

helm, we may trace it in the South to the several higher in-

stitutions of learning which were touched incidentally ami,

in some instances, vitally. Contemporaneous in inceptiou

and almost so in organization with the University was Kaii-

dolph-!Macon College in Virginia. Virginia-like, the latt<T

looked in the main to Virginia for professorial material.

A^fter Dr. Olin had started the institution safely on a suc-

cessful career Virginia furnished the subsequent presidents

and, in the main, the members of the faculty. At the out-et

Weslcyan was disposed to manifest a cordial and gener«ni~

spirit. In 1838 she conferred the honorary A.M. upon On-

briel P. Disosway, the enterprising and enlightened Inyniaii

of Petei-sburg, M'ith whom originated the birth-idea of tli*'

institution; in 1834, from her second class, she furnishc'.

a tutor in Fisher A. Foster, who after a service of two years
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„,!,l to Mississippi and practiced law; in the same year,

1-.;}. the president, Dr. Olin, received the honorary D.D.

S.i\. an adjunct professorship filled for a brief time by

Jejiu's a. Dean, clas,s of 1S4T, there were no further ex-

j.:t>>ions of zealous aid and friendly regard. In the early

u;ir>i of his presidency Dr. Olin spoke eloquently and la-

U.i.'d earnestly to keep Georgia, one of the patronizing Con-

frnnres, faithful in her allegiance and generous in her con-

I'ilrsitions to Randolph-^Iacon ; but the zeal and influence

J. I^Miatius A. Few thwarted his efforts. In ISS-i the man-

•a;d lalxu- idea of education, having seized Georgia Metho-

.ii-m, had ripened into the organization of the Georgia Con-

frn-nce ilanual Labor School, the forerunner and, in part,

p-rm of Emory College. Two of the first teachers in this

'i'li'M.l were Wesleyan alumni, George II. Eounds and George

\V. Lane. The former, after graduation in the first class,

slial of 1833, went South and taught in South Carolina. In

\^'-\'> he became connected with the Conference School, main-

'.liiiing, with the exception of one year, this connection until

1'^12. Afterward, until his death in 1S79, except one year

in Indiana, he gave almost uninterruptedly his life to educa-

5i<.iial work in Georgia, South and Xorth Carolina. Because

"f ill health George W. Lane left college in his junior year

and went to Florida for relief. In 1836 he was called to be

*l.!Hsieal master in the Conference School, and when Emory
'""liege was organized in 1837 he became its professor of

siKMcnt languages, a position he retained and honored until

*''atli, in 1848. In ;^^anual Lal)or School and in college

^- Q. C. Lamar, the eminent statesman and jurist, was a

|«ipil of these eolahorers. He has left behind this tribute

!'* Professor Lane: '"'There was Professor George W. Lane,

vdifi unlocked for us the pure springs of Grecian literature,

'hfvlding over them all the rich light of his holy precepts

Slid example." Bishop James O. Andrew, president of its

^''ard of trustees, moved to Covlngion, the seat of the ^^fan-

''•d Labor School. "Wlien Emory College was located two

'"il'-s off, at Oxford, he changed his residence, with true
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Methodist usage, to that phice. Returning from hid fj,-

copal journejings, nothing delighted him more than to v.,']

come under his roof these two cuUivated graduates of \V.

*

le>-aii University, whore the hours glided by swiftly i,, i^ri-lr
repartee, good-natured jokes, and jiolj conversation. Another
Wesleyan alumnus in the first faculty of Emory College v.;;.

Harvey B. Lane, professor of mathematics. As if to ctxpr.-^.

in some measure her appreciation of the esteem in which li,r

sons were lield, Wesleyan handed out some choice bou.put^
to the heads of these two institutions, in 1S3G conferring th^
honorary A.M. upon Alexander Means, superintendent ..f

the Manual School, and in 1838 LL.D. upon Ignatius A.
Few, founder and first president of Emory Colleg-e. Befuro
lea%'ing Georgia, with her many teachers graduated froM
Wesleyan University, one name distinguished in :\retho(li^t

annals remains to be mentioned, that of Daniel Curry, wli..

belonged to the class of 1837 and became a professor in tli.^

Georgia Female College in 1839. Here he was associated
with another former student of Wesleyan, Spencer Mattison.
who left the university in his freshman year and took hi.^

degree at :Middlebury College.

Following close upon the organization of Emorv CoIIclv
in Georgia was that of Emory and Henry College^in south-
western Virginia, likewise named in honor of Bishop Juliii

Emory. In name botli institutions were sympathetic mem-^
rials of his then recent tragic death and a "^recognition of hi--

ripe scholarship and varied attainments. iMore so than aiiy

other college in the South, Emory and Henry College wa^
the child of Wesleyan University. Kev. Creed Fulton, th.^

leading spirit in arousing public interest and in making th.'

college a possibility, applied to Wilbur Fisk for a suitable-

president. Dr. Fisk, bearing in mind the pernicious intfi-

ference of boards of trustees in the South in the management
of colleges, particularly of State institutions, replied tli;'.!

such a man could be recommended provided he should W
permitted to have a controlling voice in the selection <,f hl^

faculty and in the internal affairs of the institution. It 1h-
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. ko the good judgment of the agent, Mr. Fulton, in com-

!''nin.' the board to this policy. The choice fell upon Charles

r,*liiii^, ^vho was graduated from Weslejan University m the

,V5 of 1837, and at the time was principal of the high

ZhxA in Augusta, Me. For fourteen years with rare tact

and distinguished ability he presided over the fortunes of the

fv'iicpo. In 1852 called to the presidency of Dickinson Col-

!....,. l,c accepted, his administration there being marked

Jih' the same success. In 1860 he became proprietor and

pr. ^idcnt of the State Female College at Memphis, Tenn.,

U.Tc he remained until his death, in 1875. In describing

ihc work and influence of Dr. Collins while president of

|-:n,ury and Henry College, it will be best done by permitting

. ;!(• of his old students to si>eak—one who came to occupy

high i)ositions in his State and in his party. Upon the an-

t..nncement of Dr. Collins's death, Colonel John M. Flem-

ing, editor of the Knoxville (Tenn.) Daihj Press and

Ihmld, penned an editorial leader in which, after outlining

ih.^ career of his old preceptor, he closed wdth this touching

'.riUite:

Dr. Collins was in many respects a superior man. In strength of

.hnracter he had few equals. As an executive officer he was sur-

I'^ssod by no college president in the land; and, had his early ambi-

non taken a worldly turn, he had the capacity to have wielded suc-

r.-.-,sfully the affairs of a state or nation. He was stern to com-

i:;aud. gentle to persuade; and was cither as duty required. While

6'!n)inistering his college presidency, he seemed as if born for the

<liBdpllnc of youth; and yet, did the Church require his counsels,

h*^. was equally a master in her cabinet. He appeared to have had an

Iniiiitlvc perception of propriety in great things and small; and an

ituliscretion he was rarely known to commit. He was a man of

vlporous thought and energetic style; wrote and spoke pure Eng-

H-ih, P.nd despised pedantry in all its shapes. He did not affect con-

'toversy, though when occasion required he was an able defender of

Mr faith. His piety was of that marked though unostentatious kind

«!iat compelled even worldly respect; for In his walk and conversa-

«lon he illustrated the true dignity of the Christian character. He

v. as sympathetic even to tenderness with human misfortune, as was

M'fviaiiy exemplified in his kindness to youths to whom fortune

l.'ul denied the means of early education. Of the thousands who

^ill niouni his death, none will feci a more touching sorrow than

»l!Oi;e who ^^-itl remember his parental guardianship as president of
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Emory and Henry College. It has been with a saddened tbn \
grateful, recollection of his thousand kindnesses, durinc^th.7

"

of our wayward boyhood, that we have penned this pooP tributrr

Dr. Collins brought with him two other member, of !,i
class, William T. Harlow and Ephraim E. Wiley. The iZ
mer after remaining a few jears returned to ^Tg.v Enrrla,',!l
where as city pastor, presiding elder, and member of'^G-n'
era] Conferences he occupied positions of prominence an-i
influence. Dr. Wiley, who received his doctorate from Cm-
csce College, became Dr. Collins's successor and carried for-
ward the work begun with unwavering courage and conspicu
ous success. TOen the weight of years admonished fh.

necessity of laying aside the cares and burdens of his oHi.v
lie resigiied in 1881, having served the college twentv-nin.
years as president and forty-three years in all.

Another alumnus of Wesleyan University who gave dr-
voted, conspicuous, and long service to Emory and Hcnrv
College was Edmund Longlcy, class of 1840. He k-an hn
work as professor of mathematics in 1843 and contini.r.i
uninterruptedly to hold a chair in the college until 187:'.
serving also in the meantime in the chair of English ai.-.i

.

modern languages. Afterward, except during a bHef intrr-
val when he taught in Kentucky, Professor T^nglev renew..!
bis relations with the college as professor of moral pliil--
ophy and English, and continued to teach until old age a-l-

vised the cessation of work and rcsponsibilitv. ITonor..!
and beloved he still lives in southwestern Virginia, near th"
scene consecrated by many years of devoted service to l.i;

Church and his country. Occasionallv he varies the cvrn
tenor of his life and begniiles the passing hours bv wooii-,;:

the muses. His verses have a Ivric sweetness and froh
spontaneity that charm the reader. Likewise oi-ani.od at

a time when the manual labor idea controlled the niin'I< "f

tl^iG promoters of education in the South, Emorv and Henry
College began with this feature. Wilbur Fisk a few vo.m-
before, as principal of Wilbraham Academv, had tried it m:-.-
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...r'-i-.-fulb'- I^^^ *^^'^ former students, now at Emory and

v'j.Mrv, very willingly ingrafted the system npon their course

"i\w\x, and gave it a faithful trial. To their credit be it

.^1.!, it' was conducted with a more pronounced success and

J T a longer i>oriod than at any other Southern institution

v..x\ experimented with it.

rmil Centenary College in Louisiana came into Metho-

X-M ownership [Methodism's representatives of the higher

..hK-ation in the Southwest, xVugusta and La Grange Col-

i.-r?, l)Oth of which antedatc<l Wesleyan University in or-

jTA'^ni.^ation, were influenced hut little by the younger but

,n..ro vigorous institution. In 1S29 Augusta College con-

frrro<l the doctorate of divinity ui^n Wilbur Fisk, then prin-

.ijal of Wilbraham Academy, thus making him the second

)».!). in Methodism. In 1838 Wesleyan University con-

f. rred the same degree on Henry B. Bascom, then professor

. f moral science in Augusta College. For a few years in the

f-lla\viug decade Hermann ]\L Johnson, the noted philologist,

t.uA Chandler Eobbins were successively professors of ancient

hiiipiages in Augusta College. At the time the fortunes of

.\\i-\ista liad fallen to a low ebb, and the air was full of the

rU-niy prophecy of a speedy dissolution. Kentucky ]\Ieth-

<'\\-m had adopted the academic department of the old and

fainnus Transylvania I^niversity, and placed Bascom at the

})'ad. Taking his departure from Augustn, he took also

'.'.rrc of her professors. Thus shorn of strength, the glory

'•f A\igusta departed with the departure of her faculty for

I-<'xington, the seat of Transylvania University. This crii>-

rling of one institution to revive the falling fortunes of

Hu.iher proved a forlorn hope destined to an inglorious fail-

^^ro. The next year after going to Transylvania Dr. Bas-

•""ni called to a chair in that university William H. Ander-

»^'r), a native of North Carolina and a Wesleyan alumnus of

'f:r' noted class of 1837—a class which furnished nine of its

f.ftr.on members either pcnuanently or temporarily to the

Cipher life in the South. After the sundering of [Methodism's

"latinnship with Transylvania Dr. Anderson became sue-
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ccssivcly editor of the Soidhcrn Quarterly Bevicvj and i)V('>-

ident of colleges in Missouri, Kentucky, and Alabama. Tho

doctorate of divinity ^va3 t^vice conferred upon him, and lio

\vas a frequent member of the General Conference. Xo jxr-

ceptible influence seems to have been exerted upon La Grange

College by Wesleyan University. There was an exchange

of courtesies in the bestowmcut of honorary degrees. In

1842 Wesleyan thre^v a bouquet to La Grange's president,

Robert Paine, making him a D.D. In a measure, this wus

promptly acknowledged and reciprocated, for the next year

La Grange conferred upon Joseph Iloldich, Wesleyan's pro-

fessor of moral science and belles-lettres, a similar honor.

From the time General Phineas Lyman, of Connecticut,

receiyed from the British crown a gi-ant of twenty thousand

acres of land in the Xatchez district for distinguished serv-

ices in the French and Indian war until the discovery of

gold in California Xew England was largely represented in

numbers and influence in the lower Mississippi valley. Thi.-

region was regarded as a kind of El Dorado. Its productivf

lands and varied resources invited a teeming populatiop,,

whose increase in wealth was rapid. The opportunities of-

fered brought many Xew Englauders, some of whom becaine

distinguished in professional and public life. Sergeant S.

Prentiss in law, George W. Kendall in journalism, Theo-

dore Clapp in theology and T. B. Thorpe in literature arr

noteworthy examples. In a portion of this section, com-

prising East and West Feliciana Counties in Louisiana and

Wilkinson County in Mississippi, ]\rethodism was in the •,\^'

cendency, and generous provision was made for its continu-

ance by building churches and hy fostering education. Ed-

ward ]\rcG]iee and John C. Burrns, both of whom bccainr

patrons of Wesleyan University, in large wealth, ]n-ineidy

liberality, and wide information were specimens of men wlio

illustrated in that region the spirit and geuius of ^Methodism.

Prizing educational advantages and preferring teachers oi

tlie .^;iino faith, tlicy l)roug]it thither many graduates fr<'i!i

Weshyan and, in time, organized and equipped a colUg'"'
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f,r jiiL" far Soiulnvest inauneJ cliietly by these graduates.

T-v,H' were W. H. X. ]\Iagriider, Holdeii Dwiglit, W. H.

j'.jtor, George II. Wiley, and Daniel Martindale. ]\Iagrii-

.;,-rV tenure of the professorship of aneient languages in

r<-t;trnary College lasted only eight years, when he resigned

};.<i ili'V(.ted more than thirty years afterward to training-

xUh\ work. lie did a great and enduring work for educa-

;,..ti in Louisiana. Professor Wiley, like his more illus-

•nf.us brother at Emory and Henry College, gave all the

war^ of active service to Centenary College, holding the

.-hnir of ancient langiiages for forty years or more. Wes-

jrviin's interest in this partly her foster child was exhibited

in the bestowing of LL.D. in 1845 on Centenary's president,

\\ui\. David O. Shattuck, himself a native of Connecticut,

.Mid A.!M. in 1848 on John C. Miller, professor of mathe-

.'..-itics in the institution. Centenary gracefully recognized

t;.»- iioTior done her president by conferring on Wesleyas's

; r»>ffssor of mathematics, xVugustus W. Smith, the honorary

l'«'tornte of laws. True to the spirit of Methodism, the

iliunni of Wesleyan sought the frontiers and planted the

»^itl-; of education upon the l)orders of civilization, in the

?li«n far-away Texas. Chauncey Richardson, a nongTadu-

£!«' of the class of 1835, was president of Ruterville College,

^'i*"' j)I<.neer ^Methodist institution in Texas. He was a tower

' f strength on the outposts, and in connection with other

' iitios edited the Texas Wesleyan Banner. His successor in

'••f presidency of the college was William Halsey, a Wes-

'•yM\ graduate of the class of 1840. While the greatest

vrvlee rendered by Wesleyan University to the South
^'•H in teachers of cultured brain and heart furnished

'» such a generous scale, still these do not indicate

^^'^ full extent of her liberality and of the South's in-

'-vl.'.-dne.ss. In other walks of life tlie sons of Wesleyan
!>i.u-ved eminence. Among these were men like W. H. Fos-
'-'

!". of the Xew Orleans bar, whom Bishop Charles B. Gallo-
""'*'•'*•>', in his Life of Linns FarJcer, called the princely gentle-

''«» mid the Rol>ort Baikes of the Southwest; Willis S.
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Burr, the jurist of Alabama, who coupled the arduous dmii-

of the lawyer with an active interest in scientific niaiKi.-.

and in railroad construction; Leonidas Rosser, a native Vii-

giniau, who for half a century adorned Virginia lMethctdi?i!i,

serving leading charges and districts, editing his Church

paper, and representing repeatedly his Conference in tin-

General Conference; Bishop John C. Keener, who thou>.'li

sixty-six years have elapsed since his graduation can stli!

drav\- the Vnv of an Ulysses, scan the mysteries of philoso})}iv

and theology with undimmed vision, and describe them \vii!i

vigorous pen and charming style; Samuel B. Buckley au'i

Arteraas Bigelow, who, botanizing and geologizing for years

throughont the South, became eminent as scientists and nuuK-

permanent contributions to natural history; and T. P..

Thorpe, who lx:sides editing papers at Xew Orleans ami

Baton Bouge wrote delightful books and magazine articlt-

of travel and adventure, sketching the wild border life of

the Southwest and this ideal hunting ground of tlif

sportsman.

Allusion has been made to Southern youth sent to "Wo^-

leyan University to be educated, !^^ost of these who di'l

not remain for the completion of the course left during i\w

freshman year; some who left early were almost modern in

their impatience to get into professional life, inasmuch a-!

they were graduated in professional schools before tlieir

class men had taken degrees in regular course; a few to-.k

degrees at other institutions. Among those from the South

who attained great distinction, Ix'sides those already nanutl.

were Professor Francis IT. Smith, who left Wesleyan in hi-"

junior year and took the master's degree at the Univer.-.ity

of Virginia, where for almost fifty years he has filled the

chair of physics, and Alexander ^[cKinstry, who as a lnv.'v«^r

rose to prominence in Alabama. In pursuing this inquiry

an interesting question remains for investigation: What wa-

the part taken by the Wesleyan alunmi in the South in the

slavery strnggle and in the civil war? As a rule, their sym-

pathies were with the South, and many took up arms in h^f"
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-i' f. (i.-t* or served as chaplains in the Confederate army. One

•>^;v ti» be a brigadier general. There were no more ardent

Miiij'atliizers and fighters than most of the Xew Englanders

«h'j U>t any length of time had adopted the Soutli as a per-

w;<tu-nl home. In examining this phase of the subject some

ijniqtio and interesting facts arc brought to notice. If one

»r<u of Wcsleyan was presented with a coat of tar and

ftriiiicrs and warned to leave the State in which he had long

!t\f»l for teaching some colored boys the Bible, another, who

h« t!io early days of civil Avar had joined his fortunes with

\}.iv Confederacy, iijK)n returning to his home in Virginia to

jiu' a private citizen, had, after a time, his home plundered,

!ti' furniture burned, and he himself was imprisoned, thus

fiilTcriiig at the hands of Federal troops. With the clash-

in;:^ of interest, the train of misfortunes, and the long sever-

afntt? of relations which accompanied and followed the civil

^ar, the university's influence in the South did not cease

t^iitircly. Besides the fact that a post-bellum alumnus is a

! idiop of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, the gifts

' f Crcorge I. Seney, once a Wesleyan student, to Georgia in-

'titiitions and professorships hold by Wesleyan alumni in

•Ik' State universities of Tennessee and Xorth Carolina have

5»<'Ti to the new South reminders of the invaluable services

Midorcd to the old South and of the generous contributions

'•iade to its higher intellectual and spiritual life by Wesleyan

i'liiversity.
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Art. X.-THE VICTORY SUPREME.*
All ages and all live^ furnish opportiinitj and incmtivo

for the heroic. In our search for heroes we have, however
neglected the most fruitful field. We have read the annal'
of the great battles on land and sea, and the contests of t'lm
arena. We have listened with burning cheeks to the grtaf,
debates of the ages which have made or ruined men an-l
thrones; but, after all, we are coming to understand that tin-

greatest display of the heroic is in private life, and the vic-
tories which men have plucked from the steeled hand of
misfortune are greater than those which have been won anii<i
the cannon's roar. The greatest army the world ever saw is
the grand army of the faithful who have fought their battle
on their knees. It is because e^'eryone is interested su-
premely in the victory which he himself must win that I call
your attention to the battle ever>' man wages and the hi<:]i

daring and courage that each life requires. If a victory
could be won without a battle the victory would be of no
account. The truth which lies at the end of struggle of soul
wrench and heart throb is the only truth that is solid founrla-
tion under one's i^ei. Let every heart challenge it^ obstacles
lace with full courage its enemies, well knowing that tl.rrr
IS no such thing as final defeat for an inquiring, earnest, an-i
honest soul. For the life which now is, and for that whi.Ii
IS to come, courage and confidence, victorv is assured

'

I. To give heart to any who are despondent, I would like
to call your attention first to the victory of toil It is a great
thnig to conquer indolence, and to be readv to toil terriblv.
.Matthew Arnold used to say, "There are' three tokens n(
gonius: extraordinary understanding, extraordinarv con-
duct, and extraordinary exertion;" and he added, "The thvco
things that improve genius are proper exertion, frequent ox-
ortion, successful exertion." The greatest gift a man can l.nv..

i-s the gift of continuance—the purpose to toil incessant Iv
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until tlic object sought is won. The stories of the heroes of

5uil »re familiar and impressive. \^Tien Audubon had made

4 (x^lltction of two hundred original drawings as a result of

},i* rc.-rarchcs in ornithology, he left them in a wooden box to

till* care of a friend and went into the woods for several

ui'fiiiJjs. When he returned he asked for the box, and found

tiiiit a ]>air of rats had made their nest in it, and the beautiful

iirawings of a thousand inhabitants of the air had become

a buDch of gnawed bits of paj^er. It almost unbalanced his

mind thus to lose the result of a lifetime of toil, but, after

>!it^I)ing for several nights and passing the days like days of

••biivion, he says, "I took up my gun, my notebook, and my
j»-i)cils, and went back to the woods as gayly as if nothing had

happened, and ere a period not exceeding three years had

<'!aj)3ed my portfolio was again filled." Sir Isaac Kewton
t'iis us how his little dog, Diamond, upset a lighted taper

iijH.)n his desk and thus destroyed the elaborate calculations

of many years, which were replaced only by prodigious toil.

It is a matter of history that Thomas Carlyle loaned the

n.annseript of the first volume of his French Revolution to

a literary friend to read. By some chance it was forgotten.

NVJien the publishers sent for the work Carlyle inquired for

it and it was found that a servant, seeing what she supposed

'•^as a pile of waste paper on tlie floor, had used it to kindle

''le fire, and so the French Kevolution that once went out in

hI(")od had now gone up in flames. There was nothing left

f"r Carlyle but to rewrite his book. He had no draft of the

^''•rk, and only his memory to rely upon for facts, ideas, and

• xprcssions. That he persevered and finished the volume un-

dr-r such circumstances -aft'ords an instance of determination

f^'-d toil which has seldom been surpassed.

The testimony of men whom the world counts among its

prt^at victors is a symphony to the power of toil. Daniel

^^ tbster told the secret of his success when he said, "Work
''^^ made me what I am; I never ate a bit of idle bread in

'">• life." Said Dickens, "'My imagination would never have
K-rvod me as it has but for the habit of commonplace, humble,
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patient daily toil. Drudgery has been to me the gray an-vl
of success." Gladstone, at the close of his life, testilied "^'l
have found my greatest happiness in labor. I early formcl
the habit of industry, and it has been its own reward." TIr.
masters of invention are past-masters in toil. Edison sav-
''I continue to find my greatest pleasures, and so my reward.'
in the work that precedes what the world calls success."'
Tesla toils incessantly, with only occasional intervals f.'r

food and sleep. Ilear Euskin's words: "When I hear u
young man spoken of as giving promise of high genius, Ih'o

first question I ask about him is always, 'Does he work V
"

With such object lessons as are all around us, no one who is

willing to toil need despair. lu tlie ordinary work of life
there is victory for the man who is willing to pay the price.
If m these talks to young people I can impress anv life wJtl,
the absolute necessity of daily hopeful and helpful toil, I
shall have accomplished something that will make toward
generous victory so long as that life lasts. Xor is that all.

The habit of toil will lead to proper self-denial, and they \Vm
deny themselves will be sure to find their strength increased,
their afi-ections raised, and their inward peace continuallv
auginented.

II. I wisli now to call your attention to the vldovy of mh-
forivne. I use that term misfortune in its commonly'acceptt.l
meaning. What is really misfortune depends on the good or
ill effect which follows the condition. One of the o-rente^t

misfortunes that can befall some men is to have gc^od for-
tune—that js, to receive wealth, position, and opix)rtuuItv
for large emoluments. On the otlier hand, what the world
counts an evil thing has often produced greatest good l^th
for the individual and the communitv. Our poets have oftm
learned m sorrow what they taught in song. To be blind
would seem to be a grievous misfortune, but how much tl..>

world owes to the blind Fanny Crosbv, whose songs we sIm^
bhe says she is now thankful that slu- became blind when six
weeks old. :\rilton was blind and poor and sick when he did
his best work. Parkman early lost the use of his eyes, and.
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4.r Danviu, could not study more than twenty minutes

^ .'.Lout rest, and that rarely more than twice a day. Henry

J*«ci<n, jKiStmaster-general of England, was blind, and

t Us 'la in ^Milburn, long chaplain of Congress, and one of

i;^ ujusL famous men in Methodism, was also blind.

{'j,\*ical misfortune has often made moral health. It would

w^\\\ ft misfortune to go to prison, and yet, from the days of

J.-'-j.li to the days of John Brown, prisons have been quite

»» y<>w\\\. as thrones in the making of the world. It was

a prison that Socrates sent forth his great arguments

unortality. It was from a prison that the power went

jn'in

r in

{ nil tliat made Herod tremble. Paul in the prison at Phil-

;\>\\\ moved penitent hearts, and from the prison at Eome

»>':.t «>ut those messages of light that cheer the world. Galileo

l«*s to prison, and Columbus wears chains, but each one is

iM the while standing at the head of the column where vic-

tor}- is soon to wave her banners. De Foe, Baxter, Sir John

Kliot, Raleigh, and Luther wrote their masterpieces \\\

I
ti^^on. Xo prison has more blessed the world than the jail

'n Ik-dford bridge. There the tinker spends twelve years in

<^'iifuicment writing F'llgr'im's Progress. His own quaint

r*'-"r<l of his second imprisonment at the hands of Sir Mat-

Ji-'v/ Hale is, "And so, being again delivered up to the jailer's

f.jii.l, I was walked home to prison." Chains were on his

• ;u.l.s, but his soul was chainless and free. He walked delec-

'^Ue mountains and had angel visitants in his narrow cell. It

^s*** a good thing for the world, and for him, when John

l-'iiivun went to jail.

AikI what shall I say of the prisoners of poverty and pain ?

ii tln'so were taken out of the world's list of the great, how^

'"T that list would be. Xearly every Bible character would
'• p'lio; two thirds of the reformers, three fourths of the

'•"t'^, nine tenths of the preachers of righteousness. The
rr«-:ii victories of the world in all lines that make for .purity

*'"' l>eacc are victories of oppression and misfortune,

thrown back upon itself, without anything but the forces

{\u •^Mni inner life to nourish it, the soul has had time to
40
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steady itself for a great work. In prisons and in pain il...

roots of character have gone dov.-n deep and so have nouriJ;,
;

strong life that has shot up its branches toward the ^l-,.

Poverty has kept down the too luxurious growth of the >.
',-

sual and the selfish. It has turned the thought toward th.^

things which are greater than circumstance and that r-:;

tinue changeless. How does a thoughtful man feel when h.

sees that the loss of property or position means also the 1.. ^

of friends? He is conscious that he has not changed, llv i-.

as much a man in poverty as he was in wealth. He is :i.

truly honorable without office as he was with it, and wIk:.

the injustice of his ow^l treatment has impressed hira \w i-

in condition to do some service for his kind. When tluv

asked Epictetus if he was happy, being lame and a slave, 1^^

answered: "Do you think that because my soul happens t-.

have one little lame leg I am to find fault with God's uni-

verse ? Great is God because he hath given us hands and th..-

means of nourishment and food. \Miat can I do who am an

old man but sing praises to God ? Xow had I been a night-

ingale I should have sung the song-s of a nightingale, but h-
iug a reasonable being it is my duty to hymn unto God."

III. The next victory, which is akin to tlie last, is the rlr-

iery of principle. To stand steadfast for a great prineii^!-'.

or to go down in apparent defeat for the sake of it, is really

a supreme victory. One generation builds the tombs of tli-

prophets which its fathers stoned. It is costly and seld.'i-..

comfortable to be a man of principle, but no other has any

right to call himself a man. History is filled with the sfuiy

of lonely but courageous men, who have been ostracize!,

abused, and tormented for the sake of the principle for wlil<l-

they stood. They put their back against the stout wall <n

truth and would not budge. Whether it is Luther cryiriir.

"Here I stand. God help me. I can do no other;" or Gali-

leo stoutly saying, "Nevertheless it does move ;" or Garrison

fulminating his challenge, "I will not equivocate, and I will

be heard," in eveiy generation and in any case it is the cry

a conviction that wall not yield, one man against the worM :

of
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}.'. !,-,-;ni>e the man is right his cause will win, no matter

fit! sisay iK'conie of him.

^, «v* liRht of burning heretics Christ's bleeding feet I track,

'',-.:.'-: "P n^*^' t'alvarys ever with the cross that turns not back;

, i.i !l.'-»o mounts of anguish number how each generation learned

. Kf. «>r«- word of that grand Credo whirh in prophet hearts hath burned

-: .«-<• !h<- first man stood God-conquered with his face to heaven upturned.

Kii-Hkin was not far from right wlien he said of his country,

^ jichiud, once the lion-hearted, has become England the

•wjilii'artod, and this century has caused every one of its

f-rratrst men, whose hearts were kindest and whose spirits

v<ro most receptive, to die without hope." I plead for a life

!»\o!o(I to nohle principles, for that is the only life worth

::uiipr. It is the only life which will stand secure when the

v;n«is blow and the floods descend. Wliatever it may cost

•- w to win that victory is w'ell spent; keep steadily on if you

•^T.viM 1)0 a hero. "All men have fits and starts of nobleness,"

»5V!? Emerson; "the characteristic of heroism is its persist-

<yr\y You may be poor and you may be misunderstood

'".Ti by your friends, but if you are true to a great principle

! itHtiine and somewhere they will bring you royal apparel

-!'l load you to your throne.

IV. The final element in the victory supreme is the con-

ntfxl of faUli. A man's religion is the greatest thing about

) irn. "Tell me what that is," says Carlyle, "and you tell

' ' to a great extent what the man is and what is the kind

^ tilings he will do." The reason v.diy toil and misfortune

^''1 ii'jhle principle have their victory is because God is in

•5^ iicavens, and the victory which gives all other triumphs

. r.-.> and lx»auty is the victory of faith. I can face the night

• misfortune, for daybreak is ahead. I can toss on a bed

• pain, for joy will come in the morning. I can abide the

i'.-^x^o of men, remembering "this is the victory that over-

"•'iif-th the world, even your faith." There are ridges in the

'^'Mrdivard wider to my thought than the star-sown vague

' -I'.'X'f, but God's angols walk among tlicm, and I hear them
'\'^'» "ihcy are not here; they are risen." Faith gives hope
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another chapter, and opens eternal health and endless j«.v t<.

those who went out from ns amid agony aiid tears. \<r.\,

need waste no sympatliy on the man who has this golden k»%

.

All doors of helpful opportunity areopcn before him. God'-

treasures are his. There is but one alternative for any heart

;

you are either without God in the world because you bani.-h

him, and so become l)opcless and helpless amid the hanl an.!

bitter things which come to all men soon or late, or else vi.u

have on your side, by your choice, the omni|x>teut and all

loving Father, all of whose power and love is enlisted for you

as an olx?dicnt child. ''lie that will not obey the laws of

God must obey his own passions, which are the worst tyrant.'^;

he must obey the world, and the humors of others. In short,

to serve God is perfect freedom ; all else is mere slavery, Irt

the world call it what it please." It is therefore possible f t

the Christian to say, face to face with any experience of \\U\

"Thanks be to God, which giveth us the victory through our

Lord Jesus Christ." To this life I invite you. It must chal-

lenge all that is noble within, and it satisfies every longing

with absolute certainty of final and sublime victory.
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akt. XI.—the master preacher.

Tme beginning of preaching, properly so called, was co-

je^i.lt'iit with the founding of the Christian religion. Since

that time the leading factor in the upbuilding of the Church

. { .h'>us Christ in the world has been the Christian ministry,

tu<\ llio cliicf work of that ministry has been the preaching

i liio Gospel. The Gospel dispensation had its roots in the

j^-t't, but it was the introduction of a new order. In the cry

,f .K.hn the Baptist there suddenly broke from the Judean

*i!doriies3 tlie startling announcement, "The time is ful-

!i!lf<l; the kingdom of God is at hand. Repent ye and believe

{!;<• g.x.d news." The dispensation of the Christian preacher

L.1.1 dawned. The aix)stle Matthew begins his account of

tho active ministry of Christ with these words: "From

that time Jesus began to preach, and to say, Rejient ; for the

V:lni:;dom of heaven is at hand." To every age Jesus, the

<")irist, must stand as the Master Preacher. From the first

all hc'sitrttion, doubt, experimentation was behind him. He
jn-arhed like a man confidently sure of himself. And well

\^<- iniglit, for the beginning of his ministry was preceded

by years of the most careful preparation and training.

'Mjctc was no haste with him to begin his work. Such de-

iilM-rateness of preparation in the face of tasks of such mag-

t<itii<le the world has never seen in another. He was an

h;d>itual student of no easy type. Days and nights of the

J!!'».-t severe ajiplication marked his work as a preacher. The

'•>ii1ts are seen in his sermons. His facility of expression

»< niarked. The style is simplicity itself, but polished and

brilliant. There is no resisting its persuasive power. "How
'xijiiisitely and freshly simple is the language of Christ

'"iiipared with all other teaching that has ever gained the

•;ir of tho world. There is no science in it, no art, no }X)mp

' f demonstration, no toil, no trick of rhetoricians, no wis-

'"'iM (if the schools." It is short, clear, precise. He used

'hi' K-st (.f grammar. The unlearned and ignorant in large
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part made up his audiences, but lie did not cater to i!„ -

by tlie appearance of ignorance. He disdained all w:.

garisms. Sajs Bushnell, ''It is a remarkable and «•...:

superhuman distinction of Jesus, that, while he is advancir .-

doctrines so far transcending ail deductions of philosot,!i..

and opening mysteries that defy all human powers of yi
plication, he is yet able to set his teaching in a form .

;

simplicity that accommodates all classes of minds." J{,.

made almost no use of ceremony; he avoided all fornialitv;

he seemed not to know the use of display. He was absoliu.-lN

free from superstition, and did not hesitate to trample o'n

old and cherished beliefs. He paid no court to place or

position. Dignitaries of Church and State were more than
once singled out by him for most severe rebuke. For t!io

illustrations to point his discourses he went to nature and to

common life. He of all men lived closest to the heart cf

nature. The green fields and the springing flowers, tlu-

seed and the tree, the vine and the fishes, the night and tho

storm, tlie clouds and the lightning, the wind and the rain,

the sunrise and the sunset, the rent garment and the bur.-,t-

ing wine skins, the net and the fish, the eggs and the stT-

pents, the pearls and the pieces of money, the wheat and tlu-

wine, the com and the oil—all these and many others wt-r.-

the means of enforcing truths and impressing lessons up>'ri

the minds of men.

Jesus was the Authoritative Teacher. The preacher niu-i

speak with authority if he is to gain the attention of nu-ii.

The authority of Jesus compelled a hearing for his mcssaii'--

The late Archbishop of York made the following classitic;^

lion of preachers of the Gospel : ''There are three kind? of

preacliers: the preacher you cau*t listen to, the preacher y-'-i

can listen to, and the preacher you can't help listening to."

Across the sea, aloug the shore.

In numbers ever more and more,
From lonely hut and busy town,
The valley through, the mountain down,
What was it ye went out to see.

Ye silly folk of Oaiiiee?
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The reed that iu the wind doth shake?

The weed that washes in the lake?

A teacher? Rather seek the feet

Of those who sit in Moses' seat.

Go, humbly seek, and bow to them

Far off in great Jerusalem.

What is it came ye here to note?

A young man preaching in a boat.

A prophet? Boys, and women weak,

Declare—and cease to rave

—

Whence is it he hath learned to speak?

Say who his doctrine gave.

A prophet? Prophet wherefore he

Of all in Israel's tribes?

He teacheth icith authority

And not as do the scribes*

Jesus was the Master Preacher in obtaining a hearing for

],i^ nioi^sage. Triitli must have a hearing. The first re-

• j»>ti-iMlity of the preacher is to gain a hearing for the truth.

Thi-i Jesus did under the most adverse conditions. The ears

f the multitude are ever open to pleasant sounds, but the

Mvrrest test of public speech is to gain a hearing for un-

[•!»a.>;ant truths. Jesus overthrew the most fondly cherished

«•' inceptions of his hearers. He discouraged their dearest

.iiiil.ilions concerning their nation. He repulsed every ex-

j* station that greeted him. Despite all this his enemies

sfl.iiowledged his power, and the multitude followed him

I' rvistcntly and heard him gladly. His methods were both

'^iiiiplo and honest. Sensationalism gains a hearing, but it

r-brs the truth of its reality. Sensationalism impresses itself

'•<i1kt than the truth upon its hearers. The ministry of

«!«>u.s was farthest removed from the voice of sensationalism.

^;»vs Kobert Hall, "Miracles were the bell of the universe

I'hieh God rang to call men to hear his Son."

Jf-.-u.'^ was the Master Preacher in his supreme endow-

^'i^iit with the Holy Spirit. That the power manifested in

''H ministry came to him through his eudo\nneut with the

^b.jy Spirit rather than by virtue of his divine nature is a

* '•' "Uiu iiidlvcctly set forth in the Xew Testament. "Xot

Arthur Hugh Clough.
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by might, nor by power, but hy my Spirit"—this is the

explanation of the lifework of Jesus Christ.

We make a great mistake in interpretation if we think

of preaching as an end in the ministry of Jesus. Back of

all his preaching was his supreme love of men. This was

the urgency which led him to become a preacher. JIc llr,-t

loved men, then came to preach to them. Dr. Pentecost tells

that he Avas once preaching in the presence of Dr. Bonar,

enjoying the luxury of proclaiming the Gos})el. When ho

had finished Dr. Bonar turned to him and touching him on

the shoulder said, ''You love to preach; don't you?" "Yc.-,

"I do." "Do you love men to whom you preach ?" That was

a test question, and one which some preachers cannot answer.

The Prince of heralds was his own proclamation. Jcsu.s

was the Master Preacher in his character. !Milton never more

truly sang than in this, "He who would Ix; a true poet, or

-would speak in laudable things, ought himself to be a

true poem." Says Chanuing: "I affirm that the efficacy

of the Christian religion lies chiefly in the character of

Jesus. Christianity separated from Jesus, wanting the light

and comment of his character, would have done compara-

tively little -for the world. Jesus with his celestial love is

the life of his religion. I might have received from a com-

mon messenger of God the same precepts which fell from

Jesus. But how diilerent are these precepts in quickening

power when coming from those holy lips, from that warm

and noble heart, from that Friend who loved me so tenderly,

and died that these laws of life might Ixj written on my soul

.

The perfect charity that Jesus inculcates if taught would

have been a beautiful speculation and might have hovered

before mc as a bright vision. But could I have that faith m
its reality which I now possess, as I see it living and em-

bodied in Jesus ? Others have B]X)ken to mc of God, but

from what could I have learned the essence of divine per-

fection as from Him who was in a peculiar sense an incarna-

tion of the unbounded love of the Father? From other

seers I might have heard of heaven; but when I behold in
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J.-^u.-^ the spirit of licaven, dwelling actually upon earth,

*l«.at a new comprehension I have of the better -world! The

.pirit of Jesusis thus the true life-giving energy of his

frligiou."

But thee, but thee, O sovereign Seer of time,

IJut thee, O poets' poet. Wisdom's tongue,

But thee, O man's best Man, O love's best Love,

O perfect love and perfect labor writ,

O all men's Comrade, Servant, King, or Priest

—

What if or yet, what mole, what flaw, what lapse,

What least defect or shadow of defect.

What rumor, tattled by an enemy.

Of inference loose, what lack of grace

Even in torture's grasp, or sleep's, or death's

—

O, what amiss may I forgive in thee,

Jesus, good Taragon, thou crystal Christ? *

liushnell somewhere speaks of the preacher's "property

rights in the souls of men." The phrase opens up a fruitful

!jnc of thought. The investment of the Christian minister

i' in men. His returns are from their lives. ^^Tlat the re-

»ults of his work are depends upon to what extent he has

influenced the aspirations, the motives, the purposes of men;

K"w many he has led to a true conception of God; how many

ho has led away from self to the service of humanity. By
t^-'ine such standard as this is his work to be measured.

Jr5us wa.8 preeminently the ^Master Preacher in the results

' f Ills ministry.

Sidney Lanier.
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

Sir Walter Raleigh wrote: "Life is spent in learning i\w

meaning of great words, so that some idle proverb, known for

years and accepted perhaps as a truism, comes home, on a day,

like a blow."

Dr. Watkixsox points out that many upright skeptics nml

unbelievers are indebted for their boasted moral excellence to a

religious ancestry. Referring to the most conspicuous of modern

agnostics he writes

:

Some plants flower in the night, and their splendid blossoms fill th''

darkness with perfume; but will anyone adduce this fact as evidence that

solar stimulations are unnecessary and may be dispensed with? That

plant was all day steeping in the light, it is saturated with sunshitip;

and, although it blooms at midnight, it owes the whole of its beauty ainl

sweetness to the sun as certainly as do the roses of Juue which rodiL'u

in the meridian beam. It is much the same with these skeptical mod<>rn

moralists—thej' are saturated with religious influence and owe to it f:»r

more than they are ready to acknowledge. The father of that notorious

agnostic was a Methodist, his grandfather was another, whilst his grcftt-

grandfathers for mauy generations were Anglicans, Puritans, and Catliu-

lies. Does not all this count for much in the moral fiber of this unh.-

liever? He has been steeping in the white light of Christianity for ii

millennium, and if there is any truth in heredity, on which science Iay-< so

much emphasis, his ancestry has in a considerable degree determined tli'^

curve of his skull, the sot of his brain, the quality of his bone, blood, and

tissues, and, indeed, his whole character. If there is any validity in the

scientific doctrine of heredity, the atheist who lives morally may well con-

sider how far he is indebted for liis upright habit and moral idiom to th<^

age-long action of that supernatural faith which he has been so foolish a-^

to renoun''e. . . . The true test of infidel ethics would be to take ili'ni

away from all Christian influences, to plant them on severely nafiirn!

grounds, and give them time to declare themselves. If night-flowerm>;

plants are kept in continual darkness Ihey ceas:e to flower, their leaf s."l>'

ens as their memory of the sun grows dim ; and, in like manner, if ev^ry

beam of heavenly light were shut off, and atheism and agnosticism dooui'"'

for an age or two to their native darkness, they would once more p'""

duce what they always did produce—the apples of Sodom and the gr.ii"-'

of Cormorrah,
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THE SENSES OF THE SOUL.

V.iir.K Falcs H. Xewhall stood in the Dresden gallery, before

• .. S:>tine Madonna, rapt in contemplation of that finest por-

•.. v.il of spiritual loveliness on canvas, a man stepped to his

...U- ail*] remarked, "Well, I do not see that she is much supe-

r;-,»r lo other women." Dr. Newhall says, "I made no reply;

r::;;.-h K'ss did I think of arguing the matter with him; for why

jhoiild I attempt to prove beauty to a man on whom the Sistine

lladonna had failed?'' In a sublime sermon Bishop Warren nar-

f4ic5 the story of the cold critic who said to the great artist,

1 urner, before one of his marvelous sunset pictures, "Why, Mr.

Tiirner, I never saw any such light and color in nature as

-.iU put on canvas." "Don't you wish you could?" said Turner;

'(17 for me, I never can hope to match with pigments the glory

fj.iit I see in the sky." A poor poet-painter once said to a coarse

f.' !j man, "When the sun rises you see something like a golden

ruinea coming out of the sea; I see and hear likewise some-

thing like an innumerable company of angels praising God."

When Jesus, within hearing of Greek proselytes and his dis-

tij'K'B, prayed, "Fatlier, glorify thy name," and the answer

fsuie, "I both have glorified it, and will glorify it again," the

ftilifi.sts who stood by said, "It thundered; it was nothing but a

J oIn.'." Atheists adore the neuter gender. They will resort to

t!:y evasive circumlocution or pseudonym to avoid saying "He."
i-i';o Edgar A. Foe, they are angered at the suggestion that

'?.' re can be any being superior to themselves. Every intelli-

''lit creature ought to have wit enough to distinguish a voice

• ''•m a noise, but some evidently have not. The deists on that

^•^'•uhion said, "An angel spoke to him," admitting a voice, but

^•''t God's; for the deist's deity never speaks to man. The
• hristians there present knew the voice to be divine, while the

^'^a of God himself completely comprehended the meaning
'•' his Father's message. It is written in Job, "God speaketh

''U'v, yea, twice, yet man perceiveth it not."

Mrs. Browning says:

Earth'.s crammed with heaven.

And every commou bush afire with Cod,

But only he who sees takes off his shoes.

^oa^ly forty years ago Bushnell wrote that solemnly impress-
'• H-rnion entitled "The Capacity of Bcligion Extirpated Ity
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Disuse." Danvin, in his lAje and Leiiers, gives us out of hi-

own experience a confirmation of the New England preacher'-

discourse. The dry-souled naturalist tells us of the gradual

ati'ophy of those powers of liis mind on which the higher tastt-s

depend. "My mind,'' he writes, "seems to have hecome a kind

of machine for grinding general laws out of large collections of

facts." He confesses that this atrophy of the parts referred to

may have been "injurious to the intellect, and even more prob-

ably to the moral character." It was by this gradual degenera-

tion of his nature, concerning which he thus frankly tells us,

that he withered and dried up into an agnostic and pessimistic

state of mind, to which spiritual conceptions were simply un-

thinkable. Xo fact that this great observer of nature ever dis-

covered, no h3'pothesis which he invented, is half so momentous

to mankind as is the recognition of the inexorable law which he

so sadly illustrates in his OAvn confessions; namely, that man's

noblest faculties may be paralyzed and atrophied by disuse un-

til the sublimest realities of the universe become to him prac-

tically nonexistent. In contrast Professor James D. Dana, who

was almost as great a scientist as Darwin, devoted as much of his

life to investigation and study, but with the opposite result. T^p

to the end of life his finer sensibilities were as keen as ever,

poetry and music had not lost their charm and his interest in

religion was intense. The vision, the voice, and the touch divino

are unrealities to the spiritually blind and deaf and callous;

and such insensibility may be brought about by positive sinful

indulgence, or l)y mere neglect of religion.

Esixjcially is it true that the pure in heart see God, but

the heart which cherishes impurity loses the vision of the holy-

Saddest and most somber of Tennyson's "Idylls of the King"

is "The Ijast Tournament." It pictures the dismal days of

shame when Arthur's knights were false to him and to each

other, and the Eound Table was eaten of wonns, so that thi'

mournful wail went through the land, "The glory of our Eound

Table is no more;" while in the heart of blameless Arthur })ain

was lord, as also in the guilty bosom of Guinevere, his quct'U.

Gladness was gone with innocence. Wrongdoing had darkened

all the realm with gloom intolerable. The illustrious knight-

hood of the kingdom was smirched and tarnished, its bright

sword and battle-ax rusted, its fine raiment moth-eaten, its
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,;f;oi wheat all weeviled. The master poet, like a true artist,

',i.r\U the natural world toned into doleful sympathy with his

,i.{ picture of moral decay. He pictures the wan days gloom-

;r.g ilown in wet and weariness, the frost-bit foliage shivering

i'A blackening in the chill air and scant sunshine of dripping

**!tunin days.

Ilic most wonderful figure in the poem is Dagonet, the king's

f..-!, a dwarf who dances like a withered leaf before the hall at

r.;in<'lnt, where he is met by Tristram, one of Arthur's knights.

Tri-lram encountering him asks: "Why skip ye so, Sir Fool?"

Tr. nhich answers Dagonet tartly and stingingly: "Very likely

I.Tause, being fool, and seeing that too much wit makes the

vnrld rotten, I know myself to be the wisest knight of all."

This is the fool's first thrust at the guilt of Tristram, and he

f'lllows it up like a swift courier forerunning the judgment

t!ay. At last he asks Tristram if he knows the star, or star

duster, in the sky called "The Harp of Arthur," and the knight

sr.Mvers, "Tes." The fool taunts him then with having been

fAl-«' and foul, with having "played at ducks and drakes with

.Nrthur's vows on the great lake of fire;" and suddenly looking

^p into the heavens and pointing at something there he cries,

"Tuwhoo, do ye see it? Do ye see the star?" The knight says,

**Nay, fool, not in open day." And then, in words sublime,

l>agonct rails on him terribly:

Nay, nor will; I see it and hear.

It makes a silent music up in heaven.

And / and Arthur and the angels hear.

A truly solemn parable in verse is this. 0, dark and bitter

«!"5y for Arthur's realm, when only the king's fool and the king

*>''ro pure enough to sec and hear the heavenly things! Tris-

tram could not, because his innocence was gone; he carried

r'vulty secrets in his breast, and his high vows were shattered

*nd trampled in the mire. It is purity of heart that enables

''•ne to know celestial things, and not great faculties nor power-
^il mind.

One knight had Arthur, high-bred Lancelot, who was the

'•'"I^^'k own peer in ability and gifts and grace of person; the

YP flower of courtesy and valor. But, alas for poor Lancelot I

'^** ^'ii?'s fool could now see further into heaven than he. Sin
'»d brought a film over his soul's sight, as it always does, and
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a dullness to his inner car. And so, Dwarf Dagonet, dan( in-

like a withered leaf among the withered leaves, was nearer thf

stars than Arthur's tallest, handsomest, and proudest knight.

The spotless king, and the king's innocent fool were the only

brothers the angels had left at Arthur's court. "I and Artluir

and the angels hear." They alone in the whole realm had kept

the power by keeping purity. As for all the rest, sin had

stopped their cars with clay. Whoso will be wise, let him

ponder these things.

EJIERSON m THE ADIR0NDACK8.

In the flood of reminiscences and characterizations attend-

ing the Emerson centennial Ave have seen no reference to the

light thrown on the Sage of Concord by W. J. Stillman, who

made a study of him at close quarters in the heart of the grent

wilderness. In the early days when the North Woods were little

known and less frequented a party of friends called "The Adi-

rondack Club" spent several seasons in camp on Follansbce

Pond. The company included Emerson, Agassiz, Dr. Howe,

Professor Wyman, Judge Hoar, Horatio Woodman, and Dr.

Binney. Longfellow was invited to join the party, but refused

when he learned that Emerson intended taking a gun, for, he

said, "Somebody will be shot." Stillman thinks, however, that

Longfellow's ' want of sympathy with Emerson was the sub-

liminal cause of this decision. Living together night and day

in the woods for long weeks, in such constant intimacy and

self-revelation as only the solitude provides, Stillman had ex-

traordinary opportunity for studying Emerson's personality

en desliahillc, sensing his quality, and overhearing even the

soliloquies of his soul. The characterizations given us by this

brilliant journalist and artist have therefore a high and authori-

tative value by reason of their keen insight and skillful draw-

ing. Stillman tells us that for him the dominant interest and

rarest privilege of those weeks in the wilderness was the study

of Emerson. Some of his impressions transcribed here will

add somewhat to the fullness of the Emerson celebration.

Rmprson was too serene ever to be discourleotis, and was capabl'" of

the hottest aiitasonism without rudeness, and the most intense indii,'iia-

tion without qiii'-kening his speech or raising liis tone; graspint,' «'"'

exhausting with iniaKinative R<"tivit}' whatever ohje'H furnished him v-i'''

matter for thought, and throwing to the rubbish heap whatever was super
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5
<!• Intlifl-Vient to form or polish if only be could find a diamond;

',,,.:(!->? in niyetcry, and with eyes that peneliated like the X-ray through

,'.\^'U<v«li!ig obscurities and found at the bottom of them what was

V-t-c to liiid ; inflexible in his devotion to truth and indifferent to arti-

1, •.,«5 conditions of men or things. Nothing but the roots of things, their

l«s^«i anatomy, attracted him; he brushed away contemptuously the

^«f4ti.-s on which Longfellow 8i>ent much tenderness, and threw aside

.It an empty nutshell the form on which an artist would have bestowed

I ,, d,votion. One who was well acquainted with both men could see

'j.»! there was little in common between Emerson and Lonsfellov/ except

'•,:!urc.

The candor, sincerity, and child-like simplicity of Emerson

f.i.ic liim a charming object of study to Stillman, who says:

lie crystalline limpidity of his character, free from all conventions.

$.'<-jti<li<x's, or personal color, facilitated the study of the man. So far as

vi fxj'crience goes he was unique, not so much from intellectual power,

'..X \ do not accept his as the mind of greatest caliber among the men I

U-.C known, but from his absolute transparency of nature, perfect re-

'•jtivity, and utter devotion to the truth. In the days of martyrdom

H-ivrsou would have gone to the stake smiling and undismayed, though

a';'-»tioniug all the time, even as to the nature of his emotions. It was
?5i8 M-reno impassiveness which gave the common impression of his cold-

twMi— an impression which even Longfellow shared. But he was not

"-•Id nor disposed to make of his friends mere subjects of analysis; he

*»« lui eager student of men as of Nature, but superficial men he tired

'' nnd dropped. It was the serenity and almost impersonality of his

.'fn^ridi-liip which made it seem frigid to those whose temperament was
»i'Jrly different. He was not without strong feelings; wrong, injustice,

•Hirlty to man or beast roused his indignation ; though the quiet warmth
<• I. is affection was like the mild sun of May. . . . Emerson was the best
' '!'!if'r I ever knew, never manifesting that greedy and tyrannical pro-

I-i.Tiity which seeks to monopolize the conversation, overriding and
''-uciiig others. At the Saturday Club in Boston his gentle attention to

"^'Ot others were saying far exceeded his disposition to enter into the

''•••'•us.sions, though now and then he flashed out with a comment which
5»t itp the subject as an electric spark might. I remember one day, when
'^ rhih was discussing the nature of genius, some one turned to Emerson
*:•'! fisked him for a definition of the thing, and he instantly replied, "The
.»Mi!ty of generalizing from a single example;" and nobody at the table
f-;:ld give so good and concise a definition. There is a portrait of him
i? Uowse, who knew and loved him well, which renders this side of Emer-
**^ ill tt way that makes it the most remarkable picture I know—the

•''rDJnjj Emerson, ... Of all the experiences of my past life nothing
••»* survives with the vividnes.s of my summers with Emerson in the
A'hrondacks. As I look back across many years to the days when we
S^^'-siioned and discussed together on the lake or in the woods, he rises

»'«'»o all hiy contemporaries like Mont Blanc above surrounding peaks.
' * * remember him in the forest, claiming kinship with great Nature
*" "*'' ^laker, he seems to me the typical American, the noblest of all

race in his idealization of the American. Lowell was of a more
« «ojHjlitan type, of a wid*-r rangp of sympathies and aft'ections, accepted

I'Wtowed, and to me a friead loved as Jonathan loved Duvid ; but aa a
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unique, idealized individualit.v Emerson looms up in those Arcadiau .!«,,
more and more as the dominant personality, the supreme ligiue. It i]
bj character, and not hy accompiishmeut or education, that iliis ^^l
crystalline, clear-faceted uiind, this keen thinker and seer, more than hoUii
his own in all comparisons with his contemporaries and couirad.-s

"j

loved Lowell more, and Agassiz, but America will have many like Lowrl'
and Agassiz before Emerson's peer is seen. Attainments and discoverh-i
and accomplishments will surpass themselves as years go on, but to ^r
as Emerson uas is something complete, supreme, absolute.

When the rest of the Adirondack Club, compelled by an
empty larder, went out with the dogs to drive deer, Emerson
would go off to some secluded place on the lake or in the wootK
to meditate. Though he brought a gun with him from home,
chiefly because the others did, he never killed anything. II,.

actually practiced the self-restraint which he commends in lii^

verse entitled "Forbearance:"

Hast thou named all the birds without a gun?
Loved the wood-rose and left it on its stem?
At rich men's tables eaten bread and pulse?
Unarmed, faced danger with a heart of trust?
And loved so well a high behavior
In man or maid, that thou from speech refrained,
Nobility more nobly to repay?
O, be my friend and teach me to be thine

!

The habitual attitude of Emerson toward all Xature was cal^^l

into expression when some one spoke of the Ehodora and asked

him whence it came. It is the most exquisite piece of sweet

modesty and tender deference in literature.

Rhodora ! if the sages ask thee why
Thy chanu is wasted on the earth and sky,
Tell them, dear, that if eyes were made for seeing,
Then Beauty is its own excuse for being.
Why thou went there, O rival of the rose!
I never thought to ask, I never know;
But, in my simple ignorance, suppose
The selfsame I'ower that brought me there brought you.

Stillman painted a sketch of that camp by Follansbee Water
with its inhabitants, dividing the party after the habit of it'

usual morning occupaiions. Lowell, Hoar, Binney, Wootliiinn.

and Stillman are practicing firing at a target to improve th.ir

marksmanship; Agassiz and Wyman are dissecting a fish on ;»

tree stump; but Emerson, being neither marksman nor scien-

tist, stands between the two groups, watching both. Yet Ik*

learned more than they all. While they were dealing with tb--

sensible, the superficial, and material, he always seemed m-'-l
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•.•;<-itive to the invisible, looking through phenomena to Sonie-

I'jiuj,' lA,'hiiul them, and studying the impressions which tliey

n.aJi' upon his inner speculum. Yet he was not unaware of

i!r.iliiii" around him. His delicate sensitiveness to the world

.S.ms in niany lines like these:

As I spoke, beneath my feet

The ground-pine curled its pretty wreath.

Running over the club-moss burrs;

I inhaled the violet's breath

;

Around me stood the oaks and firs

;

Pine-coues and acorns lay on the ground

;

Over me soared the eternal sky,

Full of light and of deity ;

Beauty through my senses stole;

I yielded myself to the perfect whole.

Kmcrson was insatiable in his study of human nature, and

iho guides in the Adirondaeks—rude backwoodsmen, rough and

iihterate, but with many of their faculties at the maximum of

8. uteness, their senses as keen and alert as those of wild ani-

mals, and wise in forest lore, were to him extremely fascinating,

lie watched their every action, and scrutinized their ideas as if

Iv )iad verily come upon the primitive, aboriginal man. These

ruon of the woods, however, were not half as much interested

ill Emerson, nor in any other member of the camping part}', as

they were in Louis Agassiz. To them the party was known as

"Agassiz and his friends," and they were all on the qui vive to

u-i' the great scientist who had refused, not long before, an

f'fTt'r from the emperor of the French of the keepership of the

.'ardin des Plantes and a senatorship for life if he would come

to Paris and live there. Xo political or literary dignity could

f't|ual thi.s, and a deputation of the natives was appointed to

iiKvt "Agassiz and his friends'" and welcome them to the region.

'i"!io distinguished party were accordingly met, at the point

wlu-re they would enter the wilderness, by the deputation. The
bt'iid of the welcoming committee, being suspicious of civilized

:'ud urban mankind, shrewdly provided himself beforehand with

•'•n engraved portrait of the great Switzer, to guard against being

iiiij>oscd on by any rascally impersonator. Having looked

•H'a^siz over and carefully compared him with the engraving,
I'f gravely remarked to his followers, "Yes, that's him, boys;"

'he doputatinn then proceeded solemnly one by one to shake

h;!iuls with the great scientist, taking no notice whatever of the
41
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other Hlustrioiis members of the famous Adirondack Club, ul...

filed meekly away into the wilderness distinctly notified of tlku

insignificance.

HAVING FAITH IX ONES OWN TIME.

"YouxG-MAX-Ai'itAiD-GF-His-IloKSEs"' wds the name givm
to an Indian brave who lacked bravery. A similar name bc'ii-

the man who is afraid of the forces and movements of the ul'.',

which it is his business to mount, master, make use of, and

guide. The brave man leaps upon tlicse forces and rides tiicm;

the timid man fears them, and is trampled by them or sn'-

tliem go past him with a rush. He who lacks faith in his own

time is disqualified for leadership, and will be uninfluential ex-

cept in the way of obstruction. His temper wull be distrustful,

unamiable,' and perhaps denunciatory toward elements wliich

he might subsidize and use as allies instead of antagonizing'

them as enemies. He cannot see the Spirit of the Lord brood-

ing on the face of the deep. His God is unable or an absent r»\

He no longer believes in Immanuel—God with us. Xothing is

more marked, nor more inspiring, in the lectures Avhich Dr.

A. J. Lyman delivered at the Hartford Theological Seminary

than the joyous note of assured faith in the Christian doctriii-*

of the continued presence of Christ with His Church and the

steady advance of His kingdom among men. A rational Chri--

tian faith, as sober as it is sanguine, sees that the "movements

and tumults of to-day are the very waves upon which tlie ^h\^-

ter's feet come walking." "Both reason and faith proclaim that

the God of the old times is the God of the new times; that

if Christ's Spirit was immanent in the Church as a livin.;:

power in the first century, or the fourth, or the sixteenth, it i.-

not less immanent in the Christendom of the twentieth." B'"-

lieving this, we must also believe that God is working in th'»

great wide hum.an world outside the Church, and that He '»>

present in all the miglity currents of thouglit and action.

The minister must know his own age and speak its lang^.^o"-''

with the modern accent, not getting his message from it liu! ;,iV-

ing God's message to it, yet phrasing the old eternal trutli in -•i'?

dialect of to-day, so that he may be imderstanded of tlic jto;].'.

Says Dr. Lyman: "The scientific, the social, the industrial, tli<^

humanitarian tendencies of our time create almost a now ard
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,yku(M language, in which, with a nameless sense of e.xhilara-

;:<.n and free power, the preacher can sound and cry aloud the
.^l.^ry of the Gospel truth. He discovers with a kind of amaze-
::.. ni that when in the broadest way he can realize the genius of
:.'>.• time he is in the best mood for preaching Christ to the time.
Ku-n the very latest science is approaching the reverential in its

i'A'W temper toward the unrolling greatness of its vistas. The rev-
< nnt silence of science in front of the newly apprehended vast-
.•:..> of its God is by crude religionists mistaken for skepticism.
S.if^nce investigating Xature must at last come up to Jesus,
who stands at the summit of Xature, integral with it, yet
'Uoil manifest.' Philanthropy studying humanity must a/so at
i.Lst come up to Jesus as the Christ—the sole Saviour of men.
The age is thus coming to our Christ, and, carrying Christ in
-ur heart, we, on our part, joyously run forth to" meet the age.
How to find in the age—how to make from the age—a new
'(K)dy of Christ' is our fascinating and absorbing errand. The
•JTort to do this, to take what is most characteristic in modern
life as a new and brilliant dialect in which to state afresh
Christ and His ever-living truth—this effort, carried stoadilv
through the years, produces in the preacher a certain habitual

j:
ow, an alert mental attitude and action, in which free intellect

'•lends with spiritual chivalry, and which is the finest possible
mood for preaching itself."

r)oubtless this age, like all others, is a heterogeneous mixture
01 good and evil elements. But an increasing purpose fulfills
>t>elf increasingly through all the ages, and the twentieth cen-
inry IS, in all the elements which make for knowledge, power,
and hope, a vast advance on all preceding centuries. Time sifts
out the false and saves the true. To-day holds not less truth
tlian yesterday, but more, and holds that truth more intelli-
K^-ntly and firmly. The methods of the present age are tlie
product of long progress, not of retrogression, and express
"0 total wisdom of experimenting centuries. Our God is
marching on, and humanity by the lift and lead of His Spirit
^^^^veeps forward. The minister who does not front in the direc-
'on of modern progress, and who does not feel in his face with

, 7c \f'"^^^
*^'^ ''''^'^ °^ '^'^ ^'^^^^^ movement, will be no leader

I'

t^od's people. With due reverence for the transmittcl wis-
• ""^ of the past and holding fast to all its proven truth, the
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minister, if he is to bo a modern man and if he is to 1

" "^
ejent must believe „,ost of all in his own age and ov , V'"all others; an enthusiastic believer in the l!fe of his „ /he mnst be, and in the richer and fruitfuller to-n, rr» ,

":
h and h,s competent contemporaries are to make. He

'•'

keep his mmd abreast of new discoveries ide,- . ,

tTemtrr-^' -' r-p-«v:::d ;tbie':: «;;:r,;;them fresh phases of one continuing divine kiD£rrt„,„ T
advancing while guarding himself aglinst Tore nTvemcs r,:;,':masquerade as truth. This faith must feel the prevaili

"
^

God running hke a dominant, harmonizing, and unlrhythm under all the surface surge of change.
^ '^

per buT °t,'""!S<'f« °^ ^^'^-^ science or the scientific t,.,,.

fr!^'^ 7
'<= mvite them in and bid them welcome to ,

I-

Lord " ;f ""^ "' ':''• ""^ "- ^^"^^ -'ent before her

£ct we IZ": "'"
If'

Christianity is made of truth andtact we will greet as an ally the critical scientific temper wlr.h

test confirm, and publish truth and fact. In Dr Lvn, i'^

tc:;:.\n?c
"'^' ^\«'-'-''^ ">-*ated its vetti^ ..

n he :^f''""'°P'^'^''^ g"""^ ^y a-lopting the Greek i.^.u:,,.-n the eaily centuries as its fit and facile organ of evprdin;

LT;:d:„f i " "-^"f-;'
"' "^^' *""^' - -'

"- -- '^"-'•'

of thh u o' "'r.^"™""^
'Pi"*' ">'•'* is the Greek lang,,,,.

mode of^ f™- "•'
".i''^

^^"^"^- ^PP™P"'»'<= --J blamedmode of expression m addressing the mind of to-dav."
'

Professor Henry Jones, of Glasgow, is correct in saying:

skeptic, of morairZ LwL -rl T" "' ^""''- " " ""'

with least pa.ie^oe a e o' ,hat „ .M^'
°,'":"' '° "'"" " """'

distinctions, ,n,l ,hat r«a rdTonl. T l^
"''^""' "' ''""'f'' '^""'"'

and expediency ,s „c~ -1
'°'"''*' ''""" "<> 'i^''' '""'"'"

wl>ich bare no root ", LTf "'i"'''^
'"' ™"""'i<'-l ™nfri„„.-.

conclusions n,W,t ob 1tr"' "''°''''- ''"' «"""°">' «""^"'''

In o„r timeTbe have c" a
,"""''* '° "« "ielireenih cenlnr.r: l.ui

moral anrrelt „,,, It '"* '° ,'"""«' »")• ™.nest i,uellice,„e. Tl.e

too licb? ,1 e ole ,
' "''™"'- '•' ""'"''' '"" """ '"" ''"' ""

panslonof man^r i",t,^"""r'"
'-•-tlons too powerful. ,be e.

sncb ..kepticTm wl h r, r
/°° "^""""^ '" '"'^ »"y plno-iUiilr <'

resistance of rdeeplpiruLf"/'
''.'"' '»"f™'»«'i ^^ "« """-'«'

is Bucb less an Tff.i- T c.xper,en«. Relision for the present .feI-« an affa.r of anotber world, niorality is less s matter •!
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j.i.ao.arit sf^nsatious, and God dwells both in nature and in the mind of

c ao. Man's religious and moral interests have deepened pari passu

tiiili the growth of his intellectual possessions. The religion that can

ujiiitnin itself only by limiting the uses of reason, and the reason that

,3ij uiake good its rights only by extinguishing religion, are being dis-

.,:»<-ed by a better view of reason than that which represents it as a

ij,«.ursive and analytic power radically at enmity with the great unities

v'j expvrieuce, and a better view of religion than that which makes it an

riii'ptiou to man's natural life, and liuds no foothold for his spiritual

Interests except in the iutei-stices of a broken natural world.

Speaking of the new science of sociology, with its alread}-

Lulky literature, its direct study of human conditions, and dis-

( losure of social laws, Dr. Lyman calls it one phase of applied

Cliristianity, and says: ''AVhile many of the modern develop-

ments in this field are crude, many false, and some obnoxious

nnd perilous to the State, yet beneath all else is a genuine-

ronaissance of Christ's Christianity. Though the field of so-

ciology is wild with warring and stormy voices, yet the deeper

voice across the storm is calling back and on and up to Christ.

I must think that if Christ were to speak now He would sur-

prise us all by how much in the modern world He would ap-

prove. During nineteen centuries His Spirit has been working,

and ?Ie would not disavow the results of that working. He is

now .'standing at this latter day upon the earth. We must detect

His smile on the time." The Bible, which outsells every other

lx">ok and is more and more riveting the brain of the world fast to

itxejf ; the Church, which is more than ever the pillar and ground

"f the Truth; and the holy "Faith of our fathers," afloat on the

face of tlie waters of this restless time, are all in the guardian-

>hip of God.

M'ith a proper faith in his own time, and in the moving of the

•"^itirit of God in this age as powerfully as in any former age, a

man can sit serene above all discussions and contentions in a

rt-gion which is unaffected by most of the cleavages of opinion.

And the practical temper which is bent supremely and intensely

^vith strenuous earnestness and passionate warmth, on the

"rgont business of rescuing men and uplifting society will see,

and seize on what is good on either side or both sides of all

current controversies. Up in a superior realm of vision he

^vill see the uncleft "arch of the one sky above conservative and
iilxTal." Down on the firm ground of busy ])ractical overv-

'••ly Working sense, he will feel *'the f{ranite continuitv of the
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•^tj M-n«ations, and God dwells both in nature and in the mind of

MritrK religious and moral interests have deepened pari pa.'^su

i v.."- jruwtli of his intellectual possessions. The religion that can

*;a:u iJM'lf oulj' by limiting the uses of reason, and the reason that

!'».„ tJiie Kood its rights only by extinguishing religion, are being dis-

,A-^i l.v a better view of reason than that which repre.seuts it as a

«H.-»»«vv and analytic power radically at enmity with the great unities

..' «i-HTii-nce, and a better view of religion than that which makes it an

,4.»j'«i«.>ii to man's natural life, and finds no foothold for his spiritual

..•.rrst* except in the interstices of a broken natural world.

Sjx.iking of the new science of sociology, with its already

-:iy literature, its direct study of human conditions, and dis-

v.>»ur»' of social laws, Dr. Lyman calls it one phase of applied

(>iri>tianity, and says: '^Yhile many of the modern develop-

ti.-nt> in this field are crude, many false, and some ohnoxious

*n.! jMi-rilous to the State, yet beneath all else is a genuine-

rrnai-:.<nnce of Christ's Christianity. Though the field of so-

«^.>i«l«ij:y is wild with warring and stormy voices, yet the deeper

vice across the storm is calling back and on and up to Christ.

i timst think that if Christ were to speak now He would sur-

j'ti.-^ us all by how much in the modern world He would ap-

jrxvc. During nineteen centuries His Spirit has been working,

trnl He would not disavow the results of that working. He is

'.-•ir ."Standing at this latter day upon the earth. We must detect

Hi' smile on tlie time." Tlic Bible, which outsells every other

'•-'k and is more and more riveting the brain of the world fast to

itM-lf
; the Church, which is more than ever the pillar and ground

-f the Truth; and the holy "Faith of our fathers/' afloat on the

f.i. .' f.f Die waters of this restless time, are all in the guardian-

^il' of Cod.

^\ ith a proper faith in his own time, and in the moving of the

^J'irit of God in this age as powerfully as in any former age, a

5-.jn tan sit serene above all discussions and contentions in a
• !.'ton which is unalYected by most of the cleavages of opinion,

^'iil the practical temper which is bent supremely and intensely

^''th strenuous earnestness and passionate warmth, on the

'=f^'>'iit business of rescuing men and uplifting society will see,

••n<i seize on what is good on either side or both sides of all

'^rront controversies. Up in a superior realm of vision he
^tl! SCO the unclcft "arch of the one sky above conservative and
•••^•ral." Down on tlie firm ground of busy practical every-
•••»> working sense, he will feel "tlie granite continuity of the
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oue world beneath the level to which the cleavage runs, ju:.i

therefore he can be Christ's freeman and every honest man'-

brother in the tossing time." Xot to know the mind of one's o\s u

time, to be ignorant of its characteristic and crescent movement-,

is disgraceful. To be unwilling to cross over and go rouuJ

about in order to tell the towers of Truth and mark her hiil-

varks from new points of view and with the aid of new intt-r-

pretations is cowardly and suicidal. Merely to denounce an.

I

resist the elements, currents, and spirit of the modern world i-<

futile. If we conquer, our victory Avill come by utilizing tlion-

elements and controlling them into the service of the worUl'.-

Saviour and Lord. To know our own time, to have faith in it,

to love it, and to master it—this is our large duty and our

splendid privilege. Let the minister of to-day be a modern num.

standing fearlessly and faithfully with Christ in joyous con-

fidence and at-home-uess "on the bright floor of the new age,"

and with the eager and expectant spirit of that warm-hearitil

and fresh-souled youthful veteran, Dr. Benjamin M. Adams.

who, at near fourscore, said, "So long as a man lives on the line

of discovery he can keep a young heart and remain an entlui-

siast."

At life's end it will give us joy if we can remember that wo

were never afraid, but kept a firm faith, saw God's hand througli

our lifetime, a'nd through storm and darkness were able to per-

ceive our divine Christ walking amid the tumult of the time ami

treading its rough waves level with his feet. Our joy will 1-'

like hers whose honor Count Gismond saved in Browning*-

glorious poem, and who tells us that, at first view^ of Gismoml's

face, she
Felt quite sure that God had set

Himself to Satan; who would spend
A moment's mistrust on the end?

And wlien Gismond with a mighty blow had stretched the fal-f

knight "prone as his lie upon the ground," when "the lie wa>

dead and damned and Truth stood up instead," and when she

was vindicated and safe forever under the strong shield uf

Gismond's arm, she says:

This glads me most, that I enjoyed

The heart of the joy, with my content

In watching Gismond unalloyed

By any doubt of the event.
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riu; HKAI. FOUNDER OF THE BOARD OF CHURCH EXTENSION.

Titc f^tandard Dictionary defines "founder" as "one who founds,

«f«MlFhc8. or endows; an originator, author, maker." There were

frrrninners of the Reformation, but in the thought of the world

Usritn I>uther is clearly established as the founder of the great

Hrfonnation. There may have been forerunners of Church Ex-

•*.-.*lon In Methodism, but when the evidence is all in A. J. Kynett

*:',} ftlll be regarded as the real founder of our Church Extension

V. rk. The recent article of Dr. George Adams in the Review seeks

T-i tr.tablish that in no sense can Dr. Kynett be regarded as the

.'«t:r.(ler of Church Extension. For more than a generation in the

j^'uight of the Church, of the members of the General Conference
r.: j.»,C4, and of the old Board of Bishops Dr. Kynett was regarded

w the founder of Church Extension and his title thereto never

ff.ilU'nged. I presume the testimony of Dr. Kynett would be re-

carijrtl as of equal value with any that has been presented in favor

<f belated claimants. Fortunately, in a real sense it is in exist-

'li'-c. Throughout his life Dr. Kynett kept an elaborate journal,

•ftrsd the following extracts taken verbatim from that journal, In

f'v possession, I now think should be published. The first extract

:» i!:ilcd Tuesday, May 27, 1856, when he was pastor at Dubuque,
!o«a. and is as follows:

I <allp(l our principal members together for the purpose of consulting
r.-fproDce to the supply of this station the coming year and making

''!'' arrangements to secure church property in this city and vicinity,
n-.*? Itretlircn passed a resolution requesting me to go to Indianapolis,
'^•' hrnt of the General Conference, and lay our wants before the bishop
*-<! presiding elder and do what I could toward securing a supply. Also
'<> make some arrangements looking toward securing a loan of money to
«uw»Mt in property for church purposes. They also appointed a com-
P:!!fir' to prepare a plan for the organization of a Church Extension
>('rirfj/, agreeably to plan I suggested to them. [Italics mine.]

'i bl8 establishes the fact that Church Extension was in his thought
f'^'^F: before 1864. In speaking of this General Conference he writes
•n June, IS.0G:

Tii< was the first General Conference I ever attended. I did not find
-''II as orderly as I expected, but much of their want of order grew

'"t of the great excitement on the slavery question. My business was
*"'fTi(>\vhat embarrassed by Brotiier Dimuiitt's absence. ... I engaged

'r<-i' or four men to a.'^sist me in procuring a loan for the purpose of
^•viiig property for chunii purposes. This was all I could do toward

-tititig the objects for which I went.
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Dr. Kynett was elected to the Geueral Conference of 1864 hr^i.i

in Philadelphia. With reference to this Conference he writes in his
journal, under the caption "Measures especially worked for In Gen-
eral Conference," the following:

There were two measures to secure which I instituted the initiatrr
and then labored in committee in their behalf. The one was the modi -Ha'
tion on class meetings, elevating the other means of grace to the sani-
standard in the chapter on the means of grace. . . . The second niensur..
was the organization of "A Church Extension Society." / propo.<.rrf „,i,*i

united \n the resolutions of inquiry first introduced. Then I drew vp ti-
Constitution and foiloiced the measure all the tcay through. The prc^-nt
plan may be defective, but I have not yet seen wherein. This would U-
developed and corrected in the progress of the practical workings of !!,«>

organization. IJut I am not without fear that the committee and iii«

laymen in Thiladelphia will allow the measure to fail in their han.i-.
where, for want of a little further time, we were compelled to leave it."

Time will show. I am fully persuaded it could be made a great power
for good in the Church.

At the September session of the Upper Iowa Conference imme-
diately following the General Conference of 1864 he writes:

On the first day of the session I moved the appointment of a Commit-
tee on Church Extension among the regular committees. The committ<-
unanimously recommended the organization of a Conference Society nuA
requested me to arrept the Corresponding Secretaryship or Agency. 1

at first declined, but afterward consented that they might nominate nw
and Brother Trusdell and let the bishop select. The report was present-)
on Friday, September 23, and unanimously adopted and on Satunlnv.
September 24, at 3 o'clock p. m. we organized, securing from the Confer-
ence and a few others who were present nearly ?.3,000 on subscription.

On Tuesday, October 25, 1864, at Dubuque, Iowa, the first meetlni;
•of the Board of Managers was held, and Dr. Kynett's journal says:

Tuesday, October 2o, at 2 r. jr., our Board of Managers held thoi.-

first meeting in the Main Street Church. They fixed my .salary at ?1.<n"
and expenses. They appropriated .«r.00 to aid Bellevue Church, ami nn-
thorized me to give such additional amount as might be needed, nut ex-

ceeding ?300. Also authorized me to donate .such amount as might i-

necessary nut exceeding .f3(K) to the Pleasant Valley Church.

In his journal at the close of 1864 is the following:

... I have some good hope that the Church Extension movement wiii. h

I have had much to do in inaugurating may do something for the Chun h.

and thereby for the divine glory. But of this I am sometimes doubtful
I hope if God shall spare me to accomplish something more the cumin;:
year than in any preceding.

In 1865 he attended the meeting at Cleveland of the Committef or

Centenary of American Methodism, and writes:

Arrived in Cleveland Wednesday. February 22. at 10 A. M.. and p'lt

up at the Forest City House and remained until Saturday raornitu'.

February 2.j. attending the sessions of the Committee on the Centenary
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/ l-jfri<an >rpthodi5m. I was very much disappointed that the Com-

j'rip on the Centenary wholly overlooked the subject of Church Ex-

.,r .ten. 1 regard it as a very important omission that ouglit still to be

^'^.,^-,„l. The idea that this interest is fully provided for by the local

ftfl. which seemed to obtain in the Committee, is a fallacy. It leaves

\\< troa-ury of the general society organized by the General Conference

• iihoiit n dollar to be derived from the contemplated celebration.

Iflcr the death of Dr. Mouroe and the declination of the vacant

..-frf-sponding secretaryship by Dr. O. H. Tiffany, on Wednesday,

}itif> 12, 1867, he writes:

.\.'n<>nK my letters was one from Bishop Clark dated Cincinnati, May

:.\, tiotifyiug me of my appointment as Corresponding Secretary of the

." :n-h Kxlension Society and expressing the hope that I would see my

.r clonr to accept the position. 1 read Dr. Eddy's editorial and then

•<. f- ;o to Bishop Clark accepting it.

>{*> writes concerning his entrance on his work Monday, July 1st:

I am to start to Thiladelphia this morning by the 11 :25 train. I enter

i{>jti this new field knowing something of its difficulties. But the rule of

r- lif*> "/o foUov: xcherc Providence leads" requires it. I am distrust-

f :! of my abilities, but I trust in God and propose to do what I can and

ifjvf the results with God and the authorities that call me to the work.

0:j his arrival at Philadelphia he soon learned that the amount of

cvisliinding and protested drafts was $53,820. One of the recorded

ft&Kons assigned by a bishop for Dr. Kynett's appointment to the

<"h'irch Extension Society was, "It is his child, and there is no

Utter man to bury it." The story of his administration is known
to .Methodism.

With reference to the General Conference of 1864 his widow,

>'rR. A. Pauline Kynett, has made the following statement:

I do not know when the idea of Church Extension first occurred to

y')ur father, but his observations and experiences when, as pastor and
Sr'siding elder, he strove to relieve needy churches in Iowa caused his

'i-tfrnii nation to effect such an organization if possible. He certainly

''*iii)rd to be the author of the organization proposed in the General
Ot.frr.-nce of 1864, and the resolutions presented by Dr. Keeler were
«"<) upon the plans formulated by your father, and he persistently
f' llonpfi the subject iu the various committees to which those resolutions

«rri- referred. It has been my understanding that the subject was not
»"'<1 upon until very near the close of the Conference, when, seeing

'-Tf' was danger of its failure, he strenuously advocated it upon the

^•^r of the Conference, and it was rushed through with other business.

»• i< the custom during the last days of that body. There is no question
^'•' that he claimed the fatherhood of the appeal to the General Con-
'"''!"^. and that he regarded Church Extension in the Methodist Epis-
'"»«! Church as his own child and loved it accordingly. It is my recol-

'li^n tli.Tt your father told me he had consulted freely with Bishop
^"fTipNon, who thought there was little chance for success, because cer-
'':o plans for the relief of needy churches had bee'n in the bishop's own
»»i«<i for fourteen years, and he had not been able to make them ma-
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terializo. After Church Ertension became » power in Meiliodism v,,iir

father more than once said to me that there woiiitl probahly nriso hi.t,,
claimants to the honor after he was gone; but he thought his poi5i!i,,o
was secure, as also it was in the salvation of the Society after inJMrv
done its credit by the unwisdom of other Church officials. This tl'-'-

records of the Board will show. Under no circumstances would voJr
father have denied nuy person full credit for work accomplished, but

'

\

doubt if he ever imagined a claim would be preferred in behalf of ll»\
Clifford.

It is noticeable that Drs. Keeler, Clifford, and Kynett were a!i

members of the Upper Iowa Conference delegation In ls-",<.

Is it not significant that on the small special committee to whl'-h
the plan for Church Extension was referred in 1864 the name of

A. J. Kynett appears Instead of that interpolated by the writer of

the Review article, and that at the succeeding session of the Upii.T
Iowa Conference A. J. Kynett organized Church Extension and was
chosen the corresponding secretary? That Dr. Kynett obtainr-d

his knowledge of the Church Extension methods he so successfully

administered by "rewriting the plans" of other men may be believed

by those who so desire, but the burden of proof that he was not

the real founder of Church Extension falls with crushing force

upon all such efforts. Alpha G. Ky.nett.

Philadelphia, Pa.

OUR CHURCH AND THE CHILDREN.

Is it not high time for our Church to awake to the fact that it

is not doing its duty toward the children intrusted to its care'

Our theory as to their training is aH right, but our practice i?

almost universally wrong. According to our theory the child is

born saved, and "by virtue of the unconditional benefits of th-^-

atonement" it remains saved for a time. Within that time it may
accept Christ by faith, and so remain saved all the time. In prac-

tice we regard the child saved for a time, but this must be followrd

by a season of sinning, when the child is lost. Only after it has

entered upon this season—often when too late—is an effort niad-^

to win it for God and the Church. We must bring our practice

into harmony with our theory. Our Church saj's, "We hold that

aH children ... are members of the kingdom of God." Then all

children are saved. This entitles them to baptism. They ar*^

Christians not because they are baptized, but they are baptized

because they are Christians. They are now "placed in visible

covenant relation with God, and under the special care and super-

vision of the Church." This Implies for them "a course of re-

ligious instruction."

Here the Church speaks clearly; it cannot be misunderstoo 1:

"The pastor shall organize the baptized children of the Chunli

[not excluding those unbaptized] . . . into classes, and appoint
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,ultfltlc leaders" over them. This is not left to the pastor's choice.

:• IS obligatory. These classes are Church classes, and these lead-

ers are Church leaders. The classes are not the Primary Depart-

-ftits of the Sunday schools, nor yet the Junior Leagues, though

«^.l' latter may be easily organized into the Disciplinary children's

classes. The duties of these leaders to the children are plain. They
>r«f. (1) "to meet them in class once a week;" (2) to "instruct

Witia In the nature, design, and obligations of baptism, and In the

{ruths of religion;" (3) "to urge them to give regular attendance

u}>on the appointed means of grace;" (4) "to advise, exhort, and
<oooiirage them to an immediate consecration of their hearts and
Urt'.i to God;" and (5) "to inquire into the state of their religious

fsporience." What next? Here again the voice of the Churcli

rings clear: (1) Whenever these "children shall understand the

i'bllgations of religion, and shall give evidence of piety;" (2) then
uiiori the recommendation of one of these leaders" with whom
they have met at least six months" in one of these classes; (3) and
"upon publicly assenting before the church to the baptismal cove-

sant." (4) "and also to the usual questions on Doctrines and Dis-
fl!>Hne," (5) "they may be [and we hold ought to be] admitted
into full membership in the Church," Membership in the children's
cta.ss is the children's probation, and it is the only probation
i'-<Hilred of them.

The purpose of the Church is to keep the saved children saved,
tnd to bring them into the visible Church before they can become
»<-tual sinners by willful transgression, and hence before they have
l«cn In a lost state. This is both desirable and possible. For this
'••-ry pastor and every lover of children and of the Church should
*'jrk. And yet so many of us show here a criminal negligence
for which God will surely hold us responsible. We have compar-
atively few children's classes. There are entire presiding elders'
»J'»trkl3 without one of them. Scores of churches have never
»'*^n a child trained, and scores of pastors have never received a
<' ii'l Into the Church, as the Church directs. Let those to whom
'• " children are intrusted awake to a sense of their responsibility.
^ "'•P the children both safe and saved. Frank Lenio.

'"'ort Scotl, Kan.

.
A CRITIC CRITICISED.

•HtKK Is a tendency in many quarters to class Darwin and Mill
*»*! Hu.xley and Spencer among believers instead of among unbe-
-trers. where they should be classed. A writer in the last Issue
*" tlie Methodist Review criticises the author of the paper "Ag-
*-^^«t!rl£in at the Grave" for the position that he assumes. He
^'^•'rtR that It Is his opinion that Darwin and Mill and Spencer
'•^uld deny the charge that la made against them. Upon v/hat
•'^U'latlou hia opinion has been built is a mystery to me. The:^e
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men never claimed to be believers in a divine revelation, n«v»r
claimed to be believers in the reality of the Christian relljiiou

never uttered a single sentence, so far as I have been able to ili-

cover, that would indicate that they believed in Jesus Christ ;.

the Son of God or had confidence in him as the Saviour of m-u
No one thinks of classing Socrates among believers. Socratt?

was a great philosopher, and as such he has been admired aa l

ever will be. He was far ahead of the age in which he lived. Ho
had a wonderful intellect, and lived up to all the light that Lt-

possessed. But he was a heathen. Nevertheless Socrates came far

nearer being a believer in the doctrines which the Church believ.-.s

in to-day than does Herbert Spencer, whom the critic we here criti-

cise objects to having classed among the unbelievers.

Mr. Spencer in his last book, entitled Facts and Com'inents, say-.

"It seems a strange and repugnant conclusion that with the cessa-

tion of consciousness at death there ceases to be any knowledge
of having existed." These sound like the words of a believer ia

agnosticism; certainly they do not sound like the words of on.*

who has any confidence in Christianity as a divinely establisbi>l

religion or in the Bible as a book of divine revelation. Here Is

another quotation from the same book: "There are instances wh^a
the agnostic, unless cruelly thoughtless, will be careful to shun
discussions of religious subjects. Sympathy commands silence i'>

ward all who, suffering under the ills of life, derive comfort from
their creed. It suggests the evasion of questions which cannot !-•

discussed without unsettling their hopes." Denying the existeu.<-

of a personal God, Spencer has denied the existence of the soul. Of
course he has not desired maliciously to rob mankind of faith in

God and in the Bible. But he has not hesitated to express his con-

victions; and it appears to me that if any man ought to be class.-d

among the unbelievers that man is Herbert Spencer. How any
man can object to such clas.?ification is a mystery. The evidenre
that Darv/in and Mill and Huxley deserve to be similarly cla^£t.J

is equally strong. j. Naever Gobt.nkk.

Creighton, Neb.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

tHK CHARACTER OF THE PEOPLE OVER WHOM TITUS WAS AP-

POINTED PASTOR—TiTirs i, 10-16.

Pa'j.'s description of the church in Crete, to which Titus was

4;^j>olritcd as minister, is anything but attractive. The field was not

tD inviting one. The difficulty lay not in the outward condition of

(h"' church, its social environments, but in the low character of its

r-^.iplo. The passage itself is a vivid portraiture of a people who
rif-cdrd the Gospel, and the utmost wisdom in the one who taught

•.hrm. "For there are many unruly and vain talkers and deceivers,

»l^rially they of the circumcision: whose mouths must be stopped,

V, !io subvert whole houses, teaching things which they ought not,

for filthy lucre's sake. One of themselves, a prophet of their own,

iAU\. The Cretians are always liars, evil beasts, slow bellies. This

Rlincss is true. "Wherefore rebuke them sharply, that they may be

fround in the faith; not giving heed to Jewish fables, and command-
tiicnts of men, that turn from the truth. Unto the pure all things

ore pure: but unto them that are defiled and unbelieving is nothing

r-tirc: but even their mind and conscience is defiled. They profess

that they know God; but in works they deny him, being abominable,

»nd disobedient, and unto every good work reprobate." A few of the

«ords by which he designates them describes their character.

They were "unruly and vain talkers and deceivers." By unruly
arc evidently meant those who were not willing to submit to dis-

cipline. All well-ordered society must have a method of discipline,

And an orderly doing of things which cannot with safety be ignored.
Ttjf.re were those among them who preferred to make their own
ia>-3 and control the Church rather than be controlled by it. "Vain
•slkcrs and deceivers." The word rendered "vain talkers" {jiaTatoloyoi.)

r*'fers rather to empty talking, involving a lack of understanding
tf what they say. They are such as elevate minor things into mat-
!frs of great importance, such as genealogies, etc.

More than this, they are also deceivers {(^pevaTvarai). The deception
!^ cot, probably, always in intention, but grows out of imperfect
Vrowledge. They were self-deceivers. Mental deception may also
I'-ai to the deception of others. The connection of thought seems to
lf^''liide the intentional deception of others. They may have been,
'''< has bf-en suggested, visionary persons, whose natures were shal-
'ov and were readily the subjects of illusions. This is mentioned in
'"" passage as the special character of those who came from Judaism
trid were ever ready to find fault with those things in the new re-

'•Rion with which they were not familiar.
Two things are affirmed of this class in verse 11: "They subvert

*bole houses." It is a dangerous thing to subvert or, as the revisers
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have it, "overthrow" whole houses. This is striking a blow at tho

roots of society. It Is bad to overthrow individuals, but much wori^o

to subvert whole houses, or families. The other affirmation is the nu>

tive that underlay their actions: "For filthy lucre's sake." NothlriR

seemed unfair to a Cretan, as Ellicott indicates by a quotation from

Polybius: "They are the only nation in the world among whom no

sort of gain is thought unfair." This is the root of corruption every-

where. That "the love of money is the root of all evil" has many
illustrations in actual life. It is the most subtle way of leadini;

astray the shallow mind. Money is a dangerous tempter even to tlio

cultivated intellect. It is quite easy to reach the conclusion thai

what is financially profitable is morally right. Corruption in doc-

trine leads to corruption in action, and so they did not hesitate, for

filthy lucre's sake, to subvert not individuals only but also wholo

families. The degradation involved in such a condition of things

is very apparent.

The apostle confirms his statement of the general character of

the Cretans by a quotation from Epimenides, a poet of Crete who
resided there about 600 B. C. The lines here quoted are character-

ized as perfect hexameter verse. This quotation exactly tallies with

the description Paul has already given, and is pertinent because ii

comes from one of their own number. They are here designated as

"always liars, evil beasts, slow bellies," or, as the revisers have it,

"idle gluttons" instead of "slow bellies." This is certainly a very

sensuous description. "Always liars": what a characterization from

one of their own poets! To attempt an explanation of it is unneces-

sary. "Evil beasts": this refers to the lawlessness which recognizes

neither time nor place. They are set forth as cruel and rude, h^-

neath the dignity of men. They arc also "idle gluttons;" what a

vivid picture of a people who do nothing, whose whole life is one of

self-indulgence! The character of the Cretans was so base that it

had passed into a proverb.

The quotation, hov/ever, has been much discussed because of the

Insight it is supposed to give concerning Paul's familiarity with tlu"

Greek classics. There are three passages in the New Testament

which have been cited to prove that Paul was well versed in Greek

literature, namely, the one now under consideration, also Acts xvii.

28. and 1 Cor. xv, 33. One class of thinkers declares that thes*^

citations from classical authors prove nothing as to Paul's famil-

iarity with them. Plummer says: "They cannot bo relied upon as

sufficient to prove that St. Paul was well read in classical literature

any more than the quoting of a hackneyed line from Shakespeare,

from Byron, and from Tennyson would prove that an English wrif'^r

was well acquainted with Englksh literature. It may have been the

case that St. Paul knew a great deal of Greek classical literature,

but these three quotations, from Epimenides, from some Greek

tragedian, and from Cleanthes or Aratus. do not prove the point

"

The whole trend of his statement Is to indicate that Paul may "O*
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fjkvo been familiar, in any personal way, with any of these poets,

?^jt that these quotations were, so to speak, in the air, and might

!.\vo l>oen employed very naturally by one who had no familiarity

tvi'h Iho original. Dr. Plummer adds, however, "We do not need

;;.!« evidence to prove that the apostle was a person, not only of

f;r«"ut energy and ability, but of culture." Others maintain that

if.<:;'.c references do prove a familiarity with the authors from whom
a4«'y are quoted and incidentally indicate his general acquaintance

«ilih Greek classical literature. We incline to the latter view. The

t-n^imiption is in favor of his knowledge of the classical literature

rf his time.

Auother question has arisen as to the propriety of classical litera-

tuie as a subject of study for ministers of the Gospel. In early

<~li!irch history there were those who would have nothing to do with

it, to whom all non-Christian literature was an abomination. A
q-.iotation from a classical author, or an idea which seemed to have

Its origin in classic thought, was, in their view, improper to be em-

j.Ioyed, because such writings seemed to depreciate the supremacy
of Cliristian thought and of Christian literature. Many of the

fathers rejected them with disdain. Others, however, with broader

view recognized beautiful thought and diction as the common
h-rltage of humanity, and that it might properly be employed to

illustrate and enforce the teachings of Christ. When quotations are

made from classic authors, or allusions are given to classical litera-

ture, not for the display of superior scholarship but to emphasize the

I'oint under consideration, to employ such is not only fitting but

*le.slrable. There are those to whom the beauty of the setting will

open more fully the thought which it is intended to set forth. The
tiiiployment of this quotation by Paul was clearly most appropriate;

lie Is giving to Titus a description of the character of the people to

>^Jiom he is to minister. He sets forth their base characteristics in

I'old outline. They are so shocking that the description seems al-

i.iost incapable of belief, so he clinches his description by a quota-

'lon from one of their own poets, whom he designates as a prophet.

It is clear that the apostle does not speak of Epimenides as a

prophet In the sense in which he would apply the word to one of the

old Hebrew prophets; he uses the term in a sense which would be

teadily understood by Titus or by a classical reader. The poets were,
'-0 thtlr people, the teachers and prophets of their time, and were
' • !d in peculiar respect.

The consecution of thought Is striking. After making the quota-
tion he says, "This witness is true," and proceeds to give instruction

'o Titus. He must "reprove them sharply." Mild rebuke in their

<*0!ulltion will not answer; they are too hardened for that. And yet

*•»• are not to suppose that the apostle meant unkind or bitter re-

proof. Bitterness of reproof Is not consistent with the spirit of the
fJospol. In 2 Tim. iv. 2, Paul states more fully his meaning, "Re-
jTove, rebuku. exhort with all long-Buffering and doctrine." One
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cannot fail to notice the clear parallelism between this passase an,!

the one under consideration. Here he says, "Rebuke them sharpl).

that they may be sound in the faith." The connection between r.-

proof and doctrine is here clearly set forth. Good practice is clobi-iy

related to true doctrine, and a reformation in practice i.s ofien ili*.

sure way to a restoration in doctrinal belief. It has been well s.-i!-!

that this passage does not give countenance to ministerial scold iiu:

It is the spirit and method in which reproof is administered tlu'.

makes the difference between scolding and reproof. The reproof th.it

springs from love is far removed from bitter Invective which sprim-.s

from our corrupt nature. He who would, as a minister, restore UK-

wanderer in his flock may well study the apostle's method on ocr.i-

sions of extreme provocation.

The true life is the inner life. Purity of heart and life enjoys and

appropriates God's gifts. Things indifferent in themselves may b-^-

como helpful or harmful as the pure or the impure employ tln-in.

Hence he lays down the great principle which Christ himself layn

down and which Paul enforces elsewhere, namely, "Unto the pi'.rr*

all things are pure: but unto them that are defiled and unbelievint;

is nothing pure; but even their mind and conscience is defiled."

Purity is obtained by faith in Christ, and the unbelieving, havin-

no true approach to the great fountain of cleansing, are defiled botii

in mind and conscience. "What a sad result of impurity! Whal a

sad -condition when the mind—that which represents the thinkins;

and believing faculties of man—is defiled and does not appreriaii-

the truth, and when the conscience ceases to perform its higli func-

tions in recalling his failures and moral obligations! The result in

the Christian community is a contradiction between profession aii'i

practice which the apostle deplores and vigorously condemns iu ll.o

closing verse of this chapter.

The homiletical uses of this passage to the pastor are:

1. No field of labor is too unpromising for the most gifted ar.J

well-equipped pastor. Paul makes no apology for assigning Titus :o

a field which, from the character of its people, was one of the most

unfavorable that could be thought of. No abilities are too high f^r

the humblest and the most difficult fields of labor.

2. This passage suggests the proper use of the classical literatim'

It is to prove and illustrate, not merely to adorn, the message. It •*

proper to employ it when it becomes an instrument and not an enj _
3. The proper mode of dealing with a refractory and turbiil-'T-'

people. The minister should reprove with love, and in his teachlnr"

distinguish carefully between the essential and the nonessential.

4. The one quality which clarifies thought and ennobles action nn-

transforms even indifferent things into elements of truth and bo.iut}

is purity. "Unto the pure all things are pure."

5. The duty of guarding carefully any disharmony between pi"^

fesslon and practice. This passage teaches us to preserve the ess«Mi'

'

of the Gospel amid the imperfections incident to our human naiurr
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AROHJEOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

THE CODE OF HAMMURABI.

TiiK discovery of this remarkable code is one of the greatest

?j'.umphs of archaeology and is of paramount interest to students

ef aiu'lfut history. It carries us back into gray antiquity, to a

:-r,-u..l long antedating not only the laws of Moses, but also the

-ir'M-l-Amarna correspondence; for it is generally agreed that these

iritrrs were written about 1500 B. C, whereas the great ruler

Jtainmurabi flourished about 2250 B. C. There is also a pretty

ffaf-ral consensus of opinion that the Hammurabi of our code,

cfti-n referred to in the cuneiform texts, is no other than the

J^tiiraphel, king of Shlnar, mentioned in the fourteenth chapter of

<;r'n«\sis as the ally of Chedor'aomer, who with other kings cou-

iluftcd a military campaign against the petty kings of Canaan,

uMuing several tribes or nations on either side of the Jordan

tn<l the Dead Sea, and who continued his victorious march at least

Ail far south as Kadesh-barnea. This fourteenth chapter of Genesis,

dry as it may seem to the careless reader, is a precious piece of

history; for though chronicling events of the days of Abraham, a

fonteniporary of Hammurabi, it now, after a silence of nearly

t\i! thousand years, finds a most remarkable confirmation.

It has been known for a score or more years that Hammurabi
*as a great ruler, that he extended his conquests far and wide.

Hp was a many-sided man. He built a large number of palaces

afi'J temples, restored and remodeled many others. He promoted
fori!ir.erce_ and agriculture over his vast empire. His letters, of

*Uich we have a goodly number, and v.-hich v.'ere noticed in this

/.Viicio several months ago, bear testimony to a very high state

<if t'lvilization among his subjects. In them we have incidental

r'-ftTonce to courts of justice, a regular standing army, a state

f'-IiKlon, and a very perfect system of commerce. All these pre-

tuppose the existence of a code precisely like the one just nn-

^•rthed. These references to Hammurabi and his laws may be

«'>wpared to similar references in the poetical and historical books
<-f the Hebrews to the existence of the Mosaic code. Docs not this

'•"•"V as if the code existed before the letter referring to it? If so,

'"Jiv should some critics ask us to believe that the so-called lav.'s

«"' Moses were written after the historical, devotional, and prophet-
!--al books of the Hebrews?
This code of Hammurabi, though written in Babylonian script,

*''"ange as it may seem, was discovered not in Babylonia or As-
*>na but in Susa. Persia. Susa, the Shushan of the Bible, was for

^ long time a royal residence. It was captured and recaptured
'"P'?ritedly. Elam and Babylonia had frequent wars. The Elamites

42
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conquered Babylon more than once. It was during one of tlu-

«

Invasions, when treasures and spoils of war were brought from
Babylonia to Susa, that the Hammurabi Stele was transftriid
Modern history furnishes many parallels, as, for instance, whfu
Napoleon took Berlin many trophies were transported to Paris
when, however, the triumphant Germans entered Paris these pr.--

cious trophies were restored. It is also a noticeable fact that a
greater number of objects of Babylonian than of Persian or Elamitr-
origin were discovered in the ruins of Susa. But a word in re-

gard to these explorations among the ruins of this old capital. 'rh<-y

have been carried on for several years under the direction of that
veteran archaeologist, M. de Morgan, so well and favorably known
by his remarkable discoveries in Egypt. But this last discovery
of this French savant puts the capstone on his work, and plact*

him in the very front rank of archaeologists.

The monument or stele on which these laws were written or cut

Is a rude block of diorite slightly rounded at the top, nearly niiu!

feet high and about seven feet wide. Both sides are inscribtd,

Hammurabi is represented as standing before Shamash, the suu-

god of Sippar, the ancient seat of the Hammurabi dynasty. The
god is seated on his throne and is in the act of delivering this

code to the king. Sixteen columns or lines are cut on the front

side directly under the picture, and twenty-eight on the obver.-^f.

Unfortunately, five lines have been erased, so that it is impossible
even to guess at their contents. Why and when this erasure was
effected is also a matter of conjecture. The code as it stands con-

tains two hundred and eighty-two distinct laws. Of these about
two hundred and fifty are easy to decipher, and their probable

meaning has been ascertained.

From the following extract from the code bearing his name
the reader may form some idea of the esteem in which Ham-
murabi held himself: "When Anu, the majestic, the kiiu;

of the Annuualvi, and Bel, the Lord of Heaven and Earth,

who established the fate of the land, had given to Mardnk
(Merodach), the ruling son of Ea (god of the waters),

dominion over terrestrial man, it was then that Anu ami

Bel called me, Hammurabi, the majestic prince, who feared C.o.i.

by name, in order that I might see that righteousness prevailed

over the land, and that I might annihilate the wicked and the sin-

ful, so that the strong should not prevail over or hurt the weak.

... So that I might rule like Shamash over the black people, and

give light to the land, and like Anu and Bel promote the welfare

of mankind." The introduction, after a long enumeration of Ham-
murabi's good works and benevolent deeds, closes with the follow-

ing: "When Marduk sent me to rule men, to protect the land with

righteous laws, then did I proclaim righteousness and justice. a"^i

worked for the welfare of my subjects." The code has not only a

lengthy Introduction, but also an extended epilogue, which is like-
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vl.-f guile laudatory in tone. Let these sentences speak for them-

s*-5vo8: "Laws which Hammurabi, the wise king, decreed. He

uught the land a righteous law and a pious statute. I am Ham-

Uiiirabl the king, who protects. I have explained difficult pas-

wKPH. ai^il have thrown light upon them. ... I have caused pros-

^x\\.\ to reign over the land, and made the homes secure, and

!s.ivt- not tolerated any disturbance of the peace. The great gods

|,.»\t* called me. I am the shepherd, bringing salvation. ... I have

er-l up in Babylon before my image, as King of Justice, these my
I.r.vlous words written upon my monument, so that the strong

may not injure the weak, and that the orphans and the widows

n.!pht be protected. My words are well studied, my wisdom is

l>i-jond compare."

Tho Hanimurabi Code, according to a conservative estimate, is

fklit hundred years older than the Hebrew legislation of the

jVnlateuch, yet in spite of this fact the Babylonian Code is in many
li.:^lance3 much more elaborate than the Hebrew. The former is

;.jr cTccUcnce a civil and not a religious code. This accounts to

a F.roat degree for the fact that the Pentateuch is pervaded with

.-i kindlier spirit, a higher type of morality, and a diviner authority,

as well as a more humane regard for life. An awful severity per-

tiieates the Hammurabi Code. The rights and privileges of the

utrong are more pronounced than those of the weak. "The Ham-
fxiiirabi Code represents the enactments of a tyrant guided by a

turprisingly high sense of justice, and influenced by a beneficent

jHirpose; v/hile the Old Testament contains the laws of an essea-

ti;vlly democratic people, dominated not only by an exalted idea

"f Justice, but also by a genuine love for humanity," at least as far

SH Israel was concerned. The difference between the two codes

*in be explained in two ways. The liberal critic will see in them
» natural development of moral and religious sentiments, between
tli«' age of Hammurabi, 2250 B. C, and the date of the Priestly

<V«{p. about 500 B. C, while the more conservative critics will

tontinuc to see a higher degree of inspiration in the Pentateuch
<h3a In the Babylonian Code. A classification of these two hundred
sf'<! oi{;hty-two laws is not difficult, though we shall not attempt
U at present. They cover the more common laws governing the

*v.ryday life of a people in relation to each other as well as to

'»*'lr rulers. The code opens with four laws against slander or
fih*! testimony. Then follov.-s a stringent law against corrupt

Ju'JKfs. The penalty for rendering false or corrupt judgment was
<3«ito severe. In case of a fine imposed by the judge unjustly the

tonally was twelve times the fine imposed by the judge and his

f-Bioval from the bench in disgrace. The death penalty was in-

-U'tod In a multitude of cases, as, for stealing sacred property or

'"I'l.iiig temples (6, 8),* for selling or buying stolen goods (9, 10),
^'r kliluapiug (14), stealing (15) or harboring a runaway slave

^1'^. l'.>), burglary (21), highway robbery (22), for refusing to
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serve in the army (26-33), for conspiracy (109), for adultery of

certain kind (129), for rape (130), for incest (155, 157), for build-

ing a house insecurely and which falls upon anyone and resulting

in his death (229, 230). A wife who deserted her husband was
likewise put to death (133, 145). There was a gradation of punish-

ment, depending largely upon the social rank, especially of the

one injured or killed. We can best illustrate this by inserting the

following laws in full:

"If anyone strike the body of a person superior to himself, he

shall receive sixty blows in punishment, and that with a rawhide

whip in public" (202).

"If a freeborn man strike a person of like rank he shall be lined

one gold mina" (203).

"If a freedman strike another freedman he shall be fined ten

shekels in ready cash" (204).

"If the slave of a freedman strike a freedman his ear shall Lc

cut off" (205).

The laws governing surgeons are quite unique. If a surg.?on

should successfully operate upon the eye of a freeborn man he w:.-;

paid ten shekels (21 5), but if the patient were a freedman the fee wur,

only five shekels (21G). and only two in case of slaves (217). If,

however, the surgeon should fail to save the eye, or should kill

the patient, then his hands were cut off (218). In case the patieia

killed were a slave, the surgeon was not deprived of his hands, bui

simply had to replace the slave (219), and in case he destroyed t)ie

eye of a slave the fine imposed was one half what said slave wa-.

worth (220). If a veterinary surgeon should successfully operat."'

upon an ox or an ass his fee was one sixth of a shekel (224), btit

should he kill the animal, then he had to pay one fourth its value-

(225).

There are more than forty laws regulating labor. Who shall

then say that capital or labor were ever quite harmonious? Thf

duties and pay of various laborers are clearly defined and stipu

lated. It seems that the pay was often in kind rather than in

cash. An ordinary farmhand received eight gur of corn a yei.r

(257). The gur was probably the same a.s the Hebrew kor, or cor.

about ten bushels. An ox-driver received six gur of corn a ye:>r

(258). A farmhand convicted of stealing had his hands cut oif

(261). If he killed any animal intrusted to his care he had to

pay for the same (203). If, however, the animal was accidentallv

killed, as by lightning or wild beasts, the herdsman was not hr-M

responsible (26C). A day-laborer was paid six gerahs a day whir,

the days were long, that is, from April to August, and five gerah-

during the shorter days (273). In another article we shall pniiif

out the chief points of agreement between the Mosaic legislation

and the Hammurabi Code.

*The numerals above used refer to the number of the law in the code.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

Heinrich Lhot.ky. In the sense of inteHectual leadership he

.."l.l not belong here, although he does not lack inteHectuality

p. s to be reckoned as a leader in that he has ventured to depart

!.:„; the beaten paths in theology. In a recent volume enti led

,,rr wen zum Yater. Ein Buch fiir werdende Menschen (The Uay

,0 the Father. A Book for those who are Becoming Human),

.ipzm. Verlag der Griinen Blatter, 1902. he has undertaken to

UIk Christ as "The Way" without meddling in the theological

.nntroversics of the times. It is truly pleasing to find some one

.\o thinks of Christ in these days as the chief ^-tor ^n the

fdicious life rather than as an object of controversy The ques-

t.ons that revolve around the person of Christ are intensely m-

.^resting. and it is a strong temptation to deal with them because

,<...v are also important. But meanwhile the great purpose of

( IM-Jst in the world is overlooked and the hearts of the spiritually

rungry go unfed. Lhotzky weH says that the life of Jesus, as such,

ta. but little value for us; but that the course of his development,

hi. disposition, his spirit, are significant. He is valuable to us as

ra- one who discloses the way to the Father and who was the first

to walk in that way. In order that he may not divert attention

from Christ as the Way he declines to follow the modern critical

iiKihod. and equally' he avoids the traditional dogmatic method.

All those, therefore, who take more pleasure in the discussion of

Chrl.stologiral problems than they do in humbly following the way

narked out by the teaching and example of Jesus wiH be dissatis-

frd with this book. And indeed it is impossible to accept Christ

ks the Way without some kind of presuppositions concerning his

I'cryon. But it is equally true that these presuppositions need not

\^ consciously formulated or even present and self-consistent; much

;r.3 need they be brought into prominence. Furthermore, if they

f.ro made prominent they hinder the proper use of the Way. This

!•< true whether we consider the ordinary orthodox views of the

Prr.-^on of Christ or the newer critical view. Jesus was not a prob-

l^-m to be solved, but a leader to be followed. The truly religious

<hri.-tian must exercise some intellectual self-restraint. He must

follow Christ blindly, at least in some degree—he must follow even

t^-ouRb he docs not comprehend. The complete, or even the rela-

fivfly complete, understanding of the Person of Christ may not

^<' made a condition of following him. And, in fact, much of our

"snmption to the contrary savors rather of intellectual pride and

'V'stlnacy than of intellectual integrity, for we make no such

•".taKinds upon ourselves in any other practical concern. And
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Lhotzky points out that these questionings are often the result c{

a certain indelicacy, if not of impertinence and even impudence,

on our part; for, as he says, those very people, persons who profcso

to have Jesus as their constant companion, do not hesitate to di;;-

cuss in the most open manner the question of his supernatural

conception. Yet any questionable fact concerning the birth of any

other companion we would not think of considering in his pres-

ence. Lhotzky is on the right track. It is high time that this

critical age should return, not to the age of dogma, for that is

just as unfruitful, but to the age v/hen, while the Christian un-

doubtedly had his doctrine concerning the Person of Christ which

was necessary either as a conscious or unconscious justification to

his intellect, he did not emphasize it, but took Christ for what

he wanted to be taken for—the Way to the Father. That age was

the age of the apostles and of Christ himself.

Herman Schell. It is always interesting to watch the methods

of thought of those whose standpoint is widely diverse from our

own. Schell has recently given us an opportunity to see how the

Romanist differs from the Protestant in the defense of the faith.

In 1901 he published the first volume of a work entitled Religion

und Offenbarung (Religion and Rf^velation), in which he gives us

his conception of the task and the methods appropriate for Chris-

tian apologetics. The first thing that strikes attention is that he

defends the Romanist bondage to ecclesiastical authority. He says

that there is no such thing as absolutely free investigation, but

that, given a definite training resulting in a bias of mind, the out-

come of one's thinking may be predicted. For example, Haeckel

passes for a free investigator. He has no external authority to

determine his conclusions, and yet no one expected his ^\'eUrat'h!icl

to be different from what it was. Schell is evidently in error, how-

ever, when he thinks that Haeckel is no more free than himself.

Haeckel is unquestionably a dogmatist, and as such he is no more

to be trusted than any other dogmatist. But he is what he is by

his own volition, not by the volition of an organization to which

he belongs. This cannot be said of the Romanist investigator, wlio

reaches conclusions, not as the result of his own bias, but as a

consequence of being limited by an external authority to such

conclusions. Schell thinks also that he differs in no sense from t!io

Protestant apologist in point of freedom, since the latter seeks to

establish Protestant conclusions. Here again he is in error. There

are two classes of Protestant apologists. One has a personal faith

which is the result of his ov/n reflection, and his apologetic consists

in setting forth the grounds of this personal faith. Another sets

out to examine and weigh all proposed religious phenomena, and in

the process those that appear unworthy are sifted out, while those

that appear worthy are upheld. It is a process of investigati-^n

pure and simple. But neither class need be, by Protestant prin-
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(•'pU's, bound to any prescribed results. If he is so bound he is

to far non-Protestant. More in accordance with truth is Schell's

i^-vtrlnc that the great fundamental factors of religion are God and

the litinian spirit, and his rejection of certain skeptical theories of

itc orlpin of religion. He rejects the idea that religion is a patho-

jofTlral accompaniment of the childhood of the human race, a cou-

t.-^iiicncc of ignorance of natural causality, a product of poetic tem-

r«T.»nient, the offspring of fear, or the consequence of selfish desire

in any form. Rather is it the natural expression of the inner na-

isire of both God and man, a search by the reason after a suffi-

.-'(nt ground of explanation of being, and by the heart after an

t-t.^.mple and source of all perfection. His criteria for determining

the reasonableness of revelation are four, the first two being in-

(rriial, the last two external. According to these criteria revelation

nust distinguish itself by divine wisdom and power to carry con-

viction; it must include a moral law characterized by its super-

fiaf.iral holiness; it must be able to overcome all physical and
spiritual consequences of sin, or, in other words, it must exhibit

n.lracles; it must prove itself to be a gradual fulfilling of a divine

fr.iinsel, or, in other words, it must contain prophecy and fulfill-

ment. Schell rejects the evidence of the witness of the Holy Spirit

fo frequently met with in various forms in Protestant apologetics;

but his criteria really include it Many Protestants would agree
v-ilh him entirely. The principal objection to be felt with his

f heme is that because it is so common it was hardly worth while
to give it expression. But this does not detract from the general

(merest of his thoughts.

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

Einlcitung in die Philosophic (Introduction to Philosophy).
l'<>" Wilhclm Wundt. Leipzig, W. Engelmann, 1902. At the age of

• «'vcnty Wundt has once more made his appearance as an author.
The book is, however, the product of work done during several
rears past, during which he gave the contents of the book in the
f'lrm of lectures to his students at Leipzig. There are various ways
"f writing introduction to philosophy. One is to take up one by
^rio the various epoch-making philosophies and subject them to
'riticisra and examination. Another is to set forth the philo-

''iphiral currents of the present day as the background for the
r-fcsentation of the author's own views. Wundt follows neither of
'>'Pse methods. His work is more like a history of philosophy in
t-iat it shoT/s how philosophy with its various problems arose,
tht-reby preparing the way for a systematic study of present-day
p..!iosophy. His method undertakes to exclude all that belongs
^o philosophy as a view of the world and in its particular phases,
f'-"^ purpose is not to treat of philosophy, but to lead the student to
<he threshold and then to turn him over to the philosopher him-
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self. Of course, the conception of philosophy which "Wundt enter-

tains of necessity crops out in carrying forward his undertakinR.

To him philosophy is the universal science whose task it is to unite

the results of the special sciences into a self-consistent system an^i

to find the principles underlying general methods and presupposi-

tions employed by science in the attainment of knov/ledge. Thus

he first defines philosophy and its relation to science. The theo-

logian will be specially interested in his ideas concerning the rela-

tion of philosophy to religion. According to him, the object with

which philosophy, as all science, deals is the sensible, empirical

world, while religion deals with objects in the supersensible world.

This gives these two great departments of human thought and

activity mutually exclusive realms. As a result philosophy cannot

give laws for the determination of the religious conception of the

world; nor can religion mix itself up with philosophy. But the

facts of religion are capable of being studied, and therefore there

is a science of religion, and this science, as all others, it is the

business of philosophy to include in its scope. His view of phi-

losophy carries with it the necessity of classifying the variou.s

sciences. The results are interesting. There are just two great

classes: the formal (pure mathematics) and the real (physical and

mental). Philosophy also is divided into genetic, having to do

with the theory of knowledge, and systematic, having to do with

principles. The principal tendencies of philosophy have been con-

nected with the question of knowledge, the question of metaphysics,

and the question of ethics. As a result of the study of substance,

matter, and soul, there have arisen three general world-views: the

materialistic, the idealistic, and the realistic. As a result of this

classification and the grounds upon which he bases it he includes

Spinoza among the realists. In ethics there are, according to

"Wundt, the heteronymic and the antonymic systems, but these

are supplemented by transcendental systems which are a kind of

middle between the other two. Perhaps the most satisfactory and

at the same time the most unsatisfactory feature of this book, to

the theologian, will be his definition of the relations of philosophy

and religion. We think their true relation to each other remains

to be properly stated.

Die Keilinschriftcn iind das Alte Testament. Dritte Aufiagc.

mit Ausdehnung auf die Apokryphen, Pseudepigraphen und d:is

Ncue Testament neu bearbeitet von Prof. Dr. H. Zimmcrn und

Prio.-Doz. Dr. H. Winckler. I Halfte (The Cuneiform Inscription.-^

and the Old Testament. Third edition, extended to include tb'^

apocryphal and pseudepigraphical books and the New Testamf^nf-

newly revised by Dr. H. Zimmern and Dr. H. Winckler. Fir-t

half). By Eberhard Schrader. Berlin, Reuter & Reichard. 1?'^-

This half of the third edition of Schrader's great work has been ?<^

completely revised by Winckler as to be his rather than Schradcr':=.
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rr work is improved and made distinctly more valuable by the

frtlsion, although one must guard himself against some of Winck-

vr"» Interpretations of things. He thinks that the entire Orient

vii. Hooded with Babylonian culture, and that even the nomadic

fr<-.j.Ios, Including the Hebrews, were influenced by it even before

•.'.rv rose to the condition of a civilized state. He holds it to be a

f-Midainental error In the study of Israelitish history to explain the

f^rly life of Israel by their tribal ideas instead of by the culture

t<v<\ the conditions by which they were surrounded. Israel was

t.c-x excluded from the general intercourse of the nations which

*.t8 £0 prominent in that day, either commercially, politically, or

jrlisiousiy. While the Israelites in the writing of their own his-

'.ery saw in themselves the center of ail the world, and while we

|-y)k hack upon them as the subjects of a special revelatory process

by which they became the best means of God's communication of

Mmself to mankind at large, Wiuckler reduces their national sig-

tilflcance in proportion as they were geographically limited. He
holds that after the brief period of independence which Israel

fiijoyed under David—and he is not certain that this even is his-

torically trustworthy—the little nation was no longer able to resist

the external influences and maintain an independent policj', but

»?.s merely a part of a greater whole of national activity. He
thinks this was as true of their Intellectual development as of their

tvilitical, and that even the prophets of Israel were dependent upon
thf superior culture of the greater states. The prophets, according

I'j this book, had not only a political mission, but correspond to

cur politicians in the best sense of the term. They were the spokes-

j;;''n of the great world kings, standing in close connection with
ilicin and doing their will. Elijah represented the Damascene
il"P'loni as against Tyre; Isaiah, Assyria against Chaldea; Jcre-

t'>i:ili. Nebuchadnezzar. Political leaflets originating at the courts
of the great kings were adopted by the prophets as their own and
''l-^jcminated among the people. We must think of the intercourse
sriJong these different nations as very active, and the Israelitish

rrnphots owe their ideas and their comprehensive view of political

^Talrs to their contact with the centers of culture. On this view
'^ the Hebrew prophets two things should be said. In the first

! •''•cc it IS evident that unless the prophets received their knowl-
'''co of political conditions by direct divine revelation they must
/tvo received it by the same means open to the Israelitish kings
*"d statesmen. But it is not necessary to suppose that they were
^i^c agents of those foreign kings. All analogy forbids this. Sec-

'^"d. the idea that they were politicians in any true and proper
f^n.^e is foreign to the record we have of their sayings and doings,
'nis Idea is guesswork elevated by Winckler's own subjectivity
'":'-o the realm of fact. That they took an interest in political

»ffa!r.s, that they were patriots, is plain. But it is equally plain
t !?.t their chief interests were religious and moral.
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RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL.

The Paris Missionary Society. Organized in 1824, its flr?t

real work was begun in 1833, when its missionaries went to the

Basutos in South Africa. That mission now numbers 14 stations,

with 18 missionaries and 3 female teachers; 11,500 church niom-

bers, 7,100 catechumens, and about 10,000 Sunday school scholars.

This does not seem to show very great results, but it is affirmed

that to this mission the independent existence of the Basutos is

due; and the vigor of the work is further seen in the fact that

in 1885 this mission started a work of its own on the Upper Zam-
bezi among the Barotse, which has grown to eight stations. In

1863 the society began work in Senegal, but with comparatively

poor success. In 1892 it adopted two stations in the Congo region

which had been established by the American Presbyterians, and in

189G began work in Madagascar. According to the report of 1900-

01, there were in all their mission fields 93 mission workers, not

counting the wives of the missionaries, and the total expense was

1,180,000 francs.

Ministerial Supply Abroad. America is not alone in the de-

crease of candidates for the ministry. The Royal Bureau of Sta-

tistics for Prussia in its report for 1902 shows that the theological

students have varied as follows: In 1830 there were 4,207; in 1S51,

1,614; in 1860, 2,550; in 1870. 1.S27; in 1876, 1,502; in 1888, 4,703;

in 1893, 3,502; in 1899, 2,352. The following table shows all stu-

dents in various universities at present:
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BOMMARY OF THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

Tiin Atlantic Monthly (Boston) for May holds the usual afflu-

torf of value and variety. Dr. George H. Gordon, writing of

•i::ncrson as a Religious Influence," brings against Emerson, as

%l\\ as against Carlyle, the grave charge that "while they were the

trtviu'-t of Christian civilization, and drew the substance of their

ta€»».-\ge from the religious faith of their people, there is no evi-

.irr.ro that either ever seriously studied Christianity. The greatest

r-hpnomenon in human history engages but lightly the attention

tr the enthusiasm of either; nor does either fathom the need of

ibti humanity that has risen on the strength of the Gospel of

rhrlst. It was the dim perception of this fact that led Lord Jeffrey

JO remark of Carlyle that he went about as if he were to found a

rew religion. No one had done anything great for man's soul until

he came. One can hardly read the correspondence of Carlyle and

nmcrson without the feeling of their excessive consequentialness

!n the presence of the immense historic achievement of spiritual

t^nlus; in the presence of the spirit, the teaching, and the influ-

e.irc of Jesus. Both were essentially modest men, and yet they

Hvcd in the sense of a uniqueness and an importance which they

'n not possess. They are both frequently oracular when uttering

'!»h literary distinction only the commonplace moral wisdom of

*^.c Christian world. It is a valid criticism upon Carlyle and

KmcrKon that they failed to recognize the rock whence they v.'erc

trwn. and that they did not exhaust the quarry; that they were

oblivious" of the pit whence they were digged, and that the precious

tTiPta] remained, after they were taken out, in boundless abundance.

This failure in Carlyle and Emerson to appreciate the significance

<^f Christianity is doubtless the expression of a tendency in the

^'alvlnlsm which they both inherited. The fate of the world is

^iif-i] in eternity, and the historical disclosure in time is but a

fomparativcly unimportant detail. For Calvinism Christianity

tlUsnlves in the Deity to whom it points. This is true, but it is

'ic.ivniling as excuse for men of extraordinary genius like Carlyle

*"<1 Emerson. And this oversight is even more remarkable when
'^•e reflects that both these men were created and equipped out
f a Christian civilization; that both drew their essential message
-"m a nature saturated with Christianity, and that the Sermon
"^ the Mount contains the entire ethical teaching of both and in-

'"''-^ly more. That side of Christianity which deals with man-
^•nd sunk in immeasurable moral failure and woe finds no recog-

f-lUon In Emerson. Let one go from Emerson to Dante and one
*!ii Ff^e what is meant. There is in Emerson no Inferno, hardly
«Ttn a Purgatorio; and for that reason his Paradise is a good deal
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in the clouds. Dante's greatness is that there is in him a reflec-

tion of the total spiritual life of man—all its abysses, and all its

heights, and all its ways of ascent and descent. Compared with

the optimism of Browning that of Emerson is ineffectual; it is the

creation of a high spirit out of its own serenity and good fortuno.

and in isolation from the tragedy of the world. The optimism of

Browning is a discovery that light is stronger than darkness, an

insight into the constitution of man as foreordained to righteous-

ness by the purpose and discipline of the universe." But Dr. Gor-

don remarks that Emerson's sense of the human soul is as stron;;

as his sense of the Soul of the Universe. "Son of man, stand upon

thy feet and I will speak to thee," might serve as a text for h;ilf

of Emerson's work, and immorta,! thanks are due him for "hi?

great cry in behalf of a first-hand relation to all reality, and, in the

name of that fruitful relation, for his hope of a new order of

human society, and a higher type of letters, and of arts, and of ;ill

forms of the ideal that shall issue from a nation given to reality

in the awe and joy of immediate vision." Emerson calls upon man
"to speak face to face with God, to allow the Divine soul to awaken

the dormant faculties within him, to educate his whole being in

science, in duty, and in worship. The Emersonian doctrine of man
is as hard to define as the Emersonian doctrine of God, but if wc

say that God is the Soul of the universe and that man is the soul

that answers to it, that is capable of entertaining its appeals, of

climbing up into truth and goodness and beauty by its inspiration.

we shall not be far astray. These two visions—the vision of th^

Soul of the universe penetrating all, making opaque things lumi-

nous with its presence, and the vision of man's spirit in fellowsliii^

with the absolute Spirit, and living and growing in this total or''' r

iiblaze with divinity—are surely religious, and they constiti'to p^i*

of the fascination which Emerson has wielded over the religion?

mind of many people." William James thus defines and distin-

guishes the moral habit and the religious mood: "For morality

life is a war, and the service of the Highest is a sort of cosnii-'

patriotism which also calls for volunteers. Religion is a state of

mind in vrhich the will to assert ourselves and hold our own has

been displaced by a willingness to close our mouth and be as nothim:

in the floods and waterspouts of God." For a careful thinker, thi?

seems to us an unsuccessful attempt at clear discrimination, thou.^l^

it contains truth. But Dr. Gordon snys: "Both these moods aro

in Emerson. He is the cosmic patriot calling for volunteers, an-l

he is willing to be as nothing in the floods and waterspouts of Go'l.

No more valiant cosmic patriot ever bore arms, and his religion-^

mood, strange as it sometimes seems, is deep, sincere, and instin-'

«vith high contagion." In the same issue of the Atlatitic. J. T-

Trowbridge tells of a conversation between Emerson and O. "^^ •

Holmes on the orders of architecture. Emerson was saying that

the Egyptian architecture was characterized by breadth of base.
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, Gmian by the adequate support, and the Gothic by its sky-

.'
j^o-H-ing- when Holmes flashed out instantly, "One is for

^\xh one is for life, and one is for immortality." Mary Baker

\7..n writes: "Not long ago 1 asked a grammar-school teacher

Ihli-h one among the short poems her pupils were taught to recite

,.,nv appealed to them most. She told me that, when the children

• ,'ri' allowed to select for themselves, the choice almost always fell

t,n tl.at pOL-m of Browning's which begins:

Such a starved bank of moss

Till, that May-morn,

Blue ran the flash across:

Violets were born!

the three stanzas of this poem are full of subtle meaning; they are

c'ou.lonsed crammed full of implied action, whose processes the

t.ader must supply for himself. The children, without grasping

t'M- subtlety, feel the action and get an uplift from it. They are

fe.M'^tlng at the birth of violets and stars, and, as they recite, their

^..i.cs tremble with the fervor of the impulse." For his "Psalm of

!.lf," Longfellow was paid three or five dollars. For "The Hanging

cf the Crane" (after his reputation was made) he received three

U.tni.sand dollars.

"Br.voxD Threescore .o'd Tex." with sketches and full-page tinted

l..-.rtraits of Pope Leo XHI, the Marquis of Salisbury, the Emperor

IVancis Joseph of Austria, Senator George F. Hoar, Edward Everett

H;,U-. Lord Kelvin, Herbert Spencer. Henrik Ibsen, and Goldwin

Smith, is an interesting item in the Booklovefs Magazine for June.

iTofcssor Ormond. of Princeton University, thinks that Herbert

Sjfiic<.r, "in his insistence on the existence of a Power underlying

.volution, has not only contributed to the unity of science and

T'ligion. but has uttered the protest of the deeper religious convic-

tion of the age against the tendency to r£duce religion to a purely

i..aluralistic basis. Moreover, Spencer is the most uncompromising

rptlmist of his time. That evolution is ever working toward the best

r'-:^ults and that the dependence of the world-process on the Ulti-

li ato Power is a sufficient guarantee of the final triumph of good—

of this he is firmly convinced, and his sturdy faith in goodness

Ji'-vcr wavers. His optimism is a dominating note in his whole

tl'fory and practice, in his sociology and ethics, in his politics and

rf-lipion." \V. M. Payne, editor of the Dial, says that "Ibsen, far

from being a despairer or a pessimist, is an idealist of the most

t;crompromising sort, filled with a sublime faith in the future of

tnrinkind and the noble possibilities of human nature. Many and

ruallKnant. according to this seer, are the ills that now infect our

'ifo which he depicts with unsparing frank.ness; but they need not

I'rovc fatal, and ho even holds before our gaze the picture of life

as it may become when purified by love and broad-based upon in-
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dividual human wills-the society of the future supported by tlJtwm p, lars of truth and justice." The humor of Bill Nyeeditor of the Laramie Boomerang, is analyzed and exhibited in iihke these: "Facts are like little children, born into the world nudand, hk-e little children, they should be dressed." (And o ^t'came costumer for facts, presenting them in most unexpected,';
gro esque garb.) Writing of his early hardships and strung s.

Th. ^'[T"'''^
'" '^' '""''^ ^^^'°^^ ">' Massachusetts, he w ^ioThe Puntans found that the Indians were willing to dispo e rns.de ots at Plymouth on reasonable terms, retafning howev-the nght to use those lands, from time to time for massacre m'

fh?: alirr;
"''

T'^'"''
''^''^ expressed 'disapp^fntmo^r^;

Irist w ote in ?1 '^v''"'
'"™'^'^' ''' Publication, the bu-mor st wiote m reply. "You must not shock my inspiration fa-

Swinburne recently wrote of "the chattering duncery and in pu-

G .fHrrf;
°' '''^ —-ate and pseudosophical c,;:;:.

^nd the n
""'' ^"'^ ^'' *^^ ^^^^^^ ^"^«^^"«- °f ^^teratnr..and the inventiveness of word-coining. Rev. C. A. S. Dwigbt

TiZonV\'-T''^
'" agnosticism, the word epio.osticism, Uu-etjmon of which is found in the New Testament. Twice the term

Zt:Z'i-n
''.'^"'' '"' "^°^^ ^^^^""^ ^^•-•^-^"- in the i^;:

cniJo Mr, '"L"'^'''
applications. Mr. Dwight would defl„o

sS^; 77- '%'"'' ^''''"''' ^^--'•'^-^ apprehension of a gro.t

inrtha Z " ''''' ''"'^^ ^^^'^^^^"^ ^- ^- ^f-'^h as think-

mom. Z '7"'^'"' '"'^ '"^ new-coined words are the nnruhoms the ganglions of the linguistic body. "These are the (on-tributions which genius makes to the national tongue- Ten

IdioTs "rr • ''"r
'^^^'^ °^ *^^ ^^^^« °^ --^^---. b-^- '"

hfe Jmv.
"^^^^''^^^'^ -°'J« Of words instinct with electri..!hfe which send a thrill to the people's heart no one knows how;

more fJ . T^'
^'anminrians balk at; every means, simpler ormore vivid than reason can command, which poetic gen us. cr

?o conT' u ^"L'"''''""
""' '^^"^'"^ °^ th^ ^-^ ^ouAns fouiM

iLr ''°"^^V^^
^^^'-^-- every form of speech which t!.-

Tnn '

""nr
" '''" ""'''''' recognizes as a stroke of genius whi.I.

lonuTrJ'' ':' '''' '''' '' '''' ''^^'^ -' ^d-'-> -^^ t" ^'^"

he finlh r'"T'
"' " °'''°"''^' language." A certain critic, wl.-u

tith tW 7 ' ' '"''^" ^""'^'' P^^"^^'- -vel. flung it downwih he exclamation. "Now I must hurry and get a Turki.sh bath
-

"nIZITV .'^'''''' '^'^^''^^ '' '''' ^^«"^- «f Commons. wHm.-

cent V. r l'-''^"
''' combining has progress been made. The in-

te nn,
'"'

f' '
'' '^^ "'^ ""'^'^'^« ^-"-^ "^- '-^"J in the mys-

terious power within us, which leads us, when healthy in mind anJ
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U-dy. to bo dissatisfied with what v/e are and to long to be something

t-^ttiT. From the amoeba to man this impulse upward has been stead-

ily iit work." A tine illustration of the superiority or the well-drilled,

ibyrouKhly disciplined man is in this story about a regiment of regu-

iirs. told by a volunteer officer of volunteers in the War for the

I'rilou. (It must not be forgotten that time and drill made seasoned

ftiid disciplinfd troops, magnificent soldiers, out of many raw volun-

u«rs.) Everywhere in life, as in the army, the skilled and disoi-

j.liiiod man is the main reliance. "I was in the tail end of a rout.

Th*' army had gone to pieces. A broken, disorganized mob we were,

jKjurJng along a road, every man for himself in the falling dusk.

All at once the seething, dust-colored crowd ahead paused, swayed,

l.roke, and washed to the sides of the road, and out stepped a solid

U>ily of dark blue, a regiment of the dandy regiilars, the only un-

broken regiment in our division, going to hold the enemy; tailor-

taade clothes brushed, every cap on at the same angle, every musket
hf-ld at the same angle, every set of fours the same distance apart,

••very foot falling at the same instant, heads to the front, silent,

frira, quick, a great, smooth-running machine. And they had on
vhlte gloves, going out to die in white gloves—for, man, they

pretty nearly all did die—but they held the enemy, held ten times

th<'lr number until help could come, and saved the day."

"The L.\mp" is the new name of Tlie Book Buyer, a review and
record of current literature issued monthly by Charles Scribner's

HoiLs (New York) for $1.50 a year, If* cents a copy. The May num-
ber '.: Interesting and finely illustrated. In it we hear James %\'Tiit-

rouib Riley say of himself: "I have, in a manner, been a wanderer;
Urcumstnnces so compelled. But I have tried to accept it all in

r<>Oil spirit. We must all be philosophers. All the happenings of

Hf" are meant for our ultimate good, and must not be accepted in

* >'l)irit of complaint. He who arranged the programme of life has
«!ono it far better than could we who are the mere actors in its

lutfi. This fact we should see and accept with appropriate thanks
^fi'l gratitude." He confesses to a fondness for social life, but
«iys he feels at a disadvantage at social gatherings; that people
sfo disappointed in him. "I don't see well, or remember names.

^

li'Tpfore I'm an ungainly member of society. I have been catching
•"C next train for so many years that I have had but little time

devote to the social side of life, and am. in consequence, a con-
'•'fUf

d novice in all the gentler graces. Only a few evenings since,
f^'rnowhere, I pronounced 'don't j'ou' with the 'ch' sound to it, and

*cli: you must imagine, for I can't describe, the overwhelming,
'"locating sense of my humiliation when my attention was drawn

(?^
^' •'^"'^~^orror on horror's head!—the same evening I was de-

i—.n I?
^^'^ ^^^ °^ pronouncing programme just as the word is

.- od!" A notice of Charles Brookfield's Random RecoUeciions
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quotes the follov.-ing droll incidents: "I remember the first Wmt-

I saw Robert Louis Stevenson at the Saville; his 'get-up' was ix.t-

fectly astounding. His hair was smooth and parted in the midiiiv

and fell beyond the collar of his coat; he wore a black flannel shir'..

with a curious, knitted tie twisted in a knot; he had Wellington

boots, rather tight dark trousers, a pea-jacket, and a white som-

brero hat (in imitation, perhaps, of his eminent literary fvif-nj.

Mr. W. E. Henley). But the most astounding item of all in his

costume was a lady's sealskin cape, which he wore about his shut;!-

ders, fastened at the neck by a fancy brooch, which also held ti>

gether a bunch of half a dozen daffodils. I cannot but think the.^o

final touches to his toilet must have been added by loving haniis

without his knowledge or consent." "One day I was walking in tli--

neighborhood of St. Martin's Church when a crossing-sweeiior.

a ragged youth of about eighteen, attracted my attention in

the usual manner by brushing little besomfuls of dust on

to my boots. 'Spare us a copper, sir,' he pleaded. ' 'Ave a

feelin' 'eart! I 'aven't tasted food this day, sir, as Gawd

is my judge.' 'Get out!' said I, brutally. 'I've a sick wife at 'omr,'

the fellow went on, 'an' a little bibey pinin' awigh. You'll nevt-r

miss it, kind gentleman—on'y a copper, to buy berread.' Then, I

am sorry to say, I lost patience with him and uttered an oath.

Upon which he snatched off his cap, raised his eyes, and, with tli'^

seraphic smile of a martyr, burst into prayer. 'Ho Lord!' he crip>l,

'forgive 'im this hidle word. Thou 'oo in wrath rememberest mercy,

pardon this pore sinner!' I was so amused that I am afraid I gav^'

the blasphemous scoundrel tv.-opence." To Trevor Haddon, a youti»;

art student whom he had not met, Louis Stevenson wrote thu?:

"I have no photograph just now; but when I get one you shall hav-^

a copy. It will not be like me; sometimes I turn out a capitnl,

fresh bank clerk; once I earns out the image of Runjeet Singh:

again the treacherous sun has fixed me in the character of a travel-

ing evangelist. It's quite a lottery; but whatever the next veutur--

proves to be, soldier, sailor, tinker, tailor, you shall have a proof.

Reciprocate. The truth is, I have no appearance; a certain air of

disreputabllity is the one constant character that my face pr-'-

sents: the rest change like water. But still I am lean, and sti'.l

disreputable. Cling to your youth. It is an artistic stock in trvide.

Don't give in that you are aging and you won't age. I have ex-

actly the same faults and qualities still; only a little duU-r.

greedier, and better-tempered; a little less tolerant of pain rin!

more tolerant of tedium. . . . See the good in other people's work; it

will never be yours. See the bad in your own, and don't cry about

it; it will be there alwaj-s. Try to use your faults; at any rat.\

use your knowledge of them, and don't run your head against .stom^

walls." A notice of Norman Maclean's recent book says: "The sto-

ries of the Hebrides v.'hich are gathered together in Dicellerfi in the

Mist are rurgred. somber tal^s—how could they be anything else?"
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

rv. r,<j»pel According to Christ. By Chaules C. Albkktsok, D.D. Crown 8vo,

J.I..
^. Buffalo: The Chvistiau Literature Company. Price, cloth, §1.25.

With numerous other volumes of sermons, this book has been

waiting long for our notice. Bishop Fowler likes it because it

"iloes not keep the apostles forever on trial for perjury," and be-

.iuse It "beckons us onward and upward to higher levels of life

\-..l wider horizons of privilege," and because "it stands on its own

fr,t. extends its own hands, and has the solid rock of Divine

ru-vehition beneath its feet." Bright, fresh, intense, helpful, not

j;;iro literature but bursting with life to the outermost twig as

ft »;uKar maple with sweet sap in early spring; real preaching, prac-

ihal and gently powerful—that is the sort of book this is. Tap

it anywhere and you get juice. Sermon number one, on "The

Caspel according to Christ," opens thus: "There has been but one

Chriet. He has had followers and imitators, but never a peer,

r.cvcr a parallel. He has had His interpreters. Paul was an in-

terpreter of Christ, but not a perfect one; James was an inter-

ITPter of Christ, but not a perfect one. It would take a Christ to

liil.-rpret Christ perfectly. It is entirely proper to speak of the

Christianity of Paul, by which we mean the Gospel of Christ ac-

roriling to Paul; or of the Christianity of Augustine, of Luther,

cf Wesley, by which we mean the Gospel of Christ as interpreted

ty these. . . . But above all there is a Christianity of Christ—the

n-j^jpel as interpreted by the Master himself. . . . Let us read and

»'-i!(iy Him, and learn how human is the heart of God, how divine

fay bo the life of man." Of his text, Matt, ix, 35, 36, Dr. Albertson

»AyE. "What a perfect picture we have here of the Son of man—He
i'* busy, benevolent, pitiful, cosmopolitan;" and then he shows
'h»> Christianity of Christ to be social, compassionate, inclusive.

"The compassion of Christ is at the heart of the modern missionary

tiovement. Unspeakable pity for the woes of heathen souls, with-

''•Jt the comfort of the Gospel and its attendant blessings, is what
!.ovo.<5 men and women to go to far-off lands. When Livingstone
•»•<! upon his knees in Africa, think you he was praying for him-

*'If? No, but for the people of Africa, whom he called his poor

^•^•-k shoep. So also Chinese Gordon, the Bayard of modern Eng-
5'J"'. willing, like Paul, to bo lost if thereby his heathen brother.^

^•'':ht he s.nved, prayed in the Soudan, 'Curse me. O God, curpe
'•>*•. hut spare these poor blacks.' Victor Hugo's words are called

» Kreat sermon: "To live is to have justice, truth, reason, devo-

'•"". probity, sincerity, right, and duty welded into the heart. To
'•^^ Is to know what one is worth, what ore can do and should do.

•in
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Life Is conscience." These sermons are illustrated close to Uf.-

"A story-telling cobbler used to draw audiences to an Engli.^h

chapel by the power of a pure Gospd and simple, pointed, graphi.

speech. In the same town a boisterous and dissolute youth w;i

.

accustomed to dispense liquor in an alehouse. One night he saiil.

'Let's go down and hear old Cole tell his stories.' The crowj

went. The leader was converted, and the world has felt the powtr

of that leader, George Whitefield." "Filty years ago a friendlo.s:t

lad entered Detroit twelve dollars in debt, and secured a position

at twelve dollars a month. Some one made him welcome in a

Methodist church. lie became a member, an official member, u

banker, a millionaire, a princely giver, and when he died thi-

strongest man in Michigan Methodism passed away. About th^

same time there was a young physician in Attica, Indiana, with

few patients and little money. The pastor of a certain church met

him one evening and said, 'Dr. Evans, come with me to prayer

meeting to-night.' He went, and continued to go, and joined the

church; he moved to Illinois, became one of the founders of a

great university, had a town named after him; moved to Colo-

rado, became the first governor of that State, and helped to found

another university at Denver." "How much depends on the way
we look at things! Here are two men. One of them when ho

drives a nail and hits his thumb will swear like a pirate. He will

curse the nail, and curse the hammer, and curse his thumb, and

curse all creation. The other, in the same event, will smile and

say, 'I am just showing you how a woman drives nails.' " "A boy

said to his father. 'I don't want to, and that's why I won't.' His

father replied, 'You don't want to, and that is why you shall.'

"

A feature of Dr. Albertson's book is the page of choice extracts

facing each sermon. J. G. Holland says, "All the patent methoils

that have been adopted in opposition to, or outside of, Christianity.

for the reformation of society, have, one after another, gone to

the dogs or gone to the wall. A dream and a few disastrous or

futile experiments are all that ever comes of them." Tennyson in

"In Memoriam" wrote:

He fought his doubts and gathered ."strength,

He would not make his judgment blind,

He facod the specters of the mind
And laid thera ; thus be came at length

To find a stronger faith his own

;

And Power was with him in the night

Which makes the darknc.'is and the light

—

And dwells not In the light alone,

But in the darkness and the cloud ;

As over Sinai's peaks of old,

While Israel made their gods of gold

Although the trumpet blew so loud.
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S.lipHJng says, "Man is the hero of the eternal epic composed by

the Divine Intelligence." Hawthorne says, "Christian faith, is a

KfHiul cathedral with divinely pictured windows. Standing with-

<.ut, you see no glory; standing within, every ray of light reveals

:i ijarniony of unspeakable splendors." Bishop Warren once wrote:

I dropped a note in the soa.

Lost, utterly lost it seerued to be

As the swift ship sped along.

But the winsome \vind.s and the currents strong

Drifted the note from the end

Of the world to the hand of my best earthly friend.

I was dropped off the world into space.

Lost, utterly lost I seemed in the rare

As the swift world sped along.

But the tides of love, than of seas more strong,

That back to their Maker tend,

Swept me on to the heart of my uttermost Friend.

.\nother quotation from Dr. Albertson: "Jesus could not be our

Ci'.ptain, our Leader, and not suffer. . . . Who suffered most in the

War for the Union? The man whose brother's blood bespattered

his canteen as he fell with a death-groan at his side? The maiden

who wiped the death-damp from her lover's brow? The wife who
hound up the gashed bosom of her husband? The mother whose

lirstborn was rocked to sleep beneath the waves when the Cum-
Irrland went down in Hampton Roads? Nay, there was one

man among us whose heart was as a sensitive tablet upon which

not one but all of these sorrows wrote their lines. It was the man
who said late one night in the White House to Speed of Kentucky,

"Stay with me, Joshua; I never sleep Thursday nights. Friday is

execution day in the army.'" And one more: "A young man who
'lulted with the Church was asked what particular person led him
'« take the step. He replied. 'The fellow whose desk is next to

niino at the bank. We are both bookkeepers with plenty of work
and moderate salaries. He lives such a simple, contented, trustful

I'.fo that I want to know how to make my life as fine as his.' " The
preacher of these sermons knows how to illustrate saving, edifying,

aad helpful truth close up to life.

The mi.ie utid Modern Criticism. By Sh" Uobert Anderson. K.C.B., LL.D.
Crown svo, pp. 282. New York ami Chicago: Fleming H. Revell Company.
I'rioe. cloth, $1-50.

The criticisms made by eminent lawyers upon the methods, evi-

'l'"-nre, and verdict in the case against Jesus which resulted in His

•^••ndoninatiou and execution have been read with exceptional in-

t'Tost as having peculiar weight and value. Here is an eminent
'!^wypr's examination of the methods, reasonings, fallacies, and ver-

•''•ts of those who are prosecuting the case against the Biblo. The
••ord Bishop of Durham, who writes the Preface, speaks of this book
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as containing an independent study of modern biblical criticism ,•; >

found in its representative wortcs—an examination carefully rn;uk'

by an accomplished judge, trained in a severe school of legal ainl

judicial investigation to sift witnesses, weigh evidences, anal >.•.••

arguments, and judge conclusions. The Bishop, while disagrciit;
:

with some things in the book, "regards with profound respect tli^'

ability and suggestiveness of the discussion," as he "views with pro-

found anxiety" the tendency of the school of critics whose deslru'

tive excesses this volume exposes, condemns, and antidotes, in

ability, in spirit, and in force Sir Robert Anderson's discussion ri'-

calls Lord Hathcrley's volume, the Continuity of Scripture, publislnJ

years ago and written by a Lord Chancellor .of England who w:..;

an acknowledged master of evidence and a lifelong student of Holy

Scripture, part of whose verdict upon the Bible was: "Freqiioiit

perusals of the Old and New Testaments have satisfied me that eat li

is an inspired work, such as no wisdom of man could have frames;;

and, further, that the earlier Revelation is inseparably connecir-.i

with the later, as the acorn is connected with the oak which sprin;:;s

from it." With such a judgment of the Bible, Ilatherley's immediate

successor. Lord Cairns, "the greatest Lord Chancellor of modern
times," fully agreed. The Bishop of Durham recognizes with anxiety

the portentous character of the teachings of the revolutionary schocl

of critics whose destructive views receive their latest exposition in

the Encyclopadia Bihlica, and avov/s his "mental and spiritual syi;i-

pathy with the envoi of Anderson's remarkable book." Sir Robert i^

no opponent of critical methods in Bible study; on the contrary, 1;-^

fearlessly applies them. His quarrel with a certain class of critic .

is because their criticism is spurious, because it systematically

ignores the science of evidence (in which he is an expert), on which

-all true criticism rests. He complains of these critics that, in.stt-al

of behaving lilce skilled and impartial judges, they are "critics" la

the sense of being "harsh examiners," hostile fault-finders. He says:

"We do not reject the ascertained results of true criticism. 'We aro

prepared as Christian men to receive and welcome the fullest lii'"-''

of the new learning; but v/e are not prepared to be dragged at tli'''

wheels of those who would give us a discredited Old Testament. ;in

emasculated New Testament, a fallible Christ.' " Concerning somo

apparently conflicting statements in the Scriptures the author say.s:

"A dull Evangelicalism in the past was content to believe them all

without attempting to explain or understand them. But to maintain

such an attitude in the face of modern criticism is to court disaster a-^

certainly as if we were to face modern artillery with the ordnam •

used at Waterloo. Scripture itself must teach us how all tli^-'

?eemingly irreconcilable statements can be reconciled." Tlic--^

words of Principal Fairbairn are quoted: "Agnosticism assumes a

double incompetence—the incompetence not only of man to knov.-

God, but of God to make Himself known. But the denial of or::-

petence is the negation of Deity. For the God who could not sptak
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r,o!iI<I not be rational, and the God who would not speak would not

•• nioral. . . . The idea of a written revelation is logically involved

iii tbc notion of a living God." Charles Reade, the great novelist, is

j^tiotod as saying that "once grant the creation of the world, and it is

X little too childish to draw back and haggle over such miracles as

ar«« recorded in the Bible." As to the harmony of Genesis and

S* Irnco, our author says that Huxley once wrote: "There is no one to

whose authority on geological questions I am more readily disposed

to bow than to that of my eminent friend Professor Dana;" and then

f;uotcs Dana's published decision: "I agree in all essential points

v^ith Mr. Gladstone, and believe that the first chapter of Geuesis and

Srlcnce are in accord." Sir Robert offers some samples of true criti-

dsin in contrast with the fallacious and senseless methods of the

(^."tr^lctive critics. Some criticisms upon the Gospel narratives re-

mind him of an incident which occurred when he was visiting at an

lil.storic home in Ireland: "The eldest son and daughter left us one

morning to spend the day with relatives some half dozen miles

fi".vay. Late at night, from my bedroom window, I saw the returning

r.irriage drive up to the hall door. The lady alighted with a gentle-

innn who was not her brother. At breakfast next morning she told

us that her brother had remained at his cousin's house, and she had
Iroiisht back a Mrs. Somebody—mentioning a name I did not know.
Owing to the disturbed state of the country, surprise was expressed

that two ladies should have thus driven home alone at nigTit. This

enabled mc to press the question whether a gentleman had not
rscoited her; and her answer was unequivocal that her only com-

I'anion had been the lady she named. When in ray ofRcial life I

li.'ive found a conflict of testimony between persons of known in-

'"srity, I have always sought some way of reconciling them. But in

!Ms case I was bafHed; and had I not had more confidence in my
frirnd than the critics have in the Bible, I should have given her up
rs king utterly untruthful and perhaps worse. But I afterward ob-

'.aincd from her the solution of the enigma. The lady she named
vas the wife of their doctor. His house was very near the gate of
'';'^ park in which stood the house I was visiting; and when his wife

i-lifzhted at his home he took her place in the carriage and rode

'••iih my friend the short distance to her own door. Now, not all

'!!• biblical critics in Christendom can find in Scripture a more hope-

'•^s conflict of testimony than would have been my friend's account,
.•vtHl my own, of her return to her father's house that night. If we
'-ail both written about it, without first comparing notes, I should
J ivc asserted that her only companion was a gentleman; while she

•'•oiild have declared that her only companion was a lady. 'Sherlock

Holmes' himself could have made nothing of it. And yet the solution
''f It Kcems ludicrously simple when all the facts are known. She
^:is thinking of her six miles' drive; I saw only her arrival at the
'loti.so. Both our accounts would have been absolutely true, though
<o all appearances one or the other would have seemed absolutely
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false; and anyone who attempted to plaj' the role of 'reconcil'^r"

would have fared badly at the hands of the critics. Now there am
some discrei)aucies in the Gospel narratives which appear equally

inexplicable. And the efforts of zealous 'reconcilers' to harmoui,.'

and explain sometimes do more harm than good. But they doubtlo; ;;

admit of some very simple explanation, which would be obvious if nil

the circumstances were in view." Near the end of his book tho

author adopts the words of Dr. Pusey: "I have turned agaiu.--.t

skeptics their own weapons, and used ridicule against the wouldbc

arguments of a false criticism which thought itself free because it

made free with God's Holy Word."

The ChiUVs ndi'jious Life. By AVilliam George Kooxs, A.M., B.D. With an

Introduction by Thomas B. Neely, D.D., LL.D. 12mo, pp. 270. >:e\v York:

Eaton & Mains. Cincimiati: Jennings & Pye. Price, cloth, $1.

This is an up-to-date study of the child's religious nature and of

the best methods for its training and development, written in the

light of the literature of the modern movement in psychologic

child-study furnished by such men as G. Stanley Hall, E. D. Star-

buck, William James, and George A. Coe. Of this movement the

author properly says that, along with much that is valueless ami

some that is false, it sheds a flood of light upon diiBcuIt and

supremely important problems—problems which no pastor, no

teacher, no parent can guiltlessly neglect. The scope of the book

is indicated by the chapter headings. Under "Study of the Child's

Religious Nature" the author considers "The Gradual Unfoldiii:^

of the Child-naind," "The Religious Instinct," "Sin and the Child's

Religious Instinct," "Conversion and the Child's Religious Life."

Among "Weighty Factors in the Formation of Religious Character."

Jie names "Temperament and Training as Determining the Type

of Religious Life," "Heredity and Environment as Affecting the

Child's Religious Life," "Free Will and Habit in Relation to Re-

ligious Character." The last division of the book deals with

"Methods of Religious Training," in thirteen chapters. It is shown

that training must be adapted to the stage of growth and tlio

needs of the individual. The motor side, the heart side, and the

personal element in religious training are considered. Chapters

follow on "Hov,- to Cultivate Religious Habits," "How to Cultivate

Reverence," "How to Train the Will," "The Home as a Religious

Training Agency," "Religious Training and Social Life." a"''

"Church Training and its Methods." A good index and a selected

list of books on this subject close the volume. The author says

his book "is inspired by a humble but earnest desire to point out

the deficiencies in our religious work among children, togethf^r

with practical plans for greater succeS'5 in this important Held.

The reader is advised not to be alarmed at new investigations, ne^'

theories, and new methods, but to study them and utilize thoni.

The spirit of the book appears in these introductory words: "'I
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4ta convinced that the Lord hath yet more light and truth to break

rerth from His Holy Word.' Thus spoke the faithful pastor, John

HoMri^on, lu his farev.-ell address to the Pilgrim Fathers, just be-

?ivrc they set sail on the Mayfloicer for this New World. The fact

if, new light and truth break forth with each new generation. We
-BiJl prove ourselves unusually unworthy if w-e fail to receive our

jvrtion or to use it to practical advantage. With the substance

rf I he Christian religion men were never so well satisfied as to-

<!.iy, but some of our ways of stating truths need revision and some

of our phraseology must be changed. These obsolete phrases and

»nt!<piated theological statements lead to mechanical and conveu-

i;oii:d notions of such important subjects as the nature of religion,

Kha work of the Spirit, and regeneration. The progress of the

fr« if'nccs, the change in religious- notions, and the broader view of

S'-rlpture teaching call for a recasting of theological language,

fl^ligion in its new statement is not less real or supernatural than

I'^'fore, but more so. There has come to be a variance between the

Unpuage of the older theological books and that of conscious ex-

r^rirncc. Some are holding on devotedly to the old phrases and,

as Dr. B. P. Bowne says, are attempting 'to experience theology

'..'Titcad of religion.' Then a failure to experience what these high-

sf'iindlng phrases lead them to expect gives an uncomfortable sense

(l artificiality in their religious life. We can well afford to use
a I'hraseology which will not be misleading, even though it Is new.
S'.iny of the principles of this book will be new to some of its

rf'.-idors. But let us not despise a truth because it is new or in a
r-rw dress. Anything new in the religious realm is likely to act

like an electric spark in a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen. An
explosion is the first result in chemistry, but the second is the pro-

duction of the world's drinking water. So a new truth, while it

^rfates at first an explosion, will finally lead to the betterment of

'?ie rare. Instead, therefore, of being alarmed at a new truth, let

^'^ make it the basis for better work. There are principles in this

'•ook which, if received and applied, will transform the methods
<' procedure in the whole field of religious training. These
rrlnciples are not announced until they are found to be in

••armony with the principles of Scripture, the real religious
'^aturc of the child, and the best modern thought and prac-
'''*? in this field." The author quotes from Dr. Daniel D.
''Wirdon, who was for twenty-eight years editor of the Methodist.
• "'•riVtr. the following: "There are, as experience shows, those who
''*<'ii no conversion; happy though rare cases in which Christian
"'^turc and nurture have so blended as to precede and preclude what
'^- Wesley calls the 'loss of the grace received in baptism,' or as
"-•Tno would say, the grace received before baptism, of which bap-
•l.'m is but the outward sign and seal. O that Church spirituality
*'"1 parental piety were strong enough to make this the'rulc and
'•"•t the exception!" The modern study cf the child's nature and of
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adolescence by scientific and rsycholosic methods, together with tlic-

impressive and significant focusing of attention upon the wholo
subject, must help to bring the answer to Dr. Whedon's prayer.
The book before us is thoroughly practical in its temper, purpoh<-.

and mode of treatment. It is the product, not of a professor's
secluded meditations, but of the actual experience of a workiii,T

pastor (now a presiding elder) in close grapple with the problems
of the child's religious life. For any minister to consent to re-

main ignorant of the light thrown upon such problems by recent
investigations and studies is nothing less than a crime against tlie

precious souls of those for whom Christ died. This book opens,
surveys, and explains the subject in a practical way. Guarding;
against what may be false or worthless in the literature of modern
child-study, we must get out of it the light it has to give for the

work of saving men. To this end the book of W. G. Koons is a
timely help.

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE.

The Poelry of Robert Brounin<j. By Stopford A. Brooke, M.A., Author o(

Tennyson, His Art and Rclailon to Modern lAfe. Crown 8vo, pp. 447. New York.
Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. Price, clotb, §1.50.

Around the works of Robert Browning a large and varied litera-

ture of criticism, analysis, and interpretation has gathered. Amid
that literature, this is to Browning students an almost indispensable
book, because it contains the clearest insight, the most temperate

judgment, the most competent knowledge, and the most luminous
interpretation yet given of the writings of the most prodigal and
powerful, in a word, the greatest, of the Victorian poets. No great

poet has half so much for the modern minister as Browning; his

poetry is a mine, a quarry, a granary. This fact stands out on every

page of the large, full book before us. His value to the spiritual life

of this age is enormous, and one reason why a man of brains and

heart can have faith in this modern time is that the age has Brown-
ing and, listening to him, is catching something of his glorious

certainty and courage. Almost anywhere in Mr. Brooke's book wo
can come on statements like this: "To Browning the foundations of

the spiritual life were assured. In the midst of the shifting stonns

of doubt and trouble, of mockery, contradiction, and denial on re-

ligious matters, he stood unremoved. His faith and his certitude

reveal the strength of his character, the enduring bravery of his soul,

and the inspiring joyousness which leaped in him from first to la.'^t.

While the other poets were tossing on the sea of unresolved Question.

he rested, musing and creating, on a green Island whose rocks wer-^

rooted on the ocean bed, and wondered how his fellows had so litfl<^

faith, and why the skeptics made so much noise. Ho would have

reversed tlio psalmist's cry. He would have said, 'Thou art not ea-t

down, O my soul; thou art not disquieted witliin me. Thou h:i"'
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h.^prd in God, who is the light of thy countenance and thy God.'"

drowning gives his readers a sense of things which cannot he shaken,

a confidence in God and in humanity which is wholly independent.

In its depths, of all surface storms; and this is his noblest legacy

10 that wavering, faithless, pessimistic, analysis-tormented world

through which we have fought our way, and out of which we are

now emerging. The first fifty pages of this book are filled with a

critical and convincing comparison of Browning and Tennyson, a

fojnparison inevitable to be made, often attempted, and never better

<!oiie, the effect being to make us rejoice the more in both. The next

ftfty-seven pages are on Browning's "Treatment of Nature." The
iiinn who takes those two radiant chapters with him into the summer
world, and reads them amid summer scenes of earth and water and

Hky, will discover more of the charm and wonder of God's world and

t;od'8 wild creatures, big and little, than Ruskin or anybody else

ever taught him. Our author writes: "Browning sees all the insect

ivopulation of an old green wall; fancies the fancies of the crickets

anil the files, and the carousing of the cicala in the trees, and the bee

swinging in the chalice of the campanula, and the wasps pricking the

jM^aches, and the gnats and early moths craving their food from God
when dawn awakes them, and the fireflies crawling like tiny lamps
through the moss, and the mottled spider building his web." Leap
now from the little and low to the lofty, and catch the intrepid spirit

of the eagle in these lines:

Ask the geier-eagle why she stoops at once

Into the vast and uuoxplored abyss

;

What full-grown power informs her from the first;

Why she not marvels, strenuously beating up
The silent boundless regions of the sky.

Jiere is an etching from "Pauline," a bit of the season when the

"spring's first breath blew soft from the moist hills:"

The blackthorn boughs, glistening

In the sunshine, were white with coming buds,

Lilie the bright side of a sorrow, and the banks
Had violets opening from sleep like eyes.

Mere is the sky:

Blue, sunny air, where white clouds float

Laden with light.

Air, air, fresh lifeblood, thin and searching air,

The clear, dear breath of God that loveth us.

Where small birds reel and winds take their delight

!

Here is a piece of nature-description from "The Ring and the Book,"
r"t Into the lips of the Pope when he expresses the hope that the
*<>ul of the murderer, Guido, may yet be saved by some flash of truth
^^^ he dies:

I Ksfood in Naples once, a nijxlit bo dark
I eoiild have scarce conjectured there was earth
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xVnywhcro. sky or sea or world at all

:

But the uight's black was biinst through by a blaze

—

Thunder struck blow on blow, earth groaned and bore,

Through her whole leugth of mouutaiu visible :

There lay the city thick and plain with spires,

And, like a ghost disshrouded, white the sea.

So may the truth be flashed out by one blow.

And Guido see, ouc instant, and be saved.

But Nature is only a small part of Browning's world. The soul, ita

life and its problems—these are everything to him, and they fill his

pages. One of his statements of what he held to be "the fierce

necessity for another life" is in "Cleon," where the ancient Pagan.

with a horror of nonexistence yet with no revelation of a life to

come, says: t^ • i, -i i

It IS so horrible

I dare at times imagine to my need

Some future state to be revealed to us,

Unlimited in capability

For joy, as this is in desire for joy,

—To seek which the joy-hunger forces us

;

That, stung by straitness of our life, made strait

On purpose to make prized the life at large-

Freed by the throbbing impulse men call death,

We burst there as the worm into the fly.

Who, while a worm still, wants his wings.

Stopford Brooke thinks Browning never WTote a poem the writing of

which he more enjoyed than the "Epistle of Karshish," which pur-

ports to be the report of an Arab physician who, journeying from

Jericho just before the last siege of Jerusalem, stays a few days in

Bethany and meets Lazarus. Amazed at the strange story and puz-

zled by the mysterious case, the Arab doctor writes in substance of

Lazarus thus: "He says he was dead and was made alive again by

a certain learned Teacher and Healer of his nation; yet he seems as

sane as you and I, though in mind and soul he is entirely unlike

other men. Whatever the experience he has gone through may have

been, it has rebathcd him, as in the clear water of another life, and

penetrated his whole being. He views the world like a child, scarcely

listening to what goes on about him, yet he is no fool. If one could

fancy a man endowed v/ith perfect knowledge beyond the fleshly

faculty, and while he has this heaven in him forced to live on

earth—such a man is he. His heart and brain move up there, his

feet stay down here. He has lost all sense of our values of thin^^'.

When I was at Bethany the countryside was all on fire with news of

Vespasian marching into Judea; but a Roman emperor besieging Je-

rusalem and a mule loaded with gourds going by awakened equal

interest in Lazarus. Yet speak of some little fact, little in our esti-

mation, and he stands astonished at its prodigious import. If f^'-'

child sicken to death, that does not seem to matter to him, but a

gesture, a glance from the child, indicative' of wrong temper, start;?
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t!m Into an agony of fear and displeasure, as if the child were un-

cjoing the universe. He lives like one between two regions, one of

,v»tra<-tlng glory, of which he is conscious, but must not enter yet;

»r!vl Uie other this world into which he has been exiled back again:—
i.wS between that region where his soul moves and this earth where

•-1* body is, there is so little harmony that he cannot undertake any

*umnn activity, nor unite the demands of the two worlds. He

tnows that what ought to be cannot be in the world he has returned

<.-., JO that his life is perplexed; but in this perplexity he falls back

'-x rrone submission to the heavenly Will. The time will come when

^rath will set him free into a harmonious and perfect life." The

simtipest thing about the case, to the mind of the Arab physician, is

'hat Lazarus says he was brought back from the spirit world by a

I'ivine Miracle-worker. Concerning that lofty poem "A Gramma-

f'.in's Funeral" (the time of which is laid shortly after the Renais-

tioco, or revival of learning, in Europe) Mr. Brooke says that the

i'.r^Ri embodies rather the German than the Italian spirit of that

»>.ikpning and aspiring time; and the difference between the two

fS'lrits is described thus: "The Renaissance in Italy lost its re-

;;j;lon, whereas In Germany it added a reformation of religion to the

Nf-w Learning. The Renaissance in Italy desired the fullness of

kroivlodge in this world, and did not concern itself with the infinities

of the world beyond; while, in Germany, the same desire made men
^.iliie and aspire to spiritual knowledge. True, a few Italians, like

.'•"jvonarola and Michael Angelo, cherished spiritual aspirations, but

'\yy failed to communicate them to their nation. On the other hand,

'.n Germany these eternal aspirations were in the soul of the whole

r*-^I'!e, who were stirred by the intellectual awakening. In Italy

:l:e null toward personal righteousness ceased to be felt by scholars,

artists, and cultivated society. A man's own will and pleasure

«T(' his only law. On the contrary, the spirit of the New
learning in Germany and England was weighted and ennobled
'•ith a sense of duty to the Eternal Righteousness; this modified the

•ovo of knowledge and beauty into seriousness of life, and kept them
''"an; so that the spirit of the Renaissance in Germany, though bent

^'I'^ii incessant labor on this earth, looked for its fruition and rulmi-

-i'ion in the life to come." This noble spirit animates the heroic
*';i! devoted scholar whom Browning portrays in "A Grammarian's
} Jiioral," whose pupils carry up his body to its only suitable place
"^

.
burial, on a mountain, and, when they reach the summit, say:

Here—here's his place, where meteors shoot, clouds form,

Lightnings are loosened,

Stars come and go ! Let joy break with the storm

—

Peace let the dew send

!

Ix)fty designs must close in like effects :

Loftily lying.

Leave him,—still loftier than the world suspects,

Living and dying.
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Two notable chapters of Mr. Brooke's indispensable book arc on

"Womanhood in Browning," with studies of Pauline, Pippa, MildrP'l,

Guendolen, Colombe, Constance, Balaustion, and Pompilia as ih^

chief examples. This volume corner close to being a complete hand-

book, for it gives in brief the gist and meaning of almost every one of

Browning's poems. To the man who knows not the greatest of

modern poets we say. Read this book, and then, after that, rca

;

Browning or not as you prefer. Let him alone if you can.

Where Toirn mid Country Meet. By James BuCKHAJi. 12itio, pp. 241. Cincinnati:

Jenuiiigs & Pye, Xesv York: Eaton «& Mains. Price, cJotb, $1.

"What a holy thing it is, this nature-love, what a pure, sweet, re-

Jigious thing! You cannot put it into a creed, or even into a psalm:

but it lifts you, somehow, until you feel that you are very near to

God, and near to the heart of that which gives joy to immortal be-

ings. I believe we shall never know, until it is revealed to us in the

other life, how much the birds—the innocent, blithe singers of the

air—have done to lift humanity above its baser instincts, and make
men more worthy to be called the sons of God." Better than any

possible description we can give, the words just quoted from the

essay on "Birds from a Suburban Window" give the spirit and char-

acter of these thirty essays. Mr. Buckham is the "intimate friend

of bobolinks," as of most other creatures of air and earth and water.

Most people think of the whip-poor-will as a shy, wild, mysterioiif,

distant bird, but our author tells of one which he, when a boy, up'd

to hear singing pretty much all night on the broad stone step at the

back door of the farmhouse. His penetrating, whiplike notes ran^

through the house on summer nights so loud as to disturb the slc^;)

of the family. Occasionally some one would get up and try to drUe

him away, but in a few minutes he would be back again, "whippin;;"

away on the doorstep. Often the boy crept to the window on moon

light nights to look down at the little back-door minstrel, whi'!i

seemed a mere patch of shadow on the stone. The bird did not

stir when he uttered his long-drawn note, and the wonder was tl.'.'

so small a creature could make so loud a noise with no appar<^'''-

effort. Heard so near at hand the song sounded somewhat liar.-h.

There were two or three guttural notes in it, a gasping or gulp;:!-'

sound, which is not noticeable when heard at a distance. The "win:'

and "will" were real whip-strokes of sound, with a lash and a snnp ''

them that fairly cut the air. Now and then the boy, out of mischiM.

threw something down at this neighborly nocturnal vocalist, and V.-'

loud cry would stop, half-finished, as suddenly as a violin str.-:i

when the string breaks, the unwelcome serenader darting asid'^

escape the missile. This book has all seasons for its own and ru-'-"

them in multi-colored procession through its chapters. In "A Pneu-

matic Calendar" the author tells us the temper of the winds of all '!""

months and what news they bring to him. "The winds of May a'i

June are sweet, constant, gentle, feminine—not petulant, childi-^'
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- -sive. aud moody, like April, but hinting of the poise and sta-

..V of womanhood. These early summer winds make low, even

. ,.;,:> about your casement, and in the trees, and over the grass, all

,i» ly»i>'- They express Nature's increasing confidence, growing

f,;!n«'ss. and deepening peace. They bring me news of God's gentle-

ttTLi nrid bountiful presence in His world. As for July and August,

:i.<j arc nearly windless months. You must listen closely then for

s,z.f tidings in the air, save when storm-breaking heats explode in

!i IJ.-n l)ursts of fury. Mostly only a gentle whisper crosses your

.-..-n casement to say that all is well with the fruit-bearing and

f.i--ijiug earth. Yet the midsummer wind has a sound and a touch

t.\ \iA own. That evanescent whisper, that warm soft touch upon

tt." clioek—who could mistake them for any other wind that blov/s?"

tu-^i'-nlup to the rustling messages and flowing meanings of the mov-

L-.j: air, Alice Gary wrote:

Softly among the limbs.

Turning the leaves of hymns,

I heard the winds, and asked if God were there.

No voice replied, but while I listening stood,

Sweet peace made holy hushes through the wood.

r-'ptoniber weeks rouse the winds to vigor again, and a tone of

r^..^^•culinity runs through the air. Autumn rustles the leaves more

*r,(l more roughly; occasionally in boisterous moods it whistles

'.(.rough the cracks and rattles the window blinds. Sometimes there

•^i in the air an incipient wail as of regret or foreboding. November,

*)i'n It comes, no longer suppresses the news, nor intimates it timidly;

it makes no secret of the death of the summer, but blurts it out. and

r*Kirs rough warning to men to make ready for winter by looking to

'•'<lr deft^nses against its inclemency. So our author interprets the

volcf^s of the winds, those swift couriers of the air and town-criers

«Jiirh publish what events are on the way or at the door. One
f:;orc extract will decant into these pages the bouquet, aroma, and

»;'-irkling color of "the wine of the woods." and the blissful exhilara-

'i'jn of "God's out of doors:" "A charming expedition for a nature-

I'jver is to start out very early some August morning, before the

•l"w Is off, and strike into some little-traveled country road for

<i-iit-t exploration and observation, making no haste, but loitering

*!"JiK and stopping to rest whenever so inclined. How fresh and
•«"! and sweet is the early morning air of fields and woods, saturated

^'li moisture and loaded with earthy and vegetable odors absorbed
'Coring the still summer night. Along the country road late in

•Vu},'u.st you may hear the silvery cadenza of the song sparrow, or the

•'••'»tins of robin redbreast warbling once more before he shall start

t^:» his Southern pilgrimage. But the characteristic August bird—the
'-•'•f yo)i can hardly think of without associating him with yellow
f-rainJiflds and thistledown and katydids and locusts— is the little

f'-ldlinch, or 'yellowbird.' What flocks of them you will startle into
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flight along any tangled country road in August! Away they go. \,\\-

lowing above the fields, with that peculiar undulatory flight of tliciis

—brilliant black and yellow males, and sober, greenish-black au.l

yellow females—singing as they rise and fall upon the air with u

cheery chirp that one can never forget who has once heard it. I al-

ways have the 'August feeling' when I hear a goldfinch—that fcolltu:

that summer is almost gone, that autumn is at the gate with Ic,

harvest-crowned days and golden moonlit nights, and winter but a

little way behind, veiled in whirling snows and sealing fast tli.'

streams and lakes with a touch of its icy scepter. As the goldfliuh

is the characteristic bird of August, so is the golden-rod the char-

acteristic flower. How the roadsides glow with its barbaric pluinc:;:

There is an oriental splendor and richness about the golden-rod th:it

is equaled by no other flower. It reminds one of the fringes an.l

tassels of Eastern tapestries and embroideries. How appropriate it.;

color for the days of blazing suns! And then what a fine foil for tho

yellow of the golden-rod have we in the dark purples of gentian.?

and ripened elderberries, the purplish-blue of the wild grapes, an^!

the pinks of thistle and hardback! Happy is he who, in long, radiaiii

days released from labor and free from responsibility, can spend in

definite hours in the joy of rambling! How much to delight hir.i.

and what lessons to learn from the earliest book ever written, tin'

pages of which the breeze will turn for him to read thereon the

handwriting of the Creator, Upholder, and Lover of the world ati'i

its teeming life!"

From the Book of Mijths. By Bliss Carm.^x. 12mo, pp. 8S. Bostou: L. C. I'a^'-

& Coiupauy. Price, cloth, ornamental, $1.

This elaborately decorated little volume is the first number of a

series entitled "Pipes of Pan," in which the author's poetic work is

henceforward to be published. At Twilight Park in the Catski!!-

Bliss Carman dedicates this package of ten poems to his Canadi:iM

confrere, Charles G. D. Roberts, with the line, "For my heart lia.)

a touch of the woodland time." The future volumes of the "Pip'-!

of Pan" series are to be entitled, "The Green Book of the Bards.

"Songs of the Sea Children," "The Book of Grand Pre," and "Th.^

Book of Pierrot." One critic has written, "Bliss Carman is so goa.!

a poet that we question if his superior is now existing among us.

Of his work thus far v.-e like best Behind the Arras and Songs f'''''-

Yagahondia, both of which had due and sympathetic notice in our

pages. Rather remote and less interesting to modern men are sn< .i

faded mythologic figures as this volume sings about—Pan and n'-'

pipes, Marsyas, Daphne, dryads and fauns, and the like mot.i

miller, firefly, or ignus fatuus figures of fancy which flit in t'''"

dusk over the poetic meadows of classic antiquity. This litU"'

pagan book opens with a sort of invocation, overlined with li'*'

words, "The Spirit of the Lord was upon me," in Christian Gre-k.

The invocation addresses to the Overlord a confession of derivation
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f. m ami dependence on the Divine, in condensed substance as fol-

"«, "Lord of the grass and hill, of the rain and the human will,

\ >n\ thy breath. Lord of the blade and leaf, of bright bloom and

^Mk Kri'ef. I am thy whim. Lord of the storm and calm, and of

i'v*. land and sea, I am thy broken gull, blown far alee. Lord of

'"L di'W and dawn, and of both star and sun, I am thy word. Lord

ef \,\\v haunted hush and of both brier and bush, I am thy hermit-

^nru.-'h. Some day I shall put off this mortal girth, and go gladly

fm', earth to its mother earth, spirit to Thee." The two poems in

J'.f *lK>ok which are not born of pagan mythology are this homage

!a the Overlord, and "The Tidings to Olaf," concerning which we

lope to say more elsewhere and hereafter. Perhaps we should

fXirpt also the "Prayer in the Rose Garden," which ends the book

ii.i contains this petition:

Make me, Lord, for beauty,

Only this I pray,

Like my brother roses,

Growing day by day,

Body, mind, and .spirit,

As Thy voice may urge

From the wondrous twilight

At the garden's verge,

Till I be as they be,

Fair, then blown away.

With a Dame like attar.

Remembered for a day.

Glancing back again over these ten poems, Frovi the Book of Myths,

*f^ .seem to discover that the real motive of them is not the love of

tlft'k myths, but the love of the enchantments of Nature in which

!!.«• old myths are steeped and of the wondrous ever-living powers

<-( the world which the myths symbolize and parable. We think

if.«' doubt must be spreading in the public mind whether any verse

tfjw being written in our Western world is richer in the magic

if'<l the music, the subtle charm and the keen rapture of true poetry

'«^arl Bliss Carman's. Out of the longest of these poems we take

''"'fco lines, the point of which is that the same delight which
*<* feel in Nature was felt by the old Greek; that in pagan and in

' iirlslian God's world excites ecstasy:

All the music ye have heard

:

Mountain hrook and orchard bird ;

Fifers in the April swamp,
Fiddlers lending August's pomp

;

All the mellow tlutes of .Tune

Melting on the mating tune;

Pale tree cricket with his bell .

Ringing ceaseles.sly and well.

Sounding silver to the brass

Of his cousin in the grass;
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Hot cicada clacking by,

When the air is dusty dry.

Old man owl, with noiseless flight,

Whoo-hoo-hooing in the night

;

Surf of ocean, sough of pine;

Note of warbler, sharp and fine ;

Ri-sing wind and falling rain ;

Lowing cattle on the plain ;

And that hardly noticed sound

When the apples come to ground.

On the long still afternoons,

In the shelter of the dunes,

—

Every diverse rhythm and time

Brought to order, ranged in rhj'me

:

All these bubbling notes once ran

Thrilling through the pipes of Pan.

Farther on in the same poem Bliss Carman sings of the binding.

and shaping, and building power of Love:

Love's use let the joiner prove

By the fit of tongue and groove;

Or the smith, whose forge's play

Stubborn metal must obey ;

Let the temple-builders own,

A.S they mortise stone to stone;

Or the sailor, when he reeves

Sheet and halliard through the sheaves;

Or the potter, from whose wheel

Fair and finished shapes upsteal,

As by magic of command,

Guided by the loving hand.

Ye behold in love the tether

Binding the great world together;

For without that coil of wonder

The round world would fall asunder.
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The Life of Joseph Parker, liy William Apamson, D.D. Crown 8vo, IT-
>'•

New York ;uiil Chicago: Flenuog H. ICevell Company. Price, clotli, i\.'^>-

A satisfactory presentation of the famous pastor of City Tempb"--

London, helped by portraits and illustrations. Two geniuses were

Thomas Carlyle and Joseph Parker, each the son of a stone-mason

Of his father Carlyle wrote: "A more remarkable man I never met.

sterling sincerity in thought, word, and deed, most quiet but capab!'-

of blazing into fire whirlwinds when needful, and such a flash of

insight and brief natural eloquence and emphasis as I have never

known in any other man." Parker wrote of his father: "A stranK>^

figure, that old stone-squarer, both as man and master, with U'-''

strength of two men, and the will of ten; fierce and gentle, w" •

passionateness burning to madness, yet with deepest love of pra>''r-
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\.o namby-pamby speaker, vreighing words in troy scales and

rclnclng syllables as if afraid of them; hating lies as he hated hell

j,.,pjf—with him evei-y man was an angel or a fiend." These two

»iroug, stern, devout men were the proper parents of two such in-

<fn.sc, powerful, prophet-souls as Carlyle and Parker. Of one of

his early schoolmasters Parker said: "B^or sheer cruelty he was a

l-rutc. All day long he was thrashing one boy or another, and the

liravler the hard stick the better the tyrant liked it." A later

l.arher was of another sort: "Our gentle taskmaster, whose face was

a li'Miediction, believed not only in gerund-grinding, but in the liter-

nry discipline of paraphrasing a Greek or Latin author as well as

tr.in.slating him." [There is no better literary or rhetorical disci-

pi ine for a boy of eighteen than paraphrasing, say, the orations of

Cicero. The formation of Parker's brilliantly effective style began

In his boyhood.] Of his early religious life he says: "To me it has

ahvays been natural to pray. From a child I 'felt after' God. I ex-

ported Him, I tarried for Him, as for one with whom I had an ap-

pointment. I have never lost that feeling of expectancy and near-

ncs.s." The process of his conversion was as the light which shineth

more and more unto the perfect day. Parker began his public career

when but a boy as a local preacher in the Wesleyan Methodist

Church. Concerning his early preaching he wrote in his prime:

"Rome persons are kind enough to think that even now I am not

wholly destitute of energy, but I can assure them that at eighteen,

volcanoes, tornadoes, whirlwinds, and other energetics cut a very

pocondary figure when I was preaching." The boy's first sermons

wore to rural congregations in the open air. His biographer thus

describes one of them: "His subject was the vengeance of God upon

}>in;jind while the heavens were smiling, fiowers blooming, and the

trees fairly clapping their hands for joy en that peaceful summer
Bimday afternoon, the young preacher plucked the divine sword

from its sheath and waved it as with fury over the heads of as in-

cffensive a congregation as ever plowed the land or reaped its crops."

When Parker was minister in Banbury he undertook a public debate

f'T three nights in a hall with George Jacob Holyoake, a leading

atheist and secularist. "When the atheist, arguing against divine

providence, and asserting that it was of no avail in emergencies,

•Icraanded of the preacher, "What did Providence do for the martyr
•Stephen when he v<as being stoned to death?" Parker, in a moment,
ff'pHed: "I have been asked why, if God takes care of His saints,

Hf^ did not take care of Stephen. What did the Almighty do but

I'^avc His servant to his fate? The Almighty did more than at first

flight may appear upon a casual reading of the record. He did not

^'sibly appear to the murderers; He was not audibly heard by any
^J^n in the crowd; He did not send a visible angel to deliver the

martyr in the hour of his agony; but it would be an infinite mistake
'0 suppose God did nothing for His suffering servant. I tell you that

'n that moment of helplessness God enabled Stephen to say, 'Lord,

44
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lay not this sin to their charge.' That was what the /lmi--hty ,n^and when the true value of spiritual ministry is known il will Z
allowed that, in working this miracle of forgiveness in the spirit ofthe martyred man, God did more for Stephen than if He had - , ,a legion of angels to protect him from the ruffianism which wrou'-lit
his death." The discussion led some of Holyoake's seculari.t<^^ojom Parker's church. A certain young minister once asked I'ark-r
to tell him the defects in his preaching, and got this: "Throuulu.u-
your sermon you spoke as if you were more anxious to get somethir.,
off your mind than to get something into mine. That mu^tbe fatal to any ministry, which should not be an effort torelieve the preacher's memory of a burden, but to bless hi-
hearers by imparting to them the truth." [A curious idea oj
sacrilege had Sir Martin Bowes, Lord Mayor of London, who s^iri

I^ K ^T''"'
'^°"'^ "^^^ ^ ''"°'^ °^ the sacramental bread after

the bread had been consecrated, that mouse would be damned ] \lady once asked Dr. Parker. "What is your hobby?" He answered
Preaching. "Yes." she said. "I know you love that, but I moanWhat is the hobby which occupies your leisure time?" And again he

answered. "Preaching; I have no hobby but preparing for or d.livPr-
ing sermons; they occupy my whole time and engage all the energi..,-,
of mind and soul." Dr. Parker's two months' summer vacation wp ,

precious to him, and he made the most of it for freedom and inviso-
ration. Switzerland and the English Lake District were favorite re-
sorts. He walked much, sometimes alone for meditation; he found
out new bypaths through the woods; he wandered by the lakeside; he
spent long hours on some hilltop with wide view, bareheaded in sun
and wind. When asked why he spent so much time thus, he an-

_

swered: "What I take in now of color, of beauty, of the mountain.s.
lake, woods, flowers, and health, will come out in various ways as
metaphor, symbol, music, and the Gospel, about Christmas." He
turned all things to account for the service of the Creator who.-^
wondrous works were full of meaning to him. On the Isle of Wii:lu
his favorite walk was along the shore. When some one who sV.v
him stand gazing a long time out upon the ocean asked what hr was
looking at he said, "I am seeing God." In a letter he wrote, "It i^

certainly grand here—sea and hill, birds and flowers, and a geuprn!
feeling that lyrics are about." The first time Dr. Parker stood in his
pulpit after his wife's death his text was Job ii, 13: "None spake a
word unto him. for they saw that his grief was vcrv great." Th-
sermon was pathetic and intensely emotional. His soul was still in
the desolate darkness of abysmal grief, and he was fighting a battl-
against despair. Hear him: "The child cries easily, bless his litt!-
heart; the old man's sorrow is greater, but his tears are fewer; h-
has the grief but not the tears to wash it away. The soul cri--
Itself out. then falls back in a dumbness that amounts to temporary
atheir;m. Th-re are moments when we have no God; for the mo
we are forsaken. Blessed be the dear Christ, down to the last

raoiit

mo-
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:.(tit He tasted some new bitter experience and made some new

«-u'!afion for us, and at the very last He made it possible for us

tj l»c atheists guiltlessly
—'My God, my God! why hast Thou for-

jjkcn me?' Some of us are thankful Jesus Christ ever said those

».or<ls; to us they are a large part of the New Testament; they create

4 jjroat sanctuary of darkness wherein it is lawful for us to moan

j,i;J despond, though all this may be but for a little while." His

.«»int; wife had bidden him continue his work, and, returning dazed

fttul trembliug from her grave, he reached cut fumblingly to lay hold

RKain upon his duties. Referring to this afterward, he said: "I had

t*o courses before me—one, gloomy silence, and the other a deter-

ii-.liicd and in some sense heroic effort to take up my work again.

The one course meant old age—withered, hopeless, pitiable old age;

•iii'l the other, if sanctified, meant renewal of energy and recall of

>o!ith, and a continuance for a little time of what she thought to be

lay best work for God and man." Dr. Parker sometimes spoke

l!i Btern denunciation like an old Hebrew prophet. When the

><uing German Emperor, during his visit to the East, used, at a

oinner, the expression, "I\Iy friend the Sultan," the prophet of

tl>c City Temple delivered this solemn anathema from his pulpit:

When I heard that the Kaiser called the Sultan his friend, I was

A>:tonished, I was filled with humiliation and terror. The Great

Assassin had insulted civilization, outraged every Christian senti-

liicut, and defied concerted Europe. He may be the Kaiser's friend;

ho is not yours, nor mine, nor God's. Down with such speaking!

."-'o long as any man can say 'My friend the Sultan,' I wish no friend-

^llip or commerce with that man, be he king, or czar, or kaiser. The
i""'.:Uan drenched the land with blood, cut up men, women, and chil-

''ren, spared none, ripped up the womb, bayoneted the babe, and did

till manner of hellish iniquity. He may be the Kaiser's friend, but in

tlio name of God, in the name of the Father, and the Son, and the

i-'oiy Ghost—speaking of the Sultan, not as an individual, not merely
:-s a man, but speaking of him as the Great Assassin— I say solemnly,

<'Od damn the SultanI" This awful expression, uttered with ma-
J'Jitic wrath, and in the spirit of Paul's words, "Let him be anath-

ema," awed the throng for a moment, and then the City Temple
••'hood with a tremendous outburst of applause which was the con-

rrogatlon's great Amen! "When Edward the Seventh, shortly after

J'i:> accession to the throne, wounded the feelings of millions of his

Chriytian subjects by attending, with his family, a Sunday concert,

ami. by brewing ale when visiting Lord Burton, grieved those who
^'•ore laboring to rescue the victims of drink, the faithful and fear-

J's-s Puritan again thundered from the City Temple in sorrowful con-

''miiation of his new sovereign, deploring as a terrible calamity to

''!!;-'!un(l that, when the land was mourning because of Sunday
•'•'s-ecralion and intemperance, the highest person in the realm

^'!^juh! seem to give his influence in favor of such evils. Bishop
'I'.-Cale heard the last Sunday morning sermon that Dr. Parker ever
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preached in City Temple, and after the service sent in his card to iho

vestry v;ith this message: "Wonderful! v,'onderful! wonderful! My
Eoul has been fed to-day. Glory has been around me—the glory y*?t

to be fully revealed." At the end of a quarter of a century in the

City Temple Dr. Tarlcer said to his people: "Twenty-flve years! And
I have hardly begun my exposition. Five-and-twenty years! Am!
I am still at Genesis, first chapter, first verse. I have preached from

almost every text in the Bible, and have hardly begun to preacli. S.j

inexhaustible is the great Book, so infinite is the ministry, so all-

sustaining is the Eternal Spirit." Having bent his great brain over

the Bible for half a century, and having read what the critics, higlior

and lower, have to say, he made this declaration: "I accept the Old

Testament as divinely inspired, notwithstanding any flaws in tl-.o

human workmanship. To me it is the revelation of God and His

sovereignty; of the Father and His providence; of the Creator and

His dominion. It is infinitely majestic and solemn. Without God

the Holy Ghost, it could never have been written. In it I feel the

breath and see the very finger of God. My faith in it is not de-

pendent in any degree, nor for any purpose, upon 'tentative sug-

gestions' or 'future excavations.'
"

The Life cmd Letters of the RifjTd Honovrahlc Friedrich .Vax MiiUcr. Edit<^fl by

bisWifL'. In two volumes, with portraits and other illustrations. New Yor^;

Longmans, Green & Co. Vol. 1, pp. xiii-534; Vol. II, pp. ix-521. Price, cloth. ?'•.

The writer for the press who never saw Max Miiller still con-

tinues to express surprise that so many separate publications

concerning him should appear since his death. We have had hia

AuJd Lang Sync and also his Autobiography, and now these portly

volumes. But we who knew him, who saw him in the streets of

that glorious university city of Oxford, who heard him lecture,

T/ho visited him in his own home surrounded by the worshipin.!;

congregation of family and friends, who heard him talk—a won-

derful monologue of ohiter dicta, reminiscence, prophetic cx-cathc-

dra utterances—will feel no surprise whatever. A man of extraor-

dinary charm, a handsome man to begin with, a man who.-o

native-born stately German courtesy had been softened by kindly

English freedom into a perfectly balanced refinement, a man of

amazingly full mind ever bringing forth things new and old— it-

will be long ere his full portrait will be painted. But this contrilv.i-

tlon to the living portrait is the very best that we have yet hivi

Few men have had greater devotion from a wife than he from her.

and it is this devotion that has inspired the entire book. It is not

a critical biography. It contains no discriminating appraisement

of Max Miiller's work. It tells his life story quite simply indeed.

hut it tells it in a perfect psan of praise. He did no wrong, made

no mistakes—so runs the laudation all through the book until on<^

wishes at times for a bit of criticism just to relieve the alrao.-t

intolerable brightness. But we must not be churlish, for how else

could such a wife write of such a husband? But though we con-
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fc'lc to Mrs. Max Miiller the right thus to praise her distinguished

husl-and. and gladly confess that we have enjoyed reading it, never-

tlM-lcss we are bound here to caution the reader that Max Miiller

«as not quite so great, though he always seemed to us to be as

ppod as his wife thought him. We do not say that he was not a

crcat man, for he surely was, but we are perfectly convinced that

ho was not a very great, a supremely great, scholar. He cannot,

for example, be classed as a scholar with Weber or Roth, Bopp or

}tru-mann, because so little of his work made any definite or

nu^a'surable addition to the sum of human knowledge. His name

|« attached to no new law of the growing science of language; he

v.xo{G no grammar of a hitherto unknown tongue; he deciphered

no documents which had never been read before. He was a popu-

brizcr of the very highest rank, a man who made learning lovely

iind beloved of men, a teacher of popular audiences, a statesman

In the great field of educational development. His greatest book,

the editio princcps of the Rig Veda, was, alas! not done all the

vay through by his own hand. He began it with high purpose and

T\ith abundant scholarship, but he soon wearied of the drudgery,

and when school and university, society and the people invited

him to read papers and deliver lectures he turned aside from great

work to do easy and popular work. His edition then began to go

tlowly, and still more slowly, until the East India house began to

complain and then he hired Theodor Aufrecht, of Berlin, to help

him i7i the ivork. It was a sad and fatal blunder. Of course, he

intended to use Aufrecht only for the mechanical part of the v.-ork,

and he wrote thus to his mother: "Dr. Aufrecht is a very clever

man. a Sanskritist, etc. We work together, and he helps me at my

Vrrfa,. for which I pay him enough to live here. We shall try the

plan at first for six months, and I hope it will all go well. It is

vory pleasant for me to have some one with whom I can talk about

Htrrary things, and my time is so filled up that I am very glad to

li.'ivc some one to whom I can leave part of my work; but I must

vait a while to see how it works, and whether it brings me in as

ni';ch as it costs." Gradually Aufrecht did more and more of the

Vela work, and at the last it was generally said in England that

Aufrecht and other assistants, such as Dr. Eggeling and Dr.

Thibault, did so much that Max Miiller's own share in the work

v.-as much diminished. Without joining in the attacks of his ene-

inics. we cannot help feeling that he would rank far higher to-day

«n the world of scholarship if he had never had any assistance

tipon the Rig Veda. Laying all this aside, however, there still re-

mains enough good work, though not the very greatest work, to

make a first-class reputation. The story of his long struggle up-

^•ard is told well in his letters, and the figure left standing before

the eyes is the figure of a signally useful and very attractive

f-'holar. He was born in the swett Old World city of Dessau, and

5iis father was the poet Wilhelm Miiller, for some of whose poem?
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Schubert wrote immortal music. His childhood was poor, but tb'^

noble self-sacrifice of his parents gave him the best education the
university hind of Germany could give, and another great name
was added to the glorious roll of Leipzig's famous sous. He camp
to England befriended only by Baron Bunsen, then the Prussian
ambassador near the court of St. James, and soon settled in Oxford,
where the Taylorian professorship of modern languages gave him
a living. When the Boden chair of Sanskrit fell vacant he con-

fidently expected to be elected, and the defeat embittered his life

for years, and is again almost savagely debated in these volumes.
But he was finally made Professor of Comparative Philology and
with the passing of time became more and more a conspicuous orna-

ment of Oxfordian educational circles. This story of his life is full

of instruction and inspiration, not to say warning, for every j'ouug

and aspiring scholar, and we hope it may be widely read.

Archbishop TemjM. By Ch.\klks H. Da>t. Crown 8vo, pp. 244. New York:
Charles Scribiier's Sous. Price, cloth, ,$1.50.

Frederick Temple was a sturdy, hard-working, democratic sort of

man, who "came up from the soil," as the aristocrats say. Born in

poverty in one of the Ionian islands, he toiled upward until he became
Bishop of Exeter, then Bishop of London, and finally, at the age of

seventy-five. Archbishop of Canterbury, "Primate of all England."
When a boy, with scanty food and no money, he worked at picking
stones and scaring birds from the grainfields. At school he could

not afford a fire in winter and subsisted on the hardest fare. The
boys jeered at his patched shoes and patched clothes. A rough sort

of a school it was that he attended. The boys had to perform their

morning ablutions out-of-doors at the pump. If any boy seemed dis-

inclined to wash his hands and face properly the others did it for

him. There was plenty of fighting among the boys, and a fellow

had to learn to use his fists in self-defense. When, by years of heavy
labor and hard study, he worked his way up to Balliol College, Ox-

ford, the fine young gentlemen there more than once attacked with

jeers and horseplay and cuffs the poorly dressed country lad, but

they soon learned to their sorrow the wisdom of letting him alone,

for he had the frame and muscles of a field hand, and was a master

of ambidextrous fisticuffs, getting in his right and his left in swift

succession, to the damage of the features of the young college dudes.

At Oxford he studied hard, and, when too poor to buy candles, stood

cut in the public hallways under the lights with his books so long

as the lights were kept burning, and learned his lessons on his feet

in the draughty halls. Such a boy as that is bound to go far. The
stuff is in him, and the discipline of hardship and toil are toughen-

ing him into power. Jie has grit and grip. He could take up one of

the soft, sybaritic, flabby sons of luxury, break him in two in the

middle, and throv.' the fragments to the crows in the cornfield a milfi

av.'ay. When he was an old man and Archbishop of Canterbury,
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j"i^<l'"rlck Temple was one day walking in the country with a

f<>tni>ous city rector, close to a field where a man was plowing. To

«^r astonishment of his companion he asked the farmer's permission

!« lake his place between the plow handles, and in a moment the

Aji-hl'lshop was steering a straight and steady furrow down the field,

i.i !ho aylonishment of Hodge and the rector, to whom he said when

h*? ranic back: "I learned that in the hard school of necessity. When
I was young I worked on a farm and prided myself on plowing as

»;raii;ht a furrow as any man in the parish." After graduating from

!!:dllol he became principal of the training college at Kneller Hall;

:.i'or be was one of Thomas Arnold's successors as headmaster of

Ktipby; and in 1869, at the age of forty-eight, he was nominated by

y.r. Gladstone to the Bishopric of Exeter. No wonder that this prel-

ate was always beloved by the common people, who realized that he

k.r.'^w their lot and could feel a close and intelligent sympathy with

tli'Mn. Once, and probably oftener, when he met a poor woman and a

IH!ic girl, both carrying heavy loads, the bishop lent a hand and

btlpcd them along with their burden. When in Cornwall he loved to

mingle with the rough fishermen of the coast, and to drop into their

rla<~cs of worship. And the story goes that once, when he was join-

liiK heartily in the singing at one of their meetings, a Cornish fisher-

ni.iii behind him poked him in the back, saying, "Hi, you be out of

t'lne, guv'nor; you be out of tune." During his thirty-three years of

episcopal service he was so earnest and vigorous an advocate of tem-

r-Tance that at times mobs raged against him and threatened him
v.ith violence because of his utterances; and his influence in favor

cf temperance was great throughout all England., Extraordinary

r-'jwcrs of endurance and capacity for long labor had this hardy
>!--hop. fiis biographer tells us that he often worked straight

'Jirough an entire day and night. As an administrator he did not

interfere with his clerg>', even when they went to extremes and were
'••centric in methods or manners. So long as a clergyman was
'•I'lritually minded and devoted himself earnestly to his work, the

archbishop did not trouble him, but let him work in his own way.
^V^!^n Frederick Temple was bending under the weight of years it

'•''volvcd on him as Archbishop of Canterbury to conduct the funeral
^^- Queen Victoria, and later to kiss King Edward's cheek at his

"Pronation, offering the loyalty of the Church to the ncv/ sovereign.
Tfi'' aged archbishop, after offering this official homage, was so

'"^blc that he could not rise from his knees unaided, seeing which
''Ing Edward quickly advanced a step and, taking him by the hand,

"ndoriy a.ssisted him to his feet. A few months afterward his body
^"«s laid to rest in the Cloister Garth of Canterbury Cathedral. Now,
'r.«» land where a poor friendless boy can make his way from the
''•''^' tail to the archbishop's palace and the primacy of all England,
''nd where a lad fending off starvation by scaring crows away from
•'"'lily planted grain may possibly sometime arrive at a moment
•Aheu a king shall spring forward to act as his body-servant—that
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would seem to be a tolerably free country and about as democratii:

as any other, a pretty good sort of a place to live in, and a laml

worthy to be held dear and rejoiced in by all who value liberty ami
brotherhood, especially by us to whom, though at the distance of two

hundred and fifty years, it is the Mother Country.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Mary Xorth. A N'ovel. By Lucv Kideu Meyek. 12mo, pp. 330. New York aiul

Chicago: Fleming H. Kevell Corainvny. Trice, clotb, Sl.oO.

The author of Mary North has superior qualifications for a task of

this character. Her position at the head of the deaconess movemmi
has brought her into fellowship with multitudes in their misfor-

tunes; she has borne their griefs and carried their sorrows, has

kept their secrets and won their confidence, all which is reflected in

the sad yet fascinating story of Mary North. Further than this, the

author has the courage to name, expose, and flay vice under what-

ever form it is manifested. While she is becomingly delicate and

modest in dealing with social evils, she is in no sense prudish. Her

style is dignified, graceful, fascinating. The everyday incidents iu

the early life of her orphaned heroine are such as any vivacious New
England girl might encounter; but, while this is true, judgment in

selecting, skill in grouping, and vividness in portraying these inci-

dents invest the story from beginning to end with an irresistible

charm. By an easy and rapid transition we are carried alons

through Mary North's childhood to her mature womanhood, ami

from the village school to a select conservatory of learning in tli''

city of Boston. On the eve of her departure she becomes ac-

quainted, by chance on her part, with a pseudo-Frenchman, Jules Ic

Cygne, whoso real name is Sloan, an accomplished adventurer ar.il

scoundrel, whom she had known as a boy in her early school day^-

but had forgotten. Following her to Boston, he thrusts his atten-

tions upon her, wins her affection by his blandishments, enters into

a conspiracy vrith a "pal" whom he pays to impersonate a clergymrai

and perform a mock marriage ceremony by which Mary, in h':"

guilelessness, becomes, as she supposes, the lawful wife of the d'"-

signing villain, and ultimately the mother of his child. Fretendiiii:

to have engaged passage for France, the alleged home of his parent--,

he persuades her to convey to him her inheritance, after which, '
'

her utter horror, he is brought home to their lodgings in a drunk'"'!

stupor on the eve of the day they are to sail. On returning to con-

sciousness he brutally confesses his villainy and gloats over h' r

ruin, whereupon she flees to Chicago, leaving him in ignorance of ;i'
'

whereabouts, where she remains in seclusion for years. H^f '"^'

perience ends with her rescue by the deaconesses and her niarria-''

to Stephen Bayard, a worthy man who had loved her in her carli'i'

life. The exposure of Le Cygne's crimes and his tragic death on t-'''

eve of his arrest are thrillingly described.
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Art. L-SCIEXTIFIC PROOFS FOR nOIORTALITY.

There is no more certain or painful evidence of insanity

tlian for the patient to become suspicious or hostile toward

liis nearest friends and chief benefactors. He even fears and

hates those whom he should love most tenderly, and in par-

oxysms of madness may do them violence. Insanity is a per-

version of the rational nature; so that when complete the

moral and mental image of everything is reversed. So, m-

stcad of rejoicing in the society of those who love him most,

the insane person seeks to destroy them and, to crown his

madness, to take his o\\ti life, even at the esi^ense of the

acutest bodily suffering.

The most civilized peoples maintain that the suicide is al-

^vays insane, and therefore irresponsible. So well estab-

lished is it that Life Insurance companies, whose policies

contain a special caveat against suicide, are not thereby

exempt from liability. A man whose mind is in a normal

condition desires to prolong life to its utmost possible limit.

Or, if the weight of infirmities becomes so gi-eat that it is

intolerable, so that he can no longer utilize what before

made life desirable, it is the changed mental condition which

has effected this result. There is no dividing line where we

cau say, Here the desire to live ceases. We naturally shrink

from pain, and dread dissolution. The desire for life is the

natural feeling for every person whose mind is sound, and

vhose body isV^^^i^^^ to "b^ the instrument of the spirit for
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its continued action. Hence whatever lessens that desire is

the expression of an abnormal experience. If, then, a natural

desire prompts ns to live, no boundary can be fixed to the con-

tinuance of this feeling in the case of any normally consfti-

tuted person. Accordingly, the desire to end that existence

by felo de se is a conclusive proof of insanity. Therefore the

same rational consensus of opinion which declares that every

man who commits suicide is demented, and so cannot be held

responsible to such degree that he can nullify a contract, for

example, for life insurance in his own case, or cannot be

punished for the crime of attempting to slay others, for the

same reason will pronounce the man insane. Accordingly,

those who contend that our existence as a self-conscious per-

sonality ends with what rational people call the separation

of soul and body are insane according to all tlie standards

which reg-ulate the relations of men.

But it may be argued that life is no friend at all—much

less our best friend; and therefore it is no evidence of in-

sanity to "take arms against a sea of troubles, and so to end

them." Yet it is the part of a Avise and brave man to sur-

mount dangers and avoid disasters by a careful attention to

duty and thus demonstrate his mastery over them. Samson

found the honeycomb in the carcass of the lion, and tho

strong character can make itself stronger by rising sui)erior

to misfortune. The world can be conquered. Pain can be,

if not annihilated, at least changed into a force for discipline

and development of character. The greatest sufferers that

the world has seen, provided they were not sufferers for their

own misdeeds, have been the grandest figures in history.

The martyr is great in himself and honored among men.

He commands the world which tortures him to death. The

reed is stronger than the wind which bends or even breaks it.

For in bending or breaking it is only the organ which sufler.-.

The spiritual force which utilizes it so long as it can be used

as an instrument, is neither bent nor broken ; but merely set

free for independent action, to be henceforth untramraelc'l

by spatial or material conditions.
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Airain we see that he who is rational must look upon life

,!\irini; its disciplinary stage as a boon provided it enlarges

lii,< capacity for doing and enjoying good. But if it come to

pass that misfortunes come upon us to such degree as to make

life a burden we are to be heroic. For life becomes disagree-

able to us because we have not properly met its conditions.

Or, is the misery which renders life a burden that we would

t^'ladly cast off self-inflicted through willful offenses^ the vio-

Icttion of laws which were intended for our protection and

l^appincss ? If so we should lay the blame where it belongs.

Wc should not desire to end life, but to cease our misconduct.

ft i=^ the act of an insane person to censure the innocent and

nUsolve the guilty. Escape from the fruits of our miscon-

duct is not possible by suicide. One does not destroy any

force in the universe because he changes its place of action.

It would be as easy to create a world as to destroy it; to gen-

(rate a force de novo as to annihilate it. Hence any man

'.vlio thinks he can escape the consequences of his wrongdoing

I'V committing suicide is insane. For he dislikes that ^vhich

"^liould be dearest to himself, and attempts to abridge that

which of all things can do the greatest good to mankind.

Each scientific epoch is distinguished by some doctrine

conspicuous for its influence on thought and action. The

last half of the nineteenth century was distinguished for

f^rcat progress, botli in research and in application of truths.

Ill the scientific world the doctrine of the conservation of

energy stands out as the beacon light of that eix>ch. This

doctrine is one of pure science, discovered and exploited

^vith reference to force as a factor in material nature. Its

tiiscovery or advocacy had either no reference to religions

^icws, or, if such was thought of, it was that this doctrine

«'<»uld prove hostile, and in the end subversive of all revela-

tion. Hence this doctrine may be considered either as an

iinprojudiced or a hostile witness; therefore its testimony

•"'hig unwillingly given as having still more force for that

^*I»ich it was intended to oppose. This doctrine affirms that

tlicre is a perpetual conservation of every force that now
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exists. Moreover, there has never been any force created, anv

addition made to the sum total now existing, and no diminu-

tion is possible at any future time. There may be trans-

ference, transmutation, to any conceivable degree. It mav
now be in the form of matter; now spiritual, impalpable, or

phenomenal; but in whatever mode it may exist it remains

the same in quantity. These facts being admitted, what bear-

ing have they on our subject ?

Man is a force, the mightiest on earth, in the possession

and exercise of a transcendant power. Considered merely in

his physical organism he is but a reed—the weakest factor

in nature. But by his intellect he makes himself the lord of

nature, subduing all forces. IIoAAd to 6tiva, Kovdev dvdpdmox:

dsivoTepov TxiXei * expresses in some measure the superiority

of man, who can control everything physical. This wonder-

ful agent man, like every phenomenal actor, is possessed of n

duplicate nature, organ, and force, material and immaterial.

It is a condition of a phenomenal world—and science obsti-

nately insists there is no other—^that these two factors must

work in concert in order to produce any result apprehensible

by the senses. Man has a body composed of material ingre-

dients, which are integrated by a subtle principle—call it

life, motion, molecular action, nen'ous irritation—sonic-

thing which comes into the womb of the mother, and, there

bringing its power of integration, gathers from the surround-

ing materials of the world such ingredients as are suitabu^

for its purpose, and in process of time evolves an inde-

pendent living personality—"A soul shall draw from out the

vast."f The mere addition of the spermatic material of thf^

one sex to that of the other does not, however, produce life in

the gi-eat majority of cases. The combination of these two

ingredients in an alembic of material construction would W'^

effect this result. The attempt to manufacture these ingri-

dients by mechanical means, and from them evolve a scparati^

personality by the chemist's manipulation would only mock

the projector. But yet in real life these somehow combine

* Sophocles, Antigone, 330-3. ^ Tennyson, " In Memoriam," Sub. finf^
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sM'l act together. The subtle principle selects its own ma-

tirials; builds up its own instrument; continues to act

ihrough this as an organ until dissolution renders it incapa-

i,!o of further action. But no force has now been destroyed

any more than it was created when at the time of joy it was

proclaimed: A child is born into the world. The power,

whatever that may be which began to integrate in the womb,

;iiid when it had completed its work there broke open the

JiKirs and came out to walk the earth as an independent actor,

ixisted before in some form, if the conservation of force be a

true doctrine. Even so it must exist after it has worn out

its fleshly tenement, and can no longer display its activities

through the disintegrating organ. We cannot but see that

the living force which began to operate in the womb, in the

f^'g, or whatever way generation be effected, is different from

tlie material which it utilizes for its purposes; as different

as the workman is from the material which he fashions. So

in the elaboration of a living being the fashioning energy

antedated the materials, the process, and the result achieved.

.Viid we must not forget that this force was as different from

the product as Gubbis from his vase, as Jurgensen from his

Watch, as Fraunhofer from his spectroscope.

Finally, however, the structure decays and disintegrates.

I'nring the progress of decay the instrument becomes less and

less capable of doing the work of its tenant. "The spirit re-

mains willing, though the flesh be weak." The eye cannot

transmit the luster of the soul; the cheeks fall in; the heart

ceases to beat and the exhibition of phenomenal life is at an

<'iid. But neither part of the compound has been destroyed,

lliis the scientist is ready to say of the body, but not of the

^"ul or spirit. But we shall not permit him to be inconsistent.

He must abide by his axiom of conservation. At the first

iict of the drama there was something different from the

materials that were acted uix)n. So, during the "seven

stages" of the play there was something different from mat-

ter as there must be in every species of phenomenal action,

^hnt is, in organ, and a force which operates through it, as
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an instrument. And we nmst even bear in mind tliat n.'

force can do any more work than the organ through which ii

acts is capable of utilizing. The small metallic wire caiimt

transmit the powerful charge of electricity ; the weak body

of the infant cannot support the disproportionate intellect.

So, again, when the body begins to decay it is asserted that.

the mind decays farl passu. This stock argiiraent of materi-

alism is either a sophism or a paralogism. It ignores alike

all the facts of the case, and the analogy of nature. The

force and the material through which it acts are disparate

in their present form, and have no necessary connection witli

each other, save as conditions for phenomenal action. The

size of the man, the strength of his body, have only an acci-

dental relation to the force of his intellect. This is a self-

evident fact. For the body is not an index of the amount of

work the intellect can do—which would be the case if life

consisted merely in the adjustment of material particles by

molecular action. For while there must be a general cor-

respondence between the size of the instrument and the force

which operates through it, the instrument does not create the

force which employs it ; which nuist be the case if the doc-

trine of materialism were true. So while there must be an

organ adequate for the transmission of power, yet there is

enough of variation from this principle to show that one is

not the counterpart of the other, nor identical with it. For

we have the precocious child regardless of bodily growth,

and the dull man despite his vigorous body. So, also, when

the bodily powers are weakened by sickness the mental

vigor remains. "When bodily decay or extreme old age bring.s

a second childhood, or imbecility, this condition arises solely

from the decay of the organ through which the mind net>.

For in those painful cases, such as Kant, Swift, Coleridire.

even the hobbling imbecility has its lucid moments; ainl

there are flashes of the pristine brilliancy gleaming throu^::.i

the vacant stare.

The purposes of this stage have been accomplished. Tln^

integration effected by the principle of life in the embryonic
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.state and in the subsequent growth has completely served its

j)ur])ose. The decay of the instrument antedates the com-

])letc extinction of its power for transmitting force, even as

the power for gradual growth from the weakest beginning

antedated the perfecting of the machine through which the

ngent was to do its work. The power of integration existed

in a separate form before it united the ingredients into a

body; this has remained as a distinct factor, using the body

as its organ ; and now, standing at the threshold of dissolu-

tion, it proclaims itself a separate force, to remain forever

an unchanged personality, and undiminished in the universe

of undiminished force. These facts are capable of disproof

if they are not in harmony with other scientific data. The

spiritual nature of man is as secure of a continued existence

as any force in nature ; and its immortality is established by

the doctrine of the conservation of energy.

But will it remain as a distinct, an independent factor ?

The body which has been the organ through which the phe-

nomenal activity of the soul has been exerted hastens to com-

plete dissolution and disintegration, so that it is quickly re-

solved into its ultimate elements. A changing, disin-

tegrating process has never ceased ; but has gone on 'pari

jyissu with the growth in the various periods of life, save

that in the earlier the growth was most marked, and in the

latter decay prevailed. But at the end of each period of

from seven to nine years "we have a body renewed de novo

so that there is not a particle of matter now present which

was there when the given period began. But during all this

time the personality remained identical with itself. It is

treated as the same by society; by the law as the highest

expression of human wisdom; and by consciousness rein-

forced by memory. The feeling of guilt and innocence, the

apiwrtionment of praise and blame, the infliction of pimish-

iiient and bestowal of rewards are conditioned on the con-

tinued personality of the soul, that which constitutes the ego

ill each individuality. There are changes by development

and growth, an expansion of thought and action, an increase
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in efficiency for meeting the demands of duty which grov.-

faster than the ability to meet them; so that the spiritual

powers ma}' never stagnate. But these changes leave the ])(r-

sonality and responsibility intact, both in foco conscienl'uv

and in foco juris civilis. Since the identity of the individual

soul does not depend npon the size or constitution of the

body, there is no proof that at the moment when soul and

body separate the former is dissolved. For destroyed it can-

not be. The soul up to this time has continued a personal,

distinct, undivided force; and therefore will not change to

something else or be disintegrated. Its existence, both for

itself and as a factor among other individuals, depends upon

this identity and indissoluble personality. Hence if it abides

as a force in the universe it must be as a separate person in

order to embody the characteristics which have hitherto con-

stituted its individuality. For if it has been dissolved as a

force, and incorporated with others, then the guilt or inno-

cence cannot be punished or rewarded.

There is a marked difference between our intellectual and

moral personality and material things. The latter are all

alike in their constituents and modes of existence. They can

be classified, united, and separated, mixed and analyzed.

Not so the individual character. This is unique; each one

sui generis; utterly incapable of so uniting as to form a large

compound containing the collected forces of several. Each

})erson has the power to make himself what he desires to be;

while material is inert, save when acted upon ah extra. This

could not be the case with the soul unless there were a con-

stant to which the increments were added and from which

the losses were subtracted. And what is the essential differ-

ence between the soul and matter is that each soul itself, and

only itself, can add to or subtract from its owti intellectual

or moral force.

The point now is whether anything but a separate pf^r-

son could possess character, or add to its efficiency f"!"

thought and action. The indi^•idual builds up his own char-

acter, which becomes his by absolute OA\Tiership. Virtue or
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\itr, intelligence or force of character, could not be gained

in the lump, nor surrendered to be combined into a sum. If

d:i' poul lost its individuality, its responsibility would be

t-mled. There is another marked diiference between matter

and intellectual or moral force. In the former there is a

constant striving after union. Force, whether in the form

oi heat, light, or electricity, for example, constantly strives

to free itself from isolation and join the sum of its kind in

I lie universe. oSTot so intellect or moral force. This not only

triids to segregation, but cannot exist in any other mode. The

greater the increments and the wider the sphere of its con-

H-ious action the more singular the character becomes, and

lience the more individual.

If, then, force is indestructible, in whatever mode it exists

ilie truth applies with equal cogency. But the intellectual is

greater than the physical because man can bring under trib-

ute all the powers of the material world. The question be-

comes more pertinent every day, What is there that man
cannot do ? And yet what would all this material world

avail without some intellect to understand and utilize it ?

What would all material and intellectual forces and the re-

Milts of their combination avail unless there were virtue to

control, and moral character to beautify and enjoy ? A
world of physical and intellectual energy might be sui)posed

to exist alone, but it would be a veritable hell upon earth.

The world has seen periods when vice was rampant, at which

men stood aghast. And yet even in the worst times the world

ever saw there was only a small part of the world's energies

given up exclusively to wickedness. But suppose that the

^vorst haunts of vice were in no Avise restrained by law;

imagine, if we can, all the forces of man, in his control of the

earth, let loose without the restraints of moral character, and

^\'e will be ready to admit that, while the phy:i;ical forces of

nature were created to be controlled by the mental powers of

man, a fortiori they were put in the keeping of these moral

forces which by their due exercise constitute heaven, but by

'hoir infraction, if complete, would make hell anywhere.
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Why this digression \ If there is a conservation of entr-v,

then this does not mean force of one kind rather than iiii-

other; or if so, then, according to the doctrine of the ''sur-

vival of the fittest," we are enabled to come back to onr thc.-^is.

The moral force which the individual soul and no other can

create or integrate, appropriate, get possession of in some

way, is his personal property ; it constitutes his personality,

and, being inseparable therefrom, must continue with that

personality so long as this force is in existence. We have

here the force of a demonstration. For this moral and intel-

lectual energy which has been inseparable from the agent

during all his bodily changes could not be gained or lost save

by his conscious instrumentality. If the soul perishes at

death this perishes, and its force is lost to the nniverse. If

this force is conserved the agent which alone gained ami

could wield it is conserved also. But this force is confessed-

ly conserved; then that agent from which it is inseparable

abides untouched by time, the companion of eternity.

The pessimist is wholly irrational and inconsistent. For

if the tendency of the universe is only bad, he, as a part

thereof, has neither the power nor the inclination to make it

better. Kot the power, because he alone is not suflieient to re-

verse the order of nature; and not the inclinatio]i, because

the temper which can see only a tendency to evil in all that

is about him is such that he has no hope of success. If pessi-

mism be the true interpretation of nature, then the continu-

ance of any person or thing should be prevented. Life i-

only the prolongation of wretchedness, and should bo erule'l

by suicide—though even this would be no remedy, because

whatever one might do could only add to the greater misery

under such a system. It would be useless, therefore, to prove

immortality to a pessimist on a priori grounds, since what i-^

becoming worse continually must eventually destroy itself-

Hence if this doctrine be true an immortality for the soul

would only signify the unending and constantly increasiii-

wretchedness of everything that has character or fcelin:'.

But there is no such thing as a rational or consistent jies-!-
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{lii-t, since every act of an intelligent creature, being a vol-

untary addition to his misery, as well as every movement of

laatcrial agents under such a system, can only make things

worse. For such, ''their strength would be to sit still" (Isa.

XXX, 7). The irrationality of pessimism which denies im-

u.ortality is another proof of immortality as a part of an

c.rjiiun'zed scheme of nature, which is always rational.

Dismissing pessimism as a monstrous absurdity, we turn

to optimism as the rational exponent of the universe. This

iiulecd is the only scheme which can account for the continu-

ance of the world. The possibility of adaptation of means to

t!i(ls, and these ends in turn to others, could only take place

under a system where all things are "working together for

g'jod." The constancy of nature is the expression in physics

of the universal prevalence of truth. For truth is the cor-

respondence in material things of the laws which govern the

world, even as truth in intellectual and moral relations is the

ourrespondencc between what rational and moral agents

tliink and do, and what is required of them as parts of the

system. Kow, this truth is just as necessary in mental and

moral action as in physical. Departure from this in the one

case would reduce the universe of matter to chaos. In the

oflicr it would wreck character, and therefore render happi-

ness impossible. Hence it is a necessary postulate that a

falsehood in the spiritual universe is as fatal as a break in

ilic constancy of physical nature.

The impossibility of falsehood working any good imder a

moral system is as clear as any intuition, logical or mathe-

Jnatical demonstration. We make this postulate without any

f'-ar of successful contradiction. ISTow, it is a fact that we
do better work when in hope than in despair. The certainty

^'l ultimate success to one who is guided by reason gives the

Eame support as though the result were in sight. On this

principle the preparations of childhood and youth are made.

Hiere is a goal after which we strive, which is always mov-
ing forward in exact proportion to the strength gained to

CK.-cupy n vantage ground already secured. It is not the order
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of nature that blades, flowers, aod mature fruit, that educa-

tion, experience, and full fruition, should come at the same

time. Now, we know that there is evermore a reaching f(jr-

ward for something in advance. This process is a never-

ending one. For at the close of a strenuous life the feelint,'

of imperfect achievement is stronger than at any preceding

period ; and heartfelt in exact proportion to the efforts which

have been made. But at each stage of progi-ess the preced-

ing period has been found to be merely introductory to that

which is to follow. If, then, the soul ceases to exist just

when it has reached its highest grade of preparation for activ-

ity, this belies all previous experience, as well as the analogy

by which we project the present into the future. Therefore,

if the order of nature be fixed and true, the denial of immor-

tality is demonstrably false.

We see a constant tendency toward the administration of

justice, it is true; hut this is after something which is not

reached. A system of vast extent in time or space cannot

work out its results at once. There must be long preparation

of means, and these working in combined action toward a

definite result. The tendency may be all which we, from our

contracted vi-sion, can see. The comet may have so much

ellipticity in its orbit that it will not return to our system in

a million of years. But the section of its parabola which

submits to our calculus proves the size of its orbit, and the

time which must be taken to traverse it. Science has no mis-

giving about the time of return, though it may be delayed un-

til after this world has ceased to be habitable. For nature tell'^

110 lies. The orbit of man's destiny is partly disclosed. That

part shows that while justice is trying to rectify itself it has

not had time to complete the work, but the result is inevi-

table. But time must be given in the one case as in the other

for the laws of the system to work out their results. ^len

suffer wrongs in this world Avhicli are not righted. They

make preparation for work which appears to stop at the tnne

Avlien they are best fitted for its continuance. The personal

equation, or the momentum of cliaractcr with which they
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have endowed themselves, ends at the point where it has be-

cvino most energetic for future use. If this be the case, then

ail human experience is false; all improvement in intellect

a!id morals is founded upon a lie.

The early history of all science begins by reducing a chaos

vi contradictory data to a consistent system. What are at first

-ccming discords are found by a wider generalization, through

which each element is seen in its connections wdth. others,

{«) be a concord. The perturbations of the solar system

are not disorders but are due to movements whose causes

when grasped will be found to be evidences of still greater

iiarmony. Science once was uncertain, because it thought

riiance reigned. I^ow it has no misgivings as to the outcome

of what was seemingly the most contradictory to facts al-

ready established. Kay, more : chance itself has been proved

by mathematical demonstration to be amenable to systematic

•'idcr ; and thus the last element of uncertainty has been ex-

]>c]lcd from the universe. Truth prevails everywhere in

I'hysics. It is equally so in morals. Hence there can be no

!-uch thing as injustice finally prevailing on the assumption

that there is a future life for the display of those forces of

intellect and character which were interrupted here. For

^vhat was begun in man's day upon earth shall be completed

<n God's day in eternity.

If there be a conservation and persistence of energy in the

physical world, a fortiori, in that domain for which the phys-

ical world was made. Yet it is often said that there is waste

in feeds which never germinate; or if they advance thus far

arc checked and amount to nothing. The exuberance of

^I'lture is so great that she can afford a prodigal waste. Xay,

^hc must destroy the major part to prevent the world from

'"•ing overrun with creatures of every degree of development

Jn organization, for which there is no sustenance possible to

bring tliem to maturity. This view proceeds upon a confu-

f^ion of statements. First, the conservation of energy per-

J'lits no loss of force. But the undeveloped germ is a loss of

force. For there is an undoubted preparation for something
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which never is realized. On the contrary, it is here held thnt

what is apparently checked in development is not necessarily

so. For the resources of the universe in space, time, and

energy, and the Power which shapes and controls them, arc

absolutely unlimited and inexhaustible. Hence every seed

which merely sprouts, every flower which fails to produce

seed or fruit, is not thereby excluded from the chance of per-

fect fruition. There is room enough, time enough, power

enough for their complete development. These embryonic

forces seem to disappear utterly; but nature's bookkeeping

omits no item, however small.

If it were possible for the assassin to stop the career for

good of an active soul, then the destiny of the world would

be in the hands of bad men, and God's purposes would be

thwarted. Eut who believes that the accursed assassin Bootli

by his awful act destroyed Lincoln's energy for good work '.

If evil has that power the universe is ruled by a malignant

demon instead of a righteous God. Yet that result would

follow if when the mortal life of the martyr ceased he had no

further existence. For martyrdom would mean extinction

of all the martyr's energies. And if the personality did not

survive the energies would be dissipated, since all the forces,

the character, are the increment which the personality h;i<

won for itself by responsible action. They could belong to

no other, because each personality is sui generis. And henco

if there be no immortality it is in the power of the assassin to

destroy the greatest force in our world, and which had been

integrated by that particular life.

The death of young children for lack of care is a hcinou=<

crime. For the soul that has integrated to itself an organ

and secured a footing in this world has a right to live and

develop on earth, which only the Creator has a right to de-

stroy. That right when usurped by another becomes the

greatest wrong that can be perpetrated. If this can be done

with impunity the ordinances of nature are overthrown, and

are at the mercy of diabolism. "^Mien Eousseau, the filthy

brute—despite his hypocritical whining about the beauty "i
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ri;f^.iio nnJ his elegant theories of education in Emile—
.. if'.'uhitcd like another beast with his bi'utal paramour, and

$ Urv in concert produced a child, every year at least, to he

re: straightway to a foundling hospital to be killed there

V unfeeling nurses, there is a sum of wickedness wrought

\ »!iich no language is adequate to describe. Into this action

'i ir^m the begetting to the destruction of the child every

of hideous and revolting wickedness centers. Xow,n«c>cs

if there be no immortality for such souls, if there be no pun-

tiiiinent for those who wrong them, there is an injustice of

I sbc most portentous magnitude for which there is no redress

;

I
'J-.ere is a disorder in the moral universe for which there is

I
iM remedy. Kow, if there be the least disorder in the phys-

I
ical universe, for which there is no provision in physical

I law, then this disorder, however little in its inception, will

\
rc-tluce the whole to chaos. But here is a disorder, a per-

[ :nrl>ation of moral forces, for which, if the soul perishes at

d«?Ath, there is no rectification. This disorder wnll therefore

»fork as complete chaos in the moral as the physical disorder

•vuuld in the material universe. But no such disorder is con-

ixivable. As the moral and physical universe are coordinate

ji.'irts of one system, ruled by the same almighty Power, we
J:ave an absolute demonstration that the soul must live beyond

-115 life to render the administration of justice possible.

'liic desire for life begins with the dawn of consciousness.

Jt i-s the groundw^ork of all our plans for the future and the

i-K-eiitive to all noble deeds. What effort will be made for

''"iture, or the power which education gives for efficient work,

•' no sphere for action is permitted? Preparation for the

'••ities of this life is made in the hope that there w^Ill be

'•'•>e and place here for their exercise. But as the prepara-

•"" for this life is chiefly disciplinary for character this

i'lTparation is predicated of future existence. Por this life

^J
the longest is brief; and when to this is added the con-

I'^igcney that it may be prematurely ended there is really no
iJicontivc left for effort. It is doubtful whether any person
'-as over lived who, after the experiences of failure that come
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to us all, would accept this life as a boon if severed from tlio

hope of immortality. Doubtless it will be said, Many excel-
lent people do not believe the doctrine, and yet do good work.
We dissent from this statement. We do not believe there is,

or ever has been, a human being who, when in his senses, did
not in his inmost soul believe in and hope for immortalitv.
It is true there are multitudes who have acted so badly in tlL
life that they do not desire another because they are sure, if

justice be done them, there can be only evil in store for them.
Thus it would seem we have in the influence which a hope of

immortality has on such as strive after the best attainments,
and in the effect which wrongdoing has in making the thor-

oughly depraved ^nsh for a never-waking oblivion, what
amounts to a demonstration for an eternal life.

The basis of all systems of religion is the belief in immor-
tality. Without this doctrine religion would have no signifi-

cance. It would be a mockery to tell men to do right

and abstain from wrong if there were no difference in the in-

fluence which their conduct could have on themselves or

others. And if virtue deserved no reward, and vice no pmi-

ishiucnt, this would be because they are both d6td<poQa—in-

different. Picligion, whether natural or revealed, project-^

this principle beyond the present life. It provides a system

by which all failures in justice shall be rectified. For exj^-

rience tells us that injustice does, either by secrecy, bribery,

powerful connections, flight, a thousand methods, escape the

ill desert and prove the best-administered laws to be a

failure. In this way no atonement is, or indeed can be, made
to outraged society. Take an extreme case : An assassin wli"

has bereaved a nation of a noble ruler may, when in danger

of arrest, take his own life, and thus if there is no future

existence completely ])affle justice. For he escapes all leg-.il

punishment, which, in many cases of enormity, could not bo

adequate by any torture however acute and protracted. Thi-^

case if unprovided for in tlie economy of nature would wreck

any moral system. For it would prove that there arc no

forces nor methods of application sufficient for its own pre-
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. rvation. IIciicc if there were no immortality provided for

t.y revelation we mnst provide it by an absolute necessity as

Jra.-^tic as that which holds the stars in their courses. Vol-

uiire was constrained to say, "If there were no God we must

,.f necessity make one." If there were no rewards for virtue,

;iiid no punishment for wickedness, the conscience of hu-

iiiiinity would devise an immortality, where there is a heaven

1.) reward and a hell to punish; so that there might be an ad-

justment in the balance sheet of nature.

The belief in a future life being, then, the basis and con-

dition of all religions, we next inquire as to its influence on

lannanity. Has it been beneficial or injurious ? This ques-

tion admits of but one answer. It has been the only element

by which tlie world has made progress in culture, in virtue,

in all that distinguishes the man from the brute. This will

1k> denied only by those whom pessimism or agnosticism has

>!)own to be wholly perverted. Leaving these where they

iiave placed themselves, beyond the limits of reason, we will

deal with men as rational creatures, amenable to the world's

ordinances which they are compelled willingly or by con-

straint to accept.

Every religion that has ever .claimed the credence of men

did so because it offered some evidence of benefit to its vota-

ries. If it came professing to do harm it would have no

better ground for acceptance than pessiinism or agTiosticism.

It may have made false promises. It may have deceived its

adherents under pledges of worldly gain and thus deluded

them at first. But experience would be a crucial test ; and

buch promises would entail ruin upon the system they pur-

{xn-ted to sustain. Hence both from a priori reasons, and

from the evidence of testing, the condition on which a reli-

gion would be proposed or accepted must be its beneficent

influence on humanity. And such has been the influence of

idl the gTcat religions of the world—Judaism, and its sup-

plement, Christianity; Islamism, Confucianism, and Par-

f^ocism; and also of every modification of these except Bud-

dhism. This, if it can be called a religion, does not appear to
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teach a separate immortality for each soul, but an absorp-

tion into the personality of Euddha. And yet this involves

a future existence, and with it the qualities or character
which the soul integrated while on earth. Hence if there k-
the conservation of energy the soul when reabsorbed into the

essence or personality of Buddha must take with it all the

increments of power, virtue, vice, which it has gained for it-

self. These, as positive forces for virtue or negative powers
for vice, are still there to work out their results through an
agent or personality. For these are in no way changed by
reabsorption, because their essential nature remains identical.

This can be clearly seen in the companion systems whose creed

affirms metempsychosis as the condition of continued exist-

ence. Here the soul continues in another avatar, occupying a

new body, indeed, but carrying into this all its original and

acquired characteristics. And expressly because justice did

not complete its work, either in purifying or punishing, the

life will be prolonged imtil there is that consummation which
the Christian revelation clearly enunciates : ''He that is holy,

let him be holy still ; and he that is filthy, let him be filthv

stilL"

From this digression we return to our thesis that all re-

ligions which have ever been advocated obtain credence be-

cause they promise a betterment of human conditions, and a

perfect consummation in future of what is left imperfect

here. If it be said that religions are imperfect in their con-

ception and enunciation, we reply that the creatures to whom
they appeal are themselves incomplete in their intellectual

and moral character. When God speaks to man it must l>o

in the terms of man's comprehension, that is, anthroponior-

phically. If he were to speak in the language of absolute

truth and infinite knowledge none but an infinite being could

understand the message. Ilencc he must condescend to the

measure of our comprehension. And though the truth in it-

self be infallible, and the message conveying it be perfect,

yet the term? in which it is enunciated must he understood

in a lower degree, or made inferior to its real sii2:nificati<»ii.
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While the divine law is absolute in its essential nature, the

tcrni^ of its enunciation must be such that it can be com-

t.roliended and obeyed by those for whom it was revealed.

It being demonstrated that every religion has its founda-

lion in future rewards and punishments, we are prepared to

I. ring this contention to the test of the law of excluded

niiddle: It is either true or false. JSTot that every religion

<.lTerod to men is absolutely true in all the terms of its enun-

ciation. The extent of the meaning "true" which is here

intended has already been made clear. Xor do we deny that

there have been accretions partially, perhaps wholly, false,

and unwarranted interpretations. But taking each religion

jis n sum total, and all of tliem combined, their influence upon

iiuman nature has been salutary. Such being the tendency

i'{ all religions, and most of all the Christian revelation

v.hich stands or falls with the doctrine of a future life (1 Cor.

XV, 14-18), the alternative meets us directly: These religions

are true as a unit, or they are false. There is no escape from

this dilemma. Between direct contradiction any middle is

excluded. If, then, this is inevitable, there follows at once

another equally drastic alternative : As they are true or false,

then the influence which they have exerted upon the world

has been caused either by truth or by falsehood. They derive

.''11 tlieir warrant from the assertion that there is a future

life where the miscarriages of justice for want of time, or

!-}>hcre of action, in this life can be rectified. Without

immortality no religion has any sanction- For the present

life is so evidently disciplinary that it would mean nothing

^^ithout a field for display of matured character; just as

<-very stage of life from infancy to maturity has its rahon

<^'*'trc in that which is to follow. There is no reason for this

life if it be ended prematurely and no other is to follow. It

i-* a mistake in the ordinances of nature because it is a mis-

^•arriagc of justice and a triumph of evil. This also amounts

t'"* a demonstration.

In conclusion : The universe, whether physical or moral

—

rather both as coordinates of system—is based upon trufli.
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The laws of nature—its constancy of movement, its un-
varying results in the complicated movements of the worlds
or the molecular action in forming the crystal, or the definite
proportions of elements in the compound—rest in their ulti-

mate analysis on the infallible truth which prevails in ma-
terials and their forces. If this be the case in one part, then
in all. Keligion declares that there is a future life. If this
be false, then all the good which religion has ever wrought
in the world rests upon a falsehood j the strongest motive that
ever actuated man rests upon a false basis; the structure of
the universe is false ; and the mind as the interpreter of the
phenomena of the universe acts upon a lie. Our hopes, our
fears, are groundless; and our life on earth is all a falsehood.
From such a nightmare of unbelief we awake to the light of
revealed truth. Life is a boon, to be desired now, by him
who is sane, as a preparation at each moment for its further
continuance

;
with the assurance that it does not cease at the

moment when by discipline it has become best fitted for a
wider sphere. All the thoughts, all the aspirations, all the
motives to be derived from reason or experience, declare with
the force of a demonstration, Our life shall never exd.
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\rT. II.—SOME DISEASES OF MODERN BIBLICAL
CRITICISM.

Wi: know that the so-called higher criticism of the Bible

I.-; one of the newer branches of science. We know also that

tills criticism has proved itself to be a most formidable antag-

..iiir^t in that it has brought about a mighty revolution in the

j.r.wince of the estimation of the Bible. May one not, how-

ever, call in question the soundness of this criticism of our

uav I I think so, and shall undertake to describe some of its

diseases. Syiuptoms of such are in my judgment discernible

in tliree spheres of the life of this young antagonist. These

diseases may be termed bodily, physiological, and psycho-

logical. But permit me to unfold my meaning.

1. jSTothing threatens the bodily organism of man more

than the intrusion into it of foreign bodies. These destroy

tlio tissues and poison the blood, this last source of bodily

iiealth. But can it be said that such foreign elements have

f<!rced their way into the ]x)dy of modern biblical criticism ?

I k'lieve that such is the case, for what the blood is to the life

<'f the body, that are the norms, or authoritative standards,

in the province of criticism. False, inadequate standards,

tiicrefore, resemble the foreign bodies which poison the blood.

Such false standards have been, however, frequently applied

in more recent biblical criticism.

A standard which, it is maintained, cannot do justice to

lU'brcw writing's is nevertheless applied when these are com-

pared as to external age with Babylonian-Assyrian literature,

nnd when the assertion is made that certain portions of the

hitter, because older, must therefore of necessity be also from

'original sources of greater antiquity than are the corres^wnd-

»Mg portions of the Old Testament. This method of pro-

cedure has been more than once apparent in recent times.

ill the lecture of Friedrich Delitzsch, ''Babel und Bilxd,"

^"1* example, we were told that a considerable nural>er of

I'ible stories had now suddenly come to light in purer and
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more original form out of the iiiglit of Bab}'loiiiau trcasiur

mounds. In other phices it has often been emi)hasized thai

the cuneiform tablets which contain the ''Creation-epic an.l

the Flood-episode of the Gilgames-epic" are many centurit>

older than the Pentateuch sources in which the correspond

ing record of the creation and the flood are found. But tin-

age of the source of any given text does not determine the

originality of the text itself. The contents of a text taken

from an older document need not for that reason be the more

original. Another form of the same text having become fixe<l

at a Liter time may nevertheless give expression to the result

of a much more faithful and reliable tradition. "Who would

question, for instance, that the Eechabites at the time of

Jeremiah had for centuries most faithfully preserved the life

ideal of their ancestor ? Or who will deny the possibility

that the more original form of certain traditions was pre-

served by the Israelites ? Xor are proofs lacking for the fact

that the strength of the human memory while yet unsup-

ported by written documents is far greater than in times of

much writing? To this fact Julius Ca?sar called attention

{Dc BeJlo Galileo, \i, 14, 4). And has not the human

memory preserved for centuries the 153,826 words which

compose the Ivigveda ? Has it not also retained the Arabian

poems called Uamasa ?

Another false standard of biblical criticism is apparent

when tlie identity of conceptions in religion is taken for

granted between people genealogically or geographically re-

lated to each other. This has occurred not imfrequently of

late; and in the book recently (1902) written by P. Torge

on Asliemh unci 'Asiarte (p. 35) we read explicitly: '•prom

the relationship existing between the peoples of western Asia

in respect to culture, it follows w^ithout question ( !) that this

relationship exists also in respect to religion." But logic

teaches that two objects agreeing in five points may still

differ in a sixth
; and how often this is the case in fact ! Thu^

we also find among the Israelites many sure elements of an

exceptional culture; for examide, the circumcision of male
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c.'iiMrcn ou the eighth day, the avoiding of honey in offerings

(Ia'V, ii, 11), which among the Babylonians and other peo-

Y:\vi was so used, a specified number of unclean animals

(^l.ov. xi; Dcut. xiv), etc. Hence the genealogical kinship

<vi-ting between Israel and the other Semitic peoples cannot

!< made the basis for the conclusion that Israel necessarily

ro>enibled other Semites in religion also.

Again, there sometimes appear on a body certain excres-

cences which have never been regarded as signs of health in

ii.s life process. Should not one-sided exaggerations in bib-

lical criticism be likewise indicative of a crippled organism 1

Diit such one-sidedness has appeared in more recent discus-

.-ions concerning the relative vrorth of Babylonian literature

and the Bible records. Let us consider again the lecture of

Dolitzsch on "Babel und Bibel." We find there not one word

concerning the lack of objectivity which can be pointed out

licre and there in the cuneiform records. What a pleasing

contrast is met with in the book which Carl Berold, professor

of Assyriology at Heidelberg, has recently (1903) written

"n Ninive und Bahylon! Here we read: '"One should never

forget that the Babylonian-Assyrian annals, and 'Boasting-

Inscriptions' also, are either entitely silent concerning the

rcjKjrt of questionable legends and evident defeats, or at least

ns far as possible avoid them" (p. 61). Thus it is, for in-

.'^tance, with reference to the undertakings which Sennacherib

\vi;<hed to carry out against King Hezekiah and Jerusalem

(comp. 2 Kings xviii, 13, sq.). Has not Delitzsch also thus

^<'pt silent concerning the Old Testament ? He declares that

^'^
. Robertson Smith and Wellhauscn have proved that the

f^ld Testament chronology has been accommodated to a sys-

tem of sacred numbers, and that, therefore, four hundred

p,nd eighty years were reckoned backward from the close

f'f the exile to the founding of Solomon's temple (p. 23).

Iho one-sidedness which he has manifested in the treatment

''^ the historical books of both the Babylonians and the

Ilobrcws is hereby established. The above statement of

oniith and Wellhauscn is, moreover, easily disproved. This
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number four hundred and eighty occurs nowhere in the Old

Testament, whereas another sum of four hundred and eighty

years is specifically mentioned (1 Kings vi, 1), reckoning

the years from the exodus to the beginning of the building

of the temple. The years of the reign of the separate kings

also must have been handed down; otherwise wherefuiv

should fifty-five years have been assigned to King Manassch

and only two years to his son Amnion ?

Another example of such abnormal developments of bib-

lical criticism is found in the lecture of Delitzsch which gives

a detailed verbal description of the Babylonian report of the

creation and says : "A glorious scene follows : After Mardiik

has fastened, a mighty net at north, south, east, and west

that nothing of Tiamat may escape, he, clad in glittering

armor and wrapped in majestic brilliancy, mounts his chariot

drawn by four fiery steeds, and gazed upon with wonder by

the gods round about, straightway approaches the dragon

(Tiamat) and his warrior host and sends forth the challenge

to a duel," etc. Thus has Delitzsch praised the Babylonian

account. He has, however, omitted, among other things, the

following words which Marduk is said to have addressed to

his father :''Tf (in truth) I, your avenger, conquer Tiamat

and deliver you, then gather yourselves together and make

my fate preeminent. If you sit together joyfully in Ujv

schukkinaku, may I, when I open my mouth, in your stead

decree fate" (Keilinsclir. Bibl, vi, 1, 12, f.). Thus the pas-

sage according to which Marduk has first specified for him-

self a reward before undertaking the combat is omitted. On

the other hand, the monotheism which we meet with in tlic

Old Testament account is explained as originating in tlif

timidity and fearfulness of a learned priest, who, it i>

claimed, has in his timidity omitted from his account all

polytheistic elements. Such prejudiced judgments are ab-

nonnal developments of modern bil)lieal criticism, and can

never be considered as indications of healthy organic devel-

opment.

The mistakes of modern biblical criticism thus far men-
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lioiied are all of them but special examples of that false gen-

tniUzi'tion ^vhich one meets with only too often in all the

ijcwer branches of science. For this reason it was natural

to treat these elements of weakness first.

2. Other s^miptoras of disease are discernible in what may

bo termed the physiological sphere of the life of modem bib-

lical criticism. I would characterize them as a weakness of

tlie eyes, or a kind of color blindness. It was, of course, nat-

ural after the long reign of Jewish tradition to first of all

give attention to those newly discovered elements in the Old

Testament which protested against the legitimacy of this

reign. Bui now the time has come that attention be given to

those elements which speak in favor of the trustworthiness

of tlie Old Testament, and of such there are many. Among
tliese arc to be numbered, first of all, all those passages which

show that the i)eople of Israel sought to establish for the

memory certain concrete points of support. Such fulcra

mcmorice are, for example, the following: the Tamarisk

which Abraham planted at Beer-sheba (Gen. xxi, 33) ; the

heap of witness (Gen. xxxi, 47) ; the pot of manna (Exod.

xvi, 33, and xxxiv, 35; Xum. xvii, 10); the twelve stones

v.hicli were brought up out of the Jordan (Josh, iv, 6; viii,

'>0). Of especial interest is the altar which the returning

warriors of Reuben, Gad, and East Manasseh built for them-

>f'lves on the west bank of the Jordan (xxii, 26) in order that

'his altar might witness in later times that they belonged to

the jxioplc of Jahwe. Other such elements are the stone

Khrn-ezer (stone of help) (1 Sam. vii, 12) ; the sword of

Ooliath hung as a trophy of victory in the sanctuary at l^oh

(xxi, 9) ; the statue wliich Absalom had erected in order that

't should preserve the memory of his name(2 Sam. xviii, 18).

1 iie same significance for the fostering of historical memory
J-: found in Israel in the arrangement to transmit from gen-

<:' ration to generation the passover tradition (Exod. xiii, 8-10,

t'C.), or to sing over and over again certain songs (Deut.

^^^i, 21 ; 2 Sam. i, 18). The actual vividness of the histor-

i'"d consciousness of the Israelites is established by the
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following series of facts: First, many elements of the ei;l-

ture of Israel are traced to sources outside of Israel. Thi^

is tlie case with the courts of justice which Moses cst;i'»

lished on the recommendation of Jethro (Exod. xviii, i'j,.

and with the greater part of tlie Avork in the building of Su!-j-

mon's temple (1 Kings vii, 13). l^Tot even the national priilr

has suppressed these remembrances. Again, there are nu:;

tioued many stages and gi-adations of the internal devcl'>[r

ment of Israel. To begin with a very external matter, tin

zeal with which the change in geographical names has been

noted is worthy of mention, as, for example, in the word.-,

"Bela (the same is Zoar)" (Gen. xiv, 2b), etc. One may
bear in mind also the definition of old measures and weight-

(Exod. xvi, 36; xxx, 13, etc.), the explanation of old nanu-

of months (1 Kings vi, 1, etc.), the mention of the change of

the name seer to prophet (1 Sam. ix, 9), and the notice of tlio

origin of a remarkable popular custom (xxx, 15). There

are, moreover, many passages in which instances of religions

aberration and subsequent reformation are recorded (1 Sair..

xi, 1, sq., etc.; 2 Kings xviii, -1; xxiii, 5). Furthermore, it

is to be noticed that the ancient historians of Israel did ii"*

in their characterization of the most prominent men of their

.nation conceal their faults which historical tradition ascrilj- d

to them. In the story of Abraham it is related that he ri-

quested of his wife that she call herself his sister (Gen. xii.

13), while formerly she had been simply his half-sister (xx.

12). The attacks of skepticism also by which a Moses and nv,

Aaron paid tribute to their humanity have not been en-

cealed (Xura. xx, 10, f., 24; xxvii, 14; Deut. xxxii, 57; Fs^-

cvi, 32, f.). Tliese ancient historians have further honor* 1

truth in that they have mentioned the adultery of Davi'l

(2 Sam. xii, 1, sq. ; 1 Kings xv, 5) and the false tolerance <'i'

Solomon (1 Kings xi, 6). Xeither is the picture of Kii:-'

Hezekiah, who could be so highly praised (2 Kings xviii,, '^^^

entirely one of light. The religious ethical stronuousne?? ('

Israel has not omitted its oa\ti shadow (xx, 17). Eurfh^r-

more, in explanation of the eclectic narrative of the clirxiii-
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rlor in which, for example, tlie story of David'a adultery is

t:ij.'>iiip:, the folloAving is to be noted: The lator Judaism es-

t.ihli>h<Ml the uotable custom according to which passages of

•,ho Old Testament in which deeds objectionable on moral

^:rninids are mentioned were either not translated or not read

St all in the services of the s}niagogue (Tract, Soplierim ix,

11-11). The women and the minors who participated in the

w,»r.<hip were to be protected against ethical and moral of-

ft Uses. This practice of the Jews may be used in explana-

tion of the method followed by the chronicler. The older

historical books in which the adultery of David is narrated

were not destroyed, and later writings also contain several

/•harp utterances against Solomon (Sir. xlvii, 19, etc.; Pr.

S»l. ii, 15-18, etc.).

In order to avoid every appearance of a weakness of the

«vos or color blindness, modern biblical criticism must in its

oj>crations carefnlly observe all material which lies before

it. And what can this material be ? It can be, in the first

j'lacc, tliat which in the critical analysis of a literary work

if designated the common basis of the writings which, be-

• ause of certain differences, are to be distinguished from each

other within this work. Who could not independently and

•without hesitation, for instance, point out this in detail in ref-

• rfnce to the Pentateuch ? Nevertheless, I will explain a sin-

^'le instance more carefully. Por this purpose let ns consider

the story of the exodus of Israel from Egj^pt. Here one source

(tlie Elohist) relates the following: Pharaoh pursued Israel

^\ith all his chariots, among which were six hundred chosen

f'ties. Then God commanded ]\Ioses: "Lift up thy rod, stretch

forth thy hand over the sea, and divide it that the children of

1-rael may pass over dry-shod." Thereupon the angel of the

l^'rd which went before the camp of Israel removed and

'•vont behind them, and the children of Israel under his pro-

'<<.-tion passed over dry-shod (Exod. xiv, Y, OajS, IG, 19a,

•''ii)- Another narrator expresses himself thus: The pillar

•'I the cloud went from before their face and stood behind

''^m, and in this manner came between Israel and the Egyp-
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tians so that the two armies could not approach each (.tli.r

during the night. At the same time Jahwe dried np the .-<a

during the night by means of a strong east wind. While it

was yet night both armies passed over. Toward mornini:

Jahwe, with the pillar of fire, discomfited the Eg^-ptians, nii.i

at the same time blocked the wheels of their chariots so th.it

they turned and fled in consternation, while the sea retnnioi

and buried them beneath its waves. (So the Jahwist, Eno.I.

xiv, 5, f., 9aa, lOabc, etc.) A third version reads: From Suc-

coth the Israelites journeyed to Etham, and according to thr

•will of Jahwe were to turn from there to Pihahiroth on tlu-

Red Sea. Thither Pharaoh pursued them, but Israel crici

unto Jahwe, and ujwn his command Moses stretched out hi^

hand over the sea and the waters parted. The Egyptians fol-

lowed after Israel to the middle of the sea. jMoses again

stretched forth his hand. Then the waters of the sea re-

turned and covered the Egyptians. (So the source E. P..

that is, the Esoteric-priestly Pentateuch source, as I have

suggested designating it in my Introduction to the Old TesUi-

ment, Exod. xiii, 20 ; xiv, 1-4 ; viii, Oa^Qb, lOb/S, 15, 17, f., etc.)

Certainly we here discover gradations such as easily develop

in the handing down of old recollections; but there arc in

these narratives also many elements of agreement. Ami

which are the more im^wrtant, the elements which the narra-

tives have in common or their dift'erences ? It is self-evident

that the fundamental elements which are common to all nar-

ratives must be recognized as the more important. So, f"r

instance, the great fundamental points in the accounts of tlif

battle of "Waterloo remain the more important, while the dif-

ferences of these accounts fall into the background. That tb'

people of Israel at this time were brought through the Po-l

Sea by the miraculous intervention of Providence remain-

the kernel ^Wthout which the shell with its variations in col'-r

and corrugations could not even have developed. This shoul-!

not have been forgotten by 11. Winckler, the critic who thinN-

that Israel never came out of Eg;^'pt at all, but only migrated

from !\[usran, a district in the eastern part of the Sinai pen-
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i:.-ii!rt. Tliis liypothesis is fully elucidated in my booklet

/ u-:nf XcKC Arabisclic Laiidschaftsnamen im Alien Tcsta-

^^,nit (1001), p. 20, f. Another side of a critically divided

tiork which in positive worth rises above every separate

jart of the same are those portions which like exquisitely

i'jrvfd pillars and corner stones stand out in its structure.

Vs ho ^\•ould not at once call to mind the songs and poetical

». -itoiices such as the verses of scorn about the city of Hesh-

l. n which has been burned to ashes (Num. xxi, 27-30) ; the

l*Miitiful song of the well, "Spring up, well !" (verse IT,

•q. ;) the signal words, "Arise thou, O Jehovah!" etc. (x,

:>.j); the benediction of Aaron (vi, 24-26); the song of

iriumph (Exod. xv, 1, sq.) ? With perfect right one imme-

(iiatoly thinks of these parts, for that which has been said

eij-jvc Las now been brought more fully to light through the

r..:nparative study of the literatures; these poems, namely,

ero the older portions of the national literature, xi ray of

'.his light also falls upon portions of the Pentateuch, such as

the blessing of Jacob (Gen. xlix, 3-27), and farther back to

liie war song of Lamech (iv, 23, sq.). And still how easily

it may happen that these and other kernels of gold do not re-

ceive their full valuation when we estimate the documentary

'.-vi<!ences of the Pentateuch! The age of the Jahwistic

}*i'utateuch document, which by most critics is considered to

\<- Uie oldest—though I think wrongly so (comp. my Iniro-

<^vclio}}, p. 205)—is placed between the years 850-625 (Cor-

'uH) without continually and with emphasis adding, "Apart
ifni the age of the foundations upon which was built this

•^^liwistic fonnulation of recollections of ancient Israel."

^Pt, in a critically divided work there is, aside from its

^'"I'arate documents and foundations, something positive, and
''•'•<t is the work itself. This would still be the case even if

^••*' process of scholarly division should succeed in dis-

*-'Vcring all the separate parts and layers of the literary

'•!'"'numeut in question so that not even a remnant should

^'"Jnain undivided. Even then there would still be about this

'itCTary production that positive element which we call its
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structure, its organizing idea, its pervading spirit. This side

of a literary work, however, attains to a still greater impor-

tance when it is not possible to thus completely subdivide it

into separate parts and layers—that is, when there still re-

mains an indivisible remnant. Even the principal negative

product of modern biblical criticism possesses something

positive which is not to be overlooked. It has, for instance,

been compelled to put on record the fact that the Pentateuch

is not an absolute unit but rather comprises different con-

ceptions of the same gem of ancient recollections. But in

this very fact a spirit of conservatism is inet with which con-

stitutes an important clement in estimating the historical

worth of the oldest Hebrew records. The facts which be-

come evident from the analysis of these records are as fol-

lows : Israel desired to preserve all there was of the precious

heritage of its recollections, even though a sporadic dishar-

mony of statements should thereby come about. The case of

the old traditions in Israel was similar to that which we find

among the Egyptians and elsewhere in antiquity. For '"in

the valley of the Xile the attempt was not made to put into

the text-book form the native religion, ruling out that which

contradicted the principal doctrines, nor to unify thc»e.

Rather was all that the ancestors had believed faithfully pic-

served with all which later generations had added" (Alfrd

Wiedemann, Die Todten und Hire JReiche im Ghuhen d< r

alien Aegypter, 1900, p. 9). Eurther, it is remarked in ono

place by Herodotus, "I am obliged to narrate that which i?

the common tradition, but to believe it I am in no \vi.-'-'

compelled" (vii, 152, Eyw dcpnXo) Xiyeiv ra Xeyoi-in-a Kr/.).

The similar sentence of Lucian is to be noted: "I will an-

nounce them (the popular traditions concerning the godde;?,

that is, the 'Assyrian Juno') in their entirety, but do not my-

self accept them as true" {De Dea Sijm, p. 11). The same

custom of combining new traditions with old is still found in

the later Jewish bwks of law; for Schulchan Aruldi writes

against libation wine and mentions the religion of Baal-p<"''r,

or that of ^[ercury, as if it still existed (G. IMarx-DalnKui.
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J^udischcs Frcmdcnrecht, ISSG, p. 23). And what a pre-

t-'ivus fruit has, in addition, gruwn out of this tendency to con-

>trvt' the whole of this old material! If, for instance, the

o..iit<-nts of the Pentateuch were in itself entirely harmonious,

:}:i' inference might easily be made that the whole had been

I vulvod from the thought of a single intellect, or at least of

.!;(! system. But, as it is, the Pentateuch witnesses to the

f,ict tliat it has 7iot been sl'iUfuUi/ nmde, but has grown in

liic medium of a progressive liistory of the kingdom of God,

5!iC glowing and splendid reflection of an historical fact. Of

a truth, here are a considerable number of elements which the

iix'ilern criticism of the Old Testament has been in the habit

«'f overlooking. Let this criticism guard itself at least in the

future against such attacks of color blindness!

3. But there are also infirmities which encroach upon the

health of modern Bible criticism in the psychological realm,

ami this third class of infirmities may strangely enough be

•Icsignated by the one expression, "credulity." For I think

I am able to show that Old Testament criticism has fre-

•jtieutly relied upon very imcertain arguments. I will nat-

urally illustrate my statement with reference to the two

•l>c-rations of criticism which have recently been most con-

'l-i(.'uous:

(1) The first of these two operations consists in the at-

'"-iiipt to criticise Old Testament writings by means of their

''Svlc. Duhm in his Ilandl-ommejitar to the book of Isaiah

^^'cond edition 1902), for example, denies that Isaiah is the

5i'-!thnr of X, 12, and remarks: "This verse is certainly com-

I*>>od by the compiler of the book. The grammatical prodigy

'Hie fruit of the pride of the heart of the king of Assyria'

Jits very properly in gi-ammars as an example of possible con-

'' ructions, but does not fit into a fluent prophetical address,

^•io introduction ti-^m, xveliaja, also is a familiar ex-

r'ri>>ion with text interpolators." To begin with the last

i"'Hit, the utterances ii, 2-4, and iii, 24, also begin with ivehaja

^and it shall come to pass), and still Duhm does not deny
'''':U Isaiah is the author of these. Furthermore, Duhm's
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ridicule of the clmin of words "the fruit of the pride of t!i.>

heart of the kiug of Assyria" is cheap and unwarranted, u^v

four genitives dependent one upon the other occur not uiifi

quently in Hebrew, as may be seen from the examples

Syntax, § 27-1, a. Isaiah himself wrote, "Woe to the crc

of the pride of the drunkards of Ephraim !" And even Duhm

has neither called this group of genitives a prodigy iw

denied its Isaianic authorship. Consequently the group ui

genitives in x, 12, is in itself no ground for doubting lluit

Isaiah wrote this passage also. See further my pampliU-

Neueste Prinzipicn dcr aUtcsiamentlichen KritiJc (1902),

pp. 13-19.

(2) The second operation in which according to my judg-

ment modern biblical criticism trusts largely to argument^

not well founded consists in the attempt to criticise the OM
Testament on the basis of its meter. The proofs for tliis

judgment I purpose taking from two very recent works on

the book of Jeremiah. Jeremiah, like Amos (i, 3 to ii, 3)

and other prophets, preached against non-Israelitish states

also, as enemies of the kingdom of God. This was fully rcr-

ognized by Giesebrecht in his thorough Ilandkommcntar on

Jeremiah (1894). He remarks specifically that Jeremiah

. has the consciousness of being a prophet to the Gentiles, lie

himself stating the fact in several passages (i, 5, 10; xxv,

15, ff.; xviii, T,ff.), and adds that in xxxvi, 2, we posscrs

from the hand of Baruch, or at least from a good source, a

report of the fact that the first book of prophecies of Jen-

miah which King Jehoiakim had cut in pieces and cast mt'^

the fire contained prophecies against "all heatlien" (p.
22"^).

Giesebrecht, to be sure, in direct opposition to Sclnvally, "^^'h'"'

declares xxv, fT., as not genuine, subtracts somewhat fi'''-'

the present length of the passage xxv, 15, if., and considers

only verses 15-24: to have been written by Jeremiah ; but t]i:i:

is less essential. In Duhm's short TIand'kommentar (1901 '.

p. 1, f., on the contrary, we read that Jeremiah, even in p;>-'

sagos which can be ascribed to him with certainty, nev« r

}>ose3 as the man to whom Jahwe has given authority ovri
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},.i!ions and kingdoms. Duhm then adds this: "Jeremiah's

Mo'Tiipher, Bariich, it is true, tells in one place of a pro-

'hctical message \vhich Jeremiah had to deliver to repre-

sentatives of the petty neighboring states which had come to

.liTiisalem (xxvii, 1, ff.) ; but Baruch every^vhere represents

.Krciiiiah as a plain Israelitish prophet whose activity and

.'liiuri nowhere extend beyond the home land, and who con-

tfrns himself about other peoples even less than, for example,

an Amos or an Isaiah." Duhm therefore ventures the fol-

Inwiiig judgment: "Only in the eyes of later laymen has the

jiiodest priest's son of Anathoth who weeps night and day over

(he ruin of his nation grown to that gigantic personage who

destroys and builds up again peoples and kingdoms." As

ouo principal originator of this false estimation of Jeremiah,

Duhm points to the author of the vision xxv, 15, ff. For this

reason Duhm denies the authenticity of the whole of the first

chapter. Again he ridicules the announcement, at once star-

tling and comforting, which Jeremiah received in the potter's

li<)use(xviii, l-12)as an introduction unworthy of the prophet,

lie further characterizes the vision of the wine cup of wrath

(xxv, 15, ff.) as a representation below the niveau of Jere-

miah and "possibly written during the reign of the Ptole-

liiics" (p. 20G). Finally he considers the words "and against

fill nations" (xxxvi, 2) to be an "uncalled-for interpolation."

How has this new and penetrating judgment been estab-

lir^hod? In part by special remarks on the separate passages

J '1st cited, and in part by general argiiment. Let us con-

j^i'lrr both of these in order. In xxxvi, 2, Duhm strikes out

tlio prepositional object "and against all nations" as not

pt'iiuine, and argues that according to verse 3 there is ex-

l-ected from Judah, only, fruit of the prophecies which have

1^011 written down and read to the people. But this subse-

*l"*'nt emphasis placed on Judah is quite natural because the

l'r"plietical addresses were to be read to the people of Judah.

Ihis does not, hoAvever, hinder a (smaller) part of these ad-

u revises lx?ing intended for others also, since the people of

'"idah could draw lessons from such prophetical addresses
47
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as well. Concerning- xxv, 15-26 his judgment is that "thr'

power of presentation of the author is not adequate to the

conception. Had the latter been fully expressed, as it should

have been, the passage would then be worthy of a Jcreniiali."

How perfectly Duhm knows what is worthy of a Jeremiah I

I, for my part, am not able to aspire to such a security <il'

judgment concerning the style of the separate prophets, but

consider style to be a far too ethereal thing to be made a safe

standard of literary criticism. But the principal founda-

tion for the assertion that Jeremiah did not prophesy cutt-

cerning all nations is found in the following words of Dulim

:

"Jeremiah, himself, in those passages ivhich may wiili ccr-

iainty he ascribed to him never pretends to be the man t'.>

whom Jahwe has given authority over the nations." But

how has Duhm determined the passages ivhicli may with cer-

tainty be ascribed to Jeremiah? He will have it understood

that "the meter of Jeremiah's poems is everywhere the same:

four-lined strophes with alternately three and two up-beats''

(p. xii). These few words contain a sum of new opinions

which we cannot avoid examining separately.

One frequently reads in these days that the Old Testament

prophets recited poetry, and quite a number of recent com-

mentaries on the Old Testament are already discussing tli<^

meter and strojihes of Israel's prophets. But the repetition

of a statement does not establish its truth, and I am com-

pelled to combat the correctness of the statement above citid.

The very first chai)ter of the book of Isaiah appears to nie

to contain a proof to the contrary. The announcement of tlic

prophet begins with the words : "Baiiim gidddlti we-roiuhnti-

wehem paseau hi sor jadd bealaiv wachamor ehus goiichu,

jis rael lo jadd ammi U hithhonen." Surely these words ore

rhythmical to a high degree. But an orator as well as a poet

may and should aspire to such symmetry of language. Cicoro

did so, as the first three lines of his first oration prove. Tluy

are: "Qouusciuc tandem abustere, Catilina, jyatientia nostra?

Quamdiu etiam furor iste tuvs 7ios eludct? Quern ad ftncni

sese effrcnata iactabit audacia?" Hence the three lines, I-~a.
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i lb 2al), luaj likewise have been spoken by an orator. They

Jo not establish the identity of prophet and poet. Other sen-

t,nces from this same first chapter of Isaiah positively forbid

jiuch identification. We read, for example, in verse 7b:

"Voiir coimtry—strangers devour it (that is, its fruit) in

your presence." Tor other grounds for rejecting the identi-

fication of Old Testament prophets and poets see my SiilistUc,

llhclorih, Foetik komparativisch in Bczug die Bibel dar-

>,rs{clU (1900), p. 304, ff. Is it pennissible, then, to deny

the authorship of these passages because of their meter?

iJuhm has made extensive use of this method in Jeremiah. •

lie aftirms positively that to this prophet belong only such

passages as consist of "four-lined strophes with alternately

three and two ui>beats." But liow lias this conclusion heen

reached? In the first place, Duhm ascribes i, 5-13, to the

author of xxv, 16, ff., who (according to Duhm) has "broad-

ened the horizon of the modest priest's son from Anathoth"

and directed his attention to the fate of the nations. Of

course Didim has not succeeded in silencing the question how

anyone would dare to put into the mouth of Jeremiah a

fictitious account of his own call. But let it be so. At all

events, the "Poems of Jeremiah," according to Duhm, do not

begin until the second chapter. But according to Duhm's

opinion (once more) they are very soon interrupted again;

for "tliat beginning with ii, 4-13, a new and entirely separate

j'assage begins is evident from the new beginning, the change

in style, and the absence of the meter elsewhere employed by

Jeroniiah." But are these three arguments convincing ? iSTo.

I'or in the first place it is an evident fact that the later

I'ropliets multiply references to the divine impulse controlling

^iiru]. Examples in point are to be found in my Stilisiil-,

•^'tc, p. 174^ in connection with Old Testament history of

l^loonasm. In the next place, as proof of the "change in

.^tyle" which it is claimed occurs in ii, 4-13, Duhm cites espe-

cially the expression "house of Jacob," which he character-

izes as "a favorite expression with later writers." But this

expression occurs in Isa. ii, 6, and viii. 17, and the Isaianic
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authorship of neither of these passages is disputed by Duhm
in his Ilandkomtnentar to the book of Isaiah. Finally Avhci

Didini urges the "absence of the usual meter" against tl:c

genuineness of ii, 4-13, it remains to be proved that Je-reminii

delivered his prophetic utterances only in "four-lined stroj.lu -

with alternately three and two up-beats." Even Cornill in

his Die metrischen Stuechc des Buches Jercmia (IDOlK
p. viii, concludes that "for Jeremiah the likeness of ih-.

separate stichoi was not a fundamental law of his meter:"
and recognizes in ii, 4-13, a genuine jwrtion of Jerenii all's

message. But Cornill on his part thinks that "the octastich

was the fundamental metrical form with Jeremiah" (p. ix),

although he admits (p. xii) that in xx, 17, two tristichs occur

in succession. Hence any opinion concerning the structure

of the stanza in Jeremiah may be regarded as not certain.

At all events, neither Duhm's opinion nor Cornill's was
known to the interiX)lators, who, according to them, have

busied themselves with the book of Jeremiah. The credulous

consideration of the "meter and strophe-structure" of the

Hebrew prophets is thus a new fountain of life for the criti-

cism of the prophetical writings of the Old Testament. But

no criticism hampered by foreigTi elements and eccentricitir-

or afllicted with color blindness and credulity can be callci

sound. And for this reason biblical criticism will be all-

to fulfill its office with true success only when the blo(.'I

which courses through its veins is healthy, and when witli a

clear vision it proves all sides of a literature imder consider;

-

tion, intent at the same time upon criticising itself.

&(.J^^^,
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AuT. III.—FREDERICK WILLIAM ROBERTSON.

.] U.ST fifty years ago last August^ Erederick William Rob-

< risen died in the thirty-eighth year of his age. Out of the

i.ist six years of his life came a scries of sermons ^vhich mul-

titudes have read with the absorbing interest of romance, and

. f which Principal Eairbairn says, "No body of sermons

-..reached in the nineteenth century has had the same reforma-

;ive power." The fullness of the strength of this rare

;Tf"aoher was spent in these few years. Prior to August,

1>I7, when he became rector of Trinity Church, Brighton,

his history is interesting only because of what he was sub-

H-quent to that date. The record of his early life and educa-

tion docs not distinguish him from the multitude of other

! -right boys who have sincerely struggled to find their place

iii the world. His brief curacy in Winchester was not marked

ly anything unusual to give the slightest hint of what he was

'it-stined to become. His biographer says that his sermons

Hifre contain all the characteristic doctrines against which ho

afterward so deliberately protested at Brighton. They were

-uu-tlingly inferior, overloaded with minute analysis of dog-

nias, and weakened by the conventionalities of university

thcolog}'. His career at Cheltenham, his second pastorate,

v-as somewhat better; but, notwithstanding an evident de-

ulopment of intellectual strength, nothing appears there to

'"retell the giant spirit which was soon to startle the world

'vitli a trumpet blast, which the best minds of our generation

'•^'lieve sounded the voice of God, the reverberations of which
'•J'e rumbling like a retiring thunderstorm along the edges of

•'Ur century. In 18-16 he left Cheltenham, broken in health,

'i^'k at heart, pronouncing his whole ministry a failure, with

passionately morbid views of life, tormented ^vith doubts,

.'^'t with a deep feeling that there was somewhere a satisfying

'i'utli which would fill his being if only in some way he could

?^"'t his eyes open. A few months later he returned a new
•"an, speaking with no stammering of mere surmise, nor the
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,

dull monotony of recitation, but with strength of conviction,

and clearness of statement, and magnetism of genuine lif.

,

that made him the foremost preacher of his century. 1*1-..-

fessor Hewett, of Cornell University, quotes approvingly an

eminent bishop, whom he does not name: "Robertson was the

greatest spiritual force of the nineteenth century in Eii--

land." Dr. Edward Paxton Hood says, "Xo preacher has so

touched the heart of the thoughtful, earnest classes of our

day ; and I am greatly mistaken if the published Life be nut

the noblest of them aU." We are all familiar with Dean

Stanley's opinion that he was superior to Xewman and Ar-

nold. Phillips Brooks delighted to acknowledge the immeas-

urable influence of Robertson on his character and ministry.

W. S. Rainsford in his story in The OuUooh tells of how

when passing through the gravest ordeal of his life, when

all others failed him, even Bishop Brooks telling him, "You

must fight it out yourself," Robertson came to him with

saving helpfulness. There are thousands in the ministry

of all denominations who are ready to gratefully testify that

his sincerity, his passionate devotion to duty, his unquestion-

ing loyalty to the intuition of a pure heart as the only safe

rule of morality, and the wealth of his sermons have gone lik-'

iron of another's soul into their very blood. His sermons

have been translated into French and German, and have beoi

read with the same avidity on the Continent as in England

and America. It is almost incredible that six brief yearn

of pastoral work could produce results so profound and ?•>

world-wide. It was certainly divine.

It is not our purpose in this article to repeat the famili:^!*

biography of this unusual man; much less to attempt a criti-

cism of his sermons, which still charm the noblest minds auu

are accepted as models by nearly every phase of religious

thought. But now that the cloud of intense passion and per-

sonal hostility which, fifty years ago, veiled this luminary i^'

lifted, we propose to seek the secret of his stupendous ini.n-

ence through all these years. Whether we have found it 'T

not, we are confident that we have the key of the door whi^M
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ii.s into the chamber where the secret lies. It is certainly

j.vi M be found in favoring environment. Outside of Brighton

and a few personal friends his name commanded no recog-

r.ition. Trinity Chapel was a small and unpretentious edi-

sioc which compared poorly with some of the second-rate

Pi.^sonting churches in the same town, and was attended

riiicfly hy the poor. He had the backing of no party, but in

!iis thought-life stood almost alone and far removed from the

?.yinpathy of his brethren. He never was an author. A sin-

gle scnnon and a few of his lectures had been hastily pre-

jinrcd for the press; and these he regarded as ephemeral, and

!i<'no of them elicited very marked consideration. He rarely

wrote a sermon, and those we have were mostly compiled

from notes prepared by himself or taken by his admirers as

I hey were spoken from the pulpit. They w^ere printed for

flic })ersonal gratification of those who loved him, and none

were more surprised than they when they saw this handful

cf com shaking like Lebanon. Xor do we believe that his

j«ingular intellectual intensity will explain his wonderful

jv^jpularity. There were many giants in the British pulpit

in those days—Stanley, Kingsley, ]\raurice, Martineau, Lid-

«i'»n, Xewman, Arclier Butler, Pusey, Keble, and many
•'tliers, -intellectual Goliaths with helmets of brass and coats

<'f mail and carrying spears with staffs like a weaver's beam.

In point of scholarship the young man of Brighton could

Imrdly measure with the stalwarts of his time. In saying

'liis we have no intention of depreciating his intellectual

f-trcngth. In mental acuteness he had few peers. His power

'•f analysis was charmingly simple because thoroughly logical

:nu] natural. Combined with this was a dominating syn-

'Ixtical element which brought diverse and even contradic-

t'Tv facts into a complete and consistent whole. His insight,

^liich discerned essential truth incrusted in doubtful accre-

^i'Tis, was all but preternatural. The feature of his literary

•"^tvle -vvas its severe and curt simplicity, which sometimes

f^ocmod altogether too frail to carry the many thoughts with

^vliich he loaded it. He had a horror of what we call style,
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and instinctively shirked it. The consequence ^vas his speech
became the thinnest possible body of his thought, quivcrii,::

with its life, iridescent with its colors, and throwing oiu
thought-fragrance like the breath of the rose. His speech ^vas
almost disincarnated thought, and that gave to it the rc-o-

nance of poetry. Its beauty was unlike Guthrie's, which was
overloaded with paint from his palette, or that of Ruskin,
which flashed like precious stones cut and polished by tli('

lapidary. His was the outburst of life, which came like the
voices and colors of nature. His simple speech rolls on with
rhythmic movement like the rise and fall of the ocean's
breast or the swing of the forest. In the same sense that
Gautier pronounced Lamartine to be the greatest musician of

poetry, Ave can say that Robertson was the greatest musician
of sermons.

The secret of his power was spiritual rather than intel-

lectual.^ He met and interpreted a widely felt religious want
of his time. ^Ylien he entered the ministry the religious life

of the English Church was restless, tossing upon the billows
of uncertainty. A dead traditionalism would not sati.-fy

hearts that craved life. Ecclesiastical ceremonies that once
were the bloom of a living faith had become fixed moun-N
to suppress it. Theological dogmas were more matters for

prolonged and often acrid discussion than things to be real-

ized in experience. The spirituality that was ardently culti-

vated was that of inward mood, lyrical and feverish, rather
than that of active beneficence. True men felt the unreality
of it all and were groping "O'er moor and fen, o'er crag an.l

torrent, till the night is gone." :N^ewman's "Lead, Hn.lly
light" was begotten of that period, and accurately cxprcss(>^

It. !Many, like him, went over to Rome to rest in an authori-

tative faith which had the backing of the centuries. Otlirr-^

sought refuge in Trinitarianism, which, notwithstanding in
chill, did not, at least, require a soul to be untrue in profe^>-

mg a faith that was confessedly unreal. Others renounce!
all faith in deadening dogma and plunged headlong into in-

fidelity. Still others sought to make religion real by arti-
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!l..-ially awakened emotions, which stimulated without making

t'jie a whit hotter. The religious life of the great multitude

Wits expressed in the word "groping." Into that condition

Iwubertsou came like a prophet of God, the voice of one cry-

in"- in the wilderness. His preparation for his supreme work

WHS a severe one. But right gloriously did he meet it; and

litis made his life, which in all its outward events was very

o.)nunonplace, as fascinating as that of heroic knighthood.

Only, the chivalry, the courage, the conflict, the victory, the

jTuncing steeds, the glittering armor, and the tossing plumes

were all within. His was the story of a soul.

He began his ministry as an Evangelical, and sought the

unfolding of his divine life along the lines of thought pe-

<Mdiar to that school, and by the most devoted use of its

methods. He preached the orthodox doctrines. He sought

inward holiness by fastings, sacraments, and abstention from

worldly things. He gave himself to devotion, meditation,

secret prayer, and alms. It is a wonder that he did not be-

come a Fenelon or a Fletcher. If he had continued ten years

longer on that line the Anglican Church would have produced

nnother jMystic whom we Avould have catalogued among the

>^:unts. But there \vere two things that prevented it: First,

tlic results did not verify his faith. After all his effort things

<lid not come to pass. Wisdom was not justified of her chil-

dren. Whether it was literally so or not, he at least felt that

It was all a failure both in his inner life and in his ministry.

1 he people did not become holy. They were the same erring,

f^t riving people as those who were not so orthodox. Some of

tlie most evangelical ones were selfish, sordid, mean; while

i-onie who wcve the farthest removed from the so-called true

faith were the most refined, generous, manly. All this pro-

duced grave doubt as to the truth of the teachings which he

liiul believed lay at the foundation of character. There was,

however, one thing that prevented the utter collapse of his

*'dth, and that was an exceptional case in which all he be-

hvved ought to be actually occurred. A single perfect flower

proves the genuineness of the plant and is an assurance of the
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possibility of the same in all. Then occurred a second tliii, •

that completed his revolt. That single exception proved to !,•

no exception at all. What he took for the perfect flower v..i>

artificial, fastened on with Avire to the orthodox stem. That
discovery was to him a blow, like the pounding of a hanuiKr
on a faith already honeycombed. It was of that period ilia:

he speaks in that memorable paragraph which will prob;tl)!v

take its place among the classics of English speech, as it c. r-

tainly is the true cry of many a suffering soul:

It is an awful moment when the soul begins to find that the prop>
on which it has blindly rested so long are, many of them, rotten, aiul
begins to suspect them all; when it begins to feel the nothiugce.-s
of many of the traditionary opinions which have been received wiih
implicit confidence, and in that horrible insecurity begins also to

doubt whether there be anything to believe at all. It is an awful
hour—let him who has passed through it say how awful—when this
life has lost its meaning, and seems shriveled into a span; when th^
grave appears to be the end of all, human goodness nothing but p.

name, and the sky above this universe a dead expanse, black with
the void from which God himself has disappeared. In that fearful
loneliness of spirit, when those who should have been his friends au.'.

counselors only frown upon his misgivings, and profanely bid hire

stifle doubts which, for aught he knows, may arise from the fountain
of truth itself: to extinguish, as a glare from hell, that which, for

aught he knows, may be light from heaven, and everj-thing sccin.-

wrapped in hideous uncertainty, I know but one way in which a mnn
may come forth from his agony scathless; it is by holding fast to

those things which are certain still—the grand, simple landmarks of

morality. In the darkest hour through which a human soul car.

pass, whatever else is doubtful, this at least is certain. If there lo

no God and no future state, yet even then it is better to be generous
than selfish, better to be chaste than licentious, better to be true than
false, better to be brave than to be a coward. Blessed beyond al!

earthly blessedness is the man who, in the tempestuous darkness of

the soul, has dared to hold fast to these venerable landmarks. Thrir"
blessed is he who—when all is drear and cheerless within and with-

out, when his teachers terrify him, and his friends shrink from him
—has obstinately clung to moral good. Thrice blessed, because h^s

night shall pass into clear, bright day.

There were doubtless other things that contributed to Rol>-

ertson's change—such as the disappointment of the arabitioTi

of his life to be a soldier; such as the violent discussions in

the English Church, known as the Tractarian, in which h-^
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...w great souls making awful sacrifices for what they took to

U. the truth, but which he saw was error ; such as the effort

}u- made to find the way of escape along the crags of German

m(tai)bysics and rational theologies. But, looking at his

career in the perspective of fifty years, we are confident that

the two things we have named account for the change. Ap-

parently sudden, it was like the rusting of the wires of the

ca^o, slow in its process but quick in its consummation. The

iiK-nient came when the wires separated, and the imprisoned

l.ird soared aloft. It was not a catastrophe, but a liberation.

\Vc nuist distinguish, however, the thing from which he was

delivered. He was not delivered from the truths expressed

in the orthodox symbols. In spite of his repugnance to evan-

gelicalism, he was actually to the very last essentially evan-

gelical. He had no affinity for the sacerdotal party of the

Church, and failed to do its partisans simple justice. Who
can read his sermons on sin, repentance, faith, the new crea-

ture, pardon and purity, and doubt that he had both a the-

oretical and experimental knowledge of these fundamental

<l.x-trines of the school which he repudiated. Wliat he was

delivered from was the slavery of lifeless forms, both of dog-

ma and conduct. We here put emphasis on the word

•'".slavery." It is not deliverance for a thinking man to break

away from all dogma, any more than it is deliverance for the

aeronaut to break the basket away from the balloon. A
(Tccdless faith is a thoughtless faith. We must have a "form

of sound words" to make truth real to our own minds as to

others. We may possibly be able to conceive of the spiritual

life without any intellectual form, just as we may conceive of

the material universe reduced back to those infinitesimal mole-

<-nlcs out of which the scientist says it originally sprang. But

^vhat sort of a universe is that where all is "without form and

void" ? It is doubtful whether we know a thing well until

\\'c think it
;
just as we do not know the colors of the sunlight

"I'til it Impinges on some object. So he makes a serious mis-

^;»kc who thinks to free his spiritual life by casting off all

dogmas. lie rather starves it. While dogmas do not create
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life, tLej certainly feed aud manifest it. We have only t..

contrast the vacillating imbecility of those who do not kiunv
what they believe, with the stalwarts who are prepared with
"a reason for the hope that is in them," to see how essential
a form of belief is for the noblest character. But to nialo
any one form in which the life of the Church has expres'sou
Itself in one age the only one in which all life must be cast
in every age is to say that because one rose grew into a certain
shape and color all roses must do so; and that if so-calltM!
roses do not do so they are not roses at all, but hypocrites an<i
degenerates, and must go to the hell of roses; is to make tluu
one rose a slavish form. Robertson tried to realize life bv
forcing his mind into the rigid forms of thought which his
Church party had accepted, but found that he was crushh.L'
It. That from which he revolted was not the truth, but tlie

slavery of a dead and deadening form. This was true so f.

as It related to dogmas and ascetic practices. He did not ex-
hibit the same vehemence in his relation to the liturg^^ of the
Church in which he died, for the reason that he never had
come into its bondage. He was heartily a low-churchman.
It IS thought by some that if he had lived longer he would
by the force of his own logic have been driven from the
Church altogether. The same argument by which he cast of!

the cords of the Tractarian party represented by iN'ewman
and Pusey would have loosed him from the simpler ritual,
and ultimately he, like his biographer, Stopford A. Brooke,
would have gone clean over into the Unitarian Church. But
^ve are confident that he would not have left the Church
which accepted the ritual not as an essential form but onlv a.
a beautiful, historic, and natural expression of the so'ul's

devotion; nor would he who had such a clear view of the
Saviour's j^erson and character, and such a passionate love f-r
him, ever have gone into a communion which could not crv,

"My Lord and my God."
If all that Kobertson had gained were release from stereo-

typed forms of thought and their narcotic effects, that alone
would have differentiated him from the great multitude of
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religious teachers of his time; but it would not have made

j,i„i the new light iu the world that he afterward became.

Voii do uot set the wick aflame by simply lifting the snuiler

ironi the candle. The heart is not illumined by mere ncga-

lives. Only men of positive convictions can get the ear of

ihc world. With the moldy trappings cast off, Eobcrtson set

himself to searching for positive principles as for hid treas-

ures. It is not to his discredit that he did not find them all.

Xo finite mind can search out the all of infinite truth. But

the few principles he got were vital, and when spoken in his

..cnnons and illustrated in his life swept like a breath from

the eternal hills. To the present generation they are as

familiar as the lessons of our childhood; but we should not

forget that it is to Robertson more than to any other man of

the centui7 we owe their distinct definition and illustration.

He himself has summarized them thus:

First, the establishment of positive truth, instead of the negative

destruction of error. Secondly, that truth is made up of two opposite

propositions, and not found in a via media between the two. Thirdly,

ihat spiritual truth is discerned by the spirit, instead of intellectually

In propositions; and, therefore, truth should be taught suggestively

not dogmatically. Fourthly, that belief in the human character of

Christ's humanity must be antecedent to belief in his divine origin.

Fifthly, that Christianity, as its teachers should, works from the in-

ward to the outward, and not vice versa. Sixthly, the soul of good-

ness In things evil.

As we have intimated, the system is not complete. 'And in

its practical application the preacher is dangerously near

two perils. He will himself reduce the principles to set

forms in order to make them definite and so create a dogma

'.f his own, or he will vapK»rize them into hopeless vagaieness.

Robertson himself understood this well, and in one of his

letters says:

My system, no doubt, is vague; but it saves me from dogmatism,

for I know that my mode of expressing the truth so eliminated is

just as much a form as the mode of Romanism, evangelicalism, or

atheism, and may become just as bigoted and narrow; only I am

quite saved. I believe, from gazing upon anything but the invisible

and the eternal as reality. Meanwhile I try to feel with all, not as a

latltudinarian. but so far as all or any hold, even formally and
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bigotedly, truth. And I feel that to them, in that stage, that form
may be necessary. It also keeps me humble; for I feel how alniosi
impossible it is for a human mind to gaze on realities, essences.
truths, except in the concrete—just as oxygen can only be seen In
combination with iron, for instance, when it becomes rust; wiili
sulphur, when it becomes sulphuric acid, etc., etc.

The peril of vagueness is escaped by carrying the fifth prin-

ciple to its ultimate results. The spring of the divine life is

within, but its streams must flow without. Eeligion cannot

remain a subjective state: its very life requires that it pro-

ject itself into objective fact. Kobertson states this with sin-

gular strength in his sermon on ''The Kingdom of Trutli/'

from which we quote a brief paragraph

:

It is perilous, again, to separate thinking rightly from acting
rightly. He is already half false who speculates on truth and does
not do it. Truth is given, not to be contemplated, but to be done.
Life is an action—not a thought. And the penalty paid by him who
speculates on truth is that by degrees the very truth he holds bo-

comes to him a falsehood.

There is no truthfulness, therefore, except in the witness borne to

God by doing his will—to live the truths we hold, or else they will

be no truths at all.
"^

Robertson, in accord with this principle, gave himself with

might and main to the betterment of his fellows. His efforts

for the uplift of the laboring classes were not made for any

political or socialistic purposes, but purely from the motive

of the Gospel. For this reason, he refused to become the

advocate of any party, and even parted company with such

men as Maurice and others, who by other methods were seek-

ing the same end. To little minds the constantly new settini:;

which this method will give to the old truths will seem to br

heresy. It was thus that they accused Robertson; as though

a tmth becomes a lie when uttered in other than the old-time

sj>eech. The fact is that the fresh interpretation wliieh

brought with it saving power to the modern conscience only

demonstrated its eternal signification. It is refreshing io

hear this gn-eat soul, when attacked and tormented by tli'V?

who were supposed to be set for the defense of the trnih:

when charged with infidclitv because he had said that lie
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K'.un saw more genuine truth in some men's ^'I do not bc-

iii-ve" than in others' ''I do believe;" when his heart was

ii-tually breaking in the dreadful loneliness to which his

spiritual superiority had brought him; when he was really

.iviug, a martyr—we say that it is refreshing to hear this

vt'ii'O speaking from out of this painful isolation:

1 could not tell you too strongly my own deep and deepening

tonvlctlon that the truths which I teach are true. Every year they

»hcd fresh light on one another, and seem to stretch into immensity.

They explain to me life, God, and the Bible; and I am certain that

*hat fresh light I shall receive will be an expansion and not a con-

tradiction of what I have. As for the words in which I try to make

./.hers see what I see, they indeed are poor and bewildered enough.

}i',it there is no bewilderment in my mind, though much that is in-

<-omplete. The principles are rooted in human nature, God, and the

t«:lng of things, and I find them at the root of every page in Scrip-

ture. The principles cannot be reversed. They are not opinions nor

thporles, but convictions: part of my being, of my habits of thought

and life, coloring everything, "the fountain light of all my day, the

ciasler light of all my seeing." These are the truths for which men
r.o to the stake, and relinquish, joyfully, friends, synipathy, good

tame, worldly prospects. They do not depend upon the accuracy of

in intellectual process, but upon the verdict of all the highest powers

of Foul. But if I am aslvcd to surrender convictions, I cannot do it

for any reward, nor for fear of any loss; these depend upon all I

Know of God; they are the things seen in the noonday light of my
«oul; and I cannot pretend to submit my judgment in such things to

*!spr men.or better men. It would be mock humility. I might just

is readily, at their bidding, say that green is scarlet. It may be so;

^'U If it be, my whole vision is deranged by which I have walked and
iivfd. and by which this world is beautiful. To say that I am ready

for any martyrdom in the defense of my convictions, and that I can-

tot affect to have doubts or misgivings about them, is only to say

''jat they are convictions.

The question is asked, Is Robertson's influence to continue ?

^'^'o believe that this rare life will never wholly disappear

^fv'iu tlie consideration of thoughtful men; his portrait will

'"•vcT fade altogether from our memory. But he was the

I-'-I'^'Pt of a day. Like John the Baptist, whom in many

''-•-poets he resembled, and who found his ablest interpreter

•f» liiin, Kobertson only prepared the way for a larger min-

'fry- We have with great carefulness been asking scores

'f <",ur vouno-er ministers and intelligent lavmen whether
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they were familiar witli liini who so wonderfully stirred i:;

in our youth ; and if not, who are they who are most power-

fully inlluencing their ministry ? With rare exceptions n..iic

acknowledge any great obligation to Eobcrtson. The rc-a>*;ii

of this is to be found in the fact that a new ministry litis

arisen. Our hero must decrease while another inereasos.

With almost unbroken unanimity, the men who have repli, 1

to our inquiries have named Phillips Brooks as the ma si

whose great healthful nature and broad Christian cultm _•

and wide spiritual vision have captivated their hearts and

given them their model. A goodly number have added to

this name that of Ilarnack. It is a significant fact that bith

these men came up into the sweet atmosphere of this twen-

tieth century Christianity from out of the intellectual ros;-

lessness of the last half of the nineteenth. Brooks openly

declares that the man who prepared the way for him wai

Eobertson. Ilarnack is giving to the restless men of hi-

country Robertson's sei-mons, which the professor himst.;!

edits; and we think that we can discover without his express

testimony that the Englishman's spirit stirs profoundly in

that of the German. And what is true in these conspicuous

personalities is true also of a great multitude. The pulpit of

our day has learned immensely from the pulpit of Brighton.

and has reflected its light till it fills the age. Eobcrtsou's

principles, so startlingly new in his day, are the famili.'.r

thought of ours. Thus his work lives on, as the iron in the

blood, not easily detected yet surely there. Only the Infinite

One can trace the wideness of his influence on the spiritu.-.l

life of the world.

J\^iaiU
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^,^T, IV._THE ARGUMENT FROM MATHEMATICAL
ORDER.

Each step of exploration and discovery which man has

jniule during the recent matchless century of scientific prog-

r. vs lias brought him face to face with fresh revelations of

mathematical data, involved in every province of physics,

ciiemistry, art, and manufacture with which he has had to

deal Back of all material phenomena he finds rhythmical,

arithmetical, or geometrical relations, sig-nificant numbers,

miiiicrical ratios, and manifold quantitative arrangements

iiiiljedded in the very heart of the system of things in the

midst of which he is placed. Matter, force, law, atoms, and

clicmical combinations, suns, satellites, and stellar systems,

iili are weighed, measured, and balanced with an exactness

and a precision which transcend all the delicate tests and in-

?truments which inventive genius has devised. Every science

and every art and all manner of investigation only serve to

iiitroduce the inquirer into new realms where definite units,

magnitudes, quantities, calculations Avith logarithms, geo-

metrical and trigonometrical problems, and other vast and

iiitricate mathematical elements abound. To the thoughtful

student, indeed, pondering this phase of the world into which

lif^ lias been born, the universe appears a vast school of mathe-

liiatical science, in which he finds, back of all that he sees,

l"-ars, discovers, infers, or feels, a boundless array of sym-

i:'.ftrical, orderly, and commensurable phenomena. Wliile

tliis truth has been now and then emphasized by waiters on

'intural theology, yet it has not been recently amplified and

iHustrated with the adequacy and elaboration which its impor-

tance demands ; and our aim in this paper is to furnish fresh

iHiist rations and additional data bearing UY>on the argument

^\liich irresistibly concludes from the presence of mathe-

'natical order cvery%vhcrc in the universe the existence and

"dniinistration of a Eeing from whom these manifestations

"f a definite and calculated system are constantly arising.

48
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"\\1ien once the facts come before an intelligent and camiK

man, when ho considers that the elements of the niailn-

matical sciences are discoveries and not inventions, and tlui

they are integral components of all material phenomena

;

when he confronts numbers, geometrical relations and figure^.

definite numerical adjustments and unchangeable projx.-r-

tions, fixed in almost every realm of human knowledge—can

he resist the conviction that these all have their source in an

infinite Mathematical Mind ?

Perhaps a citation or two may serve to introduce this prin-

ciple aptly to our attention. Professor B. P. Bowne, in his

latest work, Theism, writing on the orderly, systematic, and

rational structure of the world, says

:

The numerical exactness of natural processes illustrates the

wonder of this adjustment. The heavens are crystallized matbt-

matics. All the laws of force are numerical. The interchange of

energy and chemical combination are equally so. Crystals are solid

geometry. Man}' organized products show similar mathematiral

laws. Indeed, the claim is often made that science never reaches its

final form until it becomes mathematical.

Kev. Dr. W. X. Clarke, in his notable work, ^An OuUlnr

of Christian Theology, pages IOC, 107, suggests:

We are able to trace and formulate the laws of universal motion;

and to discern the principles of mathematics that run through tlio

universe. . , . The laws of geometry are normal to the human mind;

how significant then the fact that these laws have been followed in

the construction of the universe, so that if we give to the construct-

ive ]\Iind the name of God we shall say with Aristotle [or Plato] that

God geometrizes.

This reference to the Greek philosophers may remind 'i-:

that the habit of discerning the elements of raatheniatii-':;!

order in the universe is not a modern one; it has simply cnn:'"

in our day to have universal application by virtue of tIi'"

amazing extension in all directions of material discover}.

Twenty-five liundred years ago Pythagoras declared that 'vUi

things are number—number is the essence of everything. . •
•

The world is through all its departments a living arithinrt'O

in its development, a realized geometry in its repose." A em-

tury and a half later Plato discerned the truth that the !a^v-
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rf \hv. physical universe are resolvable into numerical rela-

5:,.n.-i, and that they may be expressed by the formula of

c.ithcniatics. In his Timwus he sets forth by a variety of

,>.ji--iJcratious his sense of the harmony and symmetry Avhich

xTv visible on every hand, and traces them to an All-wise

S^'urcc. In his discussion he anticipates by happy guesses

fine of the discoveries of our ovm day in regard to the laAvs

..f poometry as embodied in crystals, and the principle tliat

tin:- laws of nature generally arc susceptible of mathematical

*ta(onient. And in all the ages since his day the hints which

}.o gave and the facts which he laid stress upon have helped

t.) call attention to the truth now under consideration, while

tlipy also suggest a chief reason why he inscribed over the

<i->cr of the academy where he taught his disciples in Athens

i}:o well-known motto, "Let Isone Eut Geometricians Enter

Here."

Astronomy a Siariing Point.

In this task of indicating the principle, now familiar to

:<}! students, that all material phenomena are conditioned

^v laws w^hich are susceptible of mathematical expression,

i' makes but little difference where we begin—the field which

:!h:>trates the truth is everywhere. Possibly the science of

S'tronomy, -as one of the most obvious, will afford a good

•Parting point. Here it requires but little thought to discern

'lie fact that the distances, weights, motions, mutual attrac-

'''-•ns, and all other relations that can be indicated are sub-

^t-t to mathematical laws. We cannot attempt to describe

5^io moon, for instance—to take the heavenly hodj which is

••'•arest to us—without using terms which denote distance,

-••i^frnitude, weight, orbit, and motion—all of them mathe-

'.'Kitical conceptions. We have no other phraseology in which
*''

''"''Scribe the satellite except that which tells us that she is

-{'^,000 miles distant from the earth, that she weighs about

• no eightieth as much as our globe, and that her diameter is

-\K.3 miles. Thus our first step into the universe of space

'••roiigli which we are whirling brings us face to face with the
*

"'•lioraatical data which interpenetrate all the phenomena
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,

with which we attempt to deal. When we ascertain wL..;

sort of a path the moon makes in her journey round the carii,.

again we are forced to use the terms of mathematics to li.

scrihc it as an ellipse, and when we inquire concernin"- \\..

mysterious force which binds our globe to her satellite, a: •;

the planets to their central sun, again it is forced upon u,s tl.,;'

about all we know concerning this force of gravitation is i!;,.;

it acts and reacts according to certain laws which can be slati •;

only in formula peculiar to the world of numbers, the f<.r-i

varying directly as the mass of the two bodies especially cnn-

cerned, and indirectly as the square of the distance betwcc:;

them. This law, we find as we proceed further with our in-

vestigations, is invariable; it applies to a ball tossed in tlic air

by a boy at his play, and to spindling suns and wliirlinj

planets and vast solar systems. The brain grows dizzy at tin

thought of the delicate adjustment and the harmonious j>"i-

of this vast array of at least a hundred million worlds, tea'-

tered through space, the magnitudes and orbits and distaTi'-. •

of most of them far transcending the utmost range of our in-

struments and our calculations, and all of them obeying t!a-

fixed mathematical law; and is further amazed at the sip-

of the astronomer applying in his celestial measurements ;:-

a yardstick the diameter of the earth's orbit round the sun--

one hundred and eighty-four million miles—and using in hi-

surveying in the far-off spaces the same formulic, trig'-i >

metrical rules, and calculations as those which the engine r

employs in determining the size and shape of a lot of laiul -i

the earth's surface.

Thus on our own earth, and in all other worlds visible t
•

us, we find ourselves in a mathematical realm, where inna-

bers, quantities, and measurable forces incessantly swar: i

about us. Xor may any man fairly evade the issues in t:.

"

case by alleging that the mind simply projects its own cotic. ;-

tions of distances, magnitudes, and areas into the visible i;:--

verse. Viewed ideally and as the result of thought, many --^

"

these data are conceptions by which we strive to reali>''^ ' •

distant spheres of the universe, but in truth we first trace :'•-
'
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\.-j^h{ upon these mathematical forms and facts in the worlds

tvA spaces about us. They are discoveries, not projections of

iLi' intellect ; they exist and we find them. The question then

arjics and will not down, What theory will account for the

rxistenee of these vast and intricate numerical problems and

lisia interwoven into the very nature of things in all direc-

lit.ns? Back of these phenomena must there not be a ]Mathe-

liiaticiau?

Definite Numbers in Chemistry.

Turning now from astronomy to chemistry, we find in this

latter science a field of knowledge wonderfully illustrating

the principle we are studying. John Dalton, an English

j.hvsicist and chemist, just a century ago, made a discovery

v.iiich revolutionized the sciences to which he was devoted,

niuncly, the atomic theory, a formulation of the fact that sub-

»tanccs unite in chemical compounds in definite and invariable

I'rojx)rtions; and that when two elements unite witli eacli

otlicr to form different compounds there is still a uniformity

in tlie plan of their combinations, and the proportions of the

<^nc to the other are fixed and simple. What we call common

calt is a familiar illustration of the first part of this law of

'iffmite chemical proportions. It is made of two substances,

ns every schoolboy is supposed to know, 23 parts by weight

«*f tJodiiun, and 35 by weight of chlorine—no more, no less.

'I licse two elements cannot be made to combine in any other

proportion. Eim an electric current through them, heat

'Item, violently agitate them together, use all possible means

—they will not join to form the new substance except accord-

hig to the fixed and definite ratio indicated above. l!^ature

•'•ays to the chemist, "You may form a chemical combination

«'f these two bodies if you join them exactly in the fixed

'i'l'^ntities which are ordained in regard to their union ; other-

">'''!.so you have no power over them." The second part of the

f'do above cited is clear and simple—that which pertains to

"niltiple proportions—a law applicable to cases where there

{»ro two or more combinations between any two elements.

' iil^e, for instance, the five compounds wliich are possible be-
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tween the gases, oxygen and nitrogen. The first conipouii.J

the protoxide of nitrogen, is made up of two volumca of

hydrogen and one volume of oxygen, or eight parts by uoi-l-.i

of oxygen to fourteen parts of nitrogen. In the second c-ui-

pound the same quantity of nitrogen is joined with doul.!.'

tlie weight of oxygen, and the result is called the dioxide or

deutoxide of nitrogen. A third combination uses 24 parti <.f

oxygen to the same weight of nitrogen, and so on till the fifii,

combination, nitric acid, which is made of 40 parts by weight

of oxygen and 14 parts of nitrogen. Using the chcnii(>ai

nomenclature according to which in these two cases the fir>i

letters of the substances stand for the substances themselvc-.>.

we have iS^,0, N,0„ lSi,03, N,0,, and N,0, as representing

the five combinations. Thousands of experiments have kcu
made to form other combinations, or to change the projx.r-

tions, but in vain. In these definite and multiple proportioi!.--.

in which the quantity of oxygen increases in the proportion

of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, and in these proportions alone, will the

two substances unite in chemical combinations. Here arc

definite pai-ts of these two elements, set aside by weight 'v.\

the administration of nature, the proportions fixed with a;.

exactitude hardly to be matched by any of our scales or nicav

uring apparatus, just as really as if from behind the veil

which hides the operation of the invisible world unseen hainN

had assorted the components of the new compounds au'l

thrust them before us for our experimentation

!

These are but single instances of the chemical chang<^^

which take place everywhere in nature. Every compouii'I

obeys this law of definite proportions ; no exceptions are foun<^

any^vhere
! So much by weight of one element and sso mu<

of another, and no more, will combine, the exact numlx^r—

usually a very simple one—which represents the chenii''.il

equivalent having been ascertained by long processes of chei!i-

ical experimentation. The administration of the worM.

tlierefore, as herein revealed is one which weighs things i'".

the most accurate of scales, which measures them out with

exact and easily apprtliensible projwrtions, which assori.^
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.i.ing3 into new combinations after invariable rules whicb

\m hi all cases be stated in simple matliematical terms.

Chemical Eatios Clear and Simple.

The siniplicity of the ratios which we find in many sciences

i. a phase of the case which deserves recognition and emphasis

iu'st here. Were these ratios involved, and hard to determine

-like the number 3.141592G5, which in geometrical calcu-

lations approximately represents the ratio of the circumfer-

ence of a circle to its diameter, a relationship which cannot

k determined with absolute accuracy—the argument might

v.vt be clear. But we find few instances in
.
chemistry, for

example, in which the numbers are complicated. In this

Kicnce we find the chemical equivalents, representing the pro-

fortions by weight in which one element will combine with

another, to be in most cases whole numbers. ^Vhen fractions

ftpi>ear in the table of equivalents it is probably because

imperfect processes of reaction have thus far failed to secure

the exact numerical atomic weight of the substance in ques-

tion. By a comparison of the tables of equivalents in use

twenty-five years ago with those employed to-day we have

found at least twenty instances where substances which were

represented then by fractional numbers are now iudicated by

whole numbers. The atomic weight of the following elements,

for instance, will show how simple the relationship between

them is, hydrogen being taken as unity, aiid the others cited

U'ing exact multiples of this element: Aluminum, 27; cal-

cium, 40; carbon, 12; copper, 63; gold, 106; iodine, 126;

Hthium, 7 ; nitrogen, 14; oxygen, 16
;
potassium, 39 ;

sodium,

23 ; sulphur, 32. ISTow, can anyone even glance at this list

^vithout being irresistibly impelled to the conclusion that

tljcse definite and simple proportions represent a systematic

I'lan, and embody a divine ideal of order and number which

must have had its roots in Mind ? ^Yho can believe that the

atoms of these various elements simply 'niappen"^undcr the

^I'^^ration of chance, or of 'Haw" unconnected with intelli-

pencc, to combine in every instance after this orderly and

Hmple manner? We find in President Tliomas Hill's sug-
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gestlve little volume, Geometry and Faith, a comment ui".:i

this phase of the argument which is apt and reverent:

Increasing knowledge of the physical world, in our ninetoenth

century, brings us increasing proof that God, who planned heav.-n

and earth, was acquainted with numbers; made all things in nuni!;' r.

weight, and measure; and adopted the smaller numbers, either o;i

of preference for them, or in condescension to the minds of Ihs

children, whom he has placed here for their preparatory education.

Can any man of discernment and candor confront tlu-.-.-

facts cited from the realm of chemistry and in good faith trv

to account for them hy any other theory than that whii-'i

posits back of these mathematical and chemical data, \\\v.\

their invariable and definite laws of combination, an All-\vi>"

and Directing Mathematical Mind, the infinite Source "f

these countless transformations which go on in our bodies, in

the air and the earth and the sea, and in the chemist's lalxua-

tory, day and night ?

The Realm of Physics.

The science of physics, as well as that of chemistry,

abounds with embodiments of this principle. Indeed, if *^np

takes up a text-book of physics and turns its pages casually he-

will find them full of tables of figures, abstruse problems, in-

tricate calculations, and many kinds of mathematical fonnul:!

.

which suggest the science which forms the background aiil

foundation of the researches and experiments contained i-

the volume. Under these circumstances it would be tiiix'

wasted to cite many individual instances of the rule in ques-

tion. But take one or two. When water is vaporized by h('-t

into steam, for example, there is an expansion of an cxtra"r-

dinary sort; one cubic foot of water becomes 1,T2S cubic U^' t

of steam. This proportion is invariable, and this fact is <'''"

of the ultimate facts for which no reason can be given; it
'-^

simply so. This is one of the fixed and unalterable rati -

settled in the laboratory of nature. In like manner tb-"

freezing and boiling points of water are subject to ccrta^i

laws which are mathematically stated, while the procc>ses -•:

crystallization, diffusion of gases, the laws of o]itics, t--''

measurements of heat and heat-units, and all the probl'':'"
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wliich (leal with mechanics may be stated—often need to be

ttatcd—and worked out by the aid of algebraic calculations

uihI the processes of the diirereutial or integral calculus. All

(hose phenomena are set and fixed in mathematical molds,

and we have to use numbers and abstruse methods of calcu-

lation in order to deal with them.

The simple thing which we call a wave affords a good ex-

ample of the truth now before lis. The ordinary observer,

without devoting much thought to the case, perhaps would

fancy that it cannot be difficult of comprehension. He throws

a pebble into the lake and watches the effect as seen in the

disturbed water surface; or he notes the incoming waves on

tiic seashore, or out on the ocean studies the billowy rise and

fall of the waters—he cannot discern much in all this to baffle

the mind of an inquirer. Yet when he turns to books on

physics, and begins to inquire into the phenomena of waves

—

v,-avos of water, light, and sound—he finds himself in the

midst of pages of geometrical diagrams, algebraic formula?,

equations, involved calculations, sines, cosines, and Greek

letter symbols, to such an extent that he is literally baffled

unless he has had training in mathematical operations. And
it nmst be kept in nlind in tliis connection that man does not

create these numerical and geometrical problems which we
have been indicating; he discovers them in the very warp and

woof of things; they pervade the whole cosmos, and so in-

tricate is tlieir permeation that after man has used the meth-

ods of the calculus, the help of the calculating machine and

tables of logarithms, and has constructed all his diagrams and

equations he is still aware that the mathematical processes

and elements of the physical universe in their manifoldness

•ind vastness lie in nnfathomed mysteries far beyond his ken.

I'ike Newton, he confesses that he is but a child who has

gathered a few pebbles on the beach ; the vast mathematical

<^ef'an still spreads before him waiting to be explored!

^latliemailcal Elcmcnfs in ihe Arts.

It may be pertinent to indicate, furthermore, that all the

flfts have their background, their substratum, their essential
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features, interpenetrated ^^ith numerical ratios and processes.

Nature says to the student at the very outset of his ambition

to become an adept in any one of the arts: 'Tirst learn to

decipher; master arithmetic, algebra, and geometry, or your

progress will amount to but little. Xo key will admit you
into the recesses of these artistic realms except the one wliicU

is put into your trained hand by mathematical science."

The world of music gives us a good starting point. Tho
diatonic scale, for instance, with its five tones and two half

tones, is a fixed, and we might say eternal and ruling, element

in musical composition. In a world of chance there might

have been scores, hundreds, or thousands of primary musical

sounds; in a world of mathematical order there are but seven.

These have not been evolved or developed, but simply dis-

covered, brought out and organized into melody and harmony.

Each one of these is dependent for its production upon an

exact number of vibrations, a number that is absolutely fixed.

!N"o composer, no musical instrument, no process of the mu-

sical art, has been able to change these fundamental numerical

relations, which form a part of the system of things in whicli

we move. The term octave, one of the first words learned by

a student in music, conveys a suggestion of tlie fact that the

basal facts and factors of this art are numerical, while in tlie

advanced realms of the science in question—in the construc-

tion of organs, for instance, and in perfecting all manner of

stringed instruments—there are subtle laws which have to be

explored and in part mastered by means of analytical geom-

etry and the difiicult processes of the calculus. And as the

musician pushes his researches farther and farther back intn

the mysteries of things, as he presses his way on into tho

deeper depths of his art, he finds increasing need of the highor

branches of mathematics for the solution of the problem-

which baiSe him. The very network and substance of mu?it'

he discovers to be of the nature of mathematics.*

*" The Uieistic argument from the universal presence of those spirit notes <'nll"'

overtones, or partials, whieli are the most wonderful and potent thlnps In niii"^!<'.

will bear repeating. It is this: A system of tone relations in natnre so won.l'-rfiil'y

adapted to spiritual expression and impression cannot be conceived of as a mero M-
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It would be tiresome to trace these numerical ratios and

rt'lutionships and data through other arts. In drawing and

j.ainting the laws of perspective, on which correct repre-

sentations depend, are purely geometrical; the numerical re-

lations of wave lengths fix the various colors and their har-

monies; and even in poetry the rhythm leads us into the

world where we count. The very word "Xumbers," which is

ji synon}in of the science and realm into which we have come

in our researches, and amid the mazes of which we have been

wandering, is used to denote the world of poetical compo-

sition: Milton speaks of "harmonious numbers" and Con-

greve of "magic numbers," and Pope tells us that while yet

a child he "lisped in numbers, for the numbers came." The

same truth is obvious from the two uses of the term "metric-

al," one denoting some relation to the world of meter, the

realm of verse ; and the other having to do with the modem
system of weights and measures. It may come, therefore,

with new force to some minds, this fact that even in that

realm of beauty, fancy, and imagination where the poet

abides whose "ear is open to discern stirrings of angel wings,"

and to whom in his rapt moments "angel whispers come from

inute and common things"—even here we walk in a world

where- mathematical law extends its sovereign sway.

The Universe has a Mathematical Frameworh.

It would be easy to cite examples from other sciences indi-

cating that the law of symmetry and of numerical ratio runs

through them also ; indeed, it is not an unfair or unjustifiable

generalization to say that these mathematical principles are

literally "world-embracing and universe-girdling." But be-

fore we gather up the final impressions of these facts and ask

concerning their significance and their originating Cause it

>nay be of service to suggest that the facts and methods in

qncstion are not affected at all by the current theories of evo-

iTfHluct Of an unintelligent, unmusical, non-altruistic evolutionary tendency. Their

vi'jratory laws compel the use of the hii;her mathesis to unravel their endless per-

'I'Utations, and require a nuitheniatical Mind as their source. Yet, more than this,

t!ieir adaptation to the expression and generation of spiritual states jioints directly

t'> a sj.irltiial origin. Infinite in theoretic extent, they open a door into the infinite."

-John Harrington Edwards, Cod and Music, p. Q2.
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lutionar)' science. The data before us are valid for our pur-

poses, and for all purposes, whether the theories of Darwin

and Spencer as to evolution be true or false. The pruccssca

of evolution, however long and however far they may liave

extended, have not evolved the laws and principles which wc

have been discussing. When the first particle of matter began

to come within the range of a second particle the two were

bound together by the same law of gravitation, doubtless,

which is now in vogue on earth and in the sky to-day. When
the first molecule of hydrogen united in primordial time with

the first molecule of oxygen to form the pristine drop of water,

the two elements united in tlie ratio of two parts by weight of

hydrogen to sixteen parts of oxygen, a phraseology which irre-

sistibly reminds us of the claim made by the leading advocate

of the white metal in recent financial discussions, that ''tlic

natural and necessary ratio between silver and gold is sixteen

to one" ! Whatever may be true in the monetary realm, it

cannot be questioned that the law of definite proportions was

in effect in chemical combinations from the beginning, when-

ever that was. The properties of the circle, the ellipse, the

cone, and the triangle have not been gradually evolved; we

have simply found out, by long processes of experiment, what

has always been involved in them. The same predication

may be made concerning the other numerical ratios and

mathematical elements which we have been studying. These

numbers, laws of symmetry, and geometrical ideals are now

discerned to be the framework, plan, and basis for the entire

system of tlie material universe. The architect, the navi-

gator, the surveyor, and the astronomer, in their calculations,

diagrams, equations, and constructions, have simply discov-

ered, borrowed, and applied the very relations, proportions,

and mathematical conceptions "which dwelt from all eternity

in the divine Omniscience and were crystallized by his fiat in

worlds, suns, and systems." When, therefore, we find these

numerical ratios and ideals forming the very vertebral plan

and outline of the universe, what can we do but take np the

reverent and grateful words of the astronomer who said,
*'0
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Ciod I think thy thoughts after thee" ? Do not these mathe-

tnatical data compel us as rational beings to recognize in and

through and behind all these phenomena the Being and ad-

ministration and wisdom of the Supreme Architect ?

Thcislic Trend of These Data.

Trofessor A. P. Peabody, in his Christianity the Religion

of Nature, in the chapter on "The Providence of God in

Human Art," showing that all the arts are bounden and con-

ditioned by principles which are algebraic, geometrical, or

r.tlicrwise numerical, says:

But the mathematical science in which art has its birth is literally

a portion of the Divine Mind. So far as we are cognizant of it, God

gives us glimpses of the plan of the universe, permits us to handle

tlie compasses with which he meted out the earth and spread forth

the heavens, enables us to see precisely as he sees. Here, then, is the

highest dignity of art. It is the embodiment of absolute truth, the

circumscription in material forms of universal and eternal laws,

the transcript by human hands of the thoughts of God.

In just accord with this utterance is the conclusion of Dr.

\\\ IST. Clarke, in his book once before cited. An Outline of

Christian Theology: "The assumption of a rational order in

the universe is one of the necessities of thought, and this as-

sumption implies a rational ]\rind in the universe." If we

are sincere and fair in our researches we are shut up in the

case under consideration to this assumption, forced to this con-

(•hi.?ion. Can anyone for a moment fancy that these exact

systems of weights, measurements, and apportionments, ex-

tending through all space and operating in all worlds, could

W' any other than the product of Mind ? If there be a man

anywhere who can wltli candor face these data and then

iinngine unintelligent atoms concoursing together through the

ages in definite and rhythmical combinations without any

superintending Intelligence behind them, and by their for-

tuitous collocations producing countless harmonies and vast

mathematical problems, motions, and reactions whose in-

tricate recesses baffle and yet invite the utmost researches of

human genius—to such a man there can be no more fitting

^vord spoken than that which ITenry Rogers utters* when he

* Rcaso7i and Faith, ond Other Miscellanies, p. 371.
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shows what the skeptic mud believe in believing the Christian

religion to be false : "Surely of him who can receive all these

paradoxes—and they fonn but a small part of what might

be mentioned—we may say, 'O infidel, great is thy faith !' "

Accordant with that citation is the aphorism with which

Lord Bacon opens his famous essay on Atheism: "I had

rather believe all the fables in the [Golden] Legend, and the

Talmud, and the Alcoran, than that this universal frame is

without a Mind." Chiming in with Bacon's testimony is Sir

Isaac Xewton's devout utterance of adoration, with which he

closes his Principia, whose composition in 1685-86 made

those years "memorable in the history of natural science."

He ends this most extraordinary of all mathematical produc-

tions with an expression of his creed, as gathered from his

researches in the physical universe

:

This admirably beautiful structure of sun, planets, and comets

could not have originated except in the wisdom and sovereignty of

an intelligent and powerful Being. He rules all things, not as the

soulof the world, but as the Lord of all. . . . The whole diversity of

created things in regard to places and times could have its origin

only in the ideas and the will of a necessarily existing Being.

A simple illustration may bring all that we have written to

a focus. I ehancc to go into a room and find there on a black-

board a diagram illustrating the salient characteristics of an

ellipse; and another, demonstrating the familiar geometrical

truth that the square described on the hypotenuse of a right-

angled triangle is equivalent to the sum of the squares de-

scribed on the other two sides; and a table holding wooden

cubes, cones, cylinders, and globes ; and the Avail of the place

covered with a long and intricate problem which turns out on

inspection to be the calculation of an eclipse of the sun, giving

the year and month and day and all other elements in the

case. Unless I am an idiot or a savage I recognize my en-

vironment. This is the study and workshop of a mathema-

tician : these are his tools and problems

!

In like manner I turn my eye in one direction and then

another in the world, and through the universe. I find sym-

metry, hanuonics, ratios, definite numbers, specific appor-
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ii..iinieiit8 by weight and measure, and countless mathemat-

j.-al (iata and relationships ever^-^vhere, the sciences and arts

x\\ testifying that these elements are fundamental in their

structure and operation. Xo matter how far I explore, or

)w\\' great my powers of mathematical insight and calculation

•I'.av be, I find myself everywhere outrun and baffled by these

<!.'ita, which, notwithstanding the increasing skill of human

f^t nius in grappling with them, still transcend all human

^'rasp. Ellipses, cycloidal curves, parabolas, and hyperbolas,

with their extraordinary functions, definite numbers, and all

manner of hannonious combinations, face me everywhere,

written in the sky, outlining the courses of sun and comet,

interpenetrating all branches of science, and challenging rec-

"piition and rewarding inquiry at every turn! How can we

(if'jcribe the folly of the man w'ho remains blind to the con-

clusion, borne in upon the soul of the inquirer from all this

vast array of data, that there is behind these mathematical

|tLcnomena a Creative and Infinite Being from whom they

li.ivc come; and that man has been endowed with faculties

vsliercwitli to explore these data, and to recognize in them so

jnany clear and countless manifestations of the wisdom and

I'twer of the Supreme Architect and Mathematician! With
the mathematical universe before me I see new meaning in

'lie testimony of the Epistle to the Hebrews, "He that built

Rii things is God;" I understand better than ever the adoring

v-ord of the psalmist.

The hea\ens declare the glory of God,

And the firmament showeth his handiwork

;

i.'ul I am moved to cry with Joachim Xeander,

Ah, my God, what wonders lie

Hid in thine infinity !

Stamp upon my inmost heart

What I am, and what Thou art.
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Art. v.—the ENGLISH WESLEYAXISM OF TO-DAY.

Wesleyan Methodism has found itself. In the days of

Wesley it was but a ''Connexion" of evangelistic and spirit u;ii

"societies." His purpose and the purpose of Fletcher, lii-

"designated successor," was to make "a Church within the

Church" of England. Wesley seems not to have understou'l

that the veiy steps he himself had taken meant inevitalK-

separation from the Church whose doctrine he held, who.^c

liturgy he loved, whose discipline he approved, and whuso

rules he endeavored to obey. When his death had bercuvi il

the societies of their leader and inspiration, formal inde-

pendence was followed by a half-century of steady growtli ii:

numbers, but of uncertain development in Church life. Se\ -

eral schisms occurred, nearly all for ecclesiastical rather tluu:

doctrinal reasons, and all looking to a larger liberty than tb--

parent body was willing to allow. But despite the warninir-

against priestliness given by these protests and departure-^,

the attitude of the Wcsleyan Church to the Church of V.wi

land, even within the last fifty years, has been one not mercl;-"

of kindliness, but of subordination. This assumption of tl^

posture (to use one of ]\Ir. Price Hughes's biting phra><-'f

of a poor relation of the Established Church has perliai -

ended in our day. It is eighty-five years since the ConfenM'-

permitted its preachers to be called "Keverend ;" it is or.i.v

twelve years since the Conference formally approved of tl;'

general use of the term "The Wesleyan ]}.[ethodi5t Chun-li."

The political complexion of tlie Church has been chanirn--'

from Conservative to Liberal. Standing between the I'^t;!^

lished Church and the Dissenting bodies—Baptist, Conpiof:;'-

tional, and the like—it has been slowly moving from the -^nb

of the Episcopal to the fuller fellowship of the Free Church''-'

jSTonconformity within its own borders has become pn?iii\'''

Dissent. The older and conservative leaders have died or ;'.r.'

fast losing their predominant influence. They were n"t i'

-

the Free Church Federation, but providence and politic.-- li"'^^"
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Mcltieil it firm. Tliej were not for the Forward Movement,

{,vii it has become the very life of to-day. They are not for

•Ja' renniou of the half-dozen Methodist denominations, but

Mr. Perks is cheered to the echo as he advocates it. They

are not against the Education Bill, but the rising tide of re-

sult against that muddled and mischievous measure sweeps

oViT them. They are not for Disestablishment, but the ag-

J:rc^sive spirits feel that the battle has been joined which can

j.vsue only in this. Younger men are coming to the fore

—

:ii.jre liberal and more vigorous—men under fifty, like Collier

and Wiseman and Lidgett and Chadwick and Wakerley and

JJarber and Findlay and Jacks^on—men with the new blood

Slid new fire of a new time. Their great leader, Hugh Price

Hughes—the greatest Methodist since John Wesley—is gone;

but they, with help from a few older but progressive men, are

making a new Church.

That bitter enemy of Dissent, the London Daily Telegraph,

a-;^c^t3 that Xonconformity is a steadily declining influence

in tJie land, but the facts do not appear to bear out the asser-

tion. Principal Fairbairn, in addressing Mr. Balfour on

tlio Education Bill, claimed that half the Christians of Great

Britain were now^ to be found in the Free Churches, and it is

Ivlioved that his claim was none too large. The Church of

Ktigland, it may be admitted, has revived and gained since

^iif* middle of the nineteenth century. Whether this revival

i-^ due to its awakening to the social as well as the ecclesias-

'ual and doctrinal problems of the time, as is said ; or whether

'^ depends upon the growth of ritualism; or whether, as is

tn<.st likely, it is due to a new-kindled devotion in the hearts

'' die clergy, need not be determined. This, however, is sure,

^^'iit the gain it has rnnde has not been to any considerable

'"^tont at the expense of Methodism. Wesleyanism is no de-

' -sning force. Its mission has been in part fulfilled by per-

''ir-atiiig old forms of faith wath new life and power, but

'"-flay, as never before, standing as an independent and legiti-

'•iato Church, it holds a place of honor, and faces a vast work
^"K'li is being bravely, wisely, enthusiastically attacked.

-19
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Among tlio Free Cliurches, the Wcslcyan ^Icthodi^t It

easily first in mmibers and in influence. The conspiciiMus

prcacliers and scholars of Congregationalism and Prc-liM--

rianism may be thankfully remembered, but, when all it> >;*!.!,

the oldest of the Methodist bodies is second, though a fur-di-

tant second, to the Church of England. The aristocracy it

does not touch to any appreciable extent, but its hymns, i:,s

evangelism, its energy, its democracy, have, to quote an <.ul-

sider, "made it a rival in the affections of the middle and

lower classes" of the Established Church itself.

In its present condition some points of comparison or con-

trast with the Methodist Episcopal Church naturally sugirc-t

themselves. Any attempt at criticism of defects might l-.-

ungracious, but a few commendable characteristics of Enii-

lish Wesleyanism may be chosen for notice and comment.

1. Its Forms of Worship.—The genius of Methodism h.i-

never been wholly favorable to the maintenance of chureliiy

forms. For Methodism is Protestantism carried out logically

—the doctrine of a present God Avith whom personal c^nr.-

munion is }30ssible to all. Its teaching of the priesthood <>:'

all l>elievers has meant on the one side catholicity, and on ih'-

other freedom in worship. It is doubtless true, as Bi.-li"i'

Vincent has stated, that there is in America a growing fl.;--

of liturgy-loving Methodists who, with nothing of sacer-l-

talism in their thought, love order and beauty in public \V' r-

ship, and crave a more frequent employment of the ritn;tl'

hallowed by age and association. But actually the use vi

ritual forms has extended little beyond the occasions of stuto.

and has not affected the common Sunday services. The Onlor

of Public Worship, even as revised by the General Conft r-

ence of 189G, is devoid of the richness of forms for unlu-':

prayer. The Joint Commission of the Churches Xorth :h.-

South has ap])arently made no provision for this need. "^^ "'"

is held good for the stately ceremonials of reception i!'*'

Church membership, ordination to the ministry, and 1-
•''

Lord's Supper, for baptism and marriage and burial, i> !'••'

unprofitable for the congregation in its ordinaiy worslni''-
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Jsow, the liturgy which John Wesley loved, and which he

liropared for tJbe American Methodists, was not his master

;tnor the Methodist movement was fairly under way, but he

rounted it an admirable servant. He refused to be confined

to ritual forms of prayer, but by no means discarded them.

In liis younger days, when visiting the Oxford prison, March

L*7, 1738, he and another prayed with a condemned man,

"lirst in several forms of prayer, and then in such words as

were given us in that hour;" and on April 1 he Avrites:

"Being at Mr. Fox's society, my heart was so full that I could

not confine myself to the forms of prayer which we were ac-

customed to use there. iN'either do I purpose to be confined

to them any more ; but to pray indifferently, with a form or

v/ithout, as I may find suitable to particular occasions."

Wlien recommending a prayer book for America in 178-i, in

his old age, he writes: "I believe there is no liturgy in the

world, either in ancient or modern language, which breathes

more of solid, scriptural, rational piety than the Common
Prayer of the Church of England."

These forms have never totally vanished from the Wes-

leyan Church. An Order for Morning Prayer is provided, as

well as the occasional services, and the reading of the ap-

I'oiiited Scripture lessons is urged where the full ritual is

not carried out. It is frankly recognized that this form is

not adapted to all congregations, by reason of their previous

training or character and surroundings. The prayer book is

out of place, for example, in a mission. And to-day possibly

not more than one in ten of the Wesleyan congregations use

the Order for ]\rorning Prayer, which is the same as that of

'he Church of England. The service for the Public Eecogni-

tion of Xew Members, a full and dignified form, may or may
Jif't be read, as the minister thinks wise. .

^lany have come to believe that in the recoil from sacerdo-

fidism the life of the Church may be impoverished by the loss

'"• Ihe neglect of its ritual. The Wesleyan Methodist Guild

^^f Biviiie Service has been organized, not to seek absolute

nniformitv by the enforced use of the ritual, but for "the
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promotion of (1) greater interest and reverence in all tl.i,,
connected with divine worship; (2) a fuller and more i'
telligent participation in prayer and praise by the peon! .

•

Its leaders believe with Bishop Goodsell, that a ritual i

'

"safeguard against carelessness and irreverence in pub!;!'.
prayer;" that many who are both cultivated and devout ti,

>

pleasure and profit in its employment; and that if Methodic''
IS to be catholic and inclusive, to minister to the rich and tl,

'

poor, the educated and the unlettered, the mvstical and ,]„
practical, there is place for both ritualistic and spontanc.^
forms of prayer and praise in the stated worship of the peoj.!.

2. Its Democracy.~mi^i\,or applied to the social spirit
or to tiie method of government, this term finds an applic-.-
tion in Wesleyan Methodism. Xot long ago the London
Spedaior printed this significant statement:

cnurch IS the truly democratic spirit that pervades it Wesleyn-indulge very little in the cant of democracy, and make no pa !.do ;

s7r t'if[.^rr!

^^-\;^^^-ty and equality, hut the trl'derc l

charl Of b^;
°"^^ ^° ^'"^^^ ^^^ ^^t^S^t^er escape th.

society distinctly favors the recognition of spiritual gifts in t!..^poorest and humhles, and the making use of thoseS^^Z
To say that there are no Methodist snobs-none who worship
titles or who fail to be brotherly to the humblest-might U-
beyond the mark. Some social distinctions appear. Prw
rents are still in force in many of the churches. Metl
of fortune or title or degree are sometimes undulv exalted.
But that there is warm fraternity, a respect, and an incre.^
ing respec for human nature above its endowments of learn-
ing or wealth or station, is not too much to sav.

This spirit can be discerned in the organization and gov-
ernment of the Church. It is curious that in a monarehicnl
country Methodism should, in its chief branch, have becom.
more democratic than under our republican form of govern-
ment. But so it is. There are no bishops, elected for lilV.
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l.ut a president, chosen year l)j year. The chairmen of dis-

tricts, corresponding roughly to our presiding elders, are only

j.ubtors who have additional burdens of supervision placed

ii|)on them. The salaries of all the ministers are much more

nearly on a level than with us. The financial attractions of

uiie place over another are therefore wanting.

The democracy of English ;^^ethodism appears conspicu-

ously in its method of appointing the preachers. Invitations

from the churches to the preachers are officially encouraged,

and (a three-year time limit still prevailing) arrangements

are made in this manner for appointments three or four years

iihead. These arrangements, with the unsettled cases, are

considered previous to the Annual Conference by the Station-

ing Committee, composed exclusively of ministers, chosen by

the ministers and laymen of the district synods. A first draft

of appointments is made by the committee and presented to

the Conference. After open discussion the draft is again con-

sidered by the committee, and is presented once more to the

Conference for amendment and final action. The appoint-

nicnts, therefore, are in the hands of the Conference itself, in

its pastoral session, that is, when composed of preachers only.

3. Its ConnedionaJism.—The principle of combination is

at heart Christian. Business and politics were anticipated in

tlicir use of the idea of cooperation by the Church. And

^fethodism began not in an individual, but in a club.

The great social problem of the twentieth century seems

to be how to obtain union without sacrificing individuality, as

some forms of socialism, if not all, propose to sacrifice it. The

Church that shall secure the benefits of combination without

•^surrendering the initiative and independence of the individual

f'liureh or person—this will best meet the conditions of the fu-

ture. For this English Congregationalism is groping, in the

'tTorts for union in which Dr. Parker was so deeply interested.

lu ^Methodism, while the tendency from the first has been to

work from the monarchical plan with which it started to a

I'ure democracy, yet there has been organization always, not a

mere grouping of fraginents.
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English Methodists have found it easier t-o foster a coiiiu'c-

tional spirit than have we. There is with them but one Cua-

ference, the distances which separate them are slight, coiUaci

is more frequent, solidarity, therefore, more natural. It i<

not strange, then, that their administration should be mure

centralized. Their Children's Homes and orphanages, for ex-

ample, are all under one management. Their four theological

colleges make one Theological Institution, controlled by w

single committee; and to these colleges the students, who nr.-

all accepted candidates for the ministry, are assigned by iIk-

Conference, Richmond receiving a special proportion of tlui^c

entered for foreign work. There is a Connectional Fund to

provide for traveling and moving expenses, and for unusual

needs in case of death or other affliction ; as well as a fund

for necessitous local preachers throughout the connection.

There is a Homo Mission Committee, in close touch with \\w

missionary operations in city and country, with army an'l

navy and special evangelistic work. The English Twentieth

Century Fund, unlike our own, was raised as a connectional

fund, and grants to the various interests were made from tin

central treasury, as, indeed, was the case with the Centcnnrv

Fund of 1 S3 9 and the Thanksgiving Fund of IS 78. It will

thus be seen that there is coherence and united effort; that

the connectionalism is not only official, but practical.

Nowdiere is this more plain than in the circuit system, whi'-l*

we have unhappily lost. The tendency, to wdiicli we havo

yielded, to individualism in churches, the breaking up "l

fields of labor into separate stations, each with its own

preacher, each responsible for itself alone, did affect the Fni:-

lish Methodists also to some extent. The result of their ex-

perience was deliberately recorded in these words

:

The committee is convinced that the division of circuits into sniai

areas, and especially the creation of solitary stations, has provcl

to be generally a mistake. In most cases the membership has (.•-.

creased, the supply of suitable local preachers and other o:.;-«*

bearers has fallen off, village causes have languished, and tho \^''--

of public spirit has made extension impossible.

A description which deserves the thoughtful cuiisidtrat:":'
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li' Aincricaii Methodists! Taught by this experience, our

Kiiglish brethren are working in the direction of the com-

tiualion even of existing circuits, where they arc small and

weak, into larger circuits or large country missions. "In

union" they have found "strength." The result has been in-

crease of vigor and success. And as to the circuit system

itself—the joining of several preaching places into one ap-

{«.intment, served by several ministers, with the help of local

preachers—its abandonment would be the loss of a right arm

of ])ower.

The "Church trust" of which Dr. Hillis dreams may or

may not be an impossibility, but, at any rate, what should

hinder the free union of neighboring churches of the same

<!onoinination to bear the burdens and to do the work ? The

Knglish plan puts together strong and weak societies, and pro-

vides for a fellowship of people and of preachers which can be

only a source of strength. The ministers on the same circuit

come together weekly for counsel, and in large towns, where

several circuits have been formed, a monthly gathering is

held. The young preacher has the sage advice of his experi-

enced brother; the elder is cheered by the enthusiasm of him

"^vlio is just putting the armor on. Better use is secured of the

vnricd talents of the ministry; better official boards can be

organized from the larger constituency of laymen. Eoom is

made for the profitable employment of the local preacher,

fewer traveling preachers are needed, and thus the expense

<'f ministerial support is reduced. The gifts of the abler

j'reaehcrs become available in the smaller churches by occa-

'i'tnal rotation in preaching appointments, and the horizon of

'he ])eople is broadened, while the sense of responsibility for

'!'e local spiritual work is increased. And is not the new
v-'K-e or the new pulpit a blessing to both hearers and speaker ?

'-^^t us not deny the growing effectiveness of a man really

"lilted to his congregation in affection, as he speaks week after

^'eek to his own people. But, on the other hand, let us re-

sneniWr that if we are to have and to keep an evangelistic

ministry there must be less of the "stationed preacher," and
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more of flexibility in our preacliiug plan. Wesley could iioi

believe it ''was ever the will of tlie Lord that any congrega-

tion should have one teacher only;" he did believe "that a fre-

quent change of teachers is best. . . . Xo one whom I cv( r

yet knew has all the talents which are needful for beginning,

continuing, and perfecting the work of grace in a whole con-

gregation." He went so far as to say, "Were I myself to

preach one whole year in one place, I should j^reach hoth my-

self and most of my congregation asleep." Grant that this is

an exaggerated view ; still is there not here a great truth to

which we, even under the altered conditions of to-day, but

especially now that the time-limit has been removed, mu^t

give heed by so modifying our plan of ministerial supply tlial

our ministry shall not lose its evangelistic efficiency, and our

laity shall not be encouraged to turn over all religious work to

the preacher ?

4. lis Freedom- in the Use of Methods.—It was nearly a

generation ago that the English Methodists awoke to the fact

that they were preaching to the righteous, and that great

masses of the population were untouched by their own or any

other Church. Fortunately, there were counselors wise enough

to be ready for the adoption of new plans, some of thc:=o,

doubtless, shocking to the delicate sensibilities of the Metho

dists that then were.

In the early stages of such a movement as the Methodi-t

revival there is always fervor, freedom, disregard of more

convention. Enthusiasm sweeps away, if- it does not utterly

forget, all formal restraints. Tlie new spirit creates for it.=clt

new methods. But when the first ardency has past, then

comes the time which Wesley anticipated with fear, wbcu

respectability imposes its restrictions upon the newly rich,

when zeal flags, and form and fashion unconsciously restrain

the activity. 'Men boast, because they are not yet able to tal^''

themselves for granted. Their self-assertion is a mark oi

nervousness. Tliey are eager to seem all that they are, be-

cause they are not certain that they are very much. Tbry aro

afHicted with the awkwardness and the diffidence of yontn.
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Wlieu iiiatiiritj is reached comes the ease of conscious power,

the freedom of conscious station. Siicli people can afford to

fOt, not follow, the fashion.

There is a period in the history of a religious movement

when it is just becoming "respectable," when its adherents

are not quite accustomed to their fine clothes and their fine

churches, and are unable to take them as matters of course, but

feel the restraint of them and dare not venture outside the con-

ventional modes of worship and of work. Propriety becomes

their idol. "Old-fashioned Methodism," said an English

preacher, "meant letting yourself go ;" new-fashioned Metho-

dism is to mean the same thing. The English Methodists

liave come—are coming, let us say—into the third stage, the

stage of ease, freedom, confidence, and effectiveness. They

are still using the methods which time has approved. The

jirayer meeting on Sunday evening and on the week night,

the love feast, the class meeting, with its quarterly visitation

by the minister (on vvdiich much stress is laid), the regular

preaching and visiting—these have not lost their place. But

in addition they have given themselves with heartiness to new

methods where the older failed. They have deaconesses, a

Settlement in London, cyclist missions, and prison-gate work.

Gospel cars reach neglected niral districts, leaving converts

and chapel plans behind them. The regularly employed

workers have been multiplied : London in the eight branches

of its great mission has 22 ministers, 25 lay agents, and TO

''sisters" or deaconesses, a total of 117 to its 9,000 members.

These raodcni Methodists have enlisted large numbers of vol-

unteers in choirs and orchestras and bands, as ushers, wel-

coming committees, distributers of notices, inquiry-room

workers. They have not abandoned the church and the

<^liapcl, but they have added the hall and the theater, where

they meet on neutral ground those who will not come to ordi-

nary houses of worship. They have meetings in tenements,

factories, and lodging houses, in fields and on streets and

public squares. They have established shelters and work-

.^'ards, dispensaries and nurseries, employment bureaus, cafes
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and food depots, loan and savings societies, bureaus for le-;il

advice, Christmas-dinner and sick-benefit funds, work for
bojs, girls, men, mothers, cripples, drunkards. They Inne
poured out money for these numberless enterprises, and have
also first given themselves to the Lord in personal service.

Especially to be noted is the extended use of lay preachers.
The call has gone out for more "thoroughly qualified candi-
dates for the ministry," but also for "capable and sanctified
men and women" who are to devote themselves to religious
work without ordination to the ministry. If one of the dis-

tinguishing doctrines of Methodism, as Dr. Abel Stevens
thought, is the priesthood of the people; if Bishop Simpson
spoke truth when he said, "Methodism was from its begin-
ning, and is in its nature, the uprising and development^ of
lay influence ;" if Susanna Wesley was wise when she warned
her great son, in his first dealing with lay preaching, "Take
care what you do. Thomas ^faxfield is as'truly called of God
to preach the Gospel as ever you were;" if lay preaching is

"the cavalry of Protestant Christendom," an agency "bv
which, more than by any other fact in its ministerial economy,
[Methodism] has been sustained and extended in the world"'
—then American Methodism, established, as it was, by three
lay preachers, may well reconsider its virtual abandonment
of the ^services of its local preachers. The Methodist Epis-
copal Church has less local preachers than traveling preach-
ers;^ the Wesleyan ]\rethodist Church to its 2,200 'ordained
ministers in Great Britain has over 18,000 lay preachers. Of
every ten sermons preached in English Methodism, probably
seven are from these laymen.

"The bricklayer lays his trowel by,
And now builds mansions in the sky."

The cobbler, the weaver, the barber, the gardener, and ibe

fisherman, detailed in the mocking lines of the old i>ocni.

still take the preaching of the Gospel upon them, as in tlio

primitive days. And not only so, but men eminent in bnsi-

ness and social circles, mayors of cities and members of T'.ir-

liament, are glad to be enrolled in that army without wli"^--
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i.ilx-r-s the acliievements of recent, as of former, years would

!;avc been a hope rather than a reality.

0. Its Evangelistic Spirit.—The newer methods have been

in part the outgrowth of the conditions which confronted the

Church; they would have been impossible or vain without

the new evangelistic spirit within the Church. From the be-

rinning Christian history may be divided somewhat easily

into periods; its spiritual life has moved by waves. Whether

this progress by intermittent impulses be a part of the divine

jilan or a consequence of human weakness, it is a fact in the

history of Christian conquest. The Wesleyan Church of Eng-

land is now rejoicing in a new accession of spiritual life, evi-

dencing itself in profound concern for the salvation of men.

\Miile this is nothing but a restoration of former fervor, it is

nn immense advance upon the conditions of a generation ago.

Appeals are still being made, it is true, for more aggressive-

ness at home and for deeper interest in foreign missions. But

the battle for this generation is already well won. Many of

the foremost men of the denomination are in mission work

;

it has become almost fashionable now^ to be an evangelist.

Again is the definition of Methodism vindicated which was

piirased by the Eev. Samuel Chadwick, of Leeds—"the in-

v/ardness, immediateness, and intensity of religion." This

revived evangelistic spirit is manifested in the famous city

missions and on country circuits as well. Xumbers of the

k-st young men in the ministry are offering themselves for

siK-h service at home or abroad. "VMiat the Master came for,

tiie servants seek to accomplish—"not to call the righteous,

l>ut sinners, to repentance."

Tt is rather generally agreed that the last few decades have

•••en on this side of the Atlantic a time of depression in evan-

^••listic effort. The Churcli has been busied with a rcexam-

J^iAtion of Christian doctrine. The Methodists, in particular,

have been much taken up Avith questions of administra-

'I'-n—the admission of women to the General Conference, the

^<Joption of a constitution, the removal of the time-limit, the

I'^rfection of lay representation, the readjustment of the be-
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nevoleut societies and the publishing interests. It has h. , „
an era of organization and reorganization, of planning ai'nl
building and gearing and belting. Is it not high time nut i.!

think less of the luachinerj but more of what the nuichinc.v
IS for ? Do we not need to remind ourselves even to-day tl.. a
the one object of all our equipment and our labor is the sdv-
tion of men-that every other thing is but a means, this only
IS an end ? AM.at the Is^ew York Outlooh recentlv said wiii
hardlj be disparaged as the utterance of a hare-brained enthu-
siast, and maj be taken to heart by sober-tliinking men;

J^VVZ """" P^r^^^' ^ S^^^t need of a new revival of thespirt of what might be called either Wesleyanism or primitiveChnstianity. The churches of to-day are too much mere wors^^ ,'

assemblies. They devote too large a proportion of their energies

bv tbLT "T""^
'° promoting the enjoyment of the Christian life

Chrstian Til" t ^f"^
'°''''' ''' '"' ''' '''''' '^ ^^P^^^^"^ '^^^

chu oh ^hi n
""" ^'^" '° ""' P°^^^^ '' Tbe cathedraMike

Of theMT "V T'' ""' ^"'^^P^ '° *^^ ^^^"tual development

o ff. .1 . '""m
^^Hivated few. They do little to carry the message

nLd.tn t'^:.
/' "^' '''''''''' ^°^ t^^ uncultivated. The Church

prim tive mf^- '" '''' "'""''' ^"' ^^'" -«^^ ^^^ '''^' ^^ t^-

revitl ,.! "'^'.r^'"'''
'^' '•'''^'^y^^ itinerants, and the Puritan

methni ; . .

^°'' ^"''^^'' "^^^ '^' reemployment of thdr

Church ^ ''^'^''^ °' '"^''^ '^^'"' ^' '^' ^'''''''' ^^^J °^ ^^^

This spirit is the only guarantee of continuance and prosper-
ity, the only safeguard of essential orthodox v. There a.v
cheering sig^is of its renewal among us. There is a new hun-
ger for spiritual teaching (though it leads many to seek brond
where only stones are given them)

; there is a new eagenu-^.
for Christian service. And it is this spirit, fostered bv iho
men m our high places, directed bv those who are sane -.uul

clear-sighted, that shall prove anew the divinity of our ini.-

siouand give to us apostolic success.

i^^^i-^J-^^^t-td^^^cjL.
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^^KT. VL—REASON AND FAITH IN RELIGION.

I ONCE entered a country grocery to make a small purchase.

A o'ltcrie of idlers sat or stood around the stove. One young

iDon with brouzed and unshaven face, low brow, and dirty

.-lotiics sat on the counter with an odorous pipe in his moutli

a!i(i a yellow-backed copy of one of Ingersoll's agnostic books

ill his band. Being acquainted with him, I remarked about

\.\u literature he was reading and asked him if he ever read

tjie great book which Ingersoll was fond of assailing. lie

replied in the affirmative. "Do you believe and obey it?" I

a.-ked. "Yes," he replied, "as far as it is reasonable. I be-

hove in a man's thinking for himself." The idea of one with

his education and mental powers thinking for himself and

without guidance forming conclusions on one of the greatest

problems was both ludicrous and pathetic. And yet he stated

Mill ply and accurately the position not only of unlearned

riitionalists like himself, but of the most learned and philo-

^'•phical of rationalistic unbelievers. A few days later,happen-

iiig to step into the same store, I met a rabid Universalist,

\vho jx)unced upon me for an argument on miracles. lie said

he (lid not believe Christ ever turned water into wine. "Why
»i"t T' I inquired. "Because it is unreasonable; and mustn't

*'!io use his judgment in religion ?" Here was the same subtle

fallacy stated by an uneducated farmer as clearly and concise-

'y as the most learned sophist could have done it. Huxley
•ould not have said it better.

Since this position is held by so many, it behooves Chris-

'3-^n thinkers to have definite ideas concerning the limits of

t^:\mn and of faith in religion. The conclusions given in this

•irtiolc are not presented with the fancy that they are a new
''iing under the sun. But a restatement of old truths is often

•^'Ipful. The rationalist (and this includes many who call

'ti<"'ni?elves Christians)takes this position : Everything must be

'''"n^'ht before the bar of private judgment for adjudication,

''^n has no other guide but his judgment. Hence every re-
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ported miracle, doctrine, or moral precept is worthy of aceij-.

ance only as it per se meets the demands of each man's ju.!-.

ment. Hence the miraculous conception of Jesus, his rc^ir-

rection, his ascension, the doctrine of eternal doom, ct ai, ar--

incredible. Faith in such things is credulity. The posui<.:i

of the Christian thinker—at least of the Protestant—is tin-:

The judginent is the primal authority for the acceptance ..f

these reported facts and doctrines. Evidence is the groun-i

of true faith. Belief without evidence is superstition «r

credulity. But the value of evidence is a matter for the ju.!:,'-

ment to determine. The judgment, however, is not to be ii^ci

to determine the reasonableness of miracles and doctrines a^

such. Its function is to consider the value of human testi-

mony to them as alleged facts. The reliability of the wit-

nesses being established by the scholarly judgment, faith ac-

cepts implicitly the message of these witnesses. In brief, t!i.>

judgment of the rationalist is exercised with scientific evi-

dence ; that of the Christian with historical evidence.

Let us elaborate, from the believer's point of view, the tr'i*^

method and field for the exercise of reason in religion. Wh.a
are the data to be judged ? We have a collection of writiii-^

called the Xew Testament. In these writings strange and \v\-

usual things are told and taught. A man named Jesn? wa^

conceived by the Holy Ghost and born of the Virgin :\I:u-y.

He grew to manhood and was baptized at the river Jordan.

At his baptism a form as of a dove settled upon him, and :\

supernatural voice called him "my beloved Son." He turn- •!

water into wine on one occasion; he cured the blind with a

touch, fed over five thousand people with five loaves and tv. >

fishes, and even raised the dead. He spoke such grnri' -.^

Avords as never man spake—simply, yet grandly. He cl;iiin«-l

to be the Son of God, who existed before Abraham. He sa: 1

he came down from heaven. He was once transfigured. H
died and the third day rose again and appeared many tinu - <

difi'erent people. Finally he visibly ascended. Those a:o

some of tlie alleged facts to be tested by the reason. T! '^

rationalistic method is to judge each separate item by sci^'-
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fiTu' and philosophic tests. The true field for the judgment

is ulit'thcr the records and their authors are reliable.

In solving the problem of the genuineness and authenticity

of these writings several questions arise: 1. Are the records

v.-e have to-day accurate transcripts of the original records ?

2. Do the original records reach back near enough to the

events to be historical? 3. Were they written by their re-

|)uted authors, or at least by those who had unmistakable

means of knowing the truth of their statements ? 4. Are the

writers veracious ? Or have we followed cunningly devised

fables? These questions are beyond the sphere of religious

faith. They must be solved by scholarly judgment. It is

necessary here to say parenthetically that every man, in order

to be a Christian believer, need not personally solve all these

])rul)lems. Not one in a thousand has the scholarship neces-

s.ary for such a task. But all true and intelligent faith must

uhimately rest on just such an investigation. As Beecher

said : "It is not for me to think out the great system of astron-

omy in order to believe the astronomical truths of my time.

I accept them at the hands of the Church of Astronomers. . . .

I accept them at the hands of the professional explorers. I

trust them for the truth of these things." So with these prob-

lems of Bible criticism : the ordinary believer must trust the

i^:holar's conclusions.

Have we reason for the hope that is in us ? Let us see.

1. Are the Xew Testament records of to-day substantially

the same as the originals ? There are many cases of textual

<lisngreement among the existing manuscripts. But as a

\vliole these copies are substantially alike. They differ in no

important particular. Xo doctrine is essentially changed by

ihcso discrepancies. Gathered from widely different countries

fliid centuries as these manuscripts are, it is not usually diffi-

f'dt to determine about what the originrtl text was. So while

interpolations and errors in transcription are found, yet they

'»'<" quite easily distinguished from the true text. If in four

tjuarters of the United States a hundred men of three genera-

tions should make manuscript copies of the Declaration of In-
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dependence there would of course be some difference iu th--

text of the copies. But in any given case the majority of th-

copies would be the same; so that it would be easy to dir-tiii-

guish the mistake or interpolation from the true reading.

2. Do the original records date back near enough t<> iln.

events narrated to be historical? This is not the place tn ;^,,

into details to establish tlie date of Xew Testament books. \Vr

are merely outlining the method of procedure. Suffice it !••

say that, although criticism still rages about the Old ll'esia-

ment, all the important books of the Xew Testament arc cn-

ceded by the great majority of critics, conservative and radi-

cal, to have been written before the year 100 A. D. The dat-

of Matthew is quite certainly fixed at about 67 A. D., or at

least before the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A. D. ; that

of Mark about the same; Luke about 70; and John probaMv

about 90 ; while First Corinthians, to Avhich reference will I

made later, is by all reputable critics placed at about .")7

A. D., or only twenty-seven years after the death of Chri.-t,

Several of Paul's letters are undoubtedly much earlier.

3. Were they written by their reputed authors, or at Icasi

by those who knew the facts ? Matthew's gospel is well :'.i-

tested. It was quoted by Barnabas and used by the Gnostir^

as early as 00 or 100 A. D. But the fact that it was um->1

authoritatively shows that it must have been circulated nnu'l'i

earlier. From Papias, who lived just after the apo?fl«-.

"there is a continuous chain of trustworthy witnesses tli.n

Matthev.' the apostle wrote a gospel, and the abundant quot.i-

tions of the fathers down to Irena?us and Justin Martyr prov--

that the gospel then received as his was the same as that whii^li

we have." Irenanis was a pupil of Polycarp, who received n--

struction from St. John. Marcus Dods says, ''Of convinciis^'

evidence against the apostolic authorship there is none."'' A"-

unbroken tradition ascribing the second gospel to Mark, ^vh-

is said to have written upon the testimony of Peter, has b^'-"^

substantiated by the most searching investigation of both ex-

ternal and internal evidence. The third gospel is freely c^'H-

* Introduction to the S'ew Testament.
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<vUtil to Luke, the companion of Paul, bj such critics as

VVcJj^s, Kenan, and Ilohzmann. About the fourth gospel the

critics have waged the hottest warfare. But the boldest of

(ifstnictive criticism has succeeded only in establishing the

^r.iiuineness and authenticity of this book even more firmly

than of the spioptic gospels. It is safe to say that better

j.r<x)f exists that John wrote the gospel of John than that

Matthew, Mark, or Luke wrote the accounts attributed to

tliein. External evidence exists in an unbroken chain back

to tlie apostle himself through Iren-ccus (c. 200 A. D.) and

l*ulycarp, the disciple of John. And Dr. Sanday occupies

v.liat seems to me an impregnable position in his proof from

internal evidence that the author of the fourth gospel was

(1) a Jew, (2) a Palestinian, (3) an eyewitness, (4) John, the

njwstle. With the genuineness of these four wonderful books

fo thoroughly established against the severest of carping crit-

ici.siu, we certainly have rational grounds for faith.

The resurrection of Christ is the pivotal doctrine of the

Ciiristian religion. Moreover, it is the great proof of

tlje authority and claims of Jesus, If he rose again we
must exclaim with the centurion, ''Truly this man was the

S<3u of God." But \b believe in the reported resurrection

merely because it is related in a book called the Bible is not

faith, but credulity. But having once by scholarly reason

(•^tablished the historicity of the writings which record this

event we have intellectual ground for faith.

L?, tlierefore, Christ's resurrection a fact ? As shown above

"^vc liave invincible proof of it in the four gospels. Yet some
<-^ritics have produced reasons for not accepting these records

as genuine and authentic. Very well, we can still prove it by
their own admissions. It is universally admitted that First

C'orinthians was written by Paul about 57 A. D. Opinions

have varied between the years 54 and 58. A writer in the

'f^icrnational Cyclopedia says, "The genuineness of the epis-

^io has never been doubted." Penan, who certainly was not

I'roiie to admissions favorable to the reliability of the ISTew

^'••stament, classified it along with Pomans, Galatians, and
50
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Second Corinthians as one of the incontestable epi.stlcs of il ,.

apostle Paul. Xow, the most probable date, 57 A. D., pla,-.

'^

this letter only twenty-seven years after the death of C'hri>t.
If Paul was thirty years old when Christ was cruciliL-d. Z
was only fifty-seven when he wrote this letter. HuiulrJ'i,
were yet alive who had seen Jesus and his works and hcara
him speak. Certainly there is no hiatus here between tlu-

record and the event. And to these living multitudes Paul
appeals in an incontestable proof of the resurrection of Ju.^u-:
"For I delivered unto you first of all that which I also u~
ceiyed, how that Christ died for our sins according to tho

scriptures; and that he was buried, and that he rose agair.

the third day according to the scriptures: and that he w:-
seen of Cephas; then of the twelve: after that, he was seen uf
above five hundred brethren at once; of whom the greater p^irt

remain unto this present, but some are fallen asleep. Afi. r

that, he was seen of James ; then of all the apostles. And la-t

of all he was seen of me also" (1 Cor. xv, 3-8). Wliat
do scientific speculations about the possibility, or philosoi-h-

ical questionings about the probability, of the resurrect i-!;

of Christ amount to beside this impregnable rock of histor-

ical evidence ? We cannot reasonably doubt the authenticity

.
of this evidence without charging Paul with monument.'.l
lying together with absolute disregard for his o\m reputati •:!

for veracity. A conscious liar would not appeal to the nan.' -

of all the twelve apostles and to five hundred brethren • f

whom the greater part were still alive, unless they were :C^

bars like himself in solemn league and covenant to decHiNr

the world. Xo unbiased person could accept either the hyp..:!:-

esis that they were deceivers or that they were subjects
:'

hallucination. This would be a greater miracle than the r.-i:r-

rection. Xo unbeliever without an a priori theory to su]ii- r:

can doubt the veracity of the Xew Testament writers.

Certainly, then, we have a large field for the exeroi.-e
.•:"

judgment. Certainly we have not followed cunningly den'- i

faWes. Our feet are on the rock. The resurrection, c.iJ-

lished, many important things follow: 1. Truly Jesus I- t-'-^*
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tuiK-rnatiiral Son of God. 2. He spoke witli aiitliority.

?K It is ours not to reason why ; it is ours to trust and obey.

The tcacliiugs of the Xew Testament do appeal in a wonder-

ful way to the intuitive moral reason. If they did not we

.•.!k>u1J be justified in suspecting the veracity of these writers.

Wo rationally expect God's written and spoken word to har-

monize with the Word that is in us as the Holy Spirit. The

nsurrection accords with the demands of the human heart.

.^<i with the doctrine of our own immortality. But these

things per se are necessarily beyond the domain of perceptive

RUson. Otherwise the message of the Xew Testament would

U' no revelation ; for that is no revelation which can be dis-

ci '\crcd by ourselves. Christ taught many things we cannot

?iii<lerstand; but it is "folly to reject what God has revealed

Urause I do not comprehend what he has not revealed."*

In conclusion, then, the proper sphere of reason in religion

U the weighing of tlie genuineness and authenticity of the

literature which alleges certain things as facts. It weighs

historical, not scientific, evidence. The authority of Jesus

.ind the reliability of Xew Testament writers once established

hy the method outlined above, it is the sphere of faith to ac-

'"'•pt implicitly what these scriptures contain. "We are of

course at liberty to use the discursive reason in speculation

o'-'nceming the rationale of doctrines or in trying to discover

.T law in miracles. This is the science of theology. As Chris-

tian believers we hail gladly any support to our faith the phi-

!"^opher or the scientist may give us. But we are not de-

J^ndent upon them. Theologj- is not revelation. Eevelation

presents facts, not explanations. "We may accept men's

^iifrories of atonement, eternal doom, future rewards, and of

tlic resurrection, or not; the facts we must accept. As to

these, "Back again to implicit faith I fall."

•Wesley's sermon on "The Tnnity."

9z. cT^^^v
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Abt. vil—the final factor in social PROGRKSs.

The scientific spirit of the age is contagious. There was a

day when the family physician could bleed and feed calonul

indiscriminately and blunderingly—and if you died so mucli

the worse for you. There has been a day when a man couM

be a blunderer in law, in business, in Christian work, and still

attain a tolerable success. The discoveries of twenty-live

years have revolutionized the physician's craft. He must hj

skilled to diagnose correctly. He must be prepared for every

emergency. He is no longer a vender of pills, but a skilled

student of disease. He knows that he cannot afford now t'"'

make blunders, for blunders are fatal. The lawyer of tbe

present day has reduced his work to the finest skill—taking

into account the differing temperaments and corresponding

actions of men. The blunderer in business is forced out by

the keen competition and skillful maneuvering around him.

The preacher and the social reformer should not be blunder-

ers. They dare not in this age deal with forces which they d"

not understand and the effect of which they do not know.

The modern preacher wants to bring the kingdom of God

among men, but it will be as profitable and as sane for hiia

to preach the '^Gospel," without reference to the times, tin"

needs, and the temperaments of his people, as it would for the

modern physician to insist on the good old gospel of caloniol

and blood-letting without discrimination or judgment.

It is necessary, then, at the very outset, if we would b<^

moral reformers, to understand the tides of feeling as they

are rising in the breasts of the men of the age, necessary t^^

be a part, a living part, of our age. It is necessary to under-

stand fully the meaning and intent, the worth or unwortln-

ness, of the ideals and watchwords of the age. Above all is it

necessary to understand the forces which are most eft'cctive m
the progress toward righteousness, and how and when to ap{dy

them to the differing temperaments with which we must work.

"We must not work blindly, for to work blindly is to blnn'h'r-
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iu /all back iuto the embrace of a primitive or "Wesleyan"

i',.si)cl is to beg the question which is thrust upou us, and to

miis the spirit of our founder. We must face the problem of

moral reform and grapple with it in the scientific spirit of the

:!ue, and in the true s^jirit of early ]5L[ethodism.

Tlicre has been of late a growing effort to understand from

ihe scientific standpoint the true elements of social progress,

.Men are seeking to know what are the real forces of reform,

ilit'ir meaning, their value, on what authority they rest, and

wiiere they can best be applied. If we can only come to under-

itiind these things we shall work more intelligently and more

^uccessfully for social progi'ess. From amid the varying

forces which are at work in the development of the race we

bcek the supreme force, Avithout which all others are inade-

quate. In the study of this question it is highly important

that we understand the forces which have been at work in the

.social development of the past, and also that we be able to see

clearly that which contains the highest promise for the future,

with new attainments and under advancing conditions. For,

while certain factors may have been supreme and lonely in

the past, they have successively given place to other and

higher factors as men have arisen in the scale of being. So

that our aim is not to find some social force which is in itself

responsible for all past progress and which alone must bo re-

J^Iionsible for all future advance, but to find that force which

in the present development of society ofi'ers the greatest prom-

i>:C to the friend of progress.

Our view of this ultimate factor will depend to a great de-

L;ree upon the ideal which we entertain for society. If our

i'loal includes only the perfect adjustment of the economic

relations, that ultimate factor of progress may well be found

'» the self-centered struggle of social competition. Those

forces which are adequate to bring about social organization

for the furtherance of individual interests will be found in-

adequate to meet the higher and more complex demands of a

social order such as is comprehended in the term "'kingdom
•-'f Cud." Mr. Spencer in his Principles of Sociology com-
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prehcnded the whole order of social progress in the statcnieut

of the well-known formula of progress from the horaogeiieou-;

to the heterogeneous through continuous differentiations and

integrations, the factors in this differentiation being natural

selection and the survival of the fittest. He admits, however,

in another place* that this is no explanation of that progress

in the causal sense—that back of all this must be the Uu-

knov^'n. The formula is but a statement of the order of human

progress. And while we may admit the factors of natural

selection, survival of the fittest, and the whole struggle for

existence as a method of advance, there is nothing in the

struggle itself which can account for progress unless be-

hind it lies a great Infinite Purpose, which sees the end from

the beginning, introduces new factors, and inspires to new

hopes through human purpose and individuality. It seems

strange that so many of ]\Ir. Spencer's disciples as well as

his opponents have failed to notice that he gave recognition

to the place of individuality in progress, but this he doc.>

when he names the character of the individual, physical

traits, degree of intelligence, and peculiar tendencies of

thought as modifying factors in social development.

The failure to recog-nize the individual element has led

one of his most materialistic followersf to assert that prog-

ress beyond a certain point is impossible and when once

attained is followed by a corresponding reaction, Baldwin:^:

has pointed out that this biological explanation of social

progress is insuflicient because of the entering in of the new

factor of individuality, and he says, "The individual pr'"»-

duces the new variations, the new things in social matter.

and "The particularizing by the individual supplies the cs.-?cn-

tial material of all human and social progress." The deeper

thought of moral inadequacy led Henry Drummond to affirm^

that the doctrine of the survival of the fittest through the ?eif-

ish struggle for existence must be supplemented by the new

doctrine of struggle for the life of others.

•Essays, "Progress, its Laws and Cause." tCrozier, Civilization and Proyrrss.

t Sociu! and i:t!ii,al Iidrrprttufions. § Ascent of .Van.
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As a matter of fact vre have constant illustration of the en-

trance of this new and moral element into human progress.

It Ivoconics increasingly plain that the survival of the fittest

wjioii it means the survival because of physical adaptation to

H)il, climate, and hostile neighbors might be the survival by

hnile strength of the morally unfit. The law which might

prnve adequate for a brute society becomes inadequate the

tiioincnt that moral responsibility and freedom enter in, and

inrreasiugly inadequate the more highly that sense of moral

responsibility is developed. We see at once that any inven-

tnry of the factors of social progress which leaves out of ac-

count the moral factor is incomplete. Hence, while heredity,

environment, association, competition, and education become

factors in progress, they can become efiicient factors in a so-

ciety of free moral beings only as they are directed to higher

conditions by an acting, individual, moral purpose.

Tlie influence of religion in social progress is not left un-

recognized by Mr. Spencer,"^ and by many is given a leading

place as the great factor in social development. But even

here, in the most general sense of the term "religion," we

.-hall not be able to find that which is of the greatest moment
to human progress. 'Religion in the sense of reverence, "wor-

i-hip, and devotion has for the most part been a going about in

n circle so far as true advance has been concerned. The

'hiys of closest adherence to religious formulas and the most

universal dominance of these ideas have been the days of

least progress, the dark days of human history. Eeligion if it

>j^ to be of service to us must contain not only the abstract

moral elements of goodness, but also the notion of individual

responsibility in the social relations. The factor for which

'ho champion of progress must look must be no abstraction,

^'I't a practical working force in the life of the individual.

l''''r after taking into account that the individual is to a cer-

'aiu extent the product of society, though it is said that "In
the struggle of the wholes individual opinions play no part,"f

't must be conceded that "society-' is a mere abstraction, and

• Principles of Sociology. t G iimplnwicz, Ontlinrs of Sociology.
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that apart from tlic indivickal and his purpose society
]'

Bothing. The individual is tlie unit with which wc nuMwork, and any factor which is to be strong for the m^.n. . <

man toward tlie perfect social ideal nnist be a factor\shl'.'!;
finds response or possibility at least in every individual hmust appeal to high and low, educated and ignorant, i.,,,.]and free, and he as latent possibility in the most degra^l-l
and wretched, if it is to be a factor destined to bring about tlu>
perfect condition for humanity.

Baldwin makes this final factor the "thought" of the in-
dividual. He should have defined more closely and sai<l th-
purpose; of the individual; for in the regenerated yur^os.

of man hes the possibility of the realization of the kingd.un
of God When the purposes of the individuals composi,.^
society have been conformed to the spirit of the highest social
Ideals, and not till then, will we reach the consummation f-r
^vhich all true reformers long. As we find these highest social
Kleals individuated and shown forth onlv in Jesus, it nm^t
bo our supreme effort in our work for social progress to bri..^
all men into willing conformity to the spirit and ideals of
Jesus. As the perfect social state which would embodv ]>or-
fect justice and perfect relations between all the sociaUmit.^
would be no less than the kingdom of God, the individnni
must be regenerated, spirit and mind, to the Christ spirit nn-I
Christ Ideal. The ultimate factor in social progress is, tb.TU
the regeneration of the individual purj^ose, not in the theolog-
ical sense alone, but in the social sense as well.

In arriving at this conclusion we have not hit upon a new.
strange nor unrecognized truth. It is practically sustainci
by the best thinkers of the day

:

J^J^^T.'V^'"'' '' '^°^'^^' proceeding in human society is notprimanly mte ectual. but religious, in character.*

bv thP nff!'^ I'
^°''^' *^' P'°^^'°^ °^ ^^f°r°^ can be solved only

goodness or f^'.r^'''-
'''^ '^'^ *^^^ ^ ^^^ ^- ^^ '^-^-^ '^''^

intoS

r

^'
J"° '" ^"^^^^ ^"^ ^^^^^«d and fed and housoJ

me?elv hvT 'l.""'
.."' ^' '^° ^^ transformed into a decent citi....merely by locking the doors of temptation, is a mistake. All thes-'

* Kidd, Social Evolntxotu
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thlfiRS help, but the great thing is to get at the man himself. There

l3 only one influence that has ever really succeeded in doing that,

and tliat is the influence of the religion of Jesus Christ.*

The logical goal of that (social) development is the spiritual

solidarity of both Divinity and humanity in the same society.!

Without regeneration there can be no true and worthy social life.t

The study of proposed solutions of alleged evils or problems con-

vinces me that there is coming a revival of religion which shall hold

In its power the Church, industry, commerce, and the whole social

fa!)ric. Any solution, all solutions which may be proposed must em-

lK>dy within themselves some phase of such a religion, and unless

they do embody it, and secure its adoption so far as they can, they

«ill have no force. . . . Human character must be the foundation of

social reform.

§

vre have become so accustomed to the language of externalism that

(here may seem something antiquated and theological in this refer-

ence of social wrongs to so personal a cause as sin. We are much
more apt to trace the evils of society to unfavorable environment, to

imperfect legislation, or to the competitions of industry; and it is

quite true that these causes, and many more, contribute to the social

question.

No tendency in modern life, however, is more destructive to social

progress than the tendency to weaken the sense of personal respon-

sibility for social imperfection, and to fix the blame on unpropitious

circumstances. The obvious fact is that for a very large part of so-_

rial disorder the chief responsibility lies in the passions and
ftmbitions of individual men, and that no social arrangement can
»;iiarantee social welfare unless there is brought home to vast num-
bers of individuals a profounder sense of personal sin. ... To
whatever- phase of the social question we turn, we observe, within
the sphere of social arrangements, the interior problem of the re-

<5omption of character.
||

The Clnircli of the last century has recognized the impor-

tance of this element of social progress, but the principle has

lx?cn misapplied—so gravely misapplied that the Church has

l^iOin to doubt her methods, methods in the pursuit of which

J'ho has failed to hold society ; so that she now seems to be far

'*'liind the best social thought of the time. The reasons for

ihis loss of prestige have sprung very largely from the misap-

rhcation of this doctrine of regeneration.

One of these misapplications is in teaching and seeking

Hodges, Faith and Social Service.

t Crowi-ll, Logical Process of Social Development.
t Hyde, Social Thmloriy. % Wrijiht, Prarlical Sociology.

r. IVabody, Jesus Christ and the Soeial Question.
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regeneration for selfish ends alone. Its object has bcon

thought to be tlie salvation of the individual without refercin-.-

to the salvation of society. It is only recently that \vc liuvc

begun to seek the salvation of the world in missionary enter-

prise, and the missionary on the field has been compelled t')

see the social side of Christianity. The chief thought of thofc

at home has not been, the social reform of worn-out societies,

but the individual salvation from the wreck of a present

wicked world to the safety and security of a blissful woi'!<!

in another and unknown sphere. We have taught regenera-

tion rather as a state of feeling than as an activity—at lie.-*

as a passive abstention from certain things; a living within

certain prescribed limits of conduct; a conforming to certain

religious standards. There has been no general application

of the social teachings of Jesus to individual life. It lias

come to pass that our newly organized social settlements, our

deaconess work, and our new missionary work in foreiirn

lands are the bright stars in the crown of the modern Chun'li.

In this misapplied view of Christianity no wonder that tin

masses have been alienated. The Churcli which prea(']l('^

regeneration for the selfish salvation of the individual in a

far-off heaven must in these busy and fruitful days die of it-

ovm inertia. Kegeneration has been taught as attended by

such emotions and presented in such a way that it could finl

response only in certain emotional temperaments. It i> ;i

bitter fact, but no less a fact, that our revivalists gatlur

about them the people of a certain impressionable tempera-

ment, while they fail almost utterly rn reaching another I'-'f-

tion of the community which is slow and staid, think> f-r

itself, and is by some termed agnostic. Usually this indifTrr-

ence is laid to the ^'hostility of sin," "influence of the devil."

etc. Is it not rather that there are temperaments which ly

their very nature and organization cannot respond to tl;-'

arguments and solicitations of the ordinary revival scrvic-'

:

Professor Coe shows this in his book.* He found that tl;
'

revival conversions were almost exclusively of those per>=<''n5

The Spiritual Life.
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..^-4-r>i)ig the sanguine and melancholic temperaments, or in

»,ij.-iii (licse were the dominant elements. In fact, the whole

ariillt-TV of the Church has been brought to bear upon those

j«i-..j>Io who can respond to emotions of joy and sorrow, or who

',..>-.-('Ss elements of introspection or melancholy. The choleric

t:ian wlio can act but cannot feel, the phlegmatic man who

•Mimot bolt everything in a minute, who sees no visions and

.iriunis no dreams, but must perforce fight his way through

'AiO years, coming slowly upward through his doubts to a

r!f;»rer and better faith; who has not understood our theo-

I'-gical terminology, nor been able to respond to our emotions

—these men we have lost in large measure to the Church. In-

.1^Iauch as the temperaments to which we have appealed have

Uxn characteristically the feminine temperaments, we have

In iivAuj places a "woman's church" and the ministry has

(fjuc to be looked upon as effeminate.

llegeneration has been confused with its phenomena.

Micro are undoubtedly certain types of phenomena which

'riliuarily occur in connection with regeneration, but these

T'liciKunena vary as individuals vary, and it is dangerous for

u> to insist upon certain phenomena as necessary to regenera-

ti-'ii. Yet we do this continually. AYe appeal always to the

i'>-<ling5 of the seeker. Y^e insist upon immediate conscious-

JS'-j^s of acceptance rather than upon determination to obey

the will of Christ. Thus, many times the seeker looks for a

<-"n?ciousnes3 which perhaps he cannot in the very nature of

U< ]»hy?ical and psychical make-up experience. The great

y-nhcY heart receives every child who i]i true penitence seeks

'" know and do his will.

lugeneration is that state of lieart and mind which

^'••ks (he Christ-will and which finds its source in the

'"li.-r-ions union with the Spirit of God. The point to

'"' insisted upon, however, as being that which is alone re-

'i 'ij"<-'<l of a nnin is the surrender of his will to the will of

hrl.'t. Ylien once a man in true penitence for his sins,

'•"1 in s^olf-surrendcr, has purposed to do his will and does

's tlio witness of the Spirit, or the inner consciousness of
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faith and right relations toward God and man, bcconic.-i hi^.

From man's side obedience is the great factor in regeiiciati..!,

and is equally ajjplicable to all temperaments and all iii.ii.

vidiials; from God's side, with the surrender of the perauii;.!

will, comes the inner spirit so necessary to perfect service.

The point of greatest hope for the social reformer lies in

the fact that regeneration in its truest and widest sense liii.i-

a place in the physical history of every individual. This h;is

been shown by the investigation of President Hall and his

students of the physical place of conversion in the norinul

life. With adolescence comes the entrance of the individual

into a field of moral and social responsibility, and the life tli:;:

is wisely directed need never be divorced from the pursuit ci

correct ideals. Conversion is here the willing recognition an.!

response to these larger demands which come to be made \\\ya\

the individual. Says President Hyde :*

Right and wrong are relations. Right is the recognition that ther^
is something greater and higher than ourselves which we recoguizv
and address and obey in every act of conscious and deliberate recti

tude. . . . Every wrong act, on the contrary, is an attempt to dcii;/

that there is any system of relations larger and worthier than my-
self. . . . Conversion is a normal transition from a life centered in ;.

little physical environment into which the individual is born to a

life that is responsive to a larger environment of social ohli-a
lions. . . . The change tends to correspond physically with the perio 1

of greatest bodily growth; physiologically with the advent of

puberty; psychologically with the ramification of nervous tissue an J

the ability to grasp general ideas; socially with the emanclpatio:>
from dependence upon parental authority and the entrance Ir.to

wider personal relations.

Professor Starbuckf describes regeneration in two aspoo!--:

First, "The person emerges from a smaller limited wovM "i'

existence into a larger world of being." Second, 'Tn it^ oih- r

aspect conversion is the surrender of the personal will to f.-

guided by the larger forces of which it is a part." Th. -'

definitions of regeneration, while not sufficiently explicit a^ '.'

the spiritual element involved, yet show how naturally tit tl
<•

ix^riod of adolescence comes the recog^lition of the lii'-:^^'
•'

* OoiVs Kdttcatlon of .Van. f The Pstjcholo'ji/ of neli'jlun.
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world aud the larger life about it, and Avitli the recognition

an Impulse to conform one's life to the larger order of things.

T!i:it this experience of need for adaptation to larger social

iUid religious demands of a new life is felt even among the

rudest savages is sho^^^l by Mr. Daniels* in his article on

••The Xew Life." Here is shown that the advent of puberty

and the new social adjustment is recognized among both sexes

hv the strictest religious ceremonies and extreme tests of fit-

ni'ss for social duty. Unfortunately, we allow these adoles-

cent impulses to die, or by our neglect to teach the gospel of

hooial duty the religious life narrows itself down to a routine

of self-salvation and a conforming of itself to standards which

it finds about it. The man has been regenerated to Christ

obedience, but has not been taught what that obedience is.

Yet, with all its misapplications and the failure of the

Church to understand, here lies the supreme factor of social

progress; adequate as the introducer of that individuality

generally recognized as necessary to progress; adequate be-

cause of Its universal applicability to all men, whatever their

tastes, temperaments, or education. It is conducive to the

iiighest hope to learn that there are periods in every life when

"^vithiu the heart of the individual these better ideals lie, seek-

ing expression and needing only wise and sympathetic direc-

tion and the touch of the Master's spirit to make them burst

f'Tth into bloom..

''The city of God'' has been the dearest dream of the race

wiQQ before the days when the patriarchs counted themselves

'"s pilgrims" looking for the "city which was to come"—

a

t'ity constructed not by human skill, whose government was

'''•nicthing better than that imposed by a selfish and sinful

'b'^', whose social ideals were something bettor than their

'breams, whose 'T)undcr and maker was Ijod." The idea

-'t-ms to be with every son of man, however distorted it may
htronic. The Jews looked for it as something: which would be

'iipcriniposcd from without, and not as something which must

••rise from regenerated individual hearts, and Jesus rebuked

* American Journal of Psychology, vol. vi. No. 1.
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them. The Christian Church has warped the truth until it

seems to have but an individual and selfish end. But the idc-
is there.. The impulse for that perfect condition, the dream
of the perfect state, is the heritage of all; this not in the direc-
tion of an abstract social good, but in the impulse to conform
one's Q\w\ life to the highest social and Christian ideal.

Knowing that regeneration is a force connected with the net .J

and even with the physical development of every individual,

knowing it to be the ultimate social force, the Church shouM'
be the supreme power in coming social progress. In spite .;/

the dreams of the worldly-wise, the Church is the only organi-

zation which can lead to the ultimate triumph of the soeial

ideal, because all true progress must begin with the regenera-
tion of the individual. The Church must learn, however, i..

make her appeal such as will commend itself to the highe^r

conviction of all men, of every temperament. She must pra--

tice the altruistic spirit and teach it. She must think less ..f

salvation for selfish ends in another life, and more of salvati^ai

to brotherly love and social responsibility in this life. Shr
must distinguish between regeneration and its phcnomciKi,
demanding not adherence to a set feeling or experience, hut

recognizing the regenerated man, wherever he may be, in hi:n

who seeks and obeys the Christ spirit and ideals. She niu.t

speak not for a single class, high or low, but she must be alivr

with interest at every point where she can assist men to social

realization. With the adoption of a sane view of regenera-

tion, and a recognition of its true significance for human lif-.
\

the Church will move onward to new power. She will bri: .'

at last the fulfillment of that kingdom foretold by Jc^'-^

Christ, as humanity, catching the inspiration of her rene^v^-:

spirit, swings into line for the new era of human attainment.
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AiiT. VIIL—JOHN WESLEY'S CONVERSION.

Wesley's greatness was due to his capacity for God. His

supreme service to the Anglo-Saxon peoples was due to the

fact that the most self-poised man of the modern world be-

came the most God-centered man of the modern Church. No
conversion better illustrates the gradual evolution of the

Cliriritian life and the impossibility of subjecting it to me-

chanical and legal tests, the relation of the natural to the

su])crnatural and the interpretation of the human by the

divine, the importance of salvation by grace through faith

and the line of the Forward ATovement for the twentieth

century, than does the story of John Wesley's struggle into

tlic Christian life. No Church father or theologian is so

modem as John Wesley, save only Paul and John.

The conflicting views as to the date of ^r. Wesley's con-

version are in part due to the fact that the man who guided

the gi-eatest emotional movement since the Eeformation was

a man whose emotional nature was originally weaker than

Darwin's, and was never nourished into a normal and healthy

life. So wholly a child- of reason was Wesley in his boyhood

that when asked at the table if he would have certain food

he would often reply, "I will think of it," and later take or

reject the food according to the reason then dominant in his

niirid. His unfortunate courtships and his still more un-

fortunate married life show that his emotional nature never

reached the stage of development where it became the safe

supplement to bare reason in the guidance of his conduct.

Wesley's service to mankind is due to the fact that the great-

est rationalist of his age became the strongest believer in the

•^npernatural and like a prophet of old recognized the presence

<'f God in the daily life around him; that the most methodical

man of his age guided to practical issues the most turbu-

h'nt religious movemeut of modern times; that the classicist

111 religion molded the most romantic manifestation of

r*i""testantism.
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Three dates arc named for John Wesley's couvcrslou: M
)

Infancy, (2) twenty-Uvo, (3) thirty-five^ The ditllculty in
using Wesley's own testimony as to the date of his conven-i,-:.

is due to the fact that his views upon the subject changed an.i

Wesley was sincere enough to say at each period of his litV

exactly what he believed at that time. Undoubtedly (InrJ!.-

his childhood he believed that he was a Christian. When h!
was a student at the Charterhouse and at Oxford he huiu .]

he was a Christian and his Journal states the grounds un
which he based that hope. Tyerman and several other biog-

raphers think that W^esley was converted at twenty-two, wIk^i
he accepted the call to the ministry ; and there is at least one
expression in Wesley's Journal which gives color to that view.

It is certain that the experience at twenty-two marks a crisis

in his life. After Wesley's striking experience at Aldersgatc
Chapel, at thirty-five years of age, he undoubtedly believe 1

that he had not been a Christian until that period. Indei .1.

the Journal gives positive proof that seven months after tiie

Aldersgate experience Wesley believed that he was still an
unsaved man. When Wesley published his Journal, in ad-

vanced life, he allowed the record to stand as he had written

it. But he added notes to the Journal expressing doubts .:

its statements, and published a sermon in which he drew :i

distinction between a servant of God and a child of God, an":

maintained that at least he was a servant of God previous t"

the Aldersgate experience. Whether in his mature judgmeii'.

Wesley placed the beginning of his Christian life at twenty-

two, or dated it back to his childhood, is not settled ; alth<.ui::i

I think Wesley's final testimony favors the childhood dutr-

As Wesley's views changed and the record is conflicting, !< t

us analyze his statements, compare them wdtli such otli<;r

facts as may be known, and thus attempt to discover the 1-

-

ginning and the progress of his Christian life.

I. 'Wesley's Childhood Pidij.—The religious instructi-r-.

of the Wesley children began by each child being tangiii tL"

Lord's Prayer as soon as it could pronounce the words, :ii;''

being trained to repeat the prayer morning and evcniiiL'. T''
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.v.Miiiou to tlie family prayers which were conducted hy the

father, the mother opened aud closed a daily school which she

t.itiizht for her children by singing a psalm with them. More-

...viT, Susannah Wesley taught each of the older children to

t.ike the younger children at the close of school and read to

them the psalms ap^wint^d by the Church for the day and a

.-lijiptcr from the Bible. The two children then separated for

A jH:'riod of private devotion. Probably no children in Eng-

land were ever trained to greater gentleness, intelligence, and

;iii.'ty than were the children of Samuel and Susannah

Wesley.

John Wesley so heartily responded to the training of his

parents that he became conscious of God's love for him along

v,itli his consciousness of his parents' love. It is clear that

•hiring his childhood Wesley believed that he was a Chris-

tian. Indeed, he wrote in his Journal that he did not sin

;'.u'ay this consciousness of the divine favor until after he was

K'n years old. His mother also bore witness to his childliood

piety. When he was eight years old his father was called to

London on some clerical business. During the father's ab-

^once John caught the smallpox. Susannah Wesley wrote her

luisband as follows : "Jack has borne his disease bravely like

a man, and indeed like a Christian, without complaint." We
liave even a stronger evidence of John's childliood piety in

die fact that the father, who was somewhat strict, admitted

I'ini to the communion when he was eight years old—a favor

'«vhich the father did not extend to the other children mitil

tiicy were more mature. We thus have the testimony of John
" osley's father and mother and his own judgment expressed

in mature life that he was a Christian from his earliest con-

'fiousness. ^Mlethe^ he simply grew cold in the Christian

''fe at the Charterhouse School and at Oxford and renewed

''IS consecration during the crisis when he was twenty-two

.v«\irs old, or whether he backslid at the Charterhouse and

^'^J!s converted at twenty-two, we may not be able to settle be-

>"nd controversy. It is clear that Wesley was a Christian in

'd-i childhood, and he might have maintained his relation to
51
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God throiiglioiit liis life. Isabella Thoburn did so. Theod..i.-

Cuyler could not lix tlie date of his conversion, but loved G^i
from his childhood. Frederick Merrick grew up fruni in-

fancy loving God and could not fix the date of his convcr<i..!i.

It is strange that Christian people, reading the life of Chri~i

and trying to follow in his footsteps, ever could fall into the

dangerous heresy that their children could learn to serve Gi'd

best by an apprenticeship to the devil. If ministers will

preach the duty of the prenatal consecration of children ami

the possibility of childhood piety, and if parents will teacii

their children that they are God's children also, created i;i

his image, redeemed by the sufferings of Christ, visited by

the Holy Spirit, and that they shut themselves out of the

kingdom by disobedience to the voice of God which speaks in

each child's heart, we may save to the Church and to the king-

dom millions more in the twentieth century than our father^

saved in the nineteenth century.

II. ^Yesieijs Consecration of Will at Twenty-iiuo.—The

following is Wesley's account written when he was about

thirty-six years old of his spiritual stat^ from the time of hi-

entrance to the Charterhouse School at ten and one half ycar.^

of age to his decision to enter the ministry at Oxford at

twenty-two: "Outward restraints being removed, I w;i-<

much more negligent than before even of outward duties avjl

almost continually guilty of outward sins, which I knew v>

be such, though they were not scandalous in the eyes of thr

world. However, I still read the Scriptures and said niy

prayers morning and evening. And what I now hoped to !'•'

saved for was, first, not being so bad as other people; sceoml.

having still a kindness for religion; and, third, reading th-

Bible and going to church and saying my prayers." Agai'J

he writes, this time especially of his experience at Oxford l-'"

fore his decision to enter the ministry: "I still said v.)}

prayers both in public and in private, and read M'ith the Tiil''-'

several other books on religion, especially commentaries «
"•

the Xew Testament. Yet I had not all this v>'hile so much a^^

a notion of inward holiness; Jiav, went on habitually and i<-^
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the most part very contentedly in the practice of some or other

known sin, tliongh with some intermissions and short strug-

irlorf, especially before and after the holy communion, which I

was obliged to receive thrice a year."

It is evident from the above that during the period be-

tween ten and twenty-two Wesley hoped to be saved in case

(\i death, and he states in the Journal the grounds of this

hope. It is evident in the next place that when Wesley wrote

the record in his Journal, between the age of thirty-six and

thirty-eight, he did not regard his religious life as at all sat-

iffactory, if, indeed, he recognized the experience as consti-

tuting religion at all. But Wesley never sowed any wild

oats at the Charterhouse or at Oxford. While he knew that

^omc of his thoughts and words and acts were sinful in the

fight of God, he declares that they were not scandalous in the

?ight of men. Indeed, his teachers both at the Charterhouse

nnd at Oxford regarded him as an acceptable member of the

C'hurch, and his mother, to whom he wrote freely of all his

thoughts and temptations, regarded him as a Christian. It

>eonis to us more probable, therefore, that Wesley did not

abandon his hope of salvation and become a conscious back-

.-lidcr, but that he lost the warmth of his childhood piety and

indulged in tempers and words and acts at times which

I'rought condemnation to a boy of tender conscience. It is

difficult for us to believe that a boy who maintained the re-

?I'ect of his fellow-students for his character ; who won honors

based on scholarsliip and conduct which not one in fifty of

tliom could achieve; who engaged in private prayer every

morning and evening; \vho added to his daily reading of the

l^iblc the voluntary study of sucK religious authors as

1 lionias a Kempis, William Law, and Jeremy Taylor ; who
'.vrote his mother freely in regard to his religious difScultic5,

•''•nd whom Susannah Wesley and Samuel Wesley regarded

i>ot only as a Christian but as called to the ministry—it is

'JjfBcult for us to regard this boy even before the crisis at

^•vcnty-two as "a child of wrath and an heir of hell." We
'•'Silk rather that Wesley's crisis at twenty-two marks his
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sanctification so far as his will was concerned. Ilis own

account of the experience is as follows: '"In reading Jc ici;.-.

Taylor's Rohj Living and Dying I was exceedingly atreei'.-i

by that part in particular which relates to purity of intcmion.

I instantly resolved to dedicate all my life to God, all my
thoughts and words and actions, being thoroughly convinet'l

that there was no medium and that every part of my life, ik^:

some only, must either be a sacrifice to God or to myself, thai

is, in effect, to the devil." So far as the record of his life

shows, Wesley consistently maintained this consecration for

sixty-six years. It led him to give up all ease and worldly

honors and emoluments, and to consent to walk in the path (A

his father and his grandfathers as a conscientious mini.-! or

of Jesus Christ. It led him to quit the university and ninko

the experiment for a year of unceasing toil as a pastor and to

proclaim the Gospel with such plainness and severity as niu'l'.'

him exceedingly unpopular. Puzzled at his lack of succc.-?

and blindly groping for more light, he accepted his election

to a fellowship and a tutorship in the university as provide!;-

tial, and returned to Oxford, but not to a life of ease and

refinement. Hence he cut down his living expenses to ov.'^

hundred and forty dollars a year and gave the rest of his in-

come, then reaching some six hundred dollars a year, t >

charity—a practice which he continued substantially ui.'.;.

his death. He organized a club for such students as he coul'l

induce to attend it for a nightly meeting to read the Xe-.'"

Testament in Greek and compare their lives and expericnri^

with its teachings. He began the daily practice of spcaKn--

to others upon personal religion. He went with the menilx r-

of the club to visit the poor and the sick and the prisoi:. r~

and to minister to their bodily and spiritual necessity' -.

gladly sharing with them his Income and his time. He fa-icJ

frequently and followed a plain regimen of diet and of dr<r-.

His fellow-students nicknamed the club the Holy Club :u •

its memibers !^^ethodists. !N"ot yet finding after ten }<-•"'

study and struggle that inward peace which he was scoki' .:

and which he was sure the Xew Testament promised, U o-'^'
.'
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.. :.c!ii<lcJ that liis consecration of will was not yet complete.

n.' now resolved at thirty-two upon a course which in the

•i.imiicnt of his friends will form a living burial of himself.

Ho sets sail as a missionary to the Indians and negroes of

Atneriea, and incidentally as a minister of the colonists in

(ii.trgia. He is practical even in his sacrifices, and hopes to

\, ucli three races by his labors. As a missionary he sleeps

i.jrt of the time on boards, lives at times on bread and water,

iti.j (iften goes barefoot in order to encourage the poor chil-

li nii to come to his services.

With such illustrations of Wesley's consecration, main-

t.s!ii('d from the crisis at twenty-two to the experience at

ilrirty-five and continued in spirit down to his death, it is

•liiiicult for us to believe that Wesley ever reached any fuller

o-iisocration of his will than that which he made when he ac-

'"'pted the ministry as his calling at twenty-two. The con-

Mvnition of one's will up to the full measure of and even

U-yond one's light is unusual but not anomalous. Indeed,

liu' spiritual greatness of Wesley was due to the fact that for

»:.\ty-six years of his life the devotion of his will was up to the

j'till measure of his intelligence ; while with the majority of

Hiristians our obedience lags far behind our enlightenment.

ilcncG our study of the facts leads us to the conclusion that

'di*-' crisis at twenty-two marks the sanctification of Wesley's

«in, which in this case preceded the full enlightenment of his

ijitfllcct.

In the crisis at twenty-two we have the picture of John
»if dcy deciding upon his earthly career and in part upon his

"-lirltnal destiny, and so far as the human agent in salvation

>' concerned, helping to determine the spiritual usefulness

-'''i'l destiny of millions who will bear his name and of

J^'illicns more who will feel his influence but will not know
\U origin. It is the old, earth-enduring struggle between

^''•ihi.tion and service, between worldliness and duty, between
•••^1 and Satan for the possession of a human soul. If in

"-.(•y's case the crisis is not so marked as in the case of

"•"i!-.TU(1s converted under him, this is in part due to the
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weakness of his emotional natnre and in part to the fact tli.it

in the main Wesley liad already surrendered his will to Ci-i.

If in Wesley's case the crisis was not so marked as in that ..i

Paul, we must remember that in Wesley's case the will alutir

was involved, for light upon the pathway of holiness did iiv;

dawn upon his mind until thirteen years later; while i;,

Paul's case the surrender was preceded by a light whi.!!

flooded his mind on the Damascus road, although even Paul

needed three years of meditation in order to understand th.-

vision and reinterj)ret the law and the prophets.

Such a crisis is inevitable in every human life which ris; .

above the animal plane. Wesley's struggle was preceded hv

Moses casting in his lot with his people, by Isaiah catclii!ij

the vision of the high and lofty One, by the struggles of

Augustine and Luther, of Chrysostom and Savonarola, of

Wyclif and Huss and Knox. It was succeeded by th'-

struggle of Judson behind the haystack at Williamstown. by

Bushnell in the Xew Haven revival, by Brooks in the dreary

days following his failure as a teacher. The experience i-'

not limited to the Christian faith. It was repeated by Mo-

hammed, by Buddha, by Confucius. It is the everlastin_'

struggle, illustrated by the jMaster in the wilderness, betwc ::

appetite and duty, between ambition and obedience to Go.l.

between a religious fanaticism which makes a spectacular «!i-

play of sacrifice for the secret gratification of self and ll;:*'-

sane devotion which casts itself upon the Infinite One throi;.--

obedience to the laws of his universe. Any belief tliat evo!;;-

tion is not accompanied by crises is contradicted by the his-

tory of our globe. Conversion is the natural and divim •;'

planned experience of the human soul from its abnormal .-i:

ful state. The denial of it only reveals the skeptic's ig-"'

ranee of the laws of human nature and the facts of hmii.'!!

experience.

III. ^Ycsle]fs Discovery of the Wai/ of X//t\—Althoui:''

Wesley has certainly entered the kingdom, he has not y-

'

found what the Xew Testament calls the Way. In realty.

thoui!:h unwittinii-lv, he is aimlno- nt salvation through g'-
'
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v.urks. lie is walking in the path of Paul before the journey

to Damascus, of Martin Luther before his regeneration, of

i,-.vola, of Confucius, of Buddha. Two paths are now open

t-i liini: cither sainthood logically, and in the end probably in

roality, inside the Roman Catholic Church j or else the dis-

covery of Luther's doctrine of salvation by grace through

fuith. AVesley docs not win inward peace or outward success

tlirougli his missionary toils, and is too honest to be led by ego-

\hm into the belief that" he is achieving sainthood. Hence after

nearly two years' service in Georgia he sets sail for England

writing this sad confession in his Journal : "I went to Amer-

ica to convert the Indians ; but, O, who shall convert me ?

. . . Alienated as I am from the life of God, I am a child

of wrath and an heir of hell." On shipboard a great storm

anise, and Wesley with most of the passengers was greatly

frightened. He noticed some Moravians on shipboard who

during the storm were sing-ing psalms and apparently full of

peace. Wesley incpiired of them, as, indeed, he had done on

the passage out, the way of salvation. They tried to make

clear to him the difference betAveen Paul's stmggle for self-

l*orfcction as a Pharisee and Paul's acceptance of salvation

\>y faith and his joy in the Christian life after he had ac-

cepted salvation as a free gift of God through gTace. Paul's

letters began to take on a new meaning to Wesley, and a fresh

examination of the Bible convinced him that the jSforavians

were right and that he was utterly mistaken in his views of

justification and of saving faith. On reaching London Wes-

ley saw many persons experience sudden conversion under the

] 'reaching of Peter Boehler and other Moravians. With

characteristic obedience he followed Boehler's directions and

l""'gan preaching this new way of life before he had any

experience of it. His brother Charles, who was more emo-

^i"nal than he, who had been a member of the Holy Club at

<^xford, who had met John in London on his return to Eng-

l^uul, and who accepted after some argument the Moravian

'caching and attended the Moravian meetings, experienced a

Very happy change of heart on !Mny 21, 1T3S. Thr^e-^lays
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later, on Sunday at 5 a. m., Wesley oijened his Bil^le to tli. ....

words: '"'There are given unto us exceeding great an.i

precious promises, that by these ye might be partakers of ih,.

divine nature." These words afforded him great encou^;l^.-

ment. Before attending St. Paul's in the afternoon Ik-

opened his }3ible and his eyes fell upon this promise: ''Tlmu

art not far from the kingdom." The anthem at St. Panr.
was full of comfort. In the evening he went to the Aiders-

gate Chapel and there heard one of the members rea^i

Luther's Preface to the Eomans. As Wesley was listening Im

Luther's exposition of salvation by faith he says: "I felt niv

heart strangely warmed. I felt I did trust in Christ, Q\\n>\

alone, for salvation ; and an assurance was given that he ha(]

taken away my sins, even mine, and saved me from the law

of sin and death; and I then testified oi^enly to all there what

I then felt for the first time." This is Wesley's own account

of the change in his thoughts and feelings at the cri.ti.s at

thirty-five years of age; and it is regarded by some of lii-

biographers as marking his regeneration and by others a-

marking his sanctification. To us it seems to mark the pcri<-i

when Wesley's intellect became so enlightened and his hear;

so warmed by the presence of God in his soul that he rcccivol

what he later described as the witness of the Spirit. He tlnn

and there fell in love Avith God. He abandoned salvation b.v

works and accepted salvation by grace through faith, lb-

gradually but quite speedily ceased to be self-centered and Ix^-

came a God-centered man.

We must not even at tliis point look for a sudden and nir-

chanical change; we must not expect the supernatural to >v\

aside or wholly swallow up tlio natural. His Journal rcc(>r'b

buffetings by Satan that night, doubts and fears the next dav.

the grieving of the Spirit and the loss of all peace throu.-li

his loss of temper a week later. Just at this time Ik'

fell into a wicked controversy with William Law, wh"-'

Serious Call and Christian Perfection had been helpfnl t"

him—a miserable sqiuibble which showed that if Wesley lia'i

attained to self-mastery on the 24th of Mav he had not nniin-
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, .incd it a week. Three weeks after liis experience at Alders-

.."

lie Wesley is so much perplexed thai he goes to Germany to

visit Count Zinzendorf, the leader of the Moravians, in order

that he may be helped by him more fully into the new way

of' life. The Moravians of Germany after examining Wesr

icy refused him the communion on the ground that he is "a

„,an of perturbed spirit" and also that "his head has gained

tlie ascendency over his heart." Wesley's Journal of October

14, his letter to his brother Samuel October 24, and his

Journal of December 16, 1T3S, show that his experience is

still clouded by shadows sometimes deepening into midnight

darkness. In the Journal for January 4, 1739, after a long

and painful examination of himself to see if he has the fruits

of the Spirit, he closes as follows: "From hence I conclude,

though I have given and do give all my goods to feed the poor,

I am not a Christian. Though I have endured hardships,

though I have in all things denied myself and taken up my

cross° I am not a Christian. My works are nothing. My

suiTcrings are nothing. I have not the fruits of the Spirit of

Christ. Though I have constantly used all the means of grace

for t^venty years, I am not a Christian." We must not be

troubled hy this sad confession made months after his Al-

dcrsgate experience. We quote it simply to encourage other

struggling souls. It is simply the dying confession of the old

legarself; and, like Paul's seventh chapter of Komans, ^re-

flects only the experience of the lower part of his personality.

On the other side of the shield we have the fact that down to

the day of his trip to Gemiany and immediately and con-

tinuously after his return, he continued to preach the new

way of salvation by grace ; and a larger and increasing num-

Wr of sinners we're converted under his preaching. Only

eightcen days after the Aldersgate experience he preaches at

St. Mary's,'Oxford, before the university, from the text, ''By

grace are ye saved through faith." The sermon, which is still

I'roservedj! is an unusually clear statement of the evangelical

doctrine of salvation by faith, and shows that Wesley's Chris-

tian experience and his mental grasp of a Xew Testament
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Way of life arc beyond tlie estimate given in his Journal.

Indeed, his experience in Germany shows both a finer spirit

and more conmion sense than Zinzendorf exhibited. Again,

on the List night of the old year, 1738, Wesley observed :«.

watch-night service with six members of the old Ilolim-..

Club and about sixty other brethren. The Journal ad<]s:

"About three in the morning as we were continuing instant

in prayer the power of God came mightily upon us, insonnidi

that many cried out for exceeding joy and many fell to tin-

ground. As soon as we w^ere recovered a little from that awe

and amazement at the presence of his majesty, we broke y^xi

with one voice, 'We praise thee, God; we acknowledge tluc

to be the Lord.' " The Journal after 1739 runs on for hun-

dreds of pages with scarcely a reference to his o^^^l spiritual

state. Indeed, the highest proof of the naturalness in th--

sight of God and the healthiness of the life upon which Wt-

ley has now entered is foimd in the fact that Wesley loses all

consciousness of his spiritual states as fully as a healthy man

loses the consciousness of his digestion. On the other si'lf.

the Journal shows an increasing absorption in work for

othei's and an increasing consciousness of the presence and tlif"

help of God in that work. And so the Journal runs on f"!"

fifty years, becoming more and more objective, revealing in-

creasing proofs of the presence and power of God in the 11 iV

and work of Wesley.

'^o biography in Christ<?ndom reveals stronger proofs <!

the blending of the human and divine elements in Christi:ui

experience than this story of John Wesley's conversion ar.-l

sanctification. The very fact that biographers cannot ugr''*

as to the date of Wesley's conversion proves that religi'""' •"

not an external phenomenon, isolated from all human ex]'-'-

rience, dropped down from heaven into a human soul on sf^^'i*'

particular day and hour, needing no human cooperation <

'

completion, and transcending all possibility of doubt. -T^'"'

as the Bible is a divinely human book—full of human ei
••

ments, but bearing indisputable tokens of the presence m-'

power of God—so the Christian life is a divinely hnni.i::
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i.n-duct—a lumian life brooded over by the Spirit of God and

trail.-;formed by the power of God. ''Work out your own sal-

tation, for it is God who worketh in you to will and to do of

his good pleasure." But while the two elements are so inter-

woven that it is difficult to tell where the human ends and the

liivinc begins, Christianity is not a purely subjective experi-

nice. It has objective reality and divine validity. Wesley

knew that his experience was not a delusion, because it

Imnight him peace such as he had never known before and

l»>\vcr to realize his ideals more freely than any other phi-

!.»<ophy or method of life ever tried by him. He knew that it

cajiie from the xiuthor of his being because it exactly matched

tlio nature which that Author had given him ; it found him at

preater depths of his being and it lifted him to greater heights

"{ existence than any other experience he had ever known.

His neighbors knew that Wesley's experience was of God and

not a personal delusion because it transformed a small and

f-jinewhat impertinent meddler in morals into a tireless re-

former and the most effective Christian worker England has

••vcr k-nown. "By their fruits ye shall know them." You
and I may know that Wesley's experience was of God because

it is certified by the Bible—a book which has been proved

true by millions throughout the ages, a book which may be

vt-rificd by you and me to-day. "If any man willeth to do his

will, lie shall know of the teaching."

The value of the Way of Salvation which John Wesley dis-

i^ijvcred in Luther's Preface to the Romans, as Luther dis-

<-'»vcred it in Paul, and Paul' in Christ, is that it furnishes the

•Hviiie method of human progress. The difficulties wdiich

^"iifront the soul are twofold—self-confidence and despair.

' Jif^ first leaves the soul in its infinite needs with only finite

r. sources. The second doubts God and neglects even the

•'"ilifulncss upon which his incoming depends. The differ-

<J3<-c, while appearing in many forms and under various

'•aincs, is fundamental. Individualism is seen in the tireless

'^ If-centered worker in business or science who attempts to set

^•i'lf* or overcome his environment. Individualism in re-
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ligion is seen in the moralist who socks perfection in his own

strength ; in the Buddhist ^vho believes in Karma
; in the Cou-

fucian who boasts his observance of the fire methods; in tin

Roman Catholic who aims at sainthood; in the Protostan'

Avho regards faith onlv as fidelity to the laws of the univor.-.-

and remains self-centered. On the other hand, fate is seen in

the laboring man who believes in luck and lazily waits fur

something to turn up; in the materialistic scientist who de-

nies the existence of human freedom or the value of effort in

evolution. In religion this weakness is seen in tens of

millions of orientals vrho confound providence wdth fate and

stolidly await their doom; in the great majority of Roman

Catholics who disobey the Church and depend upon extrcnu-

unction finally to deliver them from the consequences of their

sins, and, in case of any oversight, upon prayers for the dead

to deliver them from purgatoiT; in the multitudes of Prcit-

estant Church members who continue in known sin and rely

upon the blood of Christ for a magical salvation as the

Catholic relies upon the mass. Salvation by faith involve^

the completest self-surrender and humility on the one side,

with such a divinely presented obedience and such victonc-

through an indwelling Christ on the other side, as are clearly

. miraculous and incredible to the imregenerate.

Wesley in his doctrine of salvation by grace taught the

finite to rest upon the Infinite, the Church to enter upon tho

dispensation of the Spirit, and each Christian to say with

Paul, "I live, yet not I, but Christ liveth in me." Salvation

either by morality outside the Church or by sainthood inside-

the Church is simply impossible of achievement; and, if i'

could be achieved, it would leave the soul still self-centrr-^d

and selfish and lost. In his doctrine of Christian perfection,

which Mr. Wesley regarded as liis peculiar contribution to

Christendom, he combated the opposite vice of spiritual h^^.i-

ness and permitted no Christian to attempt to cover his ?ni

with the robe of Christ's righteousness. He demanded ralh'-r

as the first condition of salvation at all faith in the sense '-f

fidolitv, a faith which enables each follower of Christ to r^},
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•'I was not disobedient to the heavenly vision ;" such an obe-

dience as leads the Christian to say, '^Yes, Lord," to every

iviiimiand of Christ ; such an obedience as leads the Christian

to close the chasm between the ideal and the real just as

rapidly and as far as the steps in daily duty are revealed to

him. Wesley summoned the believer in Christian perfection

to such a surrender as enables the Holy Spirit to take full pos-

.M'ssiou of the soul, casting down imaginations and bringing

I'vcry thought in subjection to the obedience of Christ. Such

an achievement is impossible with man but entirely possible

with God; and the soul in which this moral miracle is

achieved is so fully persuaded that the work is beyond its

l^Aver, so conscious of the Spirit's presence, that it remains

human and God-centered to the last. Human greatness is

measured by humanity's capacity for God. Such a redemp-

tion is possible for each one of us. Try it and you will sec

liow the finite may be reinforced by the Infinite, how "you

may be filled with all the fullness of God." You will then

recognize how Wesley in his doctrine of Christian perfection

lias blazed the path for the Forward Movement of the twen-

tieth century.
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

DREAMS THAT C0:ME TRUE.

In a bitter January a schooner bound from Fernandina for

Demerara sprung aleak in heavy weather and settled in Wv-

sea till her decks were all awash. The captain's wife, lashed t;

the top of the deck house, kept watch for a sail. On the thir.l

night, falling asleep from exhaustion, she saw in a dream w

great ship coming to their rescue. Awaking at daylight, ?h-

opened her eyes on the fulfillment of the vision. A towerin:;

mass of canvas stood up against the southern sky; a big sliip

sailing northward from far Cape Horn was bearing straight

down upon the water-logged lumber schooner. Approaching de-

liverance cast its shadow before ; the shadow fell upon the sleep-

ing woman ; she came through her dream to the salvation it foro-

told. So runs the story. \Yhether true or not, it may introduce

pictorially to the mind the moral certainty that humanity is to

be saved by the coming true of its happiest dreams.

That man has had certain noble persuasions of things unseen.

and presentiments of things to come is matter of fact; whetl:«:r

these were perceptions of reality and revelations of truth voufh-

safed from a benign, superhuman source, or were hallucination-

self-generated from within, is, it seems, maHer of dispute. 'A''"-

cording to the views of some investigators religion, in its genc^i-

and its nature, belongs in the category of dreams. Huxlev

thinks that primitive man obtained his firsl conception of :i

spirit world from his experience in dreams; "and i! is assorti".

that man Has no valid evidence of any objective reality cor-

responding to this dream-born conception. Tylor, the anthr*^-

pologist, Herbert Spencer, and others also inform us that tlv"

origin of religion was in the dreams of primitive man. of whoiii.

it is assumed, the savage of to-day is so certainly the merit.--

t}'pe that by studying the latter we may know the former. Tt i-

explained that to the savage ''all dreams are realities, and dre:;:^:-

land is to him an actual spirit land. The memories of drcanv
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iT\- accepted by the savage as veritable experiences of the

;iril world, are narrated as such in perfect good faith, and

jjujs that shadowy realm becomes an object of unquestioning be-

|.,'f." According to Leslie Stephen, according to the unknown

iuiiior of the book entitled Supernatural Religion, and according

(a a<,mostics of all schools, our beliefs are only ''our dreams," to

^.liicli no one knows that there are any corresponding

fjvis. These so-called dreams, they say, are the effects and

:,ut the cause of our qualities; that is to say, we hold

.vrtain beliefs because we are what we are, and it is in no degree

•me that we are what we are because we cherish certain beliefs.

Our Christian creeds, they think, are but the formulation, in

u-rins of dreamland, of imaginings spontaneously produced and

projected by our own minds; they do not contain any truth

r-.vcaled to us, but are a revelation only of the contents of hu-

man nature; and they are less substantial than the spider's web

in the morning grass which the insect spins out of his own

Uwels in the darkness of the night as we spin creeds in the

darkness of our ignorance and superstition.

All these theorists exert themselves, with zeal worthy of a

Uttor cause, to bring quickly in the time apprehended in the

I.iuiont of Hermes Trismegistus, when "the religious man shall

U' held insane—the victim of delusions, taking daydreams for

rvaUties, the devotee of enchanted nothings and illusory phan-

t i.-rins, like the dream of the oriental Maya." To these dismal

fontlomen, naturally enough, Zola adds himself, a champion

"r.'alist" who knows real things when he sees them, and paints

tliem to the life, so that if one w\ants to commune with reality

J-o should go to Zola's books and not to the :N'ew Testament.

Zvla writes that the Christian religion, like all others, grew^ up

!-x.-nusc "Humanity thirsts after illusions. It was born of that

I'Wd of the Lie" (and he writes "lie" with a capital as we do the

-^ine of God)—"born of that necessity for credulity wdiich is a

'^riracteristic of human nature. This is in fact the story of the

^"'nidation of all religions." Concerning such an utterance

'^'•m such a source it seems not improper to remark that when a

'rian. to whom the world is a sty where he goes about on all fours

^n the mire, interrupts his nosing of nastiness and jrives himself

^ <r\vV in the neck by lifting his head a moment toward the

'^'ftb thome of religion for the purpose of expressing his swinish
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views thereon, the opinion we have quoted is just about the :-u:\

of drivel that might be expected to drip from his jaws.

According to the naturalists the genesis of religion was as w,-

have described largely in their own words, and it seems natural ;v

to follow—indeed, it is by many of them distinctly declarL-«l—

that religion even in its highest form is unsubstantial, flunsy :>-

dream-stufl" and built of hallucinations which correspond to r..>

reality. Tlie bald naturalistic affirmation is that all religion i^

delusion and its objects fictitious; faith is imagination, and .-.

personal God is a ghost conjured up out of the fot)lish fours nr

fond wishes of human ignorance and imbecility. Now, it woul-i

seem that there should be some criterion by which reality may l-o

distinguished from unreality, some way in which a man mav

know whether he was in any particular experience dreaming or

awake, and in general whetlier his faculties, especially thA^--

which are highest and noblest, trustworthily inform him or

habitually deceive him. It would appear not too much to >i\\>-

pose that the common sense of all men might agree to say th:tl ;i

vision which can materialize itself is a potent entity; tliat ^

chain of predictions which is afterward fulfilled proves fore-

knowledge; that a ghost from whom proceed moral transfonn.v-

tions, spiritual impartations, and other divine effects is l")

puissant to pass for a mere specter; and that a dream whi- •:

comes true is something more than a dream even though it i--

the ]\Iessianie dream of a Deliverer causing the light of an in-

finite hope to flit across the face of the human race in its infar. v

like a smile on the countenance of a sleeping child indic.it r.'*

of happy dreams; concerning which the men of faith (who n-iv--

found glory begun below) assert that the Bible's earliest pm:-:;-

ecies were humanity talking in its sleep and disclosing' =>

heaven-sent dream, which, centuries after and now some (>
^'•

turies ago, came literally and visibly true in the incarnati'-^-

life, death, resurrection, and ascension of the historic Cliri-i
"-'

Lord and Saviour, whose kingdom still proceeds with •'•-r-

increasing momentum toward world-wide dominion—in «••'

firmation of which the Bible, Christianity, Hebrew ami .'!:••'

history, and Christendom itself are in evidence. It seems nn-

scholarly and stupid to class things like these among ^i"^''"'"'_^\

^Ye submit that all such matters may be fairly judgea l-v ••^'

principle contained in the thoroughly scientific test of pr»i '"-^
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j.fvj>ost'cl in Dent, xviii, 23, ages before scientists were born:

-Wlu'ii n prophet speaketh in the name of the Lord, if the thing

f
,;;..« not, nor come to pass, that is the thing which the Lord

Kith not spoken; the prophet hath spoken it presumptnously."

The skeptical opinions we have quoted are nothing new, for

>.->tury reports that the approach of religion's messenger has

.'.•v»iucntly been greeted with, ''Behold this dreamer cometh;"

;:\<\ it is not to be denied that, Wewed from ground level with the

raTfly natural eye, Christianity's story has a look of the im-

jir»>!,'able and its program seems preposterous. Skepticism from

the first turned upon its history and its prophecy a c}Tiical or

compassionate smile. Trypho, the Jew, said to the early Chris-

l;.ins in Justin ^Martyr's time concerning some of their testi-

n^onies about Christ, "Do not venture to tell romancing tales

lot you be convicted of making fools of yourselves ;" and Celsus

uo-lared that the disciples in telling of Christ's miracles were

rvinancing. "What will this babbler say?" was curiosity's fre-

fjUtut remark as it paused a moment to listen to the prattling of

i;:e infant faith. From it many listeners turned away as from

tho inane maundering of some "tale told by an idiot full of

K'und and fury signifying nothing." When the Boy of twelve

cii'piited with the doctors in the temple there was doubtless in-

frc-(h]h'ty if not scorn upon some of their faces. How should

t);t'y suppose that his briefest syllables were eternal, his local

'utterances pregnant with cosmic intentions, and his lightest

tord heavy with meanings which outweighed all human wis-

<^"m ? Christianity to the age in which it was first promulgated

*»i-- a "June dream in January," not then known to be a revela-

Ji'-n of tides and forces certain to bring on the time of the sing-

ij-? of birds and the blooming of moral summer over the face of

••:o earth. Nor is it wholly diiTerent now. Not a few men who
!;!nk themselves shrewd and sensible, who thoroughly and de-

^•'••illy believe in real estate and stocks and bonds and bank ac-

*^'--uiits, feel when religion is broached as Faust did when he said.

Now we're in the sphere, I deem,

Of enchantment and of dream.

•^'<ute and knowing persons
—"men of affairs," they are called

—

{•'jotical politicians, diplomats and statesmen, financiers and
''•

-i^'^rs, Avho claim to know what sort of a world tliis is and what
*'t' the conditions of success, lawvers and judges familiar with

52
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the obverse and sinister side of human affairs, police and ,!...

tectives who wade about in the slimy sediment of depravity [;..i«

settles at the bottom of society—many of these hard-headi(i. i.:j.

imaginative, sagacious men of the world looking from lii. .

standpoint regard Christianity's optimistic scheme as inipr.i. a-

cable, its success highly improbable, and its advocates aniii! !».•

theorists and enthusiasts, a company of harmless though ratli.-r

troublesome innocents abroad. So ideal and unearthly do ('!;r:-.-

tian plans appear that even believers are sometimes dauntcii It

very solid and apparently insuperable obstacles, and the faiili . f

many fails to entertain millennial or any very sanguine cxp.-, '...-

tions. To those who stand of! and apply critical judgment to thi?

prospects of Christian enterprises, untouched by the enthu.-i:i-:ni

which launches them, they often wear a look of impracticui>ili:\.

Listening to j\Iiss A^'ida Scudder, fresh from residence and l;:'«'r

in St. ]\[ary's Street, in the slums of Philadelphia, tell to a .
;;-

tured audience in the shadow of a great university the story i

the "College Settlements," their origin, spirit, purpose. ;i:m

methods, it seemed like the recital of a poem, an ideally U-.n:-

tiful dream, too good to be true, and the speaker seemed a r.-;:

:

visionary. To hear such high conceptions unfolded with a ('ri-

lidence unconscious of its own audacit}', in the calm, snv'-<*.

matter-of-fact manner which Christian faith adopts, was S'-nii-

mentally an elevating and exhilarating expei'ience; but ever. :~

the mind of a believer the momentary question would rise h'^-

in this selfish, sunken, and sordid world, such beauteous sib<:'-' *

can possibly be worked, or, being carried on, accomplish r!:<
"

results as are proposed.

Practical judgment, unaware of the might of spiritual forcc*.

naturally condemns Christian plans for the elevation of k" ''••

kind as Utopian and absurd; and it must be confessed thn!, ••''

contrast, some of the schemes of worldly wisdom for human r<^

lief and amelioration have had an appearance of superior pr "
'••

cability,a look of moderation and reasonableness and not att.::'.:
.-

ing too much. Their proposals have kept within the Iwunn- '••

obvious possibility. Common sense approved them and ex}'- •'"^•

results. Yet they came to naught. They collided with facts v ;•
•:!

they had left out of account, or were caught in laws tlio}

failed to perceive, or lacked motive power from having m'.-'"

to connect with the sources of real energy-. Thev ^verc adv'!''

.
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The shrewd makers of those plans ventured on them with cou-

•Monce, reason took a solid comfort in settling thereon, little

.Iri'.iming that plans and planners would sink and disappear to-

pfther; as was fabled of sailors in arctic waters, who, mistaking

a skrping whale for an island, disembarked upon it and built a

•Ire at which they warmed themselves until leviathan awoke and

(lived, and the sea swallowed them. Take, for a single instance,

Machiavelli, who shrewdly aimed to create a science of practical

jMilitics. His ideas are embodied in his "Prince." The salvation

cl .society by political management was his plan. He assumed

liic total incurable depravity as well as the gullibility of men.

ile believed they were evil by nature and good only by compul-

.M<m. He supposed himself to know human nature. Government

ly force and fraud was a necessity. What small nominal morals

he had were Jesuitical. Unscrupulous selfishness, superior cun-

ning, heartless ambition, audacious boldness, duplicity, and art-

ful dissimulation were the forces and means by which the prob-

lems of government could be solved. This practical politician

forgot that there is a moral nature in man and a moral law

in the world. He altogether divorced government from morals.

The verdict of four hundred years, based on experience, con-

<lemus his scheme as not only disgraceful but utterly futile, and
his reward is to be remembered as "Machiavelli the visionary,

the impractical theorist.'' Even more foolish and stupid are the

iin'n who to-day, after four centuries of additional enlightenment,

in a republic that is strongly Christian and loaded with moral

K-ntimcnt, attempt to dispense wdth moral ideas and ignore

moral principles, and announce that the Ten Coramaridments
f'ave nothing to do with politics and that morality in politics is

^n iridescent dream. History serves notice upon such men that

any party or party leader that undertakes to dispense with

'noral ideas is doomed. The people watch the growth of corrup-

tion, and when it threatens to take control they can be depended
'^n to rise in their wrath and drench politics with a tide of

'iif.ral fury which will wash things clean. ^Yhen the body politic

1- nigh to death from blood poisoning and gangrene the uncor-

•iM'tcd manhood of the nation injects fresh morals by transfusion

if'ni its own pure, healthy veins.

Tn contrast with worldly wise schemes that failed through

'fniotnral weakness and lack of motive power, Christianity is a
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worldly foolish enterprise which succeeds. In it an appeara:;.,

of feebleness conceals amazing energies. The new faith \\\\\.\\

Christ brought to men ought by all earthly calculations to li.iu-

failed at the very outset; somehow it failed to fail. All estab-

lished earthlinesses jeered at it as a superstition and dclusiwi..

Yet the most unlikely doctrines, preached by the most unlikvi-.

men, in the most unlikely place and manner, took possession < f

the world. Pliny wrote to Trajan concerning it, ''The contagior;

of that superstition has penetrated not the cities only, but li.i-

villages and country; yet it seems possible to stop it.'' I'lin;.

was wrong; no power could stop it. The only adequate cxplaiia-

tion is that ''that superstition" is divine; its efficiency is of C -L

We should beware of surrendering one iota of the really >nj-..r-

natural and miraculous out of the Bible, out of the Chri.-ti.-.u

origins, and out of moral experience; for if Christianity is no*.

miraculous it is a fraud. Gibbon's explanation of its progr. -

is insufficient. In truth it is built, foundation and superslru -

ture, of the supernatural, and is radiant within and with"':;

with a "light that never was on land or sea."

Our unearthly religion might easily pass for a dream but I r

the fact that it keeps its dreamlike promise to the soul and l;f ,

reads us a poetic prophecy and proceeds to harden it into hist'«rv.

composes what seems a line fiction at variance with car;! '/

canons of probability and then institutes it into the firnic.4 ki- :

of fact. "Such stuff as dreams are made on" according to :!

naturalistic theorists, solidifies into durable reality. A jMr.:-

disaic mirage petrifies into a continent abiding between t'^''

floods, anchored and Avedged into the frame of the world. T!-''

New Jerusalem which hangs in the firmament of an exile's i-^1 '?' •

apocalypse, too golden and glorious to be more than a (!• '

pageant afloat in gulfs of unsubstantial sky, descends slowly -
'

of heaven from God, settles down upon the solid earth, and i-t

lishes itself in undeniable forms of godly lives, just and p•^•

able communities, and benign civilizations—an actual kin.L"''
'

of God among men, as much a reality as the Kussian eniiiir-'.

"Christianity," said Schelling, "is in its inmost naiuro f •

toric;" that is, it is fact and not myth or theory. It b-'- •

philosophy and promulgates doctrines; but it is an evoiil. -"'•"' '

thing which has transpired and goes on liappening uj) t<'

Instead of saying, "I beg ler.vc to submit my tbcory al.iout G<-:.
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,'. |K)iiits to tlie incarnate Lord and says, "Behold God manifest

in the flesh!" Instead of arguing for the possible perfectibility

vi humanity, it presents Mary's sinless Son and says, "Behold

th.> perfect Man !" Such is the directness of its method, and the

vU uionstrative nature of its proofs. It justifiably insists on be-

uig treated historically since it offers records as authentic and

h.irdset as any that are petrified in geologic rocks, and can prove

it.-clf to have been for two, if not for three, thousand years the

uiK' great history-making power.

Our simplest fornuilaries of faith, those primitive statements

I'f belief most widely accepted, the Apostles' Creed and the

Xici;ne, are made up chiefly of faith's recital of facts. They

roasonably affirm God, the Creator of the world and Father of

ijicn, tlie divinity, incarnation, crucifixion, resurrection, and as-

a usion of Jesus, immortality, the general judgment, the spir-

itual Church universal, the Holy Spirit, The Christian credo

is not simply a declaration of opinion, but a positive assertion of

Well-substantiated facts. Moreover, its facts are dynamic,

kinetic, multipotent. On Christmas Day, 1893, in the Church

of the Incarnation, in Xew York city, Phillips Brooks said, "The

>ory moment that the birth in Bethlehem was a fact it became a

j-^twer. The little hands beckoned and sages from the East

harnessed their camels and started on their way. The little

liiinds were lifted and Herod trembled on his throne. , . . And
there is no difference more striking between the vague religion of

Ji-)Mration and the definite religion of personal faith than just

in tin's; the last is no sooner a fact than it becomes a power. . . .

In tb.at baby-life at Bethlehem there lay the power wliich has

run through the world; the power which makes Judea burn like

a star forever; the power which has transfigured history; the

l-ower which has made millions of men its joyous servants; the

j'ower of millenniums yet to be." The one pertinent and im-

h-rious question Avhich rises here and flings its challenge out

through the wide world is, whether that of which such things are

truly said by such a king of men, too manly to lie and too sturdy

«n.l clear-headed to be deluded, can bo only a mythic dream.

A careful study of the nature, language, personnel, action, and

rv-^ult.s of Christianity ascertains it to be as practical, sober,

HTious, pane, sensible, earnest, and efTective as it is audaciously

*''lv<'iilurous in the face of worldly impro1)n])ilities. It uses
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strong language and fulfills it; its ])IcJgc(l future comes on im...

the present tense as steadily as world-systems roll; its vorhs ;irv

active-transitive vdiosc forceful meaning passes over upon ;•!:

object. Whereas Confucius said, "Do not to others what \n-.;

would not have them do to you," Jesus Christ said, "Do \i!ii..

others as ye would that they should do to you;" the one a u.-im-

tive refraining, the other a positive doing good. There is w-i

'inert i">assive voice in Christianity's grammar. Its paticiict.' \-.

the self-control of power, its submission a decision and noi ;i

weakness of the will; its meekness has the might of Moses uni!<.r

it; even its reception of the efficient operations of the Holy Sj)irit

is volitional, self-determined, and cooperative. Prayer is useh>.-,

say some. They would be correct if he who prays were isolaiLtl

and insulated; but suppliant hands touch celestial currents aii<!

make overhead connection with moral energy. The objectors

would be right if prayers went alone ; with all true praying, how-

ever, goes commensurate working which it invigorates and em-

powers. The man Avho prays, in proportion to the purity of

his prayer, becomes a spiritual power, a nerve from the divine-

brain, yea, perhaps a ganglion, as we call it, whence power ant-w

goes forth upon his fellows. The true suppliant belongs to ilio

laboring classes and toils unremittingly to answer his own

prayers; the ground where he energizes and agonizes is well be-

dewed with sweat, sometimes of blood. The properly devout

Christian prays like an ultra Calvinist to whom all power is witli

God, and works like an ultra Arminian to whom the power i^

largely with men. The inspired dreamer is a doer who ?tr<-n-

uously strives to make connections outward and upward in or^.-r

to avail himself of the friendly aid of forces which hel]) tho-o

who help themselves, making the stones of the field to be at poa^x"

with him and the stars in their courses to fight for him.

The religion of Christ, though born in early Eastern lari'^--

devotes itself not to metaphysie meditation, umbilical ?elf-<""-

templation, and pietist ic reverie, but to athletic enterprise, stri'.-

ing aggression, and a manifold imperial dominion. The slri":i-'i

of its project does not molt in mist as does the Staubbacb •:'

'Lauterbrunnen.a falling v.-reath of "dangling water-smoke w.i;

like a broken purpose wastes in air;" rather some of its })roi'"'-

sions—for example, the impact which breached a way throu;: =

savage barbarism in the Sandwich and other South raeiflo :--
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l.sM-Js—suggest that it more resembles that dense emission which

\n tiie mining regions of tlie West shoots from an iron nozzle

and tears a hole into the mountain side. While Hinduism gives

the \mmc place to elaborate philosophies, Christianity gives phi-

losophy a secondary rank and its first preoccupation and urgency

are directly religious and practical. Dr. Paul Carus, a student

of comparative religion, after pointing out that Buddhism by

reason of its philosophy and its ethics bears a closer resemblance

10 Christianity than any other religion, adds that this does not

Hiipair the superiority of the Christian religion, for everything

that is good in Buddhism may be found in Christianity, while

Christianity has various advantages, one of them being that it is

vastly more practical, more in touch v.ith the progressive life

<>f the world and suited to that Western civilization which domi-

VAiv^ the present and the future. Kaftan, the philosopher of the

llitschlian school, calls attention to the intensely practical aim

f>f Christianity, showing its supreme purpose to be the substan-

tial redemption and enduring blessedness of man.

Horace Mann once said, "Just in proportion as a man be-

I'onics Christlike, he passes out of the region of theorizing into

ihe region of beneficent activities," Christ has raised up a race of

iilealists with sturdy common sense, intense and formidable,

liard-hcadcd and soft-hearted ; men of pith and nerve and muscle

whose inspired intention shapes a purpose as distinct and firm as

i'ny nail and v^'hose very pulse-beats are hammer-strokes to drive

that nail home to its useful place; men as substantial as ever

tramped the earth, dented deep footprints in historic clay, or

rarvcd their memorable names upon enduring rock; men with

ltI]) and go, with grace and grit, strong-handed and sure-footed.

'Hie forefathers and founders of this nation are described as

'"'ftern men with empires in their brains.*' They were specimen

Christian products, and it is now written pretty large in the

rsKist momentous history of two centuries that those brains were

^M daft; the empires simmering therein, which might well have

been called iridescent dreams, have materialized until forty-five

<*f them salute the sun, which never shone on such a sight be-

'•^rc, as he drives his chariot from Atlantic to Pacific. The
•'leal in their minds concreted into an actual model for all future

n^os. The Koreans had no name for Christian missionaries,

never having seen such people before. So they watched and
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studied thcni until tliej could construct a descri2)tive wwww.

Then they put together a word which meant "The-Jesus-dor-

trine-doiug-people." They had observed that the missionario

all the time talked of Jesus, taught his doctrine, did his com-

mandments. The only thing known to the credit of the anardi-

ists is the invention of one expressive phrase, ''the propagaiiu.i

of the deed." The most spiritual of religions files a prior claim

to that phrase as being photographically descriptive of its own

method, though its implements are not bombs and pistols, i.ui

deeds of justice, self-denial, mercy, and love.

Not only does all Christian inculcation conclude upon action,

and aim at the production of powerful personalities, but its toii-'

and utterance are brisk, prompt, and businesslike. It consent>

not to be put off, but insists upon immediateness. Its civiliza-

tion is not found in the land of "Pretty Soon,'' which is ih-j

country of "By and By,'' where procrastination takes the plac

of punctuality and no one does anything to-day that he can put

off till to-morrow. Everywhere it utters a peremptory "Xowl"

and moves to have its business declared urgent. Xo one, wc

think, has ever intimated that "The Lotus Eaters," as Tennyson

describes them, look like a Christian company.

In this same direction, as indicative of the intensely- practical

nature of Christianity, it is noteworthy that Christ turns re-

wards and penalties on doing or not doing the things we oultIh.

Our understanding is that whatever ultimates in a man's lovin.'

righteousness with all his heart and working righteousness with

all his powers accomplishes his salvation on grounds provi<l<'!.

and whatever falls short of just and righteous conduct is in-

sufficient. He who said "conduct is three fourths of life" ^v;i»

not in that particular far wrong. No amount of mere sentiment.

complacency, feeling, professing, or believing can meet Chn-1 -^

terms. Faith is spurious unless in proportion to its opportunity

it fruits in commensurate action. Trusting is vain Avitlif^i''

obeying, and the obedient soul involuntarily doul)ting all tbin,-'-

is safer than the disobedient presumptuously believing all tliin.-'-

Feeling must coin itself in deeds or it is worse than notlun--

This is Christianity's teaching. It deals severely with ni.^n^

visionaries. Its emphasis is on things to be done: "This do, aii'

thou Shalt live," "He that docili the will of my Father," "^\^^"

soever hcaroth these savin^rs of mine and dod^x them.'' If '
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(ruc, as is claimed, that in certain early centuries the Church

was led by Hellenizing influences to lay too much stress upon

(!.);;mrt and too little upon conduct, it is undeniable that in these

la>t days the Church returns Christward and cares more for the

Sorinon on the jMount than for any dogmatic formula. If it be

true that "while Romanism is the religion of ritual, Protestant-

ism has been too largely that of the creed," it is also a fact that

the growing sentiment of Christendom, both Catholic and

i'rotestant, was expressed by Canon Farrar when he wrote:

Tlie more years pass on, the deeper becomes my conviction that religion does

not mean and has little to do with many things it is taken to mean. It does not

ni.'an elaborate theologies; it does not mean membership in this or that organiza-

tion; it does not depend on orthodoxy in matters of opinion respecting which

Cliristiaus differ. It means a good heart and a good life. Right conduct and holy

character—these are the tests of the only sort of religion which is of the smallest

value. All else will vanish ; this will remain. Of the many lies which God's

fiery finger will shrivel from the souls of men, all sorts of religious shams, un-

rraiities, human systems, shibboleths, and accretions to the pure truth of his

(Jospel will be most numerous.

It is proper that those who surmise that Christianity may be

T-hantasmic be required to admit that it is a ubiquitous and some-

what industrious phantom, which walks in open day rather

than in the dim mysterious night ; restless and intrusive with an

irrepressible propensity to participate aggressively in all affairs;

a phenomenally brisk and obtrusive specter, a universal busy-

h'Kly intermeddling with every sphere and interest as if its motto

wore, "Nothing human is foreign to me ;" a specter which stimu-

lates the inquisitiveness of science, furnishes a coherent philoso-

i'liy to the student of the nature of things, strides into every im-

I'ortant conflict to take a hand in the struggle, rises in every

arona of debate to discuss all subjects, grapples with urgent so-

' ial and industrial perplexities, submits solutions for all serious

problems, estimates values like an actuary, warning of danger

•>nd prescribing safe methods of procedure; a specter which es-

'•'blishes chairs of applied Christianity in the assumed convic-

lif>n that it is variously applicalde all around the circle of human

f^'ncerns and activities; a specter which so interferes like an ad-

vi^cr general to the whole earth as to arouse resentment in those

^^lio do not acknowledge its authority and are not pleased with

it^ everlasting intrusions. Henrik Pontoppidan, a Dani.^h

^'fitcr, has given fresh publication to the often-reiterated com-

plaint that Christianitv insists on meddling with evervthing.
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He says querulously, "Local Christendom is called to arms wlun-

ever a temperance club is to be organized, or woman suirr,i„-,

discussed, or clothing procured for the poor." Pontoppi.;..:.

charges America with being the author of the "new doctriiif" <;'

"practical Christianity," and for his part would like to order ih.

officious clergy back to their cloisters, cathedrals, churches, anJ

chapels, to long prayers and pious vigils and saintly seclusion.

He wishes Christianity to return to Thomas a Kempis, clusj) it.^

hands in meditation, fix its gaze on the heavens, and dejiuri

itself here as a pilgrim and a stranger. But it has already gcMi.'

back past the cloister reveries of Thomas a Kempis and the sui>-

tle metaphysics of the Athanasian Creed to the lofty ethics of ih.'

Sermon on the Mount and the active compassionate benevolenr.-

of Jesus Christ—to recall and emulate the example of that bu-y

Friend of publicans and sinners, who continually went abni::

doing good. ^Matthew Arnold truly said, "The Hebrews hml .1

genius for righteousness;" that genius was God-given, and \\v

more complete religion which came through the seed of Abra-

ham and great David's greater Son is in the world as a power of

rectification and control to superintend all movements and con-

ditions into conformity to the will of Christ the Lord.

When the unbeliever informs us that delusions are abroad aii'l

that our faith is one of them we unhesitatingly admit that nun.v

things have been believed which were not true. That thi^^ i- ;'

world full of illusions, not all optical, no one is more assidimr.-iy

warned, incessantly reminded, and completely aware than ''

Christian. He knows that the imagination is an active and ]•!••-

lific faculty, often unduly developed, and that a large i)art •

'

practical and saving wisdom must always lie in discriniinatinj'

between mere imagining and rational faith', between the ^v:-

ments of a foolish brain and the deepest convictions of the hu-

man soul, between the vain visions of an oversanguine naiv.r'^

and measurably realizable ideals. James Eussell Lowell wrof-' •^•

friend, "You know what a distrust I have of the poetical t'!'i-

perament, with its self-deceptions, its real unrealities, biiiM:' -'

its New Jerusalems in a sunset cloud rather than in the worb. '•

actuality and man." There is no denying that a stream of ]•""'

propensity runs through the veins of mankind, and man's nati:r

and the world make possible many self-delusions from with-'

and impositions from without. But as Christ showed hinv' •
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'... !x' a disccrner of hidden facts, even of character and thoughts,

-J Christianity furnishes tests for distinguishing between sub-

stance and unsubstantiality ; and the effect of the moral and

..piritual illumination given to the devout soul is not to cloud

iiit to clarify intellectual perception. Jloreover, the mind com-

•uittcd unconditionally to rightness, by its fixed adjustment to

tlu' great Center of all, gains a universally correct perspective

jitivi is in possession of the true parallax by which It may know

\\\v bearing and relationships of all realities. Christianity does

liui disuse the critical faculties, but sharpens them to their

.iriiest edge. It encourages the application of scientific methods

to the examination of all things whose nature admits of such

Mtihods. It applies the severest possible tests for the sifting of

tho exact truth from the crude mass of falsehood. In the highest

M-nse it is utilitarian and estimates all things by their face value

f'lr usefulness. Lowell, recognizing and guarding against the

'dangers of the poetical temperament, was one of those who hold

that whatever else may he illusive, religion lives, moves, and has

it- being in the world of actuality, and that Christianity's pros-

j-K'tus is not of a white city of crumbling palaces built upon

( !mid-contiuents of sunset seas, but of a kingdom which hath

foundations whose builder and maker is God.

For reasons internal as well as external the Christian disciple

Ji.^s been able from the first to face without dismay the curled

J-'P, the incredulous sneer, the derisive laugh. A c\Tiical skeptic

rtfontly defined faith to be the power "by which men are en-

Jiblod to believe that which they know to be untrue." For the

n.a'^oiiableness of belief let the strongest poetical intellect of

ihc nineteenth century answer. Let the denier listen to the

V! porous voice of that unprofessional but downright and in-

'J'pendent asserter of the supernatural, whose soul ascended

f''^m Venice in December, 1889, and whose body by England's

<?.x>roe rests in the Poet's Corner in Westminster Abbey. Could

ftSirniation be more positive than this?

I abpolutely nnd peremptorily believe!

I say Faith is my ivakivg life.

''•1^ man holds religion to be no reverie. He is certain he is

i''»t in a trance when he believes, but wide-awake, self-possessed,

^y\ master of all his robust powers. His faith is firm convic-

^'''H: lio spurns: the agnostic with language on the great essen-
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tials quite dogmatic. And in full accord with him touching ihr

unseen objects of belief was the titled Laureate of Yictori.i!;

England whose final declarations aflirmed spirit to be the ouo

indubitable reality. '"Matter, time, and space/' he said, "arc

all illusions; above and beyond them all is God, who is no ilki-

sion." What such men sturdily affirm, can it be in any man a

sign of strength, sanity, and wisdom to deny? If the faith-iifc

were all a dream-life made of unrealities, would not such kfuii.

high, fearless thinkers know it? Who is it claims a shrewdrr

faculty for knowing ? Does the cynical skeptic whom ^\'e qiioiuJ

stand up to measure his stature with theirs ? When he tiptoc-i tu

his full height it becomes clear that he needs to be on his watch

lest the cranes that sup on pygmies gobble him uj^.

Eeasons which satisfy the strongest minds justify the higli

faith and immense hope of Christianity. If there be a God in

the universe, a supreme and eternal Spirit, Creator of worlds am!

Father of men. Master of all forces, Lord of all being, then faiili

may reasonably afiirm possibilities otherwise incredible. Tiie

Most High God when he arrives brings infinite possibilities aloii^

with him. He is not limited by our petty finite preconception.-

any more than a rose])ush is limited by the ideas of the apliuh.s

encamped on one of its leaves. The Christian is a daring 1"'-

liever, because whoever believes in Jesus Christ as Son of (i'"^-

and Saviour of men has leaped the gulf of darkness, doubt, ar. i

fear, and stands where all is light and nothing can be too gov\

to be true. He who is sure of Christ can be sure of num1)erli-^-'

consequent things. Once for all and forever he believes n;

boundless blessedness and beauty of which Christ is the prooi

and the pledge. Defeats cannot daunt, delays cannot dishearti n

the disciple of Him to whom all power is given in heaven and oi^

earth and with whom a thousand years are as a single day. i h--

disciple believes indomitably, through dark and bright, and. 3
'

matter what happens or fails to happen, lives and dies beliivi: :

with intrepid and unwavering reliance. He sees the vast in. .••

siveness of simple faith in Christ and knows that all tlic rat:'^:--

alists in the world have nothing more rational than that ble-- •'

faith. If this be dreaming, then the only sane and advisa..iiO

prayer to whatever superior power may happen to exist is,

let me not a-wake, my God,

But let me dream alway.
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THE ARENA,

CAUSES OF TEE RECENT RELIGIOUS AWAKENING IN JAPAN.

In Japan we are having a wonderful religious awakening since

l.iht year. The revival fires that swept throughout the country are

Koing on with increasing power and success. The national opinion

!< In favor of Christianity. The people are intensely in earnest to

h'-ar the Gospel preached to them. Hundreds of souls are converted

to God. The very foundation of heathenism is shaken and is on the

u>rge of ruin and destruction. The friends and foes of our missions

nro alike wondering at this rapid advancement of the kingdom of

(Jod. It needs no prophet to foretell the coming triumph of the

Gospel. In this generation two ethnic religions—Buddhism and
Shintoism—v/ill meet their ruin, and Jesus Christ will be crowned
in the hearts of our people.

''

The first cause of this religious awakening is the revision of the

treaties with foreign powers. These treaties were formed when
Commodore Perry came to our country and opened the ports. Then
our laws, customs, and manners were so different from those of the

civilized nations that no foreigner could live under the administra-

tion of the Japanese government. Every foreigner, therefore, was
allowed to live in the concessions and to be governed by consular

Jurisdiction. The consuls were both executive and judicial officers

at the same time. If any foreigner violated Japanese law he had to

bo tried, not in a Japanese court, but by his consul, according to the

laws of his country. This consular jurisdiction was perfectly right

J»nd just at the time when Japan was not enlightened. We have it

now in China. The Japanese government, however, improved its

laws and judicial system year after year until the administration
f)f justice has become equal to that of America or of any other

country. Life and property became safe in Japan just as in the

flvilized nations. Thus the consular jurisdiction became an outrage
to the sovereignty of Japan and aroused the indignation of the

r-^ople. Several times the Japanese government tried to revise the
<^'<1 treaties, but this was opposed by the foreign powers, until both
tlio government and the people lost their patience. It was the nat-

'Jral consequence of this that the reactionary movement was in-

fi'igurated against foreigners and the things which are foreign,

'"'^rlstianity was not free from the national rebuke, not because the

P'oplo found any fault with it, but because it was introduced and
propagated chiefly by foreigners, whose governments were so unkind
" our nation on the question of the revision of the old treaties.

' Hu-? the progress of the Gospel, for a time, seemed to halt, bringing
^'•^h it the unkindest criticisms even of the friends of our missions.
'• ^'as, however, to the great honor of England and America that
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they took the lead in the question and revised the old treaties, t ,

which their subjects in Japan had to live and be tried in the Ja;) i

nese courts according to Japanese laws. All other powers follow,
i

the example. The revised treaties came into effect about IL:.

years ago. The emperor sent out the edict urging the peopk' w
observe international comity toward foreigners. This changed thfir

entire attitude in favor of foreign things, and especially of thr

Christian religion. They have now the kindest feelings tov.-ard ih.-

subjects of foreign powers. This was the great preparation of t!..

recent religious av^-akening in Japan.

The proportion of Japanese Christians to the non-Christian peopl"

is one to every thousand, and yet the Christians in greater propor

tion have been occupying the influential positions of public llf.'

Mr. Kataoka, the speaker of the House of Commons, is an elder < f

the Presbyterian Church. He and his colleagues, Mr. Nimoto, .Mr

Yebara, and others, stood in the political field as stanch Christians.

Their integrity, wisdom, and power were shining lights in the ev«.-r

turbulent wffKld of politics. They were successful not only in thfir

personal achievements, but also in passing laws which are foun.lrd

on Christian principles. Two years ago they proposed the bill pro

hibiting young men under the age of eighteen from using tobarr.i

It carried both houses, was sanctioned by the emperor, and berar.:"-

the law of the nation. Since then the educational department h:'.^

sent out its proclamation prohibiting all students of whatever af:«»

from smoking. Last year these Christian statesmen secured thf

passage of another law prohibiting young men from drinking intox!

eating liquors. Furthermore, these political leaders went out la?i

year as evangelists to hold revival campaigns. Their addresses an*!

testimonies were full of Gospel truth and pov/er. The writer him-

self heard their addresses several times, and can testify to their

salutary influence in leading men and women to Christ.

Japan has now one of the finest educational systems in the wor!'!

Her children go to kindergarten at the age of three. At six they ?f^

to the grammar schools, where they stay six years. At twelve they

go to the high schools, where they remain five years. They thf-n

enter the gymnasium for three years, then the college for thr'*'

years, and lastly they study in the university for three years, makir.i;

in all twenty-three years, including the kindergarten. This is t«'"

years longer than the educational system of America. For all thc.-f

schools we have a uniform system of moral instruction. This is basr..

on the educational rescript of the Japanese emperor, in which hi*

majesty recommends the students to be faithful to the empercr. ''>

be obedient to their parents, to be kind to their brothers, to '^

honest and sincere with their friends, to be patriotic to the coui.try

and to be loving to their wives when they are married. Thi'^ f*^

script is one of the best declarations of those ethical principl- •

which are founded on no religious system. Every university pr**;^!

dent, all principals of colleges, gymnasia, or grammar school:^, nv>i;

.
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r.nil It before the students once or twice every year. And, further,

Su- must expound to them these principles at least once a week, in

order that they may keep and observe them. The educational de-

liurtmeut of our national government tried this moral instruction,

ti.>parate from religious teaching, for the last twelve years, but with-

out much success. Japanese students, as a whole, have the down-

ward tendency. Many graduates of the government schools neither

keep nor observe these ethical principles which were taught to them

wliile they were in the schools. Now it is the general opinion in

educational circles that the present moral education is powerless.

II needs more than simple ethical principles. It must go beyond

llu'se. Unless the hearts of the students be quickened by religious

forces no moral teaching can be successful in leading them to a per-

ft?ct life and character.

benevolent institutions are the product of Christianity. There

wore none in Japan under her old regime. The Japanese Christians

felt the urgent need of hospitals, orphanages, insane asylums, schools

lor blind, deaf, and dumb, and homes for ex-convicts. They are suc-

cessful in establishing these institutions, and in maintaining them

for the blessings of our people. Here I must not forget to note the

experience of Mr. Ishii, my Christian friend, the founder of Okayama
Orphanage. Years ago he was a student in the Government Medical

College in the city of Okayama. One day while he was taking a walk

he met a beggar mother and her boy. From curiosity he inquired of

her the reasons of her conduct. She explained the whole matter.

He was moved with compassion, and took her boy into his room.

He fed and clothed him. It was the first inspiration to him to devote

hl.s whole life and energy to this kind of work. He left the college

before graduation and started an orphanage. Amid all trials, diffi-

culties, and sufferings he was patient and persevering. The insti-

tution grew larger. It has now more than three hundred orphans.

The general public, both Christians and non-Christians, royally sup-

port the work, which is getting to be one of the best and largest

orphanages in Japan. Recently the writer himself visited the in-

stitution and can witness to the genuine service done in the name of

our Master. This is only an example of scores of other benevolent

Institutions which have been founded and are successfully carried

oi!t by the Japanese Christians. Here we must not forget the fact

lliat since the introduction of Christianity Buddhists in Japan are

trying to establish benevolent institutions, to publish religious

I'^.pers and magazines, and to organize young men's Buddhist asso-

ciations. They believe that if they can adopt Christian machines
iind methods they can cope with Christianity. This is their last

f'Ope. But Christian machines without Christian fire and power
'•chiud them do not work. The failure of the Buddhist institutions,

•"ontrasted with the success of the Christian institutions, is turn-

IfK the nation's attention from that religion to Christianity.

Another cause of recent religious awakening in Japan is the
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patience and self-denial of missionaries and native preachers. 'i>..
sacrifice of missionaries is pretty well understood by the friends uf
our missions; how they must forsake the pleasures of their Aniri';'
can homes and friends, and must make the "cold plunge into i!;'..

very heart of heathenism." Their separation from their childn .
and wives adds still greater trial. Compared with them the nutiv.-
preachers are making no less great sacrifices of another kind. Th-
reality of privation, sickness, and persecution stands before tho-i
night and day. They can endure them all with greater pleasun- ir

they are unmarried, but it is heartrending to see their wives, an!
even innocent children, suffering the same without understan.iin;;
the cause. They must live upon an average of ten cents a day for
each member of the family. They can live upon this, but only in ;i

poor and meager way. Many of them have physical weakness eith<T
in themselves or in their families, and they can with difficulty par
their doctors' bills. They must appeal to the Conference claimaiu'-^
fund to pay debts incurred from sickness. They could get better poxi-
tions and better pay if they looked for other professions. But no'
They are loyal to Christ. Their lives are splendid examples of Chris
tian self-denial, for it is much harder to live for Christ throu.i;it

sufferings than to die for him.
Thus the patience and self-denial with which they have sown th-

seed of the Gospel truths is now blessed with rich harvesting'.
Their perseverance, their devotion, their prayer, and their sympathy
toward their benighted fellow-countrymen are a mighty power in

leading souls to Christ. "They that sow in tears shall reap in joy.

He that goeth forth and weepeth, bearing precious seed, shall doubt-
less come again with rejoicing, bringing his sheaves with him."
Thank God! this promise is being fulfilled in Japan to-day.
Last year the twentieth century movement was proposed by

the Japanese Evangelical Alliance. President Y. Honda, who is tii-'

most beloved and honored father of our Methodism, was the superin-
tendent of this organization. Their proposition was indorsed by tli"

Missionary Conference. The declaration for the campaign was p!;b

lished, and preparation was made with much thought and prayer.
The speakers vvere sent out to the large cities and towns to prearri

the unsearchable riches of Christ to the dying millions. Everywhon^
they met with success. Hundreds and thousands of souls were con-

verted to God, demonstrating the saving power of the Gospel, -^t

this opportune time Dr. M. C. Harris and Mr. John R. Mott, of Xor!;i

America, visited Japan and helped us in this great evangelist i'-

movement. Mr. Mott's special effort, however, was directed tow:i!:i

the student classes. Here we must briefly survey the student nd-i

In Japan we have two hundred and fifty colleges, universities, an!
gymnasia, with more than sixty thousand students. More than tw^
hundred and thirty of them are the government institutions, uiui'

'

the control of the educational department of our national govr:.
ment. Their equipments, their professors, and their courses of stu'l
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tfr up to the standard of the best universities, colleges, and sem-

iu.^rl.'rf of America. It has been the policy of the educational deoart-

c <nt to give to students both moral, intellectual, and physical in-

t'.'uction without any religious teaching. This is a good policy in a

<v.iintry where there are more than two conflicting religious. There

t'.Iuoation and religion cannot be mixed, just as education and poli-

•us cannot be mixed where there are more than two conflicting

(^litlcal parties. But the Japanese government carried this prin-

r!j)!c too far in not allowing even Christian teachers and students

!.> jittend and take a part in church services or to talk about their

;-ersonal Christian experiences. Further, many professors of the

sovernment schools, being graduates of German, French, and Eng-

lish universities, are the enthusiastic followers of either material-

Ijtn, pantheism, agnosticism, or rationalism. Under such circum-

tunces it was practically impossible for us missionaries and native

workers to enter these schools and spread among them the influences

c( the Gospel. Furthermore, many Christian young men lose their

faith when they enter these institutions. In this most difficult field

God has led us to organize Young Men's Christian Associations

under the leadership of Mr. Mott. Last year he held several evan-

rtllstic campaigns for the students. Tl:iese meetings were really

wonderful meetings. Fourteen hundred young men decided to be-

f-ome the disciples of Jesus Christ, twenty per cent of whom have
slready received baptism and joined with the churches. After Mr.
Molt left the country the writer himself was called to seventeen

:ties to hold revival meetings, and met with much success. From
these experiences he can testify to the remarkable influences of Mr.
Mott's meetings, not only in the cities where he went, but also in

those other cities where he did not go. The door of evangelization

cp^ncd by Mr. Mott will stand unclosed.

In this connection it is interesting and important to know that

i'.udents from Korea, China, and even from India are coming in

large numbers to the Japanese universities. These will carry back
the methods and ideals of the Japanese people. Japanese officers

are reorganizing the armies of Korea and China. Japanese states-

*nen have increasing influence in the councils of these nations, and
Japanese educators are taking important positions in the develop-
f^'<^nt of their educational systems. The president of the Imperial
^ niversity of China, who succeeds the great Dr. Martin, is a Japa-
'•t'se. Japan is the leading nation of Asia—the key to the Orient.

Japan Christian will mean Korea and China Christian; so that if

'fit' missionary societies of America concentrate on Japan they will

^ork for these larger ends most effectively. They can aid us in this

^••Khty movement, or they can leave us handicapped by inaction.
•'"-' iippeal to them, in the name of God and of a great people, to rally
R!;out us for the speedy evangelization of the Land of the Rising
'^'^^\ U. Sasamoki.

^'agasaki, Japan.

53
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THE COXFEREXCE SYSTEM OF THEOLOGICAL EDUCATIOX IN Tin;

METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH.

"The ideal is the imperishable hope of something better, th--

mind's involuntary protest against the present, the leaven of tl.<-

future working in it. It is the supernatural working in us, or rather

the superanimal, and the ground of human progress. He who ha:i

no ideal contents himself with what is."

—

Amiel.

"I would have every minister of the Gospel address his audionro

with the zeal of a friend, with the generous energy of a father, ami

with the exuberant affection of a mother."

—

Fcnelon.

"The object of preaching is constantly to remind mankind of what

mankind are constantly forgetting; not to supply the defects of

human intelligence, but to fortify the feebleness of human resolu-

tions."

—

Sydney Smitli.

"Whatever came from him (Horace Bushnell) bore the unfailin?

mark of his best qualities—insight, comprehension, power of siuto-

ment. . . . His sermons belong to that class of literature which Ims

been called 'the literature of power' because it deals with unchani;--

able factors and conditions of humanity. . . . He lodged so vast u::

amount of truth in heart and mind and conscience that it could noi

be forgotten."

—

Theodore Munger.

"I have long thought about the value of sermons, and I think i

know it now. They idealize life for us. But there must be more Ii:

your discourse than mere morality. If you give them a moral es.-ay.

not a poor woman in the congregation but will feel that there !<

something wrong."

—

Benjamin Jowett.

"I don't call you from a sober use of human learning, but I wo;:'

fain persuade you to think nothing v,-orthy of your notice in boc".

and study but that v/hich directly applies to the amendment of i'-'

heart, which makes you more holy, more divine, more heavenly ihar.

you would be without it."

—

WiUiani Law.

" 'Fullness in the Spirit.' We may be very sure that this cc-.r.

mand means nothing which 'unhinges' the Christian's life, and ca->

it loose from the noblest sanity and the most steadfast order. —

H. C. G. Moule.

" I met a preacher there I knew, and said,

'111 and o'erworked, how fare you in this scene.'

'Bravely,' said he, ' for I of late have been

Much cheered with thoughts of Christ, the living breiul.'
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TlIF. COXFLKEXCE SYSTEM: THE GREAT THEOLOOICAT, SCHOOL OK

Methodism.

The Conference System of Theological Education in the Methodist

Kl'lscopal Church is much wiser in its theory and more effective in

i:< operation than many of our own people and most of our critical

neighbors of other communions have supposed. Its best friends are

.-impelled to deplore much carelessness and superficiality in its

at-iual working. Favoritism and syinpathy have interfered both in

"'vonunittee" and "Conference." The examinations have often been

hiirrled. The argument based on God's use of "inferior means" and

Mi defense in the Conference have been urged sometimes in a semi-

htiinorous and irreverent and sometimes in a defiant tone. A chirp

response to a conscientious challenger, a fling at some overexact

and hypercritical examiner, a rumble of applause at the expense of

"tlic college fellows" or in support of "old-time fire" have accom-

{Kiiiied the canvassing of a case, and men have been "put through"

In a fit of fei'vor not at all creditable to the candidate, the Confer-

fiire, or the Church. But, happily, these incidents do not often occur

ill our day, and the tendency now is toward firm insistence upon
thorough preparation and the man's ability to hold his own under
the ordeal of examination.

The Conference System has much to commend it, and has great

T'os.sibilities of efficiency. For earnest and industrious men it is ad-

mirable. It is the humble purpose of this paper to show how its

vfiectiveness may be increased.

Il is needless to say that the Methodist Episcopal Church has al-

ways set a high value on consecrated scholarship. From the dawn of

ci:r Methodism under Wesley to the time of John McClintock, and to

the days of our own distinguished "William Fairfield Warren, whose
foiitributibn to the cause of the higher education in our Church
cannot be overstated, Methodism has stood for the consecration of

'iilture and for the development of a cultured ministry. To this fact

*he status and promise of Methodist colleges, schools of theolog>-,

an'J universities bear confirmatory, emphatic, and inspiring witness.

In our Book of Discipline all candidates for the ministry are "ear-

nestly recommended to complete a full collegiate course of study,

"'id, if possible, a course in one of our theological schools, before

applying for admission to an Annual Conference" (Disc, App.,
' ^i;, 1; see also Disc, If 335, 5; % 190, 17; % 338, 1).

But the Conference System of Theological Education is an institu-

'!on l)y itself through which all of our preachers have been inducted
'Ji'o our ministry. It is really the only way of access. University
Bad theological seminary diplomas cannot be a substitute for the

'''andards and recognition of the Conference System.
I-^'t us look more closely at this System. In doing it we must not

<>f^ satisfied with the contents of chapter viii in the Appendix to the
''ipf^ipline. The "Courses of Study" and the "Methods of Conducting
"Jnforence Examinations" do not give us an adequate—scarcely
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an approximate—idea of the value of the System. Let us sec \\^^>
it does embrace:

1. A Preparatory and a Four Years' Course of Study. The omi:::r
of this course covers thirty-three closely printed pages (Disc, Ai.-.

%% 59-79). It embraces studies for candidates (including lo.-'.-'

preachers and exhorters) in all parts of our field—English. Gprn: i:

Norwegian and Dani.sh. Swedish, Finnish, Italian, Spanish, Chin,-...

2. A System of Elaminations (Disc, App., \ 58, 3-6). An examii-.t-
tlon in v.-riting, if practicable, and in the presence of witnos.'^c;;;

.-i

provision for midyear examinations; a scale of gradation, etc
3. A Board of Examiners (Disc, App., If 5S, 1, 2, 7). Their ajJiK.;: •

ment, number, qualifications, term of service, organization, a^s: -r.

meat of subjects, etc.

4. Instruction by Correspondence (Disc, App., ^ 58, 3). '•Ti.'-

chairman shall assign to each examiner the books or subjects in

which he is to give instruction by correspondence," etc To jiul.--

justly the Conference System one should here read *;•; lOU'.i
x\nd then consider that

5. The Empliasis on Bible Study is an essential part of the Co:.-

ference System (Disc, 1 120, 2). Let me quote: "Searching IJ ••

Scriptures: 1. Reading: constantly, some part of eveiy day; r. .::•.;

larly, all the Bible in order; carefully, with notes; seriously, v^::;;

prayer before and after; fruitfully, immediately practicing what > :

learn there. 2.Meditating: at set times; by rule. 3. Hearing: at e\. ;
•

opportunity; with prayer before, at, after. Have you a Bible al-^: .

about you?" See Discipline, T[ 124: "From four to five in the m.:;
ing and from five to six in the evening meditate, pray, read '.!

Scriptures with notes." Here is hidden the secret of minist.-r,

preparation and efficiency. D. L. Moody understood it. Early M- d

dist preachers practiced it. It is in the Discipline to-day as an p>.-'

tial part of the Methodist system of preacher-training. "For al! c

ministers," the reader says. Certainly, and therefore for all u'

are enrolled in the four years' course.

6. Emphasis on the Wise Econovty of Time. It is impossible hi-n-
'

cite all tJiat the Discipline insists upon as a part of its noble ?>>:

of making effective preachers. Read the Discipline, ^"y 104, 11' '-''

124; read especially *^ 12G, especially Notes 1 and 2: "1. Read '.:

most useful books, and that regularly and constantly. 2. St<a,;.

spend all the morning in this employment, or at least five hoi.r.- .
•

the four and twenty. 'But I have no taste for reading.' Contriv-'. s

taste for it by use, or return to your former employment. 'I!:' •

have no books.' Be diligent to spread the books, and you will !•«

the use of them." It is an essential part of the Conference Syst.-:-

this surrender of the entire personality to God and this devoti> :

all one's time to his holy service Enthusiasm makes the on' '

patriotism the soldier, and consecration to God the preacher, t:

is the soul of Methodism. This view of our si-l:-J?n justifl'--'
'•

'

recognition of a seventh factor in the Conference Sv.stem.
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T. The Professional Functions as Educating Factors. There is no

prjcess of training so likely to promote intellectual discipline as the

il.''.!!)orate and conscientious use to that end of the preacher's and

•jstor's personal and professional duties. Says the theological

•rofossor to one of his students: "In ansv.'ering this question imagine

joiirself before a congregation in which there are men who doubt.

How would you state this subject?" What the imagination of the

.'.iident does for him in the class the actual situation does for the

Molhodist preacher in the preparation and in the delivery of his ser-

mon. Read over carefully the professional requirements in ^^ 104-144

of tlic Discipline. Every item requires an effort which tends to the

Miniiilating and strengthening of the intellectual powers. For ex-

auiiile: 1. The demand for self-scrutiny, the habit of watching within

luioself "the stream of consciousness," compels attention close and

iliscriminating. It gives texture and solidity to personality, opens

!!ie large realm of human consciousness—the world the minister has

ir.ubt to do with—develops conscience, helps to self-mastery. 2. The
educating power of conversation in pastoral visitation is equal for

o>!ucational ends to a Ions series of "recitations" or a professional

seminar, with the added advantage of freedom, spontaneity, respon-

silillity, and enthusiasm. Emerson says, "Conversation is the labo-

ratory and workshop of the student." The pastor's life is packed with

such opportunities in his casual and systematic contacts with his

people, the old, the young, the afflicted, the "shut in," the dis-

rouraged, the imperiled, the prisoner, the invalid in hospitals and
f'^treats, the scholarly people of his community whose acquaintance

he cultivates as much for his own good as for theirs—^judges, phy-

.icians, lawyers, scientists, teachers, clergymen, Roman Catholic

I'liests, specialists, reformers. What intellectual power grows out

of such associations! Yvhat arguments are suggested! What illus-

{ rations are created! What energies of enthusiasm and sympathy
are developed! Into what a world of reality he is initiated; and
how the tone of reality controls his spirit, voice, manner, and un-

fonscious influence in the pulpit and elsewhere! Of course, I do
liol speak of perfunctory pastoral work, of visits made to be counted
Hnd reported, and that bristle like thistles in Quarterly Conference

f-talistics. 3. The educating power dwells also in the instructional

functions of a pastor, in Sunday school teachers' meetings, normal
' ias.'-cs, special Bible classes, children's meetings, in the groups of

a'ioloscent.s, in Epworth League studies, Palestine classes, mothers'

ni-'-fiings, lecture courses to fathers, addresses to students, to work-
!?ii-'raen, and a score of modern agencies that covet the pastor's influ-

<'i:ce and that rightly used would react upon himself like a life in

some university abroad, stirring him up to invent and devise, driving
'ilrn to libraries, sharpening his pen to write, adapting him to the
fit.''' he lives in, and v/arraing his whole personality into catholic syra-

f'fithios and persuasive power. 4. Then that weekly sermon on which
5''' thinks for months, the sermon that springs up out of a soil culti-
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Xated, enriched, and made productive by daily thinl:ing, readiii.-.

conversing, and doUxg—can any educational process be more off. > i

ive? 5. There is one other educating force in a pastor's life whit-h I

have not time or space to consider as it deserves to be ircatcii—

private prayer, the close, fixed, concentrated look of the soul into tin-

face of the eternal God! Would that dear Benjamin Adams coiiM

give us his experience in this sanctum sanctorum! But this is th.>

process in which are found intellectual insight and vigor as well ji.i

the fullness of spiritual power.

How may we put new efficiency into this venerable ConfcroM-p

System? How increase conscientiousness a.nd a high sense of honor

in candidates, committees, and Conferences. How develop a feolin^r

of enthusiasm in the members of the Conference System? How nidi..'

the Conference System worthy to supplement the seminary cour.-;''?

It would be of inestimable advantage to representatives of both if

the Church no further reduced the claims of the Conference System

upon the seminarians. And the representative of the latter order i.^

to be congratulated who says frankly to the Committee of the C-oii-

ference System: "Gentlemen, I ask no advantage from seminary

certificates exempting me from your official scrutiny. Grant me th--

favor of a full four-years' course and the complete series of yo;ir

own examinations. I desire the benefit of both the theological Kom-

inary and the Conference System."

There is an advanced step to be taken. In reality the Confer-

ence System is lifelong in its provisions. Its lower standards ati'l

less severe requirements for the first four years are excused by o'-.r

scholars because of the forty years or more during which the coiir.--

of study in the professional service is to be continued. This theory

should be put into form and made a fact. The man who Iki-'

graduated from college, and then from the theological seminr.ry.

and after that from the first four years of the Conference System, i-^

prepared—to begin a course of study. If he does not feel this h*"" I^

to be commiserated. Is an addendum to our prescribed courses pos-

sible? In prescribed studies and text-books, possibly not. But i'^

there no general and comprehensive course in which the geiionii

emphases and the currents of thought in our present age may b-

recognized? Is there no plan by which the piety, the soholar.-.]i:r-

the rich experience, and the splendid enthusiasm in our mini^ry

may be brought to the service of our younger and more ambiiio'.;"

men? Is it possible to develop a Guild or Fraternity of Lifcli^i =

Educational Endeavor—voluntary, free from oppressive regulation^

but radiant and inspiring with a noble ideal, and vital with a div!:;<'

enthusiasm?

It is in pursuance of this thought that already there are pled::':'<^

men who have united in a Fraternity of Lifelong Educational ..'>•

deavor. One of them writes: "I have given myself to the min!;-''-^

for life. I am now forty years old. While I keep busy every day.
'^

am working chiefly for the ten years between my seventy-first :it: •
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niy eighty-first birthday. I have resolved what I ehall be and do dur-

ing that decade, if I am not in heaven. I am determined so far as it

lies in my power to be a hale, vigorous, useful pastor and preacher

(luring those ten years, full of experience, fond of reading and think-

ing, alive to the age I belong to, ripened and enriched by previous

decades of study and life. All that I am and have attained is but a

preparation for what I am to be and to do—a preparation for prep-

aration."

In a few lines let me outline the Fraternity of Lifelong Educa-

tloual Endeavor:

A fraternity of ministers with a simple purpose: A sincere daily

effort to grow in grace and power. A fraternity giving every morn-

ing a few moments of serious thought to, 1. An Ideal; 2. A Question;

3. A Resolve; 4. A Prayer; 5. An Outlook. These daily morning

ofSces to be followed by personal study and reading in lines of one's

own selection. 1. The Ideal: A strong, thoughtful, genuine life

—

wholly given to Christ and humanity. 2. The Question: How
may I this day most closely follow Christ, most wisely and faithfully

help my Church, and most effectively serve my fellow-men? 3. The
Resolve: "As for me and my house, we will serve the Lord" (Josh,

xxiv, 15). 4. The Prayer: O God, enlighten my mind with truth;

Inflame my heart with love; inspire my will with courage; enrich

my life with service; "pardon what I have been; sanctify what I am;

order what I shall be, and thine shall be the glory, and mine the

eternal salvation, through Jesus Christ my Lord. Amen." 5. The Out-

look: As a Christian, a teacher, a preacher, and a pastor there are

the following fields of thought which I should survey in a general

way daily, and to the careful study of which I should devote much
time, and much effort: (a) The person, the life, and the mission

of Christ, whom, as the revelation of the Father through the min-

istry ofthe Holy Spirit, I must know, follow, and represent; (&)

The soul—its phenomena, the laws of its activity and its Christian

possibilities; (c) The soul in society—in the family, the community,
and the state, with the social problems and responsibilities of the

age in which we live; (d) The Church, "the pillar and ground of the

truth," the company of believers, through whom the work of Christ

in the soul and in society is to be accomplished; (e) The represent-

ative souls of the race—the great biographical centers of the past in

the State and in the Church; U) The English Bible and the English

speech—the first the treasury of God's revelation to man, and the

second the medium through which truth and personal power are to

he conveyed to others.

Through these six departments—the theological, the psychological,

the sociological, the ecclesiastical, the biographical, and the lin-

guistic—a student touches all sides of the human life to which he

f-hould minister; and he, moreover, gives especial attention to the

''apartments of thought which are at the present time most empha-
sized by all advanced thinkers.
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AROHiEOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

THE HITTITES.

The Hittite question has been reopened once more with great interest and a vast array of learned speculation. The most enthus'la- •< •m this branch of study have caught glimpses of the morning ii---'^which promises the speedy appearance of the rising sun in all •'•'s

glory. Whether, however, their fond anticipations are to be reali/o.l
in the near future is an open question.
The term Hittites is of frequent occurrence in the Pentateuch a:-

i

other portions of the Old Testament. This same people ai-
called in the Bible the children of Heth (Gen. x, 15- xxiii 3 ard
often) It was a representative of this people who sold Abrahkm'a
place to bury his beloved Sarah at Machpelah. Two of Esau's wiv.
v/ere of the daughters of Heth. It will not be necessary to cite anymore cases, as the Old Testament reader is familiar with them
Both the Egj'ptian monuments and the cuneiform inscriptions of

Babylonia and Assyria know a powerful people called Hhatti Hhet^l
or Hhita. We also read of the land of Hhate. Starting upon t! .•

assumption that these are the same people as the Hittites of the H.-brew Scriptures, we have a perfect right in concluding that thev wer-
very powerful, formidable enemies not only of Israel but of the t^^o
great world powers, Assyria and Egypt. It has also been quite usu-al
to beheve that they held sway over vast territory and exerted groat
power over the destinies of nations for many centuries
Now, however, it happens that Professor Jensen, of Marburg qur.^.

tions whether the Hittites ever were a great world power. He do-^^
-not, as we shall see farther on, deny the existence of Hittite mor/>
ments scattered over a vast territory, but rather that these inscri;>
tions. though found far and wide, belong not to the "lord of a sin-o
great empire, called HUaie, embracing all the others, but that th-^v
go back to princes of various petty states." This, if true, may hav
some influence in deciphering the Hittite monuments. Profe>:-o.'
Jensen's line of argument is, however, far from conclusive.
The aid of chronology is likewise appealed to by the Marburg rr.>

fessor in settling the question. He would evidently place most of H-'"

Hittite monuments between 1000 and 600 B. C. though he frankly
admits that "It remains still undetermined whether the inscripiior..
belong to the first, second, or even the third millennium bofor-
Christ • The exact time when the Egyptians came in contact ^^••;:^.

the Hhatti, or. as Jensen puts it, with the kings of Hhate. cannot
be determined with absolute certainty, but it was probably as earlr
as 1600 B. C, for it was about this time that Thotraes I began h:^
victorious campaign against Syria and the territory fardior north
^\e have an inscription of Thotmes III (about 1500 B. C.) whlrh rt
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f*rs to the capture of Kadesh on the Orontes as a stronghold of the

jHu'ttl. There is every reason for believing that this powerful people

.-.iccfssfuUy resisted the ever growing power of Egypt for at least

n^o hundred years before the surrender of Kadesh. Rameses II, the

r'-vsoutris of the Greeks, nearly two hundred years later, won a very

(Jrvlsive victory over the Hheta at, or in the vicinity of, Kadesh.

Tills celebrated battle is fully pictured on the walls of the temple at

Karnak, copies of which may be seen in Ball's Light frcnn the East,

j.j). 104, f. The following inscription gives a brief account of this

ttTce engagement. Having described the meeting of the two armies,

ihe scribe proceeds as follows: "There were hundreds and thousands

of chariots all around on every side. Ke [Rameses] dashed them
down in heaps of dead before his horses. He slew all the kings of all

the nations who were allies of the Hittite king, with his princes and
f!(!ers, his soldiers and his horses. He threw them one upon another,

head over heels, into the Orontes. Then the king of the Hittites

tiirned and lifted up his hands to supplicate the Divine Benefactor

(that is, the Egyptian king) for grace."

The Babylonians by their proximity to centers of Hittite Influences

tiuist have been more closely connected v/ith this people than were
the Egyptians. Little, however, can be gathered from the early

cuneiform inscriptions upon the subject. In short, the Hittites do
not figure upon the monuments of Babylonia or Assyria till after the

power of Egj-pt began to w^ane in the north and when Assyria at-

tempted to extend its conquests over the territories vacated by Egj^t.
From 1100 B. C, or during the supremacy of Tiglath-pileser I, down
to 717 B. C. the Hhatti appear as stubborn and fierce enemies of

Assyria. They are frequently mentioned in the cuneiform inscrip-

tions from the time of this king down to the great battle of

Carchemish in the reign of Sargon II (724-704 B. C). Here they
^^re completely vanquished and their very name was blotted out
from the pages of history.

The power and influence of Hittite rule may be demonstrated be-

yond controversy by the numerous references to them in the Old
Testament, on the monuments of Egypt, and in the literature of

Assyria. But aside from these numerous references on the pages of

ijistory there are other equally valid, even though silent, witnesses.
The 60-called Hittite monuments have been found at places widely
*<'parated. Perhaps Professor Sayce deserves above all others the
Tf'dit for having called attention to these monuments and of identi-

^•'ng them. Professor Jensen, though a rival of Sayce, very gener-
ously says: "Sayce in particular, the versatile and active English
f'-ho!ar, pointed out an identity of kind existing between several of

'horn, thereby rendering a service the importance of which is not to

'^ "nderestimated."
To show the extent of Hittite influence we can do no better than

Insert the following passage from Jensen, published in Explorations
'•» liihle Lands during the Nineteenth Century. The list does not
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profess to be complete, but it gives the most important, and at tl..

same time shows the extent of territory over which Hittite inscrii>-

tions or monuments are found. He says: "To name the more im-
portant of them, I mention those in the Pass of Karabel, betwcf.n

Sart (Sardis) and Smyrna, as belonging to the western part of Asia
Minor; those at Boghazkoi and Uyiik, north of the lower course of

the Halys, as coming from the north; while between these two dis-

tricts in the west and north we have examples from Beikoi (north-

east of Afiun-Karahissar) and from Giaur-Kalesi (southwest of

Angora). Besides there are others from Kolitolu and Iflatunbunar,

northeast and east of Beishehr Lake. West of the Taurus and Anti-

Taurus we notice inscriptions from the neighborhood of Bulghar-
maden and Ivriz, from Bor and Andaval, from Fracktin and from
Akrak, northeast of Cssarea. In Syria we have those from Hamuih
and Aleppo, from Iskanderun and (southeast of the latter) from
Kirtschoglu, and especially from Jerabis on the Euphrates, which lies

in the territory, perhaps on the very site of Karchemish. From the-

region beyond the Euphrates and Anti-Taurus we have examples
from Marash and from Samsat on the Euphrates, from Izgin (v.e.-i

of Albistan), from Palanga, and from Giiriin, from Ordasu, noar

Malatya (the ancient Melitine), and lastly from Birejik (north of

Jerabis), on the east bank of the Euphrates."

Not only do these Hittite monuments extend over a vast territory,

but the character of the inscriptions proves clearly that, chronoloi;ic-

ally, they cover a long period in the history of the world. The de-

velopment of Hittite writing is easily traced, step by step, from th'^

plain scratching and the rude pictorial style to the more elegant ar. i

perfect form, and then again from that on to the cursive. Hitiitn

pictures and figures are in relief, that is, "cut out, not cut in." Tl.is

variety of style should furnish a clew to the date or age of the dif

ferent monuments, and thus give us, at least, a relative chronolo?}"

Following this clew. Jensen concludes that the Hamath inscriptioIl^

are the oldest specimen of Hittite writing so far discovered, and t!;.v.

the Babylonian bowl represents the very latest. The task of assist-

ing a date to these several inscriptions is made the less difficult 1
>'

a comparison of the figures on the Hittite monuments and sirni!'^--'

ones on those of Egyptian origifi, whose age is quite definitely •''•'•

tied. If, for example, we compare the shape and size of the ha's

worn by Hittite kings as represented on Egyptian monuments, th-

dates of which are fixed beyond much controversy, with the headc'.ir

represented on the monuments at Boghazkoi in the Pass of Kami" '.

we have reason for inferring that the latter monuments must b*' c-

about 1200 or 1300 B. C. Again, if we consider the style of the Hitti*-^

characters on the Tarkondemos inscription and find that they clo?---:'

resemble those on several other Hittite monuments, we have a ri^:'.'-

In concluding that they belong to the same period chronological.
>'

Now, this boss of Tarkondemos is bilingual, the Assyrian iiiarj:!!"''

inscription being in Babylonian characters. This latter fact.
'^^' ''
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wr consi'lcr the abundance of similar cuneiform inscriptions, should

a! 1 in fixing the approximate age of this bilingual monument.

Profossor Sayce many years ago rejoiced unduly because he be-

liovcd that he had discovered the key which could unlock the Hittitc

door which separated us from the contents of those ancient docu-

ip.rnts. He based his expectatioiis upon the bilingual boss abovn

cientioned. The fact, however, is that he failed to decipher the

Hittite version, and it may be doubted whether he ever discovered

tlio real meaning of the Babylonian. Notwithstanding the claims

!!iade by the Oxford professor as late as last summer that he has

f.iade out at least the meaning or sense of tv.'o ideographs on the

Hittite monuments, namely, those for "king" and "country," and

l?ioi!gh some German scholars think that they have discovered the

rt-ai meaning of two or three more, the Hittite inscriptions are still

a mystery.

Professor Jensen is once more enthusiastic, and is certain that he

has placed the science of deciphering Hittite inscriptions upon a

solid basis. Let us hope that the learned German may be rewarded

for his untired industry and indomitable pluck. Professor Sayce now
frankly admits that he had followed the wrong trail and that Pro-

fessor Jensen Is on the right track. In a recent number of the

proceedings of the Society of Biblical Arcliaology he remarks: "I

have to acknowledge that the credit of first recognizing the direction

which the decipherment of the Hittite texts should take and of

niaking the first steps along it is due to Professor Jensen."

The Marburg professor, hov/ever, must share the glory with M.

Six, a French archseologist, who stumbled upon the identification of

the name Carchemish upon certain monuments at that place. Ac-

cepting the theory of M. Six as correct, both Jensen and Sayce think

tliat they also can decipher the names Tyana, Hamath, and Marash
on monuments found at these places respectively. How far they can

travel without stumbling on this new road remains to be seen.

Be that as it may. Professor Jensen concludes to his own satisfac-

tion, and contrary to the generally accepted opinion, that there never

^as a great Hittite world empire, but rather an aggregation of

rt'tty Hittite rulers. He bases this view upon purely chronological

rrasons. He further concludes that the original Hittites must have

«^ome from some place in or near Armenia. Indeed, he would have
lis believe that the Hittites were the ancestors of the modern Arme-
•^lan, or, to quote his own words, "The Hittite inscriptions must be

fparded as the most ancient monuments of our Indo-Gcrmanic

"peech and as the oldest native documents of Indo-Germanic history."

In conclusion we may safely say that with our present knowledge
1'- is exceedingly unsafe to speak with authority on the contents of

'Ilttito inscriptions. A Sphinxlike silence still hovers over the

subject.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

Waldcinar Macholz. The particular idea on account of which
he is introduced here he borrowed from his preceptor, Loofs, of th'j

University of Halle, Germany. Loofs is a professor of Church his-

tory, and has done some good work in the history of doctrine. Ho
has introduced into theology a new term which may lead to almost
endless discussion—the term binitarianism. He uses the term with
some misgivings, but does not know how better to describe the
phenomenon he thinks he has observed. In the study of the earlic.^i

developments of Christology he sees, as he imagines, a form of bclirf

that is neither trinitarian nor unitarian, but that may be named
binitarian. According to binitarianism there are two hypostatical
divine distinctions, namely, God and the Spirit. The Spirit was in-

carnated, or revealed, in the historical Christ. But, since it is easy
to think of God and the Spirit of God as one, this binitarianism docs
not land us in ditheism. Binitarianism is consistent with an eco-

nomic trinitarianism, since the Spirit may be thought of, subserjU'^Tit

to the ascension of Christ, as a third Person active in the Church.
He thinks he sees this doctrine, among the earliest Christian writor.s.

most plainly in the shepherd of Hermas, but also in Barnabas, tho

Second Epistle of Clement, and in Tertulliau. He thinks the genuine
form of this binitarian doctrine was local to Asia Minor, and tlia'

it was found in Asia Minor in Marcellus of Ancyra, who died 372

A. D. From Asia Minor it spread to the West through Ignatius aii-i

Irenajus. and in the fourth century it was still more or less currci.'.

in the West in the person of Hilary, bishop of Poitiers, who died i:i

368. Macholz does not lay claim to originality, but, taking up tli'^

investigations of his master, Loofs, he carries the researches iiua

more remote regions of Christian thought, and thinks he finds evi-

dence that many writers w^ere affected by binitarianism. For ex-

ample, he thinks that Tertullian was a binitarian until the Mon-
tanists taught him trinitarianism. How much truth, now, is there in

all this? Simply this much, that the doctrine of the Spirit was lat-

in developing, and that there v/ere those who, not knowing how '
->

relate the Spirit to the Father and the Son, sometimes spoke of t)-.-^

Spirit as though he were the divine principle in the Son. Jus'.'ii

does this sometimes; while at other times his thought seems ck.ir-

Binitarianism was opposed to unitarianism, but never set itself up

for truth as against trinitarianism.

Alexis Schwarzc. The discussion of the relation of Christ i:»n

experience to the certitude of Christian doctrine is being carrid <'-

with accumulating zeal. The Germans are fully committed to t:.
->
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form of apologetic; but the grounds upon which it rests are still in

tJispiite. Schwarze is one of the latest to treat the subject, in a book

t-ulillcd 'Scue Grundlegung der Lehre von der Christlichen Geiciss-

kcit (A New Basis for the Doctrine Relative to Christian Certitude),

Oottiiigeu, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1902. After some prelimi-

nnry matter he points out that there are two kinds of certainty, one

Ix-ing objective, in which the ground of certainty lies in objects out-

elilo of ourselves, and that this kind of certainty divides itself into

ihc historical and the rational. The other kind is the subjective, in

wliloh our inner life is decisive, and that this kind of certainty

makes its appearance more especially in the realm of the ethical and

the religious. But certitude in matters ethical and religious is not

wholly independent of historical certitude. On the contrary, Chris-

llan certitude is based in some considerable measure upon the estab-

lishment of historical facts, but in such a way as that the results

of historical research are confirmed by the proof from "Spirit and
Power," as, for example, the resurrection of Jesus. So also Christian

fcrtitude has its distinct relations to that form of objective certainty

which is dependent upon rational considerations. Reason both for-

mulates and attempts to discover the content of the Christian faith.

Thu.? it is that by means of reason we seek to conceive properly of

God and to prove that he is. But Schwarze holds that the evidences

in nature and history of the activity of God are plain only to him
who has become sure of God through Jesus Christ, and here is one of

the chief limitations on the objective method of ascertaining Chris-

llrin truth. On the other hand, by means of their operations within

U3 we come into immediate contact with supernatural povvers.

NViih all the discriminations he has made it appears to us that

Schwarze fails to limit properly the place of experience in the at-

Uinment of certainty. To one who is already certain experience is a

powerful proof. The difficulty is to lead one to certainty through
experience. Supposing him to have the experience, he may still

<!iie.stion as to the causes of it. Here it becomes absolutely neces-

sary to make revelation, experience, and a reasoned faith in God
mutually self-supporting.

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

Die nrcliristliclien Geineinden. Sittengeschichtliclie Bilder
(The Primitive Christian Communities—Pictures Dravni from the

History of their Moral Development). By Ernst von Dobschutz.
l-^ipzig, J. C. Hinrichs'che Buchhandluug, 1902. The purpose of this

^ook Is to show how early Christianity furnished the proof that it

*'as a spiritual force in the domain of the moral life, and that both
siiiong Jews and Gentiles it was a sanctifying power in individual
and social life. Von Dobschiitz reaches the conclusion that during
tho period from the time of Christ to the middle of the second cen-

tury—the period covered by his studies—there was decided ethical
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;

progress, a real growth in the tenderness, strength, and corrnof!i<

-

of the moral judgments of the Christian communities. This is tc:

trary to the usual opinion, whicli talvcs the pictures of thtj o.ir:.

Church as given in the first chapters of the Acts of the Apostles lo

be superior to those given us in the apostolic letters. The usual i:-.:

pression has been strengthened by the representations of thesh<';>

herd of Hernias. But Von Dobschiitz takes a wider view, and Ly

comparison of the earlier and the later conditions in the coiikti-

gations as revealed by the apostolic letters, and especially by rf.'.-r

ence to the favorable judgment of the Christians in the apology of

Aristides, he is able to make it appear that the morality of l!..-

Churches did not fall, but that the Christian spirit became incrr-a.s

ingly effective in human lives. He treats first the Pauline cougre^r-i-

tions, second the Jewish Christians, and third the later Genillf

Christianity. Thus he makes the letters of Paul his starting poiut

and, as one may say, his standard of measurement. Whether hi?

method of procedure leads to entirely trustworthy results is somf

what doubtful. For example, he treats the moral situation l'

Thessalonica as revealed by the Thessalonian letters to show wh:-.;

was the moral development of a Macedonian congregation in 1'.^

earliest stages. He then takes up the moral condition of the Phiii;>-

pians, as exhibited in the letter to the Philippians, to show the Im-

provement that took place in a Macedonian congregation in tfii

years. The difhculty with this reasoning is that we have no certriM.'y

that because Thessalonica and Philippi were both Macedonian ciii-

they originally received Christianity with equal intelligence ani

moral purpose. Still, he has done enough to show what the spirit of

Jesus did for those early Christians.

UntursTicliuiigcn liber Philons und Platons teire von drr

Weltschopfung (Studies in the Relations of Philo's and Plato's

Doctrine of Creation). By Jakob Harovitz. Marburg, N. G. Elwcr:.

1900. The author strives in this book to show that Philo drew b.-^

doctrine of the creation of the world from Plato's Tivifvus. In doiiiK

this he is led to a discussion of the most important metaphysical

positions of the tv/o men, God's relation to the world, beings inter-

mediate between God and man, the method and the course of crci-

tion, and the like. In attempting to show that Philo took his leadir.::

ideas from Plato he strives to prove that Philo was influenced or. r

superficially by Stoicism. It is not necessary to deny that Pliilu''^

book on the creation of the world and Plato's Tbna-us have mucli In

common. The only question is whether Philo borrowed from Pla''-^

or whether he regarded Plato as well as other Greek thinkers n*

borrowing from or distorting the teachings of Moses. It is not lik*^'-)'

that the Jew, Philo, would adopt Greek thought as such, and tako it

up into his system of thought. Jluch more probable is it that he. li'-''

the early Christian writers, saw in the truth of Greek philosophy '••'

evidence that the Greeks had learned from tne Jewish revelation.
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Sot because they suited him better than his Jewish traditious, but

t<^-aii8C they were to him the Greel^ interpretation of Jewish tradi-

uoti, did he make such large use of Greek elements. And if Philo

hiS Fome things in common with Plato he also ventures to differ

{rom him in exceedingly important particulars. For example, Philo,

\i\ contrast with Plato, extends the activity of the Demiurge only to

!liO creation of man. It is a fact also that Philo shows as genuine a

O.jR'udeucy (though it may not be so extensive) upon the Stoics as

lie does upon Plato for both his ideas and his terminology. He is

ijulte In sympathy with the ethical ideal of the Stoics. So also he

Las a distinct trace of Pythagoreanism in his discussion of the six

J.^y3" work of Genesis. There is a tendency among certain writers to

f.!id a predominating influence of foreign thought in about every-

thing in ancient Jewish and Christian literature. The most natural

'iiliposition is that a Jew thought as a Jew, and a Christian as a

Christian, and that the similarity of their thought to the thought

ol nonchristian Greeks and orientals was due either to a similar

iMtcllectual development or to an attempt to make Jewish and Chris-

tian thought acceptable to others than themselves.

RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL.

A Pi'oposed Change in German Theological Curricula. Some
have even gone so far as to suggest that the title "Christian" should

bo omitted altogether, and that theological faculties should be con-

structed for the purpose of teaching theology in the widest sense of

thtj word. Others would simply bring in as a part of theological in-

Mruction a study of the non-Christian religions which have hitherto

!iot been classed in the theological department. This latter sugges-

tion has been warmly supported for a variety of reasons, but espe-

cially on th6 ground that it is so done in Swiss, American, and other

tlit-ological institutions. The principal voice raised against it iu

';«'rniany is that of Harnack, who, while he would have the the-

t'loRical student acquaint himself thoroughly with at least one non-

<-'hri.stlan religion, opposes such instruction by the theological

faculij' proper on the ground, first, that it would lead to dilettante-

i- rn, and, second, that so far as the theological student needs such

'••Rtruction it is furnished by Old Testament historical theology.

The Baptists in Berlin. The report for 1901 showed 3,044

<liurch members, with 10 preachers, and a seating capacity in

^luirch edifices of various kinds, 14 in number, of 4,720. There
'""•? 20 Sunday schools, with about 2,000 children enrolled, and
ihore are 600 members of j-oung people's societies. About 80,000

'•iarks were raised for various purposes. The Baptists have about
^'-' deaconesses at work in Germany, with their headquarters in

'-' rlin. During the year 61 persons were expelled from member-
*-j'I>. showing that the discipline is tolerably strict.
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SUMMARY OF THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

The London Quarterly Review for July contains seven interesting

articles, prominent among which is a searching and able criticism

of John Fiske's little book. Life Everlasting, by Dr. John J. Tigert.

who considers its argument valueless. Dr. Tigert's conclusion Is

indicated in his closing words: "Naturalistic agnosticism (such as

John Fiske's) is as fatal to theism and immortality as open ami

declared materialism itself. . . . Any theologian who builds into

his system of Christian truth the conclusions of Mr. Fiske, based

on the argumentation hy ivhich he justifies them, may as well

understand in advance that Mr. Spencer, Mr. Fiske's master, repu-

diates alike the argumentation and the conclusions. Most of his

readers are perhaps willing to allow that there may be a larger

theistic element in Mr. Spencer's doctrine of 'the Unknowable'

—

spelled with a big U—than his professed principles permit him to

see. Nevertheless, on the point under consideration, his reasoning

is conclusive,, and sets aside the amiable but inconsequent conten-

tion of his disciple, Mr. Fiske." It would be interesting to know

what reply John Fiske could have made to Dr. Tigert's keen

criticism. Mr. R. Wilkins Rees fills twenty-two pages with a

review of John Ru.skiu's Letters to M. G. and H. G., a privately

printed volume containing over forty letters to the tv/o daughters

of Mr. Gladstone, in which the rare charm of Ruskiu's nature Is

freely displayed. Frederic Harrison has referred to Ruskin's in-

describable charm of spontaneous lovingness—the irrepressible

bubbling up of a bright nature full to the brim with enthusiasm,

chivalry, affection. Here is a description of Ruskin as a talker:

Then a quick tangle of remarks followed on his manifold pleasant

ways; his graceful and delightful manner—bright, gentle, delicatcl.v

courteous; the lyric melody of his voice—more intensely spiritual, moro

subduedly passionate, more thrilling than any voice I ever heard. Ho is

a swift observer and acute. Not talkative, but ever willing to be inter-

ested in things, and to throw gleams of his soul's sunlight over them

:

original in his dazzling idealism. Forever "thinking on whatsoever

things are pure, and lovely, and of good report," etc.; annihilating, in llie

intense white heat of his passionate contempt and hatred, all vile, dark,

hateful things.

In the following picture Canon Scott Holland well portrays Ruskin

as a man who went straight to the heart:

He came up to one so confidently, so appealingly, with the wistful

look in his gray-glintin? eyes, which seemed to say. "I never find anyh'^l^

who quite understands me, but I still hope and think that you wi-

•

IIow quaint, the mingling of this wistfulne.^s in the face with tlie s!<>i!- '

blue stock and the collars and the frock coat, which made him look I'ii^"
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wui>''tliing between aa old-fashioned nobleman of tlie forties and an angel

(ii.it had lost its way. The small, bird-like head and hands and figure

i-.M\, uoverlheless, a curious and old-world pomp in their gait and motions.

I !u- bushy eyebrows gave a strength to the upper part of the face which

CI-! a little unexpected, atid which found its proper balance in the white

U'nrd of his last years. He, somehow, moved one as with the delicate

'fiidorness of a woman; and he felt frail, as if the roughness of the

Borlil would hurt and break him; and one longed to shelter him from all

iJ.iit was ugly and cruel.

Another speaks of '"the gracious courage with which, whilst tread-

ing a via dolorosa, Ruskin placed a posy before every shrine of

iUauty and Gentleness and Love." Ruskin was a frequent visitor

at Hawarden, and the conversations between him and Gladstone

were as extraordinary as the men. The two always approached life,

whether as a problem to be solved or a task to be accomplished, by

divergent paths and with sentiments widely sundered; Gladstone

with grim earnestness and absolute faith, Ruskin with sunlit grace

•(laying over almost absolute despair. Canon Holland says, '"The

b.'imming optimism of Gladstone, hoping all things, believing every-

body, came up clashing at every turn with the inveterate pessimism

of Ruskin, who saw nothing on every side but a world rushing

headlong down into the pit." But in spite of all collisions they

came to like each other better and better because they had the

H-ame cause at heart, they both trusted in the supremacy of con-

science and in the reality of righteousness and in the hatefulness

of lust and cruelty and wrong. Their spirits drew together because,

f'T Loth, life had its deep root in piety and had its one and only

consummation in God. When Ruskin railed against what he re-

k^irded as the abominations of modern life, the Duke of Argyle

f.iid, "You seem to want a very different world from that we cxpe-

rlrnce;" and Ruskin exclaimed, "Yea, verily, a new heaven and a

u<^w earth, and the former things passed away." He preached with

^fheraence as intense as Carlyle, but gave precision and reality

^nd exquisite utterance to what was, in Carlyle, but as a thunderous

f«ar. In Modern Painters Ruskin had spoken of Tennyson as

'>;irnest but doubtful." Reading F. W. H. Myers's verses, "St. John
'i"^ Baptist," he praises them gratefully as having helped him in

"i^' highest way, and says, "One 'falls upon the great world's altar

f'alrs' helplessly beside Tennyson. I thank Myers for lifting me up

^^ain." Some of Ruskin's sayings are these: "It is a great grace

<-{ the olive tree, not enough thought on, that it does not hurt the

'Jrass underneath." "I don't think a pretty tree is ever meant to

-<' drawn with all its leaves on, any more than a day when its sun
'* at noon. One draws the day in its morning or evening, the tree

•^ Us spring or autumn." "I am a great believer in goodness, and
'^ncy there are many people who ought to be canonized who never
'^'^•" Brain affection, causing occasional mental illnesses and
r'*Tio<ls of desperate darkness, touched Ruskin's later years with
Irnjuent melancholy, often plunging him "in a wonderfully sad marsh

54
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and pool of thought," and making him feel as if nobody could c\< -. \
love him, or believe him, or listen to him, or get any good of ii.ni

ever any more. Tragedy was not absent from his heart-experici.. «>.

The reviewer of these letters to Gladstone's daughters says:

In Fors—that worli of impassioned intellect—is to be found a iii.'»i

mournful fragment of biography: "My father and mother and nurse :,;t.

dea4, and the womaa I hoped would have been my wife is dying." 'i':.i»

lady, the "Rose" of PrwicrUa, had been Kuskin's pupil. A deep atta. !i-

ment had been formed between them; and, when she became u wom.in. >.:

was generally understood that they were to be married. But they i!.l

fered in religious matters. She was extremely evangelical; and it s<>.r!;.^!

to her that in Fors he had made light of such faith. She turned fi.-.n

him, though it wrecked her happiness and life; and even three yi-.ir.

afterward (in 1875), when she wa§ dying and he implored permission i»

see her once again, she denied the request because he could not yet -ly

that he loved God better than he loved her. ^Yith what eagerness tij-

broken-hearted man watched, after her death, for evidence of anutii-r

life, who can fully tell? At last, at the close of 1S7G, after a seasDii i.'f

bitter despair, the assurance he desired seemed to be granted him. ir,.3

largely through the influence of his dead, but living, Rose, he who 1..'.

passed through wildernesses of doubt, returned "not to the fold of tl^-

Church, but to the footstool of the Father."

James Hope Moulton review^s the Life and Letters of I''.

Westcott, Bishop of Durham, who, with Lightfoot and Hort, wa?.

one of the masters of sound scholarship in the Anglican Ce::5-

munion. In his ripe maturity Westcott wrote concerning the ->

called "Apostolic Succession:" "I cannot find any basis for t?.*

High Church theory in the New Testament. The apostolic writers

show no sign of any purpose to create a permanent ecclesiasti<-i'

organization. Whatever is done is to meet a present need, as, U^r

instance, the mission of Titus to Crete. The very condition lai

!

down for the apostolate excludes the idea of the perpetuation cf

their ofBce." Thus the three greatest scholars of the Church <i

England scout the pretensions of High Anglicanism. Bishop V.'c t-

cott once admonished his fellow-churchmen thus: "I doubt whotL<-r

in the end a public teacher can bring permanent blessing to otb* r»

as long as he is obviously deficient in the elementary forces i

.

humility, meekness, and obedience. These are the graces which J''

least conspicuous in our own Communion, and it seems to me to .«'

the duty of us all, at whatever cost, when the opportunity is glv.-:i.

to show how highly we rate them." From his undergraduate ii-'^'

he felt "a growing abhorrence of the principles of the Papal Chur'-.i

He commented on Rome's barrenness in poetry thus: "It is strar.i.

that there has been no great Romanist poet. Why not, when ^--^

papal system admits every addition of art and encourages tv'»

kind of symbolism and mystic interpretation? Can it be that

loves neither simplicity nor freedom?" Concerning the re". >

meetings held at Cambridge by Moody and Sankey, Mr. Mo'i'-
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I »Ijo was then a freshman there, says: "One who knew the under-

I jr;tiUiiites would have predicted that the homely style and American

I ir^-eut would be fatal to Moody's success; a refined university man
I ftould be the one to move them. On the contrary, the converts

I, among the university 'men' were numbered by hundreds, and the

I psrt taken by Cambridge in founding the great Student Volunteer

I Xfl.'-sionary Movement really dates from that week." Of the effect

I of Westcott's theology on his feeling for all men, the following is

I
written:

I
The Incarnation was for him the center of all truth ; and the fact that

I
tli*> Son of God became a Man hallowed every part of man's mental and

I
cioral and social life, so that nothing human was foreign to the realm of

I
his religion. Westcott was not peculiar in his doctrine, but he held it as a

I
»aiut and not merely as a thinker. It was so intensely real to him that

% it colored every thought, and was a decisive element in every problem,

I To divide life into water-tight compartments, to parcel out the sacred and

Uk' secular, was impossible to him ; for along every path of life he saw
(J:i.' walking whose form was human yet divine. We all believe with our

Lfaiis that He is disguised beneath the worn features of men and women
Khoni we could help. Westcott believed it with his heart as well, and

that is all.

John G. Tasker notices at length Dr. Friedrich Loofs's article

on "Methodism" in the Herzog-Hauck Realency-Elopadie fiir Prot-

Citantische Theologie und Kirche. Professor Loofs, of Halle Uni-

versity, is called "the most distinguished of the younger Church

Historians of Germany, and an eminently sane and scientific worker
and thinker." Dr. Loofs declines to accept Dr. Wauer's characteriza-

tion of William Law as "the father of the English revival of the

eighteenth century and the grandfather of Methodism." A singular

omission in Law's Serious Call is that there is scarce any reference

to sin and redemption, the reason being that these truths were al-

tnost entirely absent from Law's conception of Christianity. In

•greement with J. R. Green's well-known declaration that "The

Methodists themselves are the least result of the Methodist Re-

vival," the London Times is quoted as being more impressed by
"the gradual absorption of Wesley's teaching into the common
»<'llgious life and social effort of the community than even by the

remarkable expansion of Methodism proper throughout the religious

world." In his Vision of Saints Lewis Morris pictures Wesley's

"apostolic form blessing our land," and claims England's gratitude

^or him, because

His faithful hand

Relit the expiring fire, which sloth and sense

And the sad world's unfaith had .vell-nigh quenched

And left in ashes.

^'!r one regret in reading The London Quarterly Review is that it

•Jot's not give us more of Dr. Watkinson, its brilliant editor.
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In the Bibliothcca Sacra for July three of the associate edlirr,
are among the eight contributors, Jacob Cooper, A. A. Berle h-r--

James Lindsay. That devoted and enthusiastic scholar. Dr. Coo>. /
writes with linked and lucid cogency on "Theodicy." Dr. Ij,'.-'.

tries to answer the question "How Shall We Teach Religion?" slio.,.

ing the insufficiency of present methods both in schools ami :-;

churches, and the grave situation resulting therefrom. He says t!>
atmosphere existing in many churches is itself the greatest bar •

religious teaching of any effective kind, and quotes the late !:. i.

Godkin, editor of the New York Evening Post, who, in an essay ni
"The Church and Good Conduct," spoke from the point of view <.f

a mere observer of men. Speaking of the Unitarian effort to make
Christ's influence and authority rest on his moral teachings ai; J

example "without the support of a divine nature or mission," M:
Godkin says that the attempt has failed, and adds: "The Christi;!:j

Church cannot be held together as a great social force by his teac!;

ing or example as a moral philosopher. A church organized on th;*

theory speedily becomes a lecture association or a philanthrop:
club." [He might have added "with but little working force e\>.i

for philanthropy."] "Christ's sermons," says Mr. Godkin, "need 1!..

touch of supernatural authority to make them impressive enou;;!.

for the work of social or individual regeneration." And then fr.ir-

secular critic speaks of the Church's loss of moral authority ar.l

influence:

Church membership ought to involve discipline of some kind, in or.]-
-

to furnish moral aid. It ouglit. that is to say, to impose somo restrni:
on people's inclinations the operation of which will be visible and enfor.-.-.

by some external sanction. If, in short. Christians are to be re-ar.l.^l :.

more trustworthy, and as living on a higher moral plane than tli.- r.--

of the world, they must furnish stronger evidence of their sincerity li

is now exacted of them in the shape of plain and open self-denial. T
Church, in short, must be an organization held together by some stron„- r

ties than enjoyment of weekly music and oratory in a pretty bnildin?. :'

almsgiving which entails no sacrifice, and often is only a tickler of ?f^ i

'

vanity. ... The practice of tbe Church will have to be forced tip ' >

Its own theory of its character and mission, which would involve s-ri.- •

collision with some of the most deeply rooted habits and ideas of ni.>!'>r-.

social and political life. That there is any immediate probability of i'
•

we do not believe. Until it is brought about, members must mak^ up t!'
'

mmds to have religious professions treated by some as but slight guaran'- '

of character, and by others as but cloaks for wrongdoing, hard as (!• •

may be for that large majority to whom they are an honest expression -
'

sure hopes and noble aims. ... Of late years the Church has t^--.

making a gallant effort to provide accommodations for the successful, -ir ^

enable them to be good Christians without sacrificing any of th** C'"'
things of life, and, in fact, without favoring the outside public with ar.f

recognizable proof of their sincerity.

Dr. Berle, in agreement with Mr. Godkin, adds:
The modern Church has in it little of the atmosphere wliich !< it-^-'if

•"

education in Ijenevolence and righteousness. It lacks the great {'•'
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hUb comes of numerous majestic spiritual natures who are giving the

,i.;l.le evidence that their religious life is something more than weekly

rwtbctic enjoyment, and appreciation of the efforts of a body of earnest

rr<-n to steadily extend for them the area of the enjoj'able things of life

jn!o which they may come without loss of Christian status or character.

TV contrast between the theory of the Church and the actual life of the

Tburch is marked, impressive, and uncomfortable, It is this contrast

itist nullifies the undoubtedly biblical, faithful, and sound teaching of

(ftioy pulpits. It is this failure to provide the working model which

jtiskcs all our appeals of none effect, and more than all creates the at-

iRo-i|ihere alien to the growth of religion. . The distressing and unques-

(irtnable fact is, that many of the Church people are not religious people.

And many churches are not properly churches, but Sunday audiences

«hich, in general character and respectability, are somewhat above the

BviTage, but governed by essentially the same ideals, and ready to enforce

tl>out the same standards, that are applied to the theater, the concert,

•mi the lecture platform. If the services give pleasure and are enjoyable,

ftii is well. If they become too severe either intellectually or in moral

(!<-imnd, or too uncomfortable in their searchingness, the arerage Church-
tjrujlier holds that it is his inalienable right to go where more satis-

fartory conditions prevail. That this has its effect upon the vast body
of the Protestant clergy, who are dependent upon the good-will of the

congregation for support is beyond denial. And it is this fact which has

brought about the religious and moral decline, which has now reached

the secondary stage of crass ignorance, on the part of a large body of the

constituency of the Christian Church, concerning the Bible, Christian

«Jortrine, and in fact all that makes for a distinctive religious, as con-

trn<ited with a worldly, life. To hope that this situation can be remedied
by better instruction in the Bible, even by the most enlightened methods,
1* in our judgment a great error. To suppose that it is a question entirely

«>f theological view is eriually foolish. AYhere there is a genuinely sacri-

final life enacting in the full view of mankind, nobody cares whether it

l« Eoverned by a broad, a liberal, or a conservative theology. Few people
^re to know whether the man thus illustrating his religion is of one
^'•nomination or another. Not many are disturbed even if he has number-
«•«« personal eccentricities, if these are seen to have no bearing on the
Piain question. It is the union of teaching and life that tells the story,

*^'^ that persuades. It is teaching by example which, after all, is the
•oast effective teaching known to man. The factor of the spiritual life

*^'l habitual moral and religious tone of the Church, as furnishing the
«i'*^lium in which religious ideas are absorbed, is more important even
'uaa the factor of a strong religious personality.

" Henry M. Cheever, an eminent Michigan lawyer, discussing the
"'^•gal Aspects of the Trial of Christ," says: "In the trial before
Caiaphas the forms of Hebrew law, and in the trial before Pilate the
• ornis of Roman law, were disregarded. Jesus was charged with one
off<'nse before the Hebrew tribunal, and with a different one before
^« Roman, and was condemned on one different from both. Before
«*i'.ate he was at first acquitted, and then sentenced to death without
* f'onvictlon. He was the victim of Jewish and Roman hatred, both
•"•^klcss of law."
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Eticyclo'nccdia Biblica; A Critical Dictionary of the Literary, Political, and lJelii,'t(Urt

History, tlie Arcliteology, Geography, and Natural History of the Bible. Kditi 4

by the Kev. T. K. Chkyne, D.Litt., D.D., Oriel Professor of the Interprelati.-ti

of Holy Scripture at Oxford, and formerly Fellow of BaUiol College, CaiKHi i..'

Kochester, and J. Sutherland Black, M.A., LL.D.,fonn-.nly Assistant Kdit-r

of the EncycloiMzdia Britannica. Volume IV, Q to Z, columns 39S9 to 51-ii (t»u

columns ou each page). New York : The Macmillan Company. Price, §0.

The fourth volume of this great work confirms us in the vicwi

already expressed in notices of the previous volumes', and were the

work less great in learning we should pass it by with a respectful

reference to former numbers of this Review. The enterprise U,

however, so great, the scholarship so uniformly high, and the dans* r

of the whole work so great that we cannot but speak in brief char-

acterization of it. We do not hesitate to say that it is our pro-

found conviction that the Christian Church would not survive the

adoption of the principles and results expressed in this book. V*'«

do not say that the influence of Christ would not survive, for tliis

power has, in history, survived every heresy, even in the hearts cf

the heretics themselves, and we shall not dare to put any limlt.s

upon his power for the future. Our only purpose at the very out-'^f-

is to state soberly and solemnly our feeling concerning the posilio:!

held by this Encyclopadia as a whole. Let us now come to subj-^rti

and articles. In the Old Testament the attitude of the Enci/clop"'U'^

remains the same in respect of the Higher Criticism, but it mak'-"

in each volume progress in the formulation of nev/ methods in il'^

department of Lower Criticism. No book ever published has carri<-

1

to such a point the conjectural emendation of the Old Testair.ci.t

text. Professor Cheyne has evidently come gradually to the view th^'

the present Masoretic text has been systematically corrupted, and lo

its correction he has given his great pov/ers and wonderfc".! Ic-''-!':;

ing. It is quite clear that his contributors do not agree with !•
'^

views, and he is continually correcting their statements by bracket •"-'"

additions. The great and daring hypothesis with which he works •.>

that the major part of the allusions to Assyria and Eg>'pt in ti.<>

Hebrew history are due to a colossal misunderstanding of editor-

The real fact, according to his hypothesis, is that the connect Ions

were not with Assyria and Egypt, but with Asshur and Musri .r\

northern Arabia. This theory is just beginning to shape in volu:r<'

1, but it is clearly seen in volume ii, while volume iii is full of it. •*^-'*

volume iv openly calls it the Jerahmeelite theory and offers it fis t^^"

solution of all sorts of difficulties. (See, for example, col. '•

footnote.) It is strange that a mind so acute as Cheync's mnM '^' *"

be led to trust its own powers in an attempt so fatuous a-; '^
*-
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rfwriting of a people's history on the basis of any theory, however

n^ASonable. But the Jerahmeelite theory is not reasonable. No
such extensive corruption of any ancient literature is known. All

the presumptions lie against the man who emends conjecturally, as

IJcntley's ill-starred adventures have proven. But Cheyne marches

on bravely, undauntedly, finding Jerahmeel everywhere. Let us il-

lustrate briefly. He doubts the historical character of the destruc-

tion of Sennacherib's army (2 Kings xix, 35), but adds these words:

"The pestilence, if at all historical, may have attacked the N. Ara-

bian army. 'Nineveh,' as in some other passages, may have come

from 'Jerahmeel,' 'Nisroch' from 'Nimrod,' 'Adrammelech' from

'Jerahmeel,' and 'Ararat' (as in Gen. viii, 4) from 'Aram'—that is,

Xrom 'Jerahmeel'" (col. 4369). It is difficult to take seriously such

suggestions as these, and one may feel reasonably sure that they will

meet with no wide acceptance among other workers. If there were

no other argument against the Jerahmeelite theory it would be suffi-

cient to say that it explains entirely too much. Here is Pinches giving

the usual explanation of Pul and Tiglath-pileser (cols. 5068-5072), and

at the end Cheyne adding, in a note, his opinion that, "In 2 Kings xv,

29, It is not the Assyrian king commonly called Tiglath-pileser, but

Jerahmeel king of Asshur in N. Arabia, who carries away captive

the people of certain places and districts." But "Abraham—Father
of Jerahmeel" (col. 4677) and "Tidal is a corrupt fragment of

Jerahmeel" (col. 5068) and Eliahba is a "modification of Jerah-

meel" (col. 5409), though this had not occurred to Cheyne when
volume i was published. There is "hardly room for doubt that

David lived in, or close to, the Jerahmeelite Negeb and had strong

Jerahmeelite (and Misrite) tendencies" (col. 4170), and so it goes

on from man to man and name to name. We could fill pages with

examples drawn from this book, and when they were all ranged side

by side it is our sober conviction that the whole would seem a

rcinctio ad absurdum. We desist, but are unable to leave the matter

finally without giving one example of Cheyne's conjectural emenda-

tion of a poetical passage. For ready comparison we set down here

the version of the difficult passage Gen, xlix, 10, as given by the

Revised Version and by Cheyne:

Revised Veksion. Cheyne (Col. 44?3).

The scepter shall not depart from A champion shall not depart from

Judah, Judah,
N'or the ruler's staff from between his Nora marshal from between his bands,

feet, Until he tramples upon Laishah

Until Shiloh come ; And the Jerahmeelites are obedient un-

And unto him shall the obedience of tohira.

the peoples be.

Surely emendation can no further go. We point now to some
articles of hish scliolarship and great value. We do not, for ex-

ample, know in any place an article, in the same compass,

which equals F. C. Burkitt's article on Texts and Versions, ia
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which learning and soberness of criticism are so happily marrli-j

But if we were asked to name the greatest article in the enUri*

volume we should be ready at once to answer Trade and Commercr,
by Professor George Adam Smith—a paper so comprehensive irj

view, yet so minute in its grasp of detail, as to make us wonder orj

every page where so busy a man could find the time for such labor.

The articles on Wine and Strong Drink, by Professor Kennedy, an<l

on Wisdom Literature, by Professor Toy, deserve mention In an

enumeration of important articles, while the learned papers 0:1

Sacrifice, Vows and Offerings, and Urim and Thummim, by Profesi-or

George Foot Moore, may be read with honest pride by any American

who believes in the future of his country's scholarship. These ar

tides by Burkitt, Smith, Kennedy, Toy, and Moore would alone mnK<>

this volume indispensable to instructors. We have said so much of

the Jerahmeelite theory that we have left ourselves but little space to

speak of the attitude of this volume to the greater issues that coti-

cern the Christianity of universal Christendom. But we must take

room to say that Professor Schmiedel in the long article on The
Resurrection and Ascension Narratives denies the actual resurrec-

tion of our Lord, and argues in favor of a "vision-theory" to account

for the Gospel narratives, and that Professor Nathaniel Schmidt

in the articles on Son of God and Son of Man argues that the former

title contains no claim to kingship or godhead, and that the latter

is a synonym for man, and has therefore no Messianic content. Pro-

fessor von Manen thinks it "certain" that the Epistle to the Romans

was not written by Paul, though Professor McGiffert ascribes First

Thessalonians confidently and Second Thessalonians doubtfully to

the great apostle. Would Christianity survive if the doctrine of tli**

deity of our Lord and the belief in his resurrection disappeared, an^l

his Messiahship followed, and the support afforded by the Paulino

Epistle to the Romans were withdrawn? Certainly the Christianity

of the present universal Church would be gone. Trained biblical

scholars and instructors must, for information's sake, possess the.';''

four volumes. But men who have neither independent scholarship

nor trainee", and discriminating judgment would better leave them

alone, lest under such guidance, blindly followed, they fall into a

ditch, or, quite possibly, a bottomless pit.

The Bane and the Antidote. By W. L. Watkinson, D.D. Crown 8vo, p|'-
•'"'^

New York and Chicago: Fleming H. Revel! Company. Trice, cloth, §1.

Sixteen sermons, the first giving title to the volume, and ihe

others being on "Nearness to the Kingdom," "The Imagination in

Sin," "The Reality of the Spiritual Life," "Revised Estimates." "Th<>

Upward Look," "Self-Destruction," "The Quest of Life." "The Craft

and Cruelty of Sin," "The Highest Education," "The Present Dl<^'«-

ing," "Subpoenaed Witness." "The Freedom of the Pure," "Cut to ih*^

Quick," "Depth in Character." and "The Common Coronation." Vit »i

sermons, opulent in noble thought, varied beauty, and telling forc<>.
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For seeing each weakness clear, putting his finger on the ailing spot,

and prescribing the healing lotion, no student of human nature and

jlfo surpasses Dr. Watkinson. These sermons are the brilliant work

of Incandescent spiritual genius. The power of an endless life throbs

llirough them. The invisible appears in sight, and God is seen by

mortal eye. The first sermon is on Paul's consciousness of a dual

nature, good and evil contending in him for mastery, and is made
to turn about the following illustration: "Some scientists have re-

cently produced a diabolical fad. By grafting a portion of one insect

upon the body of another they have made new organisms. The graft-

ing Is done when the creatures are in the pupa state. The vivisector

lakes the pupa of a spider, and, by a delicate surgical operation,

grafts it upon the pupa of a fly, and when the 'freak' has passed the

chrysalis state, and merged into a perfect insect, we have a 'freak'

Indeed. Fancy the strange and distressing conflict which ensues

within that violated organism—the clash of irreconcilable impulses

and instincts in a creature compounded of, say, butterfly and spider;

& passion for the sunshine and a love for darkness, a longing for

roses and a thirst for blood, demanding inconsistent satisfaction; the

creature perplexed within itself, afraid of itself, devouring itself.

Yet this painful mixed creation of the vivisector's uncanny skill il-

lustrates closely Paul's conception of human nature when it first

becomes conscious of itself. . . . The loftiest and the lowest, the

purest and the most abominable, the largest and the meanest, ideal-

ism and brutality, divinity and diabolism struggle for supremacy,

and there is no truce to the strife which makes existence a curse.

Spider and fly subtly blending in one cruel organism is a pale meta-

phor of the heart torn by painful antagonisms. The race in every

feneration has recognized this ambiguousness of human nature.

Paul, conscious with all men of this humiliating and distracting

duality within, emphatically teaches that our tetter self is the true

t^lf. 'It is no more I that do it, but sin that dwelleth in me.' And
divine grace waits to rescue that better self. [Dr. Charles Larew, a

while before death, said to a friend: "Mostly I have peace and tran-

quil thoughts. Now and then I am disturbed by feelings and

thoughts which I neither invite nor approve. For them I think I am
not responsible. "When they disturb me I say to mj'self, 'That does

not originate in my house. It's the hussy that lives next

door.'"] We find two hostile tenants occupying the house of

'•fe; yet not two tenants, but one. rightful tenant and a burglar.

By the nature of things plus the power of grace, the burglar

Juay be cast out. Great encouragement is in the fact that our

^tter self is our truer self. There is a flippant aphorism to the

effect that it is easy to descend, but it is not possible to believe it.

The far deeper truth is that the hardest task we ever choose for

ourselves is to descend. At every step of our descent we must vio-

'at'3 the fine temperate instincts and counselings of the body; we
inufcit withstand the irrefragable arguments of the understanding;
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we must struggle against the majesty of conscience; we must out-

rage the affections which eloquently plead within us; we must beat

down our sense of self-respect; we must snap asunder one after an-

other various social bonds which bind us to better behavior as by

linlis of gold. At every downward step we encounter benign and im-

mense opposition; we prove that the way of transgressors is hard.

It is the painfullest, bitterest thing to thwart our better nature aud

thrust it downward. We were fashioned in the likeness of God, ami

our great faculties are biased heavenward. What consolation in this

fact as we try to work out our salvation! We sprang out of the light.

we are transcripts of the divine perfection, God has implanted in us

great qualities, and whatever our fall our race has not been per-

mitted to lose the sense of a divine origination and calling. Our

deepest nature is with us when we aspire toward God; His law i.s

already in our heart. . . . How rational and inspiring is the convic-

tion of Paul! Man was made after the likeness of God's mind and

will, and in the darkest lands we see that the Spirit of God fans the

heavenly spirit in wild bosoms. 'And the barbarous people showed us

no little kindness; for they kindled a fire, and received us every one,

because of the present rain and because of the cold.' Paul saw in

those savage islanders the diviner 'I.' Nansen detected near the

North Pole the warm pulse of the Gulf Stream, in the awful chill of

the Arctic Ocean; and so in the abyss of heathendom the apostle joy-

fully welcomed the humanity of the barbarian which seemed like

the glow of the sea of glass mingled with fire that sleeps before the

throne, the action of that infinite ocean of pity and love which may

seem very far off, but which nevertheless pulses along the nether-

most coasts of being. Upon this cheering fact let philanthropists and

missionaries and evangelists fix their eyes; the fact that renders our

hope of saving mankind so glorious and our sacrifices for it so

rational. . . . The dog is said to be a civilized wolf, tamed through

a long process. A true Christian won at a stroke out of a rotten

paganism is infinitely more marvelous and inspiring than any civi-

lized wolf; and the divine grace which works such moral miracles is

mighty enough to redeem and transfigure the race." The sermon on

"Nearness to the Kingdom" shows that nearness to personal godli-

ness is often brought about by intellectual sincerity, by moral in-

tegrity, and by ceremonial faithfulness. Here, again, is illustration.

"The florist takes bulbs of various flowers and puts them in the low

temperature of a refrigerating chamber, thus checking their develop-

ment until such time as he may wish to sell them, when they arf*

removed from the ice-room into a warm place and immediately

bloom. Sometimes the human heart appears similarly retarded; it

gives signs of blooming, and seems on the point of breaking into thf*

efflorescence of purity and peace and joy, when it is checked and

chilled and arrested for months and years—a long, weary hesitation

filled with apathy or strange fears and bewilderments. Everylio.iy

knows that the freezing point of water and the melting point of ice
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touch each other, as it were, at a special temperature. What a

wonderful point that is, 32° Fahrenheit! A hair's breadth lower,

and the water becomes ice; a hair's breadth higher, and ice becomes

water. So the soul will tremble for years just short of the point of

change, unresolved and uncommitted between the most momentous
Issues. Browning says:

Oh, the little more, and how much it is!

And the little less, and what worlds away!

Amiel writes, 'That which is not finished is nothing.' " Ruskin is

Quoted, speaking of the grotesque sculptures found on old cathedrals:

"The builders evidently felt very deeply a truth of which, in modern
times, we are less cognizant, namely, that folly and sin are, to a cer-

tain extent, synonymous, and that it would be well for mankind in

general if all could be made to feel that wickedness is as silly and

contemptible as it is hateful. The cathedral builders represented, the

vices under the most ridiculous forms." A prominent journal, speak-

ing of vicious literature, asked, "When will people realize how very

dull and limited vice is? When one has read the story of vicious

people and their common stupid thoughts and actions, a healthy

mind revolts against such company, and no amount of glitter and
brilliant setting can hide the ugliness, squalor, vulgarity, and ster-

ility of the subject." The sermon on "The Reality of the Spiritual

Life" turns about the illustration of an idiot boy whom Dr. Watkin-

Eon, in his walks on the street, sees always whipping his top; with

whom he contrasts Lord Kelvin, who also sometimes spins a top, not

foolishly, but illustrating from it momentous and far-reaching prob-

lems of mechanics and dynamics. "So with this human existence.

In the hand of the worldling, life is an idiot's toy, pathetically un-

meaning; but in the hand of the wise and thoughtful it has infinite

meaning and moves to splendid issues. To some life is a jest, a

blunder, or a tragedy; to others, a benediction, a science, a magnifi-

cent enterprise and triumph." Dr. Johnson said, "To think deeply

is to think religiously." In the discourse on "The Upward Look" is

this: "If to-day you seek the whitest purity, the gentleness, meekness,

and patience which are at once lovely and strong; the spirit of

magnanimity, pity, and forgiveness in its last delicacy and perfect-

ness; stern integrity and spotless honor; charity with a heart as

big as the world; sublimest self-denial and self-sacrifice—if you seek

these you will not find them on the stony grounds of secularism, but

In the Church of Christ, which is the garden of God. Whatever
weeds sometimes grow in that garden, the choicest flowers and fruits

of virtue are indigenous there, sparkling with the dew of heaven.

^Vhenever the world resorts to pure secularism it will, we suppose,

substitute Poor RicJiariVs Almanack for Revelation; but those ex-

cellent practical maxims will hardly breed supreme character. It

's only as we live under a wide sky, only while we reflect like a
niirror the glory of the Lord, only as we are sustained by the powers
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of the world to come, that the noblest, purest, loveliest, and strongest

attributes of character are possible to us." The extracts here given

are not above the average of Dr. Watkinson's sermons, which are as

fresh and colorful and fragrant as apple blossoms in May.

Jesus' Way. An Appreciation of the Teaching in the Synoptic Gospels. By Wir^
LIAM Dii Witt Hvdk, President of Bowdoin College. 16mo, pp. 198. Boston

and New York: Houghton, Mifflin & Co. Price, cloth, §1.

Dr. F. G. Peabody recently wrote: '"Back to Jesus,' 'What Would
Jesus Do?' and 'Jesus' Way' are title-phrases which indicate the force

and scope of the modern imitation of Christ. To follow Jesus even

though one does not understand him; to do the will even if one has

not comprehended the doctrine; to perceive through much darkness

that the Life is the light of man—these are the works of the new obe-

dience. Questions of criticism and authority may be insoluble; but

the Sermon on the Mount, the parables, the teaching, the commands,

the example of Jesus are clear; and a practical Christ meets the

wants of a practical age." As a sort of text for the large

expository sermon which Dr. Hyde's book essentially is, these

words are on the title-page: "But Saul, yet breathing threaten-

ings and slaughter against the disciples of the Lord, went unto

the high priest, and asked of him letters to Damascus unto

the synagogues, that if he found any that were of the Way.

whether men or women, he might bring them bound to Jeru-

salem." The best possible way of giving our readers to know

the character of this book is to let Dr. Hyde describe it himself

through his Preface: "Before Paul had cast it into a theology, or

John had developed it into a philosophy; before the Catholic had

organized it into an institution, or the Protestant had stereotyped

.it into a creed, primitive Christianity was known simply as the

Way. Jesus lived his life originally, successfully; in love to God

and man. In living this gentle, generous, joyous life, he struck out

a Way he wanted everyone to know and share. A Way of life.

like the trade of a carpenter or the art of a musician, has certain

principles and laws, discovered by experience, and capable of being

taught as precepts. These precepts are not arbitrary impositions

to be enforced by pains and penalties. Nothing was farther from

Jesus' purpose than to be such a taskmaster over the consciences

of men. Because his Way could not be had apart from the prin-

ciples on which it rests, Jesus gave himself, eagerly and enthusiastic-

ally, to the work of teaching and preaching them. These principles

of the Way were to him what the laws of navigation are to the

sailor, and the laws of perspective to the artist; helps in doing the

thing he most delighted to do. . . . The most obvious advantage

of a return to the primitive view of Christianity as a Way of Hf*'-

rather than an ecclesiastical institution or a system of theologica.

or philosophical doctrine, is fhe experimental fta.sM'.s- it gives to th**

Christian life. In all matters of experience proof follows, does not
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precede, the test. A man, for instance, cavils at golf. The golf

enthusiast is dumb in presence of the cavil, if he be wise. He
knows it is of no use to argue with his critic. His only chance is

to entice him on to the links, put the driver in his hand, and then,

if the caviler makes one good drive, the chances are ten to one that

he will become a devotee of the sport, which, in advance of personal

experience, he boastfully despised. Proof founded on experience

cannot be refuted or denied. Yet since experience comes first and

proof second in all practical matters, industrial, artistic, intellectual,

moral, spiritual, we must take our initial experience as the golfer

takes his first drive, as the swimmer takes his first stroke, in ad-

vance of demonstration, on the recommendation of others who have

had the experience; or, as Jesus, Paul, Augustine, Luther [Wesley

should be added], and Paulsen, Harnack, Sabatier, and James in our

day, tell us, on faith. Jesus' Way is simply one of many possible

ways in which a man may live. Ten thousand times ten thousand,

and thousands of thousands of people have tried it and found it

superior to any other way of life they have experienced or can con-

ceive. Their experience and testimony create a strong presumption

in its favor. One's own lack of experience is no argument against

it. The responsibility rests entirely on the will of the individual.

If a man does not skate, the fault is not with the laws of motion

or the properties of ice. It is because he does not believe it is

worth while to put on the skates and take a few incidental falls.

Precisely so, if a man is not a Christian, he cannot, in these days

of the supremacy of the empirical method, throw the blame on to

anything so respectable as intellectual difficulties, or conscientious

scruples, or theological doubts. That pretext was in good repute

twenty or thirty years ago; but with the shifting of emphasis from

doctrine to life, from adventitious signs and evidences, against

which Jesus warned his disciples, to the individual and personal

experience to which he always appealed, the intellectual grounds

for neglect of the Christian Way of life have been removed. If a

man is not a Christian, living according to the principles which

Jesus taught, it is simply because he does not rightly understand

Jesus' Way; or else because he has found some other way of life

which he likes, or pretends to like, better. There is no valid in-

tellectual objection to essential Christianity. For Christianity is a

Way of life, an experience, like music and painting, like golf and

tennis, like hunting and fishing. The fact that all men who have

had deep experience of it like it, and that it works out satisfactory

results in character, conduct, peace, and happiness, is the great

argument for it That a great many people have never tried it,

and do not care to try it, is no more of an argument against it than

color-blind people are an argument against painting, or deafness is

a refutation of music's claims and charms. The prevalent confusion

on this point has come from mixing up scientific and his-

torical with strictly moral and spiritual matters. Men who
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are utterly devoid of intellectual seriousness, who have never
touched so much as the tips of their intellectual fingers to the
heavy burdens of scientific and historical scholarship, stouily
profess their 'faith,* as they miscall it, in discredited scientific

theories and disproved historical assumptions; and then call those
who run not with them in this excess of intellectual riot infidels

and unbelievers. True faith is a very different thing from tliis

stupid, stultifying profession that one believes what is traditional,

or respectable, or profitable to believe about the way the world was
created, or the Bible was composed, or this or that particular event
happened two or three thousand years ago. Faith is the trust of

an inexperienced pupil in his expert teacher; the response of the
apprentice to the word of the master. Religious faith is the out-

going of a good impulse within us toward accomplished goodness in

God and good men in the world outside. A good life, like that of

Jesus, is the only adequate expression of his Way. For the life is

the Way in successful operation. The teaching of the principles of

the Way, apart from the life in which they are embodied, is com-
paratively dry and fruitless. Jesus fused the teaching and the life

in his wondrous personality. His gathered sayings constitute the

most precious literary treasures of the world. Yet they derive
their value to-day from the interpretation given to them by the lives

of his faithful followers. In this little book, the two hundred or

more precepts of which the teaching of Jesus, as recorded in the

Synoptic Gospels, is composed, are taken off the slender biographical
thread on which they are loosely strung, and out of the alloy of

picture and parable in which they are artistically coined, and apart
from the gilded margin of miracle in which they are elaborately
framed; and those precepts are here grouped together, freely trans-

lated, under a dozen heads, according to their logical relations and
common-sense proportions. The task is simple; for these sayings
of Jesus lie plain upon the surface, v/here he who runs may read.

Yet as a dozen artists make as many different pictures of the same
landscape, in a work like this emphasis, perspective, point of view,

count for so much that no two persons who might attempt it would
get the same result. Hence I have called the outcome an apprecia-

tion; a term intended to cover whatever sins of omission or com-
mission the personal equation may have introduced." Here is :i

specimen passage from the heart of Dr. Hyde's book: "The saloon-

keeper has often a great deal more of the milk of human kindness
in his heart, and is a much better fellow to spend the long wlntr-r

evenings with, than the temperance reformer who swears out the

warrant against him. The harlot on the street often retains more
of generous womanliness than the querulous, censorious matron in

her luxurious drawing room, robed in outwardly spotles.s respecta-

bility, but inwardly full of vanity and pride and exclusiveness ninl

uncharitableness. The men who drive hard bargains and piiii'l

down their employees are often at heart quite as well-meaning -li
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the pale, impractical moralists and socialists who rail at them, but

have not the energy or enterprise to earn a decent living for their

own families." And this college president goes on to say, "The

vild college boy who breaks all rules and regulations, academic,

moral, civil, often has in him elements of strength and winsomeness

and charm which his irreproachable and studious classmate sadly

lacks. Now Jesus saw all this with perfect clearness; and in con-

sequence he liked these impulsive, spontaneous, excessive men and

women, and became the recognized friend of publicans and sinners.

Of course that shocked beyond all bounds the consciously virtuous

and respectable, the scribes and the Pharisees, and brought on him

their enmity. Yet Jesus could do no less. The Father loved these

publicans and sinners, pitied their blindness, understood the

strength of their impulses and uncontrolled desires. The Pharisees

did not love them, did not understand them, despised and hated

them. Jesus had his choice to side with his Father and the

prodigals, outcasts, and harlots whom the Father loved; or to side

with the supercilious Pharisees, who loved nobody but their precious

selves, and so to fall out of the Father's love altogether. Jesus de-

liberately accepted the malice of the Pharisees and chief priests;

and they, aided by the avarice of the stupid Judas, the slander of

the frivolous rabble, and the servility of the stolid Pilate, nailed

him to the cross." Dr. Hyde's book needs an index.

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE.

Constructive and Preventive Philanthropy. By Joseph Lee. 16mo, pp.242. New
York : The Macmillan Coojpauy. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

The author is vice president of the Massachusetts Civic League,

but his peculiar distinction lies in the great public service he has

rendered as the practical, common-sense champion of the Boy and

his rights in school and home and on the playground—particularly

on the playground, where the boy learns many lessons, as Froebel

Baw that it is often through his play that the boy gets his first grip

on moral relations. The thing of first importance is the preservation

of the home, and in cities the compelling by law of such tenements

as make decent home life possible. To bring about such conditions

In the slums of New York city was the object of the Gilder Tene-

ment-house Commission appointed in 1S94. One result of the report

of this commission was a law authorizing the Board of Health to

condemn and remove any tenement which it judged unfit for habita-

tion; under which authority a large number of unfit and unhealthy

tenements have been destroyed. An interesting part of this book is

the account given of playgrounds, which afford opportunity for one

phase of that many-sided child-study which is making a new epoch
In human life. Child-study began in Europe. Years ago in the

public parks of Berlin heaps of sand were placed for the children

of the city, rich and poor, to dig and play in under i\\(i care of the
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police. Experience shows that the one thing the small child Hkos .

tl"'\ ":l
^"""^ "'^'' f '° P"' ^"^^ ^"t'^ ^ P-*' -«d turn It o'

thHirt f '^\f^^^^^
°^^ °^^y see them any day doing thi« wi.,the dirt from the street and a broken bottle or tomato can rsand pile the masons make when a house is going up is ahv.'.covered with children. In numerous American cities piles of 'm.

schoolhouse yards, where small children may play as on i min 'iseashore. New York is the city where the work of providing forecreation as a part of child-education has been done on the larJs
scale, in sand gardens, open-air gymnasiums, kindergarten tents roofgardens, swimming baths, evening play centers, and recreation piersAs an ins ance of what was done many years ago to make a man,,.'factunng town what it ought to be. the story of Lowell. Mass., is tolThe proprietors and superintendents of the mills were men of hi-h
character, a typical one being described as "a man of culture and^.

^hrnTr'''
"""^ '' '^^ ^""'"^ ^^^°°^' ^'^^''^^^ ^^^ reserved.-

l^nZTr ^'r/'"'^^
^^'^^^ ^°™- " ^^« °^^ °f the mill regu.lations that everybody must go to church somewhere. The mill girls

fenfh. t^^f
"^^:>°^ '' i-'^^Sent young men for missionary work,sent their brothers to college, and started girls' debating clubs Th.y

mentof the Mma and Locke on The Hnman Understanding. The

^nterlt T. J"""'""
'"' '''''' ^°^^'^^^- ^ ''''^' instance of th.

Imn n 1 r ^ nianufacturers in the conditions under which tboir

dTv nn n Z'" '^"' °' '''' ^^*^°°^^ ^^^^ R^S^ster Company of

ZIh' ?• .
' '°^''^^ stimulates taste and promotes the makin.

of attiactive homes by offering prizes for the best-kept front yard.and back yards, the prettiest window boxes, the most tasteful plant-mg and training of vines, and the like, the beautifying results of
which are remarkable. The company itself sets the example bv
laying out lawns and planting flowers around the factory, by enlar-

fdont ^''",T"''"'
^"^ ^^'^^^ ^'"^^ ^^'^ ^^^P^ °"t of sight, and by

adopt ng inside the buildings a uniform color, pleasant to the ev.:
even telegraph poles are painted green and surrounded by wire net-
ting on which concealing vines are trained. An upstairs room in th''
factory is decorated and fitted up as a dining room, with tablo-
cloths and china, rugs, vines, palms, and a piano, bought bv the
young women. In this room lunch, consisting of tea, coffee. 'so.,..
and bread, is served every day at the company's expense. Certai
extras nro ctqi-to/^ ,,* j-u. _..• »

^
--—' ^"-J «*>- i-uc uuuipany s expense, ueriam

extras are served at the price of one cent a day. Besides this lunch
the company provides free medicine when needed, a bicycle "striblo"
accommodating five hundred, bath rooms for men and for wom-^n
It has reduced the hours to nine and a half for men and eight for
women on the pay formerly given for ten hours; it gives two rer.-^-
of ten mmutes each, part of this time being used in winter for r.u-
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ihenlcs; it has fitted up a "rest room" for women, to be used in case

ef sickness. The company provides a library, and books travel

througli the factory at mealtime in a sort of hand car. In its two

UrKC halls lectures and talks and entertainments are frequently

jivfu for the operatives. There is a "House of Usefulness," pre-

liJod over by a deaconess, which serves as a sort of social settlement,

sail Is besides a model cottage furnishing the working people an ob-

;rx-l lesson of how to make a home pretty and comfortable. For edu-

cating and stimulating boys about two acres of ground are laid out

la patches of ten by one hundred and fifty feet, where forty boys,

under direction of the company's gardener, carry on vegetable gar-

d<:-ulng. stimulated by money prizes offered for the best results.

Then there are boys' clubs, a boys' brigade, a girls' literary and so-

cial club, an industrial school for teaching sewing and millinery,

cooking schools, a young housekeepers' class, a choral society, a

young people's society, and a Sunday school, which publishes a pa-

per. This instance is worth the space given it here as an illustration

of the preventive and constructive philanthropy which Mr. Lee's

book describes and inculcates, and as an example of the practical

Christianity which, when properly applied, will immensely amelio-

rate the relations between labor and capital, now so hot and bitter

and ugly and wicked. Writing of the problem of cleaning and
iweetening cities, the author tells how much Boston owes in this

matter to two women, and then says that the entrance of women into

this sphere of public activity gives great hope for the future; because

"A woman has a feeling about dirt which men only pretend to have.

The reaction which the sight of dirty streets produces in her, when
once she has come to look upon the matter as being within her

il)here, is something of which every head of a family has learned to

•'.and in awe. She has, in such cases, a directness of method, a scorn

for obstacles or excuses, an absence of any sense of humor as

applying to the situation that is very difficult to stand up against.

She does not get over it as a man does, and she cares nothing for

loHtioal affiliations or official proprieties. There is no divinity that

fan effectively hedge and protect the responsible boss or official when
once she has got started on the warpath. And this statement is no
rjes.s based upon general principles, but positive knowledge obtained

^y personal observation and experience." Jacob Riis approves Mr.
L«€'s book as accurate, capable, and valuable.

^* Pdthrray to Reality. By the Right Honorable Richard Burton Halda>'E,
M.I'., LL.D., K.C. SVG, pp. xlx, 316. New York: E. P. Dutton & Co. Price,

cioth, $3.

The stately series of the Gifford liectures continues to unfold,

presenting in recent years a brilliant exposition of the principal
I'hases of contemporary thought. In the autumn of 1899 appeared
'•'i ^'aturalism and Ag7wsticism of Dr. James Ward, undoubtedly
"''^ most trenchant criticism of the modern mechanical theory which

55
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has so far been written. Then Professor Royce elucidated and de-

veloped the religion of neo-Idealism in his V/orld and the IniU'

vidual; while his colleague at Harvard, Professor James, followed

with the psychological religion of The Yarieties of Religious /;.-•

perience, a work which, in spite of fallacies many and grave, li.i.i

served as well to bulwark faith as to advance psychological scieiu-.-.

In The Pathway to Reality Lord Haldane defends again the Idealisac

view, laying in the volume before us the metaphysical foundations cu

which in his second volume he proposes to rear his theistic edifice.

The position of Lord Haldane in the world of politics lends addc 1

interest to his philosophical conclusions. Whether, as has bova

predicted, his legal talents and the success of his public career wi;i

in time secure for him the highest judicial office in the three kin;:-

doms, must be left to the future to decide. But it is abundantly-

evident that in him and Mr. Balfour England possesses statesmen

who worthily keep up the traditional alliance between politics ani

letters. The aim of The Pathway to Reality, then, is to lay lh->

foundations in new-Idealism for a spiritual view of the world aril

human life. The variety of Idealism defended is of the conservati\o

rather than the later type. It is not, for instance, the Idealism uf

Royce or Miinsterberg, which, in part under the influence of mod'^rn

scientific discovery, seeks without minimizing Reason to give duo

recognition also to Will; for Lord Haldane returns to the more orth>

dox accentuation of the primacy of Thought in the constitution of

the universe. Even when he defends the doctrine of his mas'.t.'.

Hegel, against the charge of underestimating the significance of i'*-:-

sonality and will, his argument proceeds along the older rather tlian

the newer lines (pp. 124, ff.), being intended to show, as agair.>'.

Professor Pringle-Pattison, that the Hegelian rationalism incluJ--

!

the moment of volition, when this is rightly construed, and no: '>

indicate any acceptance of the attempt to combine the dynamic ar,-^

the rationalistic positions. Thus the groundwork of reality is ma!-

to consist in the intelligible or universal element, not in the mcrt-l.''

perceivable or sensuous. Nevertheless it is the constant aim of '-•"

author to avoid the danger of sinking all existence in the abyss of

abstract reflection. "The real is the individual," he keeps telling •*

(pp. 90, 169-170, ef passim), and the individual—taken now in '-'-^

logical sense of any concrete object—involves alike universality a-

'

particularity, the relations which by articulating it into the sy?t<--

of things give it definiteness and meaning, and the special con'.':--"

which lends it actuality. And this interpretation, also, as the rea!*^

is further insistently told, goes back to the great master-thinkers o.

the school; so Aristotle's doctrine of form and matter joins the uni-

versal and the particular in the one real object; and, contrary to •.-<

assumption of jis- -detractors, it was one chief merit '•f the Hest""-*^

metaphysic that It found the world-spirit essentially manifcsto-J •-

experience. Unfortunately, Lord Haldane fails to discuss the f-- '^'

mental contradiction which in this way entered in to mar '•-*
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Aristotelian system; while his defense of Hegel's ventures in the

philosophical construction of concrete phenomena (for example, the

Xaturphilosophie, pp. 183-188) is singularly lame. Part I of Lord

Haldane's treatise, under the title of "The Meaning of Reality," is

devoted to the consideration of these more general principles. Part

II, "The Criticism of Categories," deals with the fundamental con-

ceptions of science, as tested by the criteria which Idealism supplies.

Physics and chemistry, biology and psychology are passed in review

In successive chapters, in order to shovr that each in turn, depending

as It does on abstract notions which at one and the same time render

its researches possible and limit their scope, divwges to a greater or

less degree from the full and complete reality. These underlying

scientific postulates are at once legitimate and partial, valid for the

purpose in hand and so a striking illustration of the truth that

thought makes the world, yet representative only of given phases of

the real and needing to be transcended, if the ascent is to be made a

rational interpretation of reality as a whole. Thus, furthermore, the

Ideas which facilitate and limit knowledge lose their power, negative

and positive alike, when a higher stage is reached. For the Idealist

the mechanical conception of organic life, and the psycho-physical

theories of the soul, and the puzzling problems of free will, possess

no terrors, because they have no meaning. Mechanism, and psycho-

physics, and causation are indeed significant, but each in its place
.

alone and on its own level ; pertinence they have none when they are

applied to questions outside their proper sphere. With such con-

clusions in hand. Lord Haldane proposes in the volume which is

still to be published to attack the ethical and spiritual problems.

Obviously, he will be furnished for his task with the usual instru-

ments of his school, and, as plainly, hampered by the deficiencies of

the Idealistic outfit, especially as he chooses to accept the doctrine

In a form which is burdened with some of its most grave mistakes.

Beforehand, it is impossible to predict the outcome. But it will be

Interesting to note whether he will be able to save Idealistic religion

from the errors which three generations ago in Germany led it on by
an irony of development into the materialistic ditch? In the present
book he has given one of the most popular and comprehensible, if not
the most accurate and careful, expositions of the Idealistic meta-
Physic that have appeared. But more is due before the school can
be held to have made good its claims, namely, the proof that, if true,

the doctrine establishes religion on an impregnable foundation, in-

stead of rescuing it, as ia the classical historic case, by voiding it

or force.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY,
•^oftn Wesley the Methodist. By a Mkthodist Preacht.r, 8vo, pp. 319.

York: Eaton & Mains. Cincinnati: Jennings & Pye. Price, cloth, §1.25.

If

Into

we were asked to name the two books which ought to be put
every Epworth League library, and every Sunday school library
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for adults, and upon the table in every home, in connection with the

Wesley bicentennial which stirs this year of our Lord 1903 with a

new life, we should recommend this book and TTxe Heart of Wesley's

Journal. We say this book, because, with its one hundred portraits,

views, and facsimiles, it is altogether the most readable, attractive,

and interesting popular life of Wesley extant, and worthy of uni-

versal circulation. That so admirable and eminently successful a

work should be sent out by the author without his name is an un-

usual instance of modesty, or at least of self-control. The next

edition should reveal the author's name. That a book so large, and

so highly embellished pictorially, should be sold at so small a price

is a marvel. Every part of Wesley's life and every point of his char-

acter are lucidly and effectively presented. One wonders what will

be the effect on the Church from the renaissance of interest in the

founder of Methodism during this bicentennial year. If the general

and concentrated study of his great qualities and amazing career

does not reenkindle the Church to glowing zeal and more ardent

devotion, there will be cause for anxious concern and deep search-

ings of heart in our Zion. Whoso is immune to the noble contagion

which floats from the radiant example of the Wesleys must be an

Impenetrable pachyderm, callous to the point of insensibility. If the

study of the home life in the Epworth rectory does not make many
nobler homes among us, we will be unworthy to be mentioned in a

succession from the Wesleys. If the part played by high and

thorough education in the making of the Wesleys does not reimpress

us with the imperative necessity for completely trained and learned

leadership, and create a new and resolute enthusiasm for higher edu-

cation throughout all our borders, then will it become a painfully

urgent question. What ails the brain and the conscience of Metho-

•dism? If the restudying of the character and bearing of John

Wesley—that man of aristocratic blood, high breeding, university

scholarship, exquisite manners, unconscious dignity, democratic

spirit, unaffected humility, serene courage, utter unselfishness!.

sinewy endurance, unsparing laboriousness, spotless life, and Christ-

like heavenly-mindedness—if, looking upon him, the ministers ct

Methodism do not long to be like him and emulate his gentle refuK^

ment, his ardor, force, intrepidity, and devotion, then it will app'^ar

that a disastrous degeneracy, a spiritual irresponsiveness, a sad lo*-

mindedness have fallen upon the nominal successors of Wesley. If

our founder's broad-minded tolerance of differing opinions, his in-

sistence on freedom of expression, his boundless sympathies, his lf>^-'

for Christians of every name and creed, his large personal illuslra

lion of the catholicity of culture—if these do not make us more toler-

ant of freedom of investigation and opinion and more insistent on

our brother's right to differ with us if he pleases on everything f"'^-

cept on things absolutely cardinal and fundamental on which all ar"

bound to agree, then it will appear that we prefer to illustrate in o'.ir-

selves the uncatholicity of a lack of culture, the intolerance of sfir-
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conceited unintelligence, and the wall-eyed narrow-mindedness which

will make us a mere sect rather than the inclusive and wide-visioned

broad-mindedness which will make us a worthy part of Christ's uni-

versal Church—"the Holy Catholic Church" which, in the creed we
recite, we declare our belief in. And finally, if it be not manifest,

even before this bicentennial year closes, that Wesley's consuming

I>assion for saving men has reentered our ministry with prevailing

and impelling force, moving us to mighty aggressiveness in evan-

gelistic work and resulting in great ingatherings, then our restudy

of his life will have been to little profit. In this year of our Lord
1903, two hundred years after "Wesley's birth and more than a cen-

tury after his death, the question which this bicentennial celebra-

tion hurls upon Methodism is whether in these days she can breed

ten men or one man who shall match John Wesley in brain

and heart, in life and labor, in power and usefulness. Is there

any home that is producing such children? Are there Holy Clubs

In our universities, putting heads and hearts together over the

Greek New Testament and living austerely? We prayerfully hope

so. [It may not be amiss to interject here that Methodism in

the beginning meant hard study. Charles Wesley tells us that the

name of Methodist was bestowed by gay collegians upon himself and
his friends at Oxford because of their strict conformity to the method
of study prescribed "by the university.'[ Now and then some voice

protests against "so much glorification of J. W." Some say, "I'm
tired of hearing about Wesley. Let us change the subject." But the

subject would better be continued by every one of us until some of

his fire gets into us, until his lofty example takes effect on us for

our uplifting and empowering. We agree with him who says, "I

don't want to be tied up to Wesley, to hold all his opinions and be
confined to his methods." Wesley was a master of the adaptation of

methods to circumstances, and in the conditions of the twentieth

century his methods would unquestionably differ from those he
used in the eighteenth, and his opinions would be made up in the

light of the largest knowledge and soundest scholarship of to-day.

But no man is alive among jis to-day who is in a position to disparage
Wesley. The restudy of him, which our Church and other Churches
have been making, renders it plain that no Church has had a
greater leader since the apostle Paul, and that no figure in Metho
dist history between John Wesley and to-day is tall enough to ob-

scure In the least his over-towering preeminence. "Back to Wes-
^oy]" is no proper cry. "Onward!" is the word, following the
loading of his high example as a pillar of fire, as ever that lustrous

<?olumn, swaying forward, burns on at the front. The question
for our forward-facing Church is whether it can rise to the level

^f Its source. The challenge of history to the Methodism of the

twentieth century is that it shall produce the equal of John Wesley.
In the book before us "a Methodist preacher" shows us the fine linea-

fiK'nts of our heroic founder, and records with fascinating impressive-
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ness his life and work. We believe more young people in homes and
schools would read this book through, if brought to their notice,

than would read any other life of Wesley that we know of. In the

interest of readers, and not of publishers, we urge it upon general

attention; at so low a price it can bring but small return to' the

publishers. There is little room to quote from it. The prompt de-

cisiveness of Wesley appeared early in not a few of his acts while

in Georgia; as, for example, when, in one of the day schools he

established there, some boys who wore shoes and stockings put on

airs as if they were superior to the boys who went barefoot. To cure

this pride Wesley took off his shoes and stockings and went to school

barefoot and taught them. The aristocratic boys stared and wondered,

but before the end of the weekWesley had cured them of their foolish

, vanity. Wesley had a tact so gracious and delicate that Chesterfield

might have envied it. Once he and one of his preachers were taking

lunch with a gentleman whose daughter had been greatly impressed

by Wesley's preaching. The preacher, a man of very little tact, was

conversing with the young lady. Noticing that she wore a number
of rings, he took hold of her hand, held it up, and called Wesley's

attention to the gems. "What do you think of this, sir, for a

Methodist's hand?" he said. The girl turned crimson, and the ques-

tion was awkward for Wesley, whose aversion to any display of

jewelry was well known. But the great evangelist, looking up with

a benevolent smile, simply said, "The hand is very beautiful." This

won the girl's heart; she appeared at evening service without her

jewelry; she soon became an earnest Christian. Once when an angry

mob carried some of Wesley's preachers before a justice of the

peace, the magistrate asked what these men had done. Their ac-

cusers were silent, but at length one said, "Why, they pretend to be

better than other people, and, besides, they pray from morning to

night." The justice asked if they had done nothing more than this,

and an old man answered, "Yes, sir; please your worship, they have

convarted my wife. Till she went among them she had sxich a

tongue! And now she is as quiet as a lamb." "Carry them back,"

replied the justice, "and let them convert all the scolds in town."

Long ago Southey characterized Wesley as "the most influential mind

of the eighteenth century; the man who will have produced the

greatest effects centuries or, perhaps, millenniums hence."

Fanny Crosby's Life Story. By Herself. 12mo, pp. 160. New York: Every

"Where Publishing Company. Price, cloth, $1.

Let no one undertake the perusal of this little volume who is not

prepared to continue the reading thereof from start to finish at one

sitting. For surely the reader's interest in the "Life Story" of this

"sweet psalmist of fsrael" will be engaged at the outset and en-

hanced with the turning of each succeeding folio. The reader w!io

enjoys the personal acquaintance of this "elect lady" does not neoi!

to be assured that the hand which traced the lines was the band of
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Fanny. Throughout the volume pathos and humor, seriousness and

drollery, plaintiveness and mirthfulness succeed each other in

rhythmical alternation to the exclusion of dullness. Pessimism has

no place in the experience or writings of Fanny Crosby. She is a

born optimist. The exuberance of her spirits is perennial. Beyond

this she has two never-failing sources of support in her affliction,

namely, religion and philosophy. Her unv/avering faith in God and
resignation to his will enable her to say with St. Paul, "I rather

glory in my infirmities that the power of Christ may rest upon me,"

The writer on one occasion expressed his sympathy with her in her

"afQiction," whereupon she declared, "Bless you! my lack of sight is

not afflictive to me.

This is my story, this is my song,

Praising my Saviour all the day long."

Since the life story covering a span of fourscore years of any
respectable person possessed of a normal mental equipment abounds

with picturesque incident, how much more striking, even if less abun-

dant, are the experiences of bright, active, restless persons who
have been "all their lifetime subject to bondage" through the loss of

natural vision. To be deprived of the most important of the five

senses presupposes an abridgment of the opportunities which the

majority of mankind enjoy for the acquisition of knowledge and the

ability to render useful service to their fellows. Still, to quote from

the autobiographer's "Life Story," "Seeing is not all done with the

optical organs." The apostle Paul's expression, "The eyes of your

understanding being enlightened," while it is used in a figurative

sense, suggests the presence of another seeing faculty, subjective,

to be sure, but none the less potential. Does anyone doubt that

Fanny Crosby has all her life long realized the fruition of the sixth

beatitude, "Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall see God"?

The volume contains an introduction by Will Carleton, an original

poem by Margaret E. Sangster, and a number of hitherto unpub-

lished poetical effusions from the author's pen.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Epworth Leagtie Reading Cotirsc for 1003-1904. New York: Eaton & Mains.

Cincinnati: Jennings & Pye, 3 vols, 16mo. Price, $1 net.

In the selection of the Epworth League Reading Course for 1903-

1904 the authorities of the League have displayed excellent judg-

nient. Limiting their choice to three books, which might be sold

for the small sum of one dollar per set, they decided to prepare one

volume on a religious topic, one on literature, and one on some

phase or department of science popularly treated. For the scientific

volume they made admirable choice by the reissue of Dr. Elisha

Gray's Electricity and Magnetism, which first appeared as Volume
IH of "Nature's Miracles.'- It was Dr, Gray's endeavor to give such
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a simple exposition of the phenomena and applications of electricity

in a general way that the popular reader might get a definite elementary

understanding of the subject. Without the elaborate technical draw-
ings and specifications which usually stand like a dragon at the g;ite of

this department of knowledge, Dr. Gray has given us a delightful s^ketcb

of the history of electrical science and of magnetism. The second

volume is Books and Life, by that fine thinker and elegant rheto-

rician William A. Quayle. Such varied topics as the Lowell Letters

and Wesley's Journal, Melrose Abbey and AHen Buckner, Wouiiiuli-

ness and the Rime of the Ancient Mariner, are discussed with

freshness and charm, "I wish I could have heard Wesley pitch a

tune," exclaims Dr. Quayle, and one cannot turn over the pages of

this dainty booklet without wishing again to hear the powerful

pulpit orator who so readily transforms himself into the elegant

essayist The third volume differs from the other two as widely as

they differ from each other. It is entitled Back to Oxford, and is

from the pen of Dr. James Henry Potts, the brilliant editor of the

Michigan Christian Advocate. A subtitle calls the book "A Search

for the Essentials of Methodism," and no one who reads it will de-

clare the search to have been unavailing. The substance and genius

of ^ Methodism, its backbone and vital force, are here discussed.

Every phase of active Church life is considered, new developments,

discarded customs, features that should live; and then in an elo-

quent chapter the future is forecast.

The Ckmquest. By Eva Emery Dte, Author of McLoughlin and Old Oregon.

Second Edition. Crown 8to, pp. 443. Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Co. Price.

cloth, SI.50.

Next year is the centenary of the exploring expedition headed

by Meriwether Lewis and William Clarke, which left St. Louis in

1804, passed up to the Missouri and over the mountains to the head-

waters of the Columbia, and thence to the Pacific coast, returning

overland in 1S06. The Journals of Lewis and Clarke have recently

been reprinted by McClurg & Co, Mrs. Dye's story weaves its

woof principally upon the warp of that great exploration. The

most remarkable sequel to the Lewis and Clarke exploration of

the Northwest was the two-thousand-miles journey on foot of four

Nez Perces Indians from Oregon to St. Louis in 1830 to fiu^l

William Clarke, whom they called the Red-headed Chief, who was

now United States superintendent of Indian affairs, in order to

get "the white man's Book of Heaven" of which an American

trapper had told them. The Conquest reaches to cover the work of

Jason Lee and Marcus Whitman in Oregon. It thrills with deeds

of heroism and consequence. To-day the frontiersman, having

finished the conquest of this continent, is building Nome City in

the Arctic, and hewing the forests of the Philippines. The centen-

nial of the Lewis and Clarke discoveries will be celebrated by a

fair in Portland, Oregon, in 1905.
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Aet.L—WILLIAM McKINLEY,THE IDEAL AMERICAN.
" Blest is be whose heart is the home of the great dead

And their great thoughts."

The instinct of humanity will not let the name of the

righteous perish. Men are not only inspired with love and

gratitude toward their benefactors, but they also take a

pride in perpetuating the fame, in immortalizing the names

of their national heroes, because they justly flatter them-

selves that these whom they honor represent to the world

and to posterity all that is best in themselves and in their

nationality. These standards, these ideals, are what we

would attain; these great, good men represent the national

aspiration; they are the first fruit to ripen on the tree of

liberty, the first sure-footed climbers to reach the summit of

the people's progi-ess, the first bright stars of the galaxy to

shine out and penetrate the darkness which holds the world

in mysteiy and fear. If distance of time is necessary to

secure a proper angle of vision for estimating the historical

proportions of a great man, it is for those who knew him and

witnessed his development and achievements to pass the ver-

dict on his character which the ages can never reverse. The

illustrious Burke said, "Great men make great nations,

great nations great men." It is our boast that great men
Jiover made a greater nation than this, and it is our belief

^liat one of the greatest and one of the best men this nation

tver made was "William McKinley.
56
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In this twentieth century, to be great, a man must first bo

good; honor, patriotism, virtue, character are essential ele-

ments in the basis of an enduring superstructure of fame.

By these high standards have the American people tried to

measure tlieir illustrious men. So have we been proud to

estimate a Franklin and a Morse, a Longfellow and a Lowell,

an Adams and a Jefferson, a Farragut and a Grant, a Wash-

ington and a Lincoln, and so do we confidently, exultingly,

estimate the stature of William McKinley, the ideal Amer-

ican. He was a prince and a great man—a prince by virtue

of that innate nobility which no title can adorn ; a great man

in character, in common sense, in patriotic virtue, in high-

minded manliness, in his sincere love of man and woman,

in his dignified, unsullied, chivalrous, optimistic, sovereign

Americanism.

When our President fell, what was it that turned every

home in England no less than in America into a house of

mourning, and from humblest chapels to stateliest cathe-

drals set all the bells beyond the sea tolling in sad unison

with our own ? It was the sorrow which had been inspirc<l

by the death of a man whom no office, no position, no titlo,

could make greater than his ovni manliness had made him.

-Recognizing his political sagacity, his intelligent compre-

hension of the difficult problems of finance and economics

his high statesmanship, his superb diplomacy, his comph-t*"

mastery of the situation during our war with Spain, ytt,

towering above all these distinguishing characteristics, tho

world saw the man—pure, genuine, patriotic. Christian

and to the beauty and power and glory of that manhood mH

Christendom paid such a tribute as manhood had never U"

fore received.

To-day in the world's highest esteem the greatest thin

2

is character. William McKinley's was ideal. He was the

Chevalier Bayard of American statesmen, Sans peur et snns

reprocTie. 'No explanations or excuses are necessary, n*'

mantle of charity is needed, in setting forth hi.s charai-t'''.

and recalling his work and life. William ]\IcKinloy H'-f^
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c life to which every mother may point with loving hope

ami every wife with holy and exultant pride. And is not his

unsullied record one of our most precious legacies ? The

more ideals we have the better. The more just and great

leaders we have the safer will be our liberties and the surer

our footing on the difficult steep of national prosperity.

"The greatest men are the best;" great men indicate the

direction of a nation's moral movement. They are of the

people, and the power of virtue, of intellect, of God, which

has lifted them up to high places is lifting the people with

them. A great man is the mountain peak of a vast range of

moral elevation. He springs from a high-minded race. He
belongs to a lofty average of humanity as Mont Blanc be-

longs to the Alps. Moses, David, and Paul were possible

only to a race that had been lifted up to lofty moral altitudes

by the power of God. Hampden, Milton, and Cromwell

could not have sprung from an inferior people, nor could

Washing-ton, JefTerson, Franklin, Sumner, Lincoln, Grant,

and McKinley. They came from a stalwart race of free men

whom God had been raising higher and higher by the revolu-

tions and the evolutions of the ages. Emerson finds the phi-

losophy of individual greatness in the influences that have

been at work through the centuries. "It is the fruit which

it has cost all the foregoing ages to form and to ripen." Such

an individual as William McKinley could have appeared at

lio other time in human history. There must have been great

tvents, revolutions, reformations, at work upon ancestors and

t'nvironment, upon the blood and conscience, the heart and

brain of the world, charging them with the potencies, the

virilities, capable of producing such character. The soil of

liberty must have been prepared by a Christian Gospel, by a

Keformation, by revivals of learning and religion, and en-

riched by the ashes of martyrdom, by the blood of a Revolu-

tion, and of a civil war for Union and freedom, before it

''ould have produced the bright, consummate flower of such

« character as William ^fcKinley.

Napoleon says, "Mankind are in the end always governed
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bj superiority of intellectual faculties." Our own Wendell
Phillips has a wiser philosophy of power and influence:
"There were scores of men who had more intellect than'
Washington. He outlives and overrides them all by the in-
fluence of his character." Horace Mann was interpreting the
moral meaning of history when he said: "Ten men have
failed from defect in morals where one has failed from defectm intellect." Genius cannot save iimnorality from the con-
tempt of posterity. How many in our political history have
sunken into oblivion carrying with them as much intellect as
Washington, Lincoln, or McKinley possessed, but who failed
for lack of character! The ideals needed by the youth of
this country are ideals of character. Only moral greatness
is immortal. Great consciences, great souls, great hearts
make nations great. A civilization is but the expression of

.
character. MTien Kossuth says, "Nationality is the aggre-
gated individuality of the greatest men of the nation," he
sets forth this idea but with the understanding, let us believe,
that it is the moral greatness of great men that gives character
to nationality.

Like George Washington, and like Abraham Lincoln,
WiUiam^ McKinley grows in our esteem. His political wis-
dom, his statesmanship, his mental balance and power
of initiative, his executive genius, his military talent,

the soundness of his financial and economic philosophy,
his calm self-poise, his grace and urbanity of manner,
his genial, kindly, magnanimous spirit, his self-commaii^l,
his love of man, his reverence for womanhood, his afi'cction

for childhood, his solicitude for the suffering and the op
pressed, his pride in the triumphs of American industry.
his faith in the justice of American law, his gloiy in tin-

gro\vth and stability of American liberty—all these this day
clothe him with a beauty, a nobility, to which the distance

of time gives ever-increasing enchantment.
And he was an ideal boy, a product of the ideal xlmcrioan

home life. He was a clean lad who at the age of thirtcpu w
fourteen years was converted in a Methodist school during

us
J
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a revival. He was nurtured in a M'ethodist home, where an

upright father, a most godly mother, and a sister of remark-

nble mental and moral character held before him the living

models of Christian virtue. Handsome, full of pure and

healthy life, chaste, gentle, and self-possessed, he was a

leader among his schoolmates, and was looked up to as the

wisest, fairest-minded boy in town. In all his progress to

success and position he preserved the clean, quick, healthy

conscience of his boyhood. Like Daniel Webster and Abra-

ham Lincoln, he was a poor lawyer when he had no confi-

dence in the justice of his client's cause, but he was powerful

and convincing when pleading for truth and justice. The

high positions to which he was exalted by the people were

acknowledgments of his ability, patriotic devotion to duty,

spotless reputation, honorable manhood. He was true to his

mother's counsel, true to the people, and true to his God.

He was an ideal servant of the people, ever appreciating,

as he did, the teaching of his Master, "He that is greatest

among you shall be your serv-ant." But if his heart and

genius inspired him to sen^e any one class or condition of

humanity more constantly and untiringly than any other it

was the struggling and the toiling. He sprang from the

common people and he loved as he honored them. He was

a self-made man who never lost sympathy for the man who

begins at the foot of the ladder. Abraham Lincoln emanci-

pated labor from the disgrace and ignominy which slavery

had placed upon it. William ]\tcKinley was instrumental in

leading American Labor up from its drudgery to its dignity,

from poverty to prosperity. He believed in the aristocracy

of patriotism, the prosperity of the nation, the progress of

the world, the brotherhood of the race, and the coming of

the kingdom of God. "Trust in all things high came easy

to him." He was an ideal politician, and did much to give

a new and long-needed dignity to that name. A Kepublican

he was, but first he was an American ; as he was first a Chris-

tian and then a ^Methodist. Never in the history of Amer-
ican politics did political antagonists lower their campaign
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banners to a more honorable, magnanimous, patriotic gen-

tleman. He was a partisan politician but not a partisan

statesman, not a partisan governor, nor from the days of

Washington have we had a less partisan President. On tlio

stump or in the halls of Congress he never discussed a ques-

tion without lending dignity to the debate ; always cheerful

and buoyant in spirit, yet he never condescended to treat

grave subjects with a jest, nor was he ever tempted by mo-

mentary applause to depart from the decorum of serious,

patriotic statesmanship. He was never theatrical; there

were no dancing plumes on his helmet. He wore no helmet;

fearless and bare-browed he went into the fight, but they who

followed him always knew where he was in the battle, and

his clear voice never gave an uncertain sound. As governor

and President he was approachable, sjTupathetic, and broad-

minded. Xobly and courageously he could rise above parti-

sanship as he could rise above sectarianism. During his first

term as governor of Ohio the Roman Catholics built and

were about to open an educational institution in that State.

They asked their governor to attend the exercises and de-

liver an address. He cordially accepted the invitation, and

when certain zealous Protestants heard of it they were

alarmed and camo to the governor to enter their protest.

Governor McKinley said : "Gentlemen, I am not a sectarian

governor. I am the governor of Ohio ; of the Catholics and

of the Protestants ; of the Jews and of the Gentiles. I shall

make the address." "But," they argued, "if you do this

your chances for reelection to the governorship are lost; Jt

will kill you politically." "Gentlemen," said he, "whether

I am to be reelected governor of Ohio or not, I shall kerj>

my promise by these Catholic citizens of Ohio and deliv«'r

the address." And he did. That address, as the people I'f

Ohio will remember, was one of the finest orations in sup-

port and defense of our common schools ever heard in tliH

country. Wliile undergoing criticism for his warm-hcarto-r

ncss toward the Soutli, for his suggestion that Conff<ler;if''

graves be decorated and for his appointing ex-Con federa to
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soldiers to high civic and military positions during the war

with Spain, he said: ''My critics do not consider that I am
President of the South as well as of the North; of Demo-

crats as well as of Eepublicans. We are one people; we

have one destiny; we must rise or fall together." Eepub-

lican though he was, he had the spirit of Lincoln and of

Grant in his appreciation of the necessity for obliterating

all sectional animosities and burying forever all the hatred

and misunderstandings engendered by our civil war. He
stood for the brotherhood of American citizenship; not for

a nation of sections, but for a national union : the universal

and eternal union of the brotherhood of patriotism, the fra-

ternal federation of a free, enlightened, and righteous

Americanism.

"With a prophet's vision "William McKinley saw that the

United States of America was rapidly approaching its age

of responsibility; it was evolving into a world-power; it

was becoming great enough for a mission; it belonged to

civilization; it could no longer evade its share of the bur-

dens and responsibilities of civilization. To this wise, far-

seeing, courageous, God-trusting man it was given to pre-

side over its transition from a governmental problem to a

world-power. We see to-day, our prophet saw it yesterday,

that the future is preparing to make great demands upon

this America. These inexhaustible resources, this power of

our country, are factors in the problem of the world's civili-

zation. The Ilnited States is responsible to the entire hu-

man race for its just share in the enlightenment of the

world and the universal freedom of manhood. William

ilcKinley stood for a greater America, for a richer, a more

unselfish, a history-making, a world-enlightening America.

And he saw in this a Providence wiser than all politics, a

law of evolution independent of all legislation, a program

of destiny which no conventions ever dictate or circumvent.

There was the ideal politician, the true statesman, tlie safe,

victorious leader, the great President. Iso President, no

statesman, has done more to give our flag honor on the seas
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and our country front rank among the nations of the earth.

The world has a more wholesome respect for the United

States than it had before William McKinley became our

President. More and more clearly does it appear that, over

all the rapidly moving events which marked this last mag-

nificent epoch of national transition and progress, his was

the presiding genius. It was his mind that controlled our

military and naval forces, and from the "war room" of the

"VVhito House he was in immediate communication with tlio

generals and admiral i who executed his orders, ^ever be-

fore was a President Df the United States so completely the

de facto commander m chief of our army and navy.

The citizens of the United States may justly felicitate

themselves that the last war with Spain was thrust upon

them. It was not of their own seeking. It was a war against

that ambitious and cruel media^valism which believed in the

divine right of tyrants, the justice of conquest, and the sanc-

tity of oppression. It was freedom against slavery, justice

against unrighteousness, democracy against imperialism. A
more unselfish, heroic war was never waged, so far as con-

cerned the American contention. Hot-blooded patriots and

humanitarians as well as certain cold-blooded politicians

blamed the President for his hesitation in urging Congress

to declare war. But he was too good a general and too good

a man to yield to inconsiderate clamor. He knew that the

United States at the time had not enough ammunition for a

single campaign, though he did not let the world into the

secret; and, moreover, he was a man of peace and not de-

sirous to "let slip the dogs of war." There is a holy side t'»

every war. There was a holy side at Marston Moor, and

Cromwell was on the holy side. There was a holy side at

Waterloo, and Wellington was on the holy side. There was a

holy side to the American Kevolution, and our forefather*

were on the holy side. There was a holy side to our civ»i

war, and the boys in blue were on the holy side. There w.n*

a holy side to the war with Spain, and the United States w.u*

pn the hol^ side,
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How eloquent the story ! April 26, 1898, there sped from

Washington to Hongkong the history-making message:

"Dewey, Asiatic Squadron: Commence operations at once,

particularly against the Spanish fleet. You must capture or

destroy them. McKinley." That message held the promise

and potency of America's wider mission to the world.

Early morning, ]!d:ay 1, 1898, Dewey and Montejo were

face to face in Manila Bay. At five o'clock and forty

minutes, on the flagship Olympia, without dramatic pose or

grandiloquent rhetoric, the commodore looked up to the con-

ning tower and coolly said : "When you are ready you may

fire, Gridley." Gridley was ready. In one second firing

began. Tha calm command and quick response introduced

a new naval ^wwer into the world. By noon of that glorious

day the Spanish fleet had been wiped off the Pacific Ocean

;

the name of Dewey had risen to shine beside the names o|

Perry, Decatur, and Parragut ; the United States Xavy had

become a power forever after to be reckoned with in the his-

tory of the seas ; the world was more firmly than ever in the

grip of Anglo-Saxon progress, and not an American seaman

was killed nor a ship that floated the stars and stripes dis-

abled—an achievement that stands unique and unparalleled

in the history of sea-fighting. But the w^orld had not re-

covered from its astonishment, nor America from her justi-

fiable exultation over the glorious victory at Manila, when the

thunders of another conflict pealed out at Santiago. The

strength and prowess of the American and Spanish navies

were arrayed against each other, and the Spanish fleet of the

gallant Cervera was annihilated without the loss of an

American ship and with but one American seaman killed

and one wounded. And now the names of Sampson and

Schley were in the sky of fame with the name of Dewey, and

the United States was a world-power. Over this splendid

<?poch in American history presided the commanding genius

of William !McKinley. And, granting to every other actor

>n this dramatic c^wch his full meed of honor, William Mc-
Kinley was the master spirit at whose word of command
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marched armies and sped navies to their magnificent and im-

pressive victories, and arose the United States to her higher

destiny.

No one will claim that William McKinlej had the pre-

science to foresee all the wonderful results of our national

advocacy of Cuban liberty. No mortal could have foretold

the issue in our national expansion ; no one could have pre-

dicted the problems which that issue was to thrust upon us.

But when face to face with the new situation, surprised as

he must have been, the President was not frightened or over-

awed. A man of destiny ? No ; he was a man of Provi-

dence. Calm, well-poised, self-reliant (nay, God-reliant),

he accepted the new order of things, and that in the spirit

of the fathers. Expansion did not alarm him, because the

indications of Providence did not alarm him. He believed

in the triple alliance of God, the fathers, and the people.

Providence having led us out into a large place, the people

and their President immediately proceeded to adjust them-

selves to the situation, with their eyes on the clock that was

going instead of on the clock that had stopped. And when

they began to look up the precedents they were confirmed in

their belief that the genius of Americanism insisted on ex-

pansion. In no unworthy sense was William McKinley an

ambitious man. If he ever foresaw that he was a man of

destiny or a man of Providence, in the historic sense, he wa.-^

too modest to reveal his dream, and, whatever it may have

been given him to anticipate or aspire to, he had the patienc<^

of true greatness. Twice he put aside the nomination to th<'

Presidential candidacy when it was within his grasp. Wlicn,

therefore, he was nominated for and elected to the Pre^-l

dency he went to that high office and responsible trust with

the satisfying assurance of his own conscience that the Pre.-J-

dency had honorably come to him. WTien his first term was

drawing to a close and the time for the meeting of tlie Ke-

pubTican convention was approaching he one day said, m «

familiar conversation: "I should be the happiest man J"

this country if after the fourth day of next March I cuulu
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^ back ^vitll my wife to our little home in Canton and settle

Town to the restfulness of private life. Nobody knovrs,

said he "the burdens of such a position as this. So far as

the honor is concerned," he continued, "that I have had
;
that

the people have given me. I have been their President.

TherVis no gi-eater honor in this world. And so far as my

administration is concerned, it belongs to history. What has

been done can never be undone. The country will not go

backward. But," he said, "while I have no personal ambi-

tion or even desire for a second term, I must submit to the

will of the convention and permit the Kepublican Party to

submit my work, as the sei-vant of the people, to the people s

judgment. But, personally, I long to go back to my home m

Canton and rest."

Our ideal American was an ideal gentleman. If a lew

honest men have not been able to approve every feature of

William ISIcKinley's policy they have been sincere and in-

telligent enough to admire his personality. Narrow men

fail to distinguish between a great man's theories and his

character, his policy and his personality, and they easily

lend themselves to abusiveness, caricature, and vituperation

when they disagree with him on political issues. But here

was a man who never retaliated. He never stooped to answer

any charges made against his honor, sincerity, and purity

;

never permitted the antagonistic views or expressions of

honorable political opponents to interrupt his friendly in-

tercourse with them or lessen toward them his good will and

courteous consideration. If he were ever stung by malignant

criticism his natural sense of honor and his Christian spirit

of tolerance and forgiveness prompted him to forget the in-

jury, and to forgive the word or act which He was quick to

attribute to a good rather than to a base motive. This ideal

American was a Christian. The religious no less than the

political world suffered an incalculable loss in his untimely

taking off, for he was a devoted friend of every holy cause,

a man of God, a consistent follower of Jesus Christ, who to

him was both Saviour and Ideal, perfect Example and su-
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preme Sovereign. To him religion was a life; it was the

power of Gocl within ; it was a heavenly impulse and aspira-

tion. Boni among "the people called Methodists," he earlv

sought a conscious experience of the love and favor of God

through faith in Jesus Christ. The Bible became "a lamp

to his feet and a light to his path." To him, what the Bible

said God said. Interested as he always was in every phase

of thought, in literature, politics, economics, and education,

when he attended church he was eager to hear the word ; no

other theme was a substitute for the Gospel to his heart.

The sermons most highly commended by him, whoever may

have preached them, were spiritual, heart-feeding sermons

on Christian experience, the love of God and man, the Holy

Spirit, peace, brotherhood. Providence, the beauty of holi-

ness, and the sublime self-sacrifice of Jesus Christ.

He was a member and trustee of the Methodist Episcopal

Church of Canton, Ohio, which he always spoke of as liis

religious home, a place very dear to his heart. When lie

experienced religion and joined the church he entered upon

the active duties of the Christian life, becoming a Sunday

school teacher and superintendent. Then he became identi-

fied with the temperance movement in Canton, and with the

work of the Young Men's Christian Association, of which ho

was president. To the last he took a deep interest in this

association. Indeed, the interest never died which in early

manhood he had taken in every phase of Christian work.

During his Presidency he not only willingly but eagerly

gave audience to the representatives of the great religions

movements of the country, kept himself thoroughly "^fl'

posted on the details of benevolent and religious conventions,

missionary enterprises, Sunday school and educational work,

and never hestitated to avow his faith and interest in every-

thing charitable, humane, and religious. The Sabbath day

always found him in the house of God, and always promptly

on time. No worshiper ever seemed more sincerely to pny.

as he sat in his pew, "I was glad when they said unto n'.i\

Let us go into the house of the Lord." He loved preachers,
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.Id just missed becoming a preacher himself. Hk motte

,cn expressed the wish that Will should be a Me4od:s

"reacher In fact, she hoped he might become a Methodist

ishop, and thought that would be a prouder distmcUou than

Jpresideut of the United States. t had often been

eported that he was at one time a local preacher, but he

, d "JTo; I have been everything else m the Church but

a preacher." He insisted that the army needed first-class

„,en for chaplains; men who would succeed anywhere; edxr-

cated, evangelistic, spiritual, Holy Ghost preacher. On

one occasion it was suggested that a certam preacher had

been recommended for a chaplaincy by his senator, a prom-

inent politician, when Mr. McKinley said: "I am not su e

that Senator knows as much about tlie qualifications

of a chaplain as this brother's fellow-preachers and his

bishops know about him. Wiat do they say V

He was verv anxious to have the Philippine Islands evan-

gelized. His first thought was that the Uuited States would

Assess Luzon alone. "That island," said he, "civilized, and

Hghted up with the Gospel, will give the light of Chnstiani^

to the entire archipelago." He hoped the churches woidd

send able, thoroughly consecrated missionaries to the newly

opened field. He was a firm believer in and a liberal sup-

pTrter of missions, never failing to make a large annual con-

tribution to the cause. It is pleasant now to remember Mr

JIcKinley's loyalty to religion. Xo ofiicial business quenched

Lis spiritual fervor. In that memorable journey across the

continent he saw and acknowledged the leadings of the

"Kindly Light." He was deeply touched by the hospitality

and generous welcome of the South. It was a revelation to

him, and he rejoiced at the signs of growing reconciliation

between the s<«alled sections. The wonderful reception of

California took him by surprise. "It was sirnply magnifi-

cent," he said. And the tender solicitude and care of the

people during those anxious days when the life of his pre-

cious wife was hanging in the balance filled his heart with a

gratitude which he carried to the gravc^yes, to the skies.
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But in describing that anxious homeward journey he re-

vealed his unwavering faith. During the days of the Spau-

ish-Ameriean war the concern of this Christian, praying,

God-trusting President was, not to know what mere poli-

ticians thought, but to know what God and the people

thought. He believed God was with the people. If he

waited, it was only to be sure of the providential indications.

When he believed that he knew the will of God he never

hesitated. If he was slow to resort to the sword it was be-

cause he loved peace; but when war was inevitable he was

swift as an eagle.

Not alone in state papers, proclamations, and public ad-

dresses, but much more in private conversation, did he show

that he possessed the magnificent faith of our fathers. Ho

not only dared to follow where Providence seemed to lead,

but, having followed, he dared humbly, and yet bravely, to

throw the responsibility upon Providence, and then give God

the glory for all our victories and successes. Speaking of his

frequent references to Providence in his speeches and procla-

mations, and of the criticisms which his political opponents

jestingly made upon them, he said, "They may sneer at the

idea of Providence if they will, but no man who doubts there

.is a Providence controlling the events of history will ever

sit here," and he tapped the table to indicate that such a

man would never be trusted by the people or elected to tlic

Presidency.

In the last moments of his life, and in tlie triumphs of

that calm and peaceful death, this faith in Providence ros^'

to the sublime: "It is God's way. His will be done, i»<^t

ours." From that deathbed there has radiated a new in-

spiration to Christian faith. Nothing more profoundly im-

pressed, more exultingly thrilled Christendom than the calm

serenity, the perfect submission to God's will, the fearlejv.-'-

ness and peace of this man who met death wdth a song. I'-'^

glory of that translation thrilled the Christian world and

gave to every praying man a new reason for the hope tli»'

is in him. ^Vllcn he bade the world farewell in those cu^-
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and kindly words, "Good-bye, all, good-bye," all pure, high-

minded men took those words to their own hearts. They

were heard in every home, in every schoolhouse, in every

niill and workshop. And there welled up from the heart of

every wife and mother and holy woman, every toiler and

(^worthy mechanic, every soldier and sailor, every teacher

and minister of God, every patriot of every party and every

creed, a choking, sobbing, but loving, "Good-bye, true

man, faithful sen^ant, noble President, great American;

good-bye."

Good-bye—but not to be forgotten ! On granite shaft and

marble arch posterity will trace the legend of his virtues. In.

laws that "make the bounds of freedom wider yet;" in the

characters and lives of peoples new-born to liberty and light

by his wise power; in songs that future generations learn to

sing; in histories that shall trace events to their philosophy;

in the unfolding mission of greater America ; in the widen-

ing sway of Anglo-Saxon civilization ; in the coming empire

of universal brotherhood and peace, will be preserved for-

ever the name and memory of William ^SlcKinley.
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Art. II.—realms OF POWER FOR MIND AND
HEART.

If it were asked what is the chief characteristic of our

world the responses might be as various as the respondent.-.

The artist, seeing the myriads of flowers, each atmosphcrc-J

afar off with fragrance; the gorgeous colors of bird lit\.

the waving grace of grass and trees, the momentary and ilhi-

sive play of color and form in sea and sky, the fresh crea-

tions of morning and evening splendors, might say the chi( f

characteristic was beauty. The utilitarian, seeing how

everji:hing lives for service, the bee for honey, the shocji

for wool, the ox for work and meat, the earth for vegetable^

and grain, the clouds for rain, the sun for giving life, might

say the chief end of the universe was utility. He who hear-

"the multitudinous laughter of old ocean's waves," or this

morning's five o'clock ceaseless thrill of bird song, watclir-^

the exquisite mazes of insect dance in air at noon, or at tin'

drawing on of evening time, who knows that all animal lif--

is one long joy from the insect of a day to that leviathan of

the deep that God made to ylay therein, might say it "^'s^

joy. The meditative philosopher who sees the adaptati'"'n

of means to ends—birds to air, fish to sea, the almost

—

might he not say quite?—thoughtful selection of matcrl:i!

by plants for gro\\i;h and use, the harp of a thousand string-

in man's body, every one attuned to use, the journeying

wind, the flowing stream, the life-bringing sea, the mar%'elor..'.

balance of the ponderous orbs of tlie sky, so that the greater

centrifugal force of the sun at a world's perihelion, or iIk'

less at aphelion, is exactly balanced by varying speed, «'»'

age-long movements that portend disaster correct themsolv"'*

at length by innate forces and laws—he who sees this ti'",

partment might say the chief characteristic was wisJoru-

But suppose there was a nature large enough to see all tb*--'

departments, and realize that all beauty, utility, joy, r.H"

wisdom had to rest on some primary cause and be kej't v--
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active being by some continuous upholding, and he were to

SCO in every leaf-making and bud-unfolding, in every beat

of wing, leap of beast, flight of cloud, majesty of storm,

uplift of mountain, carrying of worlds, a need of a present

efficiency, would not he say that the prime characteristic was

power, and that all other characteristics were possible ber

cause of an original agency that has these vast expressions

in the beginning, and that has vaster expressions in the con-

tinuous upholding through unthinkable ages and measure-

less space ? We would begin at once an investigation of this

amazing realm. It would be a slow process. Suppose a

really developed man who had never seen or heard of a loco-

motive were put on one already fired up and on the track.

How long would it take him to find out its powers and possi-

bilities ? If he blundered into pulling the throttle he might

never learn the use of the brake, nor of the injector, till he

was taught the one by leaving the track on a curve, and the

other by blowing up the boiler for lack of water. How long

would it take the average man, untaught by others, to learn

the use of theodolite or spectroscope ? How much longer of

a universe, in littld departments of which these instruments

have place ?

But let him begin to investigate power. After the labors

of millions through millenniums we find these results : Gravi-

tation was the first and at one time the only knowable power.

There was no cohesion in the infinitely diffused star dust

of a cloud, no chemical affinity, certainly no power of vege-

table or animal life. There was only a power of contraction,

a drawing together. The other forces mentioned above were

of necessity added subsequently and in the order named. It

is also known that gravitation is the weakest of these forces.

Gravitation does not tear apart the particles of a suspended

^'ire. Cohesion is superior. So of chemical affinity. In

rolling sand gravitation pulls the particles of gold down to

bedrock because they are heavier. Water is made of two

uJrs, oxygen and hydrogen; the atomic weight of the first

IS nearly sixteen times that of the second. But gravitation

57
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does not sunder the lieavier of the two airs from the lighter

in rolling water. Chemical affinity is stronger. So vegeta-

tive force masters gravitation and lifts up a hundred tons

of matter in a tree hundreds of feet high. It also overcomes

the cohesion of the soil and rock, the chemical affinity of

water, and appropriates their dissevered particles to its own

use in new combinations. !For our purpose there is no need

to treat of the power of gases as steam and explosives, of

electricity and magnetism. The power of mind over all these

forces needs no assertion or illustration. It masters and

handles them all within limits of space. Xo thinker can fail

to ask for the origin of all these powers. "Were all. these

potencies and possibilities latent in the fiery star dust of a

cloud? Were they all derived from the once sole existent

force of gravitation, or were they imparted from time to

time as the progress of development required ? There can

be no evolution without a previous equal involution. To

conceive of all these forces as involved in such hostile cir-

cumstances to remain latent through unrecordable time im-

plies a tremendous stretch of thinking, and an unnecessary

greatness in the Involver. If, as evolutionists claim, a dozen

separate potencies including life could be given to the fiery

.star dust of a cloud at once, most of them to remain latent

for millions of years, certainly they could be bestowed suc-

cessively, and when needed for immediate activity. What

is His way of working, now and under our eye ? He endow^;

man while his members are as yet unfashioned with certain

potencies for evolution and development. The germ is to

grow to the stature of manhood. The unknowing mind is t"

grasp the knowledge of earth and take in all the stars. Tlie

clinging to the mother for sustenance is to develop into an

affection that is ready to sacrifice life itself for that mother.

There is an evolution of germ into all that manhood niean>=-

But is there no subsequent endowment? Every Christian

knows there is. When another and higher kind of lif<^ '"

needed a new creation is provided. A new birth is po^.-ibi'^-.

Ho that microcosm, man, power is added to become a partakt-r
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of the divine nature. It is as great a change, as portentious

nu advance, as to add to dead material worlds the amazing

potencies of life, and to them the potencies of consciousness

and of conscience. Unfortunately, scientists are sometimes

unacquainted \vith all the facts in the case. And this one,

of the highest nature possible, should not be omitted in the

consideration of the lower ones.

It seems, then, that God's way of working is to endow

successively with power according to need and opportunity.

Tliis seems to be, if not the only way possible, at least the

only way reasonable. Endowment that is to lie unproduc-

tive for millions of years is not economical, nor good finan-

ciering, even if it were possible. To evolve all these greatest

forces from the first and least one of all is unthinkable. It

requires that a greater be taken from the less, and that less

remain as great as before. Or try another dilemmatic sug-

gestion, namely, that part of one force be transmuted into,

another. Suppose that a part of gravitation, a force univer-

sally present in all space, be transmuted into a local force

of higher intensity, as first cohesion, then chemical affinity,

and so on through all the forces to mind. This would neces-

sitate one of two things: (1) to make cohesion the first

result of transmutation great enough to bear the subtraction

of all subsequent forces, or (2) to make repeated drafts on

the original gravit<^tion for each successive force as needed.

This would require an enormous diminutipn of gravitation

at one time, or at many times, when neither fact shows it

to have been done, nor theory allows it to be consistent with

either the stability or development of the universe. And

cohesion being a weak, a local force, the derivation of higher

forces therefrom by transmutation of a portion of it is im-

possible. There remains, therefore, but one other conclu-

sion, namely, that forces have been added from time to time

as needed in process of development. No man thinks these

material forces are eternal any more than he thinks matter

is eternal. ^Matter and force cannot be eternal because force

is in a state of dissipation. Science and revelation declare
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that there must be an end of the present solar systenu The

prornise is of a new heaven and a new earth, wherein dwelleth

righteousness. I make or create all things new. One crea-

tion is not enough in a system of progress. We reach this

conclusion, then: In the beginning God. He is almighty,

the source of all power and from whom proceedeth all things.

Nature and revelation combine to say the order was, nebu-

lous matter, without form and void ; then a palpitating move-

ment from without moved upon the abyss of the fluid, that

is, not solid; next a resultant light as "good" as the sun

since this world was a sun; then a dark crust on the earth

formed by the radiation of heat, and so the "good" light was

confined exclusively to the sun, and the darkness appeared

behind or in the shadow of the dark earth. All this, to

gether with uplifted mountains and seas in depressed val-

leys, was the result of one force, gravitation, moved upon in-

finitely extended matter. If the matter of our solar system

originally filled a sphere as large as the orbit of Xeptune,

its farthest known planet, it must have been four million

times more rare than the air at the earth's surface. Its con-

centration into shining and then dark worlds, with magnetic,

electric, and other mere material force, belongs to one set

of endowments. It may be observed in passing that gravita-

tion acts with rare discrimination, attracting some things

and not others, for example, the celestial ether. This Iiai

inertia, is intensely powerful and elastic, but not subject t->

gravitation. All matter may have been in that condition

once, but some of it was endowed with gravitational power

when the Spirit of God moved upon it, and some not

But now we come to an altogether different kind of forces.

Life came, first vegetable, then animal, developing into a

high grade of intelligence, affection and will in animals, and

to conscience in man. It had to be a new endowment, not a

development from the first force. There are chasms between

death and life that death can neither leap nor bridge. Tin*

same is true l^etween unconsciousness and consciousness, b*'-

tween irresponsibility and conscience, between the grunting
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hog tliat never looks up to see who shakes down the acoms

and a reverent soul aglow with rapturous love and ecstatic

worship of the infinitely holy God. As stated in a previous

paragraph, there is given to those who believe on Christ

j>ower to become partakers of the divine nature. It is a new

endowment and not a development. It is most easily under-

stood by regarding it as a department of power for mind and

heart, as real and legitimate as gravitation is for the kind

of matter on which it works, as forceful as steam under the

incitements of heat, as swift as electricity in its flight be-

tween suns and their worlds. This is great news, a real gos-

pel. This is the exact definition of Paul. "The gospel is

the power of God." How plain it was made by Him who

illustrated life and immortality. The kingdom of heaven is

like bare grain. It has such innate power that it masters

gravitation, cohesion, and chemical affinity, and becomes a

field of wheat, w^here the cloud shadows play and the wind

comes to scent its wings to a journey over the earth. The

kingdom of heaven is like one grain, almost invisible, least

of seeds; but it has innate power to become a tree full of

pungent fragrance and bird song. The kingdom of heaven

is like leaven. It alters the nature of the particles it touches

and endows them with power to alter the nature of particles

beyond. It is not an army in a hostile country growing

weaker with every day's march, but in a friendly country

that pours in supplies and recruits. It is power that does

not merely conserve, but it multiplies itself. Qrescit eundo.

Since there is a regidar department of power for mind and

heart, it will have the same general characteristics as other

general realms of power. It will have as regular and legit-

imate ways of working, can be made available by man or

let alone as well as others. What are some of the general

characteristics of realms of power ?

I. They are everywhere present, ^o lone sailor in arctic,

equatorial, or antarctic seas ever comes to a place where the

magnetism he needs to direct his needle to the pole is absent;

no comet gone from its sun thousands of years, flying its
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thin, elliptical orbit, ever comes to a place wKere gi'avitation

is not. The elastic leash holds; and away in space wheru

its sun is a scarcely visible speck and the awful cold of space

is not ameliorated a single degree by its heat, gravitation

swings it round the far aphelion and calls it back to its owix

sun. So of the realm of power for mind and heart. Xo cry

ever went up for help and power from Greenland's icy moun-

tains or India's coral strand that did not find tliis true.

"The word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth and in thy heart

;

that is the word of faith." It is as available for the heavenly

spaces as for earthly limitations. In the unknown future

it will be the same power as in this living present.

II. Every power we know of is suJSScient and limitless.

Steam does not falter. Inspire it with the earth's internal

heat and it helps lift the mountains miles high, hundreds of

miles wide, thousands of miles long. Gravitation does not

weaken. Tie a string to a stone and whirl it round in air

and feel the pull. How much pull? That depends on tlic

size of the stone, the length of the string, and the swiftness

of the whirl. Suppose the stone be eight thousand miles in

diameter, the length of the string ninety-two and a half

million miles, and the swiftness of the whirl a thousand

miles a minute, what will be the pull ? Tie the earth to tlio

sun with steel wires, every one with a tensile strength of half

a ton. How many would it take ? Put them on all the sur-

face of land and sea, from pole to pole. They must be so

close together that a mouse cannot run round among them.

Yet gravitation bears this tremendous strain. It bandit's

this great world as easily as the air does a bubble. It nnt

only handles this w^orld, but its sun, a million and a third

times greater; and not only our sun but other suns thou-

sands of times as large. There is plenty of force. So in

the realm of power for mind. He who felt himself the chif'f

of sinners found mercy. He preached a gospel that saves to

the uttermost. If all the sins of all the ages were heaped «•"

any one soul he would offer it salvation. And in all '»'"

afflictions, uncqualed except in case of the Christ, he san'.
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'-Blessed be God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the

Father of mercies and God of all comfort, who comforteth

us in all our afflictions (so much) that we may be able to

comfort them that are in any affliction."

III. All powers are ultimately for the service of man.

Elephants cannot use steam, nor birds electricity. Man can-

not spend his time chewing and digesting cuds and do any-

thing else. But the leisurely cow and stupid ox can devote

their whole time to making milk and beefsteaks that the

eager man can appropriate in fifteen minutes and go on

al^ut his higher work. Grass rises two grades in the process.

It is a law of nature that the big fishes eat the little ones, and

all orders of being exist for the service of others that are

higher. That is right. God does not want a world of protozoa,

nor even of pollywogs. Let them live their happy day

and serve the world more in their dying than by their lives,

lilncrinites may give by their corpses a higher beauty to

the marbles of the Taj Mahal. The first thought about man

was, "Let him have dominion over the fish of the sea, and

over the birds of the heavens, and over the cattle, and over

all the earth." And besides fish of the sea, "whatsoever else

passeth through the paths of the sea"—gi-avitation, magnet-

ism, etc. So we may sing with truth and modesty as well:

We for whose sake all nature stands,

And stars their courses move;

We for whose guard the angel bands

Come fl>ing from above;

We for whom God the Son came down
•^'

"

And labored for our good.

Since we have proved by long experience that all the pow-

ers of the lower departments freely give themselves for our

service, we mav easily believe the higher ones will do the

same as readily. What a blessed assurance! What bound-

less opportunitv! Any man who wants to do more than he

can mav find abundant help. For long ages men did without

steam, electricity, and explosives. But they were always m
waiting, always'illustrating their power, and saying, "Won't

you take and" use us?" Volcanoes and thunder and light-
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ning were none too great nor loud nor brigbt to be lavisbed
to try and make men understand tbeir willingness to serve.

IV. All powers are bj nature transmissible. Niagara
works as readily at Buffalo as at the Falls. Los Angeles
dynamos and cars are driven by power generated eighty-
three miles away. The power of thought is transmissible by
spoken or written word. Courage is a mental wine that in-
spires all who see it. Laughter is catching. Joy is conta-
gious. Then certainly the power of God is transmissible
Nothing is too hard for it to do. No measurable time is
required. Methodist ministers ever;ywhere ask men of any
degree of vileness to expect to be made wholly clean at oncem any depth of despondency or even despair to receive the
joy of the Lord. The first word, that "power belongeth unto
God," is no more true than the next word, "Unto thee,
Lord, belongeth loving-kindness" for men. It is Jehovali
who saith, "Let him take hold of my strength." Since there
IS as regular a department of power for mind and heart as
for matter, it follows that it has regular laws and modes of
being worked. Only the maji who has music in his soul can
work at harmonics, only the artist can make symphonies of
color, only the pure in heart, or those who seek to be, can soc
God. The present locomotive is the result of the careful
thought and experiment of a thousand men; such a magnifi-
cent result is not easily attained. Edison sometimes spends
a whole night in developing an idea. A psalmist anticipated
the da^vning of the morning, that he might meditate on God's
word. And the Christ offered up prayers and supplications
with strong crying and tears. The highest results demand
the highest endeavors. What may be expected to come to

men from this realm? The Gospel is the power of God.
What God is, his power will give. He is all-wise. Our
science is the feebly comprehended A B C of his scienci\
The opening of his word giveth light. It giveth understand-
ing to the simple. His commandments make one wiser th:in

his enemies, and meditation on God's testimonies give more
understanding than all one's teachers. The great histor-
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ical verities of Joseph and Daniel and thousands of men in

all ages, including ours, are practical demonstrations of this

truth. A Christian nation is wiser than a heathen, because

of these impartations of this wisdom and its developments.

There are various opinions about the fact of divine im-

manence in matter. So there are about human immanence

in the body. Some hold that every movement and every

standing stiU in nature is a result of the immediate outgoing

of the divine will. Others hold that laws (whatever they

are) were imparted to matter, and they work on ceaselessly

without supervision. Why not both ? In sleep bodily move-

ments, heart beats, nutrition, elimination, etc., go on with-

out kno^vn supervision. But on awaking a hundred move-

ments are made by the direct act of the will. We question

whether the universe is God's body or God's work. There is

matter sufficiently fine, pure, and intensely alert to be a

body for God. It would be without "parts." He who in-

carnated himself in a human body might let electricity, or

celestial ether, be a form of his expression. They are more -

alert and swift than the himian mind can conceive. We

talk of their hundreds of millions of millions of vibrations

a second, but it is only talk, not comprehension. As we are

clothed with flesh, so a psalmist said, "Thou coverest thyself

with light as with a garment." So in Daniel's vision, and

John's. It may be that it is more than a figure of speech

tliat says God is light. In every widely received error there

is some truth. There is some in pantheism. Paul did not

hesitate to tell even such people as the Corinthians they were

the body of Christ. And it is no violence to a devotional spir-

it to think of God's being related to the beautiful orbs of

light somewhat as man's soul is to his body. The eminent

astronomer C. A. Young says, "If I were to say what I

really believe, it would be that the motions of the heavenly

spheres of the material universe stand in some such relation

to Him in whom all things exist, the ever-present and om-

ini>otent God, as the motions of my body do to my will."

And Herschel said, "It is but reasonable to regard gravity
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as a result of a consciousness and will existent somewhere."

It is asserted that there has been an occurrence in our

world's history for which the human mind can discover no

possible cause in the regular laws and forces of the material

universe. Beyond question there was once an almost tropic

climate at the north pole. The change to the present climate

could be accounted for by a change of the obliquity of the

earth's axis to the plane of the ecliptic. Xothing could

change it so far as we can now see but an act of the divine

will such as introduced the epochs already referred to. There

must have been such epochs, whether this change of obliquity

was one or not. This illustrates and makes clear the evident

epochs in man's relation to the realm of power for mind.

Whatever the continuous divine immanence in man, there

ought to and will be times of refreshing, revivals and pour-

ings out of the Spirit in pentecostal abundance. The

obliquity of man's axis of revolution to the plane of divine

procedure may be changed and the Sun of Eighteousncss bo

set, that is, appointed for times and seasons of summer

bloom, autumn fruit, and winter rest. Epoch after epocli

of advance in order of being and perfection of performance

may be appointed to man, as well as to the world. .
Kew

earth has been again and again. New heaven may be. All

agree that the realm of power for mind and heart invades

man in conscience and inspiration for prophecy. But a

forcible invasion is not comparable to sought and welcomed

comings. Steam in the solfataras and lightning in storm?

forced themselves on man's attention to his exceeding terror.

Sought and welcomed, they are God's most helpful mater I id

gifts.

All these points have been demonstrated in the spiritual

history of mankind as clearly as anything that is written on

the rocks or carved in the mountains and canyons of the

earth. "Wlien the apostles were commanded to go and dlr-

ciple all nations, and turn the world upside do-wn in the mut-

ter of opinions, morals, and eternal hope, what hmnnu i>r<'l':i-

biUty was there of their success ? Not the slightest. Tlicy
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had neither temples, learning, eloquence, social standing, nor

any one human element of success. Against them were all

elements of human power—superstition, learning, social in-

lluence, religion, ciWl power, and military might. Men
were pitiless in the use of them all. Ten great persecutions

in the first three hundred years sought to wipe the earth

clean of even the memory of the Crucified. His followers

'iiad trial of cruel mockings and scourgings, yea, moreover

of bonds and imprisonment. They were stoned, they were

sa\vn asunder, were tempted; they -were slain with the

sword, they wandered about in sheepskins and goatskins, be-

ing destitute, afflicted, and ill treated." By hundreds they

were thrown to the wild beasts in the arena. They were

wrapped in tarry sheets and set on fire to light the gardens

of Zero's lust. They were driven from the face of the eailh

into catacombs and dens and caves. And yet this Gospel

spread. Tacitus says that there was not a village far up the

Alps where there was not a little company that gathered

together before sunrise to sing hymns of praise to Christ as

their King and promise each other to be faithful for another

day. They knew not if they would ever meet again. ^Vhy

did it spread ? Why go on conquering and to conquer ? How
could it subdue the earth? What is this that all the re-

morseless powers of earth cannot conquer ? There can be

but one answer. It was the power of God in epochal mani-

festation. There is a promise of God in Joel of which the

Pentecost was but a partial fulfillment; when men learn

the laws of the realm of power for mind and heart as well

as engineers know the realm of steam, and give themselves

as perfectly to the utilization of that power, the Spirit will

be poured out on all flesh, and the knowledge of God will

cover the earth as the waters cover tlie sea.

Pf^.^Q^,'?}'^
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Art. III.—the PLACE OF CHRIST IN THE GOSPEL.

Ever since Professor Harnack published his book which

appeared in this country under the title "What is Chri^-

iianity? there has been raging in Germany a fierce contro-

versy on the subject of this article. There is evidence that

the controversy will be taken up in this country also. Eor

this reason, and because the subject is so vital, a fresh ex-

amination of the theme appears to be demanded. The first

thing to do, naturally, is to limit, at least in some general

way, the scope of the word "Gospel." And in so doing it is

necessary to point out that Gospel and Christianity are not

synonymous terms, and that they are not equivalent in their

implications. The Gospel is central in Christianity, and

the Gospel and its presuppositions and concomitants con-

stitute Christianity. Among the chief presuppositions of

the Gospel are the existence and personality of God, human

responsibility, and, therefore, the guilt or ill desert of sin,

and by consequence the ruin in time and eternity wrought

by sin in human character and destiny. Among the chief

concomitants of the Gospel are the obligations to personal

holiness in spirit and conduct, and to devotion to the cau?e

of propagandism committed by Christ to his disciples. It

will thus be seen that the presuppositions pertain largely to

human conditions and destiny, and the concomitants to hu-

man duty. But the Gospel—the good news—certainly does

not pertain to these dark conditions, nor to the dark destiny

to which they point. Nor, on the other hand, is the Gospel

a message of duty, however noble and great. Rather is it

a message of human possibility—possibility of release from

what we now experience and of entrance upon new expe-

riences and a new career commensurate with the grandeur

of man's essential nature. This is what constitutes the Gos-

pel gladness, that it promises release not merely from ^i"'

desirable earthly conditions and surroundings—the^e nre

hardly a presupposition of the Gospel at all—but from tlif
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deepest evil which can stand in the way of human develop-

ment, the evil of sin ; and that it promises one the attainment

of all the highest and profoundest and noblest aspirations of

his soul. How, now, is Christ related to this Gospel ?

In the first place, he is the bringer of the message. How-

ever we may account for it, men have not only recognized

their worth more adequately since Christ than before, but

tliey have been encouraged by his teachings to hope for the

realization of that which is noblest in character as those who

have not heard of him do not hope. Apart from him men

are relatively well satisfied with their moral and spiritual

condition. Wherever the knowledge of him has gone men

have become discontented with present moral attainments

and have come to strongly desire better things. It may be

truthfully said that that one question of Christ, "What shall

it profit a man if he shall gain the whole world and lose his

own soul ?" whichever way it be translated, annihilated the

old order of things. Men had been brought face to face with

an estimate of values that must forever render men of sin

and men of the world uneasy. It seems like a very simple

question ; but it is so put as at once to reveal the worth of

the soul, and to appeal to all the deepest moral feelings of

mankind. Once those deeps are stirred they can never be

stilled until the world loses its grip upon us and we are free

to work out our higher career. But equally elemental in its

power was that saying of Jesus "that ye may be the children

of your Father which is in heaven." For the filial relation

here referred to is not that of adoptive children so strongly

emphasized by Paul, but it consists in the moral likeness to

God. And while the other saying reveals to men how utterly

foolish and unworthy of the human soul the ordinary slavish

love of tlie world is, and so arouses the spirit of discontent,

this one serves to awaken the spirit of desire and to keep it

alive until the highest conceivable perfection can be attained.

Likeness to God is an intangible thing, but the belief that

it is within our reach affords the most blissful and impelling

expectation kno\vn to the human race.
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Christ was also related to the Gospel as its effective agent.

There are two comprehensive facts which make this evident.

The first is that Christ removed the barrier between them-

selves and the realization of their ideal which men saw in

God. That barrier was the supposed attitude of God to

ward men. Because the human conscience does its work in

all ages and among all peoples it does not take long for men

to lose their self-respect. But when to this is added the be-

lief that the almighty and all-knowing God is holy and can-

not look upon sin, men either seek to justify themselves

before him—this is the way of the Pharisee—or else tlicy

fear to make any approach toward communion with him

—

this is the way of the neglecter of religion. Thus that in-

dispensable doctrine, the holiness of God, becomes a barrier

to man's approach to him. The holiness of God must bo

maintained. The way out is not that of denying or minify-

ing it. And yet in the minds of all men God's holine.-s,

however crudely or however correctly conceived, is likely,

because of the uniform and severe condemnations of con-

science, to attract a disproportionate amount of attention.

So that any effectual reconciliation with God seems exclnJf'J

by the necessary doctrine of the holiness of God, and by tli*"'

activity of conscience, which we cannot allow to abdicate

To the well-instructed Christian it is, of course, clear tlmt

this emphasis upon the holiness of God results in a one-

sided conception of the divine character. But we owe it l--

Christ alone that we entertain a more correct and adcqnato

opinion of the relative importance of the divine attribntf--

;

for it was his doctrine of the Fatherhood of God wliifi'.

while it loft a place for the holiness of God and the un'.!-

turbed authority of conscience, yet removed the barrier t'-»

man's approach to the Deity. Much as has been made of tls'

doctrine of the divine Fatherhood it appears not even yet '^

be fully appreciated. This is due, perhaps, to the fact that i?

is so often misunderstood. Like so many other doctrm*"- V •"

taini)ig to the Deity it is an anthropomorphism. Tbi-^ i
•

•

is overlooked by many, and as a result they have mo:>t !:-•
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proper conceptions of the great truth it expresses. Men Avho

are in mortal terror lest our thought of God should include

certain human imperfections adopt this doctrine because it

fccms to fit in with their kindlier feelings, but too often they

neglect to analyze it to see just what elements of human

Fatherhood may be worthily ascribed to the Deity. In a

general way they regard it as significant of the providence

of God, and especially of the love that God bears to his

creatures, as opposed to the exercise of that strict justice

which the thought of God as a ruler or judge conveys. Thus

they set the love of God in antagonism to the justice of God,

wliich is as baneful a mistake as that of the older theology'

which reverses the order and sets the justice of God in an-

tagonism to his love. From the standpoint of Christ there

is no antagonism. He never allows us to so conceive the

love of God as to blind us to his justice, nor when thinking of

tho justice of God, to forget his love.

It seems strange that anyone should so grossly misunder-

stand the great and epoch-making revelation of God as

Father. The perfect earthly father never ceases to love even

Ills wayward children. He brought thera into the world,

nnd in so doing he took all the risks as to their conduct.

Should they bring disgrace upon him, should they prove

themselves unworthy to be called his sons, he still must love

tliem. He cannot be justified in disavowing or steeling his

licart against them. In proportion as he is capable of divest-

hig himself of his parental love is he an imperfect parent,

find we must not anthropomorphize God in the sense of sup-

I)Osiug that he ever ceases to love us, however far we go

astray. But, on the other hand, the perfect earthly father

cannot deal with the wayward son as though he were dutiful

and noble. To do this would be not only a gross injustice,

hut it would be so subversive of all good morals within the

liome, and even in society at large, that it would prove a

fi'ther weak, and recreant to one of his highest duties. Par-

iiiMilarly is this the case while the children arc still de-

i-^-ndent upon the father for guidance in the way of life as
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we are dependent upon the heavenly Father. But if it is

an error to anthropomorphize God by supposing that he can

ever cease to love even his most disobedient children, it is

equally an error to anthropomorphize him in such a sense

as to suppose that he can, simply because he is a Father,

ignore the fundamental distinction between those who seek

to perform their filial duties and those who neglect them.

The weakness of an earthly father may lead him either to

undue severity or undue indulgence; not so the heavenly

Father. The advantage of the paternal as distinguished

from the rectoral view of God's relation to man is not to be

sought in the disregard of love for distinctions in conduct-

Neither the perfect father nor the perfect judge can do this.

The advantage is that it is a relation in which all the moral

attributes of God can display themselves, while the rectorul

view provides for only a part. We must suppose, therefore,

that in God love is not only consistent with the proper dis-

tinctions between the conduct of his various children, but

that his love is the very ground for making this distinction

both in thought and in the treatment he accords them. Ileiicc

the parable of the prodigal son, if it is intended to teach

anything about the Fatherhood of God, is certainly not a

revelation of the whole fact; else the complaint of the ohler

son is justified. It must be admitted that for the human

father to convince his son that he still loves him notwith-

standing all his evil ways, and in the face of the necessary

rebukes, punishments, and, possibly, of final disinheritanc«%

is extremely difficult, if not impossible. But this Chri.-t

was able to do for the heavenly Father and his sinning chil-

dren. If we viewed only this one aspect of Christ's w<'r*^

we could not be surprised that the older theologians tiilk'^'*

much about and praised highly the wisdom exhibited in what

they called the plan of salvation. For he cei-tainly ^v.ni

about it in a manner which displayed the profoundest insii.'-''

into the elements of the problem and tlie firmest and m "-'

complete mastery of them conceivable. Had lie fO"i<?
^^''•''"

a message of repentance as a condition of the Father's K-^''
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there would have been nothing unusual in his offer and it

\rould have had the usual effect. The estrangement must

liave continued. Had he come ignoring the claims of right-

eousness to declare the Father's love men would have felt

that there was some weakness in God such as to deprive his

love of its value. But in no such way does Christ represent

the Father. Sin is sin in God's sight, and must be repented

of, and forsaken, and forgiven. Jesus comes with no mes-

sage which breaks dowTi the distinctions of right and wrong

by promising to treat all alike in the end ; but with the most

solemn warnings to be found in human language that sin

persisted in will end in most fearful disaster. ISTor, on the

other hand, does he come with a message which relieves man
of the necessity of immediate choice. There is nothing which

can by any twisting and turning of theologians of the emo-

tional school be warped into a suggestion that since God is

almighty and since God is love he will not allow himself to

be defeated in his desire t« save every man. With the ut-

most impressiveness he lays upon man the burden of deter-

mining here and now his eternal destiny. iN'or is there

an^-thing in the doctrine of Fatherhood itself to suggest any

relaxation of human responsibility. God is Father; but the

father must often painfully watch the downward progi-ess

of his children to ruin. There is nothing in fatherhood

—

not even in almighty Fatherhood—to prevent that result.

But neither does Christ come with a message from an of-

fended dignity. He does not represent God as withholding

his love until men repent, but as loving them whether they

repent or not. It is the very doctrine of the Sermon on the

^fount—"love your enemies." God, says Christ, does that,

and he urges his hearers to do the same. The echo of this

teaching of Clirist is heard in the words of Paul that "God
"«'as in Christ reconciling the world unto himself," and,

'Kow we are ambassadors for Christ: ... we pray you in

Christ's stead, be ye reconciled to God." Here, whatever is

taught elsewhere, is plainly no doctrine of the reconciliation

f>f God with man, but rather of man with God. The of-

58
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fended party does not wait for the offender to seek recon-

ciliation. That would be man's way. But in so doing ho

does not say that he will let bygones be bygones. In such

a message as this thgre is no mistaking either God's holi-

ness or God's love. But the very strength of the love is the

fact that God does not abate one jot or tittle of his holy

law. It is a display, not of weakness, but of power exer-

cising magnanimity. Thus man finds the barrier erected by

his conscience between himself and God removed without

touching the conscience of man or the holiness of God.

But Christ is the effective agent of the Gospel also in

that from him the vital force of the whole movement pro-

ceeds. The Gospel is more than the doctrine of man's

worth and God's love. It is a life energy to be imparted,

without which the benefits of the Gospel cannot be enjoyed.

And here is the point at which it is evident that Jesus does

place himself at the very center of the Gospel. An exam-

ination into the facts will show that Christ vouches for the

doctrine, and that he at the same time considers himself the

means by which the promise of the Gospel is to be re.alizcd.

"With regard to the doctrine see how he speaks. It is all

from himself or about himself. The pronouns I, me, my,

mine, and the designation of himself as the Son or the Son

of man, are constantly on his lips. Over and over again he

uses the formula "I say unto you," or "I tell you," or '"I

speak unto you." He claims exclusive knowledge : "No man

knoweth the Pather save the Son, and he to whom the Son

will reveal him." That he also makes himself the vital

force in man's realization of the Gospel is seen in such

words as, "Come unto me, all ye that labor and are hcnvy

laden, and I will give you rest;" "The Son of man hath

power on earth to forgive sins ;" "I am come to seek and to

save that which is lost;" "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, ho\v

often would I have gathered thy children together as a hrij

gathereth her chickens under her wings, and ye would ii"'t
"•

"Whosoever shall confess me before men, him will I ('''ni'
'

before my Father, and whosoever shall deny mo, him ^^ih
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I deny;" "Think not that I am come to send peace on

earth; I am not come to send peace, but a sword;" "He

that loveth father or mother, or son or daughter, more than

lue is not worthy of me;" "He that receiveth you receivetb

nie;" "Whosoever shall lose his life for my sake shall find

it." These words from the s^Tioptics and many similar ones

in the fourth gospel might well be summed up in the words,

^'Without me ye can do nothing." And he certainly made

the impression of such a claim upon the earliest Christians.

They were added, by commission, not to some visible organi-

zation, but to the Lord. What they did they did for his sake,

and they lived unto him. They loved him with an affection

which constrained them to endure any sacrifice that they

might do his will and secure his approval ; and they hoped

in the life after death to be like him. Even those who had

not seen him loved him and rejoiced in him with a joy that

was unspeakable. Belief in him was necessary to salvation.

They were washed in his blood, which was able to cleanse

from all sin. He was able to save to the uttermost. He was

the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world. The

preaching of the Gospel was, according to Luke, the an-

nouncement that Christ, the Lord, had come. So largely did

Jesus occupy the thoughts of the New Testament writers

that he is actually mentioned, by one appellation or another,

more frequently than God. Leaving out the word "Lord,"

which is so often of uncertain reference, Jesus is mentioned

1,367 times, God 1,314. These things show plainly that

Jesus reckoned himself and was reckoned by the early Chris-

tians as so inextricably inten\^oven with the very texture of

the Gospel that if he were taken out there would be no Gos-

pel left. Further examination will show also that he must

have given them a pretty clear conception of his person as

the ground of their acceptance of him in this important re-

lation. We reach this result when we consider that he could

secure and hold the devotion of men in such a remarkable

manner and degree. ^Miat man who left the impression of

being a man only could call others away by a word from
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their daily occupations to a life of toil and sacrifice? And

that he made upon the people of his time and country an

extraordinary impression is seen in other incidents pre-

served in the synoptic gospels; for example, that he spake

with authority and not as the scribes ; and that his disciples

constantly wondered at him, saying, among other things,

"What manner of man is this, that even the wind and the

sea obey him." And the fourth gospel confirms this view.

But this is only a portion of the indirect evidence that

those early Christians had a reasonably complete Chria-

tology. It is noticeable that, except in disputed passages,

the deity of Christ is nowhere directly and unequivocally

asserted in the l^ew Testament. This fact may be accounted

for in either one of two ways: It may be thought that the

New Testament writers had not reached the conception of

his true deity, or it may be thought that his divinity was s<3

taken for granted among the Christians to or for whom they

wrote that the assertion was unnecessary. The facts in-

volved decide in favor of the second view. Not that tlio

early Christians had defined the deity of Christ in such a

way as was later done by the council of Chalcedon, nor even

as the council of Nice, nor, to go still backward toward the

apostolic age, as Origen or even Justin Martyr defined it.

As time went on the metaphysical implications of the early

and simpler thought were more and more felt. To the minds

of these early Christians the doctrine was a practical one,

and was precious because of its practical bearing upon the

value of Christ's work. Is it true, then, that the New Testa-

ment writers assume, rather than explicitly aSirm, the tlcity

of Christ? Paul's writings are among the very earliest <^'f

the New Testament documents. And what is more impor-

tant, they are written for the most part to people to whoin

he had preached considerably earlier than he wrote. n*'V*"

does Paul deal with this question? Indirectly always, hut

in such a way as to leave no doubt of his meaning. In "^'"'*^'

ing to the Corinthians concerning generosity in givini: •"'

says, "Ye know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, tl'^'^
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tliougli he was rich, yet for your sakes he became poor, that

ye through his poverty might become rich." Here is a clear

assumption that the Corinthians had been instructed con-

cerning the preexistence of Christ and his glorious state

prior to his incarnation. Again, in writing to the Philip-

pians, exhorting them to self-abasement in the interest of

others, he says: "Have this mind in you, which was also

in Christ Jesus: who, existing in the form of God, counted

not the being on an equality with God a thing to be grasped,

but emptied himself." This is somewhat more direct, and

the meaning of the language, upon any fair interpretation,

is unquestionable. Still it does not sound as though the

apostle was announcing a doctrine new to his readers. When

he does announce new doctrines it is his wont to give the

proofs in support of them. Here he uses as a familiar illus-

tration of self-abnegation the example of Christ, and only in-

directly, though unmistakably, refers to the essential duty

of Christ as a fact well known to his readers. All this means

that, so far as the preaching of Paul was concerned when

he was in Philippi and Corinth, he taught the deity of

Christ to his hearers. It is possible, therefore, to trace this

doctrine back to tlie primitive apostles, whom Paul cer-

tainly did not contradict on this point. So that we may,

from this line of argument, definitely conclude that the

earliest conception of the person of Christ included his deity.

The same result is reached when we look at other phe-

nomena of the Xew Testament. In fifty-two places the

word "Gospel" is used without any qualifying word or

phrase. In thirteen others it is the "Gospel of Christ," and

in eight others still it is tlie "Gospel of God." This use of

the phrases in question is chiefly found in Paul's letters to

the Pomans and to the Thessalonians (First). It is clear,

therefore, that whether we tJiink of Christ as the subject

or as the author of the Gospel, to Paul's mind God was

equally its subject or its author. In other words, God and

Christ were interchangeable names in this connection. The

Gospel is to Paul indifferently either the Gospel of Christ
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or the Gospel of God. Again, out of twenty-five times in

which the word "Saviour" is used in the New Testament

it is connected nine times with "God" and sixteen times with

"Christ;" and these combinations occur promiscuously in

the same documents, as though the Saviour was, in the mind

of the writer, true Deity, and might be called either God

or Christ. These references are about all found in the

pastoral epistles, the early dates and Pauline origin of which

are questioned by some. But his reference of the Gospel

indifferently to God or to Christ shows that, whether Paul

did or did not pen the references to the Saviour as God or

as Christ, they are in perfect harmony with his accepted

writings. In the fourth gospel, which was probably written

late in the first century, and which, according to Harnack,

cannot be placed later than 110, we have essentially the

same phenomena. In some respects this gospel seems more

directly than the synoptics to. teach the deity of Christ. But

this is appearance rather than reality. For it is only the

Logos of whom it is said he "was God." After the writer

of that gospel has declared that the Logos was made flesh

and has identified this incarnate Logos with Christ he doc>

not call hiin God directly. Yet indirectly he assumes hi.5

deity. For he declares that the Jews sought to kill him l>'^

cause he made himself God or equal with God by calHn.ir

himself the Son of the Father (John v, 18 ; x, 33, 36)'. Evi-

dently the fourth gospel assumes that the Son of God mu-t

be true Deity. But if the term Son of God was taken by tho

people of the time to indicate the true deity of Christ, tlicn

we must aflSrm that the synoptics as clearly, thougli not »•*

frequently presuppose his true deity as the foutK gospel.

For they make Christ call himself the Son of the Fatlif-r

(for example, Matt, xi, 27y, and allow that he was accu?r<^

of blasphemy for not denying that he is the Son of God, it.

indeed, they do not make him assert that he is the Son f^-f

God (Matt, xxvii, 43 ; Luke xxii, 70, 71)'.

The underlying assumption of the whole New Testaniciit.

then, is that Jesus was very God. Yet that he was ven-
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God is, perhaps, nowhere directly asserted. The only ex-

phniation of this peculiar combination of facts is that the

claim of divinity on his own part and for him on the part

of the early disciples was so well understood as to make
direct assertion superfluous. The purpose of all this is not

so much to prove the divinity of Christ as to show that the

early Christians thought of Christ as truly God. And it

was this which gave the Gospel its value in their eyes. Paul

was not ashamed of the Gospel of Christ, because it was the

power of God. Luke tells us that when on the plains of

Bethlehem the angel of the Lord (Kvpiog) stood with the shep-

herds the glory of the Lord (Kvpiog) shone round about

them; and that the angel preached the Gospel—brought the

good tidings—of gi-eat joy in that he told the shepherds that

the Saviour who was born unto them was Christ the Lord
{icvpiog). What docs Kvptog mean here if it does not mean

tliat KvpLog whose angel stood with them and whose glory

shone round about them ? The Saviour was the Lord. That

was the strength and greatness and joy of the message. This

was the thought of Luke about the year 80 concerning the

original conception of Jesus as it lay in the minds of the

earlier disciples. And he tells us that he had carefully

traced out all these things from the beginning.

If these things be true the preaching of the Gospel is the

preaching of Christ the Lord. If the Gospel is to be effective

it must not omit, ignore, or minify him. He must be pre-

ceded as the angel of Bethlehem, that first evangelist, pre-

ceded him; as Christ preceded himself; as the apostles and

other early Christians preceded him. Well does Professor

Haraack say that if w^e will understand the Gospel we must

first understand Christ ; and that Christ does not belong to

tlie Gospel as a part of it, but that he is the personal realiza-

tion and inner power of the Gospel and must always be felt

as such.
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Aet. IV.—the pipe organ in church worship,
FROM AN ORGANIST'S STANDPOINT.

In the year 1709, at a meeting of the officiary of the

Brattle Street Church of Boston, Hon. Thomas Brattle,

a prominent citizen and a gentleman of progressive spirit,

offered to donate a pipe organ to that society; but the offer

met with serious opposition, and instead of adding to the

popularity of Mr. Brattle it brought upon the donor the

severest censure.

The prejudice against instrumental music in churches,

''praising God by machinery," was an inheritance from the

days of Puritanism, when the reaction against the formal

service of the Established Church reached such a height

that the government was petitioned to put down all cathe-

dral churches—^%vherein the service of God was most griev-

ously abused by the piping of organs—as such abomination

was undoubtedly an offense to the Lord. By constant agita-

tion the question was seriously considered, even by the Es-

tablished Church, whether or not the pipe organ in their

houses of worship was a means of helping on the cause f<'r

which the church stood. Many of the people claimed that

as the New Testament says nothing regarding instrumental

music in the worship of God, and God rejects all he did not

command, to make use of such an instrument in the church

was displeasing to the Almighty. It is but little wonder

that our ancestors, coming to these shores with such a preju-

dice, should object to this innovation, their real object i"

crossing the sea being to worship God according to the oh-

tates of their o^vn conscience. Even at Harvard College tlie

question, "Do organs excite a devotional spirit in divine

worship?" was discussed and decided in the negative. 1'*'^

in 1762 that decision was reversed, and although the prcjt:-

dice has not yet been fully outgrowm, the tide has tnni"--

and now almost all churches, financially able to do s^s 1

"

sess a jupe organ. But the instrument was long in incetu-u'
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with general approbation, and even to-day the Quakers, the

large majority of churches of the United Presbyterian faith,

and part of the denomination known as the Disciples of

Christ will not tolerate the king of instruments.

In the organ are embraced all other instruments. In fact,

a large organ is a symphony orchestra under one keyboard

;

for it is so constructed that thoughtfulness, reverence, tender-

ness, submission, adoration, yearning, aspiration, joy, cour-

age, remorse, strength, and triumph are a few of the ab-

stract terms that may be directly suggested and definitely

induced by its varied tones, and when manipulated by a

Christian artist it may at times be even more effective than

some of the more intellectual processes of literature, rhet-

oric, or homiletics. If you wish, you may compare it to the

colors of the rainbow, for the variety of tone is almost un-

limited. If the artist puts two colors together he will get

another color. So it is with the organ; one stop will give

you one quality of tone, and another stop added will mate-

rially change it. This is what is meant by tone color. It

might be asked, "Cannot tone coloring be produced by other

instruments ?" Yes, but only to a limited extent ; and that

simply by the means of crescendo and diminuendo. With

the organ you have not only that means, but you have the

several stops, and each stop stands for a different quality in

tone, the same as a different color to the artist. For ex-

ample, take the piano. If Paderewski, or any other per-

former equally great, goes to the piano and plays one tone,

and the little five-year-old boy plays the same tone inmie-

diately after, you could not possibly tell whether it was the

pianist or the little boy. "Why ? Simply because the manu-

facturer placed the tone there. It was a piano tone, pure

and simple, when it left the factory. It is a piano tone now.

It will always remain a piano tone until it is worn oiit

—

and then it might change its qualities somewhat so as to sug-

gest to you a certain kitchen utensil commonly called a tin

pan. But with the organ how different! The organist who

has studied registration can imitate almost any wind or
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stringed instrument, and as a result the sweet tones of an
emotional composition can be produced so delightfully and
intoxicatingly that we yield to the diviner side of our na-
tures before we are aware of it.

All this being true, certain it is that the organ is worthy
of a place in the churcli services. These services are many
and varied. We have the regular preaching service, the
festal seiwices at Christmas and Easter time, the 'com-
munion, and oftentimes the funeral services are held here.
One ser^uce will demand the full organ, another will require
the softest and most solemn tones, and compositions written
especially for certain services require many peculiar tonal
effects which no other one instrument can produce. Min-
isters will often ponder the question, "How can we get peo-
ple to church?" Among otliers this answer can be given:
Offer them the best music possible; and this no church can
do unless it possesses a good organ. The object of the churcli
is not to maintain eloquent preaching, nor does it stand for
artistic music; its true aim is the salvation of men, and the
minister and the organist should work shoulder to shoulder,
both having the same aim in view. Eloquent preaching will
oftentimes reach people where music will fail, but just as
often the opposite of that is true.

^

Our people are a music-loving people, and a special mu-
sic^il program will secure as large a congregation as any
sermon or series of sermons. But in order for any churcli
to be grandly successful, it is necessary that harmony exist
among those having the work in charge. Even the most
quiet and unobtrusive church member has his or her place.
With the pastor as the leader, the officiary, the church com-
mittees, the aid societies, tlio congregation, and last, but by
no means least, the choir and the organist—all must work
in harmony; for the church is like one great machine—if

one part fails to do its duty, then the work is ret<irded.

When a new pastor is appointed to a churcli he is likol.v

to solicit the help and sympathy of his congregation, and in-

deed, if success is to crown his efforts, he cannot forego the
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aid of his people; but perhaps a new thought may be sug-

gested when I say that if the organist is to be equally suc-

cessful, and tries to give the church the best there is in him,

he must also have the same help and the same sympathy

tliat the pastor asks for.

Sunday moraing comes. The last stroke of the bell has

sounded, and it is time for the service to begin. In almost

all churches the service is opened with a prelude. Every

sei'vice must begin with something, and the organ volun-

tary seems the most fitting. Here is where the organist

needs your help. If he is truly conscientious and is in sym-

pathy with the service he will try to play something which

will be devotional, worshipful, and helpful ; for the prelude

can be made to bring the people into such a frame of mind

that all which follows will be more beautiful, more holy,

more sublime, and will render the minds of his hearers more

receptive for the spiritual teachings of the service. But

how can the office of the prelude be fulfilled if the service is

supposed to begin at 10:30 in the morning, and a large, if

not the larger, part of the congregation wait until 10:45 be-

fore they are in their places? Could the clergyman put

forth his best efforfs if above the sound of his voice there

were the rustle of skirts, the squeaking of shoes, the slam-

ming of doors, and the mufiled voices of those engaged in

conversation? It is sometimes said of organists that they

are erratic. Is it any wonder, when such conditions as those

I have named confront them? Could not the members of

our congregations shoAV sympathy with their organist in a

substantial manner by being in their seats when service be-

gins, and when the first tones of the organ are sounded cease

all talking and give him their attention ? For he is address-

ing them personally through the tones of the organ, and it is

just as ill-bred to converse while he is playing as it would be

for him to give no attention to one who might be addressing

him. I know many will plead that this proceeds from

thoughtlessness on the part of the people, but is it not high

time that intelligent }x?ople, at least, were a little more
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thoughtful and considerate ? Even clergymen sometimes in-

vite their brother ministers to the platform and talk inces-

santly while the prelude is being played, and if they have

occasion to speak to anyone in the congregation they seem to

take a delight in choosing that special time to do so; but

what if the organist should do the same while he is preach-

ing ? Sometimes the organist is asked to tegin the prelude

at 10:25, five minutes before the service begins, so that the

first hymn may be sung at exactly 10:30; evidently con-

sidering that the office of the prelude is to cover up the noise

made by the people entering the church. The prelude is as

much a part of the service as the sermon. If the service be-

gins at 10 :30 that is the time for the prelude to begin, and

it would be as absurd to have the pastor preach his sermon

before the service as to have the organist play his prelude

before. Any seK-respecting organist will demand respect

for that part of the service for which he is held responsible.

But the aim of the organist and the minister should be one.

In nine cases out of ten the organist knows nothing about

sermonizing, and in nine cases out of ten the minister's mu-

sical knowledge is apt to be extremely limited, so that if

minister and organist will each attend strictly to his own

office much trouble will be averted. They have much in

common, and they should work together to make the service

helpful in all ways, but to the mind of the organist the music

is his affair and not the minister's. Every organist is in

duty bound to make his organ-work an important part of the

service, and he should never go into the service unpreparp<l.

The spirit and whole tendency of the selections played should

be of an elevating nature, restful to the weary and a balm

to the sorrowful. If it is not of this kind, then he has mi?^'*'

his calling. The service should be followed in its general

bearings, and if the sermon happens to be of a type that

calls for soft music, play that. If, on the other hand, it

would be more appropriate to render music of a more cheer-

ful character, then play that. By all means be a help. 1"

that way the gratitude of the pastor will be secured, as ail
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clergjTiien will acknowledge that good music will enable

tlieni to preach with less effort.

In addition to the prelude the organist must play for the

hynms, the offertoiy, and accompaniments for solos, quar-

tets, etc., and to a very gTcat extent the successful rendition

of all these depends upon his competency. It is in his power

to mar the beauty of any musical selection or to assist mate-

rially in its success.

Custom makes law, and it is the custom for organists to

play immediately after the benediction while people are

leaving the church, and the usual method of closing church

services seems to be by a noisy outburst of organ music that

originally must have been planned to dissipate any spiritual

impression that may have been made. It is hard to conceive

of a better scheme for promptly and effectively obliterating

all the influence of the worship hour. This postlude habit

amply justifies the Scottish antipathy to the "kist o' whus-

tles." For an organist to immediately follow a solemn serv-

ice by the instant opening up of his organ to the utmost

power of its reverberation is neither rational, devotional, nor

musical. I can heartily agree with one of the most able

and experienced of soul-winners who termed the loud post-

lude a characteristic specimen of satanic ingenuity. After

hymns have been sung, Scripture read, a word of prayer

offered there comes a natural pause in the movement of the

service when the sound of the voice may well be hushed and

be succeeded and supplemented by the heart-warming and

soul-stirring ministrations of the organ. It is here that the

organ can preach.

For the best results to be secured the organist must know

his instrument; he must be artistic to a high degree, for

music that offends the taste can never be worshipful and

would only serve as a hindrance to those musically inclined,

and even though he may not be a professing Christian he

should be thoroughly in sympathy with religious worship.

Almost any church member would agree that only those who

are especially fitted for such positions should be employed.
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But even while that is so, it is often the case that one can

go to church and listen with profit to an excellent sermon

combined with bad music. In order to be successful a

preacher must be especially prepared to fulfill the duties of

his ofiice, for in most cases he speaks to a congregation of

intelligence and must give his people something helpful.

It should be the same with the organist and his choir.

They have a task to perform, and should be especially

trained for its proper performance. Church ofiicials should

recognize this fact when making their appropriations for the

pastor and for the music. Isoi for one moment would one

depreciate or undervalue the wise, tactful, devoted, and

scholarly pastor. All churches having such a leader are to

be congi-atulated, and he deserves the best support the people

can give him. But if it is agreed that music is an important

factor in the church service, and that the cause of Christ is

helped by it, then recognize its value. Be as desirous of se-

curing competent people for the choir loft as for the pulpit,

and be as willing to pay them according to their work ;
for

in many of our churches eloquent preachers are in the pulpit

while the music rendered from the choir loft is anything but

a credit to the house of God. I sincerely hope that the time

will speedily come when the ofiicials of our various churches

will see that good music is fully as important as good prcacli-

ing. Only then can we expect to make the service ideal in

all its details, and to attain that perfection we must have,

first of all, a humble, devotional spirit on the part of the or-

ganist and the choir; second, we should have the same re-

spectful attention from pastor and congregation that they

would expect from us ; and, third, we should have the syva-

pathy of every church attendant, manifested by their as-

sembling promptly at the appointed hour.
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Akt. V.-JOHN WESLEY'S THOUGHT DEVELOPMENT.

One of the attractive theories recently advanced is that

every great thinker goes through a thought development

which leaves him at a different point from that at which he

started. He may have begun as an adherent of the school

of thought dominant in the preceding epoch, in which case

he will tend to be a philosopher working over towai-d the

economist's point of view. Or he may have been a man un-

identified with the thought traditions of the past and keenly

alive to the new conditions of his own time. If so he will

begin as an observer and tend to become a philosopher. The

present study was made for the purpose of applying this

theory in the case of John Wesley. The plan followed was

to find the periods in his thought development and to analyze

the chief influences upon and modifications of his thought

in each. Wesley's thought life seems to fall naturally into

these divisions: His childhood and young manhood up to

the time of his ordination, from 1703 to 1725 ; his career

at Oxford after his ordination, from 1725 to 1735 ; his ex-

periences in Georgia, from 1735 to 1738; the crisis of '^S.o-

ravian influence, 1738-39; the beginning and development

of the Methodist movement, from 1739 to about 1760; the

period of the modification and growth of Methodism, from

about 17G0 to the end of Wesley's life, 1791.

John Wesley was born in 1703 at Epworth, where his

father was rector. His father's father and grandfather and

his mother's father had all been Dissenters, but his father

and mother became Anglicans in their early life. His father

was a man of decided and elevated character, his mother a

woman of unusual intellect who had the chief formative

influence over Wesley. With her ho most often corre-

sponded on matters of religious and theological opinion dur-

ing his years at Oxford, and her word had great weight

with him.

\Vlien Wesley was twelve vears of age Epworth Kectory
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was visited by "Old Jeffrey," as the family called tlie rap-

pings, rattlings, and groans which were said to have gone ou

there through six weeks and more, and of which such

strangely circumstantial and calm records have come down

to us. Between the ages of twelve and twenty-two, he says,

he committed "many knowTi sins" and was really indifferent

to religion, although he still read the Bible, prayed, and went

to communion three times a year. TVTien he was about

twenty-two his father urged him to take orders, but he re-

sisted, doubting his own motives. At this time his mother

wrote him

:

Now, in good earnest, resolve to make religion the business of

your life; for, after all, that is the one thing that, strictly speak-

ing, is necessary, ... I heartily wish you would now enter upon a

strict examination of yourself, that you may know whether you

have a reasonable hope of salvation.

In accordance with this advice "Wesley took deacon's or-

ders and began the study of divinity. He came strongly

under the influence of the writings of Thomas a Kempis and

Jeremy Taylor. From a Kempis he received his first clear

conception of religion as an inward, spiritual life; but ho

was perplexed by a Kempis's asceticism and wrote to his

mother for counsel. She differed from a Kempis's view that

God has destined some men to unhappiness here on eartli,

and declared, "All the miseries incident to men here or here-

after proceed from themselves." Wesley replied, "You have

so well satisfied me as to the tenets of Thomas a Kempis that

I venture to trouble you again on a more dubious subject."

This was Jeremy Taylor's statement that a human being

cannot know whether his sins are forgiven. Wesley even

then shared w^ith his mother the view that—to use his

words—"if we dwell in Christ, and he in us, certainly wo

must be sensible of it." But they then thought that ono

would be sensible of acceptance with God by the "evidences

of one's own sincerity"—not through "the witness of the

Spirit" in the sense in which Wesley later used that term.

From Taylor John Wesley obtained his first concepti':^n <'t
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Christian perfection; but at that time it meant to him only

"purity of intention." It led him, he said soon after, to

resolve to dedicate all his life to God. This was really a

turning point in his career.

He soon sought the acquaintance of other men of like

mind. "The Holy Club" was formed at Oxford, and the

members set up for themselves the rigid discipline whicli

won them the name "Methodists." They led the most as-

cetic lives, \vith strict adherence to High-Church forms.

They visited the poor and sick and prisoners. They were

careful and constant students, particularly of the Bible. At

about this time Wesley read William Law's Christian Per-

fection and Serious Call, which carried on the effect already

produced by a Kempis and Jeremy Taylor. Wesley then be-

lieved that his constant endeavor to keep God's whole law,

inward and outward, would insure his salvation. This is

shown by his sermon on "The Circumcision of the Heart,"

preached before the university in 1733. In it, as before, his

test as to whether one is a child of God seems to be the wit-

ness furnished by one's own consciousness of sincerity of

life and purpose, though Wesley himself in after life re-

garded ttat sermon as containing the substance of all his

later ideas on tlie witness of the Spirit.

In 1735 he sailed for Georgia as a missionary to the In-

dians. There were a number of Moravians on the vessel,

and Wesley was much impressed by their humility and gen-

tleness, and most of all by their entire calmness during the

fearful storms which filled him with terror.

During John Wesley's three years in Georgia he was an

austere and ascetic Iligh-Churcliman, his conduct marked

by the most extreme ritualism. He found no opportunity

to work among the Indians, which had been his object in

coming. He made many enemies by his uncompromising

attitude. Altogether, he was glad to sail for England in

1738. His Journal during the voyage reflects his unhappi-

ness and his unrest. He was full of fear of death in every

storm and was led to the most minute introspection and self-

69
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analysis. He concluded, "I went to America to convert the

Indians ; but 0, who shall convert me V Wesley's first ser-

mon after he reached London was so intense and unusual

that he was infomied he could not preach in that church

again, and in the same way he was excluded from one pulpit

after another. Just at this time he came under the influ-

ence of Peter Bbhler,. a Moravian preacher and a friend of

those he had known in Georgia.

To go back a little : The day after "Wesley landed in Geor-

gia he had met the Moravian pastor Spangenberg, whom he

asked to advise him as to his work. He records their con-

versation in his Journal

:

Mr. Spangenberg said, "My brother, I must first ask you one or

two questions: Have you the witness within yourself? Does the

Spirit of God bear witness with your spirit that you are a child

of God?" I was surprised, and knew not what to answer. He
observed it, and asked, "Do you know Jesus Christ?" I paused,

and said, "I know he is the Saviour of the world." "True," re-

plied he, "but do you know he has saved you?" I answered, "I

hope he has died to save me." He only added, "Do you know
yourself?" I said, "I do." But I fear they were vain yords.

This new doctrine did not impress him particularly until ho

met it again in Loudon. Bohler became his spiritual father

;

and he by degrees accepted, as new to him, Bohler's teach-

ing of the possibility of dominion over sin and of peace and

joy arising from an instantaneous consciousness of forgive-

ness. I say "by degrees," because it was six weeks and more

before he was fully convinced of the possibility and a num-

ber of months before he proved it by personal experience.

Finally, on May 24, 1738, he felt his "heart strangely

warmed;" but at intervals during the succeeding months he

was in considerable doubt as to his spiritual state. At this

time he certainly was thoroughly mixed up by the Moravian

mysticism and extravagance of expression.

In the period including the beginning and development

of the Methodist movement, from 1739 to about 17G0, events

moved swiftly, Wesley found himself hurried on into m w

lines of action and points of view. Societies were fornifJ
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because many people who had heard him preach wished to

consult him, and so he set a fixed time. Outdoor preaching

lie adopted because the colliers and other folk whom he de-

sired to reach would not come to a church, and also because

the church pulpits were closed to him. Lay preachers were

made use of because the Church of England clergymen were

almost entirely indifferent to the needs of the time and the

peo])le, and because, in Wales' and elsewhere, movements

similar to the Methodist movement had begun independ-

ently under laymen who now wished to unite with Wesley.

Meetinghouses were built by the societies, that they might

have some place of their own for their gatherings, and when

Wesley or any other clergyman came to them they could

have the sacrament from him. From a very small and in-

formal beginning developed the Annual Conferences of the

Methodist preachers, "both cleric and lay, who came together

to consider "what to preach, how to teach, and what to do."

Wesley now was being accused of starting a schism and

separating from the Church of England. This he flatly de-

nied, defending his course by references to the historic cus-

toms and rubrics of the Church. He was still a strict High-

Churchman, insisting on episcopal baptism and ordination

and believing in the regenerating power of infant baptism.

His asceticism is shown in the first set of questions drawn

up for the "bands," in which the members were to answer

such inquiries as, "What known sins have you committed

since our last meeting?" ""What temptations have you met

with?"

The movement spread and grew with astonishing rapidity.

Wesley began the wondei-ful joumeyings through England,

Ireland, Scotland, and Wales which he continued to the

month of his death, and which certainly influenced him

greatly. The open-air life and exercise proved exceedingly

beneficial to his health, and the constant change of scene

brought him variety and interest, which explain in part his

invariable cheerfulness, optimism, and sanity. His travels

and his keen powers of observation gave him a more than or-
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dinary knowledge of actual conditions. He learned the life

of the people on all its sides. He saw their needs and the
inadequacy of the Church of England to meet them. There-
fore his ideas as to the demand for and the scope of Methi>-
dism, and his conviction that it was a divinely inspired
movement, its variations from the ordinary ecclesiasticiil

methods justifiable and inevitable. During the early years
of the movement his preaching was attended by the most
peculiar and violent physical effects upon many of the audi-
ence. Naturally he regarded these emotional manifestations
as of divine origin. He did not at first know the peculiar
effect of his own preaching. And indeed his early sermons,
when read, hardly seemed calculated to have induced such
frenzies or to differ so widely from his later ones, which
were seldom accompanied by anjiihing of the sort.

^Vheu the movement was well started he got his bearings
and realized the trend of affairs and the tendencies of the
forces he had called into play or had consented to utilize.

Not that he deliberately set to work to modify any of his

teachings. He seems never consciously to have done so. But
he certainly did change his way of stating things. For in-

stance, he always believed that his ideas of justification by
faith, the witness of the Spirit, and Christian perfection r<>

mained unchanged after he first adopted them, but his put-

ting of them hardly upholds that. To follow this out a little,

both as to the change in his thought and the reasons for it

:

When he accepted the doctrine of justification by faith, and
was so strongly under :Moravian influence, he regarded it in

its most mystical and extreme form. But he came to fed
that, to quote his words, "If we deny the doctrine there is a

danger lest our religion degenerate into mere formality. If

we allow it, but do not understand it, we are liable to run
into all the wildness of enthusiasm." In a sermon in 1747
he really suggests objective or external tests to prove whether
one is justified: "Thou art not lowly of heart, thercfom
thou hast not received the spirit of J"e.su3 unto this day
Thou dost not keep his commandments; therefore thcj
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lovest him not, neither art thou a partaker of the Holy

Ghost." In his Journal for December 1, 17G7, he records

the view he then reached and to which he adhered for the

rest of his life

:

Being alone in tlie coach, I was considering several matters of

importance. And thus much appeared clear as the day: . . .
that a

pious churchman who has not clear conceptions even of justi-

fication by faith may be saved. . . . That a mystic who denies

justification by faith (Mr. Law, for instance) may be saved .

If so. is it not high time for us ... to return to the Pla n word

"He that feareth God. and worketh righteousness, is accepted with

him"?

Before he knew the Moravians,- therefore, he practically be-

lieved in justification by works; for a time he was filled

with tlie idea of justification by faith in the Moravian sense;

but he came to a consistent belief that it is invariably at-

tended bv good works. Similarly his theory of the witness

of the Spirit developed. Before he met the Moravians he

bad no conception of it. When he did adopt it he at first

regarded a conscious assurance of salvation, that is, the wit-

ness of the Spirit, as a necessary part of acceptance with

God. Later he said

:

I believe a consciousness of being in favor with God . . .
is the

common privilege of Christians fearing God and working right-

eousness. Yet I do not affirm there are no exceptions to this gen-

eral rule. . . . Some may be in favor with God and yet go mounimg

all their days, usually owing to bodily disorder, in ignorance of tne

Gospel promise Therefore I have not for many years thought

a consciousness of acceptance to be essential to justifying faith.

The idea of Christian perfection, as has been said, Wesley

gained first from Jeremy Taylor. It then meant to hmi

that one might be "filled with love" and with "purity of in-

tention." To this as a personal ideal he adhered. The Mo-

ravians and some of the Methodists talked of "sinless per-

fection," and for a time Wesley fell into extreme statements

concerning it. For example, in 1741, in his first sermon on

Christian perfection he said, "Christians are saved m this

world from all unrighteousness They are now m such

a sense perfect as not to commit sin and to be freed from
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evil thoughts and evil tempers." In the preface to a volume

of hymns published in tlie same year he spoke very un-

guardedly as to the possibility of constant peace, submission,

and freedom from temptation; but in a republication in

1777 he added notes disavowing many of his former state-

ments. Xaturally Wesley was a sane, healthy, well-bal-

anced man. When he saw the outworking of some of tho

doctrines to be ill-balanced, overenthusiastic, or in any way

bad, he modified his expression of the doctrine to preseiTc

the balance, and tried by advice, and even command, to get

his followers into the proper paths. One quotation from a

series of "Cautions and Directions" as to Christian perfec-

tion will serve as an illustration

:

Beware of that daughter of pride, enthusiasm. O, keep at the

utmost distance from it! Give no place to a heated imagination.

Do not hastily ascribe things to God. Do not easily suppose

dreams, voices, impressions, visions, or revelations to be from

God. They may be from him. They may be from nature. They

may be from the devil. Try all things by the written word. You

are in danger of enthusiasm every hour if you depart ever so little

from Scripture; yes, and from the plain, literal meaning of any

text, taken in connection with the context. And bo you are if you

despise or lightly esteem reason, knowledge, or human learning;

every one of which is an excellent gift of God, and may serve the

noblest purposes.

The constant trend of Wesley's thought was toward a broader

and more practical conception of a Christian life. He early

realized the necessity of accompanying all talk of the wit-

ness of the Spirit and Christian perfection with very homely

and direct moral precepts ; in Cornwall and in many coast

towns he insisted most rigidly on the evil of smuggling and

of buying or selling uncustomed goods; and as time went

on he found that giving up smuggling led to "increase of the

work of God," and vice versa. He instructed the societif'.-«

to attempt to extirpate all forms of bribery at parliamentary

elections and to expel any members who were guilty of it. To

the earnest but ignorant Irish lay preachers he gave advK'O

concerning cleanliness, ond all sorts of personal matter^;. l'''

urged the payment of taxes as a Christian duty. In Ireland
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}ie was accused of "robbing and plundering the poor." He
replied

;

Abundance of those in Cork and Dublin, as well as in all parts

of England, who a few years ago, either through sloth or pro-

fuseness, had not bread to eat or raiment to put on, have now,

by means of the preachers called Methodists, a sufficiency of both.

Since, by hearing these, they have learned also to work with their

hands, as well as to cut off every needless expense, and to be good

stewards of the mammon of unrighteousness.

He also claimed that bis preaching had reconciled to the

government persons previously disaffected, and that those

who became Methodists became at the same time loyal

subjects.

The classes of society in which Wesley felt the most in-

terest Avere the ones on which Methodism took the strongest

hold, the middle and lower classes of the towms and cities.

AVith the rich and with the fanners he had comparatively

little sympathy. Perhaps he felt instinctively the fact that

they would not in general respond to the stimuli Methodism

offered. John Wesley's chief trouble during the last part of

his life was the growing riches and consequent worldliness

of the Methodists. His views as to the special causes for

this are given in the Arminian Magazine for 1787 in an

article called "Thoughts upon Methodism." He argues:

I do not see how it is possible, in the nature of things, for any
revival of true religion to continue long. For religion must neces-

sarily produce both industry and frugality; and these cannot but

produce riches. But as riches increase, so will pride, anger, and
love of the world. ... Is there no way to prevent . . . this con-

tiftual declension of pure religion? We ought not to forbid people

to be diligent and frugal; we must exhort all Christians to gain

all they can, and to save all they can; that is, in effect, to grow
rich! . . . There is one way. ... If those who gain all they can and
save all they can, will likewise give all they caii, then the more
they gain the more they will grow in grace, and the more treasure

they will lay up In heaven.

Through his knowledge of men and of facts Wesley de-

veloped greatly in tact, and in ability and willingiiess to

adapt means to ends. In 1759 at Norwich he permitted the
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Methodists to use any posture at communion, because he

knew many of tbem were Dissenters. He says: "Had 1

required them to kneel probably half would have sat. Xo\v

all but one kneeled down." His practical view of the situa-

tion as early as 1748 is shown by this incident: The success

of the monthly watch night services of the Methodists li;ul

been ascribed to "novelty" or "the solemnity of the night."

Wesley replied : "I am not careful to answer in this matter.

Now, allowing that God did make use of the novelty, or any

other indifferent circumstance, in order to bring sinners to

repentance, yet they are brought. And herein let us rejoice

together." And he added the query whether he would be

right in failing to use any means by which he could probably

lead a soul to God.

"Wesley's experiences and observations, coupled with bis

religion, made him a philanthropist. At Oxford he had be-

gun visiting the sick, the poor, and the prisoners, as he con-

tinued to do through his life, but at first his actions were

primarily determined by their subjective utility in making

him holy and fitting him for life beyond the grave. As he

grew older his health improved ; he ceased to be ascetic an*l

morbidly introspective; he became filled with a keen realiza-

tion of the needs and sufferings of his fellow-creatures, and

correspondingly he was actuated no longer chiefly by tJie

possible effect of his deeds upon himself, but by the hope of

uplifting humanity. He seems not to have stopped to the-

orize as to the deficiencies of the English poor law or the

evils of the penal code. Brought face to face with the facts,

what he did was to start in, practically and at close range, t'>

fight the evils hand to hand. He established systematic ixx>r

relief, furnished sewing for unemployed women, started .i

poor man's lending fund and a medical dispensary, had col-

lections taken for weavers out of employment, and was the

inspiration of a host of kindred philanthropies. As tunc

went on his sermons to the poor, while searching and dirci'f,

became more and more gentle and comforting, and thn^e t-

the rich more and more scathing. Once after he had prcach'-d
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from the text, '^e serpents, ye generation of vipers, how can

vo escape the damnation of bell?" an offended hearer said

to him, "Sir, such a sermon would have been suitable in

Billingsgate; but it was highly improper here." Wesley

replied, "If I had been in Billingsgate my text should have

l»ecn, 'Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin

of the world.' " He arraigned with growing severity the

wickedness of England, public as well as private. He

pleaded for more knowledge on the part of the rich as to the

life of the poor. "On Friday and Saturday I visited as

many ... as I could. I found some in their cells under-

ground, others in their garrets, half starved with both cold

and hunger, added to weakness and pain. But I found not

one of them unemployed who was able to crawl about the

room. So wickedly, devilishly false is that common objec-

tion, 'They are poor only because they are idla' If you

saw these things with your own eyes, could you lay out

money in ornaments or superfluities?"

Mention has already been made of changes in Wesley's

ideas as to Church polity. But these changes are not to be

attributed exclusively to the demands arising from the

Methodist movement. He was much influenced by Lord

King's Account of the Primitive Church, and by Bishop

Stillingfleet's Irenicon. In 1745, only a few weeks before

reading the former book, he received a letter urging him to

renounce the Church of England. In his reply he stated

some thoroughly High-Church views, saying:

We believe it would not be right for us to administer either bap-

tism or the Lord's Supper, unless we had a commission to do so

from those bishops whom we apprehend to be in a succession from

the apostles. We believe that the threefold order of ministers Is

not only authorized by its apostolic institution, but also by the

^'Titten word.

But in his Journal on January 20, 1746, he writes

:

I set out for Bristol. On the road I read over Lord King's Account

of the Primitive Church. In spite of the vehement prejudice of

Day educatioa I was ready to believe that this was a fair and Im-
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partial draught; but if so, it would follow that bishops and prei^-

byters are (essentially) of one order; and that originally every
Christian congregation was a Church independent of all others!

Soon after Bishop Stilliiigfleet's Irenicon conviuced him
that neither Christ nor the apostles prescribed any partic-

ular form of Church government, and that it was "an entiro

mistake" to believe none but episcopal ordination valid, lie

declared in 1780, "I verily believe I have as good a right

to ordain as to administer the Lord's Supper." Possiblv

he unconsciously adopted tlie more easily the views of King,

and Stilling-fleet because of tlie j^ressure of circumstances.

Certainly it was very convenient for him that he became

convinced he was as much entitled to ordain as any bishop,

and that he could do so without being guilty of schism ; for

the time came when he was crowded into doing it. The

Methodists early began to demand preachers of their own
who could administer the sacraments, for there were few

clergymen in the movement and the Methodists often went

without the sacraments and ordinances of the Church, both

because some would not go to the church for them ami be-

cause they were refused the sacraments by the churclio^.

And Wesley early saw the practical utility of lay preachiiii:.

With his customary directness he exclaimed in 17 5 G, ""Wliat

an idle thing it is to dispute about lay preachers! Is not

a lay preacher preferable to a drunken preacher? to a curs-

ing, swearing preacher?" But in the same year, aproj»'-->

of the demands of the Methodists, he said in another letter:

"I tolerate lay preaching because I conceive there is an al>->-

lute necessity for it, inasmuch as, were it not, thousands of

souls would perish everlastingly; yet I do not tolerate lay

administering, because I conceive there is no such neces.-iJ.v

for it." Meanwhile he adopted the views already outlino-l

as to his right to ordain. When in 1784 he finally came V*

the point of ordaining, for work in America, Wliatcoat nn<i

Vasey as priests and Coke as a superintendent, he did it 1""-

cause his opinion then changed as to the cxpedicnry <-f
''

act, not as to its legality. In explaining his ^wsitiun .'
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^aid: "These are the steps which, not of choice but neces-

sity, I have slowly and deliberately taken. If anyone is

ideased to call it separating from the Church he may. But

the law of England does not call it so ; nor can anyone prop-

orlv be said so to do unless, out of conscience, he refuses to

join in the services and partake of the sacraments adminis-

'tercd therein."

There seems no evidence of consistent development in

Wesley's thought as to "special providences," supernatural

occurrences, and "faith healing." Throughout his life he be-

lieved in them. He cites instances where he himself, other

jx'ople, and even his horses were healed; and where fogs

lifted, storms ceased, and winds changed in answer to prayer.

He regarded the Jacobite uprising of 1745 as a warning and

punishment to England for her sins. At that time he

preached from such texts as, "Who can tell if God will

turn and repent, and turn away from his fierce anger, that

we perish not ?" lie regarded the earthquakes which oc-

curred in England during the fifties and in Lisbon in 1755

as marks of God's displeasure. He calls sin the cause and

earthquakes the cure of God's anger, and I believe he would

have held the same view had the earthquakes taken place at

any period of his life. But few, if any, instances of faith

cure, and all that class of personal phenomena, are recorded

as occurring within his own knowledge in his later life, and

much less often reports of any on the testimony of others.

To sum up and restate in conclusion: John "Wesley was

at first, through inheritance and environment, a High-

Churchman, an ascetic, a recluse, a student of books and of

the past. His reading, his frail health, and his disappoint-

ments combined to make him, until his return from Georgia,

morbidly self-conscious and introspective. His dissatisfac-

tion with himself at that time rendered him the readier for

the influence of Bohler and the Moravian teaching as to the

F'psibility of justification by faith, the w^itness of the Spirit,

''Jiid Christian perfection. The mysticism of the Moravians

and the rapid rise and emotional features of the Methodist
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movement led him temporarily into extreme views and ex-

pressions along those lines. But his doctrinal ideas were

later modified into a conception of Christianity which, while

it emphasized the possibility of a conscious communion be-

tween the individual soul and God, laid increasing emphasis

on the indispensability of conformity in life to the example

of Jesus and to the models furnished by the Sermon on the

Mount and the thirteenth chapter of First Corinthians.

Conformity to the plain teachings of the Bible and of com-

mon sense became Wesley's basis of all judgment as to right

and w^rong. This theological development was along the

same line with the modification of his High-Church views

and his growth in tact, adaptability, and philanthropy. As

causing this development the importance of his constant

tours through Great Britain can hardly be overestimated.

To his out-of-doors life and early rising he attributed his

good health; and certainly his sanity and optimism could

not but be increased by that and by the variety and interest

which the frequent change of scene afforded. Furthermore,

his travels gave him the experience and wide knowledge of

existing conditions and of human nature in all its phaj^cs

which showed him the intense need of a new religious movi^

ment and the changed and widened bases on which it must

rest.

Thus the student, the religious conservative, and the phi-

losopher was transformed into the observer and the progress-

ive and practical reformer.

H^_JL
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Abt. VL—the atoning CHRIST : AN INTERPRE-
TATION.

The coming of Christ into the world was not for the pur-

pose of changing God's attitude toward men, but men's atti-

tude toward God. The creation of man had its inception in

the infinite goodness of God, and the race has never been

without the enjoyment of the unlimited blessings of divine

compassion. It is impossible to think that God, whose

knowledge of his creation and love for all his creatures are

perfect and eternal, should be taken by surprise by man's

rebellion against righteousness or by any unforeseen facts

concerning his attitude toward him, and from such knowl-

edge allow his love for man to be turned to anger. That

God is a being subject to moods and passions is unthinkable.

The coming of Christ did not increase God's love for men.

It has made them more lovable to the degree that it has

wrought into their moral natures the divine likeness, but

God did not love men less before Christ came. The infinite

heart loves all mankind, not so much because they are holy

and just as because they are capable of such divine excellen-

cies ; and it was to save them—that is, to change their moral

relations toward God and perfect in them the divine image

—

that Christ came into the world. God does not love the

world because Christ came to save it, but Christ came to

save the world because God loved it. It is not God, then,

who is reconciled to men by the coming of Christ, but men
who are reconciled to God. He was in Christ reconciling the

"World unto himself, and we love him because he first loved

us. The coming of Christ was for the purpose of bringing

the world to God and uniting men to him in loving obedience

and holy likeness ; to put men at one with God and be to the

world the atoning Christ.

Our Lord not only gave to the world a revelation, he

was a revelation in himself. He was the Son of God and

the Son of man. In Christ we get our first true knowledge
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of the nature of God and of his feeling toward the eliildr. u

of men; and yet we are able to see in him only a suggest i-.n

of the infinities of the divine being. Our limited uiid. r-

standing bars us from a full knowledge of God even wluii

levealed in his Son. We behold in him wisdom and powrr

and goodness and love and truth, and trace these lines as far

as we are able—out of the human into the border of t!u>

divine that is revealed in him—and as far as we can follow

them we find that they are parallel; that they converge ii.

and emanate from nothing short of the infinite. But even thi:*

partial knowledge of God in Christ we should not have were

it not for the incarnation ; for the coming of Christ and tlir

revelation to the world of God in him. lie still "would have

remained the "unknown God." The heavens might declare

his glory and the firmament show his handiwork, and wwv.

would have continued mistaking the creature for the Creator

and worshiping the forces of nature and human conception^

of the divine ; but, revealed in Christ, God is seen to W-

more than the Creator and Sovereign of the w-orld. And to

these conceptions of him is added that of a Father; as li--

said, "He that hath seen me hath seen the Father." 'i In-

true idea of God is taken out of the field of speculativ.'

thought and brought into the border land of human nn^l'r-

standing. He is a being to be loved and adored as a Father.

Beginning with what we know of human fatherhood, elim'-

nating from that all human faults and weaknesses and com-

bining in it our highest conception of the good, the just, tli--

kind, the true, and the self-sacrificing, we are able to n—

from the human to the divine and embrace in our tlioiiL'hi

and affection the Father whom Christ reveals. But our

Lord is also a revelation of man to the world. In his worx

of human redemption this is no less important to us t.^ui

a revelation of God. The humanity of Christ is the lnn!;:«'>

ity of God made manifest to the world. In Christ GoJ be-

comes human that he may teach men their rightful i
'•

"

in the kingdom of heaven and restore in them that tyj>'-
'-

perfect humanity which is reveiiled in Christ. Only it'
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C'lirist do we see the true, the ideal man, and it is only as

wo are like him that we approach completeness. In Christ

we see what we are and what we are not. In him we see

that we are loved and sought after by our heavenly 'Father.

\Vc sec that we are akin to God because we see that some-

tliing human, like ourselves, has come forth from God to

greet us and to o^vn us as kinsmen, even as brothers. And

vet we see that, unlike that divine humanity, we are sinful

and out of harmony with the kingdom of God.

The moral contrast between our humanity and the hu-

manity of God in Christ is truly great ; and yet that divine

luimanity is brought within the circle of our frail and im-

perfect selves, and by it we are led to abhor what is evil and

morally weak in us and to feel the inspiration and the at-

traction of the life in Christ that is at one with God.

The death of Christ on the cross has ever been emphasized

by the Christian Church as the chief if not the only factor

in his atoning work, and not a shadow of the deep signifi-

cance of that awful tragedy for human redemption should

be lightly esteemed by anyone. Let the Church through

coming ages continue to look to the cross and proclaim to

the world Christ, and him crucified. Let Christians con-

tinue their pilgrimages by faith to Calvary's sacred brow,

and there with penitence of heart and tearful eyes behold

their suffering Saviour. For at the foot of the cross and in

the presence of its dying Love the world's hope was bom.

There the noblest lives have been quickened and the sweetest

comforts have come to human hearts.

But let us not fail to recognize and duly emphasize other

sufferings of the blessed Christ as factors of his atoning merit.

The sufferings of Christ on account of the sins of men were

not all endured in his last agony on the cross. We know not

the mystery and sacredness of the bond that united the only

begotten Son of God with the Father before his incarnation,

nor do we know to what degree it was severed when he took

np*^» himself the form of a servant and was made in the like-

iK'ss of men. It is by the human that we are able to interpret
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the divine; and when we think of the bond of love that unik'd

the Father and the Son we must think that there was suffer-

ing when the Only Begotten of the Father humbled himsoli

and entered into the lot and life of men. There must have

been suffering in the divine Father's heart also on account of

the pitiable plight of his prodigal children. He loved them,

and it pained him to see them suffering in their sins and self-

destruction; and this divine grief is also made manifest to

us in the suffering Christ through all the years of his life in

the flesh. There is a significant silence from the time Jesus

appeared in the temple to his entrance upon his public min-

istry. It cannot be that through these years he lived the life

of the average youth of Nazareth. Judging from his early

apprehension of his mission, and the perfect preparation and

deep gravity with which he took up his sacred work, he even

then felt the burden of the world's sins. He must have been

saddened by the profligacy of his own city. He must have

been grieved because his own brethren did not believe on

him. How isolated and lonely and burdened his soul nui.>^t

have been ! When he came unto his own and his own receiveJ

him not, how disappointed he must have felt ! Because of his

preeminent superiority, the vastness of his views, the greiit-

ness of his purposes, his deep spiritual insight, his just ju'i/;-

ments, his pure character, and his high standards of rignt-

eousness, he was ever misunderstood, misjudged, suspcctc*!.

and despised, and that by the religious teachers of bis tiini*.

His sincere soul suffered at seeing piety turned into a prv*-

tense and the house of God into a den of thieves. His deh-

cate, pure spirit was chilled by the moral wretchedness i-l

the crowds that continually thronged him. His love for iiK^n

was wounded by the hatred that everywhere existed between

man and man, a hatred from which not even he himself "w.i*

spared. He was grieved at the hardness of men's heart -s

their slowness to believe, their dullness of understanding,

their selfish ambition, and their morbid, sensual cunt'-»l^•

He trod the wine press alone, and of the people tlioro v^'

none with him. And in his temptations ho suffered, n"r
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could there otherwise have been any significance in them.

The purer a soul is the greater is its suffering in the presence

of that which it most abhors. No man compares with the

Son of God in purity and moral elevation, and no man can

understand the painful conflict which he undei-^-ent in be-

holding, resisting, and vanquishing the approach of evil. The

death of our Lord was the culmination of his sufferings. As

he approached the end, and foresaw his final suffering, deeper

and deeper became his heart's agony. As the last awful con-

flict with the powers of darkness drew near he saw tlie mul-

titude of his followers turning against him. Of his disciples,

Thomas doubted him, Peter denied him, Judas betrayed him,

all forsook him. He saw the scourging, the crown of thorns,

the mock trial, the maltreatment, the cross. The strain was

too great. The agony was too intense. He prayed that the

cup might pass from him and he be saved from that awful

hour. But no; wounded for our transgressions and bruised

for our iniquity, he bears his own cross to the place of execu-

tion until his strength gives way and he falls beneath the

weight of his heavy burden. Of the crucifixion, who can

picture its cruelty or realize how intense was the suffering

and how dark the loneliness which the Crucified felt as he

feared that in this the hour of his greatest need even his

Father had forsaken him ! Such were the sufferings of Him
vho died, the just for the unjust, that he might bring us to

God. He came into the world to reveal to men in terms of

human suffering what was in the heart of the Father : how he

loves us and how earnestly he seeks us, to save us from sin

and its fatal consequences, and how horrible a thing sin is,

since its presence in us constrains him to make so great a

sacrifice to save us from it. Christ stands, therefore, be-

tween us and the Father. He is the servant of both God and

men. He serves God in representing to men his fatherly

goodness and his displeasure toward their sins, and serves

nien by turning their thoughts to God. Christ is God's appeal

^'> men to return from', their wanderings to their Father's

liousc. Men are savable because there is something in them
60
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that can be reached and inspired by the condescension and

grace of God as seen in Christ. In the moral world tliu

greatest force is the power of love. To this the human heart

is responsive when it is obdurate to all other influences. To

the highest and best in human nature Christ appeals, ami

when men behold the Lamb of God who takes away the sins

of the world all the good that is in them and all that is

capable of being made better is quickened. Sorrow on ac-

count of sin, the hope of deliverance, the desire to do right,

confidence in God, trust in his mercies, contrition of heart,

self-humiliation and consecration, love for men—even one'?

enemies—obedience to the will of God, hunger and thir.-t

after righteousness, returning good for evil, and the desire

to know the truth that makes one free—all holy aspirations

and purposes are awakened in the soul as one comes to know-

Christ and thinks of the sorrows and the sufferings of his

life and death. He cannot be reverently thought of, mui-h

less held before one's mind and heart, without causing a

feeling of condemnation in the soul and a desire to have

fellowship with him in his suffering for sin.

Our Lord says that he and the Father are one. This is one

of those mystical utterances which we understand only as it

is shaded down into our life and experience. Only by the

highest that is in us are we able to reach up and touch witli

our understanding and appreciation the plainest and nie.-t

human experiences of Christ in his relation with the Father.

He was one with the Father in his will and purpose and lit^'

and suffering and world-redeeming love. In none of tho^"

respects are we at one with God. But it was for the purp '.-<'"

of thus relating us with the Father that Christ gives us l'»-^

ministry of reconciliation. Our sins have estranged us fri'ni

God; they have blighted the divine life in the soul; they have

caused dissension in our relations one with another; they

have created discord in ourselves ; they have caused us to N'

discontented with duty, and tliey have made us rcbolli<'U^ »'>

suffering. Our Lord has suffered to save us from tlic h^ve «>i

sin, to give us a desire to do right, and to imite us with \~t"^
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llic Father. He says that he that loveth him shall be loved of

tlio Father, "and we will come to him aud make our abode

with him." What this means we may not know now, but he

tells us that at that day we shall know that he is in the Father

and we in him and he in us. We are to be united and made

one with Christ as the branch is one with the vine, and in our

union with him we are united with the Father, who is one

with his Son. In Christ we see the Father's forgiving atti-

tude toward us. We forsake our sins and accept Christ as

our Saviour, and his sufferings as endured for us on accoimt

of our sins, and the Father receives us, and forgives and

forgets our sins, for the sake of his Son, our Saviour. Like

Christ, our wills and purposes and affections and powers are

in harmonious union with the Father. The divine Father

has suffered because his children -were estranged from him.

He has come forth revealing to the world, in Christ, his

grace and forgiving heart, and appealing to men by the char-

acter and suffering of his Son to forsake their moral

wretchedness and return to the purity and peace and plenty

that await them in their Father's house at their home-coming.

The prodigal children of God, seeing in Christ a revelation

of the Father, a revelation of their rightful heritage and the

suffering "which their sins have caused, have come to them-

selves, and, casting aside the sins that have separated them

from their Father, and returning to his house and his forgiv-

ing love, have been by him received and restored to the joys

and peace of union with God,

Such is the atonement which Christ has made for sin;

rather, such is the atonement that he was, and still is, through

the ministration of the Spirit, who makes perpetual to th«

hearts of men all the saving merits of the world's Kedeemer.
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Akt. vn.—the soldier saint.

WjiAT constitutes a saint ? Who shall say ? In a general

way we feel the term appropriate to anyone exceptionallv

eminent for piety, but when it comes to greater exactitude of

definition we are somewhat at a loss. The scriptural usagu

does not help us much. Evidently the writers make the term

refer to all devout persons. It does not denote any marked

degree of piety, but alludes rather to the ideal character

supposed to inhere, germinally at least, in such as have set

themselves apart for God. It points toward the saintly call-

ing—"called to be saints"—and indicates the goal; it doed

not necessarily intimate that the calling has been completely

embraced or the goal reached. Or, if it be claimed, as it may

with much reason, that the word "saintly," "holy," is em-

ployed by the apostles to describe the actual condition of every

true believer, at least at the time when he becomes such and is

fully accepted of God, then we must certainly understand \>y

a holy person, or saint, simply one in whom the love of God

rules, one who is dominated by the divine Spirit because lie

has been born from above and delivered from the sway of

sin and Satan. This makes all saints who are genuinely re-

generated, and ignores the fact that they may be but babes in

Christ and hence in some degree still carnal. But tlii-;

strictly scriptural meaning of the word is so far apart fn-m

the common popular usage which has come down throu^ls

ecclesiastical history that we can hardly expect it to prevail.

Is it not possible, however, to formulate a little more <l'ti-

nitely that which should be the prevailing idea—to free tln^

term from some of the crudeness and vagueness which tk-w

attach to it? No doubt it is often misapplied, and the fa)-*'

notions which are received and propagated do great hann.

For if the saintly ideal is all astray much energv' ^vill

of necessity be misdirected, and many who niiglit l';>^'''

reached real excellence will be led to waste their ]>"'••'•
"-

in following the wrong path. It would seem Avorth wIm.-'.
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then, to endeavor to discriminate true sainthood from

gpurious.

A serious and not infrequent mistake confounds sainthood

with singularity. A man is not saintly in proportion as he is

odd or peculiar or eccentric. Saintliness and sanity are in

no degree incompatible. Strong common sense may be in

vigorous exercise at the same time with the most robust faith.

It cannot be too much emphasized that a saint will do most

of the time the same things that ordinary people do. The

difference is tliat he will do them from a higher motive, con-

necting them closely with God, making them means of divine

communication and a help to growth in grace. It is not so'

much in the what department, so to speak, as in the why and

tlie how departments that he is strongly separated from his

neighbors. He does common things in an uncommon way,

with a perfection of purpose and a singleness of aim to which

the others are strangers. One person gets a reputation for

sanctity because he never marries, lives on a bare pittance,

dresses shabbily, and practices many austerities. It is the

ascetic notion, finding its largest fulfillment in the Hindu
yogi or suniyasi before whose holy but dirty feet vast multi-

tudes bow in adora'tion and amazement. But the merely

outward does not count for much with Him who looks at the

heart. Earthly accordiugs of cro^vns for sanctity are quite

as likely to be astray as adjudications in other departments.

Another error is that of those who make great usefulness a

synonym for great holiness. They confound gifts and graces.

Usefulness is largely a gift. Many forget it. They select

for supreme praise some one who has had many conversions

under his ministry, or some one who, in some other direction

universally acknowledged as excellent, has achieved unusual

success. Such a one, they say, is a saint. But this unduly

restricts the matter. It shuts out those who do not deserve

exclusion. It makes God a respecter of persons. His gifts

are a sovereign bestowment, but especial opportunities or

exceptional endowments cannot be granted alike to all. High

abilities of any kind must be rare. They who are appointed
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to paths where no successes such as the world can estimate

can come to them may by their faithfulness reap as rich a

reward and receive as hearty a "Well done" as the most gifted

laborer. Xor can high saiutliness be confined to any one set

of theological ideas, or literary opinions, or scholastic views,

or personal habits, or temperamental traits. All these will

differ with the sex, age, education, surroundings, and worhl-

period of the person concerned. The most perplexing varie-

ties of opinion and conduct are compatible with great near-

ness to God. His ways are not as our ways. Reasoning

a priori, we might conclude that certain practices very ob-

noxious to us, or certain doctrines in our eyes manifestly

absurd or strongly deleterious, could not possibly consist with

a very sensitive conscience or a very close walk. But as a

matter of fact they do. The proofs are too plain to be gain-

said. We should feel condemned if we assume to rule out

from the list of saints some who decidedly offend our ideas

of sainthood at certain points, some who do things which wc

should feel much condemned for doing. It is wiser to change

our ideas.

It is interesting and instructive to study the great saints

of the ages 'for the purpose of noting at what points they agree

and at what they differ. Their differences will probably bo

easier to chronicle than their resemblances. Take, for ex-

ample, John Wesley and George Miiller. The latter may well

be called the Wesley of tlie nineteenth century, for there is a

most remarkable similarity at many points in the two carccr>.

Yet how strong the contrasts : Miiller a Calvinist, Wesley an

Arminian ; Miiller an immersionist and a holder to believer s

baptism only, Wesley a sprinkler and a pedobaptist; !^[iill<^''

a vigorous preraillenarian, Wesley a postmillenarian ;
Wcs.i'.v

founded a denomination, Miiller was intensely undenomina-

tional; Miiller was strongly opposed to a State Clnircli.

Wesley was never willing to separate from the State Church

:

Wesley constantly solicited money, wliile Miiller deemed h<^

would be doing wrong to ask a single liuman bcinir f"'' ^

penny. Here are two men, than whom there have b< en n^ f-
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holier for two hundred jears, who sought with equal diligence

and singleness of purpose to know the mind of God from the

same Scriptures and in absolute dependence on the same

divine Spirit, yet who reached conclusions totally antagonis-

tic. Contrast also Edward Payson and John Fletcher,

Samuel Rutherford and John Tauler, Catharine Adorna and

Frances Ridley Havergal, George Bowen and Frangois

Fenelon, Robert Murray McCheyne and Frederick William

Faber, and many others who might be mentioned. They will

be found to differ in hundreds of unimportant particulars,

but a brief consideration of the qualities in which they prac-

tically agree may give us light on what is essential to saint-

hood. We find that, while there is almost endless variety in

minor matters, there is substantial oneness as to certain fun-

damental matters not large in number but exceedingly

weighty in character. Among these can be mentioned a vivid

sense of God, a complete and permanent rexilization of his

actual personal presence, his intimate nearness, as one to be

spoken to and walked with. The divine presence realized in

the largest degree is heaven. It is fullness of joy, complete-

ness of liberty, abundance of rest. It is what has been so

largely emphasized in these later years as the infilling with

the Holy Spirit. The Spirit is the personal and present God,

God operating immediately and directly upon the human

heart. He in wbbm God abides and who abides in God will

be intensely conscious of Deity, much as the fish is of the

water and the animal of the air. God is in all his thoughts, is

everything to him; perceived in every event of daily life.

And special devotion to the will of God has been very notice-

able in all the shining ones. It has been easy for them to put

self aside because something so infinitely superior to their

own will has been presented to them. They have had a view

of the divine will which has satisfied them of its supreme

loveliness, its absolute wisdom and desirability, and they have

had but little difficulty in putting self entirely away. They

have counted it not a sacrifice but an investment, not a loss

but a glorious gain. They have discovered that by going
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down they go up, that lie who gives all gets all, that iu His

service pain is pleasure. It is thus that consecration and

crucifixion, hard words as usually looked at, have become

soft, and holy living has had cast about it a halo of heavenly

beauty. Closely akin to this has been their habit of ignoring

human instrumentalities, turning away the thought from

secondary agencies and fixing it on the gTcat First Cause.

They dealt directly with God in all the events that met them,

thus saving themselves a world of trouble. It seemed to them

that, since men were but God's hands and things the products

of his power, it was far better to go straight to headquarters

and transact business with the responsible manager. They

have noticed the universal language of Scripture pointing

this way—the commonest events of nature and the ordinary

doings of people attributed to the immediate activity of the

Most High, his absolute control fully recognized—and they

have fallen into the same healthful habit. In this way each

moment's occurrence has been a voice from on high making

known the Lord. They have been able to take all from hira

and do all for him. Among the tokens of saintship the burn-

ing heart must not be omitted. In other words, there has al-

ways been a glow of love to Christ, a close personal friend-

ship for the Saviour. The terms of endearment in which

they have indulged themselves have sometimes been ahnosi

alarming to colder souls. They have not always been able to

bring their emotions and expressions within bounds. The

cup of their gratitude has run over. Their affection has bc-cn

at the boiling point. They understand perfectly how it was

with Mary of Bethany when she had to break the flask of

alabaster. They are not careful, in one sense, about com-

mands, for they count the slightest wish of Jesus, however in-

dicated, to be for them the strongest of laws. To see him, l*"*

praise him, to sing his glories, to extol the riches of ln^

grace and cast their crowns at his feet, this is heaven—en-

chanting, entrancing, enrapturing, ecstatic. It goes witli"'!t

saying that he who loves Jesus witli all liis heart will !""<^

his neighbor likewise. He who gets very near to Cllri^t wi.j
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get very near to the suffering, toiling masses on whom Christ

looked with such compassion. Self cannot any longer be the

center of such a one's efforts, the shrine of his worship. To

do good to others will seem to him of more consequence than

ministering to his OAvn enhanced comfort. He will think

more and more of the work to be done, less and less of added

prominence and emoluments for the worker. Unworldliness

is another point in common. The saint proclaims himself in

a hundred ways to be a pilgrim and a stranger here. He

really believes God. He estimates affairs by a different

standard from that which most men use. What many regard

as all-important is worthless to him. The things of time and

sense he counts not essentials but incidentals.

One other trait: he who is eminent for piety takes that

view of death and heaven which St. Paul and his Master so

constantly take. In nothing more signally than in this is the

ordinary worldling or even the common Christian differen-

tiated from the saint. The former are "all their lifetime sub-

ject to bondage through fear of death;" the latter is com-

pletely emancipated. He looks forward with expect-ation and

exultation to that better country which holds all on which his

heart is set. It is to him-the center of all attraction, his

eternal home, his incomparable reward. He finds it hard at

times to wait till God gives him the signal to come. He
catches glimpses now and then, as through an open door or a

gate ajar, of what is going on in that region, and he longs to

be there. He would at any moment welcome the transition,

counting the day of departure his true birth time, his passing

out of prison into liberty, out of darkness into eternal light.

But this preliminary discussion should not be further pro-

longed. "We have enough to indicate what our conception of

saintliness is and to justify our putting Charles George Gor-

don into this highest class of humanity. The hero, the sage,

the saint, these three stand out preeminent, but the greatest

of these is the saint Gordon had the rare merit of being both

hero and saint, and accordingly comes in for admiration from

entirely different classes of beholders. ^Yhole biographies
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have been written of him where there is no mention at all of

his religious life, that part appealing in no degree to tiie

writer, while his marvelous exploits in the field of actitjii

called out the most extended praise. There have been bo<jks,

on the other hand, almost whollj taken up with his moral and

spiritual reflections and his devout exercises. There are those

who consider that only monks or ministers can be unusuallv

religious, and that if a person is intensely occupied with God

he is practically useless for service with men, unfitted for anv

important part in mundane aifairs. This groundless notion

has been never more signally refuted than in the case of

Gordon. Looking a moment at the hero side, let us ask, AVliat

did he do ?

The two main spheres of his activity, those on which his

great reputation rests, were China and the Soudan. He was

in the former from 1860 to 1864; in the latter from 1874 to

1879. These ten years, together with the closing year, 1SS4,

which he also spent in the Soudan, were practically his life,

that for which all the rest was preparation. His birthday wa-

January 28, 1833; his crowning day January 26, 1885

—

slain by Arab spears or rifle balls at Khartoum, diademed by

God Almighty somewhere in the upper regions. "\Miat wa-

his achievement in China ? He put down the Tai Ping re-

bellion, saving, as he estimated it, from eighty thousand <•>

one hundred thousand lives, and delivering vast masses <^'f

people from prolonged and untold misery. He did it tliroudi

"The Ever-victorious Army," a force of Chinese privates nti'l

foreign officers whom he led with matchless skill, inspiriti;:

them by his personal courage and military genius to dcM'<K

that astonished themselves as well as the world. The Lonfh'^

Times said, with reference to this feat of his, "Xevcr dil

soldier of fortune deport himself with a nicer sense of mili-

tary honor, with more gallantry against the resisting, or more

mercy toward the vanquished, with more disinterested ncgh-^'t

of opjx)rtunities for personal advantage, or with hi-tp oritirv

devotion to the objects and desires of his ov.-!! govi'niiH»-t'.'.

He left China poorer than when he entered it, althouglj re-
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pcatedly pressed to receive enormous sums for his invaluable

services. He lavishly spent more than his o^vn modest pay

to relieve the sufferings of his men. He cared not a jot,

either then or at other times, for promotion or reward or

worldly honor, but only for doing good. Prince Kung, regent

of China, came to Sir Frederick Bruce, the English minister,

just before Gordon left for home, saying, ''We do not know

what to do. He will not receive money from us ; our honors

can be of little value in his eyes. Give this letter to the queen

of England
;
perhaps she can bestow upon him some reward

that he will prize." But she could not. It was this, in part,

which gave him his power every^vhere, this indifference to

worldly considerations, together with his intense faith, his

self-reliance, fearlessness, frankness, sincerity, kindness.

What were his deeds in the Soudan ? Here the territory that

he governed, under the khedive of Egypt, was two thousand

miles in length by one thousand broad. By incessant labor

which nearly consumed him, much of it all alone, he sup-

pressed the slave trade through those vast regions, cutting off

the slave traders in their strongholds; he pacified or con-

quered hostile tribes; he opened up new provinces; he

punished corrupt officials ; he introduced administrative and

financial reforms of the largest importance, and by his un-

swerving justice he won the love of the natives. Wlien he

took over the governor-generalship at Khartoum his procla-

mation was, "With the help of God I will hold the balance

level." AVliich he did ; and the do\vntrodden, oppressed peo-

ple keenly appreciated it. Here he refused the pay which

other officers had received, feeling that it was a shame to take

these large sums while the masses who paid them groaned in

their desperate poverty. When he went as governor to the

equator he was offered ten thousand pounds a year, but ac-

cepted only two thousand pounds. As governor-general he

was entitled to twelve thousand pounds, but cut it do\vn one

half and then spent most of that for those in want. He
valued money not at all, except for the pleasure of giving it

away ; he did this so lavishly that he sometimes had to borrow
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for his own immediate needs. His expenditures upon him-

self were extremely frugal.

A few words here as to the rest of Gordon's life. Born at

Woolwich, his father being lieutenant general in the Royal
:

Artillery, and educated there in the Military Academy, he ;

was commissioned as second lieutenant in the Eoyal Engi-

neers, 1852. He was before Sebastopol during the Crimean

War in 1855, was on service for his country as special com-

missioner in Galatz on the Danube and in Armenia in 1857-

58, also in 1871 and 1872 ; was at Gravesend from 1865 to

1871 in charge of the defenses of the Thames; was in

Mauritius in 1881, at the Cape of Good Hope in 1882, in

Palestine during 1883. In all these places he was the same

Gordon, and did remarkably good work, but they did not

afford the scope for his special abilities which he foimd in

China and Central Africa. He was by birth, education, and

profession essentially a soldier from beginning to end, as well

as essentially a Christian of the highest order; a Christian

soldier. There are those who declare that the two cannot go

together. In their horror of war they denounce all who have

anything to do with it ; which simply shows their inability to

discrimin-ate and to make room for all the facts. It is incon-

testably true that Oliver Cromwell (who was very like Gor-

don at many points), Henry Havelock, Hedley Vicar.s,

Thomas J. Jackson, C. G. Gordon, together with many others,

were Christians of the most thoroughgoing, uncompromising

type. It is also true that they were enthusiastic soldiers, b\it

this is far from meaning either that they did not fully under-

stand the miseries of war, or that they did not feel toward

them as a Christian ought Gordon hated war, and all un-

necessary shedding of blood. He called war ''organized nmr-

der, pillage, and cruelty." He engaged in it in order to j'ut

a stop to it. He had the tenderest of hearts and could not stv

suffering without dire distress. He cried over the wound.-5 <'i

his men in China, and over the unspeakable horrors of tl.«^

slave trade in Africa. "I declare solemnly," he said, "th.n

would give my life willingly to save these people from tii- jr
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sufferings." He spared himself no exertion to add to the

comfort of the sick and the miserable. He was most tender

and pitiful toward all dumb creatures. His unworldliness

and unselfishness could in no way be hid from the gaze of all

who knew him. They felt in him, amid all the naturalness

of a little child, the strangeness also of childhood that has not

yet learned our jx)or earthly values, or our low earthly lan-

guage. He was not at home in conventional society, hated to

be lionized, disliked decorations, fled from human praise.

He was not a dreamer; he was simply awake in a world of

dreamers; under the open sky while the rest were shut in.

Xothing irritated him more than to be effusively thanked.

The desire to efface himself entered into the small details of

life and grew almost into a disease. He would never talk of

himself or his doings. His four principles of life he said

were: "1. Entire self-forgetfulness. 2. Absence of preten-

sion. 3. Eefusal to accept as a motive the world's praise or

disapproval. 4. To follow in all things the will of God."

Ceaseless self-sacrificing love for man and an absolute trust

in God were the mainsprings of his activity and the chief

sources of his joy.

It is his unwavering trust in God, his absolute faith, per-

haps more than any other one thing, which should be selected

as the leading feature of his character. The following quota-

tions in corroboration are a few out of many that might bo

given : "It is quite impossible that any can be happy or even

tranquil unless he accepts the truth that God rules every little

item in our daily lives, permitting the evil and turning it to

our good." "Either I must believe he does all things in

mercy and love, or else I disbelieve his existence ; there is no

half-way in that matter for me." "One's reason supports

this view as the basis of peace, namely, the acceptance of all

events of the world as coming directly from God ; not a mere

acceptance but a willing one, however outrageous some things

appear to human judgment." "I believe the true Christian

is manifested in 'the bringing of faith down to see tliat all

events, small and great, occur by the ruling of God."
__
"Wliat-
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soever happens is best; God directs all things in infinite

wisdom." "It is not this or that; it is he alone who rulc.^.''

"Has it ever struck you that if man's birth and death are pre-

determined by God to happen at certain epochs, so also every

intervening event must be predetermined ?" "The whole of

religion consists in looking at God as the true ruler, and above

the agents he uses. Xo one can be at rest and regard the

latter. The flesh will always look to agents." "Any feeling

of wishing this had happened rather than that is the raising

up of the head of a rebel." "I cannot wish things were dif-

ferent from what they are, for if I do so, then I wish my will,

not his, to be done." "In this life the position we occupy ia

as nothing; each is in his right place." "When you bow to

the will of God you die to this world." "It is delightful to

accept the truth that when things happen, not before, God has

for some reason so ordained them—all things, not only the

great things but all the circumstances of life. That is what

to me is meant by the word, 'Ye are dead.' We have nothing

further to do when the scroll of events is unrolled than to

accept them as being for the best, but before it is unrolled it

is another matter; for you cannot say, *I sat still and lot

things happen,' with this belief. All I can say is that amidst

troubles and worries no one can have peace imtil he thus

stays upon his God ; that gives superhuman strength."

The vividness of his apprehension of spiritual truth strong-

ly impressed those who were much with him. lie believed in

the possibility of the most intimate relations between God

and man. His modes of expression in this had a close re-

semblance to those of the mediaeval mystics. The text on

which he laid the greatest stress, as to him the very center of

the Christian life, was 1 John iv, 15 : "Whosoever shall con-

fess that Jesus is the Son of God, God abideth in him and he

in God." In other words, it was the divine iridivelling whith

represented to him the substance of the innermost Gospel, on

which he was never tired of dilating. And close along v""h

this went the extinction of self, or complete sclf-abiioga'"'"«

as the only way to fit our hearts for his abode. Our whole
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will put away, that the divine will might be wholly done,

would be only another way of expressing the same thought.

And this putting, away he labored at indefatigably. The

Thoughts of Marcus Aurelius, which teaches this very clearly,

were held by him in higher esteem than the works of any other

secular writer of any period—unless it was Kempis's Imiia-

iion of Christ, also a prime favorite—and at different times

lie gave away many copies as presents t^ his friends. His

constant endeavor up to the last was for complete union with

Christ.

''Be not thou moved" was one of his favorite watchwords.

And his keen appreciation of the superior delights of the next

world was one of the principal causes why the delights and

dangers of this world had so little power to move him. He

looked forward to death as a great boon, an inestimable bless-

ing, above all things to be desired. He counted this world a

prison cell from which we may constantly look for release.

"This world is at best," he said, "only bearable because every

day shortens our time in it." Again he wrote, "Some one

said to me that my sister's marriage might shorten my

mother's life, as if it was a thing to be lamented. Either

death is the most blessed gift or the most hateful event ; there

is no mean about the question. Death is the glorious gate of

eternity, of joy immixed with taint of sorrow." "If you see

anyone fading away en\^ him or her, and say, How long shall

I be passed over ? When will my time come ?" "It cannot

be wrong to wish to go to any friend, if that friend is love.

Ko blame is ever given to the sons who look forward to the

holidays. If they ran away and went home it would be

another thing. To die is such transcendent gain that if a

gleam of that coming of our friend shows itself it is to be

welcomed with delight ; but we must work on as if we thirsted

for the life of this world." Again he wrote, "You do not

think the bottom of a coal mine is a nice place to live in,

though while the collier is there he must do his work and not

grnmble or tiy to leave it
;
yet you would not blame him if he

would like to have the word passed for him to come up."
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"One blessing of tlie Christian's life is that he daily grows

younger and younger, and is, as it were, born when he dies."

This eager expecting of a better country, w^hich seems to

have been with him from his early days, was one element of

his fearlessness and perfect independence. When he went as

an ambassador of the kliedive to King Johannis of Abyssinia

for the settling of a boundary dispute, the latter, thinking to

intimidate, said, "Do you know that I could kill you on the

spot ?" Gordon replied that he was entirely ready to die, and

that in killing him the king would only confer a favor, open-

ing a door he must not open for himself. "Then my power

has no terrors for you ?" "i^one whatever." The king col-

lapsed. One said to him at another time, "Do not make an

enemy of Xubar Pasha ; he may do you a mischief." Gordon

answered, "There is none living who can do me the slightest

injury I can feel." Still again he said, "I am like Moses,

•who despised the riches of Egypt. We have a King mightier

than these. I will not bow to Haman." He certainly never

did. Hence he was a puzzle and an oflfense to very many.

Some called him mad, even as they did his Master. Other:^

were able to understand something at least of the fineness of

his quality. They did not simply stare at the deeds of tht'

hero, who successfully led great armies and vigorously ad-

ministered vast provinces or threw himself single-handed int*»

a desperate breach, but saw that he was one of the very few

of whom in the most emphatic sense the world was not

worthy. Says the Rev. H. C. Wilson, M.A., who was with

him much at Gravesend, "I never knew a man who lived so

near to God ; he literally looked not at the seen but at the un-

seen, and endured through him who is invisible." Said one

who was conversant with his life in Ireland, where he went

in 1880, "I knew General Gordon well, and if it were p^>-

sible for a man to be deified on account of his goodness Gor-

don is the man." An official in the army, intimately ac-

quainted, said, "Gordon was the nearest approach to riir:-t

Jesus of any man that ever lived." yiv. Laurence Olii-h-*'
*

called him "'the most Christly man I ever knew." Said John
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G. Wlilttler, -wlio followed liis course with constantly increas-

ing interest, wonder, and admiration: "For centuries no

grander figure has crossed the disk of our planet; it was his

providential mission in an unbelieving age to reveal the

mighty power of faith in God, self-abnegation, and the en-

thusiasm of humanity. Unique, unapproachable in his mar-

velous humility, he belongs to no sect or party, and defies

classification or comprehension." His brother. Sir Henry

William Gordon, in the dedication of a volume about the

general calls him "one of the most unselfish of human beings,

one who cared not for the praise and honors and rewards of

this world, one who never turned away from the afflicted in

mind, body, or estate, but did his best to alleviate their

miseries and wants, who rested his faith upon the word of

God and upon the Saviour in whom he trusted." Tennyson's

epitaph for Gordon in Westminster Abbey must on no account

be omitted

:

Warrior of God, man's friend and tyrant's foe,

Now somewhere dead far in the waste Soudan,

Thou livest in all hearts, for all men know
This earth has never borne a nobler man.

He was a simple, strong, unselfish man, a knight of the nine-

teenth century. The days and the deeds of chivalry were in

him more than repeated, they were heightened because of the

loftier motives which lighted him on his lonely way. If ever

one was possessed with a fervent love for man combined with

a passion for God's glory and a supreme devotion to the will

divine it certainly was he. To him it was given to show

clearly that the highest ideals of faith and duty are li\ang

forces still, even in a materialistic, commercial, and money-

making age. So far from living for or by bread alone, no

one that watched him could ever doubt that his motive and

his aim were drawn straight from that realm where a totally

different kind of meat supports the inhabitants. He was free

from cant He did not press religion indiscriminately, but

wherever he felt tliat it would do he introduced the subject

and deliglited in nothing so much as in talking about the

tilings of the I\jngdom. He was an assiduous tract distributer

61
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in a quiet way, hanging tliem on nails and wrapping them

round about hinges or bars. Before leaving England for

Khartoum the last time he sent to each member of the Cabinet

a copy of Clarke on the Scripture Promises, which was one of

his favorite books. His telegram to the Eev. Mr. Barnes, dis-

patched from the War Office on this same occasion, was, ''I go

to the Soudan to-night ; if He goes with me all must be well."

The whole story of his life is written in these simple words.

He called the presence of God his "Koh-i-noor."

Whether he had any experience which corresponds at all

closely to what we term conversion is not clear. His brother

writes: "It is difficult to say at what period of his life his

thoughts began to take a serious turn. One thing is quite

certain, and that is that through his mother's loving tender-

ness the seed was sown in childhood, and that the terrible

scenes of rapine, starvation, and murder he witnessed in

China caused that seed to bring forth its o^vn fruit in good

time." The Eev. Mr. Barnes says, "He told me that he

could not remember a period when, thinking of these things

[the joys of heaven], he had not longed for death." Before

Sebastopol, when he was twenty-one, we find cropping out in

letters and journals much the same ideas that characterize(l

.his whole life. He was not connected strictly with any sec-

tion of professing Christians; the two he most favored were

the English Presbyterians and the Church of England. Ho

was truly catholic. "Protestants and Catholics," he said,

"are but soldiers of different regiments in the same army."

Berzati Bey, his black Mohammedan secretary in the Soudan,

taught him, he says, "the great lesson that in all nations anJ

climes there are those who are perfect gentlemen, and thou^n

they may not be called Christians are so in spirit and ii»

truth."

He had a whole bushel of peculiarities and eccentricitio.-,

nor was he by any means without weaknesses and faults aii'l

sins. He had an almost morbid appreciation of the vahio <•!

time; inaction was terrible to him. Hence he was not ttl->v.i.^

'

placid or patient. Ambition and pride, or the fear of tli' if
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rising again though so firmly held domi, troubled him more

or less to the end. He was not in all things worthy to he an

example, not a model of all the virtues, and he would have

been the last to claim it, or to profess entire deliverance from

the fleshly nature, but there have been very few men who

strove so earnestly to conform their lives to the will of God

or to imitate Jesus Christ. He seemed to care for nothing

except to serve his Lord and to do good. A prayer he often

uttered was, "May I be ground to dust if He will glorify him-
-

self in me." Much of his life was a living sacrifice, a suffer-

ing for the sins of others. He stands out not as a little hill,

but as one of the mountains of God; a hero among heroes, a

saint among saints. The last letter which he sent from

Khartoiun, December 14, 1884, just before the veil finally

shut in around him, contained these closing words: God

rules all; and as he will rule to his glory and our welfare his

will be done. I am quite happy, thank God, and, like Law-

rence, have tried to do my duty."
_

He is not dead. Such men cannot die. The admiration of

what he was and what he did must raise up many to emulate

his high example, to.copy his unshakable faith, his fervent

love, his absorption in the divine will. He was "a man as un-

selfish as Sydney, of courage dauntless as Wolfe, of honor

stainless as Outram, of sympathy wide-reaching as Drum-

mond, of honesty straightforward as Napier, of faith as stead-

fast as More."

Unbounded courage and compassion joined,

Tempering each other in the tenderest mind,

Alternately proclaim him good and great,

And make the hero and the man complete.
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Art. VIII.—the TEACHER'S CALLING.

One who entered it in the year of Victoria's crowning and

who still goes in and out accomplishing its service may be

fairly thought to know something of its nature. Teaching is

now one of the great "businesses," with branches many and

varied, dealing or aspiring to deal with all the young of our

" species ; that is to say, with all our species. Viewed in its

aggregate, it is oceanic and sublime, fit theme for orators.

This pen would be content could it but trace the quiet ways

of the individual teacher. The beginner in our calling may,

like a recruit in the army, like a ship putting to sea, have

initial stock and store in good supply, yet he is at its begin-

ning only. Even here one endowment born, not gained^ he

must have—the teacher temperament. This is not easy to

define. It is a fitness to be the colorless link between truth

and soul, as the Colorado beet between sunshine and sugar,

inexliaustible light and sweetness on either hand. A bishop

of our Church gave public thanks "that I am an emotional

man." Happy for an orator but not for a teacher. Like

Denham's Thames, he must be

Though deep yet clear, though gentle yet not dull,

Strong without rage, without o'erflowing full.

Equipped thus as fairly as he may be, he finds as he begins

his work his intellectual activity developing with new encrgA-.

The demand for it is enormous. It is not merely that even

the simplest branch of every course of study is now rapidly

unfolding, liable to change its aspect and call for metliot]:^

somewhat new, but his study of his pupils is to be earne--t,

careful, unceasing. They are so evanescent, here for an hour

and then gone, and what he does he must do quickly. \vt n

his teaching does not touch them it is wasted. He has lf»

study each separately to find what expression in the face ot

truth will best affect each. These are living volumes, and t<»

master these is the teacher's task when schoolroom work i-

done, even to remember them on his bed and canvass tlicni m
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his night watches. This personal task, so needful to successful

teaching, puts a limit on the working size of classes. Read-

ing from manuscript is lecturing, not in any sense school-

master's teaching. It may have many good qualities, but of

personality, kaleidoscopic variety, and magnetism it has scant

supply. To teach thirty for the usual hours is enough for a

sound mind in a sound body ; to do the intellectual labor re-

quired for success leaves small margin for idleness in the

fleeting day.

Another lively call upon the teacher is that for reverence

toward his pupils. Weems tells us that "Washington learned

his A B C's of one Dade, and the rural schoolmaster lived to

boast that he between his knees laid the foundation of the

great man's greatness ! If the first rule of oratory is, "Rev-

erence your audience !" surely that of teaching may well be,

"Reverence your class !" Awkard, heedless, willful, many
may be, but they are human and there is a duty to even the

stupid and the bad. Who can wholly say what possibilities

are in them ? They are to be the bankers and men of affairs,

the professionals, the voters and sovereigns of their genera-

tions, and the world is in their day to be what they make it.

Life is full of surprises, and many a teacher has been as-

tonished at the unfolding of character and power where he

little thought. And this has sometimes been frankly at-

tributed to a self-respect engendered by the teacher's respect-

ful bearing, "llumani nil a mc alienum pido." The

teacher works in choice material, and the boy is not always

the father of the man as expected, sometimes of the man un-

looked-for. It is a thing of beauty when a noble boy, his

strength growing with his days, becomes, like a goodly tree,

conspicuous, benign and wholesome in his generation, and

his teacher gratefully finds his early reverence not misplaced,

his early hopes come true. Even when he sees what he would

rather not, and fears lest

The young disease, which shall subdue at length,

Grow with his growth and strengthen with his strength,

the teacher remembers the early possibility and does not
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regret to have seen the statue in the block, however it may

have proved in the carving.

Still another grave demand uix)n the teacher is this— to

create the atmosphere of his schoolroom. It was in a rude

district of rural Connecticut, where an athlete had utterly

failed, that it came clear to this pedagogue that three quarters

of his work was to be done with the heart. Years have

strengthened the conviction. One often hears that "It is

of little consequence what you learn, but it is of great

consequence of whom you learn it," and "To sit on one

end of a log with Mark Hopkins on the other was a liberal

education." These "quotements" are trying to say that the

teacher's personality is in his work the determining element.

He must be the luminary of his room, beaming love and truth

within its walls, 'T>ut the greatest of these is love." Ills

pupils there are his family, and there for the time his effort-

and his affections are to concentrate. A loving, self-sacritic-

ing personality gives to instruction a degree of magiietlc

power that makes tough topics very manageable and dry ones

entertaining. Love your pupils. "Assume a virtue if yuu

have it not," and it will take root, thrive, and bear fruit.

Theologians have said that the Great Teacher inspired in his

disciples far more than came from his own lips or than he

witnessed concerning himself. If this be so, it must liavo

been due to his marvelous personality, the unspeakable halo

in which he lived and moved. Could a teacher have in him-

self some, even faint, reflection of that personality—and it U

worth a lifelong endeavor—he, if otherwise equipped, wonl-1

indeed be ready for every good word and work that his calling

demands.

As for financial returns, the calling is one of earnings, n^t

of profits. Its wages would have contented Agur, being <1«^

cidedly above those of the anthracite miner and below tlio-*'

of the president of a trust. In view of the cost of prepara-

tion the teacher is the most scantily paid of all the intell«<'ti'.:ii

laborers except those in the Gospel ministry. One wl"' •';'"

never known a surplus of manna—^has in his quiet lii<- i';
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extra (mostly nocturnal) industry made a slender salary meet

a modest expenditure—might of this matter take" a very

earnest view. Virtue may be its own reward, yet it has some

need of margin. As for cash payments, all schools are very

much alike. A professor's wife in our richest university was

asked how the faculty could live so handsomely on salaries so

meager. "By marrying rich wives," she, smiling, answered.

One feature of our schools is in this regard important. The

branches of our work are already many and rapidly increas-

ing in number. The curriculum is like the banyan of India,

where the bough of to-day is a rooted tree next year. The

single study of now is a department soon, and must have its

professor and its fixtures, and these new chairs, like the

daughters of the horseleech, cry, "Give ! Give !" Therefore,

while gifts are many and generous, the divisions of these

dividends grow and the quotient dwindles. Competition is

lively, and each department calls for ever newer, ampler

equipment, l^ov are heads of schools faring much better.

The chief among equals finds his place demanding ever more

copious expenditure. On the whole, those called to the teach-

er's calling are not likely soon to put on purple and fine linen.

Pensions and emeritus promotions are in the edge of some

horizons, that teachers be not wholly cast off in time of old

age, but these must be local and special.

As to social standing, the teacher has small cause of dis-

content. "He lives contentedly between the little and the

great," easily finding all the social function that he can

utilize, for his pupils are his ushers. To one "boarding

around" came this : "We are going to kill pigs next week and

have doughnuts; Ave want you to come and board with us

then." \Miat music of simple welcome spoke from those

young lips ! Wliat if at the gilt-edged reception he, if there,

be little accounted ? "My mind to me a kingdom is," and

he can quietly fill it with pictures of humanity for use there-

after. Teachers are nobly at home in conversation. For this

their daily service is a training. Close attention, alert re-

sponse in utterance clear, concise, and pertinent, work for
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them habitual mastery in ready giving and taking thought

and their words are living and luminous, and for suggestion

the schoolroom is a cosmos. There pertain to the calling

some rewards quite unfailing, of which the value is more
intimate and abiding than that of gold or social favor.

Stormy applause is not for the teacher. The breath of fame
does not blow his way ; the air of good conscience he may by
himself inhale, and it is fragrant and salutary, but breezed

spiced with eulogy wing their way along lines of more
startling achievement. Yet some praise of men comes of

itself in the divine order of action and reaction. Socrates

wondered if the gaining of a man's friendship by making him
wiser and better were not the greatest of rewards. Of this

reward, even in human nature's perverse and distorted con-

dition, himself and his pupil being alike human, of which

he has daily evidence, he does not always fail. There is deep

gladness in that a pupil of "the forties," cis aut citra, breaks

his tour to brighten the home and heart of one who was his

teacher in the far-gone. It is something that fiera rgiTaroiai

certain efforts have quiet personal assurance that they will

not be let die until they have results in the morrow of this

century. It is something to be welcomed and homed with

cabinet secretaries, millionaires, as with loving hearts in

modest station and humble rank. "Alas, the gratitude of

men has oftenest left me mourning !"

Our calling has small space on the scroll of fame, its work-

ing being behind the screen and out of the glare. One reads

of the prowess of Achilles, and thinks little of Cheiron, the

centaur, who trained; of Alexander, quite apart from A
totle as his tutor; of Julius Casar, oblivious of Gripho wl

instructed him. Ah, well ! The work needs not the label of

the worker's name. It is a Moslem's words that first glow

with appreciation of the teacher and his task. Ilaroun-al-

Raschid, caliph of Bagdad, then, over a thousand year#

ago, in full-orbed splendor, gathered with lavish expanse th<'

most able teachers of his time. In lofty rhetoric ho rt_\ I<-1

them "luminaries that dispel darkness; lords of the hunj.m

ris-
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mind; of whom when the world becomes destitute it sinks

again into barbarism." His son, Al-Mamun, in tones as ma-

jestic called teachers from Constantinople to his own

metropolis.

Some goodly names adorn our later annals, as of Thomas

Arnold, of Harlan Page, and of others whose merit has but

this defect—that they are still living. Our American Xestor,

Ezekiel Cheever, for seventy-five years flogged the founders

of our republic, and when, guilty or guiltless, they bore the

stripes with Spartan fortitude, his "Thou art a brave lad I"

poulticed every bruise. Above our calling's horizon beams

no star of greater magnitude, more observed of all observers,

than Kichard Busby, of Westminster. The Abbey, more than

any place on earth, is the Pantheon of the worthy. One there

walks over marble covering royal dust, and reads from the

walls the names of statesmen and heroes, of authors and

philanthropists, who have deserved well of England and man-

kind. One thinks how in various service these men have

lielped their native land by mastering evil and advancing

goodness, knowledge, and freedom. A goodly, even holy,

place for musing ! Among the throngs that, entering one by

one for now nine hundred years, crowd the Abbey to its ut-

most, one single monument bears the name of a schoolmaster,

simply that and nothing more. Here, amid the good, the

noble, and the great, lies the dust of Busby grouped with

statesmen and sages, with poets and warriors. He is the

teacher pure and simple, and he may well rest there, for

hardly a stone's throw away is the place where, "skilled to

rule," he for fifty-five years taught his famous school, and

there his fame rests more solidly than the efhgy rests at his

tomb. Elizabeth had endowed this school with support for a

staff of teachers and forty pupils to be chosen by the king.

Of these Charles ^Ye3ley at eight was one, his brother Samuel

being usher, and at the beautiful entrance one remembers

that Charles, while here, came near to that Irish adoption

which fell to his kinsman, grandfather of the Duke of

Wellington. Busby "illustrissimus" was born in IGOG, at
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Luton, to a heritage of poverty and toil, bat he was early

bright and aspiring. Chosen as one of these king's scholars,

he went from Westminster to Oxford. Here he came to the

front as scholar, orator, and dramatic performer, and it was

doubtful to which line of activity his life should be given.

Providence opened the way to a calling which worthily de-

veloped and employed all his powers. In 1648 he became

headmaster of the Westminster school. He was loyal to the

Stuarts, who had given him the place, but when Cromwell's

stormy times cariie on, so eminent already was his ability as

teacher that he kept the place and soon was known as the fore-

most teacher of his century, if not of all modern times. His

only departure (if departure it was) from simple school

work was the preparing of a few text-books, of which sonic

remained in use to near our own day. His pupils were al-

ways with him, a cloister of the Abbey being their dormitory,

and thus he shared their studies and sports, their meals and

excursions—all their doings. His school discipline was

heroic.
Westminster's bold race

Shriek and confess the genius of the place.

The pale boy senator yet tingling stands

And holds his garments close with quivering hands.

England's noblest families sent him their sons and owned

him master of the rising English mind. His pupils filled the

high places in Church and State, and at one time sixteen

bishops were in ofBce of whom every one had passed under

his rod, "that dreadful wand by which all flesh was humbled."

He flogged Dryden, Cowley, and Prior among the poets,

Atterbury and South among divines. Wren, the builder of

St. Paul's, and Locke, the metaphysician, with generals and

statesmen beyond naming. He held that "an unfloggcd lx>y

is as unsifted meal." Yet his scholars were ardent in tlieir

attachment to him and ever eloquent in his praise. Of this

the secret was that they felt how all his gifts, resources, and

equipments were theirs. He lived for them alone, and f"r

them he toiled Avith all his heart. When Charles II visif'-l

the school Dr. Busby stood before the king, keeping, h'^o
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William Penn, his hat on his head, lest to remove it in the

presence of his scholars might lower their opinion of his own
dignity. The "merry monarch" politely confessed that the

teacher there outranked the king! He would never allow a

portrait of himself to be made, and the device of snap shots

was not yet in being. He wished without tlie painter's, aid

to impress himself on his pupils and abide in their memories

and their lineaments of character. From a cast taken after

death were made his effig;)' and his Oxford portrait.

Forma mentis eterna. Fifty-five years in one chair, at

one desk, in one room! "Wbat conquests over minds, habits,

characters ! Well and worthily might he be laid in the tombs

of the mighty among the men whom England delights to

honor. At ninety he ceased from his labors, having in his

generations trained to eminence more men than any teacher

known in the records of our calling; and his example, like

the light of a star extinct, "still traveling downward from the

sky," lies on the teacher's path. His was the noblest fame.

Academic compliments, "terminal initials" trailing at one's

name, may be well meant, but trivial near such results. These

trail clouds of glory. The young Italian artist, standing be-

fore a great painter's masterpiece, proudly said, "Et ego

pidor." So at Busby's tomb a humbler member of the same

calling feels a growing sense of his calling's worth, and is

moved to say, "I, too, am a schoolmaster!" "I have taken

from that mine," said the gray-haired miner, "a million of

gold and it has cost me a million. Yet were I to live life

over, I would mine for gold."

So with many a teacher.

(fi.i^.k^j^
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Art. IX.-are WE ANGLO-SAXONS ?

An English gentleman, being lately asked what he thought

of the future of the Anglo-Saxons, answered, "I do not know.

I have never seen an Anglo-Saxon." Mr. Gladstone also verj

correctly remarks that the name Anglo-Saxon is "somewhat

conventional." Nevertheless, even a conventional term may

commonly be presumed to have some application to reality.

Nothing, for instance, could have been more dismally

unsubstantial, toward the end, than "the holy Roman

empire," which Voltaire wittily describes as having been so

called because it was neither Roman nor holy nor an empire.

Yet a film of reality attached to it until the style itself was

extinguished in 1806. Accordingly, when the present writer,

imitating E. A. Ereeman, sometimes tells his friends that he

was seven years old before the last Roman emperor died he

claims to be expressing both a fiction and a fact. A formula

sometimes partly creates, or perpetuates, a fact which with-

out it might evanish. "Anglo-Saxon" is more substantial

than 'Tioly Roman empire," at least as this was in the long

attenuation of its reality before it finally disappeared by the

abdication of the last Austrian Caesar. "Anglo-Saxon" de-

scribes an ethnological, historical, and political fact of very

great moment. It sums up in four syllables the permanent

conquest and occupation of Britain, except Wales and the

Highlands, by a Germanic race, consisting of two princi])al

tribes (besides Jutes and Frisians), the Saxons in the soutli,

the Anglo or English in the east, middle, and north, forming

conjointly "the English kin." These transforaied the most

of Britain into England (originally reaching to the Forth),

bringing with them their wives and children, and even their

cattle, establishing in the new possession their language,

usages, and institutions, and extinguishing, expelling, f'f

absorbing the aborigines. Whether the natives absorbed l^*

more or fewer, they have completely lost their consciou.-iK--:

of race, their language, their historical memories, their in.-d-
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tutions, and have come to regard themselves only as Anglo-

Saxons.

Nevertheless, the old way of disregarding the question how
many Cymry and Gael have been absorbed into the Anglo-

Scottish people is becoming obsolete. The infusion used to

be held so slight as to be unworthy of tracing out in its in-

fluence on the English character. Dr. Arnold, as his son

Matthew tells us, and as his own lectures show, used to treat

the intermixture of blood as practically nothing, no more nec-

essary, for historical purposes, to be followed up than tlie

aboriginal flora or fauna of Great Britain. England has

always been predominantly Germanic. All her action, of

necessity, has been cast into the mold of Teutonic speech, and

Teutonic institutions specifically developed. Moreover, the

Anglo-Scottish character, eminently as transferred to !N^ew

England, shows the instinctive reserve, "the shy cynicism,"

of the North German race. While this implies a predomi-

nant Germanic admixture it does not make sure that the Teu-

tons by blood are even a half of the English people. Dr.

Beddoe, applying the various ethnological tests, such as shape

of skull, form of the orbit of vision, shape and stature, cast of

features, complexion, color of hair, especially in childhood,

and temperament, decides that east of the middle meridian of

England about one half of the people are of Teutonic descent

(German or Scandinavian), and that toward the west

Germanic blood steadily declines, until in Cornwall and

somewhat to the west of the Severn it almost disappears.

Westmoreland seems to be an exception, having a large Nor-

wegian population. Pembrokeshire, too, is a "little Eng-

land." There we may vaguely account the Teutons by de-

scent as something more than a fourth of the English people.

On the other hand, Canon Taylor declares that the Low-

land Scotch are more purely Teutonic in blood than the

English. This seems probable enough, considering the open-

ness of the rich Lowland plain to the great wave of Anglian

immigration rolling northward, and the iiiuunierable Cale-

donian firths which gave access to the later Scandinavian in-
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vaders. Besides, they say it can be demonstrated by a strictly

scientific test. At tbe fairs in the Western Lowlands, we are

told, after the usquebaugh has begun to do its work, the un-

derlying sympathy of race between the Highlanders and the

Irish begins to display itself in maudlin tears, kisses, and em-

braces, while the hard-headed Lowlanders, whom scarcely any

amount of strong waters appears to unsettle, stand by and

make their profit out of both. Rudyard Kipling's mother was

a Macdonald. Could anything but this mixture of blood have

enabled him to write a thing so absolutely English and so

perfectly Gaelic as The Brushwood Boy? It has the charm

of everything that is best in both races.

Perhaps, then, counting in the Lowlanders, the Westmore-

landers and the men of Pembroke, we may reckon the Teutonic

blood of Great Britain as approaching two fifths. As this is

the blood of the conquering race, acting upon the scattered rem-

nants of the conquered through its own speech and memories

and institutions, it ought to have Teutonized the rest,

where mountains have not enabled them to persist. And so it

has. Still, as Matthew Arnold shows, England is by no means

a Teutonic nation in the sense of North Germany or Sweden.

It is, rather, a thoroughly Teutonized nation. Neither Eng-

lish literature nor science shows the ponderous, not to say

often dull, perseverance and effort after architectonic com-

pleteness which marks the unmitigated German. Perhaps

an average Englishman, or New Englander, or Virginian, or

Marylander, of original stock might find himself more at

home (apart from political spite) among pure Teutons than

among unmixed Cambrians or Gael. Yet, of course, he finds

himself most of all at home in that literature which. Ten-

touically serious and sober, is yet shot through and through

with the bright, elusive gleams of Celtic fancy and feeling.

However, when we have decided that the Anglo-Saxons are

a Germanic people deeply interfused with Celts, or a Celtic

people deeply interfused with Saxons, we find that this con-

clusion is only the premise of a deeper conclusion. '
"''

eminent Welsh scholar. Professor Phys, after many ycar->
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study of British ethnology, announces his opinion that the

substance of the British population is Ivernian. In other

words, the British are not only a non-Teutonic people Teu-

tonized, but a non-Aryan people Aryanized, and having an

intermixture of true Aryans, Celts and Teutons approach-

ing to equality of number with the aboriginal stock. Our
computations here have to be vague, perhaps even self-con-

tradictory. Then, before the coming of the English, we may
assume that the Celts were the conquering aristocracy of

Britain, and sufficiently numerous to Celticize the non-Aryan

aborigines, instead of being absorbed in them, even as the

Teutonic English were afterward sufficiently numerous and

powerful to transform most of the Celticized Britons, instead

of being transformed by them.

Beddoe, who points out the dark, saturnine, Ivernian type

in the Silurians of South Wales, holds the population along

the Severn, which was also Ivernian, to have been hardly Cam-

brianized when the English invasion began. He thinks that

the still smoldering resentment of this aboriginal race against

the Cymry probably facilitated the English conquest of both.

If we take this view of Rhys, which Beddoe seems in part

to confirm and Taylor not to contradict, we see that we may
largely impute those elements of the English character (al-

ways including in this the Lowland Scotch) which we are

accustomed to regard as Teutonic to the Ivernian constituent.

Indeed, gravity and seriousness, which usually seem to

imply tenacity of purpose, are said to be more distinctively

traits of the Ivernians than of the true Teutons, although un-

questionably physical vigor belongs to the two Aryan races

in a higher measure. Canon Taylor, in fact, is strongly in-

clined to regard the Ivernians as a pre-Aryan adumbration of

the Teutons; as it were, a microsthenic forecast of the more

powerful race. Considering those preeminently decisive

tests of descent, the shape of the skull and of the ocular orbit,

he shows that the long-headed Teutons and Ivernians agree

^vith each other and stand opposed to the broad-headed Celto-

Slavlc race, the Teutons, however, having, in the strenuous
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life of the northern climates, developed into large and hardy

blondes, in contrast with their dark, short, and weaker

Ivernian ancestors, of whom a part seem to have been too inert

for a change of type. Beddoe remarks, in singular agree-

ment with this theory, that the children of marriages be-

tween Saxons and Ivernians are of better settled and more

thriving temperament than the children of man-iages lx>-

tween Saxons and Celts. Of course, we know that there

are numbers of happily developed offspring of these latter

marriages, but it should seem that the physical and ps}--

chical elements of this double parentage are rather more

apt to pull apart than in the case of the duller but more

thoroughly homogeneous Iverno-Teutonic stock, the Iveraiaus

being little else in character than somewhat feebly pro-

nounced Teutons. We can therefore hardly call such mar-

riages a mixture, but rather an enhancement of the latent

Teutonism of the less developed primitive Ivemian type. On

the other hand, Celto-Saxon marriages are pronouncedly, for

good or evil, a mixture of widely different psychical charnc-

teristics. The physical dissimilarity is very much less. Both

races are large^ strong, blue-eyed blondes, but differing in

shape of the skull and in temperament.

"Intermixtures of race" has two meanings. It may mean

simply a close local interhabitation of different stocks, of

which one has become the accepted model to which the othor.-^

subordinate all that is peculiar in themselves. This is a sort of

mechanical mixture, although (which is much to be desired

in Austria) it may become so intimate and permanent as al-

most to have the effect of a vital union. In such a case the

black and white of different races fuse into an indistinguish-

able gray, exhibiting the character of the leading race. Then,

on the other hand, "intermixture" may mean, not a meohan-

ical, but a chemical, or vital, union of two or three rnc«',

resulting in a third or fourth race, as distinct from its com-

ponent stocks as water is distinct from hydrogen and oxyjim.

Taylor remarks that such a union of heterogcncou-'- !»Ji''

in a manner opposing races appears to occur with i)Ocuuar
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frequency in England, where, more than anp
stead of the broad head of the Celto-Slavic, or

of the Iverno-Teutonie stock, we find the rouno

evidently a resultant between the other two.

dividuals are true "xVnglo-Saxons," distingv

ically and mentally, from both their Celtic ;

ancestors, exhibiting with peculiar effectivener

both sides, but so thoroughly united as to ni;

refer these distinctly to either.

These genuine Anglo-Saxons are also found

Ireland, whose elements of race Huxley dec^

stantially the same as those of Great Britain, i

remarked in an excellent paper in the Sacred

in Ireland the predominance inclines to the C'.

to the Teuton. The substance is the same, but

opposite. However, as we ascend the scale o

physical inevitableness goes for less and ini

more. Mr. Darwin cites curious instances of •

.circumstances have brought in habits of life

their physical structure. A similar transfoiv:

on in Australasia under our own eyes. !N"o^.

such countless flocks of sheep there the ira^'

are becoming camivora, and even aggressive!.

found out a way of attacking vital parts of tliei

Mr. William J. Long, in his charming Scliool

shows how large a part parental training has in

habits which have commonly been referred to .-

He remarks that those broods which have lo .

early, before the habits of the race have bee

discipline, are precisely the first to fall victir

mies. Instinct is not enough to keep them fi'

derment. On the other hand, where the tra-i

tion remains unbroken the distinctive hal .

species become more and more firmly differ;-

nioose, whose build speaks of original devel-

great northern plains, arc now carefully taught

to accommodate then) selves. to the necessities <:
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life ; and ospreys have become fishers much more from an un-

interrupted training of generations than from their structure

or instincts. Then, if the tradition of parental instruction

goes for so much in the higher animals, a fortiori among the

races of men. Xot that it is not true, as Emerson says, thai

"race works irresistibly to keep its own." For instance, we

have known a family whose name showed its derivation from

a Danish settlement of north England, but which had long

been an inland race, to plunge at once into seamanship on

coming over to IN'ew England. The Viking instinct had been

there through centuries of disuse, ready to spring into activity

on the first invitation. Kay, members of the family, wholly

unaware of their special descent, have surprised their neigh-

bors by the sudden explosion of a longing after Scandinavia,

and by a singular fondness for Tegner.

It is curious into v\'hat minuteness of detail hereditary apt-

ness may follow a man. Lord S., a young English nobleman

brought up and educated in France, and taught the neat

cramped Erench hand, is said always io have written the

bold, round English hand. We ourselves have known the son.^

of a German father, but taught in America, to break out

every now and then into curious fits of the small angular

German writing, relapsing then into our common style, al-

though the conflict between instinct and training gave their

hand an unpleasant rawness. Instinct may have a penetra-

ting reach. An English writer says that once a Erench gen-

tleman, talking with him, boasted that he could pronounc»>

perfectly any combination of sounds in our language. "Si»y

'Thistlethwaite,''" suggested the Englishman. "Ah, barbarc
!"

was the reply. Soon after he asked the same of a youTi?

Erenchman who at once rendered the name perfectly. Hj^*

Englishman asked him if he had not British blood, and

learned that one of his grandmothers was. an Irishwoman,

probably of English descent. We know that in man, as wiH

as in horses or dogs, inherited instinct goes a great way.

That noted paper which declares that an Indian bn-ULMt

up among Yankees will become a perfect Yankee, atiu a
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Yankee brought up among Indians a perfect Indian, nay,

that a boy brought up among wolves will become a wolf,

(what says 3kIowgli to this ?) ought, of course, to give us the

correlative, and insist that a wolf brought up among boys will

become a boy. Of course this is mere lunacy. From man to

man, from woman to woman, from family to family, from

stock to stock, there are specific tendencies, capabilities, limi-

tations, which education may obscure but cannot eradicate.

As Canon Taylor points out, the Anglo-Saxon proper is a

distinctly definable human formation, combining the Celt

and Teuton into a new unity. It is this which makes him

the nucleus of that wider race which we call by his name. He
assimilates and leads the constituent races of Britain because

he is alien from none. There is enough of the Celt in him to

make the Celt—where local separation or religious hostility

does not interfere—at home in following his lead, enough of

the Teuton to make the Teuton or semi-Teutonic Ivemian at

home. Yet there are limits to this power of assimilation.

The notion that we can convert all mankind into Anglo-

Saxons is only second in absurdity to that of bringing up a

wolf into a man. When Disraeli brings into one of his novels

a young Venetian who had inlierited from Swedish ancestors

large patrimonial domains on which he was required to live,

confiding to a friend his repugnance to the cold-blooded

!N'ortherners, we know that by the Venetian he means himself

and by the Swedes the English. He was born and brought

up in England; he was early, with no opposition of his

father,, baptized into Christianity ; his career in his native

country became what we know ; he lived to old age, and died

at the summit of all his greatness. Yet we know from him-

self what fierce dislike he had to his countrymen, who yet

were not his countrymen.

Disraeli, although marrying from policy, was one of the

best of husbands, and was deeply charged with the virtue of

gratitude toward his friends. Even so Joseph was the best

of sons and brothers, and Daniel, though we do not hear of

his kindred, was immovably faithful to his people. Yet it is
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curious how these three grand viziers of three monarch s of

utterly different race, country, culture, and religion agree in

their common devotion to the throne and their comparative-

indifference to the people, of whom, however, Disraeli takes

the most account. Indeed the excellent Joseph reduces tlic

people into serfdom to the crown. There, indeed, "race

worked immutably to keep its own" at an interval of a

thousand years or so, and then of some twenty-four hundred.

True, the prophets, from Samuel do^vn, make little of

princes and much of the people. The law, too, while yielding

to the demand for a king, warns against monarchical pride,

and admonishes the prince to view himself as simply the elder

brother of his people. Tlie Saviour and his apostles likewise

are very indifferent to forms of government. However, this

only shows that a race may he made the vehicle of higher

principles than its natural bent. What a man, or a tribe, is

inclined to do and what God accomplishes through them by

means of providential selection are two very different things.

We conclude, therefore, that there really are within the

compass of the Caucasian race (a term which Keane has re-

instated in credit) really distinct physical and psychical

formations, more or less modifiable, but strongly inclining to

permanence even after migration, and that of these entities

of. race the Anglo-Saxon is one, but that this is only the

nucleus of a wider ethnical tradition, of proscl^-tism rather

than of descent. Indeed, we see this same distinction among

the Jews. There is unquestionably a strongly marked tyi^^,

allied to the Arab and Assyrian, and which we call tlio

Jewish. This is distinct from all European and from mo.4

Asiatic types, and is stubbornly persistent, little touched hy

time or place. iTevertheless, we know that this Jewish tyjH.*

is simply the nucleus of the Jewish people. Indeed Kenan

remarks that there is a Jewish religion but no Jewish raiv.

and Rabbi David Philippson says the same. Their niranini:

is, not that there is not the si^ecifically Jewisli type (f"r s'-.
••»

an assertion Avould make us all laugh), but tliat the biuk '
:

the Jews are not of this type.
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Professor Sayce shows us tliat this predominance of non-

Semitic elements in the Jewish people goes far back. Not to

Bay that Abraham's son Ishmael was half-Egyptian, and that

"a mixed multitude" came up at the Exodus, Dr. Sayce re-

marks that on the Egyptian monuments almost all the Jewish

faces have the Amorite, not the Semitic, type. Kow, the

Amorites are closely allied to the Celts. Keane remarks that

it is now believed that the common stock was developed in

}^orth Africa, one fraction swarming over into Europe, the

other striking eastward into Egypt and then into Syria, there

becoming the Amorites. These, being conquered by the

Hebrews, accepted their religion and were fused into their

nationality, but not into their ethnical type. The Philistines,

also, who seem to have finally disappeared into the Jews, are

said to have resembled the Greeks. My citation from Keane

must plead brevity for a certain want of exactness. Ezekiel,

we remember, taunts Jerusalem with her mixed origin—

"Thy father was an Amorite, and thy mother a Hittite."

As the Jews spread abroad, and brought in more and more

proselytes, their type became more and more mixed. About

A. D. 50 most of the women of Damascus had become

Jewesses. This brought in a type not dissonant from the

Jewish, but not identical with it. Still later, before Chris-

tianity was introduced among the Slavonians, the Jews must

have made great conquests there, for we are informed by

Professor G. F. Moore that the Eussian and Polish Jews do

not differ in feature from their Christian coimtrymen. Of

course, this can hardly mean that the Semitic tyi)e is not often

found among them, but that it is far from being predominant.

So also at one time, Professor Moore tells me, large numbers

of the imperfectly Christianized Gauls went off into Judaism,

and probably adhered. Some three hundred years ago there

was a Judaizing movement among the Swedes which was

checked. Thus it is true, and yet not quite true, that there is

a Jewish religion but no Jewish race. There is in fact a

Jewish race, and a very marked one, but it forms only a small

part of tlie Jewish people. Xeverthelc-ss it leads and consti-
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tutes the Jewish people, having imposed on it its own inmost

habits of religious thought and action, which are at the same
time so essentially national that only an independent resettle-

ment in Palestine will content them, as we see in Zionism.

This primitive nucleus has so definitely determined the crys-

tallization of the whole mass that it now makes little differ-

ence whether we call this mass people, nation, religion, or race.

This seems to illustrate perfectly the relation of the Anglo-

Saxons proper to that vast race swarming into all the world

"which has committed itself unreservedly to Anglo-Saxon tra-

ditions of speech, literature, political action, and forms and

temper of general action. ISTow, it is as absurd to deny the

potent reality of this vast race, and its essential coherence,

Zusammengehoriglceit, on the mere ground that the Anglo-

Saxons proper are a minority in it, as it would be to deny that

there is a real Jewish people because the Hebrews proper are

only its nucleus of crystallization.

What is true of Anglo-Saxons and Jews is equally illus-

trated in the Greeks. We used to imagine that the statuesque

beauty of the Hellenic type belonged to almost every Greek

as much as a remarkable handsomeness of form and feature

belongs, apparently, to almost every Syrian. This notion

seems to have lingered in Bayard Taylor's mind when he

denies that the modern Greeks are descendants of the ancient,

on the ground that the Hellenic type is not found in more

than one fifth of the people. Probably it was not fouiul

among more than one fifth of the ancient Greeks. We know

that these regarded themselves as largely Pelasglan, and tliere

seems little evidence that the Pelasgians were akin to the

Hellenes. As John Piske says, the Greeks, like most other

European peoples, were an aboriginal short and dark race

conquered and transfonned by a tall and blonde Aryan race,

which imposed upon them its language and institutions and

religion, itself, however, in all three particulars, suffering no

small modification in turn.

It is not even certain that the handsome conquering r^'^''

was that in which the Greek genius was chiefly situato. 'I !'<•
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Atlienians regarded themselves as mostly Pelasgian, and it

would be hard to tell how much of the Athenian genius was

aboriginal and how much attracted from abroad, and of the

aboriginal how much was Pelasgian and how much Ionic.

Indeed, the Ionic race, in which are found the chief products

of Greek genius, was not only less specifically Hellenic than

the Dorian, but, at least across the -^gean, probably inter-

mingled largely ^fith non-Aryans. They tell us, in fact, that

the Hittite inscriptions begin to disclose considerable re-

semblance to Greek. If so, then this incomparable tongue,

with the race that spoke it, is Aryan and non-Aryan inter-

blended. We are told that the modem Greeks are mostly

Slavs. But Reclus seems warranted in insisting that the true

Greek race has remained so far in the ascendant as to have

thoroughly transfonned the incomers. Extermination of a

settled population is easier talkSd about than carried out.

Certain it is that there has been no interruption or remission

of Hellenic consciousness, or tradition, or speech. The last,

indeed, shows greater continuity with the ancient tongue than

Italian with Latin. The felicity of climate and geographical

environment has much to do with maintaining a certain like-

ness between all the successive inhabitants of the Hellenic

peninsula. This is what anthropologists call coyivergence of

type. It is this which has brought about a certain affinity of

form between the Indians and the Europeans of our continent

that cannot be explained by the very slight intermixture,

which Dr. Wilson at last allowed to have been much smaller

than he had for a while maintained. In Greece, certainly,

convergence will never suffice to explain the steadfast con-

tinuousness of Hellenic feeling and speech. As Eeclus says,

we must believe that there is a dominant proportion of the

true ancient Greek race.

Here, as with the Jews and the Anglo-Saxons, there are two

elements, a distinct formation of race and a proselyting

energy of this, bringing in continually accessions from abroad.

That the Greeks should be rapidly Hcllenizing the yet nn-

Hcllenizcd Macedonians proper is natural enough, as the
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Macedonians are bj no means remote in race. But it seems
that the Greeks are making rapid headway in Asia Minor, and
have even thoroughly Helleuized a people on the south coast

of a decidedly Jewish aspect. In the Greeks, the Jews, aud
the Anglo-Saxons, as a race develops intellectually, oneness of

physical type, within pretty wide bounds, though by no means
inimitably, becomes relatively less important and continuous-

ness of tradition more important, and more effective in eth-

nical proselytism. Thus we have a right to say that Anglo-

Saxonism is not merely a conventional, but an intrinsic,

reality, consisting of three concentric sphere^ .-Iŝ Ŵ ^
most is both physically and historically Anglo-Saxon, being

a vital combination of Teuton and Celt, the outward mark
of which is especially the round head. Outside of this arc

the Celts and Teutons and Ivernians remaining ''in excess,"

but thoroughly consonant in feeling and tradition with tbo

central stock. Outside of this again are racial fragment.-?

sufficiently consonant with the original Anglo-Saxon projxjr

to melt easily into them.

The outer surface of this third conglomerate gives us the

limits of the true Anglo-Saxon race. Everything beyond this

is heterogeneous, either indifferent or hostile or subject.

We conclude, therefore, that there is a real Anglo-Saxon

race, and that the British, Americans, Canadians, Aus-

tralians, and Xew Zealanders for the most part belong to it,

and are likely to do so until some great catastroplic breaks up

the mighty race into disjecta membra ^ each then beginning

an individual development. There seems, therefore, no reason

why we should not call ourselves Anglo-Saxons without any

embarrassment.
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

THE CALL FOR AGGRESSIVE EVANGELISM.

"A WARM breath of evangelism is sweeping over the Presby-

terian Church in this country." So reports a Methodist whose

duties keep him traveling incessantly and extensively over the

land, especially through the middle West. This notable awaken-

ing and unwonted activity are not confined to any section, but

pervade that denomination generally, the quickening impulse

having been sent abroad by the General Assembly from New

York and Los Angeles, through all the periodicals of that Com-

munion ; the movement being stimulated and led by such min-

isters as Dr. J. Wilbur Chapman, of New York, and such laymen

as Mr. J. H. Converse, of Philadelphia, who has contributed a

very large sum of money for its promotion. The effect of it in

a single city is indicated by a recent editorial in a secular

journal

:

The opening yesterday of a series of weekly noonday religious services

in one of the theaters, with practical addresses by prominent men, is but

another manifestation of an aggressive religious spirit that has been

abroad in Philadelphia in recent years. Another similar effort to reach

the nonchurchgoing public is the summer tent work, for which this city is

nationally famous in Church circles. These endeavors to carry the

Church and her message to the men and women who will not seek out

the Church manifest the true genius of Christianity. The older attitude

of the religious was rather that men should be given a chance to hear the

Gospel, and if they neglected it let them be doomed. One of the com-

fortable emotions of the man who was in was that he was not as those

who were without. This narrow and pharisaical spirit has been super-

seded by the more Christly one of seeking with unresting persistence, and

by all the means that consecrated versatility can suggest, the great masses

of people who do not by inclination go to church. To-day, in this city,

there are to be found a score of different ways of speaking the Church s

message to the world. Street meetings, tent meetings, theater meetings,

rescue missions, house-to-house visitations, and a varied use of the printed

page are some forms of this new spirit of aggressiveness. The commission

which rests upon all disciples of Jesus is "Go," and to-day it is being

heeded, both abroad and at home, as perhaps never before since first his

lips uttered it

While the aggressive religious activities referred to in this

newspaper comment are by no means due to one denomination.
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the Presbyterians of whom we are Just now speaking are

notably active in them. A representative writer in the

Princeton Theological Review says that his Communion is aware

of a movement within itself "which promises to be protracted

and widespread, and which cannot fail to be unmeasurably use-

ful." If that stalwart and powerful Denomination, unhampered

now by awkward and unmanageable doctrines, should turn loose

its whole enormous force in oatreaching evangelistic work, vast

would be the result. Increased aggressiveness is noticeable also

in other Churches. The evangelistic energy of the body called

The Disciples is giving it a large and rapid increase of member-

ship. The Eoman Catholics are holding "missions" in all direc-

tions and redoubling their efforts to make proselytes both from

Protestantism and from the world. In some places the Protes-

tant Episcopal body, casting stiff conventionalities aside, is

reaching out after the unchurched with inventiveness and a

variety of methods some of which seem to have been adopted

from Methodism. Even the Lutherans are being roused out of

their conservatism to unaccustomed spiritual activity. Thus it

appears that the work in which Methodism has hitherto excelled

is now being pushed with commendable zeal by these other

evangelical bodies. In this rising tide of Christian endeavor we

rejoice with Joy unspeakable, but we hear the Good Angel of

Methodism crying to us the appealing admonition, "Let no man

take thy crown. Let none excel thee in the glorious art in

which it has hitherto pleased God to make thee preeminent!"

'All our history will cry shame upon us if we relinquish our

place at the head of the column. One of the ideas which made

John Wesley the religious chieftain of the eighteenth century

was that when people did not come to the church, the church

must go to the people. For practicing on that idea Wesley was

denounced by Bishop Butler, author of the famous Analogy; but

without it there could have been no Methodism, England

could not have been saved, and unless we maintain it in action

the doom of an apostate Church will come upon us. The ex-

ample of our British Wesleyan brethren, as set forth in our

September issue in the article on "The English Wesleyan i?m of

To-day," also summons us to like activit3% It is well to emi'ba-

size the Christian nurture of childhood. Would that it w'T--

made so eflicient and perfect that the wolf might not draw bloo.1
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or tear the fleece of one lamb folded in a Christian home or Sab-

bath school! The strenuous effort of these homes and schools

must be to bring all their children to the Christian decision,

consecration, and life, passing them on and up into the Church.

But as for itself, no Church can safely rely on maintaining itself

solely by growth from within ; it must also add to its strength

by conquest from the world without. And unless it does this, a

terrible accusation comes with scornful indignation or piteous

wailing against its doors from the neglected multitudes outside,

who cry under the very shadow of the Church, "iSTo man cares

for my soul
!"

Henry Ward Beecher in his best days, speaking to his people

about the aims of his ministry, said

:

From the very beginning, night and day, without varying, through ail

the early months of my ministry here, I had but one feeling—to preach

Christ for the awakening of men for their conversion. My desire was

that this should be a revival church—a church in which the Gospel

should be preached primarily and mainly for the recreation of man's

moral nature, for the bringing of Christ as a living power upon the living

souls of men. My profound conviction of the fruitlessness of man without

God was such that it seemed to me gardening in the great Sahara to at-

tempt to make moral reformation in a church which was not profoundly

impressed with the great spiritual truths of Christ Jesus. The keynote

of my ministry among you has been the evangelization of the soul or

the awakening of men from their sinfulness, and their conversion to the

Lord Jesus Christ; and if you had taken that out of my thoughts and

feelings, you would have taken away the very central principle of my
ministry. By far the largest number of my sermons and the most of my
preaching has been aimed at the conviction and the conversion of men.

In such preaching [Methodism has long excelled. May the day

never come when any man outside of our Communion will have

warrant for bringing against us, for our failure to maintain

aggressive evangelism at our historic level, any such complaint

as this which Mr. Beecher once brought against a Methodist

church for another but kindred abandonment

:

By the way, yesterday morning I was at the Methodist church here. A
very pleasant room it is, and I am told that a very worthy society occupy

it. But I have a most weighty charge to bring against the good people

of musical apostasy. I had expected a treat of good hearty singing.

There were Charles Wesley's hymns, and there were the good old

Methodist tunes that ancient piety loved, and modern conceit laughs at!

Imagine my chagrin when, after reading the hymn, up rose a choir from

a shelf at the other end of the church, and began to sing a monotonous

tune of the modern music-book style. The patient congregation stood up

meekly to be sung to, as men stand under rain when there is no shelter.

Scarcely a lip moved. No one seemed to hear the hymn, or cared for the
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music. How I longed for the good old Methodist thunder ! One good

burst of old-fashioned music would have blown this modern singing out

of the windows, like wadding from a gun ! Men may call this an im-

provement and genteel. Gentility has nearly killed our churches, and it

will kill Methodist churches if they give way to its false and pernicious

ambition. We know very well what good old-fashioned Methodist music

was. It had faults enough, doubtless against taste. But it had an in-

ward purpose and religious earnestness which enabled it to carry all its

faults and triumph in spite of them. It was worship. Yesterday's music

was tolerable singing but very poor worship. We are sorry that just as

our churches are beginning to imitate the former example of Methodist

churches, and to introduce melodies that the i)eople love, our Methodist

brethren should pick up our cast-ofif formalism in church music. . . .

We have seen the time when one of Charles Wesley's hymns, taking the

congregation by the hand, would have led them up to the gates of heaven.

But yesterday it only led them up to the choir, about ten feet above the

pews. This will never do. Methodists will make magnificent worshiping

Christians if they are not ashamed of their own ways, but very poor -ones

if they are. Brethren, you are in the wrong way.

Erom all sides and from Above tbe call comes to us for resolute,

strenuous, aggressive evangelism, the religious activity of what

a secular paper describes admiringly as "The Outreaching

Church" stretching out its arms to gather into the fold of safety

the neglected multitudes who are without. Indispensable to

such evangelism is the direct and powerful preaching of the

great simplicities of the Gospel, the tremendous moral cer-

tainties, the reality and awfulness of sin, the wrath of God on

the children of disobedience, salvation on the basis of a merit

not our own, even that of Christ the Lord and Saviour, and on

the condition of immediate and unconditional surrender to tlie

will of God in righteousness. Many churches are dwindling

through lethargy and listlessness. Their path to prosperity and

power is by aggressive evangelistic action, without which all

the pitiable remnant of their lives will be "bound in shallows

and in miseries." Other churches show energy enough, but it is

manifest in captiousness, factiousness, rivalries of would-l>o

leaders and of cliques; the only way to bring such a church to

harmony and sweet reasonableness or even common decency is to

recall its attention to its main business by engaging it in earnest,

aggressive spiritual activity.

In periods of inactivity, indolence, and self-indulgence, wlion

the church has lost its hunger for souls and its urgent ?<'n.-o of

responsibility for the immediate salvation of men, it is likely to

be rent by doctrinal and critical contentions, neglecting Hi
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supreme calling and diverting its attention to disputed and non-

fundamental questions. Aggressive evangelism provides in its

results the best apologetics. The only unanswerable defense of

the Gospel and the Bible is not by argument or critical disputa-

tion but by experimental proof of their power to transform

human nature into the likeness of the Lord. In the midst of a

Christendom disturbed by the clamor of debate involving many

matters great and small upon which we see men honestly differ-

ing, it is time for some stentorian voice to be heard above the

tumult moving the previous question. Much of our discussing

has wandered far from the main point. Many amendments and

substitutes have been offered which cannot be accepted. A call

for the main question, a restatement of it, and a vote upon it,

will show our agreement rather than our differences, will stop

unprofitable dispute and get us back to decisive action and

practical results. The main question is the immediate salvation

of men. The voice of an aggressively evangelistic church can

drown the voice of the critics and make their criticisms seem

irrelevant and frivolous. A Methodist minister asked Dr.

Marcus Dods, "What are you Scotchmen quarreling about now ?"

"We're not quarreling about anything now," was the answer;

we're trying to save Scotland. Being Scotchmen we differ about

many things; but we have agreed to differ, while we give our-

selves to our main business, the saving of Scotland."

We need to revive the militant spirit which was so strong in

Paul. In his Invasion of the Crimea, Kinglake describes in a

brilliant and thrilling passage the bayonet charge of the 20th

Eegiment with its peculiar historic battle cry, kno-\vn as the

"MindenYell:"

These men of the 20th seemed all to have but one will. Despite the

hostile masses on their flanks, they were glowing with that sense of power

which is scarce other than power itself. To the men of their corps, and

none other, had been committed the charge of a sacred and inspiring

historic tradition ; and if they were to perpetuate the enchantment they

must not, they knew, endure that, in their time, its spell should be broken.

As they advanced to the charge the air was rent by a sound which—unless

they be men of that regiment—people speak of as strange and "unearthly."

It was the old historic battle cry delivered once more by the men of the

20th. Disregarding alike the force on their right and the force on thexr

left, they sprang at the mass in their front and drove it down the

hillside.

Our situation, our duty, and our chance for victory are as
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much like theirs as spiritual warfare can be like carnal. Tliore

are hostile forces on both our flanks. On our right are the

Rationalists and Destructive Biblical critics and their allies

trying to destroy the Bible and deprive us of a Divine Kevcla-

tion. On our left are the materialistic scientists and philoso-

phers and the agnostics trying to destroy the soul and its cer-

tainties. Facing us, right in our front, is the vast opposition of

the sinful world—the far-flung battle line of hearts at enmity

with God and goodness. There is our most urgent business,

straight before us. Let us imitate the men of the 20th. Spring

at the mass in our front; strike at the heart, the unrepentant,

stubborn heart, pierce it with the Gospel, and, hand to hand,

man to man, lift it as on the bayonet, break through the ranks

from front to rear, and conquer them for King Jesus, the Cap-

tain of our Salvation. The Bible will survive. It does not

depend on us to save it. It will save itself, and us too if we let

it. It can no more be destroyed than can the universe. And
what Ruskin calls "that ancient entity, the soul," will continue

to exist. It can no more be abolished than God Himself. Our

main and imperative business is with the sinful and impenitent

in our front. There a victory awaits us which will dispose of

all cavils.

AUTOMATIC EVANGELISM.

'Thillips Brooks ! What struggling souls does he strengthen

and support ! What a depth under his surplice, what a broadness

behind his prayer book ! After a draught of his elixir a way-

farer marches on for a week or two with songs upon his lips, the

rough earth with all its mountains and valleys leveled and

smoothed before him." So wrote a heathen-born son of Japan

in his journal after inhaling in Trinity Church one Sunday

morning the breath of the great preacher, from whose jjulpit

tidal waves of spiritual emotion, heaved off the swelling slopes

of his great throbbing heart, surged over the souls of men,

drenching them with the flood of his own high, tender, passion-

ate fervors, till saint and sinner were conscious of the mighty

inundation. It was like a dip in the ocean. His hearers were

like men and women sitting in the breakers. All the wave- nnd

billows wont over them. But, moreover, all Boston outsit!-' h:-

church was likewise sensitive to him and in some measure ^l^u-
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larly affected by him. His whole moral effluence and influence,

like the words he spoke, were spirit and life indeed, for a living

soul and a quickening spirit was Phillips Brooks. The city

streets, like Trinity pews, were flooded with tides of saving in-

fluence which proceeded from him.

"Whenever we met him on the streets," writes a university

professor, "a benediction seemed to come from his towering

form." An editorial note in a Boston daily, one morning years

ago, ran thus: "It was a gloomy day yesterday, with overhang-

ing clouds and pattering. rain and clinging mists; but Phillips

Brooks walked down Newspaper Eow bowing here and there to

his friends, and the day was all sunshine." A certain working-

man was not a churchgoer, being weary with the week's work,

or doubtful of welcome, or ashamed of his clothes, or too proud

to accept favors by going where he could not bear his share.

Yet seven days in the week he was aware of Phillips Brooks,

whom no church walls could confine, but who pervaded all the

neighborhood like the sweet presence of a good diffused, making

the world fairer, life nobler, and the workingman himself some-

how a better man, more reverent and more righteous. So much

was the minister of Trinity Church a revelation of the divine to

this laborer that when he reverently tried to imagine, as he

sometimes did, how God would seem if he should encounter

Him, it always resulted in his conceiving of an infinitely en-

larged man, a sort of colossal rector. Did not Sir Matthew Hale

say, "God is the supreme Eector of the world"? To this work-

man's uninstructed religious fancy the Deity seemed a kind of

divine Phillips Brooks, as Phillips Brooks was in-his measure a

sort of human Christ. And surely a man feeling after God,

without theologies or the Church to help him, might easily do

worse than worship the sum total of being which he would get

through multiplying the soul of Phillips Brooks by infinity.

Even Matthew Arnold's highly cultivated, elegant old Hellenes,

so doted on by iMatthew, did worse in their worship of Zeus and

his disreputable gang of deputy divinities, cabinet ministers,

and heads of governmental departments in the sumptuous

OljTupian hierarchy. In Phillips Brooks there was no Olym-

pian absorption in self-will, self-love, and self-indulgence, but

a self-forgetting concern and laborious responsibility for hu-

manity's sake. Over and above the direct appeal by the procla-
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mation of the Gospel witli which he called multitudes to repent-

ance and faith and a Christian life, to be in himself an em-

bodied gospel, as he was, is to be everywhere an evangelizing

engine, the whole machinery of such a life carrying on an auto-

matic evangelism which plays off its persuasive and purifying

force in church and out of church, alike on manual laborers and

college professors, on busy newspaper men and wandering

heathen. On all sorts and conditions of men, churched and un-

churched, baptized and unbaptized, he cast such a spell that,

when he rested from his mighty work, bereaved crowds of men,

women, and children with sorrowful faces filled Copley Square

and filed all day past the lifeless form of that big brotherly

giant, who was a masterpiece of God's own hand, modeled after

'Jesus, that he might show us the fullness of the stature of spir-

itual manhood which was imperial in Christ. Of similar

dynamic spirituality and all-radiant sanctifying influence was

Henry Drummond, whose evangelism, marked and moving as it

was, was by no means limited to speech or to assemblies. And
this is why, when an artisan of Possil Park was dying, his wife

knocked hurriedly at Drummond's door late one Saturday night

and begged him to come at once to her house, saying, "My lius-

band is deein', sir ; he's no able to speak to you, and he's no able

to hear you, and I dinna ken as he can see you ; but I would like

him to hae a breath o' you aboot him afore he dees." These

were consecrated servants and messengers of God, whose work,

each in his own way and adapted to his field, was meant to be ag-

gressively evangelistic, the direct preaching of Christ's Gospel

with devout intent to effect in men immediate rectification and

amelioration of heart and will and life. Yet tlie force of their

ministry was more in what they were than in what they said,

more in that silent, unconscious, and pervasive influence for

good which radiates from pure and noble Christian character

than in any studied utterance or formal appeal. This is that

never-sleeping, involuntary, automatic evangelism of whicli tlie

man himself is as unaware as of the processes of digestion or tbe

oxygenation of the blood.

"The most influential evangelizing agency in every community,

and our main reliance for the conversion of the world, is Cbn>-

tianity exemplified in character and life." So said one of tn-'

leaders of modern religious thought to his friend on a street car.
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Xo advocacy or exposition of goodness can be quite so convincing

as the thing itself. George [MacDonald by no means disparaged

preaching when he said that to know one person who can be

absolutely trusted will do more for a man's moral nature—yes,

for his religious nature—than all the sermons that are preached.

On a street comer one day a man of the world said to a minister,

"The way that storm-beaten woman trusts in God and seems to

be helped by Him through all her tempestuous life is more im-

pressive to me than any sermon I ever heard." And yet another

testijSes thus: "No books that I ever read have so nourished in

me a believing heart as have the goodness and the truth, the pa-

tience and fidelity that I have known in individual lives. These

build up the believing heart in men as in the lovely fable Am-
phion's music built the Theban walls." President King, of

Oberlin, truly says: "The one greatest road to character

is not through intellectual formulizing nor through con-

stant moralizing, but through association with the best

—

catching their spirit." This is largely the Bible's power. The
righteousness which saturates it is suffusive and contagious. It

keeps us in touch with great characters, with saints of ancient

days, and above all with Christ, who breathes on us His divine

influence, and pervades us with His own spirit, subduing us by

a kind of moral h}T)nosis. An observant Jew, watching the

pervasively victorious progress of Christianity and feeling after

the secret of its power, writes: "In working through the figure

of Christ, Christianity stands on a basis of sound psychology,

for nothing affects character like character." A French psy-

chologist, M. Tarde, has formulated what he calls the Law
of Imitation, and shows the immense far-reaching force of a

living example moving before men's eyes as a model.

Rightly to indoctrinate men with clear statements of Chris-

tian truth is forever necessary; but even more important is it to

ask ourselves searchingly what argument our life to our neigh-

bor's creed hath lent, and to remember that the fulfillment of

our plain personal duties in domestic, social, and business re-

lations is our most obligatory service. Eight living is the truest

teaching, and a good life is the primary philanthropy. IsIotq

prevailing than the most aggressive evangelism is a purified char-

acter diffusing its efTortless and unconscious influence through

all its actions, words, and looks. It is no undervaluation of the
63
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didactic and the dogmatic, in their indispensable place, to say
that they are not the most powerful kind of teaching. Men who
weary of precept will be stirred by high example; listening list-

lessly to exhortation, they will be canght by the authentic story

of noble deeds. The world is converted largely by silent, un-
professional, uncertified preachers. It might not occur to us to

call Charles Lamb, and Dr. Johnson, and Walter Scott great
preachers of religion : but Lamb, pacifying and amusing his fret-

ful and unreasonable old father night after night ; rough, grult

Sam Johnson, crowding his own small home with a lot of dis-

agreeable dejiendents whom he sheltered and supported; and Sir

Walter, sitting by the humble bedside of a poor little hump-
backed tailor and pouring the sunshine of his genius and his

love into that dull, unamiable life—were they not all teachers

and preachers because exemplars of some of the most difficult of

real humane and Christian virtues? An English clergyman
lecturing on "The Next-to-Xothings of Life" enforced im-

pressively the immeasurable effects of unconscious influence for

good, concluding thus

:

The highest service which we can render to God in ourselves and
through the lives of our fellow-men is simply but strenuously to live, in

the fear and love of God and without self-consdousne^;s or uct'dlfM

anxieties as to effects, the life which, in its main outlines, circuni.-<tnin-<M

have prescribed to us. For whatever heart beats high and stroni: mid
brave inevitably betters the hope and courage of the world. \Vliat<v.T

voice rings clear and cheerily assuredly puts life and gladness into man-
kind. And if a man but walk in wisdom's way and work riKhteou«n«-t«

he certainly moves toward a time and place in which many siiall ri.v up

to call him blessed, saying, "You did us manifold good," while ht» uNtun-

ished asks, "When did J visit and inspirit you?" The surest way lo

make others good is to be genuinely good yourself.

"Be noble ! and the nobleness that lies

In other men, sleeping but never d«id.

Will rise in majesty to meet thine own !**

Maud Ballington Booth's booklet on Antuisptic Chrlstiafix i«

an amplified version of Christ's "Ye are the salt of the earth"—

the preservative element preventive against decay and rotten-

ness. Such are the Christians who, like ^laltbie BabcO( k, l<y

the help of Him who is able to preserve both soul anil M*Iy

blameless unto everlasting life, keep themselves surgirnlly pur.'.

Their presence is more sanctifying than holy water, tlu'ir ••!•• •'

is as clean as listorine, and their breath sprays the air \W.ii v.:.-
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tiseptic vapor. What did the Supreme Authority mean when

lie said to certain persons, "Ye arc the light of the world"? He
meant the luminous refulgence of spiritualized humanity. A
Philadelphia professor finds that even the human body is so

radiant that by the light emanating from his hand a photo-

graph of other objects can be taken. Spiritual radiance is

equally demonstrable. In northern India, among the high foot-

hills of the Himalayas on the Thibetan border, lives and labors

a woman whose picture taken in a group of her Bhotiyas

shows a face which might illumine a province. And she

is only one of many such. For the mission field has been

fruitful of lives which, amid loneliness and peril, hardship

and horror, have been "all-radiant with the glory and the

calm of having looked upon the face of God." At a pas-

'

toral installation a young actor listened intently to several

ministers who spoke in succession. With one of them whom
he had never seen before he was so impressed and capti-

vated that he whispered to his mother (the widow of a ]\Ietho-

dist minister), "ilother, watch that man; you'll see a halo form

around his head in a minute or two." The world is to be saved

by the presence and power of those who cause in their fellow-

men the expectant apprehension of an imminent halo—true

saints who are not thinking of halos nor troubled with self-con-

sciousness, whose own excellence does not weigh upon their

minds, and whose goodness is not of the sort which is looking

for a mirror, saying anxiously within itself, "I wonder if my
halo is on straight." To the artist who painted, after her death,

the portrait of a woman who had been a good angel to all the

poor in a Minnesota city, a well-known jurist said : "It is a fine

picture, only you have not caught the most affecting touch in

her expression. There was something in that woman's face

which every time I cauglit sight of it, even when I passed it on

the crowded street, made me Avish to be a better man." A
Shunammite woman, after carefully watching Elisha in his

coming and going, reported to her husband her conclusion, "Be-

hold, I perceive that this is a holy man of God that passeth by

us continually." Ignatius wrote to the Trallians concerning a

certain bishop, "His very bearing is a sacred lesson." "Just to

Pee that man on the street is a pormon," said a physician in a

Hudson Eiver town concerning the ^lethodist pastor there.
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Such impressions are produced by prophet and by pastor, not by

posing for it but by being, through and through, a genuine man
of God. Joseph Parker, unveiling a tablet in the city of Bath

in memory of William Jay, and using the text, "Behold now

there is in this city a man of God," said: '"The men of God iu

any city are its strength. Their God is with them and their

character is a continual emanation, an outgoing fragrance that

finds its way on the winds that blow through the lowliest places

of the city and carry odors from roses that grow in the gardens

beyond the blue." Even the place where the good man lives or

dies is made sensibly holy by his presence. William of St.

Thierry coming away from a visit to Bernard of Clairvaux felt

that he had been at the very altar of God. "I tarried," he says,

"a few days with him, and whichever way I turned my eyes I

marveled and thought I saw a new heaven and a new earth. As

soon as you entered Clairvaux you could feel that God was in

the place." "There is always a sense of God where you are," said

a peasant to Erskine. Dr. Joseph H. Twichell coming away

from Horace Bushnell's home, where the seer and prophet of

eternal things was passing into eternity, sat down with his jour-

nal and wrote, "Felt as I left the house a mighty comdction of

spiritual realities and a desire to live in them."

That "the palm tree looketh on its fellow and groweth fruit-

ful" is a familiar analogue of the spiritual life of man. None

of us can escape that spermatic dust which floats upon us from

surrounding personalities for the pollenizing of character, :^o

impalpable that the sunbeam which shows the finest motes c;in-

not reveal it. No photographic plate is a sufficient embh-in of

human sensitiveness. Our susceptibility is manifest in jiarticu-

lars almost absurd. A certain man says: "In answering a

friend's letter I find my hand strangely influenced by his ban^l-

writing, so that mine is perceptibly modified into rescmblanro

with his. If his is careless mine is demoralized; if his is clear

and careful mine is improved; if his is light or heavy, so i>

mine." And assimilations more inward and important than

handwriting are produced by letters. "I am a victim of moml

contagions," wrote Marie Bashkirtseff to Guy de Maupas.-=anl

;

"so it may happen to me, by this correspondence, to become Iin*-

you." In this case one can hardly be certain which o. t:.- :••

would take the more harm from such infection by nKni- Oa
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the side of the precipice and the abyss which evil is it is simply

frightful to behold how easily and how often impressible na-

tures, particularly the young and inexperienced, fall a prey to

strong or fascinating personalities. Witness Marguerite in the

toils of Faust and Mephistopheles. Payne, the would-be assas-

sin of William H. Seward, though by no means a weak man, was

hypnotized by Wilkes Booth's personal magnetism into partici-

pation in that audacious and gigantic conspiracy of hideous

crime. A man who realized his peril in contact with a certain

magnetic person wrote these words: "So well aware were we of

the dangerous power of his fascinations that all the time we

wer€ with him we kept silently repeating paternosters lest we

should fall victims to his sugared heterodoxy." Personal salva-

tion depends on fortifying against intellectual and moral perils.

The sobering and repressive unconscious influence of the gentle,

the wise, and the noble is pictured in the well-kno^Ti lines:

The stern were mild when thou wert by;

The flippant put himself to school

And heard thee, and the brazen fool

Was softened, and he K^-EW not why.

The presence of a pure character rebukes unrighteousness and

summons sinners to repentance as really, if not as distinctly or

loudly, as John the Baptist's "Eepent ye." The mere arrival

of virtue appraises, 'accuses, and brands all that is less than

virtuous. The sheer majesty of goodness overawes evil. Its

silent nobleness says, "Quit your meanness!" Its indignant

gaze says, "Get out, you dog !" Enter Cato unexpectedly among

the young Roman patricians, and his face makes them ashamed

of the base character of their pleasures. Let the boy Bernardino

of Siena join a group of rough lads, and bad language ceases.

They are intimidated. His presence is a prohibition. They are

touched with that sense of the regal dignity of the pure which

may be the germ, or at least the condition, of incipient nobleness

in them. Something in Gladstone made his company a stern

restraint to lowness or vulgarity. A man who, in a London

club, told a story which reeked with gross indelicacy, was put

to shame by the question, "How many thousand pounds would

you take to tell that to Gladstone?" "But there are gentlemen

present," interposed General Grant quietly but quickly, when

a coarse story was about to begin, and a clean silence ensued
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which no loafer dared defile by opening his lewd lips. The look

of pained surprise on Fales 11. Xewhall's face when he detected

a student cheating in recitation was punishment enough for the

man who caused that look. IMaetcrlinck says that a crime which

becomes suddenly conscious of the gaze of a strong superior soul

will halt, retreat, and at last crawl back to its lair leaving its

sin unaccomplished ; and adds, illustratively : "Imagine a sov-

ereign all-powerful soul in Hamlet's place at Elsinore. Would
the tragedy have flowTi on till it reached the four deaths at the

end? Is that conceivable?" An employer writes: "In very try-

ing circumstances I once said to a man against whom falsehood

seemed to be proved, 'In spite of everything, I do believe you are

telling me the truth.' He ansAvered me with a simplicity which

was nothing less than noble, *If you knew my wife, sir, you'd

know that I couldn't live with her and lie.' I learned after-

ward that this was the exact state of the case. His wife was a

plain good honest woman, rather silent in her way, and I do not

believe she had ever lectured her husband on truth-telling. It

was simply that one could not live continually in her influence

and be willing to be guilty of falsehood." The atmospheric

pressure for truth and honesty in that man's home was heavy

upon every square inch of his moral sensibility.

The most tremendous dynamo in the world is the hu-

man individual, and all of us know what it is to be

powerfully affected by great personalities. Once Charles

Lamb wrote thus to Wordsworth: "Coleridge is absent

but four miles, and the neighborhood of such a man is as

exciting as the presence of fifty ordinary persons. To l)e

within the whiff and wind of his genius is enough to prevent

us from possessing our souls in quiet." "How few of us can

keep our balance," said George William Curtis, "when a regal

soul dashes by." It is as when a train goes past on the rail-

road, half a mile away from the astronomical observatory, and

jars the earth so that all the stars tremble in the astronomer's

vision. Science has no electrometer to measure the volliige of

personal influence, nor has any explorer tracked all the channel

of its interflow. How much may be conveyed by the eye as an

organ of transmission no one can measure; but, for one tbinu'.

intelligence may pass from mind to mind across the bridsrc O'^ '^

look. It is related of a distinguished teacher of matliemati' -
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that, when a student brought him some statement in the text-

book for explanation or desired help in understanding a prob-

lem, the instructor would simply read the passage or the prob-

lem' slowly and clearly to the pupil, and then, without adding a

word, would quietly look him steadily in the eye. And with

most'pupils it came to pass that, looking into the teacher's eye,

they comprehended without verbal explanation. Somehow by

his look the clarified intelligence was imparted which enabled

them to perceive as he perceived. Also a believer's look may

cause his listeners to believe as he believes. One way of making

a good man from a bad is indicated in the "Idylls of the King,"

when rough Edryn says to Enid

:

Dubric, the holy saint,

With the mild heat of holy oratory,

Subdued me somewhat to that gentleness

Which, when it weds with manhood.

Makes a man.

But another equally successful way is shown when Sir Galahad,

the pure-hearted, tells how, during all his long quest of the

Holy Grail, the vision of the cup which held the Blood of Christ

stayed by him and moved with him night and day, keeping the

soul ^nthin him from discouragement and doubt. To this story

told by^Galahad, the knight Percivale listened absorbedly, gazing

all the while straight into Galahad's rapt face, and thus the

listener describes the effect upon himself

:

While Galahad thus spoke, his eye, dwelling on mine,

Drew me, with power upon me, till I grew

One with him, to 'believe as he ielieved. ^^

Here is Henry M. Stanley's account of his conversion

:

In 1871 I went to Africa as prejudiced as the biggest infidel in London.

But there came to me out there a long time for reflection. I was in the

heart of the Dark Continent, far away from a worldly world. I saw a

solitary old man there, and a.sked myself, "Why on earth does he stop

here? Is he cracked, or what? What is it that inspires him? '^^'^^^^

motive can he have for such a life of loneliness, hardship, and peril?"

For months after we met I simply found myself watching him. listening

to him, and wondering at him, as he carried out all that was said in the

Bible. But, little by little, his sympathy and spirit became contagious.

Seeing his piety, his gentleness, his zeal, his earnestness, and how quietly

he did his duty, I was converted by him, though he had not tried to do it.

Here was automatic, effortless evangelism at work in the wilds

of Africa; the pollenization of character; Explorer Stanley

looking on :Mi?sionary Explorer Livingstone, palm tree on palm
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tree, and growing fruitful for like faith. "Contagious" is wliat

Stanley says Livingstone's spirit was : so in his own soul he ex-

perienced it to be. Negro natives, too, caught the same infec-

tion, and loved the good missionary so that when this godly old

man died, on his knees in Chitambo's village, black shoulders,

strong with devotion, bore his sacred body three hundred miles

to Zanzibar to ship it home to London and the honors of West-

minster Abbey. And if African monkeys had been half human
they too would have succumbed to the moral power of Living-

stone. When George Maxwell Gordon, the pilgrim missionary

of the Punjab, who fell at Kandahar at the age of forty-one,

wished to engage as his native teacher a certain Sowar who was

master of Bilochi and other frontier tongues, the man said, "1

dare not; I should be made a Christian." Gordon promised that

there should be no talk of religion between them. The Sowar

answered, "But I love Gordon Sahib, and I am sure I couldn't

help accepting his religion if I were with him." For a similar

reason Lord Peterborough withdrew from Fenelon's presence

saying, "I was obliged to get away from him or he would have

made me religious in spite of myself." Sowar and lord wore both

afraid of automatic evangelism, against which there is no defence.

Neither ramparts nor rifles, dikes nor quarantines, avail to keep

back an atmospheric invasion. W. E. Henley could neither un-

derstand nor abide "the Samoan Stevenson," one explanation of

whose altered spirit lies most assuredly in his chosen associa-

tions there, which were such as to spiritualize his temper and

sentiments. Among Stevenson's close friends at Samoa were

the Congregational missionaries, Eev. W. E. Clarke and wif.'.

and his deepening s}Tnpathy with their work was increa>in?ly

manifest. His admiration for that good man, '^U. Chalmers

of New Guinea, was like the hero-worship he felt toward Gordon

of Khartoum. His association with and reverence for such as

these worked in him to resemble him to them. Here was atito-

matic evangelism. Even Ismail Pasha, khedive of EgvTt, who

made Chinese Gordon governor-general of the Soudan, acknowl-

edged the mystic spell of that sincere, selfless, sovereign soul, and

like many other men, savage as- well as civilized, found hini^'Il

held to higher standards than he had ever known, and, greatly tn

his own betterment, subdued to the sway of Gordon's pu|>ori"r

manhood, a manhood purposely and passionately pattornui;^' i
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pelf after Christ. Here, too, was a measure of automatic evan-

gelism. In the years of George J. Romanes's agnostic unfaith

some of his most intimate friends were sincere Christians as well

as highly intellectual men, llis wife tells us that without set ar-

gument or formal persuasion the influence of these believing men
was most salutary upon her husband's mind. In their presence

Christianity seemed a reasonable and beautiful reality. And in

time it came to pass that he renounced his cheerless agnosticism,

returned to the altars of the Church, fell back on Christ as the

sole but sufficient refuge for mind and heart; and his complete

surrender uttered itself in his last word on religious subjects,

"It is Christianity or nothing." Largely his recovery was the

effect of automatic evangelism.

"Wliat India most needs," said Dr. J. H. Barrows when he

returned from delivering the Haskell lectures, "is not Chris-

tianity but Christians." An observer among the Shevaroy Hills

in India reports that Hindus of all classes are beginning to see

and say, "These Christian missionaries and converts are better,

gentler, more honest and truthful, more self-sacrificing as well

as more purposeful and strenuous, and live in all things on a

higher level than we do." The inoffensive, ingratiating, and

irrefutable argument of pure, sweet, unselfish Christian living

is taking effect. Professor A. B. Davidson, writing of "Mo-

hammed and Islam," rests his hope for the Christianization of

Mohammedans on the example of individuals who illustrate, in

character and conduct, a higher conception of human life; and

says that "such a man as David Livingstone presents the Mo-

hammedan mind with a high ideal, exhibits the moral norm,

awakens in the beholder by contrast a sense of his own spiritual

defect, and makes the character and work of Jesus intelligible

to the followers of the False Prophet."

Wonderful indeed is that terse and telling record of one man's

wholesale victory over an entire population inscribed upon the

monument to Rev. John Geddes at Aneitjnim: "^Vhen he came

here there were no Christians ; when he went away there were

no heathen." Such an overwhelming result could only be

achieved and explained by blending in the life and work of that

man both aggressive and automatic evangelism. And the final,

comprehensive word upon this subject is that without such

blending no really efficient ministry is possible to any man.
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THE ARENA.

THE SELF-CONSISTENT THEORY OF INSPIRATION.

It has been objected that the inspiration of certain of the Old

Testament authors is invalidated by their corrupt conceptions of God.

The prevailing idea of Deity among the ancient nations in tho

time of the founding of Israel, and its era of national existence, as

we find in a study of inscriptions brought to light by the archaeolo-

gist, was of a Being of great power and wisdom, but jealous and

vindictive in disposition and given to inciting deeds of rapine and

slaughter. While there were many gods among them, they were all

of a lustful and murderous spirit.

The Hebrews are said to have been tinctured with this same no-

tion. Some of their wars are described as displays of "providence."

Many striking illustrations of the prevalence of this idea of the

character of God among the Hebrews are cited in the Old Testa-

ment. Commands to utterly destroy the Canaanites and their kin-

dred peoples were attributed to God. Wars upon neighboring peo-

ples, in which old and young men, women, and even children were

ruthlessly slain, are all attributed to God as inciting them, and by

his "providential" interference giving Israel victory.

It is said an illustration of the vindictiveness and partiality of

the Hebrew Jehovah is found in the summary destruction of Uzzah.

who thoughtlessly extended his hand to steady the ark of God v.hcn

the beasts stumbled which were hauling it. God in wrath smote

Uzzah at- once—without an opportunity for explanation or amcnd.s.

.The people who witnessed it were amazed and displeased at this

injustice of their God. This poor man, it is contended, did no

earthly wrong to anyone by his act of solicitude for the safety of

the sacred ark. It was only an affront to the "majesty" of Jehovah.

In contrast with all this, it is related King David and his fol-

lowers at one time ate of the holy showbread, which it was unlaw-

ful for them to eat; and also that the priests profaned the tcm:)1c

and yet were held guiltless. Then again, in illustration of the par-

tiality attributed to Jehovah, was his treatment of David. He

robbed Uriah of his wife, committed adultery with her, broke up a

happy home, and then murdered the unsuspecting husband, and

thus became worthy of death by stoning according to the law of

God—did God smite him with swift vengeance? Not at all. It was

a king who sinned in this instance. But it was a series of crimes

which wrought havoc in Israel and put law to an open shame:

nevertheless a few tears, a little fasting, a threat of the sword upon

his posterity, and the death of the illegitimate child condonod the

king's offenses—and he was even allowed to keep the wife of T ria.i.

Another example of capriciousness attributed to God by the U-.
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Testament writer is cited in the instance of David numbering Israel.

God, it is said, was incensed, and for this trifling matter, which
injured no one, and in no conceivable way impugned the character

of God, did Jehovali punish Israel—not the offending David! The
sacred writer savs God slew seventy thousand persons as a penalty
—a penalty for a crime they did not commit! What would we say
to-day if -God should destroy seventy thousand of our citizens for

taking the census, or even for an actual sin committed by our chief

magistrate? Such an act as this on the part of God, we are told, is

not in keeping with the New Testament conception of the divine

character, and is utterly repugnant to common sense.

In discussing this objection, that the inspiration of the Old Testa-

ment authors is invalidated by their corrupt conceptions of God, it

will be noted the cases cited are not cited to prove God has been
vindictive or unjust, but as showing the false ideas prevailing in

ancient times even among the Hebrews, and which have tinctured

their sacred writings. It is contended these false notions concern-

ing God prove the writers were not divinely inspired.

How, therefore, shall we deal with this objection? We may deal

with it in either of two ways. We may declare in the old-time

method, as the writer did in "Inspiration Not Invalidated by Bibli-

cal Criticism," in the November-December, 1901, Review, that all

contained in the Scripture has been placed there just as we find it

by inspiration; and that Scripture is inerrant, and needs only to be

better understood to clear it of difficulties. We may be able, pos-

sibly, to show the sacred authors have not really attributed these

evils to God, but have only apparently done so. We may, perhaps,

be able to prove the Whole difficulty due to the omission of certain

facts and explanations, or to our misapprehension of the narrative.

On the other hand, we may admit, upon the face of the record as

it has come down to us, the Old Testament authors have actually

attributed vindictiveness and injustice to Jehovah. We may admit
the conceptions of God entertained by those Old Testament authors

are widely at variance with the New Testament conceptions of God.

What then? Are we now compelled to deny inspiration in the Old

Testament? By no means. We must simply correct our theory of

Inspiration. We must bring it into accord with the facts. If the

writers of the Old Testament have really attributed evil to tho

character of God it certainly is no disparagement of the fact of in-

spiration to admit it. The admission will be fatal only to the

theory which supposes all the sacred authors have written was di-

vinely inspired. "Every Scripture inspired of- God is profitable,"

etc. All in the Scripture may not have been inspired. All was not

Inspired. Even Paul did not claim inspiration for all in his epis-

tles, he even disclaimed it for some portions. Inspiration may,
therefore, and must be denied all portions of the Old Testament

—

if there be any—which impugn God's character.

The correct theory of inspiration will be formulated in keeping
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with New Testament ideals. We may lay down as a first principle

that wherever the character of God is impugned in the Old Testa-

ment, or falls short of the excellence of the Divine Being revealed

in Jesus Christ in the New, we must interpret the Jehovah of the

Old Testament in the light of the Father in the New; and, as a

second principle, that God inspired only those laws, and conceptions

of duty, and moral and religious lessons, those prophetic utterances,

and illustrations of divine character, which are in accord with the

ethical and religious standards established by Jesus Christ. For

everything that falls below those standards inspiration may not bo

claimed. We may say then that those portions which fall below tho

New Testament standards represent the best knowledge and belief

of the times in which they were written.

In this way objection to biblical inspiration in the Old Testament

will be removed; the multitude of discrepancies in unessential mat-

ters so often cited will be thrown entirely out of the discussion, as

inspiration is claimed only in the realm of morals and religion;

every portion of the Scripture will be accorded its true value; the

miraculous element in the word of God will not be disturbed; no

essential fact or principle in the plan of salvation will be affected;

and we shall have a self-consistent theory of biblical inspiration.

Roseburg, Ore. Geokge H. Benxett.

" OUR CHURCH AND THE CHILDREN."

Undbe this caption Mr. Frank Lenig, of Fort Scott, Kan., fur-

nishes the department of the "Arena" in the July-August numbr-r

of the Methodist Review for the current year the clearest state-

ment of the .theory that children are "saved and kept saved" by

proper religious instruction in accordance with the provision of the

Discipline of our Church that we remember to have seen. And yet

it fails to convince us. It seems to us that the reasoning in advo-

cacy of this theory of child salvation is always fallacious, and cer-

tainly so in this instance. We will endeavor to point out the fallacies

and how they come to be employed in Mr. Lenig's argument.

When he declares that "Our theory is all right, but our practice

is almost entirely wrong," he very justly assumes that there Is a

discrepancy between our prescribed duty (see Discipline, \ 40) anii

our practice in relation to the religious training of our children;

for, whatever the correct theory of the Methodist Church may bo on

that subject, we surely fail to carry it out to any good degree of

regularity and faithfulness. So far we agree with him.

It is when he attempts to explain "our theory" of child salvation

that he goes astray, and we are compelled to part company with

him. Up to a certain point he states the case correctly, and then, by

an oversight of an important fact, or failure to distinguish betw^on

certain facts, he switches off onto an erroneous line of roasonlnf:.

and by his chosen method reaches a conclusion that do^s not. nn-

cannot be made to, harmonize with actual human experience. H'^
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him: "According to our theory the child is born saved, and by virtue

of the unconditional benefits of the atonement it remains saved ior

a time. Within that time it may accept Christ by faith, and so re-

viaiyi saved all the time." (Italics are ours.) His chief fallacy lies

in the last expression in italics, and his "for a time" is his pitfall.

Unfortunately for his argument, it is too indefinite a period, while

his "within that time" is too liberally applied. His whole theory

snags on the question as to when that period terminates. Evidently,

according to Mr. Lenig and all those who hold his views, it ter-

minates at some point within that period during which the chil-

dren are in organized classes met weekly by their leaders, instructed

on baptism and in the truths of religion, urged to give attendance

to the appointed means of grace, advised and encouraged to an im-

mediate consecration of their hearts and lives to God, and the state

of their religious experience is inquired into. "Within that time,"

says Mr. Lenig, the child "may accept Christ by faith," meaning,

presumably, not the probability but the possibility that it will do

so, and thus quotes the Discipline in support of his argument:

"Whenever these children shall understand the obligations of re-

ligion, and shall give evidence of piety," "they may be admitted into

full membership in the Church," this period of religious instruc-

tion being their probation—"the only probation required of them."

We have no fault to find with making this period answer to the

six months' probation, if the General Conference so authorizes, al-

though the two periods are not identical, nor likely to be possible in

the majority of cases of very young and backward children. What
we object to in the above reasoning is the indefiniteness of Mr. Le-

nig's "for a time," and his confounding the "Whenever it shall

understand" with the instant of the child's accountability or

awakening moral consciousness. Let it be remembered that the Dis-

cipline does not require the beginning of this systematic religious

instruction in classes until the children have reached the age of ten

years, except in those cases where it is deemed advisable to admit

them "at an earlier age" (^ 46). Is it after reaching this age and

while undergoing instruction, or from the moment of awakened

conscious moral obligation, which must have occurred in most chil-

dren before the age of ten, that the period ends when "for a time"

the child is saved? Certainly it is not "saved and kept saved" after

reaching the last-named stage. Having reached and immediately

passed that important point in its career without accepting Christ

by faith, it must needs realize the common necessity of all sinners

of repenting toward God and so doing; for, having allowed it to

pass unimproved but a day or even an hour, it has sinned by its

neglect. Should it die prior to acquiring the knowledge of this ne-

cessity it would undoubtedly be saved, because of the "unconditional

benefits of the atonement."

Dr. Isaac Watts expresses a truth in reference to human nature

that cannot be argued away and which is accepted by Methodists
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as a truism, being found in our Church hymnal (No. 305) in these

lines:

"Lord, vre are vile, conceived iu sin,

And born unholy and unclean ;

Sprung from the man whose guilty fall

Corrupts his race, and taints us all.

"Soon as we draw our infant breath

The seeds of sin grow up for death

;

The law demands a perfect heart.

But we're defiled in every part."

Here again Mr. Lenig and those who agree with him err, in fail-

ing to note the possible consonance between the facts of irrespon-

Bible infants being in a saved state and their inherited depravity.

The morally unconscious child is both depraved by nature and in a

saved state at one and the same time. When it awakes to moral

accountability it is to recognize that it has a nature tainted with

original sin and is no longer in a saved state, except it meet the New
Testament conditions of salvation to repent and believe.

Let us by all means be more faithful in obeying the instructions

of the Discipline by giving greater attention to the religious train-

ing of the baptized children; but do not let us teach them that,

being saved under one merciful provision of the atonement, they

are Icept saved without repentance, when they have passed beyond

that provision to another, which requires a different attitude to-

ward God for their salvation. W. A. Caevub.

A CORRECTIOX.

I AM indebted to the kindness of the Rev. W. H. Meredith, South-

bridge, Mass., an expert in Wesleyana, for a correction of a slip

which I unfortunately made in my rapid sketch of Wesley's activity

as a man of letters in your issue of July. It is in reference to the

burning ofWesley's manuscripts, which I attributed to Henry Mooro,

one of his executors. Brother Meredith says: "John Pawson. resi-

dent preacher at City Road, is the man who burned Wesley's an-

notated Shakespeare, and a lot of other manuscripts, some short-

hand ones, which his narrow mind decided were not 'for the glory

of God.' Classical and literary manuscripts were his detestation.

•Moore was living at Bath at the time, and learning of it angrily

wrote him and forbade further destruction of manuscripts, which

he had no right even to touch. Pawson promised to destroy no

more, and pleaded that many manuscripts were in shorthand ani

others so contracted in spelling as to be of no use. Moore went up

to London and secured the residue." Mr. Meredith then speaks of

his own indignation at Pawson's misguided zeal, "when I baM-

looked at my own collection, and at your really wonderful rollf^ctio-i

at Drew." He then asks who wrote John Wesley the Meth(»Ji<': l>':-

that is a riddle I must leave to the editor.

Madison, N. J. J. Atfrf.d F.\ULKM:r..
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

PAUL'S ADVICE TO TITUS—Titus ii, 1-6.

The letter to Titus is in a familiar vein, and yet evidently has a

clear method. Paul has thus far, after the introduction, set forth

in great detail the qualifications of a church ruler. In the next

place he describes the people of Crete, in connection with whom
Titus was called to administer the affairs of the church. He next

explains to Titus his duties in relation to the various classes of

people to whom he was called to minister. This classification of the

people Is significant. It is common for us to associate men largely

with reference to their external conditions. We speak of ministers,

of laymen, of merchants, of statesmen, of laborers in their various

departments. Paul calls the attention of Titus to his people on the

basis of age and sex. He departs from this in regard to slaves, who
are mentioned as a separate class.

He begins his address as to the instruction Titus should offer to

these various classes by saying, "Speak thou the things which be-

come sound doctrine." Errors had already arisen in the church,

which needed correction. He desires that they devote themselves to

those doctrines which are applicable to the real needs of those over

whom he is placed. There is a great deal of doctrine that is true

which is not helpful under all circumstances. It is as if he had

said, "Speak of those things which will be appropriate for those to

whom you are called to minister." He should preach those things

which are healthful in view of the various conditions of his hear-

ers, and his first direction is, "That the aged men be sober, grave,

temperate, sound in faith, in charity, in patience." It has been

maintained by some that "aged men" refers to a particular class,

such as elders, or men of prominence in the church. It is clear,

however, that he means to speak of them rather in reference to

their age. The advice is such as would be very fitting. They are

called upon to be "sober." The same characteristic is affirmed to

belong to a bishop (1 Tim. iii, 2). It involves self-control and mod-

eration in all things. It alludes also to abstinence from wine, and

should especially belong to those who are advanced in years. They

should be "grave," that is, venerated for their characters, persons

walking humbly in the sight of those with whom they mingle. They

should not be triflers. Trifling may be tolerated in one who is

young or middle-aged, but it would be very unbecoming to those

who are aged; hence the exhortation. He further says they should

be "temperate"—persons of sound mind, involving also the idea of

self-control and abstinence from all that which is lowering or de-

grading. The Revised Version translates this "sober-minded." He
next affirms that the aged people should be "sound in faith, in

charity, in patience." These three elements are the familiar ones
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of St. Paul, except that he here puts patience instead of hope. One
at once recalls the noble utterance in 1 Cor. xiii, "Now abldeth faith,

hope, love." These in Paul's view are the permanent characteristics

of a Christian. In the exercise of their faith they are to be healthy

and sound, and that is equally true of their love and their patience.

The substitution of patience for hope which we would expect in

connection with faith and love is due to the fact that he is referring

to old people who are likely to become impatient or discouraged,

and he incites them here to a continuance in patience.

His next address is to the aged women, who are exhorted as to

their behavior rather than as to their faith. Negatively, they must
not be false accusers. It would indicate a tendency of the times

among the aged to accuse or slander others. They are not to be

slaves to much wine. At this time the excessive use of wine was
not uncommon in the case of women, and the apostle here is in-

structing him to guard them in this matter. On the other hand,

they are to be teachers of that which is good. It is to be noted also

that the purpose for which he exhorts the older women is that they

in turn should be teachers of the younger women.
The advices given to the younger women are to be noted because

of the insight it gives us in the views of the apostle of the special

duties to which they are called. They are duties largely relating to

the home. He emphasizes their personal conduct, discretion, their

relation to their home, their goodness and their obedience to their

husbands, and gives as a reason for this exhortation "that the word

of God be not blasphemed." These young women are those sup-

posed to be Christian young women, and if they violate the regula-

tions of human life, they bring the word of God into disrepute.

The apostle next refers to young men, and he has a single sen-

tence only with regard to them, namely, to exhort them to be sober-

minded. It is worthy of note that sobriety of mind, self-restraint.

is an advice given in reference to every class of persons to whom
Paul refers. It is necessary for the aged men, essential to aped

women, likewise essential to the younger women, and to young men.

An exhortation which seems characteristic of every age and clafs

certainly must be regarded as a great and important one. Self-

restraint, therefore, the proper control of one's thoughts and ac-

tions, he regards as an essential characteristic of a Christian life.

The hermeneutic value of this passage is in some respects of great

significance to the young minister. It teaches that an important

element in a minister is the care and instruction of the aged. This

is one of the first duties of a minister of the Gospel. The aged ne<^d

sympathy. They are cut off in a measure from those enjoyment''

and associations which are common to the young people. They

have their joys which are their own, they have their aspirations,

but they have certain needs which only those younger than tht^ni-

selves can supply, and the young minister who can be a com f'""
•''*•"'

of the aged people and a help to them in their difficulties and tlif'f
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hopes can render a great service. It is worthy of note that Titus is

exhorted to address directly the aged women. In other words, he is

directed to instruct the aged how they are to instruct the younger

women. The mothers are the best teachers of the daughters.

The three things to be noted are, first, the interest Paul takes in

young men. This is one of the great features of our modern life.

The dangers of the young are many, and the minister is to be their

protector, their guide, and their counselor. There is something

about young life that loves to be counseled and helped by those who

are in similar conditions; hence the power of the young minister

over the young, whom he should carefully guard and wisely in-

struct. This also teaches the intense personality of Paul's counsels.

He counsels Titus about persons rather than about things. General

administration is alluded to as important, but first of all he would

have Titus consider the people of his church in the various rela-

tionships which are vital to their lives—in the relationship as old

men, old women, young men, young women.

At the basis of all is the general exhortation with which the chap-

ter opens, to set forth sound doctrine. Doctrine and life are so inti-

mately blended that they cannot be separated from each other with-

out some injury to each. He who would set forth doctrine without

relation to its bearing on everyday life becomes a dogmatist and a

mere expounder of theories, not a sympathetic and loving teacher.

On the other hand, he who purposes to instruct and encourage

others should not neglect doctrine, as all doctrine is related to life,

and all life is dependent for its success on doctrine.

THE SPIRITUAL TRAINING OF JOHN WESLEY.

The spiritual nature may be trained as well as the moral and in-

tellectual nature. The new life in the soul is the response of the

Holy Spirit's influence to the faith of the believer, but the divine

life needs constant nurture, by meditation, prayer, instruction from

those who are experienced in the things of God. The primary spir-

itual training of John Wesley was in his home under the special

care of his godly father and mother.

We pass over the earlier years of Mr. Wesley's life and come to

the time of his maturity. The first great element in his spiritual

culture was prayer. He was clearly a man of prayer. The first hour

of the morning was given by him for meditation and pi-ayer. There

Is no exercise which brings our whole being into play more fully

than communion with God. We are conscious of the All-seeing One

piercing the deep recesses of the soul, of God's presence ever ready

to help, of our Lord bending over us with tender compassion; and

in this struggle of the soul we enter the very Holy of Holies and

gather spiritual strength such as can be gathered in no other way.

The next element in John Wesley's spiritual training was medita-

tion. Paul said to Timothy, "Meditate on these things." John Wes-

64
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ley was a man of contemplation. He had a keen and active intellect,

~~and was ever seeking for the truth. He was given to prayer and
meditation. This is one of the secrets of all spiritual nurture, and
he employed it to the full. He meditated on the character of God,
his nature, his attributes, and the conception that came to him out
of this meditation was exceedingly beautiful. God was to him a
being of holiness, wonderful goodness, and transcendent beauty.

This meditation influenced his religious thought and life.

Spiritual development of Mr. Wesley was promoted by the regula-

tions which he and his friends laid down to guide them in their

journey to (Jeorgia in our own country, which was his first mission-

ary field. He was the leading spirit in the formulation of such ex-

act, and to the average mind burdensome, regulations. "The
rules which Wesley and his friends observed during their long

voyage were as follows: From four in the morning till five they em-
ployed in private prayer. From five to seven they read the Bible

together, carefully comparing what they read with the writings of

earlier ages. At seven they breakfasted. At eight they had public

prayers and expounded the lesson. From nine to twelve Wesley
usually learned German, Delamotte studied Greek and navigation,

Charley Wesley wrote sermons, and Ingham gave instruction to the

twelve children on board. At twelve they met together for mutual
prayer, and to report progress. About one they dined; and from the

time of dinner till four in the afternoon they read or spoke to certain

of the passengers of whom they had respectively taken charge. At

four they had evening prayers, and either expounded the lesson or

catechised and instructed the children in the presence of the con-

gregation. From five to six was again spent in private prayer. From
six to seven they read, each in his own cabin, to three different de-

tachments of the English passengers, of whom about eighty were on

board. At seven Wesley joined the Moravians in their public serv-

ice, while Ingham read, between the decks, to as many as desired to

hear. At eight the four faithful friends met in private to exhort

and instruct each other; and between nine and ten they went to bed

without mats and blankets, where neither the roaring of the sea

nor the rocking of the ship could rob them of refreshing rest.*

The spiritual training of Mr. Wesley through the religious litera-

ture of the time and the experiences of those with whom he came in

contact must be reserved for another paper. One must bear In mind.

however, that his soul was awake and ready to welcome spiritual

truths and influences from whatever quarter they came. He mipht

well be designated as a seeker of the truth from the earliest to the

latest period of his life. During the period of which we are now

writing there was a steady growth in his spiritual perceptions and

Christian attainments until that memorable night in Alderspate

Street, London, when the light shone into his soul and he reallz-'d

with joy that he was indeed a child of God,

Tyernian's Wesley.
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ARCHiEOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

BERLIN AND ARCHAEOLOGY.

Probably no city on earth affords so many and varied opportuni-

ties for the intelligent study of archaeology as does the city of

Berlin with its numerous museums and great educational facilities.

True, there are larger collections in certain departments in some

other museums, as in London and Paris, to say nothing of Gizeh

and Constantinople. Nevertheless, the advantages at Berlin for

archaeological investigations are unexcelled. This arises largely

from the fact that this city has one of the greatest universities-

may we not say the greatest?-in the world. Then again the uni-

versity is so located as to be within a few minutes' walk of the

principal museums. In short, they may be regarded as parts of the

university, since the various departments of the several museums

are generally, under the immediate direction of some learned pro-

fessor a specialist, thoroughly versed in the subject. Take, for

instance the Museum der Vorderasiatischen Altertuemer-that is.

the Antiquities of Western Asia-which contains the more impor-

tant objects found in several Bible lands, as in Babylonia, Assyria.

Syria etc Though not as extensive as the similar collection in the

British Museum, yet the articles are well selected ^nd the

museum is under the immediate supervision of Professor ^riednch

Delitzsch, of Bam und Bihel fame. He is also assisted by several

other Assyriologists of repute. Professor Delitzsch is exceed-

ingly kind and ever ready to help all inquiring students. He is

naturally very popular with those taking his work. Perhaps there

never has been a time when so many people have been studying the

cuneiform texts as at present. Be that as it may, it is certain that

the number at Berlin has never been so large. Yet, lest the reader

may be misled, it should be stated that the number of those engaged

in this work during the past semester was less than twenty. 0£

these fully one third were from English-speaking lands. It was the

privilege of the writer to spend one or more hours daily during July

with Professor Delitzsch and thus learn directly of the great master.

In passing, we may say that Professor Delitzsch has during the

past year been devoting much attention to the Hammurabi Code

without doubt "the most important Babylonian record which has

thus far been brought to light." This code, as our readers know

has made a great stir in arch^ological and theological circles not

only in Germany but also throughout Christendom. J^^^
^^J°^«

discovery of the Tel-el-Amarna tablets compelled the
^^-^^^^^'f

of several critical theories, so the unearthing of this code will prove

a damper upon both the Wellhausen school, and Cheyne and his

followers.
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It goes without saying that the advanced student of biblical

archaeology must be well drilled in the several Semitic languages.

The work generally begins with Hebrew, and gradually leads up to

the Assyrian and Babylonian, or cuneiform, inscriptions. Those

persons in Germany intending to study theology enter the university

with a fair preparation in Hebrew—fully equal, at least linguia-

tlcally, to that of the average graduate of our American theological

seminary, for Hebrew is taught in every gymnasium. Thus the

professor of Old Testament has abundant time for exegesis and

theological discussions. There are, however, courses in Hebrew in

all the German universities especially adapted for beginners.

Professor Strack, of Berlin, has always a four-hour course of this

kind for those who desire to review or to begin the study of Hebrew.

This same professor has a class in Aramaic, and usually one iu

Talmudic or rabbinic literature.

As the Old Testament forms a most important part of the training

of all theological students in Germany, we can easily see why
Berlin has three professors who devote all their time to this dis-

cipline. The bulk of their work is with Hebrew. Almost every book

of the Old Testament is studied at length. While especial attention

is being paid to exegesis, the grammatical, historical, and archaeo-

logical are never neglected. To illustrate: One day it was our

privilege to be present at a lecture where the seventh chapter of

Genesis was under discussion. The entire hour was devoted to a

comparison of the Hebrew and Babylonian accounts of the flood.

In passing, we might say that the learned professor was exceedingly

conservative. He would not admit for a moment—as his colleague

in the very next room taught—that the Hebrews had derived tliolr

tradition of the flood from Babylonians. The former, he maintained.

is greatly superior to the latter; it is, therefore, foolish to tbiiiU

that the Hebrews were dependent upon the Babylonians for this and

other traditions. All that he was willing to concede was that both

stories might be traced back to a common source.

To proceed with our subject. Let us now point out the various

auxiliaries to the study of archaeology. First of all let us emphasize

the thorough linguistic preparation. Efficient instruction is affordi-d

in the languages and history of all the Bible lands. To be mor.-

explicit, we may state that courses are offered semiannually in

Arabic, Aramaic, Assyrian, Egyptian (hieroglyphs), Hebrew, and

Syriac. These courses are very thorough. Take, for example, tb*^

Arabic. Not only is old Arabic, but also the modern and its varloi;."

dialects, thoroughly studied. Professor Sachau has a most inter-

esting course running through the year on the most recent excav:-.-

tions and discoveries in Bible lands. He has had consldcr.il>l<'

experience as an excavator, and is also in constant conimuniratioti

with German explorers all tlirough the Orient. Germany liai^ i.""

many learned archx-ologists in various parts of Asia and .Afi-

These, no less than many German consuls and merchants, are cv- r
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on the alert foi new treasures for the museums in the Fatherland.

Even when the specimens cannot be purchased these men are able

to report and describe all objects discovered, without delay.

There is an air of antiquity about these museums which trans-

ports one bodily into distant lands and into the gray ages of an-

tiquity. Who, for instance, can spend a day in the Egyptian

division of the great New Museum, with its thousands of specimens,

arranged chronologically, so as to represent every age of Egyptian

history, without having a vivid conception of the past? As we enter

the collection we are introduced to what is called the colonnade and

court, arranged in connection with the adjoining room in such a

way as to represent an ancient Egyptian temple. Along the walls

are fine specimens of papyri of all ages, some in a very dilapidated

condition, others again, as "The Persians," by Timotheus, as fresh

as if written within the last decade. Consequently the student of

ancient Egypt has here numberless objects to assist him in obtaining

a moderately correct appreciation of this famous land, its religion,

its art, its people and language. Temples and palaces, pyramids

and graves, have been made to give up their treasures and secrets.

Here we have the massive sarcophagi and coffins of kings and priests,

the royal mummies with their ancient papyri, the seals and rings

of princes, as well as the homely implements of the peasant and the

hooks and nets of the fisherman.

As the Egyptians expended large sums of money in disposing of

their dead, it is but natural that sepulchral furniture should be very

plenty. The museum possesses a very large number of objects in

some way or another connected with the tomb or sepulcher, which

throw tauch light ufcon the customs and religious beliefs of the

ancient inhabitants of the Nile valley. Not only are the coffins

covered with hieroglyphs, but also various figures representing

attendants and servants which attended the deceased on his way

to the Island of the Blest were deposited in the tombs.

When Professor Erman or his colleagues lecture upon Egyptian

history, religion, or customs, it is exceedingly convenient by way

"of illustration to refer by number to any of these objects. In this

way the student gets a most vivid idea of the subject under con-

sideration. The advantage of such a collection can be appreciated

best by those who have had to study Egyptian archasology from

books simply.

The same may be said of all other branches of archeology. Take,

for Instance, the history of Babylonia. When one studies the

numerous objects deposited here which were discovered in the valleys

of the Tigris and Euphrates, and that under such men as Sachau

and Delitzsch, the advantages are very great. Besides the Assyrian

and Babylonian objects herein deposited there are also various

articles and inscriptions from the neighboring or subject countries,

or, to be more explicit, there are specimens from Carthage. Cyprus,

Ethiopia, Arabia, Syria, Armenia, and Asia Minor. Besides, there
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Is a large collection of Hittite monuments for the most part in-

scribed. Ah, these Hittite monuments! How well have they kepi

their secret all through the ages! So far, notwithstanding the many
years of patient toil, not a single sentence has been deciphered.

But, to pass from biblical archeeology and the antiquities of

Semitic lands and peoples, it may be stated that Berlin is also very

rich in classical archaeology, and affords unusually great opportuui-

ties for a thorough study of the early history of Greece, Rome,
Asia Minor, and the islands belonging to these countries. The
Greek Saloon in the New Museum carries one bodily into classic

Greece. Its mural decorations, elegant frescoes, as well as number-

less casts and models, recall very vividly the story of early Greece.

The same may be said of other rooms in the museum. The

student of Greek archaeology should not neglect when in Berlin to

visit the Ethnographical Museum, near the Potsdamer Platz. Here

are preserved the fine collection of antiquities from Troy and other

places which were presented by Schliemann to the German govern-

ment. The various articles in gold, known as the "Treasure of

Priam," deserve special attention, and so do some mural paintings,

such as the ceiling of room two, which has an exact imitation of a

room discovered by Schliemann at Orchomenos. There is again the

Olympia collection, containing quite a variety of specimens from

Olympia. Many of these are original and are admired on account

of the exquisite workmanship and retention of colors. Of special

interest are architectural fragments of the fifth and sixth centuries

before our era, for the most part broken pieces from the Temple

of Jupiter. Then, there are a number of very fine casts, exact

reproductions;' for example, the Hermas of. Praxiteles, holding

Dionysus in his arm, and the Nike of Paionios.

But by far the most important thing in Berlin to the student of

Greek antiquities is the beautiful edifice called the Pergamus

Museum. This is perhaps the most elegant building, arrhitccturfilly

considered, in the way of a museum to be found anywhere; for ihiR

reason it is equally admired by students of architecture as by those

interested in archaeology. It was designed by Wolff and completed

in 1899. It is a rectangular building. The inside is so conslruclt-J

as to represent in exact dimensions and arrangements the co1osr.iI

altar discovered by Ck)nze and Humann, 1878-86, on the Acropolis

of Pergamus. The altar is believed to have been erected by Euracnea

II, king of Pergamus, to Zeus and Athena as an expression of

gratitude for a victory over the Gauls before Pergamus. The prin-

cipal glory of this altar is its frieze with its richly sculptured figuros

in solid marble extending the entire length of its exterior wall.

These huge figures represent the battle of the gods, led by Zeti«

and. Athena, with numberless giants and monsters. Besides this

frieze, there is also a large collection of objects representin;: various

styles of architecture and sculpture from the ruins of Mcan-i-r.

Pergamus, and Priene.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

Hermann von Soden. Those who have kept track of German

theological developments are not unfamiliar with the name of Von

Soden. But perhaps not many have known that he has been for a

long term of years engaged on a gigantic work in New Testament

text criticism. The first part of the first volume has been given to

the public under the title Die Schriften des neuen Testaments in

ihrer dltesten erreichbaren Textgestalt hergestelU auf Orund xhrer

Textgeschichte (The Writings of the New Testament Reproduced

in their Most Ancient Attainable Text on the Basis of their Textual

History). The work is published in Berlin by A. Duncker. and

some idea of the extent of the undertaking may be obtained by

considering the fact that although this is. so to speak, only a pre-

liminary volume it contains over seven hundred pages, unpadded.

but prepared with scholarly conciseness. Von Soden proposes

nothing less than a complete history of the development of the New

Testament text. Upon the basis of this it is his expectation to

reconstruct the New Testament text; the only new thing about this

being the wide inclusion of manuscripts of all sorts in the range of

his study. Von Soden has introduced some novelties of text criti-

cism which will be of far-reaching importance. In the first place

he absolutely ignores the distinction between the majuscules and

the minuscules, giving the latter a prominence they have never

before enjoyed. Then he has done away with the old method of

designating manuscripts chiefly by letters of the alphabet, and

gives to each an Arabic numeral. The numerals are so bestowed as

to designate centuries to which the manuscripts belong, which is

not necessary when, as is usual, a dozen or fifteen manuscripts only

are taken into account; but becomes absolutely necessary when, as

with Soden, the whole body of manuscripts is taken into accoun^

This will cause confusion for those who have learned the old

method, but the newer method will soon be acquired. It sets aside

forever a considerable number of obstacles in the way of the

progress of the student of textual criticism, and for this alone ^ on

Soden would become celebrated, and deservedly, if he utterly failed

to carry us any farther or more surely back to the original text

which remains to be seen. The only disadvantage with his method

is the possibility that the dates of some manuscripts may have to

be revised.

Martin Sclinlze. In a work published some years ago he made

a study of the vieditatio futurw vitm as a dominant idea in the
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theological system of John Calvin. In a smaller work of 1902,

entitled Calvins Jenseits-Christenthum in seinem Yerhaltnisse zu,

den religiosen Schriften -des Erasmus untersucht (Gorlitz, R.

Diilfer), he takes up the same subject. In the earlier book he em-
phasized the Platonic influence in the writings of Calvin to such an

extent as to practically ignore all other influence. In this one,

whose title may be translated "An Investigation of the Future Life

Christianity of Calvin in its Relation to the Religious Writings of

Erasmus," he attempts to trace the influence of the great humanist

on Calvin, without, however, abandoning the influence of Plato.

There can be no question that Erasmus looked upon the world with

a certain contempt, and that because of its vanity. To him things

were not valuable in themselves. The Christian enters upon his

calling, according to Erasmus, with a consciousness of the danger

that it brings with it. As a consequence, the principal duties were

negative, self-abnegation and the mortification of the flesh being

most prominent. By this life we are prepared for the next, and

that is its chief value. These ideas of Erasmus are all found in

Calvin, and in many instances the agreement is not only in the

ideas but even in the phrases in which the ideas are expressed.

Nevertheless it is far from certain that Calvin was in any very

special manner or degree influenced by Erasmus. As time goes on

Erasmus rises into ever relatively greater prominence in his rela-

tion to the thought of his time. But so far as he contemned the

world and longed for heaven he was not original. This was a

characteristic of the whole religious life of the Middle Ages.

Asceticism, monasticism, and mysticism were outgrowths of this

feeling. The phraseology is no more peculiar to Erasmus than the

ideas were. Luther found and prized these thoughts in Taulpr;

Thomas Aquinas used the very expressions which Schulze finds in

Erasmus, at least in some cases, and others of them can be traced

back even to the New Testament. Then the reformers with whom
Calvin was most acquainted used similar or identical languaRc; so

that really there is very little ground for supposing that Calvin

was much influenced by Erasmus. In general too much attention

is given in these days to the problem of literary influence. It

matters little, except for the reputation of a writer for originality,

whether one's ideas are original or not. Besides, it is almost impos-

sible to ascertain whence an author got either his inspiration, his

ideas, or his phraseology. The recent Emerson centennial exhibited

this fact conspicuously. Emerson was credited with originating

ideas which are as plainly taught in Cicero as can be. Yet no one

can say that Emerson did actually borrow, consciously or uncon-

sciously, from Cicero. The chief virtue, therefore, of such a book

as Schulze's is that it tends to lift Erasmus more nearly to tln>

position which he is undoubtedly entitled to occupy in the rcliKlous

thought of his time than the average theological writer hn«

given him.
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RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

Die Religion des Jndenthums Im Nentestamentliclien

Zeitalter. (The Religion of Judaism in the Period of the New-

Testament). By Wilhelm Bousset. Berlin, 1903, Reuther &
Reichard. The period actually covered by this study is that be-

tween the Maccabean wars and the emperor Hadrian. One of the

most interesting portions of the book Is that which deals with the

evolution of Jewish piety into a Church. Among the facts which
justify him in applying the term Church are that although the

people are dispersed, and they do not any longer even possess a

common language, still they form a spiritual unity; the formation

of a Scripture canon; a specific ecclesiastical ethics; a confession

of faith; ecclesiastical sins, such as unbelief; and the promise that

the adherents of the system shall be saved by certain definite means.

The third division deals with the Jewish religion as conditioned by

national conceptions. On the one side there was the national

Messianic hope, and on the other a certain universal interest which

reached beyond the idea of the nation, and which led to specula-

tions relative to the destruction and renewal of the world. In the

fourth division w^e learn of theology and of individual belief. The
individualization of piety was connected with the destruction of

the temple service and the rise of the synagogue. One of the chief

marks of this individualism was the firm faith in retribution in

the next life. It was characterized further by a change in the idea

of divine justice, which no longer could depend upon the doctrine

of the union of God with his peculiar people. The individual, there-

fore, made his own score, so to speak, determining for himself his

standing with God. As to the faith in God as Father, so strongly

marked in the New^ Testament, there is but little trace of it in the

later Jewish literature, although to a certain extent Judaism pre-

pared the way in this particular for Christianity. The sixth divi-

sion deals with the syncretism which distinguishes the literature

of later Judaism. He traces the religious influence upon Judaism

of the Egyptians, Parsees, Babylonians, and Hellenes, thereby over-

throwing the theory of a distinctively Jewish development, and

exhibiting the dualistic view of the world which characterized

Judaism as compared with the Hebraic past. It is made clear that

in the religion of Zarathustra the dualism is as truly relative as in

Judaism, since in both the triumph of the divine is complete. The

conclusion is that in so far as Christianity is dependent upon

Judaism for its form and content it is not one religion alone but

many that have brought their contribution, and yet he rightly con-

cludes also that Christianity cannot be explained by any combina-

tion of elements of Judaism and other religions.

Der liOgos. Ein Versncli ernenntcr Wurdigung einer alien
Wahrheit (The Logos. An Attempt at a New Appreciation of an
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Old Truth). By Theodor Simon. Leipzig, 1902, A. Deichert. The
author of this valuable book is a philosopher rather.than a theolo-

gian. Some years ago he published a work on the psychology of

the apostle Paul. He is an independent thinker, and paid little

attention to what his predecessors had said. In this book he pursues
the same course, though there is reason to suspect that it is for a
different reason; for even here he exhibits a striking familiarity

with both ancient and modern philosophy, but so far as he refers

to theological works at all it is to books published not later than
the middle of the nineteenth century. The Scripture utterances
relative to the Logos are revelations from God, and aid us in fol-

lowing the divine person of Christ back into eternity. And these

utterances are not the final outcome of reflection upon the person
of Christ, but they are the very root of the Christian religion itself.

To the objection that Jesus does not seem to have made the way of

salvation dependent upon the acceptance of certain opinions rela-

tive to God and the Logos, he replies that whatever the New Testa-

ment may represent Jesus as teaching on this point is learned from
the New Testament itself and therefore cannot be used as a proof

that some other part of the New Testament is false. The most
valuable part of the book is that in which he traces the Logos idea

prior to its introduction into Christian writings. He points out

that according to the oriental notion the Deity was absolutely

exalted above the world, which longed more or less consciously after

a personal revelation of him. In Greek philosophy, on the other

hand, the Logos represents the reasonable purpose of the world.

Both ideas are found in Philo of Alexandria. The doctrine of the

Logos commended itself to Philo especially because his syncretistic

tendency was satisfied by the double meaning of the Logos as Word
and Reason. He was the first to make the attempt to combine the

oriental Logos, that is, the principle of divine revelation, with the

Greek Logos, that is, the principle of a world purpose. The Chris-

tian doctrine of the Logos is next taken up in connection with tho

prologue of the fourth gospel, and presented first in its relation to

purpose, that is, as Life, and next in its relation to coi^uitlon

(Revelation), that is, as Light. But, true to the peculiarity noted

above, it is not an exegesis we have, but a philosophical discussion,

covering Kant, Fichte, Schel'ling, Nietzsche, the theory of knowl-

edge, psychology, natural religion, mysticism, revelation, evolution,

sin, death, the wrath of God, demons, and Satan. Thus it will be

seen that the author's investigations embrace a remarkably ex-

tensive variety of subjects, while they testify to the thoroughness of

his acquaintance with the philosophies of many eminent German

scholars. According to Simon, there is nothing in all the world that

cannot in some manner and degree be brought into relationship,

more or less intimate, with the Logos. From the standpoint t.ik<'n

by the author the work is one to be recommended as adapttd u>

awaken thought and stimulate faith in the reader.
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RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL.

Tlie Bible and Babylon Literature. This grows more extensive

In Germany as the months go by. Each individual who says any-

thing in public on the subject seems bent on rushing into print if

he can find a publisher. Once in a while one finds something on

the general subject that really goes to the root of matters. Such

Is an article by Friedrich Kiichler in Die Christliche Welt, 1903,

No. 23. He takes up the Mosaic law in comparison with the Code

of Hammurabi, and reaches the conclusion that the former was in

no sense dependent upon the latter. There are but twenty-three

paragraphs of the two hundred and eighty-two that made up the

code that could possibly be regarded as the source of Israelitish

legislation. This in itself is striking enough. But more striking

still is the fact that these are not in the same order with those of

the Mosaic law, and that they are scattered throughout the whole

code. The contents, too, are only like those in the Mosaic law in

appearance, beyond which the similarity does not extend.

Family Origin of German Theological Students. Recent

statistics go to show that in Prussia, out of 1,103 Evangelical

students during the year 1S99-1900, 400 were sons of college-educated

fathers; 300 were sons of pastors, 250 were sons of teachers, 150

were the sons of those engaged in commercial pursuits, while only

about 100 sprang from parents engaged in agriculture or industrial

pursuits. There were in Prussia in the same academic year 839

Catholic students, whose origin was directly the reverse of the

Evangelicals. Of course the pastors' sons had to be counted out

entirely in the case of the Catholics, But even the Catholic teachers

furnished a very much smaller proportion of sons for the priesthood,

which appears to be recruited chiefly from the industrial and agri-

cultural classes. The statistics further show that so far as the

Evangelical clergy are concerned the theological students came

mostly either from pastors' families or from the families of those

who were oflicially connected with the conduct of the Church.

Stbcker on the Anti-Jesuit Legislation. He is opposed to it,

and In a recent speech in the Reichstag openly said so, on the

ground that it is inexpedient, helping rather than hindering the

cause of the legally ostracised, and on the ground that religious

opinions and conduct ought to be perfectly free. He seemed even

to favor the absolute separation of Church and State in Germany,

claiming that all sects and denominations should have equal rights

before the law.
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SUMMARY or THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

What the University Settlements are to our American cities the

Passmore Edwards Settlements (named after their founder) are

to London. They are said to be "Emersonian in inception, in

purpose, and in activity." Whatever that may mean, it means

something which made it seem to Mr. Passmore Edwards proper

that busts of Emerson and Martineau should be placed in the

Tavistock Place House, at the unveiling of which essays were read

by Ambassador Choat^ and Mrs. Humphry Ward. Those essays

formed a center of interest in the September number of Tlxe

Critic (New York). This is particularly true of Mrs. Ward's brief

paper on Martineau, of whom she says that "he devoted his life to

the- greatest argument that can occupy the human mind, and the

vast thought-palaces which he reared on the old bases of self-study

and self-interrogation have been a shelter for the faith of multi-

tudes in our generation." She recalls the fine phrase which Mar-

tineau used concerning Emerson's essays—"flashes of thought dart

from his writings which are as lightning set fast, to gleam forever

where it strikes." She thinks that, when all is said, the lasting

and embalming element in both Martineau and Emerson, as in

Plato, their master, will prove to be the element of poetry
—"the

flash set fast, to gleam forever where it strikes." Martineau once

said that "preaching should be a lyric expression of the soul." lu

the Endeavors After the Christian Life, and the Hours of Thought,

it is the lyrical element, the high, rapt, and rhythmic feeling.

which makes them classic in English literature. We feel, as Mrs.

Ward says, in his noblest passages the strong and steady rise of a

lyrical and ethical enthusiasm dealing with scientific or privrho-

logical material as a great wind deals with the sea, fashioning li

into forms of splendor or terror. Mrs. Ward thinks that, but for

the strong mind behind it, Martineau's lyrical and poetic Rift

might have led him astray into '-that flowery emptiness uhich so

readily besets the preacher" But while his early style was a trifle

too Asiatic and bejeweled, his strong Puritan character and kern

intellect moderated the excessive splendor and made his power of

lovely words and his extraordinary gift for metaphor to be his

servants, not his masters. As showing this gift in action, ilrs.

Ward refers to the passage in which Martineau describes, with

vivid historical imagination, the effect on the mind of youn>:

Saul of Tarsus of his own persecuting zeal against the Infaut

Church. The first Christian witnesses have been haled before th^^lr

judges. Stephen has been stoned. And now in the mind and !-'*

of Saul there is a lull, in which memory begins to work upon hit'i-

"This triumphant persecutor of gentle and blameless Christians
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has long watched the life of those whom he pursued, he has gone
from house to house among these people of the new sect and over-

heard their domestic converse and their social prayer; and though
the storm of fury within him drowned all impressions at the time,

echoes and memories begin to come to him now of all that he has
seen and heard—low and mellow voices of inspired devotion, as of

souls confiding all to a God close by—gleams, too, of Christian faces

that returned his fiery glance with a gaze most clear and calm and
deep, Wke starlight upon flame:' Only a poet of the soul could have
conceived that exquisite simile. Martineau's rare gift for phrasing

is also in this statement of the preacher's power over the souls

before him in the hour of the pulpit's opportunity: "We may touch

a sense which was never touched before; we may waken a low
sweet music, at which the sleeping soul may turn with wondering
face, and gently cross the bridge of dreams, and open at length the

living eye, and say, 'What world is this, and wherefore am I here?'
"

A sample of Martineau's wonderful style of expression is in his

picture of the religious situation in Europe, just after that great

tumult-year of 1848, a year full of the crash of thrones and institu-

tions. In that critical time of change and apprehension he thought

he saw the hostile hosts mustering—Catholicism on the one side

and a pantheistic socialism on the other, while between them was
Protestantism apparently unready and insufficient for its task.

This is his picture:

On the one hand the venerable Genius of a Divine Past goes round with

cowl and crosier ; and from the Ilalls of Oxford and the Cathedrals of

Europe gathers, by the aspect of ancient sanctity and the music of a sweet

eloquence and the praises of consecrated Art, a vast multitude of devoted

crusaders to fight \<-ith him for the ashes of the Fathers and the sepul-

chers of the first centuries. On the other, the young Genius of a Godless

Future, with the serene intensity of metaphysic enthusiasm on his brow,

and the burning songs of liberty upon his lips, wanders through the great

cities of our world, and in toiling workshops and restless colleges preaches

the promise of a golden age, when priests and kings shall be hurled from
their oppressive seat, and freed humanity, relieved from the incubus of

worship, shall start itself to the proportions of a God. Who shall abide

in peace the crash and conflict of this war?

The grave of the historian John Richard Green, on the mountain-

side at Mentone, is marked as he directed with the words, "Say of

me, ^He died learning:" Let us forever learn! Let us forever

seek to know the fullness of the truth which is in Christ Jesus, our

Lord; let us pray Him to send abroad that Light which enables

men to see the solid forms of things, "turning dark hollows into

nests of beauty and melting visionary mountains Into clouds."

Alike through Martineau and John Henry Newman, through

Faber and Whitlier some truth has shined. And there seems to

be some Christianity in these lines which Zaugwill, the Jew, ad-

dresses to Christ:'
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If Thou indeed hast drunk our cup,

Aud known the doom of Ilight,

A gentler God went surely up

To reassume His might.

Characterizing the two noted artists who recently died in Eng'
land. The Critic says that while "Whistler's egotism was exclusive,

Phil May's humanity was broad and pervasive; the one cultivated

with scant gentleness the art of making enemies, the other called

every man friend." May introduced the East End of London to the

West End, Whitechapel to Mayfair. He made all men acquainted

with "the guttersnipe," of whom he said, "I ought to know him, for

I was a guttersnipe myself." The Critic calls him "the terse, sin-

cere, and veracious chronicler of that line of fallen kings whose
only heritage is human fraility, whose palace is the gin mill, and
whose flowered parterre is the gutter." Ambassador Choat©
writing of Emerson quotes his genial fable of the tiflf between the

squirrel and the mountain:

The Mountain and the Squirrel had a quarrel,

And the former called the latter "Little Prig."

Bun replied :

You are doubtless very big,

Yet I think it no disgrace

To occupy my place.

If I'm not so large as you,

You are not so small as I,

And not half so spry.

I'll not deny you make
A very pretty squirrel-track.

Talents differ; all is well and wisely put;

If I cannot carry forests on my back,

Neither can you crack a nut.

Dr. Oldfield's article in the April number of The IJibbert Jour-

nal (London), entitled "The Failure of Christian Missions In India."

is calling out replies numerous and weighty enough to refute and

crush it. The July issue of the Journal contained a demolishlr;;

answer from Dr. William Miller, vice chancellor of the Untver.slty

of Madras, who is in a position to know of a certainty the facts of

which he speaks. What he writes is not conclusions from a ristt

to the East like Dr. Oldfield's, but tested knowledge derived from

long residence, study, and labor. Among the facts which make tho

future of Christian missions in India most hopeful Principal Mlll-r

ranks the increasing purity and power of the native churches fore-

most. He illustrates the whole condition of Indian missions by one

of the best-known military operations of the Duke of Wellintrton:

When the British army was compelled to embark at Coninna t!i«T.- u.tn

what might well be reckoned a total failure of the attempt to dtliv^r ii>c
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Peninsula from the grasp of Napoleon. The attempt, however, was re-

newed. There were gleams of success from the beginning of Wellington's
command. Erelong he had secured a fairly safe basis of operations in

I'ortugal. Still, for year after year, it seemed that no real advance beyond
it could be made. Even after world-renowned victories he was once and
again driven back, so that his task was pronounced impossible by those
who judged only by the immediate present. There were multitudes of

those at ease in Britain, there were critics by the score who had paid
flying visits to the field of operations, ready to declare that the whole
undertaking was a failure, and that the army ought to be withdrawn.
If their counsels had been listened to the attempt would have been the
failure they predicted. But Wellington remained undaunted. lie re-

ceived support which, though too often vacillating and half-hearted,

proved to be sufficient. The time came, after much disappointment and
delay, when the final advance could be wisely made. It is said that the

great captain, as he crossed the frontier of Spain, yielded, as he rarely

did, to the love for theatrical effect, and turning his horse and taking
off his hat exclaimed, "Farewell, Portugal ! I shall never see you again."

Whether the story be true or not, the issue showed it to be appropriate.

Within one short year thereafter, though even yet not without desperate

effort and temporary failure, the Peninsula was free. The condition of

Indian missions in our generation is like that of the army of Wellington

after his second or his third retreat to I'ortugal. Great things have been

done—great in the judgment of those who are able to estimate moral

forces rightly. Errors are being corrected. P^xperience has been gained.

No small preparation for the final advance has manifestly been made.

No doubt, if counsels like those of the articles before me should prevail,

the whole attempt may yet prove a failure. But if there be even such

moderate amount of steady perseverance and support as was given to the

forces in the Peninsula the time of full success may not be distant.

When the full fruit of what has been done in the bygone century is

gathered, not only will India acknowledge Christ, but it will be found

that the thoughts which have been strong in her for millenniums will be

as important a contribution to the health and vigor of the Christian

Cliurch as that which has been made by the gathered thought and long

preparatory training of Greek and Roman and Teuton, and of every other

race whom that Church has been the instrument of bringing to a knowl-

edge of "the only wise God, our Saviour." And here it may not be amiss

to quote once more the oft-repeated words of Keshub Chunder Sen

:

"If you wish to secure that attachment and allegiance of India it must
be through spiritual influence and moral suasion. And such indeed has

been the case in India. You cannot deny that your hearts have been

touched, conquered, and subjugated by a superior power. That power,

need I tell you, is Christ. It is Christ who rules British India, and not the

British government. England has sent out a tremendous moral force in

the life and character of that mighty prophet to conquer and hold this

vast empire."

In an article on "Physical Law and Life," Dr. Poynting, pro-

fessor of physics in the University of Birmingham, claims and

shows that we are more certain of our power of choice and conse-

quent responsibility than of any other fact, physical or psychical.

Our freedom of choice is a fact by itself and unlike any other fact
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In Nature. The physical account of Nature cannot be a complete

account. The mind and moral nature of man are territory which
the physicist cannot annex to his kingdom; they are simply inex-

plicable to his science. And we may claim for our mental and moral

experience as firm and unquestionable a certainty as the physicist

claims for his experience in the outside world. In a notice of

Felix Pecaut's Quinze A7is D'Education, it is said that in Franco

the pressing problem of the present is to so educate the young as

to impart seriousness of character, a lofty ideal of duty, reverence,

true spirituality, and an enthusiasm for truth and goodness; and
to protect them from the brutal and cynical influence of naturalism.

Over his pupils in the normal college at Fontenay Pecaut has ex-

erted for many years a salutary and lasting influence. He thus

refers to the defects of modern French education:

The weakness of secular education is its neglect of religion and of tie

religious feeling implicit in human nature. There is no necessary incom-

patibility between the secular and the religious ; for Nature is full of God
and the soul tends Godward along all the paths of its activity, through

knowledge, will, and love. . . . Nevertheless, the secular spirit starts from
and returns upon man and his energies, it makes the natural life its

domain, and ranges itself over against positive religion; in morals as in

science it either drops out the religious idea or reduces it to an abstract

notion unconnected with the rest. The result is the teaching of a

morality which lacks any far-off perspective, has no window open toward

the Infinite, no background to rest upon—a dry ethic which cnnnot take

hold of the soul in its depths, nor respond to that pre-sentiinont. th.it

deepest instinct of us all, that sense of the mystery and greatness of lifa

and destiny, through which man feels himself bound up with the great

whole of reality. Religion remains the greatest power in the world. It

alone moves and uplifts man and transports him with sorrow or joy, au'l

with an authority that governs his inmost self. Keligion alone toi)ch«»«

and warms him in that part of him which is akin to the Infinite, th«

Eternal, the Perfect and Unchangeable.

Of the sixteen articles in the Fortnightly Review (London sod

New York) for September the one of most interest to our rrA4«-ri

would probably be Dr. Alfred R. Wallace's "Reply to Crltlclsra" of

his article in the April issue of The Fortnightly on "Man's Place lu

the Universe." The chief points of his April article were tliat

the stellar universe is limited in extent, and that our «un

(and the solar system) occupies an approximately central posi-

tion in relation thereto. The eminent astronomer says th»t

the more important criticisms offered upon his article are thr****

in number: First, that he has given no proof that the FtfUar

universe is not infinite in extent; second, that if our system holds

at present a central position in the universe, that can only tx*

temporary, because of the sun's motion through space: and thiri.

that there is no advantage or significaure whatever in a central

position for our solar system, even if it could be proven. I» r-j.-j-
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Dr. Wallace says, as to the first-named criticism, that he did not
attempt to offer 'proo^ since both proof and disproof are alike im-
possible as regards what exists or does not exist in infinite space.

The only question is whether what evidence we have is for or
against the infinite extension of the universe. And his contention

is that we do possess several distinct kinds of evidence, all pointing

toward a limited stellar universe. In support of this" thesis he
quotes from Sir John Herschel, the man who most completely
studied the whole heavens, and most deliberately thought out
through a lifetime devoted to the science the great problems of

astronomy. He also quotes or refers to Dr. Isaac Roberts, Mr. J. E.

Gore, Professor Newcomb, and Miss Clarke, the historian of modern
astronomy, as among the astronomers who conclude that the universe

is limited in extent. And he holds that the three lines of evidence

he has presented in favor of that conclusion have not been weakened
by any criticisms. As to the second point on which Dr. Wallace's

critics lay most stress, which is that even if it be shown that our

sun is in a central position in the universe now, the sun's known
motion through space shows such position to be but temporary and
for that reason of no significance,—as to this criticism. Dr. Wal-

lace's reply is too elaborate and intricate and technical to be pre-

sented here; but he closes his argument on this point by claiming

that he has shown the objections against his view to be worthless.

As to the third objection, that if our position in the stellar universe

were shown to be central and permanently so, it would be of no

advantage or significance to us whatever. Dr. Wallace refers us

to his book, about to be published, for a clear explanation of the

importance of our central position, as being the only position which

could afford the conditions essential for the long processes of life-

development. A careful restudy of the whole subject made since the

publication of his first article has only confirmed him in his conclu-

sions. In his study of the biology and physics of the earth and solar

system, he finds that such delicate adjustments and such nnmerous

combinations of physical and chemical conditions are required for

the development and maintenance of life as to render it improbable

to the last degree that such conditions should all be found again

combined in any planet, while within the solar system this im-

probability approaches very near to certainty. In the strictly astro-

nomical part of his coming volume Dr. Wallace shows that a large

body of facts, ascertained by recent research, have a direct bearing

on the question of there being other inhabited planets revolving

around other suns; which facts, he thinks, will satisfy those who
come to the subject without prepossessions that the combination of

probabilities against such an occurrence is so great as to encourage

the conclusion that Our Earth is the only inhabited planet i7i the

whole Stellar Universe. We would like to turn over to Dr. Wallace

those depressing if not pusillanimous gentlemen, the apostles of "the

cosmic chill." Let them settle with him.
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, A.ND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Reason, Faith, and Authority in Christianity. By Alfred Magill Randolph,
D.D., LL.D., Protestant Episcopal liishop of the Diocese of Southern Virginia.

Crown 870, pp. 272. New York: Thomas Whiltaker. Price, cloth, §1.20.

Six lectures before the Episcopal General Theological Seminary
in New York in 1902, on the Paddock Foundation, the first annual

course having been delivered by Bishop Williams, of Connecticut,

in 1881. Of the twenty-one courses eleven have been given by

Episcopal bishops, among whom one wonders at not finding the

name of Bishop F. D. Huntington, of Central New Y^ork. Bishop

Randolph's lectures display ability, scholarship, culture, spiritual

earnestness, and practical wisdom fit for the episcopal office. He
tells the young theologues that the most indispensable qualification

for their work as ministers is "that power which is born of living

convictions based upon personal experience of the Living God,

together with that spiritual intelligence which can apprehend the

spiritual meaning of the Bible and apply it to the spiritual needs

of human nature." And this is what is now exacted more and more
from the ministry by those who constitute the strength, the working

energy, and the steadfast faith of all evangelical congregations.

Without this no man can reach the consciences and hearts of men.

Speaking of reason and faith, Bishop Randolph shows that the

reasons which bring men to faith are practical reasons such as

reach the human heart; not philosophic argument nor theological

demonstration," but the fitness of the Gospel to human needs in a

world which is troubled by pain and sorrow, sin and death. John

Henry Newman, though a reasouer of rare subtlety and power,

knew the futility of mere abstract reasoning, and he wrote: "To

most men multiplication of argument makes the point in han<l

more doubtful and considerably less impressive. Life is not lon«

enough for a religion of inferences and deductions; we shall luvor

have done with beginning if we determine always to bf^in with

proof. . . . We shall forever be laying our foundations; we shall

turn theology into evidences, and divines into textunries. Resolv«»

to believe nothing without reasoned proofs, and next you inu.';t

prove your proofs and analyze your elements, till you sink to tho

broad bosom of skepticism." Practical reasons brought bark to

simple Christian faith, from years of scientific doubt, George J.

Romanes, whom Huxley called one of the ablest of modern scientists.

The desolate misery of disbelief pushed him, and the close adapta-

tion of Christ to the needs of the human soul drew him, toward

faith. During his years of unfaith such practical thoughts ns tho

following kept working in him: "Faith is so beautiful it nr.ist

mean something. Why is the Gospel story so natural? V«hy «.an
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we find no flaw in Jesus Christ? "Were not His words, after all, the.

words of truth, telling the mind of God infinitely more surely than

any reading of nature? And the final tragedy of the Cross—would

it not, if once believed, solve that obstinate mystery of pain and
failure and show finally how God can love and still let us suffer?

To have faith in this practical reason for Christ would solve the

great contradiction." So, too, the supreme value of religion is most
clearly seen in its practical influence and results. One day Thomas
Jefferson was riding on horseback with James Madison, then Presi-

dent of the United States. They passed a little house in the front,

yard of which was the mother with a group of her children around
her. Jefferson said to his friend: "Madison, that woman has family

prayers every morning; she is bringing up her children upon the

Bible and the Book of Common Prayer. She is worth more to Vir-

ginia and to the country than a political philosopher is. She is of

the sort that really make a nation strong and safe." Apropos of

the superior value and convincing power of life in comparison with

argument are the words of Dr. R. W. Dale: "The Confessions of

Augustine are to me of more authority than his theological treatises.

Bunyan's Grace Abounding is of more authority than Calvin's

Institutes. I believe in the inspiration of the Church, and I find

that inspiration in its life." The notes at the end of Bishop Ran-

dolph's lectures contain matter of interest. The note on "The
Theology of Feeling" says: "Feeling conceived of as not separated

from reason, but as implicit with and inseparable from a reasonable

faith, is indeed the all of religion, the active and central power

thereof. Bishop Butler, whose great powers were dedicated to

proving Christianity to be reasonable, assigns to feeling a position

of supreme importance. He condemns ecstasy and extravagance of

emotionalism as abnormal and illusive; but, on the other hand, he

has no patience with those who hold that religion is all reason and

no feeling, under the notion of a reasonable religion so exclusively

reasonable as to have nothing to do with the heart and the affec-

tions." Often a feeling in the heart rises and throws off doubt and

mental difficulty, as Tennyson wrote in In Memoriam:

If e'er when faith had fallen asleep,

I heard a voice, "Believe no more ;"

And heard an ever-breaking shore

That tumbled in the godless deep

:

A warmth within the breast would melt

The freezing reason's colder part

;

And like a man in wrath the heart

Stood up and answered, "I have felt."

Dean Church is quoted in one of the notes as saying that Chris-

tianity is in sympathy with everything that properly belongs to

human life and society, yet its essential principle in all ages is

unworldliness. These are his words: "The Christian spirit is a
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free spirit, and has affinities with strangely opposite extremes, with

riches as well as with poverty, with the life of the soldier and the

statesman as well as with that of the priest, with the most energetic

as well as with the most retired life; with vastness of thought and

richness of imagination as well as with the simplest character and

the humblest obedience. It can bear the purple and fine linen; it

can bear power and great position; it can bear the strain and

absorption of immense undertakings. But there is one thing with

which the Christian spirit will not, cannot combine, and that is

selfishness. The Christian spirit seeks not its ov^'n, is not careful

to speak its own words or find its own pleasures or do its own ways.

It is the spirit of self-denial and sacrifice for objects so great as to

make the self-denial seem as nothing. The Christian spirit is the

heroically unselfish spirit. In our life there is plenty of temptation

to give up this heroic standard which the New Testament holds up

for us. Not only our self-indulgence but our moderation and

practical common sense counsel us to content ourselves with some-

thing short of the heroic. But if we yield we part company with

the New Testament, which will not countenance anything lower

than the heroic standard of self-renunciation, the following of

which is in fact and in the nature of things the only path to true

nobleness. And this standard can be followed everywhere— in

society or out of it, in secret wrestlings or in open conduct, by the

poor and ignorant or the great and wise. On all it makes the Bamo

high call, and everywhere it implies great thoughts, great hopea,

great purposes, great endeavors, and great measures of what in pos-

sible to man under the guidance and by the inspiration of Chrls-l."

Bishop Randolph considers the reply to opponents of Christian

missions, which F. W. Maurice puts into his Religions of the ^Vor\^l.

to be the most powerful piece of thinking on that subject In

British literature. He very justly characterizes Bishop Lightfool'*

Essays on Supernatural Religion as one of the great contrltjutJon*

of the last century to the historical critcisra of the New TeslJinj'-ni

Usually a man engaged in earnest argument or discourse i!» carrJrM

of literary style, and it is absent unless it has become <-i.tlrr5f

natural to him. Elegance is not in these lectures, and even luri-iuy

Is sometimes wanting. The following seems a clumsy expression

;

"Even the most well-regulated minds are conscious," etc.

The Sunday-Nioht Service. By Wilbuk Fletcher Siiekipan-. 12ino. j.p. Hi-

Cincinnati : JenuiuRS & Pye. New York: Eaton & Mains. Price, cloth, 1 1.

"To those whose minds are open to the methods and mcssa;:e of

the new age, while cherishing the spirit and power of the old." ibU

book is dedicated. The author is firmly persuaded out of his ovn

experience, as well as from his observations in this country and la

England, that the non-church-going multitudes arc !;o far from l- '•('.

permanently alienated from the Church that, as Hugh Trire H';*:!-''*

put it, they "belong to any Church that has the scriptural audacity
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and the sanctified common sense to go for them." The aim of the

book is to aid in reviving the strategic resourcefulness and ag-

gressive evangelism of early Methodism; and particularly to offer a
variety of practical suggestions for making the Sunday-night
service attractive and useful. In many churches of all denomina-
tions, the second service, whether held in afternoon or evening, is a
serious and disheartening problem. Hundreds of churches have felt

compelled to discontinue it. Now and then a minister squarely

faces his officials with the statement that he ought not to be re-

quired to continue a second service which neither they nor anybody
else will attend, and submits to them the alternative of supporting

it or discontinuing it. Dr. Joseph Parker said shortly before his

death that "the future of Protestantism belongs to the Methodists."

Our author wisely insists that no such prophecy can be fulfilled by
us unless we hold steadily to the aggressive ideals and methods
which characterize and explain our history. The author thinks we
preachers spend an undue proportion of time and energy on Church
members, agreeing with H. P. Hughes who said, "The Church was
founded, not to protect sickly hot-house Christians from a breath

of fresh air, but to evangelize the human race. It is an army to

conquer the world and the devil, not an ambulance corps to carry

lazy Christians who ought to walk on their own feet." The chapter-

titles of this volume indicate its practical and timely character:

"How Shall We Draw the People?" "Seizing Strategic Opportuni-

ties," "A Symposium on Sermon Series," "A Plan that Reached
Men," "Holding the People," "The Social Ministry of the Church,"

"Special Features for the Down-town Church," "Continuous Evan-

gelism," "The Direct Appeal," "Casting the Net," "The Personal

Touch," "The Reinforcement of the Preacher's Personality Through
Companionship of Books and Men and Through the Holy Spirit,"

"Davidic Methodism versus Solomonic Methodism," "The Renais-

sance of Methodism." To many prominent preachers the question

was sent out as to their use of a series of sermons in solving

the Sunday-night problem. The author gives us the answers

received from the following: W. P. Odell C. B. Mitchell Rob-

ert Mclntyre, J. M. Thoburn, Jr., S. P. Cadman, C. E. Locke,

C. L. Goddell, C. M. Cobern, W. A. Quayle, A. B. Storms,

George Elliott, E. H. Hughes, Frost Craft, P. H. Swift, E. S.

Ninde, C. A. Crane, and Joshua Stansfield. The next chapter

contains the list of subjects in fifty-five series of evening ser-

mons by the preachers named and by W. F. Sheridan, P. L.

Thompson, Luther Freeman, and B. L. McElroy. ^ plan for reach-

ing men which the author has successfully tried and which he be-

lieves to be useful in any community after a pastor is sufficiently

acquainted to be in touch with a considerable number of non-church-

golng men, Is as follows: To a hundred such men this letter was
sent: "Dear Sir: Pardon tho liberty I take in addressing you, but

I am anxious to secure your opinion as to why the majority of
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Louisville men are not actively interested in Church work. I am a

preacher, and naturally look at it from a minister's viewpoint; but

I covet the privilege of looking at it through your eyes. If it is

not asking too much, will you make a suggestion or two on the

following points? 1. Why are not more men members of the Church?
2. Are the Churches of your acquaintance really doing the work
you believe the Church of Christ was founded to accomplish?

3. What do you consider the most helpful features of Church-life

to-day? I am writing to a number of gentlemen about this, and

their answers, I am frank to say, will form the basis of a series of

sermons I hope to preach in Trinity Church, beginning November
24. Your communication will be considered strictly confidential.

Should you be able to attend the series of sermons, I assure you

that you will not be personally, addressed on the subject of religion.

Thanking you in advance for the favor, I am respectfully yours,

Wilbur F. Sheridan." Men of all classes replied, and attended the

series of sermons, not a few of whom united with the Church in

consequence of the services. The consensus of opinion in the re-

plies was that the churches fall far short of their opportunities and

of imitating Christ's methods and spirit. The replies when classified

suggested the following subjects for the minister's sermon-series on

"Ten Stumbling-stones to Religion in Louisville:" "1. The Kind

of Religion that is Played Out. 2. Contradictions in Teaching

Among the Churches. 3. The Church Not Abreast of Scientific Ad-

vancement. 4. The Hypocrites in the Church. 5. Unsociability and

Neglect of the Toilers. 6. The Stress of Business Life and Methods.

7. I Am Good Enough Without Religion. 8. I Am Afraid I Cannot

Hold Out. 9. Caught in the Swirl of Self-indulgence. 10. I Am
Waiting Until I Can Reach the Standard." We have copied upon

these pages so much of Dr. Sheridan's book in order that our

"readers may have a glimpse of its practically helpful character.

The volume is so full of wise, tactful, and practical supRf^stions,

that few if any pastors can fail to find in it something which will

make their ministry more direct and efficient. Ths author is not

the victim of any fad, and his book is sane and judirious. His call

for a Renaissance of early Methodism is not for its particular forms

of worship or exact methods of work, for these change by neces.sary

adaptation from age to age; nor for a revival of early Methodist

phraseology, for mere stock phrases tend to become the vehicles of

religious cant, and the replacing of old nomenclature by new tor-

minology may promote freshness and modern intelligibility: what

is greatly needed, the author insists, is a renaissance, a revival of

the simple, pure, fervent, self-sacrificing, and heroic spirit of early-

Methodism. That spirit, working by such strategic and aggressive

methods as are set forth in considerable variety in this book, if it

shall re-enter our ministry and Church will make a new Forward

Movement all along the line and bring back to us the hlessin?; n::'l

the power which have belonged to Methodism. Vv'here i-^ t--^
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spirit, Lord, which dwelt in early Methodism? Were it in our

power we would put this book in the hands of every Methodist

minister, indeed, of every Protestant pastor. A sentence from it,

fit to close this notice with, is this: "Men know the difference be-

tween dilettante religion and downright, manly earnestness in re-

ligion—honest love for sinful men. The former they call 'church-

ianity,' and despise it; the latter they call 'Christianity/ and they

respect it and believe in it."

Life and Destiny. Thougbts from the Ethical Lectures of Felix Adler. IGmo,

pp. 141. New York : McClure, Phillips & Co. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

These extracts from the lectures of the leader of the Ethical

Culture societies are intended to present some of his views in rela-

tion to the spiritual life, the word "spiritual," as used by Dr. Adler,

being a short-hand expression for the entire nature of man, a con-

ception including the intellectual and aesthetic, while holding them

as subordinate to the moral nature; and the hope is expressed that

Dr. Adler's thoughts may be helpful to "others who seek light for

their problems and support for their strivings." In a sense this

little book is a curiosity. In it a man talks about "The Meaning of

Life," and "Religion," and "Immortality," and "Moral Ideals," and

"Higher Life," and "Spiritual Progress," and "Suffering and Con-

solation," without once saying "God" or "Christ;" which is, in the

twentieth Christian century, a remarkable feat. One would think

he would forget himself at some point and inadvertently fall a

victim to the age-long human habit of saying "God." It seems a

studied steering clear of the obvious, the natural, the almost in-

evitable. In such a sentence as the following he seems heading

Straight toward God but stops short of naming Him: "This fair

earth, with its fir-clad hills, its snowy mountains, its sparkling seas,

its azure vaults, and the holy light of its stars, is but a painted

screen behind which lurks the true reality." Only once is Jesus

mentioned in the selections, and then as "the greatest of the

Hebrew prophets." Once the lecturer asks, "What do we know of

Deity?" and answers, "All we know of the Divine is the light of it

that shines reflected from human souls." And again "The divine

in man is our sole ground for believing that there is anything divine

in the universe outside of man. Man is tbe revealer of the divine."

One reviewer of this book of extracts is impressed with the great

faith of Dr. Adler, and remarks that it is no borrowed belief but

faith that has grown out of his own experience and become a part

of the very fiber of his being; and thinks that there is in some of

his sayings "almost a Methodist insistence that faith, to have a

saving quality, must be based upon personal spiritual experience,"

quoting in evidence such extracts as the following: "It is a mis-

take to approach the subject of religion from the point of view of

philosophy. All really religious persons declare that religion is

primarily a matter of experience. We must get a certain kind of
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experience, and then philosophic thinking will be of use to us in

explicating what is implicated in that experience. But we must
get the experience first. . . . The experience of religion is not

reserved for the initiated and elect; it is accessible to every one

who chooses to have it. The experience to which I refer is essen-

tially moral experience. It may be described as a sense of subjec-

tion to imperious impulses which urge our finite nature toward

infinite issues; a sense of propulsions which we can resist, but not

disown; a sense of a power greater than ourselves with which,

nevertheless, in essence we are one; a sense, in times of moral
stress, of channels, opened by persistent effort, which let in a flood

of rejuvenating energy, and put us in command of unsuspected moral

resources; a sense, finally, of complicity of our life with the life of

others, of living in them, in no merely metaphorical signification

of the word; of unity with all spiritual being whatsoever." It is

diflBcult to be sure that Dr. Adler has advanced much beyond

Marcus Aurelius, who lived a long time ago. Outside of the Chris-

tian illumination, both of them rank among the most spiritually

enlightened of men; and both have noble reverent and aspiring

thoughts. Reading Life and Destiny, we turn with greatest interest

to see what the ethical lecturer says on religion and immortality.

We find such words as these: "Religion is a wizard, a sybil. She

faces the wreck of worlds, and prophesies restoration. She faces

a sky blood-red with sunset that deepens into darkness, and prophe-

sies da^Ti. She faces death and prophesies life. . . . What is tho

way to get a religion? We know, at all events, what cannot be the

way. It cannot be to prostrate our intellects before the throne of

authority; to bind the human mind, the Samson within us, and

deliver him into the hands of the Philistines; to abjure our rea.son.

But on the other hand, we need to be equally warned against ex-

pecting too much from the intellect. One cannot attain religion

by trying, in his closet, to think out the problems of the iinlvcrh**.

... It is the moral element contained in a religion that alcno

gives value to it, and only in so far as it stimulates and purlf.-^

our moral aspirations does it deserve to retain its ascendency ovtr

mankind. . . . Because the Hebrrw view Of lff?r't?^ssentially the

ethical view, therefore we still go back to their writings and dellghi

in them as in no other scriptures in the world. . . . There are

moral traits in all religions, but, as a rule, they are subordinated.

In the Greek ideal, morality is subordinated to beauty and har-

mony. In the Confucian scheme morality is the accompaniment

and consequence of order. In Zoroastrianism, morality is but one

form of the brightness of things as opposed to darkness and evil.

But to the Hebrew thought, moral excellence is the supreme ex-

cellence to which every other species of excellence is tributary.

The Hebrew religion and its descendants are the only ethical re-

ligions, strictly speaking, because in the Hebrew religion the nicr.*!

clement is constitutive and sovereign. . . . That the moral 'ought'
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cannot be explained as the product of physical causation, but im-

plies a divine origin, is the greatest contribution which the Hebrew

people have made to the religious and moral history of mankind."

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE.

TUe Lost Art of Reuding. By Gerald Stanley Lek, Author of The Shadow

Christ and About an Old Xew Erujlaiid Church. Crown 8vo, pp.439. New

York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. Trice, cloth, $1.75.

A book markedly individual in style, in temper, and in point of

view; in its way original to the extent of oddity; quizzically but not

cynically analytic and critical; somewhat reckless at times; more

piquant than profound; peculiar not so much in what the author

says as in the way he says it, which is undeniably his own way

and odd enough at times. It is not worth while to say that there

is nothing new in it. The new things were all said in substance

before we arrived; all any of us can do is to say them afresh and

freshly in our own icay, and that, if we be men with real minds and

Bouls, will make them seem new. Considerably it is a protest

against things and people as they are, and a prophecy and plea for

better things; also it is a cry for reality and spirituality. Some-

thing of its whimsical wisdom appears in oddly suggestive titles and

subtitles: "The Bugbear of Being Well Informed," "The Top-of-the-

Bureau Principle," "Entrance Examinations in Joy," "The Habit of

Not Letting One's Self Go," "If Shakespeare Came to Chicago,"

"How a Specialist Can Be an Educated Man," "On Reading Books

through Their Backs," "The Higher Cannibalism," "Calling the

Meeting to Order," "Every Man His Own Genius," "Outward Bound."

We proceed to give our readers a chance to judge for themselves.

what sort of book this is. "Dust to Dust" begins thus: "Whatever

else may be said of our present civilization, one must needs go very

far in it to see Abraham at his tenfs door waiting for angels. And

yet if ever there was a type of a gentleman and a scholar and a

Christian and a man of possibilities, founder and ruler of civiliza^

tions it is this same man Abraham at his tenfs door waiting for

angels. Have we any like him now?" "When Emerson asked Bron-

son Alcott, 'What have you done in the world, what have you writ-

ten'' the answer of Alcott, 'If Pythagoras came to Concord whom

would he ask to see?' was a diagnosis of the whole nineteenth cen-

tury It was a sentence to found a college with, and to fill the hun-

gry and heedless heart of the modern world with for a thousand

years" Perhaps this seems more attractive (or repellent) than in-

telligible. What does the author mean by this?—"I do not wisn

to say a word against missionaries, but they are apt to be somewhat

morally-hurried persons, rushing about the world turning peop e

right side up everywhere, without noticing them much. Are there

really any such missionaries, we wonder? We sympathize a l.tt e

with this- "The only way to delight in a flower at your feet is to
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watch with it all alone, or keep still about it. The moment you
speak of it, it becomes botany. Half the charm of a flower to me is

that it looks demure, and talks perfume, and keeps its name so

gently to itself." What has "culture" to say to this?—"Black Mollie

(who is the cook next door) last week presented her betrothed—

a

stable-hand on the farm—with an eight-dollar manicure set. She did

not mean to sum up the condition of culture in the United States

in that simple and tender act. But she did." Doubtless there is

some truth in this: "The only practical thing that can be done

with a man who does not respect himself is to get him to by re-

specting his life for him until he does respect it himself. Going

about in the world respecting men until they learn and get the

courage to respect themselves is almost the best way of saving them."

Here is something which was never said just this way before: "One
astonishing thing about the Bible is the way people have of talking

about themselves in it—through two or three thousand years, a long

row of people talking about themselves and God. The Hebrew na-

tion has been the leading power in history because the Hebrew man,
in spite of all his faults, has always had the feeling that God sym-

pathized with him in being profoundly interested in himself. He
has dared to feel identified with God. It is the same in all ages

—

not an age but one sees a Hebrew in it, out under his lonely Jieaven

standing and crying, 'God and I.' It is the one great Spectacle of the

Soul this little world has ever seen. Are not the mightiest fa'^es

that come to us out of the dark of history their faces? We cannot

look into the past without seeing some mighty Ileljrew in it sintjlng

and struggling with God. What else but the Hebrew .t;oul, lilcp a

kind of pageantry down the years between us and God, would ever

have made us guess—us men of the other nations—that a God be-

longed to us, or that a God could belong to us and be a God at nil?

Have not all the other races, each in its turn spawning in thr sun

and lost in the night, vanished because they could not say 'I and

God'? The nations that are left, the great nations of the mod^'ni

world, are but the moral passengers of the Hebrews, ban^er.^? on tf»

the race that has dared to identify itself with God—tbat can pay.

*I—to the nth power, up to God.' It is because the Hebrew has felt re-

lated to God that he has been the most heroic and athletic figurr* in

human history—comes nearer to theGod-size. The rest of the nations

round about in the dark, have called this thing in the Ilcbrow

'religious genius.' If one would best account for the spiriln.'il

and material supremacy of theHebrews in history,in a single typlc.il

fact, it would be the fact that Moses, their great first leader, when

he wanted to say, *It seems to me,' said rather, 'The Lord said vr.'.o

Moses.' The Hebrews may have written a book which, above n!l

others, teaches self-renunciation, but the way they taught It was by

the self-assertion of souls consciously related to God. The Hit''"'

begins with a meek Moses who teaches by saying, 'The Lord F-ii'l

unto Moses,' and it comes to its climax in a Radiant Man who
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dies on a cross to say, 'I and my Father are one.' " It is a little

difficult to quote anything close after that, but try this: "Noth-

ing that is really great and living explains. God never explains.

Religion is not what He has told to men. It is what He has made
men wonder about until they have been determined to find out. The
stars have never published themselves with footnotes. The sun,

with its huge soft shining on people, kept on quietly shining even

when the people thought it was doing so trivial and undignified

and provincial a thing as to spend its whole time going around
them and around their little earth, in order that they might
have light and be kept warm. The moon has never gone
out of its way to prove that it is not made of green cheese.

And this present planet we are allowed the use of for a few
years, which was so little observed for thousands of generations

that all the people on it supposed it to be flat, made no answer
through the centuries. It kept on burying the unobservant inatten-

tive people, one by one, and waited—like a work of genius or a

masterpiece." And try this: "Faith is not a dead-lift of the brain,

a supreme effort. It is the soul giving itself up, to be drawn up face

to face with strength. Faith is not an act of the imagination, it is

the supreme swinging-free of the spirit. Perhaps a man can make
himself not believe. He cannot make himself believe. He can only

believe by letting himself go, by trusting the force of gravity and

the laws of space. He gives himself up to God's universe, lets it flow

through his soul. In the noisiest noon his spirit is flooded with the

stars. In the heat of the day he is let out to the boundaries of

heaven, and the night-sky bears him up. A man cannot apprehend

God without letting hjmself go." Another word about the Bible:

"It is one of the supreme literary excellences of the Bible that, until

the other day, it had never occurred to anybody that it is literature

at all. It has been read by men and women and children and priests

and popes and kings and slaves and the strong and the weak and the

dying of all ages, and it has come to them not as a book, but as if it

were something happening to them, an experience. It has come to

them as nights and mornings come, and sleep and death, as one of

the great simple infinite experiences of human life." Here is a brief

fable: "Four men stood before God at the end of The First Week of

creation, watching Him whirl His little globe. The first man said

to Him, 'Tell me how you did it.' The second man said, 'Let me
have it.' The third man said, 'What is it for?' The fourth man said

nothing, and fell down and worshiped. These four men have been

known in history as the Scientist, theMan of Affairs, the Philosopher,

and the Artist." And here is something which is not fable: "If a man
Is really educated—a developed man—a bird's shadow is enough to

be happy with, or the flicker of light on a leaf; and when a song is

really being lived in a man, all nature plays its accompaniment.

To possess one's self and senses is to be the conductor of orchestras

in the clouds and in the grass. The trained man is not dependent
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on having the thing itself in time and place. He borrows the boom
of the sea to live with anywhere, and the gladness of continents

is portable with him." One more specimen and our readers have an

idea of the quality of this book, and can infer whether they want
more of it: "To the geologist who goes groping about among stones,

his whole life is a kind of mind-reading of the ground, a passion for

getting underneath and communing with the planet. What he feels

when he breaks a bit of rock is the whole round earth, the build

and the wonder of it. He is studying the phrenology of the star

called 'earth.' All the other stars watch him. The feeling of being

in a kind of eternal, infinite enterprise of tracking a God takes

possession of him. He may not admit there is a God, in so many
words, but his geology admits it. He devotes his whole life to ap-

preciating a God, and the God takes the deed for the word, appre-

ciates his appreciation. If he says he does not believe in a God he

merely means that he does not believe in Calvin's God, or in the

dapper familiar little God who was the hero of last Sunday's ser-

mon. All he means by not believing in a God is that his God has

not been represented yet—not so far as he can see. In so far as his

geology is real to him it is an infinite passion taking possession of

him, soul and body, carrying him along with it, sweeping him out

with it into the great workroom, into the flame and the glow of

God's world-shop." But such a geologist makes it evident that he l.i

not acquainted with the God-man, Jesus Christ, the Lord. Two
sentences end this exhibit of Mr. Lee's book: "There is only on«

man in our club whose mind really comes over and plays In my
yard." "Nearly every man one knows in New York is at best a

mere cheered-up. and plucky pessimist."

The Affirmative Jiitellect. By Charles Fekguson, Author of 77ie Rrligion of I)*r

mocracy. 12iiio, pp. 201. New York: Funk & Wagnalls Company. Priw, clotJi.

90 cents.

This purports to be an account of the origin and mission of tb«»

American Spirit. That spirit was born of Christianity. For nrxr

two thousand years it has been possible to imagine that a tuuUliuJ*

of men—the controlling element of a population—might be brouRhl

to desire and to will with steady insistence things that are bt-aulifuJ

and just. The Church of the Middle Ages stood as a proviPlon.il

plan of such a social system, and it was a marvelous achiovemont—

a magnificent rough-sketching of a new world in the oppugnanl

materials of the old. For four hundred years democracy, the child

of Christianity, has wrestled for the spiritual order in the open

arena of the secular world. The issue has commonly found a stat«»-

ment in terms of politics and the forms of government, but 11

reaches to the intimacies of life; it is revolutionary in the sphcr*

of morals, law. art, science, and economics. Only in the I nlt«?a

States of America has the scale turned positively against the oKl

regime; elsewhere the social center of gravity still rests In ti.e
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ancient order. Elsewhere a state-supported Church stands as the

symbol of the unbroken sway of dogma; America alone stands for

the Church-supported state—a faith-supported commonwealth. We
have openly discredited here every semblance of external authority.

If there be only a God of Sinai and no God of the Soul of Man,
certainly we are in a way to find it out with cost—for we have
rested the stupendous weight of a vast social system upon the pos-

sibility that a controlling majority here will wish for what is fine

and will make a law that is fair. America undertakes to win and
dominate the world by the sheer kinetic reasonableness of the

creative intellect. She girds herself to the fulfilling of the ancient

Christian faith. So says the author in substance in his Introduc-

tion. Then follow chapters on "The Secret of Evolutionary Pro-

gress," "The Superstition of Arbitrary Law," "The Two Opposite

Sanctions of Social Order," "The Revolutionary Church-idea," "The
Positive Organization of Society," "The Axioms of the Afiirmative

Intellect," "The "SYorking-out of the World Problem." Writing of

the sanctions of social order the author says: "According to the

depth of a man's sanity is the strength of his passion for order.

A sane man is one that spends his working days in putting things

in order and his holidays in rejoicing that it is possible to do so;

while utter madness and misery is simply the persuasion that the

world is hopelessly out of joint, and that the grounds of the soul

have shifted into chaos. Insanity and folly are descriptive of a

defective sense of order or a feeble passion for it. We rejoice in

relations and proportions or else we do not rejoice at all; and the

difference between a reasonable person and a fool is little else than

that the former generally puts the first thing first, while a fool

puts the second or third thing there. So civilization is the expres-

sion in manners and institutions of the passion for order. Civiliza-

tion is not an exact science; it is a miracle of fine art. And as fine

art is putting into materials of more than mere materials can pos-

sibly contain, so the work of civilization is to acomplish the marvel

of expressing the infinite spirit of liberty in the definite forms of

law. ... In the Chinese Empire an effort has been made on a grand

scale and through a disciplinary regimen of ages to eliminate the

infinite from history by squaring the soul to a mathematical defini-

tion of prudence and propriety. And China still offers the choicest

extant laboratory for our savants of the newly invented science of

sociology. But they must be quick with their statistical machines,

for there are signs that the Infinite which for so long has beat to

windward in the offing, biding its time, is now about to enter full-

sail into Chinese history. Religion is, in its nature, a taking ac-

count of the Infinite with reference to its resources and availability

for furthering or thwarting the heart's desire. It is the inevitable

attempt of the human spirit to form a working estimate of the

character of that all-encompassing Unknown Quantity in life which

is always dealing with us and disposing of our affairs, whether we
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will or not. Religion begins at the point where the things that men
really care about outgo their mortal reach and understanding. In

religion there may be many cults, a variety of forms of worship;

but that is not a material matter: and there may be many theologies

—philosophies wrought in the cold, dispassionate realm of the

abstract intellect, creeds written in the mere memory and custom
of men and passed along down the dwindling lines of tradition—but
these things are of slight and measurable importance. On the con-

trary, the real religion of the people, their actual and interested

estimate of the character of that incalculable Soul of the Universe

in which our little fabric of social order is embosomed as a ship

in the sea—this religion Is the force and sinew of all civil law, and
without it social order is impossible." In chapter IV we find this

statement: "The church-idea has no abstract validity; it grows up
through events, and it is rooted in an event—to wit, the life of

Jesus. The historic Christ is a sublime and representative per-

sonality around whose timeless and incomparable name are gather-

ing through the ages the powers and graces of a rejuvenescent

humanity. His convincingness is in his invincible reasonableness

and his immense success. He is the Master of history, entrenched

and bulwarked in events—the v/orld's great banker and promoter,

the capitalizer of the people's credit. He precipitated the long-

preparing crisis of the world, and comnaitted the nations to that

all-comprehending revolution which is shifting the center of gravity

of universal society from the temporal to the eternal. The Idea of

a Christ exists in the very nature of thought; it is the ever-growing

and brightening conception of the kind of man that a free and

creative man would be. This was prophecy first, then history:

and in both it was a necessity. Christ's personality is pivotal, and

his name is the symbol of the nev.^ age and the hope of a universal

humanity. He in whose name the principle of the sovereignty of

the internal law has been won is sure to be the First Citizen of th'»

planet as long as it shall hold its course. For this principle J.i the

spring of all moral principles, the most intimate pulse of llfo.

There is an intrinsic scale and hierarchy of principles, and the

Personal Life which discloses the most commanding of all prin-

ciples wins unparalleled power and fame and love. But it Is no

satisfactory account of the life of Jesus to say that he stands as

the exponent of a great idea. The more substantial fact is that he

throws all men into new relations to each other. All Individunl

lives of all times are by the event of the life of Jesus dislocated

from their mere natural relationships and thrown into new and

spiritual relations. The old solidarities of heredity and caste are

broken up and the magnetic pole of a world-wide unanimity l.s

unchangeably established. It is in the personality of the historic

Christ that the democratic revolution fixes its leverage against the

sovereignty of state and the rule of economic necessity. This is

the point d'appni of the church-idea, which could not in a million
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years have won any considerable credit as an abstract theory of

philosophers, but quickly wins it through the historic Christ." A
striking passage in a later chapter is this: "The radical thing in

Christianity is the consubstantiality of a man with God, This was
dramatized and pressed upon the minds of men in the sublime
formularies of Nicene theologj'. The doctrine of the Trinity is the

Imperishable charter of human liberty. It is the very arrogance
and insolence of faith, the taunt of the confident will flinging its

defiance to formal logic in the proclamation that God shall be true

to Himself and Man shall be true to himself, and yet the Spirit of

Order shall prevail and the Holy City shall be built. The inner

logic and inevitable social consequence of unitarianism is despotism.

The human spirit must get its stake in the eternal if it would win
the world to civil liberty. "We must have the God-man demonstra-

ting the eternity of the Human. The Greeks achieved a shallow

and conventional kind of liberty by filling their Olympus with

divinities that were frivolous—and so could be laughed down. The
Jews accomplished the same thing—cleared a little space for the

sincerely human—by making a contract with Jehovah and holding

Him strictly to it. But a real and universal social liberty was not

so much as conceivable until the name of the Son of man was
shrined in an equal ineffable greatness with the name of God, and

not until the relation between the two was conceived of as no

captious rivalry or hard bargain, but a profound and spiritual

kinship which gave a man the charter of eternity in following out

to the last definition the promptings of his own humanity." A
passage of similar animus is the following: "The elan of all noble

human life is the prepossessing conviction that there is an Intel-

lect back of nature, and that this Intellect is, in its inner law,

congruous with the intellect of common humanity,—is, in a word,

itself human or human-like. Democracy begins with the axiom

of the Incarnation—the doctrine of the humanity of God. It lays

that stone as the corner stone of the civilization of the world.

And it writes on the pediment of its pro-cathedral: Liberty,

Equality, and Fraternity,—Liberty, because it is in the individual

and not in any corporate state that its consciousness exists that

can understand the consciousness of God; Equality, because

privilege is the creature of corporations, and no man standing with

God can deny the equal humanity of other men; Fraternity, be-

cause the consentaneousness of human v/ills and the issuance there-

from of a congenial and catholic law is the foregone conclusion of

common sanity." The Mission of the American Spirit which this

hook attempts to define, is, in its closing pages, thus referred to:

"The Nineteenth Century made a fetich of capital and cringed

to corporations because it was afraid of the elemental

facts.* It ran to the State for patronage and protection as timid

children huddle under their mother's skirt. Its Great Powers

fought no battles—except against the weak. They sapped their
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strength In building armaments as a monument to their fears.

But now, out of the welter of cowardice and ineptitude, a new day

breaks in repentance, to affirm the existence of the soul and the

practicability of Christian civilization. The business of these

times and the special mission of the American spirit is to set free

the creative energies of the people, to girdle the earth with

splendid and cosmopolitan cities, and to express the infinite romance
of humanity." The whole of this book is quite out of the ordinary,

but contains no more surprising statement than what is said con-

cerning the Protestant Episcopal Church in the last seven pages.

Outlines of Cosmic Philosophy. By John Fiske. With an Introduction by Josiah
KOYCE. Vol. I, pp. cxlix, 277; Vol. II, pp. 411; Vol. Ill, pp. 373; Vol. IV, pp.

390. Boston and New York: Houghton, Mlfiliu & Co. Price, cloth, §8.

The original edition of the Cosmic Philosophy was published in

1874. From that date down to the death of its author in the summer
of 1901 it had remained without revision, although great changes had
in the meanwhile come over the thought of the English-speaking peo-

ples. In 1874 Mr. J'iske was one of the chief exponents in the United

States of the evolutionary philosophy, and in particular of Mr. Spen-

cer's formulation of it. Darwin had published the Origin of Species

in 1859. Spencer's First Principles had appeared in 1862. In

England John Stuart Mill had died in 1873, his death as it were
occurring at the precise moment to mark the transition from the

older empiricism to the new agnostico-developmental doctrinc-s which
were destined to take its place. In this country neither the bio-

logical evolution of Darwin nor the cosmical evolution of Spencer

had attained the success which they were later to enjoy; over the

former the battle was hotly joined, and reasonable expectations of

future peace few and far to seek; of the second, Mr. Fiske was one

of the most prominent advocates, not realizing himself the part

which he was to play alike in the dissemination and the modifica-

tion of his master's system. By 1901 many things were altored.

Biological evolution had advanced from the stage of combat to that

of acceptance and accommodation. Spencerian agno.sticlsm had cul-

minated, and then begun decidedly to lose its influence over tho

mind of the time; Spencerian evolutionism had done its great work

in impressing development on nineteenth-century thinking, but hx>\

also commenced to pay the penalty exacted by the progress of knowl-

edge from all systems which attempt to give a universal explan.i-

tlon of things from the standpoint of a single principle. Certain

phases of this movement were strikingly exemplified by the develoi*-

ment of Mr. Fiske's own thinking, especially the great endeavor to

bring evolutionary principles into harmony with fundamental

ethical and religious truth, or even to derive from them new sup-

port for the essential positions of moral and theistic belief. Noth-

ing in the scholarly and careful introduction which Professor Jloyf

has contributed to the present definitive edition of the work has
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more of interest than the detailed discussion which he gives of the

progress of Fiske's religious opinions from their earlier statement

in the Cosmic Philosophy to their later and more positive formula-

tion in the series of well-known essays commencing with the Des-

tiny of Man, 1884, and ending with the Ingersoll lecture on Life

Everlasting, posthumously published. Here the work of Professor

Royce is at its best. Eschewing criticism, as excluded by the limi-

tations of his task, he gives a lucid, masterly exposition of what

Fiske really altered at this point in the Spencerian thinking, of the

motives which led him to this continuous yet fundamental spiritual

development, and of the real facts concerning the mooted question

whether his later views had been contained in his earlier doctrine,

or constituted, as most critics believed, a marked departure from

the conclusions which had previously been advocated. As against

the critics Royce holds that the germs of Fiske's defense of faith

were present in the early work; but against Fiske himself, that their

development into the completed doctrine amounted to an essential

change of position, the full import of which was not evident to its

author Other principal topics treated in the Introduction are the

relation of Fiske to Spencer, together with the distinctive char-

acteristics of the American writer's evolutionary reflection and the

relations of the Cosmic Philosophy to later evolutionary thought.

Most readers will regret that this last subject has not been dis«

cussed with greater fullness. No one would desire Professor Royce

to depart from his wise decision to restrict himself to a statement

of the lines along which, in view of the progress of thought Fiske

would probably have sought to revise his treatise if during his life-

time he had undertaken to prepare a new edition of the book. But

a more complete treatment than it was possible to give in the few

pages at the close of the Introduction of the considerations, depend-

ent upon recent speculation and discovery, which must necessarily

have weighed with him in the prosecution of this task wou d have

increased the value of the argument. To gain this it would have

been advisable, if space was limited, to sacrifice some of the

more special historical inquiries. Besides the Introduction the

editor has added here and there a footnote to the text. Apart from

these notes, the text is reproduced as it was written thirty years

ago The new edition is in a form worthy of the work, as well as of

the high reputation of the publishers. If any criticism were in piace,

it would be a regret that the number of volumes was not made three.

or even two.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.

British FoUtical Portraits. By Justin McCaktht. CroNv-n 8^•o. pp. 331. New

York : The Outlook Coinpany. Price, cloth, Sl-50.

These are portraits of persons who, with the exception of Lord

Salisburv, are still alive and active. They are public men who have

made a notable record, but whose work is not yet done—A. J. Bal-
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four. Lord Rosebery. Joseph Chamberlain, John Morley, Sir WilliamHarcourt. and others of like importance. Writing of such leader^and their work. Justin McCarthy has every advantage of person"acQuaxntance and close and prolonged observation. Sis Jud^m nthave the tone of competence and fairness. Of necessity the h^y
a t"r '".''.?'"' '°"^"^ ^^^^^^ '"^ ^-'^^ - the arena Of Zac vuies of the celebrities here characterized. Of Balfour at hisfirst appearance in the House of Commons, McCarthy says "Howas tall. Slender, graceful, and pale, with something of an almosemxnme attractiveness in his bearing, although he was as re'dy

Trm He'hadir''"" ' '"'^^^ ^' ^"^ °^^ '' ^^^ companions^'

and scholr anT ''"'"T;
'"' '^' ""^' °' ^ ^^^o.^^ti.X studentand scholai and one would have associated him rather with a

atuf:/of t?:t"'^
^'^^\^'^^ "^^^ ^^^ -"^^ -^ ^oiSl

the Hou./nf r
^""' ^'^^^^^^^t' ^^^ ««en uproarious assembly,the House of Commons. He was a fluent and ready speaker but

hislf h"'''
"'^^^ ^"^"^^^^ ^^°^"--' -^ seldom r;ised

Balfour dnl "TT\ '"'' ""'^ ''°^^ ^^^ conversational pitch

'

Balfour does not debate for the sake of debating. He does notshare that Joy in strife which men like Palmerston, Disraeli arfdGladstone manifested. His shy and shrinking nature undertakes

sat LrrJh °^.'^rf^ ^ "^^^ °^ ^"^^- "^'-^ are s^me men .•

^o Lcl nr.?o 'V ^T^ ^^'^ ' ^'^'"^ '°^ ^^«^^^"t ^P^^^^. -ho have

r.n.fr T '^"''- -^"^^ ^"^^t ^^^^ h« -'^"'d never make

the greates Parliamentary orator I have heard in England no

zz^"":t^ ?':^T'-
^°°^'^^ "^" -^° ^^-"^ ^-- p"^"c

«LLh ' .""^ ^' ''"' '° '^^^"^ °^^^t «^ h^^ ^^^J^^od life makingspeeches inside and outside of the House of Commons, was ParnellHe never would have made a speech if he could have avoided it;he even fe a nervous dislike to the mere putting of a question In

l^ n ?;!'^- °^ Balfour's books, The Foundations of Belief, etc.McCarthy says that "the world did not take them very seriously.
but. for the most part, regarded them as the attempts of a clev. ryoung man to show how much more clever he was than Ih.-
ordinary run of believing mortals." Two public leaders most unlike
are thus contrasted: "Balfour is an aristocrat of aristocrats;
Chamber ain is essentially of the middle class-even the lower
middle class. Balfour is a constant reader and student of manv
hteratures; Chamberlain, to put it mildly, is not a bookworm'.
Balfour loves open-air sports and is a votary of athleticism; Cham-
berlaln never takes any exercise, not even walking exercise, when
he can possibly avoid the trouble. Balfour is by nature a mode.t
and retiring man; Chamberlain is always 'Pushful Joe.'" Lord
Salisbury is described as "the most interesting and picturesque

/.T- Vl"""''''''
Parliament since Gladstone." In his early

days in the House of Commons he was referred to by Disra.Ii ..s

_

a master of flouts and jeers." He was a brilliant speaker, thougLl-
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ful and statesmanlike as well as brilliant; a maker of happy
phrases, who yet convinced his hearers by sheer intellectual force

of argument. In his young manhood, after graduating from Oxford,

he went to Australia and actually worked as a digger in the gold

mines. McCarthy thinks Salisbury might have been a really great

Prime Jlinister, if there had not been in him too much of the

thinker, the scholar, and the recluse to permit of his being a
thoroughly effective leader of those who had to acknowledge his

command. He had a bad memory for faces and names, took no
delight in social life, and made no effort to conciliate men. Lord
Salisbury was as well known to the general public as Mr. Glad-

stone. "He was a frequent walker in St. James Park and other

places of common resort; and everybody knew the tall, broad,

stooping figure, with the thick head of hair, bent brows, and care-

less, shabby costume. No statesman could be more indifferent to

the dictates of fashion as regards dress and deportment. He was
one of the worst-dressed men in respectable circles in Loudon. In

this he was a contrast to Disraeli, who, to the end of life, showed
in his dress the instincts and vanity of a dandy." McCarthy says:

"Great political orators seem to have passed out of existence. Our
last great English orator died at Hawarden a few years ago. We
have, however, some brilliant and powerful Parliamentary debaters,

foremost among whom is Lord Rosebery; v/ho is also, for great

ceremonial occasions, our very foremost speaker. Rosebery has

been a darling favorite of fortune. From his birth all advantages

have been showered upon him, and his public career has been

proportionate. He has held various administrative offices; been

twice Foreign Secretary and twice Chairman of the London County

Council; Prime Minister and leader of the Liberal Party; President

of the Social Science Congress; Lord Rector of two great universi-

ties. Yet the public feeling is that he has yet to do his greatest

work." \\Tien Joseph Chamberlain, who now fills the public eye,

first appeared in the House of Commons as democratic member for

Birmingham the Tories in the House were apprehensive. The tone

of his printed political speeches had made them expect to see a

wild Republican, a rough and shaggy man, of uncouth appearance,

and thunderous voice. Judge their surprise when a pale, slender,

delicate-looking, closely shaven person, neatly dressed, with hair

smoothly brushed, and wearing one dainty eyeglass constantly fixed

in his eye, rose to address the House. "Looks like a ladies' doctor,"

muttered one stout Tory. "Seems like a head clerk at a West End
draper's," commented another. The speech was delivered in a

clear voice, with quietly modulated tones, and with no sign of the

mob-orator. The Tories felt at once that a man of great ability,

gifted with remarkable capacity for argument, and likely to hold

his own against the strongest, had arrived in the House. A chief

figure in English public life to-day is John Morley. Much interest

is felt in the Life of Gladstone which he is writing. For that work
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he has extraordnary gifts, especially he is a master of lucid and
vigorous prose, but one wonders how Morley, who was once an

aggressive agnostic and an associate of Positivists like Richard

Congreve and Frederic Harrison, will deal with the religious side

of Gladstone.' That dealing may be expected to reveal something

of the present views of John Morley himself. Morley is a rare com-

bination of philosophical thinker, vivid biographer. Parliamentary

debater, and practical administrator. He has already written

masterful biographies of Cobden, Burke, Voltaire, and Rousseau.

One of the most striking and forcible figures in England to-day is

John Burns, the ablest representative of the working class which Is

becoming so strong a power in the organization of political and

industrial life in Great Britain. He was born in poverty and hid

school days ended before he was ten years old, when he was set to

earn his living in a candle factory. When he was twenty-one he

went to Africa as engineer on an English steamer on the river

Niger. There his adherence to total abstinence gained him the

sobriquet of "Coffee-pot Burns." What other workmen spent in

drink and dissipation he saved up. And when he left Africa his

savings were enough to give him a tour of several months through

Europe, which enlarged his knowledge, expanded his mental

horizon, and gave him nev;- ambitions. Settling down to work ns

an engineer in England he grew restless at seeing the workingnien

"like dumb driven cattle," and felt willing to be "a hero in the

strife" which might set them free. He became a political agitator

for the rights of the working class. His powerful voice was bearei

by vast multitudes at open-air meetings in Hyde Park and Trafalgar

Square. He was no ranting declaimer, but a man of rugged aixl

incisive sense who argued his case with reason, intelligence. an<l

common sense. In the course of time John Burns became a mcmt<r
of the House of Commons as the representative of his class. nnJ

England was compelled to give attention to their gricv.-in<<s »n4

demands. He has commanded the respect, and even the a<!inirat!c-a.

of the House. He is a strong fighter for his printiplf.s n.-.d hU <&v.e^.

but there is no roughness in his manners, and his f:::i!'.<' l.« ?»<<«

and winning. He is strong and wiry physically as v.tII a'? m'^nuUy

He has been seen to take up in his arras a big elderly man. who hii<l

fainted in the crush of a public meeting, and carry him off to a

quiet spot, with the ease and tenderness of a mother carryiiig hrr

child. He is a useful and hard-v/orking member of Parllamontary

committees, and his Battersea constituents regard him with proml

confidence as the most distinguished and influential champion and

leader of the working class. James Bryce is universally rocopnltetl

as an illuminating intellectual force in the House of Connrjons,

indeed one of its most valuable instructors, altogether Its best-r^^.id

and most scholarly man. He is known everywhere by his pn-.-it

historical work, The Holy Roman Empire, and his other book. If--'

American Commonicealth, which ranks with De Tocquevillc s
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Democracy in America. When James Bryce rises to speak in the

House, the news goes out through lobbies and smoking room, "Bryce

is on his legs;" and men of all parties are heard to say, "Bryce is

up—I must go in and hear what he has to say." All men know that

he will tell them something they did not know before, or will put

the case in some new and significant light. With all his knowledge

he is never overbearing and oppressive, but attentive and deferen-

tial to others, seeming to share with Gladstone the belief that every

man, however moderate his intellectual qualifications, has something

to tell which the wisest may profit by listening to. The most
amusing speaker in the House of Commons is Henry Labouchere,

proprietor and editor of that spi-ightliest and most independent of

weeklies, Truth. No other important journal in the world is so

completely the organ of so extraordinary or so influential a per-

sonality. Probably his keenest delight in life is the exposing of

charlatans and shams. His paper is well named; it declares un-

flinchingly and merciU.-&sly the Truth as Labouchere finds and feels

it. Whoever studies Mr. McCarthy's British Political Portraits will

have a somewhat comprehensive view of the public and Parlia-

mentary life of contemporary England.

Life of Isabella Thoburn. By Bishop James M. Thobtjrn. 12mo, pp. 373. Cin-

cmnati: Jennings & Pye. KewYork: Eaton & Mains. Price, cloth, $1.25.

Never was the gist of a notable life put in a few choice words that

so admirably told the whole story more completely than the strik-

ing sentence from the pen of Bishop Moore on the front page of the

Life of Isabella Thoburn. He writes: "Isabella Thoburn stood for a

host bannered and resistless. She filled the eye of our young woman-
hood; .she was the pick and flower of our chivalry. She united in

herself the limitless receptivity of Mary with Martha's ceaseless

activity. She made godliness plain to the aged and attractive to

the young. She illustrated the whole circle of Christian virtues.

Speak of woman's work and the saintly form of Isabella Thoburn
rises to thought, aureoled in love. Her life glorified the missionary

work; her death enshrines it in the Church's heart forever." With
so noble a foreword one looks eagerly to see what manner of woman
this is whose life is chronicled by Bishop J. M. Thoburn, her

brother. The volume of 373 pages 16mo tells in "meager outline"

the remarkable story. Two notable things stand out in this story

—

Miss Thoburn's close relation to the beginnings of two great move-

ments that are practically transforming the plans and methods of

the Christian Church and are setting free for the service of the

human family in new and larger ways all the wealth of faculty that

lies in womanhood. These two movements in each of which she was
a pioneer v/ere the beginning by the Woman's Foreign Missionary

Society of woman's work for women in foreign lands, and the

"deaconess movement," whereby women are definitely trained, en-

rolled,, and set to work as a distinct and recognized part of the
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Church's forces in the service of mankind along all lines of remedial

and cultured ministry in all lands. In the former movement she

was one of the two first unmarried women sent to the foreign

mission field in India, and in the sending of her there was prac-

tically forced into existence a society of women for the support of

unmarried women in foreign lands. She was also a very great help

in the early days of the "deaconess movement," bringing the pres-

tige of her Indian leadership and her balanced mind with well-

digested opinions to bear upon its difficulties. In telling the story

of her missionary life abroad Bishop Thoburn gives the reader such

an insight into the actual work of the mission field, such a picture

of its lights and its shades, and, above all, so clear a statement of

the social conditions that call distinctively for woman's work as

make the volume, beyond any we have seen, a necessity to anyone
who would understand the basal facts of woman's mission to the

heathen world. Trained through a wider range than most women,

,

Miss Thoburn was teaching in Ohio when her brother wrote her

from India describing the difficulties of heathen womanhood, and
suggesting that only the thorough training of a number of picked

girls could ever introduce a change in Hindu society. "The letter

closed with, the question, written thoughtlessly, 'How would you
like to come and take charge of such a school if we decide to make
the attempt?' By the first steamer that could bring a reply camo
the ready and swift response that she v/ould come as soon as a way
was opened for her to do so." That in the opening of this "way"
Providence would thrust into existence a great organization which

is now one of the mighty evangelizing agencies of the Church was
not then in the mind of either of these correspondents. But so it

ever is in the inner history of the Church. What a few seeing souls,

moved upon by the Spirit of God, faintly discern as a coming beam
of light across unexplored and untraveled territory to-day is to-

morrow the well-marked and lighted path for myriads of feet. In

India the range of Miss Thoburn's activities and lier i)orfe<'l rr-

sponse to the varying needs of each day take one into tho Inllmacy

of a large, hospitable nature so placed as to find abundant rt>om

for its fullest development. "What a seer she was! How easily and

how accurately she looked into the heart of social problems and

various conditions so utterly unlike any with which she had bof^a

acquainted! And how skillfully she used her resources of strength

and means and influence to meet the needs she saw. Her strength

lay particularly in her keen -power of analysis. She saw straight.

and saw to the bottom. And when she saw she immediately got to

work to right the wrong basally and to build a future which should

not hold the fundamental defects of the past. She was not a

radical—she was certainly not a conservative. She saw the facts,

and when time-honored ways called for mending she inimodial'ly

tried to mend them. And when time-honored ways for mending tb^

evil did not mend she did not hesitate to change them. That a
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thing or a method was old or new had nothing to do with her use

of it. The only question with her was, "Will it work?" She never
obtruded the fact of newness of method, but went steadily along.

Thus she may be said to have created in North India the move-
ment for the higher education of Hindu women. And hers was the

first "Woman's Christian College" in all Asia. And again, later,

she was the mother of the deaconess order in that far land. A
woman of widely hospitable nature, in her European, Eurasian, Mos-
lem, and Hindu alike found friend and adviser. And in her
the teacher met the earnest evangelist, and the saint with a
touch of mystic enthusiasm was mingled with the hard-headed
woman of affairs. And with it all she was so unpretending, so

kindly and genial, so free from any affectation, so genuine and so

simple in her ways, the poorest and the humblest were happy in

her company and the most cultivated found her worth while. In her
Lai Bogh Home which housed her college hung a motto, "This

house for God"—that was the key to it all. The closing chapter of

the book is by Miss Lilanati Singh, a pupil and afterward a fellow-

teacher. The chapter breathes the fragrance of a great love and a

deep devotion. Happy the teacher and rare who can thus grip the

heart of a scholar. And how saintly the influence of the teacher let

Miss Singh testify: "How can I tell the story of her beautiful, per-

fect life as I have seen it these ten years. Again and again the

thought would come to me that, just as Jesus came to show us the

Father, she had come to show us Jesus." One closes this book with

a strange stir of heart. You have journeyed in loving companionship

with a strong, fragrant soul. That the life was lived in that weird,

romantic East which ever sets one dreaming, and that its story is

written by the firm, sure hand of a brother who shared her life

and was beyond all others her fellow-missionary, gives this book

Intense interest. We commend it earnestly to all Christian men
and women as a spiritual tonic, and as a window into the heart of

great movements that affect mightily our day.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Emphasized Bible. A new Translation designed to set forth the exact Mean-
ing, the proper Terminology, and the graphic Style of the Sacred Originals; ar-

ranged to show at a glance Narrative, Speech. Parallelism, and Logical Analysis,

also to enable the student readily to distinguish the several divine names; and

emphasized throughout after the idioms of the Hebrew and Greek tongues, with

expository introduction, select references, and Appendices of Notes. This Ver-

sion has been adjusted, in the Old Testament, to the newly revised Massoretlco-

Critical text (or assured emendations) of Dr. Giusburg; and, in the New Testa-

ment, to the critical text ("formed exclusively on documentary evidence") of

Drs. Westcott and Hort. P.y Joskpu 15iivant Kothkkham, Translator of the
•* New Testament Critically Kuiphasized." Volume 1, Genesis-Euth ; Volume II,

1 Samuel-Psalms; Volume III, Proverbs-Malaehi. Large 8vo, pp. 9-JO. New
York: Fleming II. Kevell Company. Price, cloth, S'J per volume.

We have presented this title entire, just as the author has written

It and the publisher printed it in the front of each volume. It is
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surely comprehensive. It makes a preface unnecessary, a table of

contents needless, and an index uncalled for. The book is as quaint,

curious, and old-fashioned as its title. Its production cost immense
labor—that is evident on the first glance, and is increasingly clear

as one turns page after page. It is sad to have to say that it is

wasted labor and misdirected industry. Here is a new translation of

the Old Testament. There is always need for another translation of

the Old Testament, for no man and no company of men have ever

yet sounded all its depths, nor been able to set all its musical num-

bers into the measures of English speech. But when a new transla-

tion is made it must be made only by a man who knows the former

translations and who knows the progress which has been made in

biblical philology and lexicography since these translations were

produced. Now, Mr. Rotherham knows the former translations, but

his knowledge does not extend to and embrace modern progress in

biblical science. His authorities are scanty and meager in the ex-

treme. He follows Ginsburg's text of the Hebrew Bible and his in-

troduction, and follows them with an amazing devotion. He has

used only one modern Hebrew Grammar (Davidson's) and knows

only the old Davies version of the Gesenius Grammar and nothing

of the great grammars of Stade and Konig in German. For diction-

aries he has used the Oxford Gesenius (edited by Brown, Driver,

and Briggs) as far as published, and the antiquated edition of

Tregelles. He knows nothing of the new German Gesenius or of the

Siegfried and Stade. In respect of commentators he is still worse

off, for we can find cited no other commentaries than the expository

books of George Adam Smith. Delitzsch, Dillmann, and Driver

are unknown or unused, and the long line of the great critical com-

mentaries in German and even in French are unexplored. Gins-

burg's Hebrew Text is good, but ought in no wise to be followed

blindly, as Rotherham would have learned had he been able, or will-

ing, to learn from Kautzsch, Kittel, Nowack, and others who havo

proved and tested his work. In short, the translation does not m'^ot

the requirements of modern scholarship. As to its emphasizing, wo

need only say that the whole process is misleading or worlll!c.=;.H.

The Hebrew language has indeed means to indicate emphasis, but

the Hebrew Bible is not therefore a plain bespattered with rocks of

emphasis. Rotherham has simply turned the plain letter of Scrlj)-

ture into a sea of diacritical marks. The people who need all this

instruction in finding the emphatic words would never take the

time or care to understand and utilize such volumes as these. The

rest have no need for such crutches.
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717.

Unlversitv in the South, Wesleyan

:

ilellen. 503.
tJnterauchnnsen fiber Philons und

I'latons Lohre vdu dt^r Welt-
schopfung (For. Out.), 822.

Van Clere: The Preacher's Appeal to
the Emotions, 410.

Victory Supreme, The : Ooodell, 606.
\ isiou of Faber, The ; Parsons, 555.

Warren: Realms of Power for Mind
and Heart, 8G4.

Watkiiison: Skeptics Indebted to Ue-
ligious Ancestry (Notes and Dis.),

618.
IVefc/i.' The English Wesleyanlsm of

To-day, 744.
Wesley as a Student and Author

:

Faulkner, 579.
Wesipv, John, Dr. Johnson and

:

iiims, 543.
Weslev, John, Educator: Meredith,

399.
Wesley's. John. Thought Develop-

ment: Foss, 895.
Weslevan University in the South

:

iiellen, 593.
Weslevanism of To-day, The English :

Welch. 744.
William McKinley, the Ideal Amer-

ican (with portrait) : Bristol,

849
William' Newton Clarke, The Theology

of: Dalton, 388.
William Wordsworth: A'on-fs, 418.
Wordsworth, William : Morris. 418.

Worship. The Christian Idea of

:

Atchison. 259.
Wrede, W. (For. Out.), 144.

Young: The Argument from Mathe-
matical Order, 729.

Zola, Emile, as a Writer: Wither, 65.

BOOK NOTICES.

A Hundred Years, Memoirs of : Hale,
506.

A Methodist Preacher: John Wesley
the Methodist. 843.

Adamson: The Life of Joseph Parker,
672.

AiUcr: Life and Destiny. 999.
Afiirmativc Intellect, The: Ferguson.

1004.
ilbrrtfon: The Gospel According to

Christ. 657.
An Autograph Collector, Meditations

of: Jolinc, 164.
Anderson: The Bible and Modern

Criticism. 659.
Antidote, The Bane and the : Watkin-

son. 832.
Apostolic Church. Studies In : ITor-

f/an. 512.
Authority, Religion, Faith and in

Christianitv: liandnlph. 0Q4.

Autograph Collector, Jleditations of

an : Joline. 164.
Archbishop Temple: Dant. 678.

\rt of Reading, The Lost : Lee, 1001.

Babel and Bible : Fricdrich Delitzsch,
155,
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Banev. The, and the Antidote : Wat-
kinnon, 832.

Belief, The Grounds of Theistic and
Christian : Fi>sher, 15S.

Bible and Modern Criticism, The

:

Anderson, ijo'J.

Bible, Babel and : Fricdrich De-
liizscli, 105.

Bible, The Emphasized : Kothcrham,
1015.

Bible, The Representative Men of" the:
Mathcson, 487.

Biblical and Literary Essays: David-
son, 493.

Book of Myths, From the : Carman,
670.

Bricrley: Ourselves and the Universe,
326.

British Political I'ortralts : McCar-
thy, 1010.

Brooke: The Poetry of Robert Brown-
ing, 664.

Browning, Robert, The Poetry of:
Brooke, 604.

Buckham: When Town and Country
Meet, 668.

Budge: A History of F^gypt, 337.
Burroughs: Literary Values, 497.

Campbell: The Keys of the Kingdom,
491.

Carman: From the Book of Myths,
670.

Centennial Survey of Foreign Mis-
sions: Dennis, 172.

Child, The, the Wise Man, and the
Devil : Kernahan, 344.

Child's Religious Lite, The: Koons,
602.

Chinese Ileroos : Ileiidland. 508.
Christ, The Death of: Dennej. 324.
Christ, The Gospel According to

:

Albertson, 057.
Christian Belief, The Grounds of The-

istic and : Fisher. 158.
Christian Ministry. The : Its Origin,

Scope, Significance, and End:
" Davidson, 160.

Christian Missions and Social Prog-
ress : Dennis, 172.

Christianity. Religion. Faith, and
Authority in : Randolph, S-4,
994.

Church, The, and the Ministry In the
Early Centuries: Lindsay, 510.

Collector, an Autograph, Meditations
of: JoUne, 104.

Conquest. The : Dye. 848.
Constructive and Preventive Philan-

thropy : Lrr, S.nrt.

Cosmic Philosophy, Outlines of: Fiske,
1008.

Creation Story of Genesis I : Radau,
155.

Criticism. The P>ible, and Modern

:

Anderson, 650.
Crosby's, Fanny, Life Story : By Her-

self, 840.
CoHTior: Glengarry School Days, 176.
Connor: The Man from Glengarry,

176.

Danl: Archbishop Temple. 678.
Davidson: Biblical and Literary Es-

says, 493.

Davidson: The Christian Ministry. Its
Origin, Scope, Significance, and
End, 160.

Days and Ways, European : RunUnij,

Death of Christ. The : Denny, 324
Delitzsch: Babel and Bible. 155.
Dcnney: The Death of Christ, 324.
Dennis: Centennial Survey of Forelirn

Missions, 172.
Dennis: Christian Missions and Social

Progress. 172.
Destiny, Life and : Adler, 999.
Devil, The Child, the Wise Man, and

the : Kernahan, 344.
Doherty: The Illustrative Lesson

N'otes, 176.
Doors, In God's Out-of- : Quaulc, li;;>.

Drillmaster of Methodism, The: Qood-
ell, 329.

Dye: The Conquest, 848.

Egypt, A History of: Budge, 337.
Elements. The Psychological, of Re-

ligious Faith: Everett, 167.
Emphasized Bible, The: Rotherham,

1015.
Epworth League Reading Course for

1908-04. The, 147.
Encyclopedia Biblica : Cheyne and

Black, 830.
Essays, Biblical and Literary: David-

son, 493.
Essays Historical and Literary : Fi^kr,

500.
Everett: The Psychological Ekmeulu

of Religious Faith, 167.
Evolution, The Next Step In: Funi,

3.34.

Faith, Religious. PsycholoRlcal r.I<--

ments of: Everett. ]t'.7.

Fanny Croshv's Life Story : By Her-
self, 846".

Ferguson: The Affirmative lDlcli>'<-(,

1004.
Fisher: The Grounds of Theistic »nd

Christian B.-lief. 158.
Fiske: Essays ilistoricnl and l.U*r-

ary, 5n<).

Fiske: Outlines of Cosmic l*hli<>»f«t'.»if.

1008.
Foreign .Missions. ronf<'nnl«l Farrf^f

of: Jirrniis. 172.
Funk: The .Next St»'p In Krolu:!-)!!.

334.

Genesis I, The Crcatioo Story "f

:

h'adnn. 155.
Glengarry School Days: Connor. ITrt.

Glengarry, The Man from: Cupr.-r.

176.
God's Out-of-Doors. In : Qiiaylr, lo;i

aoodvll: The Drillmaster of .Vnb-
odism. 329.

Gospel According to Christ, The: .('-

bertson. Cuu.
Grounds of Theistic and Christian

Belief, The: Fisher, 158.

Haldnne: Tho Pathway to n*>«I!ty.

8.>9.

Hale: Memories of a Hundred Y***'"*.

50t;.

Headland: Chinese Heroes, 50S.
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Heroes, Chinese : Headland, 508.
Historical and Literary Essays, Fiake,

500.
History of Egypt, A : Budge, 337.
Holy Land, The : Kelman, 170.
llyde: Jesus' Way, 836.

Hlustrative Lesson Notes, The: Neely
and Doherty, 17«.

In Gods Out-of-Doors : Qiiayle, 169.
Incentives for Life : Ludlow, 503.
Intellect, The Athrraative : Ferguson,

1004.
Isabella Thoburn, Life of: Thoburn,

1013.

Jesus' Way : Hyde, 836.
John Wesley, the Methodist: A Meth-

odist J'readier, 843.
Joline: Meditations of an Autograph

Collector, 164.

Kelman: The Holy Land, 170.
Kernahan: The Child, the Wise Man,

and the Devil, 344.
Keys of the Kingdom, The : Campbell^

491.
Kingdom, The Keys of the: Campbell,

491.
Kootis: The Child's Religious Life,

662.

Land, The Holy: Kelman, 170.
Lee: Constructive and Preventive

Philanthropy, 839.
Lee: The Lost Art of Heading. 1001.
Lesson Notes, The Illustrative: Xeely

and Dohertii, 176.
Letters, The Life and. of the Right

Honourable Friedrich Max Miil-
ler : FAlited by his Wife, 676.

Life and Destiny: Adlcr, 999.
Life and Letters of the Right Hon-

ourable Friedrich Max Miiller

:

Edited by his Wife, 676.
Life, Incentives for : Ludlow, 503.
Life of Isabella Thoburn: Thoburn,

10]3.
Life of Joseph Parker: Adamson, 672.
Life Story, Fanny Crosbys : By Her-

self. 846.
Life, The Child's Religious : Koons,

602.
Lindsay: The Church and the Min-

istry In the Enrly Ceuturies. 510.
Literary Values : liurriju<ihs, 497.
Loni/: School of the Woods. 336.
Lost Art of Reading, The : Lee, 1001.
Love: Temperate Zones, 342.
Ludlow: Incentives for Life, 503.

McCarthy: British Political Portraits,
1010.

Man from Glengarry, The: Connor,
176.

Mary North : Meyer, 680.
Mathcsou: The Rppresentatlve Men

of the Bible, 487.
Meditations of an Autograph Col-

lector: Joline, 161.
MamoriPs of a Hundred Years : Hale,

r.oo.

Methodism. The Drillmaster of: Good-
cll, 329.

Meyer: Mary North, 680.
Ministry, The Christian ; Its Origin,

Scope, Significance, and End:
Darison, 161.

Ministry, The Church and the, In
the Early Centuries : Lindsay,
510.

Missions, Christian, and Social Prog-
ress : Dennis, 172.

Morgan: Studies in the Apostolic
Church, 512.

Miiller, Friedrich Max, The Life and
Letters of the Right Honourable

:

Edited by his Wife, 676.
Myths, From the Book of : Carman,

670.

Neelii, The Illustrative Lesson Notes,
176.

Next Step in Evolution, The: Funk,
334.

Ninde, William Xavier. A Memorial

:

Mnde, 340.
Ninde: William Xavier Ninde. A Me-

morial, 340.
North. Mary : Meyer, 680.
Note-Book, An Onlooker's : Russell,

331.

Onlooker's Note-Book, An : Russell,
331.

Ourselves and the Universe : Brierley,
326.

Out-of-Doors, In God's: Quayle, 169.

Parker. Joseph, The Life of : Adam-
son, 672.

Pathway to Reality, The : Haldane,
841.

Philanthropy, Constructive, and Pre-
ventive : Lee, 839.

Philosophy, Outline of Cosmic: Fiske.
1008.

Poetrv of Robert Browning, The

:

Brooke, 064.
Political Portraits, British : McCar-

thy, 1009.
Progress, Social, Christian Mlssons

and : Dennis, 172.
Psychological Elements of Religious

Faith, The : Everett, 1C7.

Quayle: In God's Out-of-Doors, 169.

Radaic The Creation Story of Gene-
sis I, 155.

Randolph: Reason, Faith, and Au-
thority in Christianity, 994.

Reading, The Ix)st Art of: Lee, 1001.
Reality. The Pathway to: Haldane,

841.
Reason, Faith, and Authority in

Christianitv : liandolph. 994
Religious Faith. The Psychological

Elements of: Eicrctt. 167.
Representative Men of the Bible, The:

Mathcson. 487.
Ruslinn: European Days and Ways,

174.
Rusgrll: An Onlooker's Note-Book,

331.
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School Days, Glengarry : Connor, 176.
School of the Woods : Long, 336.
Service, The Sunday-Night : Hheridan,

996.
Shakespeare, What Is? Sherman, 344.
Sheridan: The Sunday-Night Service,

996.
Sherman: What Is Shakespeare? 344.
Social Progress, Christian Missions,

and : Dennis. 172.
Spain and Her People : Zimmermann,

511.
Step, The Next, in Evolution : Funk,

334.
Story, The Creation, of Genesis I

:

Radau, 155.
Studies in the Apostolic Church

:

Morgan, 512.
Sunday-Night Service, The : Sheridan,

996.
Survey, Centennial, of Foreign Mis-

sions : Dennis, 172.

Temperate Zones : Love, 342.
Temple, Archbishop : Dant, 67S.
Thelstic and Christian Belief, The

Grounds of: Fisher, 15S.
Thoburn. Isabella, Life of: Tholurn,

1013.

Universe, Ourselves and the : Brierleu,
326.

Values, Literary : Burroughs, 497.

Watkinson: The Bane and the Anti-
dote, 832.

Way, Jesus' : Hyde. 836.
Ways, European Days and : Ruslinn,

174.
Wesley. John, the Methodist: A Meth-

odist Preacher, 843.
What is Shakespeare? Sherman, 344.
When Town and Country Meet : Buck-

ham, 6GS.
Wise Man, The Child, the, and the

Devil : Kernahan, 344.
Woods, School of the: Long, 336.

Years, Memories of a Hundred : IIa\e,

506.

Zimmermann: Spain and Her People,

511.
Zones, Temperate : Love, 342.





Three Rare Books
which tvill viake a fine addition to any young people's
library—xtuhlic or private—constitute the

New Epworth League Reading Course.

BOOKS AND LIFE. By William A. Quatle.

BACK TO OXFORD. By James Henry Potts.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. By Elisha Gray.

Books and Life is a series of brief studies especially designed for young
people. The book is written in the entertaining and fascinating style which
distinguishes the writings of Dr. Quayle.

Back to Oxford is " a search for the essentials of Methodism." Coming
just after the bicentenary of Mr. AYesley, it is most timely and appropriate.

Dr. Potts's style is epigrammatic and terse.

Electricity and Magnetism is an unusually interesting and instructive vol-

ume by an expert, Professor Elisha Gray. The wonderful field of elec-

tricity is explored by him, and all the latest discoveries and facts are pre-

sented in language so simple the young people will readily understand them.

3\Jf\ics Containing over 800 Pages, £».<«„ , 0<Ti cents
¥Ulb«5 Keatly Bound in Ked Cloth, ^85 Postage, ^y additional.

The Personal Ministry

of the Son of Man.
By Rev. JAMES JEFFREY, M.A.

"This volume is an unfolding of our Lord's method as a Teacher and Guide

in dealing with individual souls, and puts a deserved emphasis upon the fact

that much of His best work as a herald of grace was done, not in the presence

of the crowd, but alone with a single inquiring man or woman. The various

Instances are so treated as to briug out strongly the Master's profound insight

into the heart "and conscience. There are twenty-four discourses in the book,

and they present the Lord in His relations, first, with John the Baptist, then

with His first disciples, Nathanael, the Samaritan Woman, Mcodemus, the Rich

Young Ruler, and so on through the record. The work is done with discern-

ment, reverence, and edifying power. The volume should serve to suggest to

many a minister a similar series of sermons."— Westej-n Christian Advocate.

12mo. Cloth, gl.50.

The God of the FraiL
By THOMAS G. SELBY.

This volume contains twenty sermons of popular interest by this distin-

guished preacher whose previous volumes have had a wide circulation among
the leading preachers and thoughtful laymen on both sides of the Atlantic. The

volume takes its title from the subject of the first sermon.
ISmo. Cloth, @1.50.

EATON & t^AINS, Publishers, 150 Fifth Avenue, New York.

JENNINGS & RYE, Cincinnati, 0.





The Death of Christ
By Professor JAMES DENKEY.

"Professor Denney has prepared one of the most valuable of recent

books, dealing with a theme of supreme importance. Nearly or quite every

passage in the New Testament in relation to the death of Christ, and the

most important in the Old Testament, is treated with extreme care, with
ample evidence of high scholarship, and in a devout spirit. Necessarily

there are quotations from the Greek and Hebrew Scnptures, which the

average reader cannot apprehend, but he can understand and appreciate
almost the entire contents of the book. Even those who may not agree
with the theology of the author will receive a profound impression in regard
to the meaning of the death of Christ. Dr. Denney advocates virtually the

Augustinian and Calvinistic view of the sacrifice of Christ, expresses it in

the language of to-day and in an admirable devout spirit. Too much can
hardly be said in commendation of the book. No preacher should fail to

read it thoughtfully. The book is timely. The world has need of it to-day.

The revealed truth it examines is of supreme importance, and the method
and spirit of the expositor are worthy of the most hearty commendation."— Ckrz'stz'an Ititelligcitccr.

Cro-wn Svo. Uncut Edjres. Cloth, S I. SO.

The Child's Religious Life.
By Eev. WILLIAM GEORGE KOONS, A.M., B.D.

Dr. Keely >vi*iles : "This book is the result of careful observation

and close study. It presents many truths which too many have over-

looked, and while every reader may not agree with the author in all his

views, nevertheless the studious reader will find it provocative of thought,

and even if he dissents from some of the points presented he will find most
profitable reading on every page. The work should be in the hands cl

parents, preachers, and teachers, and of all who deal with childhood. Its

perusal will lead to more judicious efforts and to more successful result?."

12ino. Clotli. $1.

Beyond Death.
By HUGH JOHNSTON, D.D.

'- This volume on eschatological topics will occupy a position not (uW. »»?

any of the many works on the subject. While there arc tcchiiic.il irr:»'..»-r«

in great number, and special pleadings without stint, there >ct rcni.TincUo

be put forth a statement on these important teachings which, wh:ic hol.i-

ing to strict orthodoxy, should not only avoid dogmatism but at the s-.imc

time indicate that a most intimate acquaintance with modern cschato.

logical theories may modify but cannot change the opinions hcli! l>y

orthodox Methodists since the days of Wesley. While appealing d:rcctW

to the Methodist denomination, the position of the work is as brond .".»

truth itself, and should find a wide reading among the laity of all dcnonu-

nations, among whom it is most patent that an earnest interest in

eschatological questions exists.

12nio. Cloth, $1.25.

EATON <S f/IAIHS, Publishers, 150 Fifth Avenue, New York.

JENNINGS & PYE, Cincinncii, 0.





Life of Es^bell^ Thahurnm
By Bishop J. i>I. THOBURN.

" Miss Thoburn was the first woman to be commissioned as a for-

eign missionary by the Woman's Missionary Society of the Methodist

Episcopal Church. She went to Northern India, where she became
identified with the great work of that Church in that region, her
center of operations being the famous city of Lucknow. She was a

woman of singularly clear insight, of profound religious convictions,

although exceedingly modest withal, and the story of the growth of

the work under her care is here told in a very effective way. Naturally

her sphere was teaching, and the little gathering of a few small girls

gradually developed into a college whose influence has been felt far

and wide. Her methods reveal her character and explain her success.

Her kindness to those in the lowliest positions, her firm assurance that

the Gospel is for all. her unwearied labors among the sick, added to

her thorough discipline and the lofty standard of Christian life with

which she resolutely sought to inspire all who came under her in-

fluence, reveal what we may almost call an ideal missionary. Several

of the papers she read before religious bodies in India and America

indicate great intellectual ability. While at home, on a furlough made

necessary by overtaxing her powers, she entered heartily into the

effort to organize the deaconess work, which has attained such promi-

nence and done such good service in the Methodist Church. The book

is valuable not only as a sketch of a noble Christian character, but as

furnishing a clear insight into the missionary work being done in

Northern India, and will interest and benefit every reader."

— The Christian Intelligettcer.

12mo. Portrait of Miss Thoburn. Cloth, ^f.25.

The Laifd of Faith,

By JAMES i^IUDGE, D.D.

"They who have been helped to holier living by the author's

• Life of Love' will surely want this companion volume, which is of

the same sort, on the same high key both as to style and contents.

Nearly two hundred pretty solid pages of choice meditation on forty

themes are given for a quarter of a dollar. How can one who has a

taste for pure and undefiled religion, such as is here taught, expend

his money to better advantage ? The pieces will greatly conduce to-

ward that swift progress in the direction of completed Christlikeness

which must ever be the goal for the aspirations of the devout, loyal

Christian heart."

—

Zion's Herald.

16mo. Cloth, 25 cents, net ; by mail, 29 cents.

S00,000 IMIg onss are dellshtcd to rsceSve a copy of the

PICTURELESSON PAPER every month. Ask for a specimen copy.

EATON & MAINS, Publishers, 150 Fifth Avenue, New York.

JENNINGS & PYE, Cincinnati, 0.





Profusely Illustrated,
Collected by ECERTON R. YOUNG.

"The Rev. Egerton R. Young knows two fields that serve as a fine
equipment for story-writing. He knows the customs of the Indians.
and he knows the minds of young people. ' Algonquin Indian Talcs' is

a juvenile work, with an opening chapter devoted to the startling adven-
ture of two children who are carried away by some warriors. It turns
out to be in good faith that the red men have acted, and the children am
next shown at a ' party ' at which they eat Indiauv/ise among the little

red children. It is here that the first of the Indian tales is told. There
are some romantic narratives, which deserve as well at the hands of the
public as the fairy tales that are given so great prominence in every
home."

—

SL Loins Globe-Democrat.

"'Algonquin Indian Talcs' is a book of stories of Indian folklore
gathered from the Ojibways. Dr. Young has recorded what seemed to
him the most natural version, and has made his narrative attractive to

both old and young readers, interpolating the observations and criti-

cisms of his own children by way of diversion. He has had unusual
opportunities to hear Indian legends at first hand, and has been gather-
ing and sifting them for thirty years. Kechechemon, a chief of the
Ojibways, vouches for Dr. Young's accuracy."

—

Detroit Free Press.

12mo. Illustrated. Cloth, 31.25.

By ISAAC CROOK, LL.D.

"This is a short account of a great life which fell mostly within tlie

first half of the eighteenth century. Thousands of years ago a man
whose generation consisted of only four persons performed his duty,

and it is wnritten of him, ' He being dead, yet speaketh.' This is true

of a few persons all along through the centuries. Jonathan Edwards
may seem a man. of yesterday, but both in life and character ' is a n)aji

of to-day and all the to-morrows.' "

16mo. Cloth, 35 cents, net.

500,000 Yoimg People
Gladly anticipate the arrival of these Brigfht and AttrACtivc

Weekly Visitors:

The Classmate. The Sunday School Advocate.

Beautifully illustrated, and every Issued in a new form. Eii^bl

line of its entertaining, instructive, pages. Printed in bright tolurs.

and popular contents will be read Holds fast to its long-cstabl'.^!H•^

•with mterest by the young people, reputation as the freshest, tine-xt.

and their seniors ^vilf also enjoy it. and best paper for the younger

Single copy, 75 cents a year; in people. Single copy, 30 ccuth a

clubs of six or over to one address, year; in clubs of six or over to i>ae

50 cents each. address, 25 cents each.

EATON & MAINS, Publishers, 150 Fifth Ave., New York.

JENNINGS & PYE, Cincinnati, 0.





A Pi^QSMiS RBGord for 1904
can be made by every Sunday School Superintendent and

every Sunday School Teacher for a notable increase m the

average attendance of scholars and the unusual interest m
the International Lessons manifested by them, if the Super-

intendent or Teacher will adopt as a study companion for

next year a copy of

The Illustrative Lesson Notes

Any teacher who feels discouraged will be greatly

cheered by using this book for 1904. Its hints on teaching

and its stories illustrating the lessons wnll alone be wortn

more than its cost. It also contains numerous picture illus-

trations, excellent maps, and the best notes on each lesson

that can be found in print.

Its tcgylar price is $J.25. It is sent to teachers, postpaid,

for $J.OO.

By fELlCIA BUTTZ CLARK.

• With twenty-three full-page illustrations.

Garibaldi's red-shirted volunteers opened the way for

the unification of Italy and the destruction of the temporal

power of the popes. Pope Pius IX shut himself up m the

Va ican when the Italians breached the walls of Rome and

his successors still glory in the style of "Pnsoner which

he assumed in protest against the sovereignty of Victor

Emmanuel. The election of the new pope has freshened our

interest in all this history, and whets our appetite tor tne

new romance, THE SWORD OF GARIBALDI^^Y
fj^-^

Felicia Buttz Clark, who.se long residence m Rome has given

her exceptional acquaintance with the scenes and some of

the actor^s in those eventful years. The story ^s rich m
stirring incident and dramatic situation and does not like

some historical novels, labor -nder a load of scarcely realized

personages. Its leading characters are fictitious as are the

feading features of the plot, which is, however, true to the

social !nd political conditions of that time of .
conspiracy and

counterplot. The numerous illustrations give the story its

proper setting.

Crown 8vo. Illostratcd. Qoth, $J.25.

EATOh' & f^AINS, Publishers, 150 Fifth Avenue, h'ew York.

JENNINGS & PYE, Cincinnati, 0.





iid Book Fi^riidm

Highly commended by the Teachers and warmly appreciated

by the Scholars of the classes which have adopted them.

Cbc First £e$$on Book,

{Formerly the Beginner's Lesson Book.)

For scholars of the grade just above the Primary Department.
This year more beautiful and attractive than ever before. Lessons
presented in popular form. Fine pictorial illustrations. Everyday
helps for the younger people.

15 cents per copy ; postage, 5 cents additional,

Cbe young peopk^s £e$$on Book,

(Formerly the Intermediate Lesson Book.)

For the grade just below the Senior. This popular manual is this

year ahead of any of its predecessors. The notes are helpful, the

pictures attractive, the questions appropriate, and the maps interesting.

It contains every feature that is desired in a book of its class.

J5 cents per copy ; postage, 5 cents additional.

Cf)e £e$$on l^ana'oook>

{Formerly^the Senior Lesson Book.)
' VEST-POCKET SIZE.

For the Senior scholars in the Sunday school and for those who

desire to study the Sunday school lessons for 1904. The treatment of

the lessons will be comprehensive though condensed, while the corn-

pact form of the book will permit it to be carried in the pocket

Cloth binding, 20 cents ; Leather, 25 cents ; postage, 3 cents iddHioruL

The Golden Text BooK, 1904.
A thirty-two page booklet, in embossed colored card covers, which

gives, besides the titles, texts, and readings, a variety of information,

biblical exercises, etc., of great interest and value to the Sunday school

scholar. It is small enough to be slipped in the pocket, slight enough

to be shut between the leaves of your Bible, and pretty enough to

please young and old. The price puts it within the reach of all.

Per dozen, 30 cents ; by mail, 35 cents. Per 100, $2 ; by maU $2.3a

EATON & MAINS, Publishers, 150 Fifth Avenue. New York.

JENNINGS & PYE, Cincinnati, 0.





M Noted Author's S&i*iiiOiss

On Subjetiis of Practical Interest.

The open Door.

Resurrection Now.

A Divine Impossibility.

Salt.

A Brief for Foreign Missions.

The Making of St. John.

The Angel of God's Face.

Real* iLife.^

By HENRY VAN DYKE, D.D., LL.D.

Beaatifal in Diction. Inspiring in Thought. Ele^^ting in Spirit.

12ino. Cloth, 75 cents, net.

J&hn Wesley's OpIiSiOits,

his p^ull^riUes, his methods of life, and tho Bourcos of ft/s

pow^are shown in the sermons, treatises, Bnd tetters aon-

talned In

Selections from the

Writings of John Wesley.

Compiled and Arranged with a Preface

By Rev. HERBERT WELCH.

" The name of John Wesley has a charm for the millions in all lands who

are proud to be his followers. The author has exhibited rare taste in the com-

pilations of this sainted man. From such voluminous published matter, and

all possessing such merit, to make a selection was not an easy task. He has

culled from a garden so rich with rare and costly flowers enough to present to

each reader a bouquet of rare beauty and rich fragrance. "-^«//m<'^^ Methodist.

"The list of John Wesley's original works numbers two hundred ^and

thirty-three. The man whom Augustine Birrell has characterized as ' the

greatest force of the eighteenth century in England ' had some central con-

victions that the twentieth century values, especially as to the nature of religion

as the grand motor force in human life. This volume of selections embodies

in various form.s - sermons, treatises, letters— what may be regarded as his

message to after times."— 7"-^^ Outlook.

IZmo. Cloth, $1.25.

EATON & MAINS, Publishers, 150 Fifth Avenue, New York.

JENNINGS & PYE, Cincinnati, 0.





The Ps*eseBtt Sl^ Moi^ihs' Lessonss,

2>repared especially for the nse of ciasses for the train-
ing of teachers and those projwsing to teach, are con-
tained in

From Saul to Solomon.
By JESSE LYl'IAN HURLBIT, D.D.

Dr. Hurlbut's superior ability in the preparation of material for the use of

Normal Classes and helps for teachers is universally conceded by leading Sun-
day school workers. This book is not designed to supersede any other, but

rather to form a connecting link between the normal class and the uniform les-

son
; for it takes up the history to be studied in the Sunday schools during the

last six months of the year 1903, not in paragraphs from the Bible, as in the In-

ternational Lessons, but in historic topics, to be studied inductively—that is, by
diligently searching the Scriptures.

Crown Svo. Postal card cover, 25 cents, net ; Cloth, 40 cents, net.

Epw&rfh PrBy&^ iWoetmg Leaders

unhesitatingly say they were greatly assisted in mak-
ing their respective meetings attractive and instructive

by the helj) they received from

Notes on Epworth League

Devotional Meeting Topics.

Second Series—JulyDecember, 1903.

The general aim of the "Notes" is to provide for each week, V.rt'X, « l-r'xf

exposition of the Scripture passage out of which the topic aris*-« ; f^-c-^ !, a

more general treatment of the theme of the v>eek ; third, a few ih<'lce l^lmUi-

tions or illustrative comments on the theme ; fourth, a series of lhought-eu.xVr*i-

ing "Guideposts ; " and, last, a half dozen questions.

These "Notes" are Intended for devotional meeting leaders and for firtt

vice presidents. A chapter which keeps two or more copies in clrcul.'it'.on, tur-

nishiug one to each leader, well in advance of the meeting he is to loud, will Im^c

gone far on the road to successful meetings.

ISiQO. Paper, 15 cents; per dozen, g;1.20; postnge, 24 cent* •ddlilonal.

EATON & MAINS, Publishers, 150 Fifth Ave., New Yorl<.

JENNINGS & PYE, Cincinnati, 0.
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Tfili: ILL-USTRATIVE LESSON NOTES
by Drs. Neely and Doherty. Any teacher who feels discouraged
will be greatly cheered by using this book for 1903. Its hints on
teaching and its stories illustrating the lessons will alone be worth
more than its cost. It also contains numerous picture illustrations,

excellent maps, and the best notes on each lesson that can be
found in print. Its regular price is $1.25. It is sent to teachers,
postpaid, for $1.00.

«««,:««««™«,««,,«««_.

through the unusual interest shown by the. scholars that they appre-

dated and made good use of the copy of the Lessons in Book Form.
Try it in your class for 1903.

(Formerly the Beginner's Lesson Book.) For scholars cf the
grade just above the Primary Department, This year more
beautiful and attractive than ever before. Lessons presented
in popular form. Fine pictorial illustrations. Everyday helps
for the younger people.

15 cents per copy ; postage, 5 cents additionaL

(Formerly the Intermediate Lesson Book.) For the grade just
below the Senior. This popular manual is this year ahead
of any of its predecessors. The notes are helpful, the pictures
attractive, the questions appropriate, and the maps interesting.
It contains every feature that is desired in a book of its class.

15 cents per copy ; postage, 5 cents additional.

(Formerly the Senior Lesson Book.) For the Senior scholars
in the Sunday school and for those who desire to study the
Sunday school lessons for 1903. The treatment of the lessons
will be com.prehensive though condensed, while the compact
form of the book will permit it to be carried in the pocket;

Cloth binding, 20 cents; Leather. 25 cents; postage, 3 cents additional.

EATON & MAINS, PUBLISHERS, 150 Fifth Avenue, New York.

JENNINGS & PYE, Cincinnati, 0.





y Sixty-second
r Year The Safest, Purest^andBest_

THK.
^

SUNDAY SCHOOL ADVOCATE

184P

Edited by THOMAS B. NELLY, D.D.
A

NEW FEATURES OF AN OLD FAVORITE
'pHE SUNDAY SCHOOL ADVOCATE began the year X903 in a new and ,handy form, embelhshecl with colors, enriched in the number and variety of i- .

trations, and more closely adapted than ever to the tastes and needs of our o^^'r^l,
arid girls.

Eig'Kt pog'es weeKly instead of fo'arMontHly magazine numbers of sixteezi pages
Eight J^ew Departments
Besides, ilie space devoted to the Sunday

School Lesson, the Juniors' Meeting, and the
Puzz'e^ Box, eight new departments are
maintained :

The Young Housekeeper
How to help about the house.

The Garden
How to succeed with fiou ers and plants.

Work for Little Hands
How to make things worth making.

Clubs and Societies
"\Vhat children's organization, are
and may do.

friends in Fur and Feathers
About pets of all sorts and how to care for
them.

Sports and Pastimes
f^ow to have good times indoors and out.

Camera and Dark Room
Common seme for young photographers.

The Young Collector
A column for those who fancy stamps,
v-oins, autographs, curios, etc., etc.

doin

TwelveMagazine Nam ben
Once in each month a double ni.!?,;.- rr

number will be issued. Its sixteen page; v. T.i

be proflisely illustrated and wDl contai::. Ui

addition to the usual stories, articlos. .-^.i

departments.

Three Great Serial
Attractions

Lodge^Fire Stories
A budget of wonder-legends gathered by

Dr. Egerto.v R. You.nc from the r. i

Indian story-tellers. Illustrated.

The Boy Who MadeEpworth Famcu tt

John Wesley's two hundredth bLr: .'a .

\s-hich comes this year, wi'l excite iv.:-.-. :

in this storylike life of the famous bj v- ;, *

was born in the old parsonage at Ep^v-,- •.,

Many pictures.

t^ Mercy and Help Pitgrinm^'f

To interest our readers in \\ hjt the €' .,:>.'.

is doing for God's poor and. forlorn M. »

A. M. GuERNSFY tells how iwoopr.".-' '

and inquisitive children visited som;: ..

:

homes for orphans, old folks, inim-i-i

our hospitals, school, c:o. Vic:::} ^

pictures.

Tlie PrlCt f^ fttlfv 9^i rpfifc is Vf^nr- ^" '^^^^^ ^^ s!\ or more
-iiirJJi^.,'L.^^_"HiLjr^Lr^^ Single stibscrlptio ns. 30 ccnty

r- T^r.
^^^ SAMPLES A.\'D TERMS OF INTRODUCTION ADORES^

hATOX & riAINS, Publishers, 150 Fifth Ave., Ncnn
JENNINGS d- PYIZ, Cincinnati, 0.
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